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THE

Fourth Volume of the " Catalogue of the Cuneiform

Tablets in the Kouyunjik Collection" contains the description of
6319 tablets and fragments and is the work of DR. BEZOLD.
The Collections described are the following:"Sm.", "D.T.", " Rm.", "Rm.2", "48-7-20", "48-10-31'",
"48-11-4", " 55-10-3 ", " 56-9-3", " 56-9-9", " 66-5-19 ",
"67-4-2 ",

"68-5-23 ",

*73-7-22",

"76-4-13",

"78-8-28",

" 79-7-8", ' 80-7-19 ",
"82-5-22 ", "83-1-18 ",
91-5-9 ", 95-4-6".

81-2--4",

" 81-7-27",

" 82-3-23 ",

Bu. 88--5-12", " Bn. 89-4-26 ", " Bu.

E. A. WALLIS BUDGE.
DEPARTMENT OF EGYPT AN
AND ASSYRIAN ANTIQUITIES,

10th June, 1896.

A LIST OF FRAGMENTS IN THE KOUYUNJIK COLLECTIONS
WHICH HAVE BEEN JOINED SINCE THE SHEETS OF
THIS CATALOGUE HAVE BEEN PRINTED.
r .
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I

__c

Registration numbers.

Present size.

Present numbers of lines.

K. 62 + 82-5-22,317

81 in. by 5-2 in.

K. 140 + K. 3352 + K. 8751
+ K. 10285
K. 141 + K. 6682
K. 187 + Sm. 1252 + 81-2-4,
231
K. 1719 + Rm. 2, 68

7 in. by 31 in.
5741 in. by 53 in.
,5 in. by 3- in.

37 + 63 + 53 + 53 + 55
+ 28
44 + 39
35 + 17 + 12 + 30
26 + 19

2~ in. high; one
side of the base
2j in.
32 in. high; one
side of the base
at least 2- in.

11 + 20 + 16 + 5 +

K. 1762 a + K. 1762 c + K.
1762 e
K. 1762 b+ K. 1762 d
K. 1762 f + K. 1762 g
K. 1763 d + K. 1763 e + K.
1763 n
K. 1763 h + K. 1763 in
K. 1763 j + K. 1763 1
K. 1775 c + K. 1775e
K. 1779 + Sm. 1878..

3 2- in. by 1

23 q-........

K. 2086 + 82-3-23, 26 + 831-18, 421
K. 2106 + K. 2384 + K. 3393
+ K. 6340 + K. 8605 +
K. 8983 + K. 9576 + K.
9688 + K. 11589 + K.
12911 + K. 13792 + K.
13800
K. 2200 + K. 2348 ..

5a in. by 5

K. 1732 + Sn. 1989..

i ll. by
1 in. by
k in. by

in.

19 + 11 +..........

.

8 in.

traces of 3 + 7 +........
7+ ..........

8 in.

6+

3 in.

11 in. by -Hin.
. by 3 in.
in.

11

8 in. by 13 in.

58 in. high; one
side of the base

..........

7+ ..........
5 +..........
6+ ..........
19 + 31 + 33 +.........

25 in.

in.

29 + 25 + 26 + 32

10 in. by 3§ in.

77 + 65

4-~ in. by 23 in.

short beginnings of 21 + 25

List of Fragments joined.

viii

K. 2263 + K. 3973 ..
K. 2379 + K. 3289 ..
K. 2153 + 81-2-4, 194
K. 2542 + K. 2772 + K. 6030
+ D.T. 85 + D.T. 170
K. 2570 + K. 5000* + K.
7105 + Sm. 821
.
K. 2586 + K. 7185 ..
K. 2647 + Rm. 2, 99
K. 2724 + K. 8207 ..
K. 2728 + Sm. 1768 + Sm.
1776
K.2741t +K.6588 + K.6612
+ K. 9770
.
K. 2836 + K. 6593 ..
K. 2866 + K. 8174 ..
K. 3189 t + K. 8788
K. 3242 + K. 6426 + K. 9487
K. 3268 + K. 8176 ..
K.3272 + K.6255 + K.7644
+ K. 8001
K. 3323 + Rm. 941 ..
K. 3330 + Sm. 394 + 81-2-4,
244
K. 3355 + K. 6639 + K. 8953
K. 3403 + 81-2-4,187 + 954-6, 4
K. 3429 + K. 8657 ..
K. 3447 * + K. 13728
K. 3474 + K. 8233 4- Sm. 372
K. 3687 + Sm. 951 ..
K. 3693 + Rm. 102..
K. 3844 + 82-3-23, 57
K. 3940 + Rm. 228..
K. 3945t + K. 6297 + K.
10681 + K. 10960 + K.
11713 + 82-3-23, 5215 ..
T7 oAr7t\
JX. uJ IV

P.
Ri
OQ
-T 1alS.
tL' . .

K. 4080 +-Sm. 552 ..
K. 4097t + Rm. 544..
* c~f. V~ol.III, P?.ix.

Present numbers of lines.

Present size.

Registration numbers.

in. by 3" in.
3-8 in. by 2{in.
7- in. by 5 in.
5-)1jf in. by 4 in.

63
16
15
25

64 in. by 5

27 + 32 - 30 + 33

9

in.

+
+
+
+

56
22
46 + 56 + 36
26 + 27 + 24

43 in.

by 2¼ in.
71 in. by 3~ in.
51 in. by 312 in.
844 in. by 5'D in.

.....
32 +
37 +
59 +

9-8 in. by 3-8 in.

51 + 56

54 in. by 3 in.

6 in. by 2-4 in.
in.
3§ in. by 31
4 in.
ill.
414 in. by 3858gri

22 +
36 +
.....
.....
.....
29 +

42 in. by 23 in.
43 in. by 23 in.

traces of 6 + 18
33 + 30

54 in. by 23 in.
5 in. by 5 in.

traces of 2 + 36
37 + 32

418 in. by 25 in.

.....
.....
43 +
35 +
42 +
16 +
48 +
70 +

64 in. by 41 in.
468 in. by

41 in. by 33 in.
64- in. by 52 in.

by 3~ in.
6¼ in. by 3{ in.
64 in.
8 in. by 5a in.

+ 28
24
30
56 + 52 + 37

10
40
..... -+33 + 19
+-14+ 7 + 15
+23

33 + 9 +.....

+29
+27
27 + 10 + 22
27
24
22 + 20 + 5
44
53 + 41 + 50

4 in.
by 23 in.

24 + 30
. ... +-26

by 35 in.

63 + 55

3- in.
31 in, by 12 in.
7-5 il.

t Cf. Vol. III, p. viii.

"~ Cf. Vol. IT, P. xxii.

List of Fragments joined.

Registration numbers.

ix

Present size.

Present numbers of lines.

K. 4263* + K.7679 + K.7680
+ K. 7775 + K. 7785
K. 4349 + K. 4349 t

15 in. by 8

K. 4349 a + 81-7-27, 51
K. 4349 k + 81-7-27, 54

44 in. by 2 in.
2-- in. by 2 in.

..
..

33 + 29 + 39 + 36 + 11 +

61 in. by 5 in.

117 + 115 + 107 + 82 +
49 + ..... +
+
..... +) 36 + 127 +
149 + 50
41 + 43 +..........

in.

(..........
+14+
of 6 +(..........+

..........
K.4349n + K.4349u
K. 4349 o + K. 4349 v
K. 4349 s + K. 4349 z
K. 4830 + Sm. 1391..
K. 4865 + Sm. 1145..
*.
K. 4945 + Rm. 2, 158
K. 5171 + K. 5354 .
K. 5353 + K. 5369 ..
K. 6026t + Sm. 1536
K. 6209 + K. 6502 + K, 9532
K. 6324 + K. 10361..
K.
K.
K.
K.

6395
7564
8146
8532

+
+
+
+

K. 10138..
K. 7568 ..
K. 9337 ..
K. 8533 + K. 8534

14 in.
14 in.
14 in.
38 in.

by l in.
by 13 in.
by 13 in.
by 8lin.
2
3| in. by 38 in. I

3 in. by

2

3 in. by 3
1 in. by 21I
4 in. by 3a
4 in. by
31 in. by
3-11
5
458

in. I

in.
in. I
in.
in.

I
I

in.by 21 in,
in. by 23 in. I
2 in.
in. by 318 in.
in. by 8

traces

+) 22 (+

9+19+ ..........

9+19 +...
14+ ..........
9+ ..........
19 + 7
19 + ..... +..
+.....
...
+ .. .... .
12 + 29
..........
+ 26(+.....)
11 +..........
26 + traces of 7
..... + .....
+ 24 + 18
(.....
+) traces of 3 + 23
+21+ ..... (+...)

..... +11
4+ .........
29 + .....

.....

+ 5

3 + 4+....+(..

+

+ )10 + 16+ .....
K. 8540 + 82-5-22, 28
K. 8753 + Sm. 670 ,.
K. 9136 + K. 13332..
K. 9729 + K. 13285..
K. 9919§ + Sm. 2073
K. 9968 + K. 13252..
K. 10330 + 79-7-8, 34
K. 11485 + Sm. 908

2- in. by 15 in.
5i8 in. by 3341·r~iIl. I

2- in. by 1 in. I
2" in. by 1 8
2 in.
i.
5{ in. by 1- in.
3¼ in. by

I

3-- in.
4- in. by
I
248 in. by 212 in.

7

(....

+ ....

+)41+

42(+....+....)
15 + 13
(....+)18 +16(+.....)
(....
+)16+ 11 +.....
+16 +17+19(+...)

26 + ... .(.....)
(.....+)24+28(+.....)
10 + 9

COf.Vol. III, p. ix.
t Cf. Vol. III, p. x.
$ Fragment of an inscrip tion of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see below,
p. 1570), Col. V, lines 81 ff.
§ Cf. Vol. III, p. xi.

b
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List of Fragments joined.

x

Registration numbers.

Present numbers of lines.

Present size.

K.
K.
K.
K.
K.

11492 + Sm. 412..
11494 + K. 12637
11502 + Sm. 705
11505 + Sm. 1158
12787 + K. 13933 + K.
13978
K. 13132 + Bu. 91-5-9, 103
K. 13716 + K. 14153
K. 14148 + Sm. 1617
Sm. 55 + Rm. 567

7 in. by
4' in. by
4a in. by
37 in. by
33 in. by

3 in.
23 in.
2 in.
3H-Lin.
21 in.

2-3 in. by 13 in.
3 in. by 15 in.
11- in. by 1 - in.
33
in. by 31 in.

Sm. 107 + Sm. 1483
Sm.
Sm.
Sm.
Sm.
Sm.
Rm.

554 + Sm. 1364..
575 + Sm. 2155
657 + 83-1-18, 545
660 + 82-5-22, 495
1320 .- 83-1-18, 537
5 + Rm. 6

24 in. by 2~ ill.

..

32
32
42
43

in.
in.
in.
in.

by 31 in.
by 2j in.
by 32 in.
high; one

side of the base
Rm. 8 + Rm. 2, 50 ..

Rm. 146 + 81-2-4, 205 +
81-2-4,238 + 81-2-4, 312
+ 81-2-4, 449 + 81-2-4,
496
Rm. 273 + Rm. 2,104
Rm. 982 + 80-7-19, 178
Rn. 2,279 + 80-7-19,296..
80-7-19, 161 + Bu. 89-4-26,
13

19 4- 19
10 + 10 + 4
8 + 7+ 3
16 + 12
.....
.....
+

9 + 11 + 5 ..........
20 ..........
15 +..
19 + 17 + 10 + (....
..
+.....
.. .+)
..... +9 +17
10 + 12 + ....+
.....
+
+.....
11 +.....
+ 12
19 + 11 + 5
10 + 12
18 + 10
17 + 26 + 24 + 24 + 21
+..........

25 in.
131 in. high; the
sides of the base
increasing from
25 in. to 3 in.
7¼
4 in. by 55
8 in.

3§
2k
51
3

in.
in.
in.
in.

by 31 in.
by 1k in.
by 23 in.
by 29 in.
3, ra

14 + 13

+ . .. + 43+ 64
+ 68 + 71 + 75 + 74 +
41 + 4
.....
+ 12 + 29 + 33

24
20
35
22

+
+
+
+

12
20
38 + 41 + ....
6

.....

.....

ADDITIONS TO VOLUMES I., I., III. AND IV.
Volume I., p. 56, 1. 12 leg.: "tf

", for "k.-

".-P.

130, 1. 25 leg.: "L

",

for

"v".-P. 152, 1. 16 leg.: "
Y ;", for ";
".--P. 165, 1. 19 leg.: "an astrological report, and letter," for "a letter".-P. 205, 1. 22 leg.: "->", for
"+".-P. 260, note *, 1. 3 leg.: "526-7, 530-46, 548-53, 557-9, 564-5, 570-1 ", for
"526-559, 563-65, 567-71".--P. 306, 1. 33 leg.: "cy y ", for 'y7".-P.
346, 1. 9
leg.: "Seven", for "Six".-P. 346, 1. 13 leg.: "1762 a-g", for "1762".-P. 346,1. 14
leg.: "Fourteen", for "Thirteen ".-P.

346, 1. 20 leg.: "1763 a-n", for "1763".-

P. 348, 1. 5 leg.: "1775 a-f", for "1775".-P. 399, 1. 2, after "SAYCE", add.: Zeits.,
1885, p. 3; ".-P. 399, 1. 3, after "2; ", add.: " p. 454, note 2;".
Volume II., p. 448, 1. 20, p. 669, 1. 11, and p. 681, 1. 31 del.: "which""Series".
Cf. ZIMMERN, Beitr. Bab. Rel., p. 52.-P. 449, 1. 23, after "450 ff.", add.:
"; 477, note l.".-P. 452, 1. 20 leg.: "517 ", for "518".-P. 472, 1. 16 f. leg.: "of

Y

the legends of ¥ A

l_

4j'",

for "V

^t H|

]m

" 9 (ZIMMERN).-

P. 484, 1. 6 add.: "Cf. ZIMMERN, Beitr. Bab. Rel., p. 52".-P. 493, 1. 3 f. del.:
"This"-" 457 ".-P.
520,1. 18 leg.: ".
Duplicate of K. 163; see Vol. I, p. 43.",
for

", probably" -"

Series.";

cf. ZIMMERN,

I.C.,

p.

52.-P.

532,

1.

15

leg.:

traces of 7 + ....
+ 10 + ....
, for "10 + ..... ".-P. 537, 1. 17 del.: "See ""197".-P. 549, 1. 40 del.: "1763".-P. 577, 1. 2 leg.: "52nd", for "42nd".P. 578, 1. 20 leg.: " 1st ", for " 3rd"; cf. DELITZSCH, Abh. d. Kgl. Sadcs. Ges. d. Wiss.,
1896, p. 16, note 1.-P. 582, 1. 31 del.: "Sm. 840,".-P. 614, 1. 24, after "40th",
add.: '(or 50th?)".-P. 694, 1. 17 leg.: ",[
", for " [".-P.
757, 1. 31 leg.:
" 449", for " 499 ".-P. 780, 1. 12 leg.: " 2nd", for " st"; cf. TALLQVIST, Beschw.
Mlaqlz, p. 11.-P. 854, 1. 5 f. del.: of "-" 1288 ".-P.868, 1. 29, after "lines ", add.:
"in three columns ".
Volume III., p. 905, 1. 8 leg.: "TY$Y",

for "ayv"

(ZIMMERN).-P.

906, 1. 23,

after "6321.", add.: " Cf. G. SMITH, Chald. Gen., G. E., p. 112; and BEZOLD, Zeits.,
1894, p. 114, note 1."-P. 929, 1. 12, p. 931, 1. 10, and p. 1001, 1. 22 add.: ' Duplicate
of K. 3452; see Vol. II, p. 534." Cf. ZIMMERN, Zeits., 1895, p. 1.-P. 967, 1. 31 add.:
' Duplicate of K. 150; see Vol. I, p. 39." Cf. ZIMMERN, Beitr. Bab. Rel., p. 52.P. 970, 1. 30, after " etc.", add.: " Cf. G. SMITH, Assurb., p. 181 f.".-P. 1001, 1. 20 leg.:

" Tyyy*

"', for " YP
" (?) "; cf ZIMMERN, Zeits., 1895, p. 24.-P. 1015,
1. 23 leg.: "
>. by.Y ", for "
>-.-yyy ".-P. 1022,1. 23, after " A," add.: ">4 ".
-P. 1076, 1. 1, after "lines", add.: "; Babylonian.".-P. 1125, 1. 17 add.: "Duplicate
of K. 9500; see above, p. 1017" (CRAIG).-P. 1171, 1. 6 f. del.: "Mention"--"
-P. 1171, 1. 20, and p. 1172, 1. 21 del.: "
f iE".-P.
1184,1. 9 leg.: " 11656",
for " 11657 ".-P. 1201, the rule following 1. 21 should be placed after 1. 20.-P. 1336
1. 29 leg. "49 ", for "41".

Volume IV., p. 1376, 1. 22 add.: "Cf. STRASSMAIER, A. V., pp. 744, 825, 833,
927, 956, 960, 988.-P. 1393, 1. 6, after "'-''",
add.: ",".-P.
1406, 1. 25 leg.:
"([", for "([ Y [ ".--P. 1426, 1. 16 leg.: "Assyrian ", for " Assyrion ".-P.
1432, 1. 36,
after " 755", add.: " + Sm. 1352 + Sm. 1651".-P. 1482, 1. 37 add.: "; and A.

xii

Additions to Volumes I., I.,

III. and IV.

', for
f-4 "
4"- P.
1570, 1. 6, after "1371 ", add.: " 1508".-P 1570, 1. 16, after "1", add.: "1780".Y
P. 1571, 1.20, after " ...........
", del.: " + 14 + 24 ".-P. 1576,1. 1 2 leg.: "
"
for "
".-P.
.y
1601, . 4 leg.: "55, 99 ", for " 99 ".-P. 1609, 1. 27 leg.: "of a", for
"of".-P. 1619, 1. 33 leg.. "8005", for "8941 ".-P. 1624, 1. 8 leg.: "589 ", for
"588 ".-P. 1642, 1. 25 leg.: "a mythological legend belonging to the 4th tablet

JEREMIAS, Izd.-Nimr., p. 3 f..--P. 1483, 1. 33 leg.: "

of the Series ~y

L-

f _yT

", for " an astrological text".

Cf. DELITZSCH, I.c.,

p. 12.-P. 1644, 1. 28 add.: "Rm. 2, 101 appears to belong to the same tablet as
K. 205; see Vol. I, p. 53 ".-P. 1687, after " Rm. 2, 606 ", insert:-" Lower half, 5 in.
by 37 in.; 8 + 3 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the
various months, concerning eclipses, etc.; they partly relate to public affairs. [Sp.
188]".-P. 1689,1. 9 leg.: "' Sacr.", for " Scar.".-P. 1698, after " 76-4-13,1", insert:Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 4 in. high, one side of the
base at least 2 in.; 16 + 16 +........
lines. Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see
above, p. 1570), Column V, lines 62 ff.; Column VI, lines 28 ff.
[76-11-17, 145]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2-9 in. high, one side of
the base at least 1in.; 12 +..........
lines. Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see
above, p. 1570), Column IV, lines 22 ff.
[76-11-17, 146]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1- in.; .....
+ 11 lines. Part of
an omen-text concerning the condition of certain parts of the
(human) body.
[76-11-17, 147]
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of
the base at least 1- in.; 11 + 9 +..........
lines. Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see
above, p. 1570), Column II, lines 49 ff., etc.
[76-11-17, 148]
Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 2§ in.; 5 + 15 + 22 + 8 lines. Part
of an incantation-text belonging to the 3rd tablet of the Series
- -S£y " <. Duplicate of K. 2728; see above, p. 470.
[76-11-17, 149]
Left half, upper portion, 23 in. by 2* in.; 12 + ..... lines. Part of an

omen-text, beginning:--y

M

y-

,yy_-

4 <_- y.--g

[76-11-17, 150]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 10 +..........lines.
Part of a religious text.
[76-11-17, 156]
Portion out of the middle, 2* in. by 2-T in.; .....
+ 18 lines. Omens
concerning incidents that may happen to men.
[76-11-17, 157].P. 1714, . 25 add.: " belonging to the 2nd tablet of the Series .¥
cf. DELITZSCH, I.c., p. 17.

yL/, f>Ty

,,;

KOUYUNJIK COLLECTION.
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 4 3in. high, the sides of the base
varying from 29in. to 2½in.; 18 + 26 + 30 + 29 + 21 + .
....+.
+ ...
* +..
+
.
....
lines. Portion of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (q.v.), Column I, lines 70-83;
Column II, lines 13-29, 101-119; Column 1II, lines 78-105, and
Column IV, lines 72-96.
[Sm. 1]
Upper portion of reverse, 31in. by 3½in.; short ends of 3 + 26 lines. Part of
a copy of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various
months, partly relating to public affairs. E.g., lines 7ff. of reverse
read:-

[Y '] *1 >> •Th 23A;

+ ^I
3 <•m Vn^
8+
Y

'E

{^<-·rT{eM

ggg>e<<>
<~ >Y~t aKA

·*

.

S.

.

.

.

>>

..

V 07
< VN
<M:

pTF AMY
^

x

au>-< W>> 8

.

.

.

.

[Sm. 2]
Nearly complete, 31in. by 2in.; 19 + 18 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines; between
lines 6 and 7 of obverse are 3 seal-impressions. Private contract
'Y
"together
concerning the sale of the" city" of >- ¥Yt ¥ -<(y ;;<
with all its belongings; a house, 500 fields and their corn" (Yy <y:
YTy4
YT 2y te -<k Q). It is dated:YYY -<< 4 rYn W Y¶ YT
t,,
'i.e., April-May, B.c. 670;
,-¥
<Y- V~
(
~ T <¥*
¥ ~ Y
cf. supra, p. 203, K. 977; G. SMITH, Ep. C., p. 93; and BEZOLD, Zeits.,
1889, p. 289. See also Guide Kouy. Gall. 1885, p. 178, No. 59. [Sm. 3]
2
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Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 3|in. by 38in.; .....

+ 16 + 9

+..........
lines in double-columns.
Part of a text containing
grammatical paradigms. The text of Section V of Column II is
published by STRASSMAIER, A. V., p. 891; see also DELITZSCH, in BEZOLD'S

Lit., p. 317.

[Sm. 5]

Portion of the right half, 3 in. by 3 in.; ..... (.....)+
23 + 13 + (.....)
lines
.....in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged
in groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words.
[Sm. 6]
Portion of the left half;, 3 1 in. by 2in.; 20 + 16 + ..........
lines in
double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants. Lines 10 and 11 of
Column I are quoted by STRASSMAIER, A.V., pp. 586, 824; see also
DELITZSCH, in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 317; and W.B., p. 211.

[Sm. 8 + Sm. 1297]
Upper portion, right half, 4 in. by 3-in.; .....
(
+) 16 + 29
+
.
+
..... ) lines in double-columns.
explanatory list, with glosses, probably written for the
of a certain astrological composition. Lines 13 and 22
are quoted by DELITZSCH, Lesest., 2nd ed., p. 42, note
p. 251 f.

+ 25 + .....
Part of an
interpretation
of Column III
12, and W.B.,
[Sm. 9]
Left half, lower portion, 4in. by 2' 'in.; 12 +13 +(.
.+
... +)
+ 16 lines in double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical
paradigms similar to those mentioned above, p. 623, K. 4355. Lines
1If. of Column IV are quoted by STRASSMAIER, A. V., p. 867; cf.
DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 154. See also below, pp. 1373, 1376, Smm. 16, 20,
48 and 49.
[Sm. 10]
Left half, upper portion, 6in. by 3Nin.; 22 + 24 + 8 + (
... ..+
+)
30 + 43 +....
lines in double-columns. Portion of an explanatory
list, with glosses, probably written for the interpretation of a certain
literary composition. For the text see W.A.I. V, 21, No. 4; for a
duplicate above, p. 396, K. 2053, and for similar texts p. 629, K. 4406.
Cf. also DELITZSCH. Lesest., 2nd edition, pp. 48, note 10; 63, note 3;
3rd edition, pp. 55, note 11; 71, note 5; in HAUPT'S Fam. Ges., p. 69;
and in LOTZ'S Tigl., p. 104.
[Sm. 11 + Sm. 980]
Upper portion, 4-in. by 41in.; 26 + 23 + 29 + 26 lines in double-columns.
Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups according to the
meanings of the Assyrian words. For the text see TALBOT, L.S.B.A.,
Vol. III, pp. 515 if. and W.A.I. V, 13. Cf. also supra, p. 385, note §;
PINCHES, T.S.B.A., Vol. VII, p. 223; Zeits., 1885, pp. 157 if.; DELITZSCH,
ibidem, p. 414; in LOTZ'S Tigl., p. 85; and STRASSMAIER, A. V., p. 962.
.
-..
[Sm. 12]
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Portions, 8in. by 53in.; 37 + 56 + 53 + 55 + 42 + 16 lines in double-.
columns. Part of an explanatory list, with glosses, of names of
various articles of clothing, belonging to the Series [4SE Tyf]
>TX.
k'~.
For the text see W.A.I. V, 14f. Cf. also TALBOT,
T.S.B.A., Vol. III, p. 527; PINCHES, Zeits., 1885, pp. 263ff.; and
DELITZSCH, in LOTZ'S Tigl., p. 136.
[Sm. 13 + Rm. 606]
Left half, upper portion, 4-in. by 4in.; 4 + 25 + 8 + 17 + 23 + 10 lines in
three columns. Part of an explanatory list of the class "Sb."
Duplicate of K. 110; see above, p. 28.
Cf. also TALBOT, T.S.B.A.,
Vol. III, pp. 508 ff.
[Sm. 14]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2in. by 2in.; short ends of
6 + 11 + ....
lines in double-columns. Part of a text containing
grammatical paradigms, similar to that of Sm. 10, q.v. Line 5 of
Col. II is quoted by STRASSMAIER, A. V, p. 891.
[Sm. 16]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2in.; 14 + .........
lines in
double-columns.
Part of an explanatory list with glosses.
Cf.
BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 433.
[Sm. 18]
Fragment out of the middle, 23in. by 2in.; 14 + 8 + 11 + 10 lines in
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list, probably written for
the interpretation of an omen-text of the Series >-<_
t-.
[Sm. 19]

Right half, lower portion of reverse, 4-in. by 3in.; (....

.....

+

+ 27 + 6 (+ ..... ) lines in double-columns. Part of a text, containing
grammatical paradigms, similar to that of Sm. 10, q.v. Cf. Guide
Kouy., Gall. 1885, p. 160, No. 23.
[Sm. 20 + Rm. 614]
Fragment out of the middle, 28in. by 2in.; 20
(.
.... ..... +) 12
lines in double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical
paradigms. The subject matter is of a religious character.
[Sm. 22]
Portion of the right half, 3-in. by 38in.; (.....)
19 + 28 + 28 + 14
(+ ..... ) lines in three columns. Part of an explanatory list of the
class "Sb."
For the text see TALBOT, T.S.B.A., Vol. III, pp. 496ff.;
HAUPT, Keilschriftt., p. 186; W.A.I. V, 38, No. 2; and DELITZSCH, Lesest.,
3rd edition, p. 65 f.; cf. also BEZOLD, Zeits., 1885, p. 61 f. For duplicates
see above, p. 868, K. 7692, and below, D.T. 16.
[Sm. 23 + Rm. 2, 39]
Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 1lin.; 28 + ..........
lines in doublecolumns. Part of an explanatory list. Cf. DELITZSCB, in BEZOLD'S
Lit., p. 318.
[Sm. 24]
N2
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Portion of the left half, 3lin. by 25-in.; 28 + traces of 1 + .
..
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.
For the text see W.A.I. V, 29, No. 4; cf. also DELITZSCH, Lesest., 2nd
edition, p. 71, No. 4; OPPERT, Doc. jurid., p. 138; The Expositor, 1888,
p. 234, note 2; and supra, p. 991, K. 9182.
[Sm. 25]
Fragment of the left half, 2-in. by 2- in.; 13 + 15 +
lines.
Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms in Assyrian,
concerning legal subjects; cf. supra, p. 607, K. 4223. For the text of
Column I, lines 2 ff. see STRASSMAIER, A. V., p. 1034.
[Sm. 26]
Left half, 7in. by 3 in.; 41 + short beginnings of 6 + 33 + 20 lines. Part
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
One
section ends with -.- n
\>4-. Extracts from the text, viz., Column I,
lines 26 and 27, and Column IV, lines 5-8, 13-16, are published by
STRASSMAIER, A.V, pp. 640, 859, 908, 912, 948 and 966; cf. also Guide
Kouy. Gall. 1885, p. 160, No. 22.
[Sm. 28 + Sm. 83]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2-in. by 2T16in.; 10 + traces of 5 - .....
+ ..... lines. Forecasts.
Mention is made of >b--i >_Yy
A M,
2<-

<I

-

v,

- >Yinf=

, etc.

[Sm. 29]

Portion of the left half, l in. by lin.; 12 + 12 lines. Part of a letter to
the king concerning military affairs. Mention is made of YYy j' Y a-and y >+-4- y -- y 4--,
of Babylon (_
,-4-- <E) and of the river

YTW

St-y

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by l--in.; 7 + .....
Part of a prayer.

[Sm. 30]
lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 31]

Fragment out of the middle, 31in. by lin.; 3 + (
..........
+)
2 lines (in four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class
"S-."
[Sm. 32a]
Fragment out of the middle, 1l'in. by in.; 13 +
.....
..
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
Cf. SAYCE,
Zeits., 1885, p. 216.
[Sm. 32b]
Portion of the right half, 2"in. by 2in.; ..... + 20 + 12 + ..... lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and prayers with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 4624 (see above, p. 648), part
of which it restores. For the text see W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., Add., p. 4.
[Sm. 33 + Rm. 2, 148]
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Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2r in. by 2 in.; ....
12 + 8 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts.

+.....+
[Sm. 34]

Fragment of the left half, 2 76in. by l in.; .....
+ 15 lines. Part of an
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of
K. 44, reverse, lines 10 ff.; see above, p. 11, and Vol. I, p. xxx. [Sm. 35]
Fragment of the left half, 1in. by 14in.; 5 + (
........
+) 5 lines.
Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 36]
Portion out of the middle, 3¼in. by Ig in.; 19 + 28 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of
H, Babylon (.k Ag Ai) and the city of >-L -Y -+ <YyT .
[Sm. 37 + Sm. 1951]
~t.·i*
Fragment of the upper portion, 2-in. by 2 -in.; 16 +.....lines. Beginning of an incantation-text similar to those of KK. 163, 2487 (see
above, pp. 43, 447), etc.
[Sm. 38]
Fragment of the left half, 2~ in. by 1kin.; 10 + .... ..
.) lines. Fragment of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [Sm. 39]
Fragment out of the middle, lin.
Part of a religious text.

by 1 in.; 7

.

Portion of the left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 9 (+....

........

) lines.
[Sm. 40]

.....

+) 13 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies.

[Sm. 41]

Right half, lower portion, 21in. by
private contract.

gin.; 10 +.....

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 42]

Fragment of the left half, 2 3in. by 1, in.;
+ short beginnings of
11 lines. Fragment of a text containing forecasts.
[Sm. 43]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by
in.; 13 +..........)
lines.
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king concerning religious
subjects. Mention is made of the Festival of the god Assur (-r <<(
t

+-

).

I[Sm. 44]
6

Fragment of the upper portion, 2- tin. by 15in.; 15 + traces of 1 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken
from observations of the transits of certain stars behind the moon;
they partly relate to public affairs. The paragraphs begin with the
words [Y << (6- (<- , )?]
)
YY8y A I
!'
*............
- ·
name of a star

r-^U

r

.

* Partly effaced.

-

-

[Sm. 45]
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Fragment out of the middle, 2 1 in. by 1 1- in.; (.... +) 18 + ..
lines. Astrological forecasts for the various days,
eclipses of the sun, etc.; they partly relate to public affairs.
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1-7in.; .....
a religious (?) text.

8 lines.

(+.....)
concerning
[Sm. 46]
Fragment of
[Sm. 47]

Left half, lower portion, 45in. by 23in.; 4
3 + (
..... .. . +) 13 +
9 lines in double-columns. Part of a text, containing grammatical
paradigms, similar to that of Sm. 10 (see above, p. 1372). For the
text see S. A. SMITH, Texts, p. (14); cf. ibidem, p. 6 f.; STRASSMAIER,

A. V, p. 1008; and MEISSNER and ROST, Die Bauinschriften Sanerlibs
(Leipzig, 1893), p. 56.
[Sm. 48 + Sm. 799 + Sm. 1017 + Sm. 1347]
Upper portion, 6-|in. by 2-5"in.; 8 + 7 + 12 + 9 + 9 + 12 lines in doublecolumns. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms, similar
to that of the preceding number, which begins:W

..
,L_
....
W,_K

kM P~y
F-" -"% -AP--PY
>-YYY
. r.- 4(>-V':
>->-y
>-yyy
T
VVZ
Vr-b
=~~~~~~~~~V
~~~~~~~~~~~~~VVV
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7~~~~~~~~~VVr-llyt'

<M P : Yy

~

:y

"gR~~I~l

tl-T>-Y

~-4

-q

-<

~WY
:Y

$ t-

-y

-VV

-Yy yk~k
IM

Y

~ -PY
·
y y-

yy
v <19 V
>>-YR
-<

z\41\-,,-,~\~1~\".~\~\~~-".~--',-~-;\41··
,D--1-Iy

<<

< -- <

2-

[Sm. 49 + Sm. 752]
Nearly complete, 2kin, by lin.; 11 + 12 + 3 lines. Part of a private'
letter concerning the transport of 51 horses belonging to Y ,_1;
a
~,,'
prince; cf. reverse, lines 2 and 3:<>> 5X A>
Ti
7_+ Ad
< -(Yy
T. Mention is made of
4-4-++
4and Y yB -<
4-, the
'
of the land of &X4
_ Ty. .
[Sm. 51]
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1
. 13 +...
. lines in doublecolumns. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.
[Sm. 52]
Fragment out of the middle, 2½in. by 1 in.; 18 + 16 .......... +
lines
in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar
meanings.
[Sm. 53]
Upper portion, right half, 2¼{in. by 1 in.; 4 + 12 + 10 +.
. lines in
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses. Line 9
of Column III is quoted by BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 429.
[Sm, 54]
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Left half, upper portion, 3min. by lin.; 19 +.....
+........
+
.........
+ 8 + 17 lines. Part of a list of proper names of persons.
The names of Column I are throughout compounded with the name of
the god Nebo (( ->+- . .. ..); cf. supra, p. 63, K. 241.
[Sm. 55]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by lIin.; 9 +..........
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.

lines in
[Sn. 58]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by
in.; traces of 1 + 5 +..........
lines. Part of-a text containing forecasts. At the end of Section I
of Column II is visible part of what seems to be a geometrical figure.
The sentences begin with -< ~,; cf. infra, Rm. 2, 177.
[Sm. 59]
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2]in. by 23 in.; .
...
+.....+
10 + 4 lines (in three? columns). Part of a list of names of plants.
Lines 3-9 of Column III are quoted by STRASSMAIER, A. V., p. 1096; see
also DELITZSCE, in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 318.

[Sm. 60]

Lower portion of reverse, 4in. by 3 in.; ....
+ 20 lines in double-coluns.
Grammatical paradigms including proverbial sayings.
Cf., e.g.,
lines 16 and 17:

tI. -y
3n*
54

Tn

-Y
yT

4

em

< +

-TY

v

AV

rT

-i|YTR

Y

The catch-line reads:-

>YRt

.NOyM
Rev >-->f Aid >AK

>Yl>>7tHi

4: ifar ]A7 Y <«*s<<-

Lines 5-15 have been published by DELITZSCH, Lesest., 3rd ed., p. 134,
and transliterated and translated by HALEVY, Mel., p. 330; cf. also
DELITZSCH, in LOTZ'S Tigl., p. 102; Hebr. Lang., p. 26; Prol., p. 145,
note 2; and W.B., p. 69.
[Sm. 61]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by kin.; 7 +..
a mythological legend.
Left-hand corner, 21--in. by 28in.; 18 + 10 lines.
forecasts concerning t_ M and. 4
, etc.

.....

lines.

Part of a text containing
[Sm. 64]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, 2 1-in. by 2in ..
+...
lines. Part of a Sumero-Akkadian hymn.
read:-

-'
-INj

< C

Tt tm
Tn^Vn-+
YK
'T
5

E

4

4
<(

Y -

Part of
[Sm. 62]

y

y

YY[Sm.

........
14
.g., lines 1 ff.

iT

<(
>e

<T"^ TTe
65]F[Sm. 65]
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Lower portion, 1Hin. by 1- in.; 9 + 3 + 7 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines. Part
of a letter concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Y J-i
-IYY
and of the city of >>-Y >> UV<.
[Sm. 66]
Right half, lower portion, 4iin. by 4in.; 8 + 15 + 21 + 27 lines. Part of a
text containing omens derived from the movements of foxes. E.g.,
the text of Section II of Column III (lines 8 if.) begins:-

aL*RYt ¢ Otn >TT Tt<InYYY as
T<<<
"
ann
% T T <M
>Myn<«
lu £ H
t- YHt<<l7<A*
y n£Y
V
; ^ny
I-YY?
£% ij >'t ^

yig

Y
Y¥¥'t ~¥~ T¥
Ve
Y n<V

&>>E ~¥ ~¥ r¥<e¥
4

>V
-

-Y~
a!

M.4
E -E ^ Zty^Y4r -< io t tnTK
k v <v? <- .
For similar texts see above, pp. 1028, 1104, KK. 9660, 10648.
[Sm. 67 + Sm. 334]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1lin.; 11 +........
lines in doublecolumns. Part of an explanatory list.
[Sm. 68]

Portion out of the middle, 2in. by 1in.; ..... +.....
+ 17 + 17 lines.
Portion of an incantation-text, part of which has an interlinear
Assyrian version; it probably belongs to a tablet of the Series YY>_y
<--~ Y¥ e-. Mention is made of the Euphrates (Gi y , q¥¥
iS[). Of the catch-line and a preceding colophon-line only the ends
are visible:

[>>E

FH

<THm
?]

'Y mrYt-'Y

f

t

3't

Xk .

[Sm. 69]

Fragment of the lower portion, 4in. by 1lin.; 8 + 10 + 7 + 7 lines. Part
of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
ceremonies. One section ends with ~V-¥
J l4-. The text of
Section III of Column II begins:-:

<W

._=

<> E-I [ryT ?],__.
2-19

-+

<Ji,

YY

^Yyk
Y1

<

'Em

>YYT

[Sm. 70]

Right-hand corner,
in. by lin.; (.....+)
5 + 5 (+.....)
lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 71]
Right half, lower portion, 2 6-in. by llin.; (... +) 12 + 13 (+.....)
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies.
[Sm. 72]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1Tin.; (.... +) 5 + 10 (.....)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
ceremonies.
[Sm. 73]
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+ 13 lines.
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2in. by 1+in.;
that
may
happen
and
incidents
concerning
houses
Part of an omen-text

to men.
Fragment out of the middle, 2¼in. by l1in.;

[Sm. 74]
lines.

5 + 15 +

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 75]
.....
) lines (in
7 + . ...
Fragment of the right half, 1in. by lin.;
double-columns?). Fragment of an explanatory (?) text. [Sm. 76]
Fragment of the right half, 21in. by 1-[in.; 7 + .....
religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Part of a
[Sm. 77]

lines.

)
.....(+
.. +) 23 +.
Portion of the right half, 31in. by 2in.; (
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names and titles of the god
[Sm. 78 + Sm. 1078]
Merodach.

+ 12 + .....

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by l in. ; ....
lines.

+.. .

Part of an incantation-text belonging to the 3rd tablet of the

B-7 kt--Series. Duplicate of Rm. 2, 294, q.v.; see also above, p. 439,
[Sm. 79]

K. 2390, etc ...
Right half, lower portion of reverse, 2in. by 1in.; ....
of a colophon:-

TA
<.n

,-,,

i[n?]
'eTYT

?IH;
?]

^

SY

^;8-;^
T-y

i

4-1Y

Y

+

S

+ 3 lines. Part

d

t

-Y,
y Y; kE^

AR<< <

*

[S..
Fragment out of the middle, in. by in.; 4 +..........
lonian. Fragment of an astrological(?) text.
Fragment of the right half, 2 3in. by 1 in.; 16 + .....
Fragment of the right half, 2¼in. by lin.; ...
prayer to a goddess.

80]

.. lines; Baby[Sm. 81]
lines.

Forecasts.
[Sm. 84]

+ 12 lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 85]

Nearly complete, 2½in. by l1in.; 8 + 1 + 6 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Astrotaken
V t-,
logical report from y V >YPk-ftY, the <A- s V , and partly relating to
from observations of the star _>-4-+
[Sm. 86]
public affairs.
5 + 16 (+ .....
Portion of the right half, 3in. by 2in.; (.....+)
Part of an incantation-text. Four sections end with -5

) lines.
o-[Sm. 87]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, lin.
by 1lin.; ..........
+ 2 lines.
Colophon of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. Of the catchline only the middle part is visible:
I.<
< '-,'a < <.I.
<2-.- [Sm. 88]
X,
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l- in.; 6 + .........
ment of a religious(?) text.

lines. Frag[Sm. 89]
Part of an
[Sm. 90]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1 3'in. by 14in.; 5 + 7 lines.
astrological text.
Right-hand corner, lIin. by 1 in.; 10 + 3 lines.
with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Part of an incantation
[Sm. 91]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 -3in. by
in.; 12 +..........
of a text containing astrological forecasts.

lines. Part
[Sm. 92]

Fragment oto
of the middle, 2 in. by -in.;
15 + (.........
+) 10
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, :prayers and directions
for ceremonies.
[Sm. 94]
Fragment out of the middle, 2--in. by 1 -in.; 17 + ... .....
) lines.
Regulations for making offerings, including the recital of psalms.
[Sm. 95]
Portion out of the middle, 2-I-in. by 1 6 in.; . . .
+ 14 lines; division-marks.
Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is

made of the [_w]

-TT4*

YY* T Tetc.
,

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 1}in.; 7 + ......
of a text containing astrological forecasts.
Portion of the right half, 2 13in. by 2fwin.;(
lines.
Part of an incantation-text
version.

[Sm. 96]
....

) lines. Part
[Sm. 97]

(..1
with an interlinear Assyrian
[Sm. 98]

Fragment out of the middle, 2{in. by ^25 in.; 12 + ... . lines. Omens
[Sm. 99]
concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
Right half, lower portion, 33in. 'by 21in.; traces of 2 + 15 + 11 +.....
lines. Omens derived from the various directions in which a bird may
flutter round a man while travelling, etc. Some of the lines begin with
t

T

e

-yTt

TY,and others with

,4 , ¥ -

. 4-

V

.

[Sm. 100 + Rm. 425]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1in.; 16 +...
hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.
* Partly effaced.

. lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 101]
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....
lines.
n. by
b
in.
in.; 10 + 10 +.....+.
Fragment out of the middle,
Part of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies

and rites.

One section begins:y_

l¥'¥,"'¥

t

[Sm. 102]

+....
Fragment of the upper portion, 1l^in. by 1'in. 9 + 8 + .....
lines. Part of a list of the first lines of certain incantation-texts.
[Sm. 103]
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by. 1 in
Part of an incantation-text.

.

+

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1l in. by 1 in.;....
Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Right-hand corner, 136in. by "in.; 6 + traces of 1 lines.
containing forecasts.

+ 10 + 4 lines.
[Sm. 104]
6 lines.
[Sm. 105]
Part of a text
[Sm. 106]

±..+.....
...+
Fragment: out of the middle, 1 jlin. by lin.; .....
+.
....+....
lines (in three columns). Fragment of an explanatory list of the class "Sb."
Duplicate of K. 110 (see above, p. 28),
[Sm. 107]
Column II, lines 36 if., the text of which it restores.
lines.
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 9in. by 1 in.; 9 +..........
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 108]

+
.
in by1-in.; 10 + ..... .....
Fragment out of the middle, 1 3in.
an
prayers
with
and
incantations
lines. Part of a text containing
interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 4624 (see above, p. 648),
[Sm. 109]
Column I, lines 27 if.
+ ..
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 14 + 8 +...
Assyrian
version,
etc.
Part of a hymn to a goddess, with an interlinear
[Sm. 110]
) 11 lines;
.........
Fragment of the left half, 1,- in. byGin.; 10 + (.
Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and
[Sm. 111]
directions for ceremonies.
in. by lin.; 6 .........
lines. Part of
Fragment out of the middle,
[Sm. 112]
an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Fragment of the lower portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 3 + short beginnings of 4 +
[Sm. 114]
lines. Fragment of a hymn.
.....
+ ..
lines (in
Fragment out of the middle, 1-1-in. by lin.; 10 + ..........
double-columns). Part of a list of names of gods and their titles.
[SW. 115]
8 o2
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.....
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by l- 5in.; 11
lines.. Part of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text.

.....

+
[Sm. 116]

Portion of the left half, 2-1in. by 17-in.; 16 + 17 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines.
[Sm. 117]
Part of a letter to the king concerning military affairs.
Fragment of the right half, 1- 7 in. by 1]in.; 6 + 5 lines. Part of a text
containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites.
[Sm. 118]
Left half, lower portion of reverse, 3 in. by 115-in.; traces of 2 + 8 + 2
lines; Babylonian. Part of a report of the class described above,
[Sm. 119]
p. 259 f., K. 1288.
Fragment of the right half, lin.
religious text.

by I-in.; 9 +

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
letter to the king.

in.; ..

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 120]

±..+
9 lines.

End of a
[Sm. 121]

....

Right-hand corner, l1in. by 1 -in.; ( ..... +) 4 + 10 (+ .. ... ) lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 122]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 15in. by 1lin.; 7 + .
lines; Babylonian. Part of a hymn in paragraphs.*

.....
[Sm. 123]

.(+ )
..... ..
11 ±
Fragment of the right half, l1in. by -in.; (.....+)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
[Sm. 124]
ceremonies.
+) 12 + traces of
Fragment of the right half, 11,3in. by 13in; (.
) lines. Part of an incantation-text. One section ends
3 ( ....

l

with

4-.

.- 125]
[Sm.
[-Y

Fragment of the left half, l^

in. by

in.; 10 +.....

lines.

Part. of a text

containing forecasts.

The lines begin throughout with the words

.-

[Sm. 127]

[-]

E

_
- >T

lines in
Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by 1 3 in.; 9 + ..........
double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.
[Sm. 128]

Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by lin.; 9 + .....
of a text containing forecasts.

(....)

lines. Part
[Sm. 129]

+ 9 lines. Part of'a text
Fragment of the left half, 1- in. by " in.;
days of the various
certain
for
forecasts
astrological
containing
[Sm. 130]
months.
t Cf. supra, p. 436, note "*.
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) lines. Part of
......
Fragment of the left half, l-gin. by lin.; 7 .
a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
[Sm. 131]
various stars, etc.
lines;
Fragment of the upper portion, 1- in. by 5in.; 5 + ..
Assyrian
interlinear
with
an
an
incantation-text,
of
Babylonian. Part
version, similar to that of K. 111; see above, p. 29, and Vol. I, p. xxx.
[Sm. 132]
) lines; partly
[Sm. 133]

Fragment of the right half, 5in. by 3in.; 8 + .......
vitrified. Fragment of a religious text.

lines; BabyFragment out of the middle, 1ain. by 1 in.; 7 + ..........
lonian. Part of an incantation-text, with an interlinear Assyrian
version, similar to that of K. 111; see above, p. 29, and Vol. I, p. xxx.
[Sm. 134 + Sm. 2184]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1in. by lin.; 10 +
prayer.

.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 135]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1ain. by 1 in.; ..... + 9 lines.
[Sm. 136]
Part of an omen-text.
+ 9 lines. Part of a text
Fragment of the left half, 1 5 in. by l 3 in.; .....
containing forecasts, probably an extract from a larger composition.
[Sm. 138]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by gin.; 6 +
Fragment of a religious text.

... lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 139]

.. lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. byl in.; 3 +
Beginning of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [Sm. 141]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1kin. by in.; (...+)
[Sm. 142]
) lines. Part of a religious text.
+ 5 (+ ....
....
....+ . . lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 6 + .
of the
3rd
tablet
the
Part of an incantation-text belonging to
t--Series. Duplicate of K. 2390, K. 2959, etc.; cf. supra, pp. 439, 492.
[Sm. 143]
k-

Right-hand corner, 13'in. by
a religious text.

in.; 2 + 4 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of
[Sm, 144]

. lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by l'in.; 6 + 12 +......
Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.; they partly relate
[Sm. 145]
to public affairs.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1-1in.
by 1lin.; 12 + short beginnings of
7 + ..... +.....lines. Part of a mythological or religious text.
[Sm. 146]
Fragment out of the middle,
of a religious text.

in. by 1in.; 6 +...

Fragment out of the middle, 1-3in. by 1-in.; 9
text containing forecasts.

....
..

) lines. Part,
[Sm. 147]

. lines.

Portion of the right half, 2'in. by 1l9-in.; 7 + 16 lines.
forecasts.

Part of a
[Sm. 148]

Astrological
[Sm. 149]

Fragment of the left half, l in. by lin.; 11 + (...
+.....+)....
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. One paragraph
begins : -- - 4 A
->
K
<'T;, i
.
[Sm. 150]
Fragment of the left half, 1in. by l1in.; ...
+ 10 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses,
etc.
[Sm. 151]
Nearly complete, 2½in. by 1--in.; 15 + 9 lines. Part of a letter to the
king from ,-4- <COY A
- concerning private affairs; cf. lines 7 f.:-

Y

<r-TYT god
<Y

- <>>a Ad$ -- BU

<y

<
AIA :,

etc.

[Sm. 152]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 in. by l-1 in.;
Omens concerning houses, cities, etc.

....

+ 7 lines.
[Sm. 153]

Left-hand corner, lin. by in.; 6 + (
+.....
+) 5 lines (in doublecolumns). Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms similar
to those of K. 8261; see above, p. 911. Three paragraphs begin with
VEY V )o I"-

[Sm. 154]

,~-.
'

Right-hand corner, l1in. by -i in.; 13 + 1 lines.
text.

Part of an incantation[Sm. 155]

Fragment of the upper portion, la in. by 1ain.; 6 +.....
lines. Omens
derived from the appearances of certain animals(?) in a man's house.
[Sm. 156]
by liin.; 9 -+. ....
)+..
......
+
Part of a mythological legend(?), beginning ',I:,
'[Sm. 157]
,
i.
/4<gi

Left-hand corner, lin.

I lines.
Add

Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1 in.; 5 + .lines.
ment of an incantation-text.

Frag[Sm. 158]
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Fragment -out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 6 +88 + ...... +....
lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 159]
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 1in.; 7 + ..... lines.
astrological text.
Portion out of the middle, 2-in. by 2 -fLin.; .....
Part of a report.

+

Part of an
[Sm. 160]

15 lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 161]

Portion of the section of a sphere or astrolabe, 2%9 in. by 2in.; sin. high.
The flat side is inscribed with the names of the months, names and
figures of certain stars, and numbers of certain degrees:-

On the curved side is part of what appears to be a geometrical
figure,

;

,

and 13 lines of writing, ,which probably refer to

the figures on the flatside. See G. SMITH, T.S.B.A., Vol. III, p. 460 f.;
SAYCE, ibid., Vol. IV, p. 310; Bab. Lit., p. 84; Monthly Notices
8of the
Royal Astronomical Society, Vol. XL, January, 1880, pp. 110ff.; and
Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 153, No. 43.
[Sm. 162]
Lower portion, 1:in. by l-- in.; 6 + 2 lines.
the transport of animals.

Part of a letter concerning
[Sin. 163]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1in.; ..........
of a religious or mythological text.

+ 13 lines.

Part
[Sm. 164]

Portion out of the middle, 3-T5in. by 21-in.; 21 + 10 lines. Part of an
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of
* Partly effaced.
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K. 4872 (see above, p. 670), Column II, lines 28ff., some of which it
restores. Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible:-;";'':T
'Ir -XYuY* >-Y
T >YTY <y *
[Sm. 166 + Sm. 600 + Sm. 845 + Sm. 1461 + Sm. 1466 + Sm. 1567 +
Sm. 2062]
Portion of the right half, l1in. by lin.; 8 + 8 lines. Part of a letter.
YA
d and the cities of
Mention is made of ¥ +- >-,>Y y¥, ¥* <* >[Sm. 167]
; H ,.
t>y_ Tyn y «' (Yand ^>fY

a

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 15in.; ..... + 19 lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
[Sm. 168]
lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, l1-Iin. by tin.; 9 + ....
[Sm. 169]
letter.
Fragment of the left half, 136lin. by lin.; 9 + ..........
of an incantation-text.

) lines. Part
[Sm. 170]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 2in.; .....
+ 18 lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to
[Sm. 171]
men, etc.
lines. FragFragment out of the middle, sin. by i-Tin.; 5 +
ment of a mythological text, which may be classed with those found
upon KK. 2148, 13843, etc.; cf. supra, pp. 413, 1343.
[Sm. 172]
Fragment out of the middle, l 3 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 5 +..........lines
double-columns). Fragment of a list of names of gods.

(in
[Sm. 173]

lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, l-Z-in. by sin.; 9 + .........
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
[Sm. 174]
of the sun.
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, l 6-in. by lin.; 10 +..........
Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.; they partly relate to
[Sm. 175]
public affairs.
Lower portion, left half; 2in. by in. ; 7 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a report of the class described above, p. 259 f.,t K. 1288. For the text
see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an den Sonnengott, Vol. 1, p. 43, No. 112.t
[Sm. 176]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 5in. by 1in.; 8 + .....
prayer.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 177]

Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by 1in.; 3 + traces of 1 + ..........
[Sm. 178]
lines. Fragment of a list of names of persons.
* Partly effaced.

t For Sm. 2487 read there: "Sm. 176."
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Right half, lower portion, lin. by I-in.; 7 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a letter or report. Mention is made of
q4.
[Sm.
m- 179]
Fragment out of the middle, a}in. by -in.; 7 + .
lines. Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various days
of a certain month.
[Sm. 180]
Fragment out of the middle, 1--in. by "1in.; traces of 7 + 12 . ....
+
.....
lines. Fragment of an omen-text; the lines begin with y ^_
s3Tyyy.
[Sm. 181]
Fragment out of the middle, 1in
by
in; 16
in.;
1in.+.. .. (....
lines.
Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.
[Sm. 182]
Fragment out of the middle, -} in. by -Lin.;5 + traces of 3 +.
lines. Fragment of a religious text.

[Sm. 184]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 in.; 7 + ..........
an incantation-text.

Part of
[Sm. 185]

lines.

Fragment out of the middle, 1-l
-in. by 1 in.; 12 + .
.. (.
) lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 186J
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 1in.;.....
(.....)
+ 5 lines. End
and colophon of a text containing incantations and prayers, which
belongs to a tablet of the Series ESf:.
Of the catch-line only the
middle part is visible :-[X4-+] E&Y* I
^
/Y
[
F
,-~r_
~
i-i-JJ ?]; cf. supra, pp. 449, 696, KK. 2503, 5182. [Sm. 187]
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by
in.; ..... + 8 lines; marginal number '.
End of an omen-text. Of the catch-line only the beginning is

m

visible :-- Yyy

[Sm. 188]

Right half, lower portion, 3in. by 1-in.; 12 + 2 + 15 lines. Part of a
contract, or stipulation, concerning certain fields, etc. Mention is
made of proceedings of the time (['-] ~ ¢y) of Shalmaneser (y >-4:V Z 4- +4) and that of Tiglathpileser (' Mg -+< ~ -_yyy] 4k ^T-YY), etc.
<Y
Lines 11-13 of reverse are quoted by STRASSMAIER, A. T, p. 977.
[Sm. 189 + Sm. 347]
lines in doubleFragment out of the middle, ljin. by lin.; 8 + ....... ..
columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups according
[Sm. 190]
to the form of the cuneiform ideographs.
Fragment of the upper portion, 1-3 in. by -15in.;7 +.
(.
) lines.
Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the wind, etc.
[Sm. 191]
* Partly effaced.

VOL. IV
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 kin.; 6 + 7 +.....+...
lines.
Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 192]
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by in.; 8 +.........
of an omen-text.
Fragment out of the middle, 5in. by 4in.; 6 +
of a text containing astrological forecasts.
v

(Y--) -

$

tY

<Y-

) lines. Part
[Sm. 193]

.......... ) lines. Part
The lines begin with

W.

Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by ,4in.; 7 +
an omen (?)-text.
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by -5-in.; 8 +.
of a religious text.

[Sm. 194]

...

lines.

Fragment of
[Sm. 195]

...

lines. Part
[Sm. 196]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-ain. by 3in.; 9 + ..... (.....)
lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of various stars.
[Sm. 197]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 1in. by - 5in.
containing forecasts (?).

6 +

lines.

Part of a text
[Sm. 198]

Nearly complete, 4 in. by 2min.; 15 + 2 + 8 lines; between lines 1 and 2
of obverse are five nail-marks.
Private contract concerning the
sale of Y >-S 4, the slave of' Y < >4
x- <«<, to Y T <M <YW.
[Sm. 199 + Sm. 447 + Sm. 5531
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by
in.; 5 +....
lines. Fragment of an astrological text concerning various stars. Mention is
made of the star
i* 4 : ->-y V ' [Y;], etc.
[Sm. 200]
Fragment out of the middle, 13-in. by 1lin.; ..... + 7 lines. Fragment
of a prayer, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 201]
Fragment of the upper portion, 2 in. by
b
6 + 4 + ....
+..
lines.
Omens concerning the chances of a sick man's recovery, etc. [Sm. 202]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-q-in. by lin.; 8 + 10 + ...
lines; Babylonian. Part of a religious text.

......
[Sm. 203]

Fragment out of the middle, -lin. byLin.;
4 +..........
lines. Fragment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 204]
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion, 3 in. by 1lin.; 5 + 5 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f,* K. 1288. For
the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Geb. an den Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 43,
No. 113,* and for a transliteration and translation ibidem, Vol. II, p. 234 f.
[Sm. 205]
Fragment out of the middle, ilin. by 1Iin.; 6 + 11 + .
....+.....
lines.
Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 206]
Fragment out of the middle, 13in. by 1 in.; 8 +.........
lines in
double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.
[Sm. 207 + Sm. 590]
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1¼in.; 8 + ..........
lines. Part of a hemerology.
Fragment out of the middle, l in. by 3in.; 4 +
.

+.....
[Sm. 208]
lines. Frag-

..

ment of a religious text.

[Sm. 209]

Left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Forecasts concerning
~- and
_yy, etc. On reverse the owner of this tablet is mentioned:YT

n>Tt

( t -.

[<
Sm. 210]

Fragment out of the middle, " in. by sin.; 6 +
an incantation-text.
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by
prayer.

lines. Part of
[Sm. 211]
6 +.....lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 212]

Left-hand corner, 1-in. by l in.; 8 + 6 lines; reverse vitrified.
astrological text concerning various stars.

Part of an
[Sm. 214]

3in.;

Fragment out of the middle, 1-7 in. by
in.; 10 + ..
lines. Part
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 215]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1'in.;
concerning 7y A_.,!y
-dy and ~t,
etc.

+ 14 lines.

Forecasts
[Sm. 216]

by 1'in.; 14 + .........
) lines. Part
Fragment of the left half, 2in.
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [Sm. 217]
Upper half, 1-in. by 1in.; 7 + 10 lines. Part of a private contract
between y E <q>b--y >>y and y >4k A,
k= dated :--i A>
<<<,i.e., July-August, 681 B.C.
-4- -4<Tp-- k,
WHY
{V
[S1. 218]
"

For Sm. 2488 read there: "Sm. 205."

t Partly effaced.
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Portion of the left half, 1 in. by -in.; 13 + ( ..... +.....
+) 6 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations and directions
for ceremonies.
[Sm. 219]
Left-hand corner,
report (?).

11--in.

by IIin.

4+ 1 +

lines.

Fragment of a
[Sm. 220]

...

. lines in double[Sm. 221]

Fragment out of the middle, 1i in. by 1 in.; 5 + .
columns. Fragment of an explanatory list.

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 7in.; ( .....
.....
+ )77
....
lines. Part of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.*
Right-hand corner, lin. by I in.;..
Akkadian religious text.

+ 1 + 7 lines.

Fragment out of the middle, l in. by "in.; 11
omen-text.
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by in.;
..
End and colophon of a religious text.

.

Part of a Sumero[Sm. 223]

....

lines.

Part of an
[Sm. 225]

(...

+.....+)

6 lines.
[Sm. 226]

Fragment out of the middle, -in. by 3in.; 7 +.....
a Sumero-Akkadian religious text.
Fragment of the right half, lin. by
astrological text.

)
[Sm. 222]
+

in.; 7 + .....

lines.

lines.

Fragment of
[Sm. 227]
Part of an
[Sm. 228]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by win.; ( ...
+) 5 +...
(+ ...
)
lines; Babylonian. Fragment of a text containing incantations and
directions for ceremonies.
[Sm, 229]
....+ .
Lower portion, left half, 2-1 1in.
by lin.; 7 +.
Omens derived from the appearances of certain birds.
of Column IV read:

YT<T

Y

>-n

4-

-yyt y -n^

+ 10 lines.
E.g., lines 1 ff.

<> H Yn
<Y- a
n -nY
-ntTM ~Y A YT?
e

q

^, <Ad^. y
0
T s< ae . _.0
For
see
a parallel
above,text
p. 806,

>Y.

S
6

-

A-^l
<Y
taty»-M
<

. 6734.

Sm 230]

For a. parallel text see above, p. 806, K. 6734.

[Sm. 230]

* Cf. sura,p. 436, note **.
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Complete, 2-l-in. by 1 in.; 8 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Astrological report
to the king from Y X (~-* ~~ concerning an eclipse of the moon,
and relating to public affairs :--y <E
--- {¢
<- , _ Y

ad1<Y I
<>4,-

V4 <x
V
CX T tV I < at
'--

1I 1 -Ii

-

]

Upper portion, 3 in. by 2in.; 18

a>

K_
wEZ
- TyI <y->,, V=

>_1

I

P;

I< Y

TIA

...... .nes. Omens concerning the

chances of a sick an's recovery. The text begins:belonging, accordingto the colophon, to the 2nd ablet of a "Series"
if.) begins:begins :-- Section II (lines 9 ff.)
S-+m. of232]
. 946, K.
f. also
supra,
Y P :;<
this
tablet
conWinues
the8627.
text f 82-3-23, 17, and a co<<<
mparison
he

directions
W<
catc-li ne for ceremonies.
t
Ac ts
T f8
, 50 (.v.s
tit
p

^

w-i the -op
Y en[Sm.
i 231]
lin
ng
e that that tae t cnti s t

tCf also supra, p. 946, K583.
8 .

[Sm. 232]

ofthe
half, 1oin. by 1l in.; (.
).
+ 9 (+ . ... )
Fragment of
the right half,
fyin.
lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations and
directions for ceremonies.

[Sm. 233]

s(...)+) ..
17 lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and
directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering
from diseases of the mouth. One paragraph begins:- > y * >>f WY
r->; cf. supra, pp. 864, 1079, K. 7635, K. 10330, etc.
<>fS A
<|K^

Portion of the left half, 3ecin. by 3iTu.; .....

P

[Sm. 234]

Upper portion, left half, 2 5 in. by 2-3in.; 14+8 lines. Forecasts
belonging, according to the colophon, to the 2nd tablet of a "Series"
(I I). c A omparison of line 1 of obverse:- - - H < ^
t
Am¥p- ->^^ i, with the catch-line of 82-3-23, 17, (q.v.) showsthat
this tablet continues the text of 82-3-23, 17, and a comparison of the
catch-line:s >-¢

v

V <'" YT-

s
gS

with the opening lines

of 82-5-22, 500 (q.v.) makes it probable that that tablet continues the
text of Sm. 236. Cf. also sulpfa, pp. 560, 583, KKE. 3745, 3984. The
colophon contains the name of the owner of this tablet:-. - Ytf add

1 ^ a date.
^,
l and

* Partly effaced.

[S
t Thus.

236

'm.
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Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by
short
-in.; beginnings of 12 (+ .....
)
+ ( ....
+) 14lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various months.
[Sm. 237]
Fragment of the lower portion, l-1in. by 1 in.; 3 + 7 +..........
lines. Part of an astrological text concerning Y Adyy and Hi, etc.
[Sm. 238]
Left half, lower portion, 21in. by 28in.; 17 + 8 +...+.....
lines.
Part of an incantation-text belonging to the 3rd tablet of the B.- kSeries. Duplicate of KK. 2390, 2959, etc.; cf. supra, pp. 439, 492.
[Sm. 239 + Sm. 1543]
Right half, 3C- in. by 1-5in.; 11 + 14 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of obverse
are traces of a seal-impression. Part of a private contract concerning
the sale of land.
[Sm. 240]
Right half, lower portion, 2in. by l1in.; 12 + 2 + 15 lines.
containing astrological forecasts.

Part of a text
[Sm. 243]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2 in. by 2in.; ..... +.....+
12 + 9 lines. Part of a list of objects, probably belonging to a religious
text.
[Sm. 244]
Right half, lower portion, 2k in. by 2{in.; 14 + 3 + 15 lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning cities, gates, temples, houses and incidents that
may happen to men.
[Sm. 245]
Portion out of the middle, 2min. by 2}in.; 19 +.......
) lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of eclipses and the direction in which the shadow travels over
the surface of the object eclipsed. Section II begins:-'[? ,-] ,-B
t<v
t

arEk-

I :

<

V >U+

k E7 4- T n
IS

+>-'t-.'.

+ ^rV-_Yf
[Sm. 246]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-6 in. by 1{ in., 15 + traces of 6 lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses and
the movements of various stars.
[Sm. 247]
Fragment of the right half, l
religious text.

in. by

1in.;

10 +

..

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 248]

Right-hand corner, 1 in. by l in.; 7 + 7 lines; Babylonian;t on the top
edge of obverse is part of what seems to be a geometrical figure. Part
of an incantation-text.
The text on obverse begins:- Id
y.

j., _y:yy Y- + +, and that on reverse:-^_ a

P-

~,¥

zrYI~. fl-.i

!BY

14

E

[Sm. 249]

* Partly effaced.
t Before writing the text on the reverse the scribe turned the tablet over from the right to
the left hand, and not upside down as usual.
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Lower portion, right half, 23 in. by 1 -in.;
relating to public affairs.

7 + 8 lines.

Forecasts, partly
[Sm. 250]

Portion of the left half, 2-in. by 2in.; 18 +.....
lines. Omens derived
from the entrance of a certain animal (?) into the houses, fields,
estates, etc., of gardeners, sailors, etc. (n
j t_ ,* g_,
r y, etc.). The lines of
n W
bYT'
Em, by( age
Y, ~f-~ ,
Section II (lines 7ff.) begin with y y'_>tT -Y, ¶ Y(
Y-.

7^_1f,
T y _Y

>y

<VI^^VX
t^y. Y
-y and [I y OT_

y
n

iV?]

A >
ag Yy
tT -

RYYY

T>m-nik <Y- ly I n T
Y -nI £V MU Y>>i,;

: AYc
YyyT ~> respectively.

[Sm. 251]

Lower portion, left half, 2¼in. by 1-iin; 1 + 6 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 4 lines.
Part of a historical inscription concerning Saosduchinos (y --4-+ .
~<
> Y4)
>Th
Y
and the Assyrians (e
yt c
- <E-), etc.
c->
[Sm. 252]
Lower portion, left half, 2sin. by 21in.; 17
17 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of the moon and various stars. The sentences begin with ] <(<Y.

[Sm. 253]
Fragment out of the middle, 24in. by 1-in.; 11 + 5 lines. Part of a prayer
written for Assurbanipal (* ->- * : yT). In the colophon mention is
made of the goddess Istar of Arbela (
<-> - < >..t >-);_
cf. supra, p. 5, K. 20, etc.
[Sm. 254]

-YT

Left-hand corner, 2 in. by 1l9-in.; 10 + 4 lines.
beginning:-

><

yl-o <Y- Mny <E
M
E¢
:A

- E-4<
T

¢T

X

Part of an omen-text,
v

y

Cf. supra, p. 560, K. 3744.
Right-hand corner, lin.

<i

YTY >FE at

[Sm. 255]

by lin.; 8 + 8 lines.

Part of a religious text.
[Sm. 256]
Fragment of the lower portion, 1 in. by -D-in.; 4 + 4 lines. Part of a
prayer.
[Sm. 257]

Fragment of the right half, 1in. by 1 in.; .....
containing forecasts.

+ 8 lines.

Part of a text
[Sm. 258]

Left-hand corner, 1lin. by lin.; 9 + 3 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon and various stars; they partly relate to public
* Partly effaced.
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affairs. The lines on the obverse begin with the words Y h ,,
..... ~S , and those on the reverse
*
__e.
...-.
->
A
3_ >Tname of a star
[Sm. 259]
I. C. supra, p. 1375, Sm. 45.
,-O.4with 'y.
) lines.
by 11in.; 12 + .......
1i;n.
Fragment out of the middle,
Part of a Sumero-Akkadian prayer in the form of a litany. [Sm. 260]
+ 22
+...
+)..
:Right half, upper portion of reverse, 3-in. by 2¼in.; (.
Part of a text containing prescriptions and
) lines.
(+ .....
directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 261]
lines
....+
Fragment out of the middle, l3in. by 1in.; 10 + 6 + .
(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups
[Sm. 262]
; according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs.
1
7 (+.....)
in. n.;(....+).....+
y
Fragment of the right half, 23i. by
of
performance
the
for
lines. Part of a text containing directions
ceremonies and rites to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 263]

10 + ...
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 1 3in.;
Sumero-Akkadian prayer in the form of a litany.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 264]

Nearly complete, 3"in. by 1- in.; 9 + 3 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Portion of
[Sm. 265]
a report.
Fragment of the lower portion, 2-in. by 11in.; 5 + 6 lines. Part of a
report of the class described above, p. 259f., K. 1288. Mention is
[Sm. 266]
made of Assyria ([ D-V <X).
Left half, 2in. by l-5in.; 15 + 15 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
address to the ~ --

yyy

from Y -

[,:'

?].

[Sm. 267]

Portions, 2sin. by 1 in.; 12 + 18 + 1 lines. Part of a letter to the king
- concerning
WY
y
and Y dy
r 'TY~dfrom y -4- I
religious subjects. Mention is made of Y . .] - TYT;T< yTYr (var.: <)

and of the city of ,-y <Yl = $X; >'Jf.

Extracts from the text, viz.,

obverse, lines 1-4, 6-7; reverse, lines 2-16, 18, and edge-line, are quoted
by STRASSMAIER, A. v, pp. 36, 98, 110, 277 f., 315, 355, 611, 652, 661,
[Sm. 268 a]
712, 723, 792.
+) 9
....+ .(
Fragment of the left half, 23in. by 2-Jin.; ..... + (
etc.
,4,
the
concerning
forecasts
lines. Part of a text containing

[Sm. 268 b]
Fragment of the lower portion, 5{in. by 5¼in.; 6 + traces of 2 + traces of
[Sm. 269]
3 +4 lines. Part of a text containing prayers.
* Partly effaced.
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Left half, 2 in by l1in.; 9 + traces of 6 lines.
tract.

Part of a private con[Sm. 270]

Lower portion, 3}3in by 3in.; 21 + 25 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version; see above,
Vol. I, p. xxx.
[Sm. 271 + Sm. 299]
Portion out of the middle, 21in. by 21in.; 20 + 12 .....
..... lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 272]
Fragment of the right half, 2½in. by l1in.; 13 - .....
lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts.
[Sm. 273]
Fragment out of the middle, l-ain. by 1in.;
8 + .....
lines. Part of a
religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 274]
Fragment out of the middle, 2-6 in. by 1 in.; 10 + .........
of a prayer to a goddess.

lines. Part
[Sm. 275]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by lin.; 8 +.....(.....)
lines.
Omens concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
[Sm. 276]
Fragment of the upper portion, 2 in. by 2¼in.; (.....+)
6 + 21 + 17 + 4
(+...
) lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of gods
and their temples; cf. supra, p. 496, K. 3012.
[Sm. 277]
Fragment out of the middle, 2-5in. by 2in.; 7 + 18 + .......
.. lines
(in double-columns). Part of a list of names of gods and their temples.
Explanatory glosses are added by the scribe. Cf. szpra, pp. 496, 625,
KK. 3012, 4374.
[Sm. 278]
Portion out of the middle, 2}in. by 2kin.; 11 + 16 + ...
+.....
lines
(in double-columns). Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar
meanings.
[Sm. 279]
Upper portion, right half, 2 1 in. by 2in.; 14 +.....
cerning the chances of a sick man's recovery.

['-Y4
_<>M

Y Sa aS?]

t

lines. Omens conThe text begins:-

-Y

*

Y
<W

_ Y
[Sm. 281]

AfD

Fragment out of the middle, - in. by in.; 6 +
.
lines. Fragment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 282]
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 2in.; ....
+ 19 lines. Forecasts
concerning the ~A , etc.
[Sm. 283]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1in.;
omen-text.

....

Upper portion, left half, 2in. by l in.; 3 + 5 lines.
king.
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by lin.; 5 + .....
ment of a religious text.

+ 9 lines.

Part of an
[Sm. 284]

Part of a letter to the
[Sm. 285]

lines; partly vitrified. Frag[Sm. 286]

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 2in.; ........
+ short ends of 8 +
13 + 9 + ....
..... ) lines. Part of a list of persons and objects.
[Sm. 287]
Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 23in.; 24 + 24 + ( .....
+...
+)
15 + 21 lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of gods and
their temples. Lines 15-18 of Column I are quoted by STRASSMAIER,
A.V., p. 816. See also Guide Kouy. Gall. 1885, p. 160, No. 20. [Sm. 289]
Fragment of the left half, 2¼in. by 1-1in.; 16 ± 10 lines. Part of a text
containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies
similar to those of K. 3463; see above, p. 536.
[Sm. 290]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 in.; 13 + 9 + ..... +.....
lines;
Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version. Mention is made of a demon (or ghost?)

rising from the grave:~_Y

<2

Ii 'vY4Y W

Ar V-I*

I

4

- = T7

y; YI (Column I, lines 10 and 11).

[Sm. 291]

Fragment of the right half, 2in.
by 11in.; (. ....
+) 20 + 18
(+..........)
lines. Part of a mythological or religious text.
[Sm. 292]
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 14 .........
lines in doublecolumns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups according
to the meanings of the Assyrian words.
[Sm. 293]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 156in.;
.........
+
5
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list belonging to the
4th tablet of the Series Add
Y, l?=
e
^? H.
Duplicate of
80-11-12, 1, Column IV. See also above, p. 869, K. 7697, and below,
Rm. 2, 25.
[Sm. 294]
Right-hand corner, 23in. by 2in.; 11 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
report of the class described above, p. 259f.,t K. 1288. For the text
see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an den Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 25, No. 63,t and
for a transliteration and translation ibidem, Vol. II, p. 168.
[Sm. 295]
*:,-:artly effaced.

t For Sm. 2491 read there: "Sm. 295."
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+) 6 lines.
Upper portion, left half, 2 in. by 2-in.; 13 + (.....+....
Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
ceremonies; it begins:- [--+
yyy ?]
X
*
- >Ty Ty*"
A colophon-line reads:- >~y 'i->'' >e
-f;
_-[Sm. 296]
Fragment of the right half, lin.

b

1

in. ;

.....

+ 12 lines.

incantation-text.

Part of an

[Sm. 297]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1-in.; 14 + .....
hymn.

lines,

Part of a
[Sm. 298]

Left-hand corner, 2-13in. by 2in.; 17 +
....
.... ) lines. Part of a text
containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. One paragraph begins:- J
iT*4
y
r-+{ <-4e
-X-*
=
+ <--y-n *A.
[Sm. 300]
Left-hand corner, 2n. b
by in.
in.; 14 + (....+ ..... +) 4 lines in doublecolumns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups according
to the form of the cuneiform ideographs.
[Sm. 301]
....
..
+
Fragment of the lower portion, 3 in. by 2§ in.; 16 + 14 + .
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, some
..... +. ....
of which have an interlinear Assyrian version, and directions for
Mention is made
Y b4~-.
ceremonies. Two sections end with of a charm to be pronounced over certain plants; cf. Column II, lines 9
and 10:-

k+ -+

^ Y<aHd 4

->0YTY
-, YTy

T
km >"S

[Sm. 302]
+) 18 + ....
(+
)
Fragment of the right half, 2¼in.by 1-in.; .
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
ceremonies.
[Sm. 303]
Right-hand corner, l1in. by lGin.; (.....+)
7 + 12 (+ ..... ) lines in
double-columns. Copy of an explanatory list, probably written for
the interpretation of a certain literary composition. For the text of
reverse see W.A.I. V, 12, No. 5.
[Sm. 304]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 -in. by 1 in.; 10 + 4 +..........
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.

lines in
[Sm. 305]

Fragment of the left half, lsin. by 1Iin.; 13 + ..... lines; Babylonian.
Part of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. Lines 10 and
11 are quoted by DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 254.
[Sm. 306]
Portion out of the middle, 3in.by2in.; 6 + 24 + 10 + .........
Part of a copy of an omen-text.

lines.
[Sm. 307]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 23in. by 1in.;

.....

+

+ 13 + 8 lires-

o-'
Part of an incantation-text belonging to the 3rd tablet of the B-U
Series. Duplicate of KK. 2390, 2959, etc.; see above, pp. 439, 492; cf.
also p. 491, K. 2948.
[Sm. 308]
Fragment of the right half, 2a in. by 2 in.; (...
+ ) 11 + 12 + 7
4 (+ .......
) lines. Part of a list of archaic signs arranged
in the order of Sa .
[Sm. 309]
Portions, 2-in. by 1in.; 13 + 5 lines.
-.-',
sections end with ,-:

Part of an incantation-text. Two
[Sm. 310]

+) 14 + 7 (+.....)
Fragment of the right half, 2min. by 1 in.; (...
lines. Part of an incantation-text. One section ends with _-~ _[
I[Sm. 312]
4-+.*
Fragment out of the middle, 2L6in. by l1in.: 11 + .....
text containing forecasts.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 313]

Fragment of the right half,
in. by 1in.; 7 + .....
religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 314]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by in.; 14 +..........)
lonian. Part of a text containing forecasts (?).
Fragment of the left half, 1in.

b

in.; 16 +.....(.....

lines; Baby[Sm. 315]
)lines.

Part

of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and
[Sm. 316]
rites. Mention is made of -+
7yy*
>G
?-T .

Fragment of the lower portion, 2iin. by l1 in.; 4 + 3 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Sm. 317]
Fragment out of the middle, 2{in. by 1 in.; 7 + 6 lines. Part of a
historical inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is made of
the son of t
<- -+ A--Y, and of [I -+4 <Y= ! tL?] if V if.
'

[Sm. 318]
Left-hand corner, 2-1 in. by lHin.; 2 + 15 lines. Part of a text containing
astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars; they

partly relate to public affairs.
-

-T+

The sentences begin:-- ~---s
[Sm. 319]

iV
< K^-4-, etc.

Fragment out of the middle, 25in. by 2in.; 17 +.....

text containing astrological forecasts.
* Partly effaced.

lines.

Part of a

[Sm. 3201
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Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 2in.; ......
+ 15 lines.
containing forecasts. The sentences begin with '--

Part of a text
.
[Sm. 321]

Fragment of the left half, 1-in. by - in.; short beginnings of 4 + (.....
+
.....
+) 7 lines. Part of a list of objects, probably belonging to a
text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and
rites.
[Sm. 322]
Fragment out of the middle, 2-6 in. by 1-in.; 16 + .....
Sumero-Akkadian prayer in the form of a litany.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 323]

Fragment of the left half, l3in. by 1 in.; 13
..... lines. Part of a text
containing incantations and prayers, similar to those of K. 163,
K. 2487, etc.; see above, pp. 43, 447.
[Sm. 324]
lines.
Portion of the right half, 2sin. by 1iin.; 20 +.....
religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Part of a
[Sm. 325]

lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1lin.; 14 +....
text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
the bYJ¶
>-4- r= and other stars.
[Sm. 326]
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 1 in.; 12 +.....
concerning incidents that may happen to men.
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by

in.; (.....+)

lines.

11 + .....

Omens
[Sm. 327]
(+.

.)

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. One paragraph
begins :- [y]
_
Y < 4-- [,- AY- Y?] ; cf. supra, p. 1110,
[Sm. 328]
K. 10726, etc.
Fragment out of the middle, 23 in. by 1 in.; 13 + ....
text containing forecasts.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 329]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 27-in. by l1in.; 3 + 10 +.....
+ ...
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions
for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 330]
Portion of the left half, 4ain. by 2{in.; 30 + 32 lines.
of obverse begins:-

II of reverse begins:-Y

>-s

V

4 Y aM

X+

1

7 s >-

Omens.
< <-Yi. ;

Section II
Section

b>>-yyy< T <Hli[Sm. 332]

Upper portion, 23in. by 15in.; 16 + 11 lines. Part of a letter to the king
from y '>- 4-* X ': concerning private affairs.
[Sm. 333]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, 13in. by
in.; 14 + .....
Part of a religious or mythological text.

(....

) lines.
[Sm. 335]

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 2in.; ..... + 19 lines. Part of a text
containing incantations and prayers, similar to that of K. 3330;
see above, p. 523.
[Sm. 336 + Sm. 1385]
Fragment out of the middle,

-1 in. by lin.; 8 + ..........

lines.

Part

of an astrological text. Mention is made of Nippur (>-,V yif E).

[Sm. 337]
Portion out of the middle, 28in. by156in.; (.....

+) 14 + 16(+.....)

lines; Babylonian. Part of a religious text.

[Sm. 338]

Portions, 3in. by 2in.; 16 + I + 14 lines; division-marks. Part of a letter
to the king. Mention is made of the inhabitants of I
:l¢>y
W[
;;
and [Y-^¥?] , *
- ¥ _i, and of the city of -Y yT ~<.
[Sm. 339]
Right half, upper portion, 2in. by l 3in.; 10 + ..

lines.

Part of a text

containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites,
beginning:--`' `H
-r'
<a
<
? .
[Sm. 340]
Portion of the right half, 4in. by 3in.; (..........
+) 19 + 29 + 25 +
............. ) lines. Part of a list of names of plants and
stones used for medicinal purposes. E.g., the text of Section II of
Column II (lines 10 ff.) reads:-

^-Ykt %
CYNf1w

rtl

:Ym

i

<T-<Y-

>%':
-

A

^@fy B Edf7rn
ar

~:YYY>_-i~Y
?Y

yr^-

* .;

[<Y- <<?]
\:, [P

]m'

.-Yy74A n

Y

E'- V ?I,

T ^

..4

Cf. supra, p. 65, K. 249; and Vol. III, p. xII, K. 8094, etc.
Fragment of the left half, 2-1in. by l1in.; 15 + (.........)..

[Sm. 341]
+) 3 lines in

double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.
Of the catch-line only the left half is visible::Ai

>¢

El

·II,

[Sm. 342]

Portion out of the middle, 2-in. by 1Iin.; 14 + 10 lines. Part of a letter
to the king concerning the inhabitants of the city of >-V
j
<Y
<;
* Partly effaced.
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f. obverse, lines 8ff.:--.HYy
Etv V ^
Y4y
<Y
<

id->>EH yT Y;f
, etc.
Yy t-

<EH

A

E

1401

t

« YT
Vy:

I I

"

"-

I IYT A__Yk Y-" tYh +^·d
t^t
tZL <N=IH -I s ar
TY>-7Y
m >Y f*¢* X;k ]

A;

Mention is made of the land of

,A
Styyy __
.
[Sm. 343]

Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid,½in.high, one side of the base
at least 1lin.; 2 + ...
.... lines. Fragment of a historical
inscription of an Assyrian king.
[Sm. 344]
Fragment out of the middle, -13in.by 1in.; 7 + .........
lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
ceremonies.
[Sm. 345]
Upper portion; left half, l-in. by lin.; 9 + 9 lines; Babylonian.
an address to the king, beginning:-

>^7 -2 N-, T -'",, i
~ST
Y ad

aT He +
V A
<

s
t.

Y.

m

,

I

s
<t\

^ ^

RV
,,

t

Part of

AY 4h Y ` Y

A

As

f.

rAT

YY 5

a
^

>y> 7YY, etc.
[Sm. 346]

Portion of the left half, 3-in. by 1 -in.;
14 + 11 lines; partly vitrified.
Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 348]
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by

1-in.;

.....

(+ .....

)

( ....

+)

19 lines; Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear
Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 3266 (see above, p. 518), Columns IV,
lines 3 ff.
Sm. 350]
Right-hand corner,l1in. by l'in.; traces of 7 + 10 lines.
containing forecasts.
Portion of the right half, 4in. by 3|in.; . .

Part of a text
[Sm. 351]

. + 23 + 21 +....

lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
ceremonies. Two sections end with ~-¢~~ .--.
The colophonlines read:--~-4_-_
~ -Y
-¥T
~t
.
[Sm. 352]
>

Portion of the left half, 2- in. by
in.; .....
..........
+)
15 lines. Part of a text containing directions for the performance of
* Partly effaced.
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ceremonies and rites to be used against evil spirits.
and two preceding colophon-lines read:-

EJT
lyM
* ^ Y>Y

Y

YTT,'rh4

The catch-line

and
Y -Z

+ <E= n -ONYX<
an. 4f
mu < <A
>

*X
5W

Y it m ^

[Sm. 353]

T.IiMi

Fragmen t out of the middle, 1lin. by lin.; 7 - .....
letter.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 354]

Fragment out of the middle, 2¼in. by 2in.; 15 + ....
Sumero-Akkadian religious text.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 355]

Portion of the left half, 2- 5-in. by 2¼in.; 19 ± ..... lines. Part of a
Sumero-Akkadian religious text in the form of a litany. Every half>

line begins with >.

[Sm. 356]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 -in.
by 1-9in.; 13 +...
. lines. Part
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
[Sm. 357]
be used for the benefit of sick people.
Left half, lower portion, 1in. by 13 in.; 10 + 6 lines. Part of a letter
(to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the brother
[Sm. 358]
·
..
of
Fragment out of the middle, 1-17in. by 1-lin.; 11 + 11 +....

+.....

lines. Omens derived from the colour of the eyes, etc. Four lines
[Sm. 359]
begin with the words -< Y <Y>[.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1in.; 5 + 6 + 8 + 7 lines. Part of
[Sm. 360]
a list of objects. Sums total are added by the scribe.
Left half, upper portion, 1ain. by

7in.;

12 + 12 + traces of 2 + (left-hand

[Sm. 361]

Part of a letter to the king.

edge) 1 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by tin.; ....

+....

.....

l1
Fragment out of the middle,

in. by 3in.; 15 +...

+. 10

[Sm. 362]

lines. Fragment of a text containing forecasts.

lines. Forecasts.
[Sm. 363]

Fragment out of the middle, l3-in. by lin.; 7 +....(.....)
Fragment of a text containing forecasts.

lines.
[Sm. 364]

Fragment of the right half, 1 I in. by 1 in.; 12 +.........lines. Part
[Sm. 365]
of a mythological legend.
*

Partly effaced.
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Right half, lin. by 1-in.; 9 + 12 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Portion of an
astrological report concerning observations of various stars, and
partly relating to public affairs. Of the colophon only the right half is
visible :-- ',
^
:
].I
:
[Sm. 366]
Right-hand corner, 1lin. by 1-6in.;
religious text.

7+

.....

lines.

Fragment of a
[Sm. 367]

Fragment out of the middle, lI in. by sin.; 5 + 4 + ..... + ..
lines
(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups
according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs.
[Sm. 368]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by in.; 6 + ......
of a text containing astrological forecasts.
2

r6
I a -

·

·

.

..

lines. Part
[Sm. 369]

Right-hand corner, 11--in. by -15in. 9 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Portion of
a religious text, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 370]
Fragment of the right half, 21 in. by 1kin,; 12 + traces of 13 lines. Forecasts concerning rain-fall, etc.
[Sm. 371]
Left half, lower portion, 2Lin. by 2in.; 15 + 11 lines; marginal number <.
Forecasts similar to those of EK. 8841, 12459, etc.; see above, pp. 965,
1244.
[Sm. 373]
Fragment out of the middle, 2YLin. by lin.; 7 +.....
. lines.
Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 374]
Nearly complete, 3in. by 1 in.; 10 + 2 + 9 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines;
division-strokes. Astrological report concerning observations of the
moon and various stars; they partly relate to public affairs. Interlinear
explanatory glosses are added by the scribe. Lines 4-8 of reverse are
quoted by BUDGE, T.S.B.A., Vol. VII, p. 60f.; cf. also R. BROWN,
P.S.B.A., Vol. XII, p. 141.
[Sm. 375]
Fragment of the right half, 1- 1-in. by 8in.;
5 + ..... lines.
text containing astrological forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1in.; 9 +.....
hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Fragment of a
[Sm. 376]
lines.

Complete, 1-in. by "in.; 5 + (edge) 2 lines. Private letter.

contains a date and the name of the owner:-~4

v.-

<< YY
YV

Part of a
[Sm. 377]
The edge
i y >y-[Sm. 378]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 3jin. by l3in
.
.....
;+
Part of a text containing prescriptions and
+ 10 +....lines.
directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering
[Sm. 379]
from diseases of the ears.
(+. ....
+) 8 + ...
Fragment out of the middle, 3 in, by 1lin.; ( ...
lines.
Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
[Sm. 380]
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
(....)
lines.
9 + ....
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by lin.;
Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [Sm. 381]
Fragment out of the middle, 2-9in. by 21in.; 18 + 10 lines. Astrological
forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. Referring to line 6 of obverse an
[Sm. 382]
explanatory gloss is added by the scribe.
Left half, 3-19in. by 3 -in.; 13 + 14 lines; Babylonian. Part of a report
of the class described above, p. 259f., K. 1288. For the text see
KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an den Sonnengott, Vol, I, p. 48, No. 126, and
for a transliteration and translation ibidem, Vol. II, p. 248 f. Cf. also
JENSEN, in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 320, and SAYCE, Rec., N.S., Vol. IV, p. vIII,
[Sm. 384]
note 2.
Upper portion, right half, 6½in. by 3¼in.; 16 + 21 + 14 + 6 + 7 + 6 lines.
Part of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies
and rites. E.g., the text of Section III of Column II begins:-

':-t*
* YS&B
y4 ->=4Y
LX
Ug>Ye> q t>
Ug TV>t;-TB

r-Y

ty 4-nyyy 4 U sap- s^LY
AX C,etc.
U)>
a Y[Sm. 385 + Sm. 757]

Lower portion, right half, 2in. by 11in.; 10 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a prayer to be recited in front of a river or canal; cf. line 9 of

reverse:-y <'y- ¥d tY YQAz

Y
-Y7
H.

[Sm. 386]

10 + 12 (+.....)
Lower portion, right half, 2½in. by l in.; (.....+)
[Sm. 387]
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.
+.....+.....+
Fragment of the left half, 2¼in. by l--5in.; .....
to
the 5th tablet of
belonging
13 lines; Babylonian. Incantations,
>-yT44; duplicate of KK. 33 (see above, p. 8),
the Series '
2530 (p. 451), 2544 (p. 453), etc. This fragment appears to belong to
[Sm. 388]
the same tablet as K. 2436 (above, p. 443).
Fragment out of the middle, 2-3in. by 1lin.; 14 + 16 lines. Part of an
incantation-text similar to those of KK. 163, 2487, etc.; see above,
[Sm. 390]
pp. 43, 447.
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, l1in. by1Iin.; traces of 1 + 10
lines. Part of an incantation-text.
[Sm. 391]
Lower portion, 3-7in. by 2in.; 14 + 14 lines; Babylonian. Omens concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. E.g., the text of
reverse begins:-

YV,VT-

-RUS-I
YYY +

T

-IIT

X +f>Y

Y7

YY----T

y

L 0<
[Sm. 392]

Nearly complete, 2in. by 1lin.; 12 + 1 + traces of 1 lines. Letter to the
king concerning private affairs.
Mention is made of the city of

Nineveh (--yY

-

y).

[Sm. 393]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 15in.; 11 + ....
lines. Omens for
the various months, concerning incidents that may happen to men.
[Sm. 395]
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by lin.; ....
Forecasts concerning the 4a, etc.
Left-hand corner, l-in. by -Sin.; 4 + 4 lines.
with an interlinear Assyrian version.

+ .....

+ 6 + 9 lines.
[Sm. 396]

Part of a religious text
[Sm. 397]

Fragment of the right half, 1 -;in. by lin.; 13 +.....
lines. Part of an
incantation-text similar to those of KK. 163, 2487, etc.; cf. supra,
pp. 43, 447.
[Snm. 398]
Fragment of the right half, lin. by -in.;
religious text.

7 + 2 lines.

Fragment of a
[Sm. 399]

Fragment of the left half, l1in. by 1in.; ....
+ 8 lines. End of a text
containing forecasts.
Of the catch-line only the beginning is
visible:->-< Yi-,,
.' The colophon contains the name of the
owner of this tablet:--V y
A <f
>
Lyy
[A
WY?][<.
[Sm. 400]
Fragment out of the middle, 24in. by lin.; ....
+ traces of 4 + 15 +
.....
.....+
....
lines. Part of a mythological legend
belonging to the 6th tablet of the Series v a-t
A
H.
Duplicate of K. 231 (see above, p. 61), Columns II and III. This fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 4579 a; cf. supra, p. 643 f.
For the text see HAUPT, Nimr., p. 33, No. 16; cf. also B'eitr., Vol. I,
pp. 111, 150.
[Sm. 401]
8R2
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Left half, lower portion, 2iin. by -'in.; 14 + 8 lines, Part of a text containing omens derived from the movements of birds. The sentences on
obverse begin with Y>li 5,
c/. infra, p. 1451, Sm. 966.
cy/;
[Sm. 402 + Sm. 988]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l-in. by in.; 5 + ..........
lines in double-columns.
Part of a text containing grammatical
paradigms. The subject matter appears to be of a religious character.
[Sm. 403]
Left-hand corner, l-6in. by lin.; .... + 5 lines. Part of a text containing
incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies. Referring
to line 1 a gloss appears to be added by the scribe.
[Sm. 404]
Fragment of the right half, l1in. by
containing forecasts.

t-iln.

8

.. .

lines.

Part of a text
[Sm. 405]

Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1-3in.; 7
5 + ..........
lines (in
two or three columns). Fragment of an explanatory list similar to
that of K. 13627; see above, p. 1327.
[Sm. 406]
Fragment of the left half, 1-1Gin. by Win,; 8 +....
Part of a letter to the king.

lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 407]

Fragment out of the middle, 1ain. by lin,; 7 + .t
religious text.

..

Fragment out of the middle, -lin. by
of an incantation-text.

(....)

in.; 8 + ....

lines.

Fragment out of the middle, 1iin. by -36 in.; 6 + . ........

Part of a
[Sm. 408]
lines. Part
[Sm. 409]
lines.

of a text containing forecasts.

Part

[Sm. 410]

Upper portion, left half, 4in. by 3in.; 12 + 12 lines; Babylonian. Portion
of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is

made of Esarhaddon ([I [!

y

~ m
<-4]<_

- &A
,

4[ ) and

y t-

o , etc.
[Sm. 412]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 11in. by lin.; ....
+ ..... +
7 + ..... lines. Part of a text containing forecasts.
[Sm. 413]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 tl n. by 1 1in.; 10 +
..
lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions

and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
Fragment out of the middle,

4lin. by
l1

in.; 8 +.....

[Sm. 414]
lines.

Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
various stars.
[Sm. 415]
Portion of the right half, 1-1 in. by 5in.; 11 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a letter to the king concerning public affairs.
Mention is made of
AdT

¢Y<Y!

M.

[Sm. 416]
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Portion of the left half, 1-in. by -in.;
cerning religious subjects.

7 + 9 lines.

Fragment out of the middle, 1'in. by lin.; .....

lines.

Part of a letter con.[Sm. 417]
+ 12 + .....

Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the

+.....

yV>y,
etc.
[Sm. 418]

Fragment out of the middle, l-1 in. by 1Iin.; 6 + ..
. + traces of 2 + 5
lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites.
[Sm. 419]

15i.;

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by
.....
....
)
6 lines.
and colophon of a text containing incantations and prayers.
catch-line reads :--+

]

'

<Yh

;'..:;

of.

End
The

supra, p, 514, note .

[Sm. 420]
Lower half, 1

3in.

by 1Din.; 5 + 8 lines.

Fragment of the left half, 1½in. by

i

Part of a letter to the king.
[Sm. 421]
in.; 9 + .....

lines.

letter or report (?).

Part of a

[Sm. 422]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 3;in. by 1 in.; 6 + ,.

(.
(.,.

Fragment of a religious or mythological text.

) lines.

[Sm. 423]

Fragment out of the middle, 1l in. by 1'in.; 11 + . . . . lines.
text containing astrological forecasts.

Part of a
[Sm. 424]

Fragment of the right half, in by 3in,; 8 + 6 lines. Part of a religious (?)
text.
[Sm. 425]
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by

1-5in.; 10 +

. . . lines.

text containing forecasts.
Fragment of the right half, 1

Part of a

[Sm. 427]
in. by l1in.; 13 + .

Forecasts.
[Sm. 428]
Fragment of the left half, l1in. by 1I in.; 11 + ...
(.... ) lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of the sunrise; cf. supra, p. 423, K. 2221. Duplicate of Sm. 1303 (q.v.),
obverse, lines 1 ff.
[Sm. 430]
Fragment of the left half, 5 in. by in.; 12 + .
columns?). Part of a list of names of gods.

.

lines.

.........

ines (in double[Sm. 431]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by in.; 9 +...(....)lines.
of a text containing forecasts..

Part
[Sm. 432]

Upper portion, right half, 2in. by 1 in.; 9 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is
made of the inhabitants
land of [r]
<< 4
i TY. [Sm. 433]
~la~k~L7 of the ~II~
L
V L~Lli

IIII~FJICI~LL~fi3LPI
Lll~j

I
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9 .........
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. byh1lin.; 11
Part of a list of objects.
..... ) + 12 + 7 lines.
added by the scribe.

Sums total are
[Sm. 434]

Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by lin.; 7 + ..........
an astrological text.

lines. Part of
[Sm. 435]

+ 7 lines. Part of an
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by lin.; .....
incantation-text similar to those of KK. 163, 2487, etc.; cf. supra,
[Sm. 436]
pp. 43, 447.
Portion of the left half, 1½in. by 3in.; 6 + 6 lines.
report.

Part of a letter or
[Sm. 437]

Fragment out of the middle, 1|in. by I-5in.; 7 + ...
text containing forecasts concerning the >>T, etc.

lines.

Fragment out of the middle, in. by -in.; 6 + .........
ment of a mythological or religious text.

Part of a
[Sm. 439]

. lines. Frag[Sm. 440]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by lin.; 9 + traces of 4 +.... .. - .
[Sm. 442]
lines; Babylonian. Forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, 13in. byTin.; 11 + traces of 4 + ..... +
Part of a text containing incantations and prayers.
. .lines.
..
[Sm. 443]
Fragment out of the middle, 7in. by in.; 7 + ......
columns (?). Fragment of an explanatory list (?).

lines in double[Sm. 444]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2-in. by 1l-in.; 12 + 11 lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 445]
Part of an astrological text.
lines. FragFragment out of the middle, Tin. by sin.; 5 + ........
[Sm. 446]
ment of a religious text, probably a hymn in paragraphs.*
lines. Part of
Fragment of the left half, l1yin. by lin.; 6 + ..........
a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies. One
[Sm. 449]
,A
.<
k
_> Y
section begins :--y
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 13in.;
Fragment of a religious text.
Right-hand corner,
(to the king).

l-3in.

by

in.; .....

5 + ..

+ 3 + 1 lines.

....

End of a letter
[Sm. 451]

Left half, 2¼in. by 15in.; short remains of 11 lines; Babylonian.
of a letter.
* Cf. ssupra, p. 436, note **.

) lines.
[Sm. 450]

Fragment
[Sm. 452]
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+ 10 + 6 lines.
Fragment out of the middle, l'in. by lin n.y . ........
Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites to be
performed by means of various stones. The text of Sections II and III
~
<T+ Y-- * and V R <¢Y
(Y
of Column III begins with Y [Sm. 453]
respectively.
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 11in.; 4 + 9 + ........
454]
[Sm.
text.
Part of a mythological or religious

Fragment of the lower portion, l-9in. by lin.; traces of 5 + (..........
+) 7 lines; obverse vitrified. Part of a mythological
+ .........
[Sm. 455]
or religious text.
Nearly complete, 3¼in. by l1in.; 24 + 2 + 26 lines. Letter to the king
Hi,
Tyyy yi
7 ~ and the inhabitants of ,* 4dconcerning Y~-y\
etc. Extracts from the text, viz., reverse, lines 1-7, 9-20, are published
by STRASSMAIER, A. I, pp. 11, 54, 62, 98, 137, 219 f., 248f., 314, 462, 661,
680, 718, 753, 904, 906, 980 f., 1006, 1036; cf. also S. A. SMITH, P.S.B.A.,
[Sm. 456]
Vol. X, p. 313.
Portions out of the middle, 33in. by 35in.; 29 + 27 lines. Astrological
forecasts for the various months, concerning eclipses, etc.; they partly
relate to public affairs. E.g., the text of Section II of reverse (lines 11ff.)
begins:

Y^

^.^nn
t ote

YFa

Y1A<Ad A
right h,

V

by

2.

m<s
LT-

13 ;

n

<1

<YYYv t7
of a
. Pr
+ <16

l

Y^Y
.
V
[Sm. 457]
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 11in.; 13 + 16 linles. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning the chances of a sick man's recovery.
[Sm. 458]
Fragment of the right half, 1-in. by l1in.; ..... + 9 lines. Part of an
[Sm. 459]
astrological text.
Y

t

<V

% t

<4!
Y ^

-

Snt

Upper portion, left half, 2¼in. by 1-in.; 13 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
The obverse begins:Trhe text of Section III begins:-

;* <`-

<1,-: *

*

:-Y -'

<'¢-'

* Partly effaced.

:-x---<,.,,

[Sm. 460]
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6 + 12 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of
Upper portion, 2 -%in. by 1 7in.;
obverse is visible the impression of a seal-cylinder. Part of a private

contract, dated:-~>

E

H W
yy -Yy~Y

<¥T > ' T_Ad

y-

|¢yy, i.e., March-April, 693 B.P.; cf. G. SMITH, Ep. C., p. 89 and supra,
[Sm. 461]
p. 539, K. 3501.
Fragment of the right half, lain. by" in.; (. .... +) 11 + 7 (+ .......) lines.
[Sm. 4621
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
+ 26 + 12 lines
+....
Portion of the right half, 3-in. by 21-.in.; ...
in double-columns, Part of an explanatory list, with glosses,
arranged in groups according to the form of the cuneiform characters.
The text is published W.A.I. V, 29, No. 3. For a duplicate to Column
[Sm. 463]
IV see above, p. 1063, K. 10085.
Nearly complete, 23in. by 1in.; 21 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Portion of a
[Sm. 464]
I~
A)
letter (~
Right half, 3in. by 2½in.; 16 + 21 + 1 lines; obverse vitrified. Forecasts.
[Sm. 465]
3
Portion out of the middle, 2-in. by 2-i in,; .. ...

+ 23 lines, Part of an
omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
[Sm. 466]

Fragment of the left half, 1lin. by 1-in,; 11 +

.;.

.

lines.

. .

Part of

a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be
used for the benefit of sick people. Three paragraphs begin with

- <,
4-

¥:

¥4
( _ t-

yH<>-

< <(4

Y
and T

. rIespectively.
[Sm. 467]

Fragment of the right half, lin. by Tin.; short ends of 12 + 4 lines. Part
of a text containing omens concerning the chances of a sick man's
[Sm, 468]
recovery,
Left-hand corner, l1in. by l1i n;6 5 + 2 +
list of objects and of names of persons.

<< ;i

.

.

.

Ad l

Complete, l1in. by liii.

officials:-y ,
_

Part of a
. lines,
of
y -q" I
is
made
Mention

....

YY
1I < Y

I. '

YItETT
T
Y
e >Yy <<

-4- T
I|X v

List of names of

4 + 1 + 3 lines;; Babylonian.

Y

t

[Sm. 469]

I.Y

4+

<A

4+ 4-Y+<I11
I1.Y-t4r A

[Sm.

471]

Portion of the left half, 3{in. by 2in. 25 + 27 lines; marginal number <.
Portion of an omen-text. The lines of four sections begin with y P"
.- '8y t,

y

y

K., 10801) and Y Aja

-MyYyYIy
A

+

spei(var.: ><Y<; cf. supra, p. 1115,

-yThy Yrespectively.

[Sm. 47? + Sm. 640]
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Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 1- 76 in.;

13 +

....

(.....)

Part of a

lines.

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
[Sm. 473]
various stars.
Left half, lower portion, 31in. by 15in.; 15 + 17 lines. Part of a historical
inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is made of ¥Y d >VV
y
474]
[Sm.
(var.:thY).
Complete, 1-a'in. by 1-6 in.; 5 + 1 + 5 + 1 lines. Private contract concerning a loan of money, and dated in May-June, 683 B.c.:-- V
4

<T;UI YU< to-t
i yT ^
I1

*X
-

3-+4I<
S¢ In
ity^
ry m

I IY
ir

Y .

>Y I Y n <Z
<
+
Y II¥YY;
y>
<rY
-SY

Y-

% n Y <Y yI4

I

T^_y
A-Y >yY

>_

A>>E t Vt e 1A>y- YAX « <E < I <y y> T
>yy
cf. G. SMITH,
-er>-Y :YYY.
J EI < Y < < I <yVi-..Y <
^;¥
to

OF

i[>;

Ep. C., p. 91.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
of an astrological text.

[Sm. 475]
-in. 8 +...

(..)

Fragment of the right half, 1-in. by 1 in.; 8 +. ......
prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Upper portion, 1- iIin. by 3in.; 4 +.....
to the king from y -4 - -q<
'-<k

lines.
'.

lines. Part
[Sm. 478]
lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 479]

Introduction of a letter
[Sm. 480]

Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by tin.; 7 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter or report.
[Sm. 481]
Fragment of the right half, 1 Iin. by 1-in.; 12 + ....
text containing forecasts.
Right half, upper portion, l1in. by -in.;
the king) concerning public affairs.

10 + 6 lines.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 482]

Part of a letter (to
[Sm. 483]

9 + ..........
lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 1in.;
of a list of the names of members of various families, and of their
properties, etc., similar to that of K. 2017; see above, p. 386 f. [Sm. 484]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-91in. by l-sin.; 7 +.....
Part of an astrological text.

..... ) lines.
[Sm. 485]

Fragment of a cylinder, 2-in. by 1 in.; 4 lines; Babylonian.
historical inscription of a Babylonian king.

Part of a
[Sm. 486]

+) 23 + 17 (+.....)
Upper portion, right half, 3¼in. by 2in. (.....
lines; Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear
Assyrian version.
[Sm. 487 + Sm. 750]
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Lower portion, 26 in. by l1-6in.; 10 + 3 + 13 lines.
the king concerning a royal image.

Part of a letter to
[Sm. 488]

in.; 6 + .
Fragment of the right half, 15in. by1
Babylonian. Fragment of a religious (?) text.

....

..... ) lines;
[Sm. 489]

by l1in.; 8 + ..... lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle,
l1in.
text containing forecasts similar to those of K. 2255; see above, p. 427.
[Sm. 490]
Left half, 1 in. by 1lin.; 13 + 12 lines. Copy of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version; it begins:----"* *at
According to the colophon, the
X Ad
Sf Gd/H,.
+' eml OB
original, from which this inscription was copied, was at Niffer; cf.
reverse, line 4 :->-A
,
T_
(
<A$_
[Sm. 491]
Left-hand corner, 1 in.by 11 in.; 13 + ..........
) lines. Astrological
forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.; they partly relate to public affairs.
The text begins :-[y

A-] -*

-+ <-

V

V

y

+

.

[Sm. 492]
lines. Part of an
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by lin.; 14 + ....
[Sm. 493]
omen-text concerning houses, etc.
Fragment of the right half,
l
in. by
( ....
+) 11
1tin.;
+ 6 (+..
.)
lines (in double-columns?). Part of an explanatory text. [Sm. 494]
+) 6 + 4 (+....)

Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by in.; (....
Copy of a religious text.

lines.
[Sm. 496]

lines. Part
Fragment of the left half, l1in. by lin.; 12 + ..... (.....)
of an incantation-text. Section II begins:--4- Yf -Xk4
<:= YT
v».» +
4- ,,-1;::. Lines 7-9 are quoted by SAYCE, Hibb. Lect.,
[Sm. 497]
p. 510.
Fragment of the left half, 13in. by 15in.; 9
Sumero-Akkadian religious text.

.....

Part of a
[Sm. 498]

lines.

2 + 6 (+.....)
Fragment out of the middle, 1'in. by l in.; (.,...+)
lines; Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text, which may belong
:
.ff.
[Sm. 499]
to a tablet of the Series I >by l1-in.;
Fragment out of the middle, lin.
2 lines. Fragment of a religious(?) text.
Lower half, 1'

~',

..........

in. by 1 in.; 12 + 13 lines; Babylonian.

letter to the g?

Y
t¥:l=

6 +(

Jo
JU- <-;

¥-]Yy']
concerning public affairs.

Portion of a

Mention is made of

¥<y ¥d ¥i;

the

+)
[Sm. 500]

X:dT Ad

4

[Sm. 501]

etc.
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 1 1 in. by 14in.; 9 + 10 + (left-hand edge 4 + 4 )
8 lines. Part of an omen-text concerning actions of pigs, which belongs

to a tablet of the Series >-<

above, p. 1033.

- 47 OYy. Duplicate of K. 9713; see
[Sm. 502]
Cf. also p. 602, K. 4171.

Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by in.; 13 +..... lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 503]
Fragment of an astrological(?) text.
Left half, upper portion, 2½in. by l3in.; 13 + (
Part of an incantation-text, beginning:^{

<@T

+) 10 lines.

.....

< .T

YY Y
YY

Y

*

'-

A tentative translation of the text of the obverse is published by
[Sm. 504]

SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., p. 478.t

Left half, upper portion, 2rTin.by liin.; 11 + 3lines. Forecasts belonging,
according to the colophon, to the 13th tablet of a series. The text of
obverse begins :-[ ? >-Y?] ai - A
- r
Y
<TYg;
[Sm. 506]
cf. supra, p. 437, K. 2376.
+

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, lIin. by 1 5 in.; .

10 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts, similar to that of
K. 3951, etc.; cf. supra, p. 579.

[Sm. 507]

Left half, 2|in. by l}in.; traces of 2 + 3 lines. Part of an astrological
[Sm. 508]
report.
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 3 in. by 1in.;

.....

+ 5 lines.

[Sm. 509]

End of an omen-text.
Fragment of the right half, 1-in. by lin.;

(....

+) 8 + 9 (+.....)

lines. Part of a text containing directions for the performance of
[Sm. 510]
ceremonies and rites.
Left-hand corner,

1-in.

by li-in.; 8 +.....

lines.

Astrological fore-

casts for the various months, taken from observations of the wind. A
with
-S4-YY
A ] G-¥ MU
1 * -Vy
comparison of line 1 : the catch-line of K. 11132 (see above, p. 1140) shows that Sm. 511 belongs
to the 50th tablet of the great astrological work Y $ . T4- >Ot .
[Sm. 511]
* Partly effaced.

t For Rev. read there; " Obv."
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Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, 2½in. by 1 in.; 9 + .. . .lines.
text containing incantations and prayers, similar to that of K. 3330;
[Sm. 512]
see above, p. 523.
Portion of the left half, 4 in. by 2iin.; 36 + short beginnings of 5 lines;
marginal number <. Forecasts concerning theit
-dYY, etc. Cf., e.g.,
lines 16 ff.:-

containing i ncantations and prayers, similar to those of KK. 163,

Cf.
2487,
.s

,

Im.
S. 5130]6.
Of the catch-line only the beginning513]

p.594
4086.
etc.;supa,
594, K.
K. pp.
4086.

Fragment of the left half, l3in. by -in.; .....

+ 10 lines.

End of a text

containing incantations and prayers, similar to those of KK. 163,
2487, etc.; cf. supra, pp. 43, 447. Of the catch-line only the beginning
is visible :-4-+,-H <*

-"-T

-"<.

[Sm. 514]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 in.; 16 + ..........

lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people. Mention is made of various
appearances of urine; cf. lines 3 ff.:"'--< T Q
e
rY : YY
:< EI ¢ k<
i : Y<sY
HOYT s <Yf YT

-Y

'<
BY ¢ t<<T
Fragment out of the middle, 1in.

Ti ,/.

by lin.; .....

.y

[Sm. 516]

..... )+ 4 lines. End

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people. Of the catch-line only the middle
part is visible :--,,

- ¥y

-

+

44

YV,>

>.I

-~.. ~.....~
,~
:
'
[Sm. 517]
Fragment out of the middle, la-.in. by
.....
-in.; + 7 lines. Part of a
letter, or report, concerning public affairs. Mention is made of [f] t
-d __

[Sm. 518]

and of the land of Elam.

Fragment out of the middle, 31in. by 2 in.; 8 +.........
of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Fragment out of the middle, 13in. by 1-in.; .....

+ 13 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter (to the king). Mention is made of [V]
Y' i.
*.Partly effaced.'

It

lines. Part
[Sm. 519]

Cf. suplra;, p. 220,:K(, 10716.

_Yy
* Y--[Sm. 520]
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Upper portion,
from Y

111-in.

by 1in.; 12 + 3 lines.

Part of a letter to the king
Es-4-. 521]
[Sm.

lines in
Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 2iin.; 16 + 20 + .........
double-columns. Part of a list of names of gods and their temples.
Cf. supra, p. 496,
Explanatory glosses are added by the scribe.
[Sm. 522]
K. 3012, etc.
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1 in. by
lines. Part of a religious(?) text.

in.; 7 + .........
[Sm. 523]

Fragment of the lower portion, 3¼in. by 2kin.; 9 + 7 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
Mention is made of Esarhaddon (m- d A_ (var. reverse, line 1:
caret) <> _>).

[Sm. 524]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, t5 in. by in.; 7 +..........
[Sm. 525]
lines. Fragment of a text containing forecasts (?).

Upper portion, 4in. by 3kin.; 35 + ..... lines.

Part of a religious text

with an interlinear Assyrian version. For the text see S. A. SMITH,
Texts, p. (24); cf. also ibid., p. 11 f.; HAUPT, Akk. Spr., p. XLI; Am. J. of
Philol.,'Vol. V, p. 74; BEZOLD, Zeits., 1885, p. 19, note 1; Lit., p. 320;
.DELITZSOH, ibid., p. 320; W.B., pp. 279, 283; SAYCE, Blibb. Lect., pp. 75,
note 2; 511; and MEISSNER, Beitrdge zum altbabylonischen Privatrecht,
Leipzig, 1893, p. 122. For a similar text see above, p. 684, K. 5019.
[Sm. 526]
Fragment out of the middle, l-iin. by lin.; 8 +..........
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.

lines in
[Sm. 527]

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by l--in.; ..... + 7 lines. End of a
Of the catch-line only the beginning is visible:religious text.
[Sm. 528]
E.
<Y-M
\ W
+ 9 lines. Part of a text conRight-hand corner, 1 ]-in. by 1 in.; .....
taining directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites.
[Sm. 529]
Right half, 4-in. by 33in.; 30 + 13 lines. Portion of a historical inscription, apparently of Assurbanipal, concerning the (temple
¶-Yy]
.-

Age

-4 4 y of the) god+ -4-

, in the city of Kharran (-Yy

etc. Duplicate of KK. 2803, 2813; see above, p. 477 f.
p. 1424, Sm. 671.

:),

Cf. also below,
[Sm. 530]

+ 30 lines. Part of an
Portion of the right half, 3 in. by 3in.; .
incantation-text. For a duplicate see above, p. 910, K. 8250.
[Sm. 531]
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Portion out of the middle, 3k3 in. by 3in.; 20 + 7 lines. Omens derived
from the actions of snakes. The text of Section II begins:t-yT y<. Y-

nY<VY
i D

A

H <AT
<Y4 In

V

<Y- Y

rn

Cf. supra, p. 465 f., K. 2682.

[Sm. 532]

Left half, upper portion, 1 1-in. by 1in.; 9 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of
an astrological(?) text, beginning:-- -v
>Yy
T ~ t¥
4.....
-e'.
Of the catch-line only the beginning is visible:[Sm. 533]
>71; W *I
Fragment of the right half, 1in. by in.; (.....+)
9 .....
lines. Part of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.t
Right-hand corner, lin.
religious(?) text.

by 13W-in.; 5 + 3 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of the right half, lin. by 1¼in.; .....
Sumero-Akkadian religious text.

+ 11 lines.

[Sm. 534]
Part of a
[Sm. 535]
Part of a
[Sm. 537]

Fragment of the left half, 2 win. by Lin.; short beginnings of 13 +.....
lines. Fragment of a religious(?) text.
[Sm. 538]
Fragment out of the middle, lin. bylin.;
9 +.....
+..... .....
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions end directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 539]
Fragment out of the middle,
letter.

Tin.
by

I'in.;

+ 5 lines.

End of a
[-Sm. 540]

.........

) lines.
[Sm. 541]

Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by lin.; 6 +.
Fragment of a text containing forecasts.

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by -l5in.; 11 +..... lines. Part of a
text containing incantations with an interlinear explanation, prayers
and directions for ceremonies. The text of lines 6-9 corresponds
with that of K. 3463 (see above, p. 536), obverse, lines 2-4.
[Sm. 542]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1'in.; 10 +...
....... lines. Part
of a text containing incantations and prayers against evil dreams.
A colophon-line reads :--[>- ]
*
<
<[Sm. 543]
Portion of the left half, l-in.
by
in.; ....
8 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter. Mention is made of Y > -< and Y , _ A, etc.
[Sm. 545]
* Partly effaced.

t

Cf. sup~ra,

p. 436, note

**.:
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Left-hand corner, Qin. by
of a letter.

7--in.;

4 +....

I1417

lines; Babylonian.

Beginning
[Sm. 546]

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by lin.
; ......
.. + 5 lines (in doublecolumns ?). Colophon of the 10th part (< ~y¥]]_ << >-Yk) of a composition,
containing a list of names of plants.
[Sm. 547]
Complete, 24lin. by 1 in.; 15 + 10 lines. Letter to the king from ¥ E
<{- 7' yif
¥_
concerning private affairs. Mention is made of the country
of ^ oyyyyV 4.
[Sm. 548 + Sm. 887]
Portion of the left half, 2-17-in. by in.; 4 + 24 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king. Mention is made of
[Sm. 549]
y <<.
>_ and y -y=~
y <
._

Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 1in.; 8 +..........
lines in
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups
according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs.
[Sm. 550]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by l-in.; 8 + .....
text containing astrological forecasts.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 551]

Fragment of the left half, 2}-in. by 13in.; 10 +.....
lines. Incantations
with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 44 (see above,
p. 11), obverse, lines 16 ff.
[Sm. 554 + Rm. 2, 425]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-7in. by 11-3in.; 12 + short beginnings of
9 +.....
+..
lines; marginal number <. Part of a text containing
forecasts; they partly relate to public affairs.
[Sm. 555]
Fragment out of the middle, 15 in. by lin.; ....
of a text containing astrological forecasts.

the middle part is visible :- [ <<E[
Tt
Y]
.
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 1- in.; 8 + .

<i.-?]

)+ 2 lines. End
Of the catch-line only

bep

AHY
<¥

=*>Ty,
[Sm. 556]

... +
+) 5 lines. Part of
an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 557]

Upper portion, right half, 25in. by 2 in.; 16 + 4 lines. Copy of an omentext concerning cities, houses, and incidents that may happen to men
and women. Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible:-E(?)

-

I,

-

v'Y

[Sm. 558]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by lin.; ..... + 9 + (left-hand edge)
1 lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
[Sm. 559]
lines. Part of a
Fragment of the left half, 2-in. by 1in.; 12 + ....
Sumero-Akkadian religious text.
[Sm. 560]
Partly effaced,
P
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+...
lines.
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 21in.; 15 + 13 +....
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various
months, concerning eclipses, etc.; they partly relate to public affairs.
[Sm. 561]
Portion of the left half, 1-in. by 3'in.; 10 + 3 lines.
the king concerning private affairs.

Part of a letter to
[Sm. 562]

Left-hand corner, :1 in. by 1-b in.; 5 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
end of an address to the king.
Portion of the left half, 1-in. by 1in.; ...... + 9 lines.

Beginning and
[Sm. 563]

Part of a letter.
[Sm. 564]

+ 11 lines.

Fragment of the right half, l7in. by 1 in.;.....
omen-text.

Part of an
[Sm. 565]

)
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, lin. by in.; 6 + ..........
lines; Babylonian.
Part of a religious text. Mention is made of
[Sm. 566]
Niffer (I-, A
)

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
of a prayer.

1lin.;

7 + .........

lines. Part
[Sm. 567]

) lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1,in. by 1-i-in.; 11 + .........
Part of a religious text relating to the worship of various gods.
[Sm. 568]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 11in. by 18in.; 11 +.
(.....)
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the

[Sm. 569]

>-TYyy, etc.

lines.
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, l1in. by -1 in.; 4 + .....
[Sm. 570]
Fragment of a religious (?) text.
6 6 +
Fragment out of the middle, sin. by -- in.;
a religious text.
Fragmen t out of the middle, 1in. by -in.; 8 + .
a text containing forecasts.
Portion of the left half, 1in. by
the king.

in.

.....

.....

7 + 5 lines.

lines. Part of
[Sm. 071a]

lines.

Part of
[Sm. 571b]

Part of a letter to
[Sm. 572]

lines. FragFragment out of the middle, lin. by 4in.; 6 + .........
ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere[Sm. 574]
monies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
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Fragment out of the middle, l-in. by ll- in.; ....
+ 10 lines. End of a
text containing astrological forecasts. Of the catch-line only the
middle parts are visible:-

¥mVV
H

~'A

<.

V' ..

.. [Sm. 575]

Fragment of the right half, 1in. by in.; (.....+
) 10 + .....
lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list.
Fragment out of the middle, - in. by 3in.; 6 +...
of a text containing astrological forecasts.

(+.....)

[Sm. 578]
lines. Part
[Sm. 579]

Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by
in.; 6 + ......
....
) lines.
Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
[Sm. 581]
Fragment out of the middle, 1iin. by 1kin.; 6 + ..........
Fragment of a religious text.
Fragment out of the middle, -1-bin. by lin.; 3 + .....
Fragment of a historical (?) text.

) lines.
[Sm. 582]
(....)

lines.
[Sm. 583]

Left-hand corner, lin. by lin.; short beginnings of 2 + 3 + 1 lines. Fragment of a letter.
[Sm. 584]
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1-sin.; 11 +.....
religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 585]

Fragment out of the middle, kin. by -gin.; 6 + .
........ ) lines.
Fragment of a text containing forecasts concerning the ->Yy, etc.
[Sm. 586]
Fragment out of the middle, sin. by win.; 6 + .
ment of a report (?).
Fragment of the right half,

... (.....)

lines. Frag[Sm. 587]

by -9 in.; 7 + 8 lines. Part of a letter.
:~~-;-::,~~[Sm.
589]

1-3in.

Right-hand corner, 2din. by 1 3 in.; 4 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
report of the class described above, p. 259 f, K. 1288.
Fragment of the left half,

in. by gin.; ....

+ 5 lines.

containing forecasts concerning the 4_,
etc.

Fragment out of the middle, 1 1-in. by 8in.; 5 + ....
Babylonian. Fragment of a list,

Part of a
[Sm. 591]

Part of a text

[Sm. 592]
(.....)

lines;
[Sm. 593]

Fragment of the right half, 1}min. by in.; 6 + .........
lines; Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
version.
[Sm. 594]
VOL. IV.

8 T
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..... ) lines. Frag[Sm. 596]

Fragment out of the middle, in. by Iin.; 4 + .....
ment of an astrological text.

Part
[Sm. 597]

Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 1-1 -in.; 12 +........lines.
of a text containing astrological forecasts.
.........
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by in.; 4 +
of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

) lines. Part
[Sm. 598]

Fragment out of the middle, "in. by in.; 4 + ......
ment of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.*

lines. Frag[Sm. 601]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by Tin.;
ment of a religious text.

3+ .

lines. Frag[Sm. 602]

... (....)

........ ) lines. FragFragment out of the middle, lin. by in.; 5 + ..
ment of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses,
[Sm. 603]
etc.
Fragment out of the middle, iin.
an omen-text.

by

Tin.; 8 ±_...

Fragment of
[Sm. 604]

lines.

lines. Frag[Sm. 605]

Fragment out of the middle, -in. by yin.; 5 + .
ment of a religious text.
Right-hand corner, {-in. by Iin.; 5 + traces of 1 lines.
religious (?) text.

Fragment of a
[Sm. 606]
Part of an
[Sm. 607]

+ 11 lines.
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by lin.; .....
omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men.

Fragment of the lower portion, 1-6in. by 1lin.; 6 + 7 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Sm. 608]
lines. Part
[Sm. 609]

Fragment of the right half, 3in. by Tin.; 9 +.....(.....)
of a text containing forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, 15 in. by'
text containing forecasts.

in.; 6 +.

. lines.

Part of an
[l?]q4
[Sm. 611]

Left-hand corner, lA-in. by 1in.; 4 + 1 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
Tt
-I_incantation-text. One section begins :--.-+
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by
ment of a religious text.
* Cf. supra,.p. 436, note **.

-in.; 6 + .....

(.....)

Part of a
[Sm. 610]

lines. Frag[Sm. 612]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by in.; 9 +.....
of an astrological text.

....

) lines. Part
[Sm. 613]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by "in.; 6 +....
lines.
Part of a
religious text. Interlinear glosses are added by the scribe. [Sm. 614]
Fragment out of the middle, 26 in. by -,in.; 4 +..........
double-columns). Part of an explanatory list.
Fragment out of the middle, l-ain. by in.; 9 +..........
columns. Part of an explanatory list.
Fragment out of the middle, lin.
religious text.

lines (in
[Sm. 615]

by 7in.; .....

lines in double[Sm. 616]
+ 8 lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 617J

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by -in.; 5 +.....lines. Part of a letter
concerning military affairs.
[Sm. 618]
Fragment of the left half, 1Iin. by Win.; 9 + ........
lines (in doublecolumns). Part of an explanatory list.
[Sm. 619]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-lin. by 'in.; 6 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a report or letter.
[Sm. 620]
Fragment out of the middle, "in. by
an astrological text.

in.; 5 + ..........

lines.

Part of
[Sm. 621]

Fragment of the left half, 1 3-in. by 1 'in.; 8 (+.....)
(
+)
lines. Part of an omen-text, probably belonging to a tablet of the
Series Y >-y ]y - > i _y T; V.
One section begins: -[¥ -]
-a_
[Sm. 622]
TTg ~i* [3>}ii>.
-411k
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by
of a religious text.

in.; 6 +

..

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by l-rin.; 11 + ...
concerning the
ytyy, etc.
Fragment of the right half, 1in. by 1in.; .....
omen-text belonging to a tablet of the Series [
Fragment of the right half, l-5in. by

in.; ....

a text containing forecasts.

....
lines.

) lines. Part
[Sm. 624]
Forecasts
[Sm. 625]

+ 5 lines. End of an
A-LY -]]s- dyy ~¥l .
[Sm. 626]
8 lines.

Fragment ot

[Sm. 627]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 .
1-3in.
8 + 9+
.........
..........
lines (in double-columns). Part of a list of names of
wooden objects. Duplicate of K. 4338a, etc. (see above, p. 620), restoring
the text of Column II of that tablet.
[Sm. 628]
*

Partly effaced.

8T2
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Fragment of the right half, l1in. by bin.; (.....+...
lines. Fragment of a religious text.

+ 5 (+...
[Sm. 630]

Fragment of the right half, 1 iin. by ain.; traces of 8 + 8 lines. Fragment of an omen-text concerning the chances of a sick man's recovery.
[Sm. 631]
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by lin.; 9 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a letter or report.
[Sm. 632]
Fragment out of the middle, 3in. by Ain.; 5 + ..... (....)
lines. Fragment of a religious(?) text.
[Sm. 633]
Fragment out of the middle, 11%n by in.
in.; 5 + .....
.. +.....
lines. Fragment of a religious (?) text.
[Sm. 634Right-hand corner, I in. by' 19in.; 4 + 2 lines. Part of an incantationtext similar to those of KK. 163, 2487, etc.; cf. supra, pp. 43, 447.
[Sm. 635]
Right-hand corner, 1in. by 1}3in.; ...
+ 1 + 4 lines. Part of a report.
[Sm. 636]
Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by in.; 8 + .......
lines. Part
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 637]
Fragment of the right half, lin. by I 5in.; ( ..
+) 7 +..
(+
.)
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
version.
[Sm. 638]
Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by
in.; 5
.....
(.....)
lines.
Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [Sm. 639]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, l1in. by in.; 6 +..........
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
[Sm. 641]
Portion of the right half, lain, by
a letter.
Fragment of the left half,
a religious text.

3in.;

by

1in.

8 + 8 lines; Babylonian.

Part of
[Sm. 642]

. lines. Part of

in.; 4 + .......

[Sm. 643]

Left-hand corner, 1-1in. by l- 1in.; .. .. + 8 lines. Omens derived from
the actions of birds.
The contents appear to be similar to those of
K. 7022: cf. supra, p. 826.

The text begins :--'

TT"*>i d.

:

I e
-k

H -Y
[Sm. 644]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by

in.; .. . .. (..,
.) + 8 lines. Part
of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 646]
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, l'in.
lin.; byl3
Part of a text containing forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, l-in. by 1
an omen-text.

5 + .....
1

in.; 11 +....

lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 647]
lines.

Part of
[Sm. 648]

Right-hand corner, l1in. by sin.; 3 + 2 + 4 lines; on obverse one nailmark. Part of a private contract.
[Sm. 649]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in.
by lin.; 6 + ..
...... ) lines. Part
of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 650]
Right-hand corner, 1hin. by 1in.;

5 + 5 lines.

Part of a report.
[Sm. 653]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1lin. by 1 in.; 8 + 7 lines.
religious or mythological text.

Part of a
[Sm. 654]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2-in. by lsin.; 15 + .....
.lines.
Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.; they partly relate
to public affairs. Mention is made of the king of .|7
-4- <.
[Sm. 655]
Portion of the right half, 24in. by 1sin.; 11 ±... .
lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259f., K. 1288.
Mention is made of the land of [, & ?] 6«4. T; Y'.
[Sm. 656]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by 2in.; 10 + 3 lines*; Babylonian.
Part of a similar report concerning public affairs Mention is made of

Esarhaddon ([Y
J -+ 4

?] <>

Lower portion, right half, 2½in. by 13in.; 8 + 9 lines.
report concerning public affairs.

[Sm. 657]
6-).
Part of a similar
[Sm. 658]

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1T- in,; 4 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a similar report concerning public affairs.
[Sm. 659]
Portion out of the middle, 2iin. by 1Sin,; ..... + 9 lines; -Babylonian.
Part of a similar report concerning public affairs.
[Sm. 660]
Right-hand corner, 1-Lin. by lin.; 5 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
similar repor t concerning public, affairs.

Part of a
[Sm. 661]

Lower portion, left half, 2-1in. by 2l in.; 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a similar report concerning public affairs.
[Sm. 662]
* On the reverse was a line which proceeded to the Aide, and was continued on the edge upwards
to the bottom edge of the obverse.
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Fragment of the upper portion, 2{in. by 3in.; 3 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.

Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([Y '-+4 A - ?] <(

.:).- [Sm. 663]

Fragment of the upper portion, lin. by 1in.; 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a similar report concerning public affairs.
[Sm. 664]
Portion out of the middle, 2in. by 1in.; 5 +.....
lines; Babylonian.
Part of a similar report concerning an illness of the Assyrian king (cf.
line 2: ""
;
+ 4
,',, ). etc.
[Sm. 665]
Portion out of the middle. 21'-in. by 1Lin.; 7 +....
Part of a religious text.

lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 666 + Sm. 923]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1-5-in. by l1in.; 8 +

Babylonian.
gods.

........

lines;

Part of a religious text relating to the worship of various
[Sm. 667]

Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 2in.; (.....+)
19 + 7 (+.....)
lines; Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text.
One section
begins:-[,-+ -+-?] + -V t- <
Y k
[Sm. 668]
Portion of the left half, 3 in. by 2 in.;
+ 10
14 lines; division-marks. Part
of a list of the titles of various mythological legends and other literary
compositions. Duplicate of K. 9717; see above, p. 1033. For the text
see HAUPT, Nimr., p. 91f., No. 52; cf. also Beitr., Vol. I, p. 150;
G. SMITH, Chald. Gen. (London, 1880), pp. x ff.; SAYCE, Zeits., 1884,
p. 187 f.; and BEZOLD, P.S.B.A., Vol. XI, p. 46, note.
[Sm. 669]
Right half, lower portion, 33in. by 23in.; (
..
+.....+) 23 + 23
(+....
.....
) lines. Part of a text containing regulations for
making offerings, similar to that of K. 3245; see above, p. 516.
[Sm. 670]
Portion of the left half, 3 in. by 3 in.; 24 + 5 lines. Portion of a historical
inscription, probably of Assurbanipal, similar to those mentioned
above, pp. 477-9, 1415, KK. 2803, 2813, 2822, and Sm. 530. Of the
catch-line only the end is visible :-g|Tk
p h <
< >::
<.4 3Y7
[Sm. 671]
tyk A.
Portion of the right half, 1-b in. by lin.; 4 + 2 lines.

Part of a letter.
[Sm. 672]

Fragment of the left half, 2lin. by lin.; 8 + 8 lines. Part of an incantation-text, similar to those of KK. 163, 2487, etc. (see above, pp. 43, 447),
belonging, according to the colophon, to the 2nd tablet of a series;
cf. reverse, line 1 :- i¶y
_
y, "
[Sm. 673]
%4-&vY
'~ 7;'2.;"-2~
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Lower portion, 3gin. by 23in.; 21 + 22 lines.
of obverse, lines 16 ff. reads:-

<

D

· *

<E

*

Y ty;
a-n.]

2

i r

t4
*

'

-I

T

t>yyy
y

Forecasts.

I" P-< ^

Qua
<

^Yy
71T=

X*<
Vm

E.g., the text

~pTY

OM

>-,<Y<Y- kl

k= ki

Y.-

[Sm. 674]
Right-hand corner, ly-in. by l-in.; 3 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.
[Sm. 676]
Upper portion, lin.
from j >>v
7

by lin.; 8 +....
tY
[< ?].

lines.

Part of a letter to the king
[Sm. 677]

Right-hand corner, 22in. by 14in.; ( .....
+)..... 9 (+....
+
) lines.
Part of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies
and rites, including the recital of certain prayers.
[Sm. 678]
Fragment of the lower portion, 23in. by 2ain.; 14 + 8 +
.........
lines. Part of a text containing prayers with an interlinear Assyrian
version, and directions for ceremonies. See BEZOLD, Lit., p. 321; Zeits.,
1889, p. 431; and DELITZSCH, W.B., pp. 2, 307,
[Sm. 679]
Upper portion, right half, 2in. by 13in.; 13 + 1 lines.
logical text, beginning:-

,,-<a
By

<
AT

T4K - -+ AT
Y,
<Y- +

T -ET
V -

4-

Part of an astro-

<A¥ A-

Referring to line 8

<<tE
A.

·7<
'7/ .

gloss is added by the scribe.

Referring to upper
line portion of reverse, y the scribe..
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse,

1-96

in. by 1 in.; ...

Sm. 680]
s680]
+ 14 lines,

Part of an omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men.
[Sm. 681]
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 2- in.; 13 +. .... lines. Forecasts
concerning yt dyd and t I,
etc.
LSm. 682]
Lower portion, right half, 2 in. by 1
Part of an astrological report.
the scribe.

1in,;
9 + 1 + 8 lines; division-marks,
Explanatory glosses are added by
[Sm. 683]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2kin. by 1-ain.; 3 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report(?).
[Sm. 684]
*

Partly effaced.
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Right half, upper portion, l3in. by 1 in.; 10 + 5 lines. Part of a text
containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites.
[Sm. 685]
Right half, lower portion, 33in. by 18in.; 17 + 19 lines. Omens concerning
houses, etc.
[Sm. 686]
Upper portion, right half, 2fin. by 1l-in.; 9 + 5 lines. Part of an o mentext belonging, according to the colophon, to a tablet of the Series
[y , _. <'T]- >
yy->. The obverse begins:-

Y¢E rTn
mT
EE
5 IIT V
v T
m;k

T,,,----I
o

-^
I

tT >
ETfm
4JH *

SJ<7- FA
<^Y4T

Y

YY

4-

IW

nYTY4
Al

-

»w
<Y-

I

[Sm. 688]
Upper portion, left half, 3 in. by 3in.; 20 + 10 lines. Part of a hymn to
the Sun-god, with an interlinear Assyrion version, beginning:--

-'"

-+.

.'

4

SACE
Le..,
HiSS.
p. 174.
-

[jSmy. 690]

W.

Upper
ortioto

+ TZYn M
rN
yB;
~~L;
~~~~~n_
oft
mdle, 2 in4 byn 1n i. ^ 12 ± .

~

TTV$~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~V

c

-r+wc <yse
eyt
nA
nt
>4 t4 TY,->YAl t:YT

f

H^

EEW
S:f12
~Y
hy
&W >r£r-Yy
>_YYY
of<the ngu
ainc Yrip
Daris
Y a
-Y-y·

C'. DELITZ8OH

n

-,+<

I+

ZIMIMMERN'S

El

in cunefor

/

/:-)i'.

thT S- o
+

^y_Y3
Ae

Y
y

>-4
n
^

4-YY ty

H

ie

+<$

-H

W

&Tf

T;

I>DI
_

n ^

mnian--

etc.

Baussps., p. 114; W.B., pp. 17, 474*; and

SAYaE, Hibb. Lect., p. 174.

[Sm. 690]

Portion out of the middle, 2in. by l-in.; 12- + ....
lines in cuneiform
characters which seem to be identical with those of the Second Column
of the trilingual inscriptions of Darius and other Akhaemenian kings.
Contents unknown. Cf. supra, pp. 655, 761
761pp.
906551040,
90,
1040, KK. 4697,
6076, 8224, 9817, etc.

For the text and a tentative transliteration see

SAYCE, Becueil de travaux relatifs a la plilol. et a l'archlol. Jgypt. et assyr.,

Vol. XIII (Paris, 1890), p. 129, and plate IX.
* Eor
For
F

Sm. 960
960read:
read:" " Sm.
Sm. 690."
690."
Sin.

[Sm. 691]

KOUYUNJIK
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Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1- in.; 14 + .....
Part of a text containing forecasts.
Right half, 1in. by lin.; 6 + 1 + .....
astrological report.

(....

lines; Babylonian.

) lines.
[Sm. 693]
Part of an
[Sm. 694]

Portion of the left half, 31in. by 2in.; 20 +....
.....
+) 18 lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and prayers, which belongs,
according to the colophon, to the 2nd tablet of the Series id [o-k ]j <(1.
Duplicate of K. 2947 and K. 3427; see above, pp. 491, 532. Cf. also
[Sm. 695]
pp. 470, 893, KK. 2728, 8079.
Fragment of the right half, 1-ain. by 11,3in.; traces of 7 + 13 lines. Part
of a text containing forecasts.
[Sm. 696]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2sin. by lin.; 11 +.....
(.....)
lines. Part of a text containing directions for the performance
of ceremonies and rites.
[Sm. 697]

Portion out of the middle, 24in. by 1

; 18 +.....

.... ) lines in two

(or three) columns. Part of a list of objects to be used against certain
diseases. 'Several lines read:_YT WE
'
A _YYe >Y
<J 4V
A4
V.
For similar texts see above, p. 963, K. 8807.

[Sm. 698]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by lin.; 11 +
.lines.
Part of a
religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Cf. PINCHESBERTIN, T.S.B.A., Vol. VII, p. 384 and note 2; HAUPT, N.G.G., 1883,
p. 103, note 3; and DELITZSOH, Gramm., § 75.
[Sm. 699]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1in. by

in.; ..........

+ 7 lines. Part of a text containing directions for the performance of
ceremonies and rites.
[Sm. 700]
Upper portion, 2- in. by 1 9in.; 10 + 6 lines. Part of a private contract
concerning the sale of
f-^V < YV. It is dated:--^>
~ -- {{4 [
5
G. SMITH, Ep. C., p. 91.
¥:

_T

&

_ >4 YF- <Y * (?), a slave of Ty --y,
V
<Y At _* (?) ^%

Atyk7

>JTV-

Ad

a4i,
, i.e., April-May, 681 (?) B.C.; cf.
[Sm. 701]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 2in.; (.....+)
14 + 16 (+
.)
lines (in four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class
"Sc." For the text of reverse see DELITZSCH, Lesest., 3rd ed., p. 79,No. 6; cf. ibid., 2nd ed., p. 63 f., note 11; and STRASSMAIER, A.V.,

pp. 851, 1104, 1117.

[Sm. 702]
*

VOL. IV.

Partly effaced.

8 u
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Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by lin.; 3
.....
lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Sm. 703]
Portion of the right half, 5 in. by 2 in.; 34 + 25 lines. Part of a religious
text with an interlinear Assyrian version. The catch-line and a preceding colophon-line read:-

r -YA. <YOE agd

k

If T YI<NYED oT

Extracts from the text, viz., obverse, lines 11-16, and reverse, lines
10-14, are published by STRASSMAIER, A. V., pp. 718, 864 f., 998; see also
SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., pp. 75, note 2; 498, note 3; and Guide Kouy. Gall.,
1885, p. 160, No. 21.
[Sm. 704]
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, l in. by 1 in.; .....
+ (edge)
4 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Fragment of a report of the class described
above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Sm. 705]
lines.
Portion out of the middle, 2sin. by 2 in.; 9 + 15 +..........
Part of a historical, or mythological, text concerning the building of
[Sm. 706]
a temple.
Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 2- 7 6in.; ..... + 18 lines; marginal numbers
< and Y. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken
from observations of the sun. According to the colophon it belongs to
the 26th * tablet of the great astrological work -Y
-4 -try[T..
For a duplicate see above, p. 1238, K. 12368; cf., however, also p. 423,
[Sm. 707]
K. 2221.
8 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part
Lower portion, right half, 2 7 in. by 2-Tin.;
1
of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and
[Sm. 708]
rites.
Portion out of the middle, 4- in. by 3-in.; 21 +
taken from the appearance of a certain animal;
[f] ~_ t HI- For a parallel text see above, p.
p. 818, K. 6912.

..... lines. Omens
the lines begin with
559, K. 3730; cf. also
[Sm. 710 + Sm. 946].

lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 in.; 7 + .......
of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 711]
atyefcd
.~~~~

Th:

* Thus.

t Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half,l1tin. by lain.; .....

+ 9 lines.

End of a text

containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. The catchd,
1' ;
Line 7 is quoted by SAYCE, Hibb.
line reads:----- _ , '
[Sm. 712]
Lect., p. 286, note 1.
Fragment out of the middle, 21-in. by l--3in.; 11 + ..
.... ) lines.
Part of a text containing epigraphs. Mention is made of the land of
Elam ([<*?] <4

WY <E ).

[Sm. 713]

7
in. by lin.; 19 + 14 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines.
Portion of the left half, 2-6

Mention is made of

Part of a letter.
(_ -Y

Y>'

7

<(-, a priest
{(
[Sm. 714]

f

-,).

) 17++
Part of an incantation-text with an
This fragment may belong to a tablet of

by 1in.; ( ....

Right half, upper portion, lain.

+....)
lines.
(+ .....
interlinear Assyrian version.
<Y-11

the Series YMy

[Sm. 715]

Y} ¥>.

Fragment of the right half, 1 1in.

by 1

Part of a

in.; 5 + 9 lines.

[Sm, 7161

private contract.
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by lin.; 6_+ .. ,.
prayer.

lines.

Fragment of a
[Sm. 717]

... lines. Part of a
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1 in.; 14 + ..
text containing prayers to Samas and Ramnmdn, etc. The beginning
of one section and a preceding colophon-line read:-

<Y

?]^.
4+ f - t
<C- ,TT* [ + am * [
An attempted translation of lines 4-9 is published by SAYCE, Hibb. Lect.,
[Sm. 718]
p. 531.
Fragment out of the middle,

1

6 in. by 1-7 in.; .....

+ 10 lines.

Part of a

[Sm. 719]

Sumero-Akkadian religious text in the form of a litany.
in.; 8 + .........

) lines.
[Sm. 720]

Fragment out of the middle, llin. by "in.; 11 +.........)
Babylonian. Part of a prayer.

lines;
[Sm. 721]

Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by
Fragment of a religious (?) text.

Fragment of the upper portion, 2-1 in. by

in.; 17 + 8 +..........lines

Part of a list of names of stones, etc.
[Sm. 7231

(in two or three columns).
*

Partly effaced.

8

2
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Portion of the right half, 1 in. by

5in.; 9 + 2 lines.

Part of a letter.
[Sm. 724]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l-I96in.; 16 + 12 +...........
lines.
Incantations, some of which have an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 725]
Left half, upper portion, 2-3tin. by lIin.; 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
list of proper names, beginning:4^
to+

,

y

X

VE

/ -d/,
Y:

)t/\:

XY,.,,'

[Sm. 726]
Fragment out of the middle, 21 in. by 2-

in.;

.....
.....

+ 16 +.....

lines. Astrological forecasts for the months Tebet and Sebat,
[Sm. 727]
concerning eclipses; cf. supra, p. 750, K. 5941.
Fragment of the upper portion, 2in. by 1in.; 6 + (
...
.. ..
.+) 3
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
version. Duplicate of K. 4872 (see above, p. 670), Column III, lines 10 if.
[Sm. 728]
lines. Part of a
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1iin.; 13 + ...
[Sm. 729]
historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
in. by 1-in.; 5 + ..........
Fragment of the lower portion of one side,
for the performance of
a
text
containing
directions
lines. Part of
[Sm. 730]
ceremonies and rites.
+ 10 lines. Part
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1 in. ;...(......)
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 731]
.) lines. Part
.........
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by lHin.; 8
of a text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate to
[Sm. 732]
public affairs.
Portion of the right half, 23in. by 11in.; 19 ± .....
omen-text.

lines.

Part of an
[Sm. 733]

Lower portion, 211in. by 1-,5in.; 19 + 17 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
[Sm. 734]
Letter to the king concerning public affairs.
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1 in.; (.
lines. Forecasts.

+) 15..+

( ...
)
+....
[Sm. 7351
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..
..... + 9 lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 2§in. by l1in.;
of a list of items of expenditure; the sum total and dates are added
by the scribe. E.g., the text of paragraph II (lines 3 if.) reads:-

E
T

^IS .
Y YT

An Y-

;.y
.'-<<y/'.

Y

This date probably corresponds with

B.C.

[Sm. 736]

846.

...
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by }-in.; 6
forecasts.
ment of a text containing astrological
Fragment out of the middle,

l-fin. by l

in.; 14 + ....

Fragline.
ln.
[Sm. 737]
lines.

[Sm. 738]

text containing astrological forecasts.
Right-hand corner, 1- 7 in. bytin.; 11 + 10 lines.
text.

Part of a

Fragment of a religious
[Sm. 739]

9 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part of
Portion of the right half, 1 5in. by 3in.;
a letter concerning public affairs. Mention is made of (the son of)
[Sm. 740]
-4.
'(
~%
; -p4-<k
+) 12 lines;
*
+..
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1 in.; 7 + (..
Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text. Two sections begin with
'a f respec.¢
and i,+. ,/4 d.,,
A! ONYl ,
4>
[Sm. 741]
tively.
Portion out of the middle, 2

by lIin.;
16in.

..

... +

....

+ 9 + 12 lines.

[Sn. 742]

Forecasts.
i

) lines. Part
(..
n.; 10 + ......
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 743]
+ 5 lines. Fragment of
Fragment of the right half, 1"in. by 1lin;....
[Sm. 744]
a religious text.

Fragment out of the middle, 15in. by l

7

..
+..
+ ...
Fragment of the upper portion, 21in. by lA1in.; 8 + .....
lines. - Part of an incantation-text belonging to the 4th tablet of the
Series V >-S ]_Q

lines 1 ff.

_¥TV. Duplicate of 81-2-4, 217 (q.v.), Column I,

[Sm. 745]

See also above, p. 445, K. 2454.

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by kin.; 9+.....(
Fragment of a text containing forecasts.
* Partly effaced.

**)

lines.
[Sm. 746]
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Upper portion, right half, 4in. by 3y in.; 13 + 13 lines.
text beginning:'-,

A'

<

",'->,T

t

Y

Y

Part of a religious
k

9W

The catch-line reads:-

'<£

<y-:
¢T f;<Yr
YI <T- =YL

+

x- (7
< -+
{*

T- ' i2g
v
L& I V
; ^< <27 *H <*

>+

Mention is made of Nineveh (Y_ <( 21;
<__). Cf. DEL]TZSOH, in
HERZOG-PLITT'S Realencyclopadie far TlIeologie und Kirche, 2nd ed.,
Vol. X, p. 589, note **; and in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 321.
[Sm. 747]
Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 2 in.; ..
containing astrological forecasts.

+ 20 lines.

Part of a text
[Sm. 748]

Right half, lower portion, 1 1 in. by -5 in.; 10 + 1 + traces of 9 lines. Part
of a letter or report.
[Sm. 749]
Portion of the right half, 2-in. by 2in.; 19 + 20 lines; Babylonian. Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. This fragment
probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work ¥ : >-[Sm. 751]
T-~~
'.·
Upper half, 3 in. by 3in.; 20 + 7 lines.
etc. The obverse begins:-

'JETX
7 >Y>TA
t 7 - >T F<« <WV]
v

10

-of a lett
<YY

tot
< Wkn v <so
f y

[y-

--

W

v

U tX

fy,

t

Sm 754]-

?].

-I

^s^
><

Forecasts concerning the iY

JET I '

V' >- '-Y

J >· Y tl

-Yyt

>-

$Y;

ty

;

-

m

<Y £M

.-

ISm. 753]
[Sm. 753]
5

Upper portion, left half, 2-E 6in. by l in.; 13 + 7 lines. Beginning and end
?] .
[Sin. 754]
t
of a letter to the king from Y < <Y : * [lines. Part of a
+* ....
+t
Upper portion, 5 in. by 4 in.; 39 + 25 +
text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
[Sm. 755]
various stars.
Partly effaced.
* *
Partly
effaced.
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Portion of the left half, 2in.
by 28in.; 21 + (...
.+
..... ) 11 lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 756]
Fragment of the right half, lin. by 1in.; (.....+)
9 + 7 (
.... )
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in
groups according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs.
[Sm. 758]
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 3in. by 23in.; .....
,.... .)
+
5 lines. End of a religious(?) text. Of the catch-line only the

middle part is visible:

"'"

<f.'-

[Sm. 759]
Complete, 21 'in. by 1--in.; 18 + 2 + 20 lines; division-marks. Letter
to the king from f Dj >-Y
t concerning public affairs. Mention is made
of y <--YYk -YYTA 7 i tty, the cities of -Vy JT< <Y( YkDYY and IyyT
EmY- A Y * Y, etc. For the text see S. A. SMITH, Keilschriftt.,
part 3, pp. 53 ff.; PINCHES, ibidem, p. 102 f. Cf. also STRASSMAIER, A. K,
pp. 58, 75, 100, 110, 115, 126, 211, 256, 319, 322 f., 333, 346, 408, 417,
443, 446, 476, 524, 616, 745, 788, 830, 866, 890, 892f., 960, 986, 991,
1046, 1102; and DELITZSCH, W.B., pp. 270, 436, 468.
[Sm. 760]
yLY

Portion of the left half, 2in. by 2in.; 14 + (.
.... ...
+) 16 lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people. Four paragraphs begin with

[¥] '-~ E<"<- -K

e

lF
^:Yyn
--'~t

>a&

'Y

--

~Y¥~
m ~:A

~-Y¥e
O

12YY
4 ( '>

t

'and Y <rM

respectively.

Upper portion, 2-5 in. by
in.; 9 + 3 + 6 + 7 lines.
names of persons and their nationalities.
Right-hand corner, 23in. by 2&in.; .....
text. Mention is made of [-4-?]

P

?-" ,- Y
>
A

yj

[Sm. 761]
Part of a list of
[Sm. 762]

15 lines. Part of a religious
* >T
>- _.
[Sm. 763a]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2,- in. by 1in.; 3 + 5 + 8 + 2 lines;
marginal number <. Part of an omen-text concerning cities, etc.
[Sm. 763b]
Nearly complete, 23in. by 1~in.;
18 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Address to
the king from '->J*
,_ VA. Mention is made of the city of b-t
7Y,
TY.
[Sm. 764 + Sm. 1650]
Fragment of the right half, 1 -in. by IIin.; (.
) 11 + traces of 7
(+..
.) lines. Part of a text containing forecasts similar to those
of K. 3951 (see above, p. 579), etc.
[Sm. 765a]
* Partly effaced.
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Portion out of the middle, 22in. by 1ain.; 16 + 2 lines.
report.
Left-hand corner, 3O-in. by 23in.; 5 + 8 lines.
goddess.

Part of a letter or
[Sm. 765b]

Part of a hymn to a
[Sm. 766]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-3in. by 1lin.; 5 +......
lines (in
double-columns). Fragment of a list of names of various kinds of
wood, or wooden objects.
[Sm. 767]
Lower portion, 31 in. by 3in.; 12 + 21 + 20 +
.. lines. Astrological
forecasts for the month Tamuz concerning eclipses and the direction
in which the shadow travels.
·
[Sm. 768]
Portion of the left half, 2sin. by 24in.; 12 + 16 lines.
with an interlinear Assyrian version, belonging,
colophon, to the 12th tablet of the Series A
Duplicate of Berlin Collection, V.A.Th.
Y;; "¥].'

line reads :-- _ *

Yt- & [-

Part of a hymn
according to the
*> [~ A
*
251. The catch-

Y].t Extracts from

the text, viz., reverse, lines 9 and 10 are published by STRASSMAIER, A. VK,
pp. 734, 739; see also SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., p. 186, note; and BEZOLD,

Zeits., 1889, p. 437, note.
Portion of the left half, 23in. by

[Sm. 769]
1 3in.;

10 + traces of 3 + (left-hand

edge) 4 lines. Part of a letter (to the king).

[Sm. 770]

+
...
+) 12 lines.
Portion of the left half, 4-in. by 2in.; 5+(.
Part of a text containing prayers to Samas and Ramman, and directions
for the performance of ceremonies and rites. Of the catch-line only
the beginning is visible:---+4 >;
<-~.
[Sm. 771]
Portion of the left half, 3½in. by 3}in.; 20 + 21 lines. Omens, probably
belonging to a tablet of the Series ' -y-_
:<( W
tr diy ,.
[Sm. 772]

Cf. supra, p. 421, K. 2192.

Lower portion, right half, 21in. by lsin.; 11 + 6 lines. Portion of an
incantation-text, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.
Of the catch-line only the end is visible:-;,,
y.
?_
a
t
[Smi.773]
-YY.
t3H- lH¢
Right-hand corner, lin. by 1-9in.; 8 + 3 lines. Part of an incantationtext.
[Sm. 774]
Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 2 1-in.; 19 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Part
of an omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to
men and women.
[Sin. 775]
* Partly effaced.

·t R~estored from thle Berlin tablet.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2 iF. by l1in.; 18 + .....
lines. Part of an
omen-text.
[Sm. 77 6]
Right-hand corner, 2win. by l in.; 15 +8 lines in double-columns. Part
of a list of names of star-deities.
[Sm. 777]
Fragment of the right half, 1-b5in. by 1 in.; 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. The contents appear
to be similar to those of KK. 4821, 5359; see above, pp. 666, 710.
[Sm. 778]
Fragment of the right half, 2-lin. by 1-9lin.; 13 + 9 lines. Part of an
omen-text belonging, according to the colophon, to a tablet of the
Series

-< _

A-.

Of the catch-line only the end is visible:-A

*

d F-~-Y
(?) 4-. Cf. BZOLDZeits., 1889, p. 438, note 3. [Sm. 779]
Left half, upper portion, 3 in. by 3¼in.;
118 lines. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon and various stars, forming,
according to. the colophon, the 1st tablet of the Series
<<< - k-_T
T- A-f Xi<,
and belonging (cf. colophon: v <TYK-E S--)
to the great
astrological work

-4' > k tf
e.

Duplicate of K. 4024 (see above,

p. 588), obverse, lines 1 ff.; reverse, lines 12 if. Cf. also supra, pp. 427,
758, K. 2254 and K. 6051.
[Sm. 780]
Portion out of the middle, 3Min. by 2ain.; 12 + 26 + 25 + traces of 1 lines.
Astrological forecasts for the various months, taken from observations
of the planet Venus; they partly relate to public affairs. E.g., the text

of Section II of Column III begins:-

etc.
[Sm. 781]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1-in. by l 1%in.; 10 +.....lines. Part of
an omen-text.
[Sm. 782]
Fragment out of the middle, lain. by lsin.; 11 + ( .
.........
+)
4 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing prescriptions and
directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 783]
Portion of the left half, 3-

in. by 1-15in.; .....

+ 25 lines.

Portion of a

hymn, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 784]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, lin. high, one side of the base at
least 1 in 9 +short
innings of 4 ..........
lines. Part of an
inscription of Tiglathpileser I., corresponding with K. 1621a (see
above, p. 320), Column IT, lines 91 ff.; Column III, lines 88 ff [Sm. 785]
* Partly effaced.
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4 +
Fragment of the upper portion, 31in. by 2-in.; traces of 1 + .....
.....
lines in double-columns. Fragment of a list of names of plants.
[Sm. 786]
Lower half, 5in. by 33in.; 34 + 17 lines. Portion of a prayer to the Sungod. E.g., the text of Section II of obverse (lines 4 ff.) begins:-

1-4

w4r

,tr ><He
4-

At

t « -F->T <<E->t t BnT< ! ><
2

Y ^a I

tye

, 4."-v <

t 1>_Y
4-+ .44< tm-y> tY <
<<< t

E

(>f

tY

k <Y
-YY >* )=
-;-yy

)E2
E-

<'

nAT-<<Ei7TT Ads

o4"

4

B-1

.

.,

tT

+Y

-44
YY Y MY

y>4¢Y4

^1 <^ -£

Y---<

£T 4-4->):
:

MYE,
972, K.
892; ^ f. alsS1
Aot A-; e<>Y e 4 <aBov,
a1du
>etc.
; 7- Fr
j -44
< p. t>y
AZi
t H >:
-

Fragment of theright half, 2in. by ines.
in.;

+ 11 <

Cop
y
of a

etc. For a duplicate see above, p. 972, K. 8926; cf. also STRASSMAIER,
[Sm. 787
164, note 1.
. p.DELITZSCH,
3rd 949]
ed.,
in LOTZ'S Til., pp. +113, 168;
esest., Sn.
FZeits p.1888,
A.V.t,
557;
pp. 16, note 2; 34, note 6;.37, note 6; in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 321 f.; Prol.,
p. 160, note 2; W.B., pp. 170, 216, 268, 445; Gramrn., §§ 98,104; SAYCE,
Acad., 1886, No. 750, p. 191; Zeits., 1887, p. 331; fibb. Lect., pp. 8,
789]t
women
TELONI,
320f.; and[nSm.
note1;
94, note 1; 100, note 2;*
TELONI,
2;X 309, note 3; 320f.;
note
1; 94,
[Sm. 787 + Sm. 949]
Zeits., 1888, p. 164, note 1.

om<e

n-text
concerning houses, etc.

[Sm. 790]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, lo in. by Iin.; 11 +.....
(.....)
lines. Part of a text containing directions for the performance
[Sm. 788]
of ceremonies and rites.

Right-hand corner, 2jin. by 2jin.; ..... + 12 lines. Part of an omentext concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men and
[Sm. 789]
women.
Fragment of the right half, 21in. by 1in.;
omen-text concerning houses, etc.

.....

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 2jin.; .....

Copy of ad9

+ 11 lines.

[Sm. 790]
....

)+

12 lines.
[Sm. 792]

Part of a religious text.

lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 14in.; 12 + 5 + ..........
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. This
fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the Series YYY>-<T-r <Thyf
793]
~[Sm.
Y$^~~ ]»>.~~P~~
For 947 read " 919."

KOUYUNJIK
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Upper portion, right half, 3-3in. by 2§in.; 14 + 9 lines. Beginning and
end of an incantation-text, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian
version. Cf. obverse, lines 1 ff.:-2.

*m- :,

Y.
YYv

Y

,-ovT

t

k

'

Y kl _TYYYY

~--rYvy

Y

tss F=g

P· E
amM
v<<

Y

¢

-YV

tYTm! <Ef F; +
n

Y? ^ ^~y <«m'M

n Y; w
tY;; >YX tY T:

_-HE Y n ^
f ^H
See BEZOLD, Lit., p. 322; and Zeits., 1887, p. 458; 1889, p. 431.
[Sm. 794]
4 +.........
) lines
Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by 3in.;
Fragment of a text containing incantations and directions for
ceremonies.
[Sm. 795]
,

YEn

Fragment out of the middle, 1 5in. by l'in.; 13 +
double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants.

lines in
[Sm. 796]

+
Fragment of the lower portion, 2¼in. by 11in.; 11 + 16 + .....
lines. Omens derived from the events which take place in a city. The
lines of Column II begin throughout with the words Y .- t--_^. [Sm. 797]
Fragment of the right half, liin. by 1-in.; .
text containing forecasts.

. +. 12 lines.

Fragment out of the middle, 1Hin. by l1in.; 8 + 7 + ....
Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text.

Part of a
[Sm. 798a]

+ ....
lines;
[Sm. 798 b]

+ 33 + 31 + 19 lines. Omens,
Upper half, 7in. by 4in.; 30 + 4 +.....
probably derived from events which seem to occur in dreams,
similar to those of K. 2018 a, etc. (see above, p. 387), and of K. 6611, etc.
(see p. 798); cf. also pp. 485, 1256, 1270, KK. 2882, 12641, 12842. Eg.,
lines 12 ff. of Column IV read:

Y

Y ^Y
Y 4P~

Y

->^4-TT -RYTY e

t

^
>-^
H A_ YYY ^ -YYYk

31eiX

~Y144YZ

5Nh
PTiT+
Y

I

Partl eS ace. y

YV
Y,
<

i A t
IT ^ am EI
Y

C4

A
M

»Y ' 4_ 8 2
~::Yyyk >f 'tZYYU

<

< 2?

f

* Partly effaced.
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&IU

YW

Yv

]^ 4

A Y>

4:^v
·

-p-

t <t

t +
Py 9^
The catch-line reads:

(

%

B¢>Y

4"<

y

Cf. STRASSMAIER, A.V., p. 776.

etc.

,

m 4v,

[Sm. 801 + Sm. 952 + Sm. 1024]

lines.
.. .....
+ 21 +.....
Portion of the right half, 2-in. by 2in.;
Part of a text containing prayers to Sanias and Ramman, etc. E.g.,
Section II, and both the preceding and following colophon-lines read:-

a+

w

4

t<

a= <
Y(y-yTM
>Z
y>- A >k k <>yI+4f
Y+
w >>y
>->EL
[*Yyk
rY <<< <ik
% 'El
T
W -Y + <YT Xk r\4
bat

*]

Yf + nYy
Uy< ¢> Y >< <
cky <
1
[YrU
_ >Y >r ir t v
)mf ^-+ Tv
>
ry
r-][Y-v
-Y <2y _Y+y !Y - A ><
Y _+ Y<2r

4

D-V

r

HV
AU >kV
^-

1

VVIET

^

^

Cf. G. SMITH, Chald. Gen. (London, 1880), p. XIII; and SAYCE, Hibb.

Lect., p. 530 f.

[Sm. 802]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1 3-in. by l1in.; 12 +..........
lines in double-columns; Babylonian. Part of an explanatory list.
[Sm. 803]
Fragment of the left half, l-1-in. by Ein.; 7 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 804]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by lin.;
8 +.....lines. Forecasts
concerning the r, T¥Y, etc.
[Sm. 805]
Upper portion, 2in. by lin.; 13

from rY V

....

lines.

<Y b- T-Y*
* Partly effaced.

Part of a letter to the king

[Sm. 807]
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Right-hand corner, 1 sin. by 1-in.; 6 + 7 lines. Part of a report. Mention
is made of the M
W 7yV
fT_ Ad At.
[Sm. 808]
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by l-T1in.; 16 +.........
an astrological(?) text.

lines. Part of
[Sm. 809]

Upper half, 2- 1in. by 2ain.; 20 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
"incomplete" " copy of a text containing incantations and directions
for ceremonies. It begins:-

T fE
P

-7

V
Y

< <T +

'

A comparison of the colophon and the catch-line:-

act -

J NEX-T

1YE
EtV
Ct
tY
t keY AT
- f( r< X- 0- f< > M±YYkT
TYy ->7,
S
<

shows that the text of this tablet is continued on K. 2779;
p. 475.
Left-hand corner, l1in. by l{in.; 10 + 5 lines. Part of a text
astrological forecasts taken from observations of various

see above,
[Sm. 810]
containing
stars.
[Sm. 811]
Right half, upper portion, Dlin. by "in.; 12 + 9 lines. Omens concerning
the chances of a sick man's recovery, etc.
[Sm. 812]
......
+ 10 (+....)
Fragment of the right half, 1in. by 1 in.; (
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in
[Sm. 813]
groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words.
Portion of the left half, 2¼in. by 2| in.; 17 +........
) lines. Part of a
text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version, and
prayers.

A colophon-line begins:-[-.

]

:-Jf
_

cf. supra, p. 686, K. 5050.

y M ->
-

y' ;

[Sm. 814 + Sm. 816]

Fragment of the left half, 2+ in. by 1? in.;..........)
of a prayer.

+ 16 lines. Part
[Sm. 815]

Fragment of the upper portion, Ilin. by l1in.; (....+)
12 +....
(+ ..... ) lines. Part of an incantation-text. One section begins:-

V -EIT
Add
Y7
vL_
>ff
id
i >-Y
£A Y,
[Sm. 817]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 1 in. by 1in.; .. .....
) + 9 lines. End
of a religious text. The catch-line, colophon and a preceding
colophon-line read:

m- ^^ SE X,tY tYV
^
4
111^ ry
V:;
Ad iy
-><e
y- <e^
>

M^ A

l

Mlp
Y1tn

Y

+

* Cf. supra, p. 474, note *.

.

.Y

[Sm. 818]
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.. .. (..

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 15in.; 8 + .
of a text containing astrological forecasts.

.) lines. Part
[Sm. 820]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 in. by 1 -in.; 7 + ......
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. [Sm. 822]
Lower half, 3in. by 2in.; 18 + .....
forecasts concerning >YY and ,y

lines. Part of a text containing
etc.; cf. supra, p. 549, note t.
[Sm. 823]
Right half, lower portion, 215in. by 2- 6 in.; 16 + ....
lines. Part of a
prayer.
[Sm. 824]
'yy,

Fragment of the upper portion, 2in. by 1 in.; 17 + 9 lines.
astrological text.

Part of an
[Sm. 825]

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by in.; 9 + .....
lines; marginal number <.
Part of a text containing forecasts. The lines begin with <<<
,p;>T;cf. supra, p. 549, note t.
[Sm. 826]
.-

Fragment of the left half, 1tin. by 1-in.; 12 + ..... lines; marginal
number <. Part of a text containing forecasts. The sentences begin
with P _<.
y.
[Sm. 827]
Fragment out of the middle, l in. by
in.; 5
Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text.
Fragment of the right half, 2k in. by -Win.; ....
containing forecasts.

..........

) lines;
[Sm. 829]

+ 6 lines.

Part of a text
[Sm. 830]

Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by kin.; 7 +...
double-columns). Part of an explanatory list.

.......

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by in.; 6 .+ .......
columns. Fragment of an explanatory list.

lines in double[Sm. 832]

lines (in
[Sm. 831]

Fragment of the right half, l1in. by lin.; .....
incantation-text.

12 lines.

lines.
Left-hand corner, 1sin. by l'in.; 9 + ....
omen-text concerning cities and countries, etc.

Part of a copy of an
[Sm. 835]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1-1-in. by lin.; 9 + .....
letter to the king.

Part of an
[Sm. 833]

lines. Part of a
[Sm. 836]

(... .. ) lines.
Fragment out of the middle, -l3in. by kin.; 7 +. .
to , etc.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the ty'*
[Sm. 838]
..
) lines. FragFragment of the left half, 1 -in. by W'in.; 6 + .
ment of a report (?)
[Sm. 839]
* Partly effaced.
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... ) lines. FragFragment out of the middle, -in. by in.; 4 +.....
ment of a text containing forecasts concerning the >-`yy, etc.
[Sm. 840]
) lines. FragFragment of the left half, 11in. by in.; 3 + ..........
ment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 841]
lines. Part of an
Fragment of the left half, Iin. by 1--Tin.; 10 +.....
[Sm. 843]
astrological text.
) + 2 lines. End of a text
in. by in.; .....
Left-hand corner,
containing astrological forecasts. The catch-line reads :-( <'T Y
[Sm. 844]
-;g; cf. supra, pp. 549, 1029, KK. 3615, 9668.
Fragment of the lower portion, l5-in. by 5in.; 3 + 2 + 3 lines.
letter (to the king).

Part of a
[Sm. 846]

8in.;
by 1
5 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part
Fragment of the left half, 15in.
of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. [Sm. 847]

Fragment out of the middle, 1¼in. by lin.; 5 +..lines
columns. Part of a list of names of gods and their titles.

in double[Sm. 849]

Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by 1lin.; 10 +.....
text containing astrological forecasts.

Part of a
[Sm. 850]

lines.

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1in.; 13 +........
Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs.
Fragment out of the middle, 16 in. by in.; 5 +
a text containing forecasts(?).

lines.

lines.
[Sm. 851]
Fragment of
[Sm. 852]

Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by l-5in.; 8 +..........
lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
[Sm. 853]
of the moon.
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 1 1in.; ..... + 9 lines. End of a,
text containing forecasts. Of the catch-line only the middle part is
This tablet was made between
Y ,it":-g>,>
-e k; lii-:.
visible
B.O. 720 and 680; cf. the name of its owner, [F '-4-] -Y a-,-,
LSm. 854]
-Y¥A >- ], and supra, p. 1127, K. 10967, etc.
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by win.; 7 + ......
of an incantation-text.

) lines. Part
[Sm. 855]

Fragment of the right half, 13in. by 1 in.; 9 + 10 lines. Part of an omen[Sm. 856]
text concerning the chances of a sick man's recovery.
Fragment out of the middle, l-in. by {in.
text.

6 lines.

Part of a religious(?)
[Sm. 8571
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Left-hand corner, lin. by
names of persons.

in.; 5 + 4 lines; Babylonian.

Right-hand corner, lin. by 5in.; 4 + .....
taining astrological forecasts.

lines.

Fragment of the lower portion, 1 in. by -in.;
of a letter.

Part of a list of
[Sm. 859]

Fragment of a text con[Sm. 860]
lines. Part
[Sm. 861]

7 + 1 +.....

7 +..
.....
Fragment out of the middle, {-in. by tin; .....
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses; it
is probably a duplicate of K. 64 (see above, p. 17), Column III, and may
[Sm. 862]
belong to the same tablet as K. 3296 (above, p. 521).
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 1 in. by 1in.; 7 + 7 +.....
[Sm. 863]
lines. Part of a religious(?) text.
......
lines;
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by l-%1in.; 7 +.....(.....)
Babylonian. Part of a text containing regulations for making
[Sm. 864]
offerings.
Right-hand corner, 1in. by lin.; 5 + 1 lines. Part of an omen-text con[Sm. 865]
cerning the chances of a sick man's recovery.
) + 4 lines.

Fragment of the lower portion, 1-1in. by 15-sin.; ..........

End of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies
[Sm. 866]
and rites.
lines; on obverse
Fragment out of the middle, 1-1in. by lin.; 3 +.....
[Sm. 867]
traces of a seal-impression. Part of a private contract.
Right-hand corner, 1iin. by lin.; 12 + .....
taining forecasts.
Fragment of the right half, l1in. by sin.; .....
of a religious(?) text.

lines.
(.....)+

Part of a text con[Sm. 868]
9 lines. Part
[Sm. 869]

.......
..
Fragment of the upper portion, 1-in. by 17 in.; 8 + 8 +
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
[Sm. 871]
observations of various stars.
+ 5 lines. End of an
Fragment out of the middle, 5 in. by sin. .....
omen-text belonging, according to the colophon, to a* tablet of the
Of the catch-line only the middle part is
Series Y <Lt4^ 2.

visible :--^'

<t

[Sm. 872]

Lower portion, left half, 2-in. by 1in.; 9 + short beginnings of 4 lines.
Part of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. See DELITZSOH,
[Sm. 873]
in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 322.
* Of the number only ,7 is visible.

+ Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l--9in. by 1lin.; 12 + 8 + .....
....
lines. Part of a text containing regulations for making
offerings, etc.
[Sm. 874]
Fragment out of the middle, lin.
of a religious text.

by 1¼in.; 7 +. .

(....

) lines. Part
[Sm. 875]

Fragment out of the middle, 1I-in. by l1in.;....
+ 3 lines. End of an
omen(?)-text. Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible:c
- (?) <
?
[Sm. 876]
Fragment of the left half, 11 in. by -in.; 12 + ..
(.....)
lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of the moon. The lines begin throughout with y <
<(y..
[Sm. 877]
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 9+
Tin.;
.....
... ) lines. Part
of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and
rites.
[Sm. 881]
Fragment of the left half, 11in. by in.; ..
a religious text.

.(

..

) + 4 lines. End of
[Sm. 882]

Left-hand corner, 1-3in. by '-in.; .....
(
+. .... +) 4 lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 883]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 -in. by 1,'in.;
7 + .
(
) lines.
Part of a religious text.
[Sm. 884]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1-in. by l17 in.;
lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report.
s
Fragment out of the middle, lfin. by -in.;
7+
division-marks. Part of an astrological text.
certain ideographs are added by the scribe.

.....

+ 6 + 1
[Sm. 885]

. .. ..
) lines;
The explanations of
[Sm. 886]

Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by 1-.in.; 8 +..........lines.
of a text containing astrological forecasts.

Part
[Sm. 888]

Fragment of the right half, l-,7-in. by lin.; 9 + ..........
lines. Part
of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and
rites.
[Sm. 889]
Fragment of the left half, 1-l9,in. by lin.; . ...

(....)

+ 11 lines.

Part

of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

One section begins:-_,_-+

~

myy:*

.i,,-

[Sm. 891]
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lines. IncantaFragment out of the middle, 1 in. by lin.; 18 +.....
tions with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 3586
(see above, p. 546), lines 26 if. This fragment appears to belong to the
[Sm. 892]
same tablet as Rm. 87, q.v.
. lines in two
....
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by I5in.; 7 +
[Sm. 893]
(or three) columns. Fragment of an explanatory list.
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1- 1in.; 5 + ..........
Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
[Sm. 894]
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
Lower half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 1 + 7 lines. Portion of a letter (to the
[Sm. 895]
king). Mention is made of the city of ~-¢Y >Ty 4 .

. + ) 24 + 10 ( + ...

Portion of the right half, 3in. by 1 in.; ( .

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in
groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. For the text
of Column II see JASTROW, Zeits., 1889, p. 160. Cf. also STRASSMAIER,
[Sm. 896]
A. F, pp. 551, 585, 724, 855, 1006, 1086, 1108, 1117.
+ ) 7 lines.
The catch-

.....
Fragment of the left half, 24 in. by l in.; 7+ ( ...
Part of a text containing incantations and prayers.
line and a preceding colophon-line read:-

[Y
jY
[~-] ~J ~Y ->- -SY ¥M * HE
f.

?]
897]
9
[,
[Sm.
.j=,.:.¥,..

:?.
-~?/
: ,->.jTY

-

;in.;
..... + 18 lines. Part of a text
Portion of the right half, 23in. by 2
containing directions for ceremonies and rites, including the recital
of certain prayers. E.g., the beginning of Section II (lines 4 if.) and a
preceding colophon-line read:I'.i?':
>
:'~: ; >Y-(
): X

',:;

lisTime
1£/>'f-

44VYY
.¥V
-B,

mu
4,:

:

^^f

_

4n

$2nu ^-4^>-Y
Y >Ym
f
£vvv
y* r

Y

V

Y

v

- 7T

.-A,L

MtY<L~-~~^
Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by 1lin.; 17 + 4 lines.
text.
*

'.8
8

t"I

i?!-YY
.

k

4!

->n
( '+ VY OEM
7>
--

V

X_ 'y,
>E

Partly effaced.

t
>>>E
-H

T,7n

etc.

[Sm. 898]
Part of a religious
[Sm. 899]
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Lower half,
prayer.

31

in. by 2'in.; 10 + 2 + 16 lines; Babylonian. Portion of a
[Sm. 901 + Sm. 1652]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1 in.; 15 + 4 lines.
Akkadian hymn.
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1 1 in.; .....
religious (?) text.

Part of a Sumero[Sm. 902]

+ 9 lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 903]

Left-hand corner, 2-in. by 1lin.; 3 + 5 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Beginning
and end of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Sm. 904]
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by 1jin.; 4 + traces of 5 lines. Fragment of a
prayer.
[Sm. 905]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by 1in.; 9 + .....
lines. Part of a
prayer.
[Sm. 906]
Lower half, 2'in. by 1l7in.; 11 + 1 + 13 lines.

Portion of a letter.
[Sm. 907]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 11 in.; 5 + 1 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Sm. 908]
Fragment of the lower portion, 3in. by 2in.; 23
.....
lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning temples of various gods, etc.
[Sm. 909]
Lower portion, left half, 21in. by 2 in.; 13 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
religious text.
[Sm. 910]
Right half, upper portion, 1 in. by 3in.; 11 + 2 lines. Beginning and end
of a letter to the king from [T]
,
concerning Y +
and [f] ,-- ~ ;
IH, etc.
[Sm. 911]
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1 in.; 10 + traces of 5 lines. Part of
a text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate to public
affairs.
[Sm. 912]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2kin. by 2in.; .....
+ 10 + 8 + 10 lines.
Forecasts concerning the -Y4, etc.
[Sm. 913]
Lower half, 1 in. by 1, in.; 11 + 12 lines; Babylonian. Part of a list of
stones.

For the text see W.A.I. V, 30, No. 5, and DELITZSCH, in BEZOLD'S

Lit., p. 322.
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by
text concerning cities, etc.

[Sm. 914]
in.;1 4 +

1 lines.

Part of an omen[Sm. 915]

Portion out of the middle, 2-1 in. by 2-1in.; (.....
+) traces of 7 + 13
(+.....)
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning
V P'Yy and ~t,
etc.
[Sm. 916]
8 Y2
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Portions, 2-5 in. by 1 1 in.; 11 + 5 lines.
dated :-[>-[ ] Ai
v
y <Y<e

Part of a private contract,

VyT

T ~H

i.e.,
i,

Nov.-Dec.,

B.C. 692.

[Sm. 917]

Fragment of the right half, 2 1in. by l1in.; 10 + ..........
lines in
double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.
Cf. supra, p. 1372, Sm. 10.
[Sm. 918]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2- in. by 2¼in.; 3 + 10 + 6 + ..
lines.
Omens derived from the actions of sheep, etc., and from the direction
in which the horns of a ram are bent. Cf., e.g., Section II of Column II
(lines 3 ff.):-

Y iN
I? "T Yn
r- kiku Y <Y- k
TY
YT-EY <Y A>-4iXT p

T U -.4Y',,,
T<, i

m.

~,.

,

[Sm. 919]
Upper half, ly-^in. by 15 in.; 11 + 7 lines. Portion of a letter to the
king (,,e-> `
4,) from y ,-~-<y <Y,-. Mention is made of the
"city" of Tyy >-Y .*
[Sm. 920]
Left half, 3 7in. by 1 in.; 15+3+16 lines in Assyrian, and on the lefthand edge 1 line in Phoenician; between lines 1 and 2 of obverse are
two nail-marks. Portion of a private contract concerning a sale
(n'T) of land. For the text and a transliteration and translation see
G. SMITH, Disc., p. 424; SCHRADER, K.G., p. 76; LEDRAIN, Revue d'Assyr.,

Vol. I, p. 39 f.; and DE VOGUE, Corpus inscrr. Sem., Pars II, t. I (1889),
p. 33 f.
[Sm. 921]
Fragment of the left half, l1 in. by 1 in.; 7 +.....
.....
) lines. Part
of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Lines 6 and
7 are quoted by BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 436.
[Sm. 922]
Portion of the left half, 2¼in. by 28in.; 23 + 14 lines. Incantations,
some of which have an interlinear Assyrian version. The text of reverse
is published by DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 79; cf. also ibidem, p. 17; and
SACYE, Hibb. Lect., pp. 149, note 4; 509 f. For a duplicate to obverse,
lines 5 ff., see below, 79-7-8, 65.
[Sm. 924]
Portion out of the middle, 2Iin. by 2'in.; 14 +....

Part of an incantation-text.

lines; Babylonian.

[Sm. 925]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 13 in.; 11 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 926]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 7 +
containing astrological forecasts.

....

lines.

Part of a text
[Sm. 927]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 in.; 2 lines and underneath a circular
impression of a royal seal. Part of a proclamation (?). Cf. supra,
pp. 80, 467, 508-10, 563, KK. 310, 2696, 3157, 3165, 3167, 3781a, etc.
[Sm. 928]
Portion out of the middle, 2¼in. by lsin.; 14 + 11 + .
..........
+
lines;
Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations and directions
for ceremonies.
One section begins:--4-+
ER
4If¥
~it

[Sm. 929]

4iT]i; cf. supra, p. 470, K. 2728, etc.

11 lines. Astrological
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by in.; .....
forecasts taken from observations of various stars. According to the
colophon this fragment belongs to one of the tablets of the great astrological work 4 >-+-Tyy . Of the catch-line only the right half
is visible :-",W,
- <- 4+ Y _>
>.
a- -dge
k A_-. Mention is made
of the owner of this tablet:-- 7 -H-e -Y;
- -Y_4
cf. supra, p. 1441, Sm. 854.
[Sm. 930]
(...) lines. Part of
16 + ..
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1 1in.;
an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [Sm. 931]
Left-hand corner, l1in. by 1-96in.; 2 + 5 lines. End of a text containing
incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version, and prayers.
Line 5 of reverse reads:

yt
mYP

-[_1] >>

<hy

[Sm. 932]

fA

lines. Part of
in. by Ain.; 8+ .......
Fragment of the left half,
an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sn. 933]
Fragment out of the middle, lsin. by 1in.; 7 + 11 lines. Part of a text
containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites.
[Sm. 934]
Lower half, 25in. by 1 in.; 15 + 1 + 14 lines. Portion of a letter to the
king concerning y -+ q--= Ty< < fy,I
-<<fI and Yte~
.T_
[Sm. 935]
(var.: A_), etc.
-<<<T t
Left half, upper portion of reverse, 2in. by l1in.; .....
+ 10 lines. Omens
derived from the movements of snakes; cf. supra, p. 410, K. 2128. The
text begins:-

[Ya tW ]
[E V-7f<

< 4
A
<W
nY<<<«
PPff <1t
1+AAT m< :.Y
*E- t-Y*>
~Y
<
S-(W
0
ST
>

* Partly effaced.

In
E4

Ugly

>T

:

I4
[Sm. 936]
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Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by l-- in.; 9 + ..........
lines. Part
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 937]
Fragment of the right half, 2 6 in. by in.; 14 +.........)
lines. Part
of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and
rites.
[Sm. 938]
Fragment of the right half, 2-in. by
in.; (.........+)
18 + 18
(+ .........
) lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 939]
Fragment of the right half, 1in. by 1in.; ( .....
Forecasts, partly relating to public affairs.

) 9 + 6 (+.....)

lines.
[Sm. 940]

Fragment of the right half, l1in. by 13in.; ( .....
+.....+ 11 (+ ..
)
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list of names of
demons, etc.
[Sm. 941]
Fragment of the right half, 2ain. by 1 in.; 5 + 9 lines.
taining astrological forecasts.

Part of a text con[Sm. 944]

Lower portion, left half, 23in. byl 1-in.; 16 + 2 + 17 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing prayers and directions for ceremonies.
One section begins :--4+$
-- +4
<{
<'';.
A
colophon-line reads :--Utj K-\
V<YX
,T.
[Sm. 945]
Fragment out of the middle, 2min. by 2 in.; ....
+ 12 + 10 + ..... lines.
Incantations, some of which have an interlinear Assyrian version.
Lines 2 and 3 of Column II read:-

T

'n

Yr--

Y

·

I'[Sm. 947]

9-Q.

) lines.
) 10 + 17 (+ ...
Portion of the right half, 2J in. by 21in.; (.. ...
Part of a hemerology concerning observations of various stars.
E.g., lines 10 ff. of Column III read:-

n>YY

Y
..:

-

..

,//:

\-w

\-

=Y k e H> <YY k
V

Y/,+ r/-,;-

/v

"

\-*

\-·/

-

oF

S-:./

:

>TU< FY

vT

-

A

<-

<-

vUb/xY

K< << «<<
[Sm. 948]
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Upper portion, left half, 4in. by 3 in.; 22 + .
+....
...
+ 12 lines.
Incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies to be used
for the benefit of sick people. According to the colophon they form
the 4th tablet of the Series Y
'_
<-Y> k L-Y * -YY- * [>-YY]. Line 1
of Column I is to be restored after the catch-line of K. 4023; see above,

p. 587. The catch-line reads:-- 4j
_
PT <>H

<-< TY< TY

->TYY

->TTYYY

[Sm. 950]

i

Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 3- in.; 26 + 21 lines. Copy of a text
containing omens derived from the condition of certain parts of the
human body; they refer to the chances of a sick man's recovery.
According to the colophon they form the 8th tablet of the Series
<IWd "- tYr-_>Y, and the 10th tablet of the composition
entitled ; %- >- [] >_YV ] <¶
> >1* 6>> ><y ];
S* cf. supra,
pp. 458, 491, KK. 261.4, 2949, etc. E.g., the text of lines 8 ff. of obverse

T

reads:-

y T- k
Y- Xa
Y- Xa k

< T >n->
-yT k AP>+ <WT
Y Y1>
T
t:- r <y yn
ItT- k ETW ¢Y
XYUY1T
T
EY < 6
TXTV
I T
YTT~.
V-Ef
<E ,:
AY+.
:f Y'T+ T TY - r, t =Y ~.
Fragmentof
he lr

ptiooevin.y , In.
.

^ 40+ on6^^ llines.
Pae arttex
of v 3 <
v-8~<

Y

A
containing
and
incantations
prayersTi
4

ofT
eY proo
<se
tn
VV
X te&
i low
g-r ei vrXe v tae r ty
:H

7

'b?P-

{TA

+

v>X

<S

<^T^ T I0 r- <

Ty<i¢. .

\mu

+

Y rYT tXtY-Y4
t¢
a
The catch-line reads:-

Y<U4

Xm

&y

.1v <wYY
-- a

k 1E

4 Y-yk+ trTT <M >8

H<

*<

[Sm. 951]
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 5in. by 4in.; .....
- .. +
10 + 6 lines. Part of a text containing incantations arnd prayers.
[Sm. 953]
* Partly effaced.
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Complete, 5 in. by 31 in.; 46 + 34 lines. Prayer to Istar with an interlinear Assyrian version. For the text see G. SMITH, Disc., p. 392 f., and
DELITZSCH, Lesest., 3rd ed., pp. 134 if., No. 3, and for its translation and
explanation OPPERT, Doe. jurid., p. 213; SAYCE, Ree., Vol. V, pp. 157ff.;
Hibb. Lect., pp. 268 if.; HALEVY, Doc. rel., pp. (61) ff.; Revue des etudes
juives, Vol. IX, pp. 173 ff.; BRUNNOW, Zeits., 1890, pp. 72, 76; A. JEREMIAS,
Jzdubar-Nimrod, pp. 61 if.; and P. ROST, Die Keilschrifttexte TiglatPilesers III. (Leipzig, 1893), Vol. I, p. 131. For a duplicate see above,
[Sm. 954]
p. 867, K. 7670; cf. also p. 989, K. 9154.
Portion out of the middle, 5¼in. by 3 in.; 39 + 25 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
moon. E.g., lines 29 ff. of obverse read:-

4YYm

T<«ff
<<I >¢ Ac >>Y <r----X---fa
y «< - -ff
H<<<

f0

4-P
f 4F 1 A
A-M A
yf)V 4F 4lA

<T_-- ^t
<T- JE
0 ^,<Xty

f

^ <M--z
l -Y
Y

[Sm. 955]
Fragment out of the middle, 2¼in. by l1in.; 6 + .....
Part of a report.

lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 956]

Complete, in the shape of a heart, 2ain. by lain.; 7 + 2 + 7 + 2 + (lefthand edge) 3 lines in Assyrian, two seal-impressions, and 3 lines in
Phoenician. Private contract concerning a loan of corn. It is
N «<; cf. G. SMITH,
I <v 4V <TV ><T «<
sdated: AEp. C., p. 94, and supra, p. 200, note t. For the text and a transliteration
and translation see DE VOGUE, Corpus inscrr. Sem., Pars II, t. I (1889),
[Sm. 957]
p. 48 f.
Portion out of the middle, 3sin. by 2kin.; 20 + ....

lines.

+....

[Sm. 958]

Part of a text containing forecasts.

Left half, upper portion of reverse, liin. by {in.; .....
of a letter or report.
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by lain.; 6 + 6 lines.
text.

+ ...

+ 1 + 4 lines. End
[Sm. 959]

Part of an astrological
[Sm. 960]

Fragment out of the niddle, 21in. by l in.; 14 + traces of 4 + .....

+

..... lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions
_[Sm. 961]
_-'4-.
HTial
for ceremonies. One section ends with
1
Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 2-in.; 13
containing forecasts.

8 lines.

Part of a text
[Sm. 962]
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in. by 1in.; .....

Fragment of the left half,
of a religious text.

....

8 lines. Part
[Sm. 964]

)+

Left half, lower portion, 2-in. by l1in.; 13 + 10 lines; marginal number <.
Part of a text containing omens derived from the movements of certain
birds. The sentences of three consecutive paragraphs begin with Y]Wa -a YY- Y-Ty yT yTy >Tkrespecand
Y
T
y, me_
,
k
[Sm. 966]
tively. Cf. stpra, p. 1406, Sm. 402.
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, I in. by lain.; 2 + 8 + ..
ceremonies.
for
directions
and
incantations
Part of a text containing

>TV ty;
rYY
.

One paragraph begins :-4--+ Yd
Fragment out of the middle, lin.
Part of an incantation-text.

by

1-bin.;

Al

- -t--Y
[Sm. 967]
) lines.
[Sm. 968]

..

8 +.....(...

lines.
+....
Fragment out of the middle, l- in. by gin.; 2 + 6 - .....
Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
[Sm. 970a]
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by Win.; 6 + 7 lines.

Part of a letter.
[Sm. 970b]
7 +.....
in.;
in.
by
11side,
one
of
Fragment of the upper portion
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the
(.....)
I _A,

[Sm 971]

etc.

Fragment out of the middle, 2lin. by 2in.; 8 + 5 lines.
concerning public affairs.

Part of a report
[Sm. 972]

Part of a religious text.
[Sm. 973]
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1sin.; 9 lines. Part of a religious(?)
[Sm. 974]
text.
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 2in.; 10 + 13 lines. Omens concerning
houses and the condition of their foundation (-A_) and the cracking of
their walls, etc. E.g., the text of Section II of obverse (lines 3ff.) reads:by l-16in.; 11 + 10 lines.

Right half, 1-in.

[Y - AtI

j~ t!4?]'r*

[Y [Y

h%
>t
-

I?]
Mn
M

-[Y] I

Y

-

YYf,-

yt

Pa4-1YP
rtyT

<m

4V

A

ASy
M> <Y ^B
4
<E :-,- LT, A

_-Y

[YT- P7M

-Tl n%

*

TfO L.?]

^ [<a-

W

E*

4 n

<-^

Y- ^1 A

* Partly effaced.

VOL. IV.

YtY

[<Ye

[Sam 9>75TY]

8zY
H _R

<f
<-/
a,

tV
2

",,·
[Sm. 975]
8 z
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+
Portion out of the middle, 3¼in. by 3in.; 15 + 14 + (..........
against
used
to
be
Prescriptions
lines.
11
+) 17 +
..........
various diseases, similar to those mentioned above, p. 601, K. 4164.
[Sm. 976]
traces of
11
+
by
l1in.;
in.
2-1
side,
of
one
portion
Fragment of the upper
lines. Part of an incantation-text, portions of
2 + ..........
[Sm. 978]
which seem to have had an interlinear Assyrian version.
lines.
9 +.....(.....)
Tin.;
Fragment of the left half, l1-in. by -1
Fragment of a text containing forecasts for the various months.
[Sm. 979]
lines. Part of a prayer with
Left-hand corner, 1- in. by in.; 6 + ....
[Sm. 981]
an interlinear Assyrian version.
) lines.
(
in.; 4 +.....
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by
religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by in.; .
and colophon of a religious text.

Fragment of a
[Sm. 982]
+ 3 lines. End
[Sm. 983]

.........

Upper half, 24in. by 1nin.; 11 + 1 lines. Letter to the king from ¥ iy <y[Sm. 984]
Y.
>
-=
I .Y~. Mention is made of the city of
Left-hand corner, 1IIin. by 1¼in.; 4 + 2 lines. Beginning and end of a
text containing astrological forecasts. Mention is made of the
_>4 4 ?] ; cf. Sra,
[
~-i
owner of this tablet:- y
[Sm. 985]
p. 1441, Sm. 854.
Portion of the left half, 4-in. by 2- 5in.; short beginnings of 17 + 24 lines;
marginal numbers < and ^YY. Part of a text containing forecasts
concerning >,] and , Ay, etc.; cf. supra,p. 549, note t. Of the catchYY:->,
line only the beginning is visible:->-< ]Y >>yy
[Sm. 986 + Sm. 1050]
+)...
Right-hand corner, 1T1'in. by lin.; (.....
etc.
-5,
Em
the
Forecasts concerning

+ 5 (+ ...

) lines.
[Sm. 987]

Part of a letter.
[Sm. 989]
of a text
Part
lines.
+
16
+
4
17
in.;
2,by
2'in.
portion,
Right half, lower
1
of
various
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
[Sm. 990]
stars; they partly relate to public affairs.

Portion of the left half, 1

5

in. by

5in.; 7 + 6 lines.

Fragment of the lower portion, 3Min. by 2lin.; 10 + (.....+
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts.

)5
.....
[Sm. 991]

in. by lin.; 4 + 3 +.........lines.
Fragment out of the middle,
[Sm. 992]
Fragment of a list of objects.
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lines. Part of a text
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. byl in.; 12 +.....
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various
[Sm. 993]
stars; they partly relate to public affairs.
Fragment of the lower portion, l;in. by lin.; (..... +) traces of 1 + 6
(+.....)
lines. Fragment of a text containing forecasts (?).
[Sm. 994]
.+ traces of 3 + 21 lines
Left half, lower portion; 3T3in. by 2-in.; 7 . ..
in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list of names of stones,
various kinds of fish, birds, etc. For the text see W.A.I. V, 27, No. 3;
[Sm. 995]
cf. also DELITZSCH, Lesest., 2nd ed., p. 31, No. 171.
14 + short
Fragment of the lower portion, 21in. by 2'in.; (.....+)
beginnings of 2 + short beginnings of 2 + 13 (+ ..... ) lines. Part
of a text containing incantations, some of which have an interlinear
Assyrian version. A colophon-line:- [->-]
'
" *T >Y
<-h
-Y
_-S,
makes it probable that this fragment belongs to a tablet of the
I[Sm. 996]
Series Y
M <(hy ^ He.

Vy

Left-hand corner, 2-9in. by lin.; 6 +.....lines. Beginning of an
incantation with an interlinear Assyrian version:-

-+

E -riS 4TOY T
-

<H. C v
^~^4:

-^---

E<*

*

n<

l

4t?
n

^

-4- <^ ^--VV
* A

-^i

>3'
o

.

A comparison of line 1 with the catch-line of Rm. 113 (q.v.) shows
that Sm. 997 continues the text of that tablet. Cf. STRASSMAIER, A. V.,
[Sm. 997]
pp. 543, 1036; and DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 187.
lines. Part
+ 16 + 16 + .....
Right-hand corner, 25in. by l1in.; .....
of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies. The beginning of one section and a preceding colophon-line
read :
bl-X*>,

'-4-

i$

tAv yv

bffffT

LT

V-V V

goq

¢yT [ B^?].*[Sm.

998]

'<-

Left-hand corner, l3in. by 1-5in.; 3 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
[Sm. 999]
LT[1,
-;Z--etc.
star
*

Partly effaced.

8
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Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 1lin.; 16 + 14 lines.

Forecasts.

[Sm. 1000]
Right half, lower portion, 3¼in.
by 15in.;(.....+...
11
4
1.. +)
....
+ 13 + 12 (+..........)
lines. Part of a list of officials, etc.
Mention is made of the cities and countries of ,_
y H z, G-AR

<Y-YRY

<V ap, >>-Y

M 3 - TY
y*

Nt; , etc.

[Sm. 1001]

Fragment out of the middle, 23in. by 1lin.;.......

+
+ 8 +...
lines. Fragment of a text containing forecasts concerning the E Ady,
etc.
[Sm. 1002]
Fragment out of the middle, 2'in. by 1'in.; ....
.....
) + 17 lines;
Babylonian. Astrological forecasts.
[Sm. 1004]
Right-hand corner, 1

in. by 1in.

9 + 4 lines.

Part of an omen-text.
[Sm. 1005]
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by lin.; 14 + ..... lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts.
[Sm. 1006]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2in. by 2in.; ..........
+ 7 +
6 lines. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms (?) in
Assyrian, concerning legal subjects. Cf. supra, pp. 607, 1091, KK. 4223,
10483, etc.
[Sm. 1008 a]
Right-hand corner, 2 in. by 2- 3-in.; 19 +.....(.....)
vitrified. Part of a list of names of temples, etc.

lines; partly
[Sm. 1008 b]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 -in. by 1 in.; 14+traces of 1+.........
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
version.
[Sm. 1009]
Fragment of the right half, 2 -in. by l1in.; 16
Surnero-Akkadian religious text.

..... lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1010]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by in.; 10 + ..........
lines. Fragment of an incantation-text, which probably had an interlinear
Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1011]
Fragment out of the middle, l-in.
-. ..
.........
..
..
.
.6+
,;
.by +in.;
16
lines. Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken
from observations of the moon.
[Sm. 1012]
Fragment of the right half, 1l

in. by lin.; .....

12 lines.

Forecasts.
[Sm. 1013]
Left-hand corner, l1in. by lin.; 5 +.........)
lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts; they partly
relate to public affairs.
[Sm. 1014]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion, 1-in. by in.; 4 + 4 lines. Fragment of a
<
TV
y
religious (?) text. A date is added by the scribe:--,-'v]
..; v , r **:-

[Sm. 1015]
lines.
[Sm. 1018]

Fragment out of the middle, 21in. by 1in.; 18 +..........)
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.

%in.; 6 + ....

Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 1
Fragment of a list.

lines.
(....)
[Sm. 1019]

) lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by l1in.; 12 + .........
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1020]
Left-hand corner, 1- 6in. by 15in.; 7 + 1 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
[Sm. 1021]
text containing forecasts.
lines.
Portion out of the middle, 24in. by 2-in.; 21 + 19 +..........
Part of a text containing incantations and prayers. The beginning
of one section and a preceding colophon-line read:-

D-H

H

IY
MESt^

!

<YHY4
>+
4YA-

7,T-

rY

'?]t

-.,
[Sm. 1022]

Left half, lower portion, 3- in. by 23in.; 20 + 16 lines. Part of an omentext, apparently belonging to one of the tablets of the Series P-< .;
[Sm. 1023]
see above, p. 579, K. 3947, and Vol. I, p. xxx.
+) 13
....
(+ ... )
Right half lower portion,, 2in. by 2in.;(...
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions
for ceremonies. One section ends with -tYzJ X-+. A colophon-line

reads :- [

] -b
>>H Y itJ

> YYY-

7L

2-

a--, > . [Sm. 1025]

Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 4 in. high, one side of the base at
lines. Part of an inscription of
27 + ..........
least 3in.; 30
Sennacherib. The text corresponds with Senn. Pr., Coll. I, 1. 77-II,
1. 26, and Coll. II, 1. 77-111, 1. 23. Cf. SCHRADER, Z.D.M.G., Vol. xxvIIi,
p. 677; C. O. T., Vol. I, p. 291; and BEZOLD, in SCHRADER'S Bibliothek,
[Sm. 1026]
Vol. II, p. 80.
Nearly complete, 2 9in. by -- in.; 6 + 1 lines. Astrological report from
·ap-¥ -Wy Ad! ah concerning observations of the moon and sun; it
[Sm. 1027]
partly relates to public affairs.
* Partly effaced.

t Attempted restoration after line 16 of obverse.
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Complete, 24in. by l1gin.; 14 + 13 lines; Babylonian.
Letter to the
king from tf
`¥ Z concerning public affairs. For the text and
a. transliteration and translation see S. A. SMITH, Verhandlungen des
VII. internationalen Orientalisten-Congresses. Semitische Section (Vienna,
1888), pp. 261 ff.; cf. also BEZOLD, Lit., p. 323, and S. A. SMITH,
Keilschriftt., part 2, p. 38.
[Sm. 1028]
Portion of the right half, 25in. by 2-bin.; 20 + .....
lines; division-marks.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
[Sm. 1029]
Nearly complete, 21 in. by 1 Tin.; 12 + 8'lines.

¥ writh
on the

Lett er to the king from

s-from : - <{m
Ad: ~y¥' .t- E¥TY' concerning a message
A4
-Y
YyTYy
YT], etc. Mention is made of ~-4-- E>
g
'

r:.,

[Sm. 1030]

Complete, 23in. by l1-in.; 13 + 3 lines. Letter to the king from Y-2'-:_concerning the transports of certain colossi on boats.! Mention
is made of- >>-V
< _ ¢i_.
For the text and a transliteration
and translation see PINCHES, Bab. Rec., Vol. I, p. 43 f,
[Sm. 1031]
+ .........
Portion out of the middle, -2-in. by- 2 in.-; 17- 17-+.....
lines. Part of a text containing prayers to Samas and Rammdn and
directions for the performance-of ceremonies and rites. E.g., the
text of Section II of Column II (lines 6 if.) begins:-

,-q
-:,.

[¥

-...

my

< n

[Sm. 1032]

Portion ou of the middle, 3

. by 21in.; 18

6 +.....+.....lines.

(see above, p. 537)+ K. 8233 (p. 908) + Sm. 372, Colun' I, lines 1 f.;
[Sm. 1033]
Column II, lines 7 if. Cf. also p. 511, K. 3182, etc.
Complete, 1t-' in. by 1 in.; 12 + 6 lines. Letter to the king from y - -. V concerning building-operations in the city of >-m¥ _ >,-y¥k- . For
the text and its interpretation see G. SMITH, Disc., p. 414; S. A. SMITH,
P.S.B.A., Vol. IX, pp. 245ff., and plate III; Vol. X, p. 305; AMIAUD,
Bab. Bee., Vol. II, p. 199; MEISSNER, W.Zts. f.d. K.d.M., Vol. IV,
p. 125 f.; DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 464; Gramm., § 149; and Beitr., Vol. I,
[Sm. 1034]
pp. 613 ff.
* Cf. supra, p. 436, note **.
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:Right half, lower portion, 35 in. by 2 in.; 15 + traces of 1 lines. Part of a
g- i .. 4- (var.: car.)
private contract. Mention is made of [Sm. 1035]
-VYl.v
)13 + 11 (+ ..... ) lines.
Right-hand corner, 21in. by 2in.; (.....+
Part of a text containing oracles purporting to be given by various
deities. E.g., lines 1 ff. of Column III read:,,

.- :¢

·

V

1.,-XT
yT

--

/4+

S1
AY T
HT -+
4
-fl4
Y ] t'yrTT?
-a
!
At- 6EML tL Y ' T Y
7n ITY
a ;

->;
,, ,

5S

YYA4 i- -_

-b1

A-f

,Y
^

YA +

-

>_<

MYoM-

Vg

TIn
H >^H
>y ^
tv>_
YX2XT
b>S
<ct
gm
axyy
¢X
<)
, C F>T;
>F.;
Y-<c->

" ,<;¥
;

- VT

wT

o 2 T .Y>; TYT
y
[Sm. 1036]
Part of a private
Y+A <<YT
It is dated:--

Portions, l1in. by 1-3lin.; 7 + 2 + 6 lines; Babylonian.
contract concerning a loan of money.

--{

C

-Y + 4 = -

'

4- , i.e., August-September, B.c. 681; cf.

G. SMITH, Ep. C., p. 92.*

[Sm. 1037]

lines in
Portion of the left half, 3 in. by 2½in.; 23 + 17 + .....
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list which appears to refer
to a certain astrological text. Cf. Guide Kouy. Gall. 1885, p. 160, No. 19.
[Sm. 1038]
Line 2 of
liquids.
List
of
+
2
lines.
5
+
1
by
1--in.;
2
-in.
Complete,
[Sm. 1039]
reverse contains a date.
) 23 +....,
........+ .
Right half, upper portion, 2win. by 2-,in.; (
) lines. Part of a mythological legend belonging
+ ....
(+ .....
YEm,probably
to one of the tablets of the Series tv -_
to the same tablet as K. 8586; see above, p. 943. For the text see
HAUPT, Ninir., p. 58, No. 31; cf. also Beitr., Vol. I, p. 115 f.; G. SMITH,
Chald. Gen., p. 244 f.; G.E., p. 207 f.; and BEZOLD, Osterr. Monatss.,
[Sm. 1040]
Vol. XI, 1885, p. 20.
+.. ... lines.
Portion out of the middle, 41 in. by 3-kjin.; 21 + 13 +....
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses,
etc.; they partly relate to public affairs. The sentences of Column II
[Sm. 1041]
begin throughout with Y -4 < - - (4<- ¥, etc.).
* For 1034 read "1037."
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lines. Part of a text containing
Upper half, 3 in. by 3in.; 24 +.....
directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites under certain
circumstances. E.g., lines 1 ff. read:-

YT

T rY,^y

4

,SHY/,:
,
,

)M,/7

I<r<TY^ -YTYY J-7-rY~
ST~Y
ax A. -'
t-

tY

R

Y

rz

1>F

4-YY <W 5 <>
/Y5
A'

<Y,

<

>E tYTyk 4-YY
<Y- <

- /Y

?

'Y V -LYN
R 20

d

1

b-i+ !,4~,, etc.

[Sm. 1042]
Complete, 21in. by lin.; 7 + 1 + 6 lines. Astrological report from
'_Y,partly relating to public affairs. Explanatory
A- A-cY
.glosses are added by the scribe; e.g., lines 4 and 5 of obverse read:-

b-ne

]1
-+
gYY 4-YY YY ~ ~

-

G

m -Y' <T-.
[Sm. 1043]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2j'in. by 2tin.; 15 + ...... lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
[Sm. 1044]
and other stars.
_+
-.-4- C<
the
Nearly complete, 3kin. by 1ain.; 17 + 20 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
Letter to the king from
A
<(.- 'A' A concerning the supply of
wine, etc.; cf. obverse, lines 4ff.:-- - <Y¢A<
>.
I
-<

F
^to g-YIP
-<

o ^

I 1 - 441

t

F! MTH VEYVA
--- Mention is made of

II

dw >+
^

Y<Wyi

-_

YT 41

-

I bYf WV
v
,

A

yVyF
[Sm. 1045]

Nearly complete, 2Olin. by 1jin.; 17 + 18 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines.
y v concerning private affairs. For
Letter to the king from ] ~-[zp
the text see S. A. SMITH, P.S.B.A., Vol. X, part VI, plate VII; cf. ibidem,
Vol. IX, p. 245; and DELITZSCH, Gramm., § 148.
[Sm. 1046]
Upper half, 2T9in. by lin.; 11 +..... lines; between lines 2 and 3 are
three seal-impressions. Part of a private contract concerning the
sale of a house and its fittings.
[Sm. 1047]
lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by l1in.; 11 + ..........
of a religious text, probably written for an Assyrian king. Mention

is made of the temple

yyyy Vyy= yY*Iy.
* Partly effaced.

[Sm. 1048]
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Fragment of the left half,

1 5in.1 by

3in.; 9 +(

14 lines.

.+)

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
ceremonies.
[Sm. 1049]
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 2-7 in.; 17 + 18 + .....

+ .....

lines

(in double-columns). Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar
meanings. See DELITZSCH, in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 323; and W.B., p. 52. The
text of Column II restores that of Sm. 2052 (q.v.), Column II, lines 26 ff.
[Sm. 1051]
Right half, upper portion of reverse, 27in. by 2 in.;
.... + 21 lines. Copy
of a text containing forecasts.
[Sm. 1052]
Right half. lower portion, 3in. by 11-3in.; 4 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. [Sm. 1053]
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2-6in. by 2in.; ..... + 8 lines;
Babylonian. End of a text containing astrological forecasts taken
from observations of various stars.
[Sm. 1054]
Portions, 3-3in. by 1in.; 21 + 2 + 13 lines.

Letter to the king from
yE yv ,_ iy concerning the transport of oxen and sheep, etc.
[Sm. 1056]
Portion out of the middle, 2 -in.
by 1 in.; 14 +...
lines. Part of a text
1
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
> y+-* ~L RIyT- and other stars.
[Sm. 1057]
Portion of the left half, 3in. by lin.; .....
text.

+ 19 lines.

Part of an omen[Sm. 1059]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2min. by 2in.; 11 +....
+ 8 + 7 lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version,
belonging to the 6th tablet of the -

A- - Series.

see above, p. 17 f., and Vol. I, p. xxx.

Duplicate of K. 65;

[Sm. 1060]

Right half, upper portion, 5-in. by 23in.; 48 + 43 lines. Part of a text
containing prayers and incantations, some of which have an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 3118; see above, p. 504; cf.
also SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., p. 243, note 2. For the text of obverse and
part of reverse see W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., Add., p. 7.
[Sm. 1061 + Sm. 1208]
Complete, 2 1 in. by 1 in.; 7+ 1 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report from y >+ <>T
Yytyy
* concerning observations of the
moon and sun.
[Sin. 1062]
*

VOL. IV.

Partly effaced.

9 A
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+) 12 lines.
......
Portion of the left half, 2in. by 2-in.; 17 + (
Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people. E.g., lines 5 if. of Column IV
read :

<J
<X: Ii I

<-YY
Y B~
- tY

1-1 -Y se,\ -__

gP
T;+,Z
-,U-YYYY
ffT0 "-7

[Sm. 1063]
Complete, 2f-in. by 1lin.; 14 + 1 + 13 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines.
-- >
j Y. concerning the treatLetter to the king from. Y ment of a sick man. For the text and a transliteration and translation
see S. A. SMITH and PINCHES, Keilschriftt., part 2, pp. 58 ff.; cf. also
DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 163 f.; The Expos., 1887, Sept., p. 232; S. A. SMITH,
P.S.B.A., Vol. IX, p. 241; Why that Ass. W.B., p. 11; Bab. Bec., Vol. I,
[Sm. 1064]
p. 125; and PINCHES, Rec., N.S., Vol. II, pp. 179 if.
12 + 14 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
Lower half, 2kin. byl-in.;
Y
to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of 7 .-4~
--.^ ~- -) and the city of >-- a- ¢..
o age, Assyria (
[Sm. 1066]
the king,
letter
to
of
a
lines.
Part
8
+
2
9
Upper half, 1-5in. by 1¼in.;
beginning:[Sm. 1068]

a religious tet.f
from
nsH]
[me
O

c

y
m

[En ?] <;>-TTTT

nZ
T

-e

<eY-l

[to ?] <<r+

>TY; A<
t ly YT?
< etion II o Co e

.
5y8y K i <4
4 f.- , - .-p-.y
y
t m
ry >49:
heme
¢TTY/< >-1- V <Y 7 nd
>T0X ^n
+Ymu < 4- 4 -fr

[Ei ti]

[D ?]

Y<

YT] >t

q

1

Y>-

He
-- -ZL

.

a

"

I bi

t

[S. 19_E
%7

[>].

ISm. 1067]
portion, 1'in. by
1lin.;
Fragment of the upper
a religious text.

11 + .....

lines. Part of
[Sm. 1068]

..... lines.
.
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by lPin.; 9 + 15 +
and rites
for
ceremonies
directions
and
dreams,
from
Omens derived
to avert their evil effects. The text of Section II of Column II begins:Y
1>
,,, U<
/r,';
:
cf
s pra,p
p. 587, K.
. 4017.
[Sm. 1069.
1069]
[Sm.
f
LF14%
>_
<'/
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Left-hand corner, l1in. by l1in.; ..... + 8 lines. End of a text containing
astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars; it
probably belongs to a * tablet of the great astrological work $ i
y~ ayyy.. Of the catch-line only the beginning is visible:-- T-+yMention is made of the owner of this tablet:--y >->:,":.
--

>-Y

t Y ft

-YYAt [2Y] ; cf. supra, p. 1441, Sm. 854.

[Sm. 1070]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2in. by -16in.; 9 + 7 + 9 + traces of
1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a list of names of stones with magical
[Sm. 1071]
properties.
Portions, 2-in. by lin.; 16 + 4 lines.
ing private affairs.

Part of a letter to the king concern[Sm. 1072]

Lower half, 2 9 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 6 lines. Part of an astrological report
concerning observations of the moon; it partly relates to public affairs.
Explanatory glosses are added by the scribe.
[Sm. 1073]
+ ..... lines;
....
Portion out of the middle, 2}in. by 23in.; 20 + 24
partly vitrified. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts
taken from observations of the moon and various stars.
[Sm. 1074 + Sm. 1553 + Sm. 2188]

Fragment of the left half, 3in. by

in.; 24 + ..........

) lines.

Part
v

of an incantation-text. One section begins:--t+- -yT. Y >;Yt
[iSm. 1075 + Sm. 1149]
/?]i,
.
Right-hand corner,
contract.

17-in. by 13in.;

7 + 6 lines.

Part of a private
[Sm. 1076]

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by l in.; 9 + 4 lines. Astrological
[Sm. 1077]
forecasts. . Duplicate of K. 2848, etc.; see above, p. 481.
lines. Part of an
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1in.; 14 +.
inscription of Esarhaddon-- (( >-- - ) concerning buildingoperations. Mention is made of the temple ]¶yyyy
TT ~ ^4
[Sm. 1079]
Right-hand corner, l1in. by 1 in.; 9 + 2 lines. Part of a prayer, probably
[Sm. 1080]
written for an Assyrian king.

4f.

Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 8in.; 8 + 5 lines. Part of a religious
[Sm. 1081]
text. Mention is made of the temple yY >-4- >v.
+) 11 + 14 (+.
.)
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 1 in.; ( ...
lines. Part of an astrological text. Mention is made of the >-¥t
Y., and other stars.
= YI
Y,
- '>-+ -t -_ i
V
[Sm. 1082]
*

Of the number only

is visible.
i(sy

t

Partly effaced.

9A2
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Fragment of the right half, 11in. by l1in.; 13 + .....
omen-text.

lines.

Part of an
[Sm. 1083]

Fragment of the right half, 2-s7in. by lin.; 10 + 7 lines. Part of a
religious text. Of the catch-line only the end is visible:--/
t
[Sm. 1085 + 81-2-4, 297]
Ayd
R .
.
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l-in. by 1 in.; 7 + ........
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in
[Sm. 1086]
groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words.
Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 1lin.;
..... lines. Part of an omen-text.

25 + traces of 3 +.....+
[Sm. 1087 + Sm. 1611]

Portion out of the middle, 35in. by 1I3in.; 12 + 18 lines; Babylonian.
Astrological forecasts, probably belonging to a tablet of the great
[
[Sm.
1088]
¥
T¥.
astrological work yV ~) lines.
.........
Fragment out of the middle, 2--ain. by 13in.; 12 +.
Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is
made of [y H-?] --

* (?) y

-.

[Sm. 1089]

+ 13 lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, 2-min. by 1-in.; .....
hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 3280 (see
[Sm. 1090]
above, p. 519), lines 9 ff.
Fragment out of the middle, 2lin. by 18in.; 10 + traces of 6 + ..... +
lines.
..... Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and
directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 1091]
+ 10 lines. Part of an
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by l 1 in.; .....
omen-text concerning events which may happen in various lands or
[Sm. 1092]
countries.
lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1 4 in. by 13-in.; 8 + ..... ()....)
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of various stars. Mention is made of the [
4-~+]
-* YY<I:-.
[Sm. 1093]
...
) lines.
.... n..
Fragment out of the middle, 13inAstrological forecasts concerning eclipses and observations of
[Sm. 1095]
various stars.
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by sin.; 5 + 8 lines.
the king.
*

PartlyI. effaced.

Part of a letter to
[Sm. 1097]
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Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 1 in.; .....
+ 8 lines; partly vitrified.
Part of an omen-text concerning houses, etc.
[Sm. 1098]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 2in.; 15 +.....lines; Babylonian.
Portion of a prayer, in the form of a litany, part of which has an
interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1099]
Fragment out of the middle, 2kin. by 1-in.; 14 + ....
(... ) lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 1100]
Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by 1-in.
+0 lines. Omens
concerning births.
[Sm. 1101]
Fragment out of the middle, l13in. by in.; 9 + ..
...
lines. Forecasts concerning the
i=,etc. The sentences begin with -**>-<-_'.
>>

G

[Sm. 1102]

Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by 1

in.; ( ..... +)....

lines. Part of an incantation-text.
YAdd
Y
t M. pY
- y mI Fragment out of the middle, l-il.

+ 8 (+.....)

One section begins:-- -*
>'
[Sm. 1103]

by lin.; 8 + ....

lines.

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by

in.;
n. 12 +

Part of a

[Sm. 1104]
......

lines (in

double-columns?). Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms (?).
[Sm. 1106]
Fragment out of the middle, 2min. by 144in.; 5 + 9 lines; Babylonian.
Forecasts.
[Sm. 1107]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by in.; .
.........
+ 5 + 7 lines;
Babylonian. PaMt of a text containing incantations and directions
for ceremonies.
[Sm. 1108]
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by Tin.; 8+ . . . . lines. Forecasts,
partly referring to public affairs.
[Sm. 1109]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in.

y lin.; 8 + 13 +

.

.....

lines. Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men. One
section begins:-Y <- t -- -yYy<-,-.
[Sm. 1110]
Fragment of the right half,

in. by -- in.

5 + ....

lines. Fragment of

a text containing forecasts (?).
[Sm. 1111]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1-7in.; 11 + ..........
) lines.
Part of a religious text. Mention is made of -4- <<, -+ [ ar k > ,
-+ ,> Y<Y
^ >Yny
- 1
+ w
E-nYy and -+ -AYy4-

,

<_ ~-.*

[Sm. 1113]
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle,lsin.
by 1lin.; 13 +..........
lines in
double-columns. Part of a list of names of various kinds of ships.
Duplicate of K. 4331 and K. 4338a; see above, p. 619 f.
[Sm. 1114]
Fragment out of the middle, 2-, in. by l-in.;
lines. Part of an incantation-text.

( ....

+) 15 + 6 (+.....)
[Sm. 1115]

Upper portion, 3 in. by 3in.; 30 +9 lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. The colophon reads:7--':.-27~':,
X:;'.~2,¥~24

V

-s

<V<
-+Th

-

. .

<*Y

AS

4-+
[Sm. 1117]
Upper portion, right half, 21in. by 2¼in.; 18+ 11 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and
[Sinm. 1118]
rites, including the recital of certain incantations.
-

A><m<4=
FLYBY

Iw j

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by l in.; 16 + .....
hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Lower portion, left half, 2iin. by 1-in.; 18 +.....
.
The lines begin with Y i A-yby;;
omen-text.
K. 3757.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1119]

lines. Part of an
cf. supra, p. 561,
[Sm. 1120J

Right-hand corner, 1-in. by liin.; 11 + 1 + ..... lines; Babylonian. Part
[Sm. 1121]
of a text containing astrological forecasts.
Left-hand corner, 2in. by 1-rin.; 5 + 8 lines.
-).Assurbanipal (y z.- 4 * t:

Part of an inscription of
[Sm. 1122]

Fragment of the right half, ljin. by lin.; 14 + ....
cerning cities, etc.
Left-hand corner, 1-3in. by
names of stars.

lines.

in.; 7 +.....

lines.

Omens con[Sm. 1123]

Part of a list of
[Sm. 1125]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-1 in. by 2,-in.; 13 + ....... ..... ) lines.
Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
[Sm. 1126]
ceremonies.
16

*

.

*l

.... (.....)
lines.
in.; 10 +
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1127]

Fragment out of the middle, 1,7in by

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by in.; 3 + 6 + ....
(in double-columns ?). Part of a text containing
paradigms (?).

....
lines
grammatical
[Sm. 1128]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse; 2 in. by lin.; ...
6 lines. Part of a religious (?) text.

(....)+
[Sm. 1129]

Fragment of the lower portion, 21 in. by I -in. 13 + 10 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
observations of various stars. This fragment may belong to a tablet
of the great astrological work $ -4- ><T.
[
[Sm.
1130]
Right half, upper portion of reverse, 2 in. by 21-in.; short ends of 5 + 14
lines. Forecasts.
[Sm. 1131]
Portion out of the middle, lsin. by 1-in.; .....
+ 13 lines.
Omens
derived from the movements which certain animals make around a
man, etc.
[Sm. 1132]
Portion of the left half, 2 in. by l 3 in; ....
+ 20 lines; marginal number
<. Omens derived from the movements of various birds. The

sentences of Sections I, II and III begin with y
t
7 >-Yik (Tlf)
- -TY4
t¶
M y- and Y - t::y

Agd ty:

f->-,
>TXk respectively.
[Sm. 1133]

Fragment of the left half, 1'in. by 1- in.; 8 + traces of 2 lines. Part of a
religious (?) text.
[Sm. 1134]
Portion of the right half, 3in. by 1in.; ( ..........
+ 14 (+ .... )
lines. Incantations, some of which have an interlinear Assyrian
version.
[Sm. 1135]
Left-hand corer, 2lin. by l1in.; 12 + (.
....
+ +...
....
..+ )
9 lines. Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear
Assyrian version, and prayers. It may belong to a tablet of the Series
IY•T

<h-y Yf Y-

[Sm. 1136]

Fragment out of the middle, l--in. by l1-gin.; 8 +..... (.....)
lines;
Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations and directions
for ceremonies.
[Sm. 1138]
Left half, lower portion, 2ain. by lsin.; 16 + 20 lines. Omens derived
from the appearances of various animals; cf. infra, Sm. 2156.
[Sm. 1139]
Portion of the right half, 2lin. by 2-1in.; 15 +..... lines. Part of an
incantation with an interlinear Assyrian version. For the text see
W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., pl. 18*, No. 4; cf. also SAYOE, Hibb. Lect., pp. 384,
note 3; 446, note 3; and Rec., N.S., Vol. I, p. 133, note 2. [Sm. 1140j
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Fragment out of the middle, 1
a letter or report.

in. by

in.; .....

4 lines.

Fragment out of the middle, 2 3in. by 2in.; 16 + .....
incantation-text.

lines.

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1--in.; (.....+)
.
.. ) lines. Part of a text containing forecasts.

Part of an
[Sm. 1143]

15 +.....(+
[Sm. 1144]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2in.; 8 + 15 + .....

partly vitrified; marginal numbers.

Fragment of
[Sm. 1142]

+

.

lines;

Part of a text containing astroA

One paragraph begins:-yb-* Em-_*

logical forecasts, etc.

~A:-~
i +"1...
-,
In lines 4-8 of Column II mention is made
of the names of various temples.
[Sm. 1146]
Fragment of the right half,

1-in. by

-lin.;....

+ 8 lines.

Part of a text

containing forecasts.

[Sm. 1147]

Left-hand corner, 25in. by 11-Hin. ;
+ 8 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
moon, beginning:--y <<<<Y.>
->
+
-- TY
g'Y"t
,~~
By~'~
I[Sm. 1148]
Left-hand corner, 1l-5in. by 1 in.; 8 + 2 + 6 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines.
Astrological forecasts for the various months, taken from observations of the
>YV
=,
71f
^,
*-+
:
,
and
other stars.
[Sm. 1150]
>4+-

k-4>

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by lin.; 7 + ..... lines. Part of a text
containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites.
[Sm. 1151]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 1 in.; ......
+ 9 lines.
Part of a
hymn.
[Sm. 1152]

... (.

Fragment of the right half, lin. by 1in.; 5 + .
Fragment of a religious text.
Fragment of the left half, 2sin. by 1in.; 12 + .....

lines.

.) lines.
[Sm. 1153]

Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the >>I- ~< and other stars.
E.g., the text of lines 4 ff. reads:--

UV<
Y

Y
Y

;>T

+

UI Y

FL+
in?

n
M

+

>T+ *

Y >OE
T

iy 4F £ A^ yW

e

- 4n ^-+ tn

x

,T

-Y
- T,

S
, c

,M, 7<
Y
t.Rir?
[Sm. 1154]

* Vitrified.
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Right half, 1 in. by 15in,; 12 + 13 lines.

Part of a prayer.

[Sm. 1155]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by {in.; 6 +..........
lines. Fragment
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 1156]
. 1 + 5 lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of the lower portion, 2i byn in.;
Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Sm. 1157]
5
lines;
Babylonian.
Fragment of the lower portion, lin. by 1 in.; 2 +
Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of
Esarhaddon ( :- 4
< *<<* [< ]).
[Sm. 1158]
Fragment of the left half, 2-in. by 2in.; .....
18 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts, taken from observations of
.
eclipses of the moon, etc. The sentences begin with Y<<(< - <P- Y[Sm. 1159]
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by
in.; .....
....
+ 10 lines. Part
[Sm. 1160]
of a religious text.
Fragment out of the middle, 1jin. by l1in.; 7 + ....
of an incantation-text.
Left half, upper portion, 1 in. by

to the

H>

<TYTY

(.....)

lines. Part
[Sm. 1161]

-in.; 8 + ..... lines. Part of a letter
[Sm. 1162]
[.*

Left-hand corner, 1Din. by lin.; 6 + (....+.....+)
religious text.

5 lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1163]

10 (+.....)
lines.
Right-hand corner, 1- in. by Igin.; .)........)+
Part of a prayer, probably written for an Assyrian king. Mention is
made of Babylon; see line 1 :-g-,
(?)
A yy
Y_
* [<] [Sm. 1164]
Portion out of the middle, 2min. by i.; .....
+ 19lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter, probably addressed to the king and concerning public
affairs,
[Sm. 1165]
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by- - in.; 6 + ...
.(.
) lines. Part
of an incantation-text. Mention is made of the star >>-4~- tk
-¥y
-+ [>4
[].
[Sm. 1166]
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by -!ain.; 7 + ....
) lines. Part of a
religious text.
[Sm. 11671
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, lin.
by 12in.; . ... + 10 lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars.
[Sm. 1170]
* Partly effaced.
VOL. IV.
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Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 1,5in.; 20 + (
..........
+) 19 lines.
Part of a list of names of stars, arranged in groups for a certain astrological purpose.
[Sm. 1171]
Fragment of the right half, 2a3min. by -5'in
text containing forecasts.

....

Fragment out of the middle, -{-in. by -in.; 5
a letter or report.

+ 12 lines.

...

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1172]

Fragment of
[Sm. 1173]

Fragment of the right half, 1lin. by - in.; 5 +.....lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of a letter.
[Sm. 1174]
Fragment out of the middle,
in. by 9in.
ment of an incantation-text.

7 + .........

lines. Frag[Sm. 1176]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by lin.; 14 + (
.........
+
) 3 lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 1178]
Right half, 2 in. by 1 -in.; 7 + 1 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
astrological report concerning observations of the moon and sun.
[Sm. 1179]

(....)

Fragment of the right half, 1Iin. by lT-in.; 8 +.....

lines.

Part

[Sm. 1180]

of an incantation-text.

Fragment of the right half, 2gin. by 2in.; 5 +.....(.....)
lines. Part
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Itforms
a parallel-text of K. 65 (see above, p. 17 f.), Column I, lines 24 ff., etc.
[Sm. 1182]
Fragment of the upper portion, l1in. by lin.; 6 + 6 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a religious text.
[Sm. 1183]
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by in.; 7 + .....
) lines. Part
of an omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to
[Sm. 1184]
men.
.....

Fragment of the lower portion, lin. by -in.; 2 + .
Fragment of a text containing forecasts.
Upper portion, right half, 1 in. by lin.; 12 +..
Introduction of a letter to the king (l >**
-

lines; Babylonian.
^) from ( !
<

[V ?].t
Fragment out of the middle, in. by in.; 5 +.
........
lonian. Fragment of an astrological (?) text.
* Partly effaced.

t

Cf. supra, pp. 281,

) lines.
[Sm. 1185]

[Sm. 1186]

) lines; Baby[Sm. 1187]

486, KK. 1389, 2889.
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Left-hand corner, lin. by in.; 4 + 1 lines. Beginning and end of an
incantation-text similar to those of KK. 163, 2487 (see above, pp. 43,
447), etc.
[Sm. 1188]
Portions, 2iin. by 11 in.; 13 + 6 lines.

v [CS --+?]

-41.

Part of a letter to the king from
[Sm. 1189]

Portion out of the middle, 5in. by 2¼in.; 13 + 21 + 17
..... + 9 + 11
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions
for ceremonies. In lines 12 and 13 of Column II mention is made of
"two Sumerian incantations":-

Y >M>>E
-r tY
I<<7 <' EJ *H[-na] rFKYVE

mE £3> ¢W Y <T t
A-

(?) ^ff! ¢8mY

* 44 - <S
W:

Y

L

*

4-iy.

Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 434, note 2; LEHMANN, Samass., pt. I, p. 102,
note 5; and supra, pp. 1200, 1354, KK. 11856, 14013.
[Sm. 1190 + Sm. 1409 + Sm. 1538]

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1in.;
text containing forecasts.

.....

+ 12 lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1191]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1- 7in. by in.; 5 ±+
..
+.......+.....
lines. Incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version. The text
belongs to the 6th tablet of the -d k--Series, and forms a duplicate
of K. 65 (see above, p. 17 f.), Column I, lines 42 if.
[Sm. 1193]
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1-in.; 7 +......
....
) lines;
Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations and directions
for ceremonies.

[Sm. 1194]

Right-hand corner, 1 in. by 17in.; 6 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Sm. 1195]
Fragment out of the middle, 116in. by 1-1in.; 8 +.....(.....)
Part of an incantation-text.

lines.
[Sm. 1197]

Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by 13in.; 7 + traces of 4 + traces of
4 + 7 lines. Part of a list of names of persons, etc.
[Sm. 1198]
by 1- 3in.; ...
+ 12 lines. Part of an
The lines of Section II begin with
- <(YY, or yT<<<,
<

Fragment of the left half, lin.

omen-text.
-:- ~--t.

[Sm. 1199]

Right-hand corner, 2in. by 1 in.; 10 + 4 lines.
forecasts.
*

Part of a text containing
[Sm. 1200]

Partly effaced.

9 B 2
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in.1by l

Upper portion,
from Y

~

~

7in.;

-a

9 lines.
{
T <(

Beginning of a letter to the king

concerning private affairs. [Sm. 1201]

Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by l -in.;
Babylonian. Part of a religious text.

) lines;
[Sm. 1202]

13 + ..........

10 lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of the right half, 2-3in. by lin.; .....
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 1203]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2-l7 in. by in.; 5 + short beginnings of 7 +
[Sm. 1204]
2 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of a religious text.
Fragment out of the middle, 2- 3-in. by l-aiin.; 14 + .....
religious (?) text.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1205]

14 + 3 + 7 lines. Part of a
Right half, lower portion, 2-5in. by 1in.;
letter concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the city of :--y »as-

~y*

[Sm. 1206]

A.

Portion of the right half, 3}in. by 2jin.;

19 + ....

lines.

Part of an

omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
[Sm. 1207]
) lines.
....
in.;
. 8 + ....
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by
version.
Assyrian
interlinear
with
an
Part of an incantation-text
[Sm. 1209]

8 lines. Part of a text
....
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by lin;
containing omens derived from the condition of the hands. The lines
[Sm. 1210]
begin usually with y < y>- Eyy k..
1
9 + ...
(.....+)
Fragment of the right half; l1in. by l1 in.;
lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list.

(+....)
[Sm. 1211]

Part of a letter to the
>Y-, etc.
- t , >[Sm. 1212]
by gin.; 8 + 10 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
Right half, upper portion, 1l-in.
Part of an address (?) to the king concerning public affairs. Mention
[Sm. 1213]
)..
X(var.:
is made of ¥ ,- H Aid A
Right half, upper portion, 1-in. by 3in.; 12 lines.
-YYkconcerning
king from [Y]t -- * <WV A

+...4 lines; Babylonian.
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 1 7 in.; ..
Fragment of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288(?).
[Sm. 1214]
) lines.
by gin.; 5 +.........
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in.
[Sm. 1215]
Fragment of a religious (?) text.
* Partly effaced.

t Cf. supra, p. 655, note t.
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Fragment out of the middle, - -in. by
ment of an astrological text.

in.; 4 +

lines. Frag[Sm. 1216]

....

lines. Part of
[Sm. 1219]

Fragment out of the middle, sin. by 4- in.; 7 +
a text containing forecasts.

Fragment of the left half, 1-vIin. by sin.; short beginnings of 5 + 7 lines;
[Sm. 1220 + Sm. 1221]
Babylonian. Part of a letter or report.
Fragment out of the middle, liin. by lin.; 8 + ...
omen-text.

. lines.

Part of an
[Sn. 1222]

by 1 in.; 14 + 12 lines. Part of a letter to the king
Upper half, 13in.
from y >~-4- A- -S -y *¢^HX concerning public affairs. Mention is made
f TY
, and of yyyy
-T( i-Y Al t
a d
IS< [T] and
of the ~Yy T;

Y_ +

_H

[Sm. 1223]

h.

Fragment out of the middle, lin.
Part of an astrological text.
Left-hand corner, 1lin. by lin.; 4
text containing fo recasts (?).

by 1-in.; 11 + ..... (....)
S>Mention is made of

2 lines; Babylonian.

Lower portion, left half, 2in. by 13-in.;
Part of a text containing forecasts.

lines.

-4 <<.

[Sm. 1224]
Fragment of a
[Sm. 1225]

10 + 2 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 1226]

13 (+
+)
in. by 1in.; (
Fragment of the right half,
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
[Sm. 1227]
ceremonies.
Fragment of the upper portion, 2in. by 1-6 in.; 15 + traces of 2 +........
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
version. Duplicate of K. 3197; cf. supra, p. 512. For the text see
[Sm. 1228]
W.A.I. IV, 2nd edition, Add., p. 4.
8 +.
n
Fragment out of the middle, 1 6 in. by lin.;
Babylonian. Part of an astrological text.

.

) lines;
[Sm. 1229]

Upper half, 3¼in. by 2-in.; 14 + 15 lines; marginal number <. Part of a
Some of the lines begin with -JH;
text containing forecasts.
[Sm. 1230]
cf. supra, p. 583, K. 3984.
Left half, lower portion, 2- lbin. by -1,in.;
letter concerning public affairs.
* Partly effaced.

13 + 2 + 12 lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1231]
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Complete, 1-in. by jin.; 5 + 1 lines; Babylonian.

T

RA T - ++ 4-H
b Y

rly* ->Y
4

IY

I I Wg - TAY * (?) Ts

*

t kR

Y

trV >nY '-T -^ I <0$By

Astrological rep ort:-

aT

*X

>s1WTedf

t ^Tn

EY

I V YT 'iV-FT 'Y

[Sm. 1232]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 2in.; ....
12 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various
stars.
[Sm. 1234]
Fragment out of the middle, 1Hin. by 1in.; 11 +..)
of an astrological text.

lines. Part
[Sm. 1235a]

Fragment of the right half, 2 3 in. by 1 in.; 8 +..........)
of a religious text concerning various festival days.
read:-

Y tn >-YY
v-

lines. Part
Several lines

...........
name of a god

Fragment out of the middle, 1sin. by l1in.; 14 - ....
prayer.

lines.

[Sm. 1235b]
Part of a
[Sm. 1238]

Right-hand corner, 21-;in. by 2-5in.; 12 + 8 lines. Part of an omen-text
which was copied, according to the colophon, from an original in

Babylon; cf. reverse, 1. 5 :--i; -tE_
¥ ~Y
TT ¥- ~ X
] -4~- ~¥TT <
Of the catch-line only the end is visible :- AO.
A
-

-

yy
Y

I[Sm. 1239]

Portion of the right half, 113in. by 'in.; 12 + 14 lines.
(to the king) concerning public affairs.

Part of a letter
[Sm. 1240]

Fragment of the left half, 1-in. by lin.; 6 + (..
+ .....
+) 7 lines.
Astrological forecasts concerning ,¥Y t¥ and ]y _, etc.
[Sm. 1241]
Left half, upper portion, 1
by in.;
iJin. 6 + 14 + 1 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king.
[Sm. 1243]
Upper portion, 2in. by 1'in.; 11 + 3 lines.
movements of eagles, beginning:-

STj

^T;I
r4>
t >T>T- aa ^
+
E

t!n-Y1 Ad

Y

_-a

Cf. infra, p. 1483, Sm. 1376.
*

Omens

T

derived from the

S > TT
E
i^? * ((?)
A

;

*

[Sm. 1244]
Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion, 23in. by 21in.; 14 + 14 + 7 +....
lines.
Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people. Two sections begin with

f <arQ
l^,Ad J

rV

^TV >H
M
V <Y*
-,-''
respectively.

t

C

and Y X mYa
[Sm. 1245]

Left-hand corner, 2-in. by lin.;
6 + (.
......
+) 8 lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of the moon, beginning:-- <<<(- []QY
.
[Sm. 1247]
Right-hand corner, lin. by - in.; ( ......
) 8 + traces of 3 (+...)
lines (in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list.
[Sm. 1248]
Upper portion, 2in. by 3in.; 2 + 5 +
lines. Beginning and end of a
private contract.
[Sm. 1249]
Fragment out of the middle, 21 in. by
in.;.
.
...........
6 lines. End of a text containing incantations and prayers.
catch-line and a preceding colophon-line read:-

[->

>>
*

Et]
-A.

>TVnIYM4

C Y

>Y

r4 >VV%
tzl- -vW t-

<

1I

-

PnV

The

¢0

y ^ ^n_

[Sm. 1250]
Fragment of the right half, 2min. by l1in; ( ..... +) 10 + 10 (+..
)
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts.
[Sm. 1252]
Fragment out of the middle, 11 9 in. by 1min.;
Fragment of a religious text.
Fragment out of the middle, l -in. by
Part of a letter to the king.
Fragment out of the middle,
of an incantation-text.

7 +..........)

in.; .....

lines.
[Sm. 1253]

+ 9 lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 1254]

in. by lin.; 8 +.........)

lines. Part
[Sm. 1256]

Fragment of the right half, 1in. by 1- 3in.; .....
+ 14 lines. Part of a
text containing forecasts concerning >.Y( and Y y, etc.; cf. supra,
p. 549, note t.
[Sm. 1257]
.-

Fragment of the upper portion, 1 13in. by 1

1 in.; 7 +

....

+.

+

(edge) 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text with an
interlinear Assyrian version. It may belong to a tablet of the Series
Y
YT<FE_
Y;
-<.
[Sm. 1258]
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1Iin.; 8 + 8 lines.
text.

Part of a religious
[Sm. 1259]
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Right half, lower portion, 2-5 in. by 18 in.; 14 + 16 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing astrolo gical forecasts.
[Sm. 1260]
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by l1in.; .....

10 lines.

Forecasts.
[Sm. 1261]

Portion of the left half, 23in. by 2in.; 17 + .....
..... ) lines. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon and various
stars. The sentences begin :-- -.........
-.
name of a star

Mention is made of the stars
>-> 4 A:

FT4+<Y, >->-LT+

:-

-T

+ it,

[Sm. 1262 + Sm. 1271]

Y$< , etc.
H

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by l in.; 8 + .....
(....)
lines. Part
of a hymn to Rammdn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [Sm. 1263]
Fragment out of the middle, 15in. by lin.; 9 +...
lonian. Part of an incantation-text.

.

lines; Baby[Sm. 1265]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2in. by 1gin.; .....
Babylonian. Part of a religious text.

4 13 lines.
[Sm. 1266]

Fragment of the left half, 3½in. by 2in.; ....
+ 13 lines.
forecasts taken from observations of various stars.
read:

YT>+v Y>T2>^^<t<!4-<
A>>Y>+>>YT
>>>+rT\>>YT
<¢
· cF>>>>YY>>>

>
tY4YSIW

Y

·

~~~.
<¥¥y

-

I

y-H

~

Astrological
E.g., lines 3ff.

>

-\T's.

LW -

A
,

-

-

4

[Sm. 1267]
Fragment of the left half
lHin.
by lin.; 2 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Sm. 1268]
Portion out of the middle, 2sin. by 2 in.; ...
+.. 19 lines; division-marks.
Part of an omen-text concerning houses, fields, and incidents that may
happen to men.
[Sm. 1269]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 5in.; 15 + .....
hymn to a goddess.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1270]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1- 3 in. by l-7-in.; .....
Babylonian. Part of a religious(?) text.

+ 5 lines;
[Sm. 1272]

Fragment out of the middle, 1l'in. by 1 lin.;
omen-text concerning houses, etc.

Part of an
[Sm. 1273]

8 + 8 lines.
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Lower portion, right half, 3in. by lain.; 2 + 7
..
,.......
lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
.g., lines 3 if. of Column II read:
"[STA]

t

X

S

==-

·

Tr
E

y

I>..1
^> - Y-

I:,,-

[Sm. 1274]
Fragment out of the middle, 2½in. by 1 1'in.; 9 + 11 ... +...
. lines;
marginal number. Astrological forecasts taken from observations
of the Kb-4and other stars.
[SIm 1275]
[Sm.
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2in.; .....
+ 13 lines. Part of a
text containing forecasts concerning the yPy 1
d etc.;
_;, cf. supra,
p. 522, note f.
[Sm. 1276]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 in.; 10 +..........
lines. Part
of a text containing regulations for making offerings. [Sm. 1277]
Fragment out of the middle,
1in.by
in.; 15 + .....
lines. Part of a
mythological text with an interlinear Assyrian version; duplicate of
K. 4882 (see above, p. 671), lines 1 ff.

Cf. BEZOLD, Lit., p. 323.

Fragment out of the middle, l in. by 1in.; 13 +......
division-marks. Part of an omen-text.

[Sm. 1278]
) lines;
[Sm. 1279]

Fragment of the left half, 3- 1 in. by 15in.; .....
incantation-text.

Part of an
[Sm. 1280]

+ 24 lines.

Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 2-*7in.; 19 + 24 lines. Astrological
forecasts for the various months, taken from observations of the wind;
cf. supra, p. 422, K. 2207. Three sections begin with:--[y - '-->] b

f+

4-YY

>yTTs
^

>_y

>>E
In'Y aV
<i

tty
Y >_

a T;
y

t

Y

' SF

5J and Y
respectively.
SKP-

-AY --^H
V k<s Y7

a-

4

--

[Sm. 1281]

Fragment of the right half, 2-A-in. by sin.; traces of 2 + 10 lines; Baby[Sm. 1282]
lonian. Part of a religious text.
Fragment of the left half, 21in. by 2min.; 10 +......
) lines;
Babylonian. Part of a text containing directions for the performance
of cermonies and rites.
One section begins:-- Z V
oy
[[Sm. 1283]
A-;at
1T It_
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, lin. by
religious (?) text.

in.; 8 + .....

Fragment of the upper portion, I .in. by in.
Fragment of a text containing forecasts.

4.

lines.

Fragment of a
[Sm. 1284]

.....

) lines.
[Sm. 1286]

Right-hand corner, 2Tin. by 1 -- in.; 14 + ..... lines. Part of a religious
text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Cf. DELITZSOH, in BEZOLD'S
Lit., p. 323.
[Sm. 1287]
Fragment out of the middle, 2Hin. by 2-- in.; 14 + 7 + ..... +.....
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.
For the text see W.A.I. V, 32, No. 2; cf. also DELITZSCH, Lesest., 2nd ed.,
p. 59, note 4; and W.B., p. 383 f.
[Sm. 1288]
Left-hand corner, 1-in. by IIin.; 9 + 4 lines. Fragment of a text containing forecasts concerning the f-T; cf. supra, p. 549, notet. [Sm. 1289]
Fragment of the lower portion, 31-in.
by 2,--in.; 9 + 9 + .....
+ ..
lines. Omens derived from the actions of sheep, etc.
[Sm. 1290]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 1 in. by -in.; 6 +.....(....)
Babylonian. Fragment of a religious text.

lines;
[Sm. 1291]

Left half, lower portion, l1in. by 1 -in.; 9 + 1 + 8 lines. Part of a letter
to the king. Mention is made of the city of A-HY >-T 4.
[Sm. 1293]
Fragment out of the middle, 2½
l in. by
in.; .....
10 lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 1294]
Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1 -in.; 6 ..... (.....)
lines; partly
vitrified. Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts for
the month Veadar.
[Sm. 1295]
..........
) + 7 lines.
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by l'13in.;
Part of a text containing forecasts, partly relating to public affairs.
[Sm. 1296]
Fragment out of the middle, 21--in. by l1in.; 9 +.....
(....) lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1298]
Portion of the right half, 5½in. by 2in.; ....
+ 44 + 42 + ..... lines in
".
For
four columns. Part of an explanatory list of the class ''SC
the text see W.A.I. V, 23, No. 1, and for duplicates above, p. 1269,
K. 12827, and below, 76-4-13, M. Cf. also DELITZSCH, Lesest., 2nd ed.,
p. 40, note 12; in LOTZ'S Tigl., pp. 149, 152, 166; W.B., p. 322; JENSEN,
Zeits., 1885, p. 61, note 2; BEZOLD, ibid., p. 66; Sitzber. Preuss.Ak. d. W.,
1888, p. 749; ROST, Die Keilschrifttexte Tiglat-PilesersIII., Vol. I, p. 101;
and Guide Kouy. Gall. 1885, p. 160, No. 17.
[Sm. 1300]
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Portion of the right half, 41 in. by 2 in.; traces of 5 + 30 + 25 +.....
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions
for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. E.g., a
colophon-line and the preceding and following paragraphs (Column III,
lines 10 if.) read:-

k-+

->

>

-WH

BYT
TST
-tFYY

^ An
<
<m

i+ (+ ^n ^
>>X -n^ <« A ) 7 -+<^12
>R Yn^
<<< 2in.;
v K(.±.-.
,E7 ¢fcorner,
.<.)
<Right-hand
2in. by
zrs^H
~~o~FPS· ^VV n r- 4H n <y< tVLy<
ym

lines. Part of a prayer to a goddess, etc.

[Sm. 1302]

[Sm. 1303]
430.
Si.
1407,containing
of
apl.text
astrological forecasts taken from observations
[Sm. 1301]
the sunrise; cf. suprla, p. 423, K. 2221. For a duplicate see above,
in.; 12..........+....lines. Astrological
by
in.
Fragment of the righthalfner,
[Sm. 1302]
goddess, etcaffairs.
of a prayerlating to publica
forecasts, part
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 sin. by 15in.; 10 + .)
Part of
+ 6 lines.
in. by 1 in.; ...
Fragment of the right 1half,

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[Sm. 1304]
[Sm. 1303]
12 + .-. . . lines. Astrological
+.......... lines. Part of
Fragment out of the middle,2 in. by 1in.;
to
and
directions for ceremonies
containing
presincantations
Parta of
text
(?) text.
astrological 30.

Fragment of the right half,1 1in. by
Fragment of the right half, lin.

1in.;

by

1 -^in.; .....

Part of an

+ 6 lines.

[Snag 1306]
[Sm. 1305]

astrological (?) text.
.
partly relating to pubic affairspeople
sedecasts,
for

a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be
11Part
lines
of
+[Sm.
in. by 1- in.; ...
outtheofbenefit
the middle,
Fragment
1308]
of sick people.
used for

Fragment

out of the middle,

12in

.
...........
by ly6in.;

)+

11 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and
[Sm. 1309]
-m.
rites to be performed by the P
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by lin.; 12 +..........)
the
Sun-god.
of
to
the
worship
referring
Part of a religious text
[Sm. 1310]
9
2
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lines. Omens derived
Fragment of the left half, 1Hin. by 1}in.; 16 + .....
from observations of a fire or light. E.g., lines 5 if. read:Y - 'Y-Y

^ Yf -

>

E0

Y
% <ErY qyV,H,
MU
[]-* ·

st

m

Yb

?Y-Y
><Y

/jAL
etc. [Sm. 1311]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by lUin.; traces of 4 + 4 lines. Fragment
of a religious text belonging, according to the colophon, to the 15th
part of a composition. Of the catch-line only the beginning is visible:[Sm. 1312]
I
.
+ X
Fragment of the upper portion, 24in. by 2in.; 6 + .
Part of a religious text.

) lines.
[Sm. 1313]

.........

Lower portion, right half, 2-3in. by 11in.; (. . . . +) 7 + 9 (+.....)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
[Sm. 1315]
ceremonies.
lines in
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by in.; 2 + 6 +........
double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants. Cf. DELITZSCH, in
[Sm. 1316]
BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 323. For a similar text see 81-7-6, 688.
Lower portion, left half, 2 in. by 15in.; 16 + 9 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various
stars. Duplicate of K. 2310 (see above, p. 431) and K. 2894 (above,
[Sm. 1317]
p. 487).
Fragment out of the middle, 115in. by
Part of a prayer.

in.; 12 +..,

.(..

.) lines.
[Sm. 1318]

.. +) 23 lines.
....+
Lower portion, left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 9 + (
Part of a text containing prayers to Samas and Rammdn, similar to
those of Sm. 718 (see above, p. 1429) and Sm. 802 (above, p. 1438), etc.
A colophon-line reads:IYm 1319]
[Sm.
f
TYTY rn
- v
>Ytt^~ >YT;m
Fragment of the upper portion, 2 -Lin. by 2-1in.; 11 +..... lines; Babylonian. Part of a report concerning public affairs, of the class
described above, p. 259f., K. 1288. Mention is made of Esarhaddon
YYY ly
Bi <"~J ¢_2) and of the city of Askelon (-YT
(¥ -- 4-

[>

[Sm. 1320]

.?] t).

Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by 1vin.; 6..........)lines.
Fragment of a text containing forecasts concerning the -- btH, etc.
[Sm. 1321]
* Partly effaced.

+ Cf. supra, p. 1168, K. 11481.
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Left-hand corner, 1in.
by 1 in.; 10 + .....
lines; marginal number <.
Omens concerning houses. The text begins:-

YT

Ym
Y - rYik

y

Fragment out of the middle, lin.
Part of a religious(?) text.
Lower half, 23in. by lin.; 19 + 3
king concerning public affairs.
A ar <1); T +
(^
(inhabitants of the) city of Ei
_Y

by

in.; 10 +.....

[Sm. 1322]
.... ) lines.
[Sm. 1323]

+ 17 lines. Portion of a letter to the
Mention is made of the king of Elam
and the
the city of SYY <'(
A;
I _Y
~g (var.:--¥t
~ ¥ Yi ¥y).
[Sm. 1324]
'-Y7,

3
by 2-in,; 18+ traces of 4 +....+
Portion out of the middle, 3,-in.
. . .. lines. Portion of a hymn, some lines of which have an interlinear
Assyrian version. Mention is made of the cities of ->Tyy* '-TY <(_
[Sm. 1325]
:V
r <i.
and [-(<]
.-

Left-hand corner, 1-1in. by -l1 in.; 5 - 2 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of
an astrological report concerning observations of the moon and
[Sm. 1327]
various stars.
..........
1 7
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1-in.;
two or three columns). Part of a list of names of plants.

lines (in
[Sm. 1328]

. lines. Astrological
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 -in.; 13 + .
forecasts taken from observations of the stars
_ * -> -y_:
y <(Y
[Sm. 1329]
+ [t, etc.
t
and
->-d- *
) lines. Part of a
...
Left-hand corner, 1ITin. by 3in.; 7 +
text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 1330]
.... .... ) lines. Part
Right half, upper portion, 2 -in. by 1in.; 21 +.
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1331]
in doublelines
33
+
.........
by
l{in.;
half,
41-in.
Portion of the left
[Sm. 1332]
columns. Part of a list of names of wooden objects.
lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 2 3- in. by l1in.; 9 +..........
of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies to
[Sm. 1333]
be used for the benefit of sick people.
* Partly effaced.
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)
2 + 11 (+ ....
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 1in.; (.....+)
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the Id ME3, etc.
On the left-hand side of the context two geometrical(?) figures are
[Sm. 1335]
Cf. supra, p. 592, K. 4069, etc.
visible :--Q7/ and I.
14 lines.
Of the catch-

(.....+
Fragment out of the middle, 2'in. by 2¼in.; .....
Part of a text containing incantations and prayers.
',t
-'
line only the middle part is visible :-"iS"L

,,-,,;

[Sm. 1336]
16 + 2 + 12 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
Portions, 1Zin. by 1jin.;
concerning military
<-*
Letter to the king from ' t:--- r-[Sm. 1338]
affairs.
End of a
lines.
+
8
Fragment out of the middle, 2-in. by in.; .....

[Sm. 1339]

letter.

lines (in
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 11in.; 8 + 10 + ..........
list
explanatory
of
an
I-.
Part
number
marginal
double-columns);
[Sm. 1340]
with glosses.
Upper portion, 1ain. by 11in.; 4 + . . . .lines.
beginning:-

y-H
Yny* T?

Part of a list of objects,

:4f <

TT4

[Sm. 1341]
decision
legal
of
a
Part
Lower portion, 2 in. by 2- in.; 10 + 3 + 12 lines.
concerning a sale of land. Mention is made of the city of >-¢y Y;<
[Sm. 1342]
L -YY,etc.
'
an incanof
Part
Babylonian.
12
lines;
+
16
i
in.;
by
1
in.
Left half, 3
Ys ^
, and +- V
tation-text. Two sections begin with
[
[Sm.
1343]
respectively.
^
-+{ <VYYW
'

'-4-

lines.
etc.
[Sm. 1344]
Fragment of the right half, 25in. by l--in.; 23 + 16 lines. Part of an
[Sm. 1345]
omen-text.
Fragment out of the middle, 2¼in. by 1-in.; 14 +..........
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the 4t,

lines;
Fragment of the right half, 2- 7 in. by 1 in.; 16 +....(.....)
Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
[Sm. 1346]
version.
lines in
Fragment out of the middle, {.in. by l'in.; 6 +..........
objects.
double-columns. Fragment of a list of names of wooden

[Sm. 1348]
' Partly effaced.
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..
. ) lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1lin.; 9 + ...
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of the [>_¢-+] s_* Ay
= and other stars.
[Sm. 1349]
Upper half, 2¼in. by 1 5 in.; 13 + 13 + 2 lines; marginal numbers. Part of
a text containing epigraphs which relate to Assurbanipal's campaigns.
They probably formed the rough drafts of the texts inscribed upon
various bas-reliefs in his palace; cf. supra, p. 638, K. 4515. It begins:-

<¥ *E
XZ v<<<

T¥T

te ltof h, 3.
y
Prtio n
r;~T~ Y ^y~ 1-yYY «_
n
<e

; 2

<<

10 lines; Bylnin.ar P t

aina<<strol >l

v

++

- kn
i AllY <r-

___<_

.___

sor
<th
<tSm. 1353]

..

em

of a tent
>+

<-<v <Y <'r- o <'
<=

A d-

P

forecasts, pro+y

belo

g to

T ; racy
-M- \v %Y<e-+Y
+
<-AY ><Y
-+ A Er
or <
')>
a- '<>< ¢<Ex
v e or RYn

IY
ha v -ay*y^ *(?)

X(?)p

[Sm. 1350]

Cf. Guide Kouy. Gall. 1885, p. 159, No. 15.
Portion out of the middle, 31- in. by 1lin.; 20 + .....

lines.

Part of a

[Sm. 1351]

text containing forecasts.

ad es lines.
o 9 +Omens
8..
for the
Portion of the left half, 3in. by 21in.; 25 +s
various months concerning events which may happen in a temple, etc.
suf; ferg
upra, p. 4b21, K. 2192.
The linese begin with ( o peop.
)
[Sm. 1353]
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by D in.; 12 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts, probably belonging to a
^]^
<T.
[Sm. 1354]
tablet of the great astrological work Y f ^
+ 12 lines. Part of
[Sm. 1356]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-1in. by 1 in.;
a prayer.

Upper half, 2in. by 1 in.; short beginnings and ends of 9 + 8 lines. Part
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of people suffering from the bite of a snake, etc,

E.g., lines 6-8 of reverse read:
Y

t

t-<TY<

VVmV
Aft

Y<

-YYY

YTy* 1

- A

V>YV
].<YY
*

Cf. STRASSMAIER, A. V, p. 1060.
* Partly effaced.

TM

>>Y
]

r-<

-

-

-7K
Y

<AX
.
[Sm. 1357]
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Fragment out of the middle, 1l

in. by 1-in.; 7 + .....

lines; Babylonian.

Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259f., K. 1288.
Mention is made of the crown-prince (_: .
>) Assurbanipal
[Sm. 1358]
?]
? XI)=D.
([I -+- 4
Left-hand corner, lin.
a hymn.

by 1 in.; 8 + (....

+.

.+)

6 lines. Part of
[Sm. 1359]

Left half, 2T+ 1 + 7 lines. Part of an astrological
1 in. by 1-in.; .....
[Sm. 1360]
report concerning observations of various stars.
Upper portion, right half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 13 + 11 lines.
probably written for an Assyrian king.

Part of a prayer,
[Sm. 1361]

lines; Babylonian.
Left-hand corner, I lin. by l-5-in.; 9 +.....(.....)
Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. The text
-I
<
<,
He t <+7
¢
<*, i
¢4iil
begins:
[Sm. 1363]
lines. Forecasts conPortion of the right half, 3in. by 2in.; 23 + ...
cerning it A,
40
and
W, etc.; cf. supra, p.
p 583, K. 3984.
[Sm. 1-365]
Lower portion, left half, 2 in. by 2¼in.; 14 + 13 lines. Part of a prayer
with an interlinear Assyrian version. For the text see HAUPT, Keilschriftt.,
p. 118, No. 16; of. also ibid., p. 183; Zeits., 1885, p. 281; BEZOLD, Lit.,
p. 184, note 2; DELITZSCH, ibid., p. 323; and SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., pp. 244,

[Sm. 1366]

note;t 446, note 3; 451, note 3.t

Nearly complete, 23in. by 1 in.; 13 + 15 lines. Letter to the king from
>
<i- concerning private affairs. Mention is made
>-YY>+ 4-P

of r-TYy y

y -_+
-

[Sm. 1368]

i

_--- c

) 12
+.
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1-in.; 11 + (.....
of
which
have
some
containing
incantations,
lines. Part of a text
[Sm. 1369]
an interlinear Assyrian version.
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 2in.
religious text.

..........

Upper half, 33in. by 35in.; 25 + 14 lines.

-+

Y

H+
d_
+

T __

I-

+ 9 lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1370]

Part of a prayer, beginning:-

-+ 5 -YY _t" []- I

The catch-line reads:K + FfT _+ i _ y -nT
Y
[<Eg- B ,,
,,
For the text see HAUPT, Nimr., p. 93 f., No. 53; cf. also DELITZSCH, in
LOTZ's Tigl., p. 105; in LYON'S Keilsclriftt., p. 71; Hebr. Lang., p. 49 f.;
[Sm. 1371 + Sm. 1877]
and in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 323.
* Partly effaced.

t For Obv. read " Rev."
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Left-hand corner, 1lin. by liin.; traces of 1 (+.....)
+ (.....
+) 8 lines.
Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people.

-

y

i;>'

dV
d

One section begins :--y

_

[Sm. 1372]

X

Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 12
of a text containing forecasts.

.

.........

) lines. Part
[Sm. 1373]

Upper portion, right half, 2 in. by 2-in.; 10 + ...
lines.
Omens
derived from the movements of certain animals around a man.
[Sm. 1375]
Fragment of the left half, 2jin. by 2-6in.; 15

......

lines.

Omens

derived from the movements of eagles; cf. supra, p. 1472, Sm. 1244.
[Sm. 1376]
Right-hand corner, 1lin. by l in.; 10 + ..
an interlinear Assyrian version.

. lines.

Part of a hymn with
[Sm. 1377]

....
17 lines; Babylonian.
Portion out of the middle, l1in. by lin.;
affairs.
[Sm. 1378]
to
the
king
concerning
public
Part of a letter
Portion out of the middle, 2-7in. by lin.; 17 + 18 + .
Part of an omen-text.
Fragment out of the middle, 1jin. by ½in.; 8
Part of a letter.

+- ....
lines.
[Sm. 13791

...... lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 1381]

lines. Fragment of
½. by in.; 4 + ....
Fragment out of the middle,
a text containing incantations and prayers. Duplicate of K. 155
(see above, p. 40), obverse, lines 4ff. Cf. KING, Babylonian Magic and
[Sm. 1382]
Sorcery, plate 1, note 1.
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1Lin. by Ihin.; 6 +.....
[Sm. 1383]
(.....)
lines. Part of a religious text.
Fragment of the left half, 1 9 in. by 1 in.; .

columns?).

..

... .+

5 lines (in double-

Fragment of an explanatory list (?).

Right half, lower portion of reverse, .3 in. by 3in.; .....

End of a text containing forecasts.
read:^¥. .

.

^^ ^^mbi--WYl 7k 1 . <i7-

;-

.

[Sm. 1384]
+ 23 lines.

The catch-line and colophon
4V

- /

1 <<L<
I<
0 Vk -R AV V , -< , HYi
ly Y
S+ 4. ^.sw
- --

Extracts from the text, viz., lines 14, 16, 20 and 23 are quoted by
[Sm. 1386]
STRASSMAIER, A. K, pp. 172, 363, 405, 470, 604, 711, 1088.
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Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 13 In.; 13 ( .... + +
) 10 lines. Part of
an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Cf.
DELITZSCH, in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 324.
[Sm. 1387]
.......
+) 12 lines.
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by lain.; 12 + (
Part of atext containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 1388]
Portion of the right half, 3-in. by 23in.; 23 + 25 lines. Astrological
forecasts, partly relating to public affairs.
[Sm. 1389]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2iin. by tin.; 3 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Sm. 1390]
Upper half, 1 in, by 1-in. 1i6 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to
concerning public affairs.
the king (-,
A- -4)
from Y "-[L k
Mention is made of f

':W

Yy and an

L

-- '

, etc.

[Sm. 1392]
+ .....
Fragment of the upper portion, 11%in. by 1in.; 7 + 8 + ...
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1393]
Cf. DELITZSOEH, in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 324.
Fragment of the left half, 1-13in. by 1lin.; 9 +
containing forecasts (?).

.....

lines.

Part of a text
[Sm. 13941

lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 11 in. by 1 in.; 11 +.........
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for the performance
[Sm. 1395]
of ceremonies and rites.
....
.
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 in. by 1 in.; 9 +....
lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing directions for the perfor[Sm. 1396]
mance of ceremonies and rites.
..+)........
+ 19 (+ .....
Portion of the right half 3in. by 2in.; (
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
[Sm. 1397]
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
Right-hand corner, lin. by 15in.; (.....+).....
+
Part of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.*

10 (+ ....

) lines.
[Sm. 1398]

Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 3in.; ( ..... +) traces of 8 + 7
(+.....)
lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list.
[Sm. 1399]
Right half, upper portion, 4 in. by 1 5in.; 8 + 3 lines (in double-columns).
[Sm. 1400]
Part of an explanatory list.
*

Cf. supia, p. 436, note *.
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.........
lines. Part of
Portion out of the middle, 3tin. by lin.; 22
a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be
[Sm. 1402]
used for the benefit of sick people,
Fragment of the left half, 2in. byIlin.;
mythological or religious text.

12 + ......

.. lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1403]

Portion out of the middle, 2in. by 2 in.; ..... + 12 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.
[Sm. 1404]
Portion out of the middle, 2¼in.by 1- in.; 15 + 11 lines. Part of an omen-

[Sm. 1405]

text concerning houses, temples, marshes (s), etc.

9 lines;
(.....+)
Portion out of the middle, 3in. by l1in.; 9 +7+
Omens derived from the condition of a city and its
Babylonian.
streets, etc. This fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the Series

If Ad-

£

WY V
< 54

[Sm. 1406]

>

Left half, 2 in. by 2in.; 6 + 2 + 7 + 1 lines; between lines 2 and 3 are
two nail-marks. Part of a private contract. Line 7 of reverse
[Sm. 1407]
contains a date.
Portion of the left half, 2Hin. by 1 }-in.; 11 + 9 lines. Part of an omentext concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men, etc.
[Sm. 1408]
Portion of the left half, 2lin. by 2in.; ..... + 22 lines; marginal number <.
Part of a text containing forecasts. The lines begin with >-<-TT
[Sm. 1412]
lines. Part of a
[Sm. 1413]

yy i.d
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l1--in.; 10 + .....
text containing astrological forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
P,art of an incantation-text.

-in.;

) lines.
[Sm. 1414]

8 + ..........

.....
Fragment out of the middle, ! in. by 1gin.; 12 +
text.
Part of a religious

(...

.......
Fragment out of the middle, 111 in. by1 in.; 5 + 5 +
double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list.
Fragment of the right half, 2lin. by 13in.; 15 + .. .
omen-text concerning the events in a city, etc.

.

) lines.
[Sm. 1415]
lines in
[Sm. 1416]

.lines.
Part of an
[Sm. 1417]

+
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 5in.; traces of 4 + 11 +
..... lines. Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.; they
[Sm. 1418]
partly relate to public affairs.
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Upper portion, left half, 4/in. by 3in.; 23 + 19 + 18 + 3 lines. Omens,
similar to those of K. 3961 (see above, p. 580), derived from the size and
health of certain parts of the human body. The text begins:-

* (?)
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kensl

TY T-*

.

-

-

Of the catch-line only the end is visible:<T J _t

'";\~(:?;\'~`~;\'''48,ln// ?l.;,

[Sm. 1419]

.....
lines
in.; 4 + 14 +....
Fragment out of the middle, 24in. by
Part of a religious text. Section II of Column II appears to be an
address purporting to be spoken by a deity; it begins:-

y?

E

rY E4

ST

+

ETY

^~yy ^

y?
v

4y

Fragment out of the middle, 35 in. by- 2 in.; .....

<

.

4v

eti

[Sm. 1420]
6 lines
+ 9

Part of an inscription of Esarhaddon. The text of the right-hand
Column corresponds with that of 48-11-4, 315 (q.v.), Column II,
[Sm. 1421]
lines 16ff. Left half, lower portion, 2gin. by 2-s-in.; 11 + 13 lines; marginal number (.
Part of an omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men.
[Sm. 1423]
.)+ 8 lines. End of
......
in;
lin. by i
a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere[Sm. 1424]
monies.

Fragment of the left half,

*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1iin.
Part of an incantation-text.

by 13in.; 11 +)

Right half, upper portion, 1-Zin. by

iin.; 9 + 1 lines.

end of a letter to the king from [7] -

(?) <«

lines.
[Sm. 1426]
Introduction and
[Sm. 1428]

-.

Left half, lower portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter to the king (_
,4 &, ).
[Sm. 1430]
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by lin.; 10 +.....
Part of a text containing forecasts.
Fragment of the right half, 11-3 in. by l
of an incantation-text.

.

7

lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 1432]

.....

lines. Part
[Sm. 1434]

Fragment of the lower portion, l-s5in. by l in.; 4 + traces of 1 +.....
..... lines (in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list.
[Sm. 1435]
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1%- in.; 8 + .....

.....

) lines.

of a religious text,
Fragment of the left half, lin.

lonian.

Part

[Sm. 1436]
by 1 in.; 10 + .

....(

. )lines;

Part of a text containing forecasts concerning

¥YA

_Ey,
etc.

Baby-

and

[Sm. 14371

Fragment out of the middle, - 7 in. by 1 in.; 9 + ..........
(or three) columns. Part of a list of names of birds.
Portion of the left half, 13in. by l-in.; .
letter concerning public affairs.

..

lines in two
[Sm. 1438]

+ 14 + 3 lines.

Fragment out of the middle, lain. by l-bin.; 9 + .....
Part of a text containing forecasts.

Part of a
[Sm. 1440]

(.....)

lines.
[Sm. 1441]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Din. by lin.; 11 + .........
lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 1442]
Fragment of the left half, l
of a religious text.

in. by 1-1 in.; 8 + ..........

) lines. Part
[Sm. 1443]

Fragment out of the middle, lain. by 1in.; 9+.
.........
) lines. Part
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is made
of Babylon (p,
* -P_).
- [Sm. 1444]
Fragment out of the middle, l5in. by 1-3in.; 10 + ..... lines. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon and sun.
[Sm. 1445]
*

Partly effaced.
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Omens con[Sm. 1446]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by lIin. 9 + . ..... lines.
icerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.

+) 1 lines (in doubleLeft-hand corner, 1iin. by Iin.; 8 + (.. .......
[Sm. 1447]
columns?). Part of a list of names of gods, etc.
lines;
iFragment of the lower portion, 1-5 in1. by 1in.; 8 ± ........
Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version, being a fragment of the 16th tablet of the
4< . Duplicate of K. 4870; see above, p. 670.
Series YWY- Y #(L
[Sm. 1448]
For the text see W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., Add., p. 1.
lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 10in.; 100 + ......
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
[Sm. 1449]
. be used for the benefit of sick people.
.Fragment out of the middle, l in. by
of ,a ttext containing forteca sts..

3in.;

lines. Part
[Sm. 1451]

12 +...........

lines. Part
6 + ..........
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 1in.;
,of a text containingprescriptio ns ,and directions for cerem onies to
[Sm. 1452]
be used for the benefiit of sick people.
8 lines. Part of an
Fragment out of the middle, 1-l in. by 1 Iin.; ......
in a gate-way .(may
happen
omen-text concerning incidents that

~y ->:

:[8m. 1453]

i)m, etc.

in.; 4 +.....
,Fragment of the lower portion, 1 in. by
Babylonian. Part of a text containing forecasts.

(.

.

) tines;
:[Sm. 1455]

in. by in.; 3 +..........
Fragment of the lower portion of one side,
forecasts.
astrological
lines. Fragment of a text containing
[Sm, 1456]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 5in. by

.....

3-in.; 12 + ...

) liles.

[Sm. 1457]

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.

lines.
o of the middle, Lin. by 1lin.:; 11+ ... ,....
Fragment out
Omens derived from the action of eating, etc.; 'f. supra, p. 798,
[Sm. 1458]

K. 6611.

6 + ....
Fragment oit of the middle, 1 -in. by -im.n;
cerning incidents that may happen to men, etc.
Fraigmient out of the middle, 1jin.
of an astrological text

by 1

in.; 6 + .....

* Partly effaced.

lines.

Omenis con[Smn. 1459]

lines.

Fragment
[Sm. 1460]
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Fragment out of the middle,

13

in. by1-lin.; 10

....

(..

) lines.

Part of a religious text.

[Sm. 1462]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by }' in.; 3 + ...
lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288 (?).
[Sm. 1463]
Fragment out of the middle, l7Tin. by lin.; 6 + ....
.. . lines. Part
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 1464]
Fragment of the left half, lin. by }-in.; 11
.
of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.

(.

) lines. Part
[Sm. 1465]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1in.
by lin.; 6+..........
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people,
[Sm. 1467]
Fragment out of the middle,
in. by
Fragment of an astrological text.

in.

5 + 5 + ..........

lines.
[Sm. 1468]

Fragment out of the iiddle, 10 in. by
in.; 10 + .. .....
lines. Part'
of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and
rites.
[Sm. 1469]
Fragment out of ,the. middle, 1 -9in, by 11 in.; 6 + .... (...
(
) lne.
Fragment of a religious text, probabliy having an interlinear Assyrian
version.
[Sm. 1470]
Fragment out of the middle, lin.
religious text.

by lin.; 6

...... lines.

Fbragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1--in.; 11 +....
Part of a prayer.

Part of a
[Sm. 1473]

(.*..,) lines.*
ISm. 1474]

Fragment of the left half, li 5in. by i.;n, 7 + .. .
lines, Fragment of a
list of names of cities. Line 6 appears to contain a sum total.
[Sm. 1475]
Lowerportion, l1in. by l1,in.; 8 + 2 lines. Part of a list of the witnesses
to a private, contract.
I[Sm. 1476]
Fragment out of the middle, l- in. by lin.; 6
lines. Part of an incantation-text.

.+

Fragment out of the middle,' 1min. by l-ain.; 9
Part of a text containing forecasts.

,.

..

±...+.....
+..

[Sm. 1477]
* .- (....

* Line 9 is written in smallei characters than the rest of the text.

) lines
[Sm. 1478]
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+ 7 lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 1479]

Portion out of the middle, l1-in. by {in;. ...
Part of a letter.

) lines.
Fragment out of the middle, -1in. by 5in.; 6 + ..........
Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
[Sm. 1480]
observations of various stars.
Fragment of a
-~-J Hi YI.
[Sm. 1481]
of a
Fragment
. lines.
[Sm. 1482]

+ 3 lines.
Fragment of the right half, 1--in. by lin.; .....
report (?). Mention is made of the >-V * > A -T A- '
Fragment of the right half, l1in. by i'in.; 6 + .
text containing forecasts (?).

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by I3in.; 6 + traces of 4
lines. Fragment of an astrological text.

..........
[Sm. 1485]

lines; BabyFragment out of the middle, 11in. by {iin.; 10 + ..........
lonian. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
[Sm. 1486]
version.
....
) lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by in.; 5 +.....
of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.;
[Sm. 1487]
they partly relate to public affairs.
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by lil.; 7 + . ......
columns. Part of an explanatory list.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by lin.;
report (?).

.....

lines in double[Sm. 1488]

+ 7 lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1489]

+ 4 + 2 lines
....
Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by 5in.; .
(in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list, with glosses,
P-4-f
belonging, according to the colophon, to a tablet of the Series [
the
of
comparison
<; cf. supra, p. 384, note t. A
>4Y k V] A d*
with K. 4323 (see above, p. 618),
-,
-'>
catch-line :Column I, 1. 1, shows that Sm. 1490 belongs to the 7th tablet of that
[Sm. 1490]
Series.
+.....
) 5 lines.
Portion out of the middle, 2¼in. by 2 in.; 12 + ( .....
ceremonies
for
directions
and
Part of a text containing prescriptions
[Sm. 1491]
to be used for the benefit of sick people.
Left half, lower portion, 1Iin. by l- 9 in.; 8 + 2 + 9 + (left-hand edge) 2
lines. Part of an astrological text concerning various stars.
[Sm. 1492]
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 21-,in. by 1 in.; 11 + 2 lines; marginal number <.
Part of a text containing omens derived from movements of the bird
PI4s$ >-f. This fragment may belong to a tablet of the Series y ]>Y
_Y 7. Of the catch-line only the beginning is visible:,- yi- >~yy
["''Sm. 1493]

(
,.- ' "IY

-Fragment of the right half, 2-lin. by l5in.; 8
of a text containing forecasts (?).

4 lines

Babylonian. Part
[Sm. 1495]

Lower half, lHin. by 1--in.; 10 + 9 lines. Part of a list of the first halves
of lines of certain omen-texts, similar to that of K. 1908; see above,
[Sm. 1497]
p. 368.
Part of a letter.
[Sm. 1498]
Portion of the right half, 2Y6in. by l -in.;...... + 16 lines. Forecasts,
[Sm. 1499]
partly relating to public affairs.
Portion of the right half, l1in. by

10 + 8 lines.

5in.;

.....

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1501]

.

.........

) lines.
[Sm. 1502]

......

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1503]

Fragment out of the middle, l3in. by 1-ain.; 11
prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
Copy of a religious text.

in.; 9

Fragment out of the middle, 13in? by 1-in.; 13
text containing forecasts.

) lines.
g
1in.; 10 +. . ......
Fragment of the left half, 1-in. by
,>of
the
observations
taken
from
forecasts
Astrological
[Sm. 1504]
y and other stars.
-VT+
a. Iii
>

p·tn^,

Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 5in.; 7
an interlinear Assyrian version.
Fragment of the upper portion,

1

.

. lines. Part of a hymn with

in. by 1-in.;

[Sm. 1505]
+ (edge) 4 lines.

6 + .....

.. Part of a letter to the king from y <y-j

[Sm. 1506]

.

Portion of the right half, 2in. by 15in.; 18 ..........
a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

) lines. Part of
[Sm. 1507]

Part of a prayer.
[Sm. 1509]
+ 15 lines. AstroPortion out of the middle, 2- in. by 1 9-in.; .....
logical forecasts taken from observations of the >-4- H JT,

Right-hand corner, 1 1 in. by 1 9 in.; 12 + ..

-f- g_ A-<

i

L-

.lines.

and other stars; they partly relate to public affairs.

Mention is made of the canal (or river) AdS -VOL. IV.

-{

Ž

$ "Y.Y
[Sm. 1510]
9 E
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Lower half, 21 in. by 1sin.; 14 + 1+11 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
list of names of persons and their properties (slaves and oxen).
[Sm. 1512]
Part
of a text
Babylonian.
14
+
5
lines;
Upper half, 2T-fin. by 26in.;
containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites?
beginning:-

[YUN
<Y•

<Y> i-

riTk
XA

V¥ rY-

Y >X < :

r

ty

k r

ingincantations and directions how to act in the various cirumLeft half,
portion,
lower
3
Left-hand corner,

in. by

in.; 11

pty

s

4T
lines.

.....

vtrf

Part of a I text contain-

YY YT>4Y

Esarhaddon
Sz e texT se KNuT O
A tIt begins:I 1
stances of daily life; f. spra,
- p.7rY-nY
961, t7>-K. 790.
[Sm.
[Sm. 1513]
1513]
t
p a criptions
ining
and
drecton
ingin ncantatios ad directionsrum1288.
Mention
is ,w_
madeY of
above,
p.
259
K.
of
the
class
described
stances of daily life; cf. supra, p. 961, K. 8790. It begins:-]
>for c

o ; s to see BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 438, note 2.

in 1
+ .
Left half, lower portion, 3 -in. by 23in.;
text
concerning
the
,y
Part
of
an
astrological
e.tt,
text
Part ofnana strological

[Sm. 1514]

es. paretly vitrified.
[Sm. 1515]
etc.
etc.

'y,

Upper portion, 23 in by 2 in.; 11 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a report
of the class described above, p. 259f., K. 1288. Mention is made of
For the text see KNUDTZON,
.
<M, F).
Esarhaddon (I FAssyr. Gebee an den Sonnengott, Vol. p.Ip17, No. 47, and for a transliterBEOLD'S
ation and translation ibid, Vol. II, p. 146f.; cf. also JENSEN, Sin
[Srnm. 1516]
Lit., p. 324.
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2 7 ln. by A9in.; 6 + 6 +.....
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions
+ ...
[Sm. 1517]
for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
Portions, 3in. by

in.;.....

+ 6 lines.

Part of a private letter.

Line 6

[Sm. 1518]

contains a date.

lines in
9 + 10 +......
Portion of the right half, 3in. by 2in.;.....+
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses. Duplicate of K. 2021 a (see above, p. 388), Columns II and III. ; [Sm. 1519]
* Partly effaced.
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Portion of the left half, 25ia. by loin.; 9 + 16 lines.
yyy?, etc.
taining forecasts concerning the

Part of a text con[Sm. 1520]

... .... +
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2ain. by 1in.; .
lines. Incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version.
14 + ....
The text belongs to the 6th tablet of the -v- kt--Series and forms a
duplicate of K. 65 (see above, p. 17 f.), Column III, lines 28 ff. Cf.
DELITZSCH-JENSEN, Zeits., 1885, p. 39 f.; and DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 112.
[Sm. 1521]
Fragment of the right half, 1-3in. by l1in.; ....
+ 13 lines. Part of a
[Sm. 1522]
text containing forecasts.

Fragment of the right half, 1-13in. by 1in.; 13 + . . lines; Babylonian.
Part of a historical inscription of an Assyro-Babylonian king.
[Sm. 1523]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by 2in.;
15
+
.....
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
[Sm. 1524]
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
Fragment of the left half, 2. Jin. by
in.;......
concerning iJ -ty and A4 , etc.

+ 11 lines.

Forecausts
[Sm. 1525]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1"in. by lin.; 7 + short beginnings of 3 +
..... + .... lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts
taken from observations of certain stars.
[Sm. 1527]
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by in. 11 +
.
.....
+) 8 lines.
Incantations belonging to the 3rd tablet of the Series Ef H-I Q tl r .
Duplicate of K. 2728 (see above, p. 470), Columns I and IV, the text of
[Sm. 1528]
which it partly restores.
Fragment out of the middle, 2}in. by 1-in.; 9 + 8 +...........
lines.
Part of a text containing forecasts; they partly relate to public affairs.
[Sm. 1529]
1-i;
4 + 10 lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by lin.;
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts; it may belong to a
[sm. 1531]
tablet of the great astrological work - 4Z ---.
~
lines. Part of an omenLeft half, upper portion, 1in. by lin.; 10 + .....
text, apparently belonging to a tablet of the Series >-< -> o-; cf. supra,
-] Y¥ -T^y¥ y VY-A
Vol. I, p. xxx. A comparison of line 1:--[>-y
-i:-:,
with the catch-line of K. 3734 (see above, p. 559) makes it
probable that Sm. 1532 belongs to the 8th tablet of that Series. Cf.
ISm. 1532]
also infra, p. 1515, Sm. 1900.
9 E 2
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+ 10 lines. Part of a
Fragment of the right half, 1-1-bin. by 1lin.; ....
text containing omens concerning the chances of a sick man's
[Sm. 1533]
recovery, etc.
Right half, lower portion, 2- 5-in.

by 1min.; 17+

Part of a
.
[Sm. 1534]
) lines. Part
) 8 + 11 (.
Right-hand corner, 2in. by 1-1 in. (.
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1535]
letter (to the king).

1 + 14 lines.

Syq -< <

Mention is made of

4 x.- <-

Fragment out of the middle, 27in. by 2in.; 12 +..... .

...

) lines.

Part of a religious text, probably written for an Assyrian king.
[Sm. 1537]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 1in.; 2 + 5 +...

. lines.

[Sm. 1539]

Part of a list of archaic signs.
Fragment out of the middle, lin.

by

1

56 in.; 13 + .....

text containing forecasts concerning

>_>]y

>

and -yy,

Fragment of the right half, 1li'n. by 1.lin.; 8 +...
text containing forecasts.

lines.

Part of a

etc.

[Sm. 1540]

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1541]

Fragment of the lower portion, 11 in. by 1'in.; 11 + 1 +.....
lines.
Part of an omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc.
[Sm. 1542]
lines in
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 3 + 13 + ......
double-columns. Part of a list of names of wooden objects.
[Sm. 1544]
Fragment
Fragment of the left half, in. by gin.; 5 +..........lines.
of a religious text.
[Sm. 1545]
Fragment of the right half, 13in. by l15 in.; 7 + 3 lines. Part of a report (?).
[Sm. 1546]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1

in. by 1 in.; 3 + .....

of an omen-text.
Fragment of the upper portion,

lines.

Fragment

[Sm. 1547]
-lin.

by 136in.;

(.....+)

10 +....

(+.....)
lines. Incantations belonging to the 3rd tablet of the
Series ¥ A- E 9 _y>fT. Duplicate of K. 2728 (see above, p. 470),
Column I, lines 57 if., the text of which it partly restores.
[Sm. 1549]
Fragment out of the middle, lin.

by

3in.; 9 +

.........

of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
of the vlland
of Elam
(^
- <S >-<).
C~LI
L~l~i VI
I
II
=ff
4 02

) lines;

Part

Mention is made
[Sm. 1550]
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Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by -13in.; 11 + ....
text containing forecasts.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1551]

+ 15 lines. Part of an
[Sm. 1552 + Sm. 1561]

Fragment of the right half, 3in. by 1 ,,in.;
astrological (?) text.
Left half, upper portion, 2- 7- in. by lin.; 12 +.

. .lines.

Part of a hymn.
[Sm. 1554]
.........
+) traces of 3
Left-hand corner, l113in. by l-iwin.; 12 + (
lines; Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear
[Sm. 1555]
Assyrian version.
Fragment of the right half, lln. by 1lin.; 12 + 13 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate to public affairs.
[Sm. 1556]
. lines in
13
+
...
in.
by
1
in.;
Fragment out of the middle,
double-columns. Part of a list of names of gods and their titles.
[Sm. 1558]
Cf. DELITZSCH, in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 324.
) lines.
+ .. .... (. .
by'
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in.
1gmm.
1
by 1416.;
Astrological forecasts for the various months, taken from obser[Sm. 1559]
vations of the wind, etc.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by lsin.; 9 + ....
of a text containing astrological forecasts.

(.....)

lines. Part
[Sm. 1560]

lines. FragFragment out of the middle, 1 s in. by gin.; 5 + .........
ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 1563]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l1

(....

) lines.

7in.

by l5in.; 9 + ....

Part of a religious (?) text.

[Sm. 1564]

Left-hand corner, sin. by 3in.; 5 + . . . .lines. Fragment of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
A comparison of
line 1 :--y _~ T <_ A->J
, with the catch-line of K. 6052
(see above, p. 758) shows that Sm. 1565 continues the text of that
[Sm. 1565]
tablet.
+ 7 +.
.+....
Fragment out of the middle, 1 16in. by 3-in.;..
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
observations of the planet <4_ ¢->-<.
[Sm. 1566]
Fragment out of the middle, l- in. by 1 Tin.; 10 + .......
of a text containing astrological forecasts.
* Partly effaced.

lines. Part
[Sm. 1568]
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Fragment out of the middle, lin, by in.; 7 + .....
lines. Fragment of a
text containing omens concerning houses and incidents that may
[Sm. 1569]
happen to men.

+ 7 (+
.
.... )
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 11in.; (... . +) ....
lines (in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list.
[Sm. 1570]
Fragment of the lower portion, 1 in. by l1iin.; 5 + ..... lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 1572]
Part of a text containing forecasts.
Portion out of the middle,
(to the king).

1 in. by in.; 10 + .....

lines.

Part of a letter
[Sm. 1574]

lines. Part of an
Fragment of the left half,1l 15 in. by 1 in.; 9 +..
incantation-text similar to those of KK. 163, 2487, etc.; cf. supra,
[Sm, 15 75]
pp. 43, 447.
5 (+ ..
Right-hand corner, {-5in. by Iin.; ...
(in double-columns?). Fragment of an explanatory list (?).
[Sm.
)
Fragment out of the middle, liin. by {win.; 8 + ............
[Sm.
Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.

lines
1577]
lines.

1578]

Fragment out of the middle, i%in. by l-iin.; 8 + .........
Part of a religious text.

lines.
I[Sm. 1579]

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by lin.; 10 + (......
Part of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.

+) 2 -lnes.
[Sm. 1580]

*

(....(

Fragment out of the middle, 1-6 in. by in.; 6 + ...
ment of a religious text.

) lines. Frag[Sm. 1581]

+ 11 lines. End of a text
Portion out of the middle, 2f- in. by 1-in.; ....
containing forecasts. Of the catch-line only the middle part is

visible:-7~

'(

I

[,'Sm. 1583]

,

Left-hand corner, l3-in. by win.; 4 + .........
explanatory list.

lines.

Fragment of an
[Sm. 1586]

lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, l -in. by lin.; 10 +......,...
to
for
ceremonies
and
directions
prescriptions
of a text containing
$Sm. 1587]
be used for the benefit of sick people.
Fragment of the upper portion, liin. by 1-1^in.; 9 +
a Sumero-Akkadian religious text.
* Cf. supra, p. 436, note **.

. .. . lines. Part of
LSm. 1588]
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in.es.
Portion out of the middle,, l1in. by 1tin.; 8 4 12 +- .... ...
Part of an incantation -text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1589]
Part
..
)
lines.
+
...
.(.
lin.;
7
Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by

[Sm. 1590]

of a religious text.
11

Right-hand corner, 1-in. by

in.

8+4 (+...)lines;

( ...

Babylonian. Fragment of an incantation-text with an interlinear
[Sm. 1592]
Assyrian version.
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 1 in.; ....

+ 7 + ...

....

lines.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1594]
Fragment of the right half, 1lin. by win.; 5 + ..... lines. Part of a text
[Sm. 1595]
containing forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by lin.; 7 + ...
of a text containing forecasts.

....

) lines, Part
[Sm. 1596]

) lines.
in.; 10 + *.........
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 15971
+.....
....
by tin.; 10 + .....
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in.
[Sm. 1598]
lines. Part of an omen-text.
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1"in. by 13in.; 10 + .....
[Sm. 1599]
) lines. Part of a text containing forecasts.
(.....
*
+)
.
.
. + (1 .
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by1
list
belonging,
an
explanatory
End
of
4 lines in double-columns.
[
,according to the colophon, to a tablet of the Series BY
p.
431;
1889,
Zeits.,
BEZOLD,
p.
286;
A.
V.,
STRASSMAIER,
Cf.
~.~ _ :]t.

[Sm. 1600]

and above, p. 11, note *.
Fragment outoof the middle,
of a religious text.

1

in. by in ; 9 +

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by

iin,. 7

..... (....)

* ..

( ..

of a religious text.
by in; 6 + ..
Fragment out of the middle, lin.byin.
Fragment of a religious (?) text.

lines. Part
[Sm. 1601]

.. ) lines. Part
[Sm. 1603]
(.....) lines.
[Sm. 1604]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2in. by lin.; 1 + 5 lines; Babylonian.-

Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Sn. 1605]
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Fragment out of the middle, sin. by -in.; 5 + ..
...
ment of a text containing astrological forecasts.

) lines. Frag[Sm. 1606]

Left-hand corner, 13in. by l1in.; 5 + ( .
....
+) 6 lines. Part of
a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 1609]
Right half, upper portion, 21 -in. by 2½in.; 14 + 9 lines.
to the Sun-god.

Part of a hymn
[Sm. 1612]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1-5 in.; 9 + .....
list of objects.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1613]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2in. by l-8-6 in.; 8 + 8
+..
......
lines (in double-columns). Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar
meanings.
[Sm. 1614]
Fragment out of the middle, lin.
Part of a letter.

by

1

in.; .....

+ 5 lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 1615]

Fragment of the right half, ljin. by ln.; ....
Part of a text containing forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, 11 1 in. by
Part of a religious text.

12 lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 1616]
8 + .

1in.;

.....

) lines.
[Sm. 1618]

..... ) + 5 lines. End
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1in.; ....
and colophon of an omen-text. Of the catch-line only the end is
' '
visible:-^
A
EkT
*,
[Sm. 1619]

) lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by in.; 8 + .......
Fragment of a religious text, probably having an interlinear Assyrian
[Sm. 1620]
version.
+
lines
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1-in.; 11 + 14 + ..
(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list with glosses.
[Sm. 1621]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, lin. by 1-bain.; 5 + ....
[Sm. 1623]
(....)
lines. Part of an incantation-text.
Left-hand corner, l1in. by Jin.;
king.

.....

+ 5 lines.

Fragment out of the middle, lin, by 'in.;
letter.

Part of a letter to the
[Sm. 1624]

......

Fragment out of the middle, l1in, by lin.; 6 + ....
Part of a letter or report.
* Partly effaced.

+

5 lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1625]

lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 1626]
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Fragment out of the middle, +in.
'
by Iin.; 7 +
loniall. Part of a religious(?) text.

(.....)

lines; Baby[Sm. 1627]

+) traces
Fragment of the left half,
in. by lin.;
1n
1 + (
.... .....
of 1 lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. One paragraph
begins:-- ( 4 - _ q
4
* [4-4( X?].
[Sm. 1628]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2y56 in. by
in.; 4 + 5 lines. Part of a
prayer, probably written for an Assyrian king.
[Sm. 1630]
Left-hand corner, 1-l-in. by -in.;
letter.
Fragment of the upper portion,
religious text.
Left-hand corner, lin. by
report.

--

3 + 8 lines; Babylonian.

5'in. by 8 in.; 4 + 2 lines.

in.; 8 + traces of 2 lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1631]

Fragment of a
[Sm. 1632]

Part of a letter or
[Sm. 1633]

lines.
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 1lin.; 8 + 6 + 15 +..
Omens derived from the condition of various parts of the human: body.
The lines of Column III begin with Y >- <--,
or y - <A
Y- , or
(,W or Y<<<«, V,
<E,
-,n
fT A
'
or y<<<, v respectively.

and

vY

+

Ad
<Y-

<WV,
[Sm. 1636]

+
Fragment out of the middle, 1-fin. by 15in.; 13 + traces of 4 +.
an
explanatory
list.
..... lines (in double-columns). Part of
[Sm. 1637]
+ 5 lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1 9in.; .....
Part of a report concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
[Sm. 1638]
p. 259 f., K. 1288.
Fragment out of the middle,
of a religious text.

s in. by 3in.; 7 +.

) lines. Part
[Sm. 1640]

(.

lines.
Fragment out of the middle, win. by Win.; 5 + .....
y
.
letter. Mention is made of the land of A, yT

Fragment of a
[Sm. 1641]

lines.
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by lin.; ..... + 7 + ......
Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms in Assyrian,
[Sm. 1642]
concerning legal subjects. Cf. supra, p. 607, K. 4223.
'Fragment out of the middle, 1-Yin. by I in.; 8 +..
of a religious(?) text.

...

) lines. Part
[Sm. 1643]

* Partly effaced.
VOL. IV.
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13 + 15 (+ ..... ) lines.
Portion of the right half, 2- in. by 2in.; (.....+)
Part of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies
[Sm. 1644]
and rites.
+)
.-..
Fragment of the upper portion, lin. by 1-in.; 9 + (.....
.... lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions
for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [Sm. 1646]
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by l1in.; 11 + short beginnings of 7 lines;
Babylonian; marginal number <. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon and various
-<h?]
.
*..
.....
.
stars. Section II begins:-- <<< [ I[Sm. 1647]
?],7.
. ..
---.....
I [
--. < ~.
y~ Fragment out of the middle, l¼in. by -15in.; ....
letter.

+ 7 lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1648]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 9 + ..... lines in cuneiform
characters which seem to be identical with those of the Second Column
of the trilingual inscriptions of Darius and other Akhaemenian kings.
Contents unknown. Cf. supra, pp. 655, 761, 907, 1040, 1426, KK.
[Sm. 1653]
4697, 6076, 8224, 9817, and Sm. 691, etc.
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by l1-- in.; 7 +...
a seal-impression. Part of a private contract.

lines, and traces of
[Sm. 1654]

Fragment of the lower portion, 15in. by 1 56in.; 1 + 9 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a private contract. Mention is made of y >T>- Ty V and
[Sm. 1655]
_', etc.
--y
-T >TV) 12 lines.
..... .....
Portion out of the middle, 2¼in. by 14in.; 8 + (
from
obsertaken
forecasts
astrological
containing
of
a
text
Part
vations of the wind, etc. For a similar text see 81-7-6,478. [Sm. 1656]
Fragment out of the middle, 1{in. by Iin.; 10 + 8 +.
Part of a hemerology.

....

..... lines.
[Sm. 1657]

Left-hand corner, 13in. by 1lin.; 13 + 11 + 1 lines. Beginning and end of
[Sm. 1658]
a text containing forecasts concerning the p-zy, etc.
Right half, upper portion, 1 in. by l
taining forecasts.

5

in.; 8 + 10 lines.

Part of a text con[Sm. 1659]

) lines.
.........
Fragment out of the middle, 5 in. by 1 in.; 8 +.
Part of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies
[Sm. 1660]
and rites.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by l1i-i.; (.....
+) 7 + 3(+.....)
lines. Part of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.*
[Sm. 1661]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by lin.; 10 + .....
Sumero-Akkadian religious text.
Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by
omen-text.

5

1

lines.
lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1662]
Part of an
[Sm. 1663]

Nearly complete, l1-a 9 in. by "in.; 6 lines. Astrological report from
t concerning observations of the moon.
tk
_VfY
[Sm.
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 2in.; 6 +
..
. lines.
ment of a text containing forecasts (?).
[Sm.

y ~-{
1664]
Frag1665]

Portion of the right half, 1-1 in. by in.; 9 + 4 lines.

Part of a letter.
[Sm. 1666]
in. by in.; 4 + ..........
lines. Part
Fragment of the lower portion,
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1668]
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 2 16 in. by 1 in.; 5 + 8 + ..........
Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the wind; cf.
supra, p. 422, K. 2207. This fragment may belong to the same tablet
[Sm. 1669]
as 79-7-8, 179, q.v.
in.; 12 +..........lines
in. by
Fragment of the left half,
columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.
groups begin throughout with Yj ..

in doubleThe ideographic
[Sm. 1670]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1in.; 9 + ..... lines. Part of a
[Sm. 1671]
text containing forecasts concerning the -y I2, etc.
Fragment of the left half, Ijin. by 1-in.; 7 +
lines. Part of
a text containing grammatical paradigms in Assyrian, concerning
[Sm. 1672]
legal subjects. Cf. supra, p. 607, K. 4223.
in. ..
+ 11 lines; Babylonian.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is
y qT
4).
[Sm. 1673]
made of the Babylonians ([P-?] 6 Gil
Fragment of the lower portion, 13in. by 1-Iinr.; traces of 3 + 10 + 6 +
traces of 4 lines in double-colunlns. Part of an explanatory list with
glosses. Cf. DELITZSCH, Lesest., 3rd ed., p. 36, note 1; in BEZOLD'S Lit.,
[Sm. 1674]
p. 324; and STRASSMAIER, A. EK,p. 1031.
* Cf. supra, 1. 436, note *F.

t Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 1l in. by
or report.

n.; ....

+ 3 lines.

End of a letterr
[Sm. 1675]

Fragment of the left half, 2 int. by 1l in.; short beginnings of 9 + 13 lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various
[Sm. 1676]
months.
Right half, lower portion, 2- 3 -in. by T1in.; 13 + 3 + 13 lines. Part of a
legal decision. Mention is made of the city of -Ty 'V
~Y ~yyT J__.
[Sm. 1677]
1 1
Lower half, 15in. by 9in.; 10 + 9 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines. Part, of a
private contract,
[Sm. 1678]
Right half, lower portion, l-in. by 1lin.; 8 + 7 lines.
contract.

Part of a private
[Sm. 1679]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1-9-in. by 1in.; 7 +.
Part of a religious or mythological text.

.........

Fragment of the left half, 21 in. by 1--in.; 10 + (..........+)
Part of an incantation-text.

) lines.
[Sm. 1680]
4 lines.
[Sm. 1681]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 in. by 1- 1 in.; 8 +....
[Sm. 1683]
..... lines. Part of an omen-text.
Fragment out of the middle, l-13in. by "in.; 3+.....(.....)
Fragment of a text containing forecasts.
Left-hand corner, 1in. by gin.; 7 + 4 lines.
text.

lines.
[Sm. 1684]

Fragment of a religious
[Sm. 1685]

Fragment of the left half, l'in. by -3 in.; 9 +..........
lines; marginal
for the
forecasts
text
containing
astrological
<.
Part
of
a
number
[Sm. 1686]
various months. The lines begin with:--Y<A_ - a-,_ ......
name of a month

Upper portion, left half, 1 1in.
the king.

by tin.; 9 + 9 lines. Part of a letter to
[Sm. 1687 + Sm. 1962]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 18in. by l 6 in.;

4..........

Part of a text containing incantations and prayers.
[Sm. 1688]
ines. Part of a letter or
by tin.; 5 + .....
Left-hand corner, lin.
[Sm. 1691]
report.
+ 10 + 3 lines.

Fragment of the lower portion, -in. by in.; 4 +.......
double-columns?). Fragment of an explanatory list(?).
Fragment of the right half, 1-1lin. by
a religious (?) text.

in.; ...

+ 6 lines.

lines (in
[Sm. 1692]
Fragment of
[Sm. 1693]
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4 lines. Part of all
Fragment out of the middle, 1-1in. by 5in.; .....
Duplicate of
version.
Assyrian
incantation-text with an interlinear
[Sm. 1694]
K. 9847 (see above, p. 1043), lines 5 if.
lin.; 5 + 6 lines.

Left-hand corner, 11in. by
forecasts.

Part of a text containing
[Sm. 1695]

Right-hand corner, 1- in. by l-1 in.; 5 + 5 lines.
forecasts.

Part of a text containing
[Sm. 1696]
Fragment of a
[Sm. 1697]

lines.

6 + ..... (.....)
Right-hand corner, jin. by 3in.;
religious or mythological text.

..... + 1 + 5 lines;
[Snm. 1700]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, in. by 8in;
Babylonian. Part of a letter.

+)
........
Lower portion, left half, 27in. by 2-{in.; 16 + 5 + (
10 + 11 lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of various
kinds of wood, insects, etc. This fragment probably belongs to the
same tablet as 83-1-18, 692, q.v. Cf. DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 159.
[Sm. 1701]
.....+ 6
+ ...
.....
+
Fragment of the left half, 12in. by 11in.;.
similar
with
words
Assyrian
a
list
of
lines in double-columns. End of
meanings. Of the catch-line only the left half is visible:<

tY

7 -f Yt H

[1]»pŽ7

ŽII

Cf. DELITZSOH, in ZIMMERN'S Bassps., p. 115; in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 324;
[Sm. 1702]
and W.B., pp. 385, 418 f.
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 - in. by jin.; 5 + ....
text containing forecasts.

Lower half, 23in. by 2T5-in.; 15 + 18 lines; Babylonian.
incantation-text. E.g., lines ff. of reverse read:-

k: YHe
4g F+

Y I-

EYrrI M

-!

,,>s-v,/,y.
->

i

A

Part of a
[Sm. 1703]

lines.

Part of an

,),>-.

ET- A- -

'o -+ar rYI
zV Y ^T ^

I4 I

7

t-

HI
[Sm. 1704]

Cf. SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., p. 404.
Fragment of the right half, 1 hin.by 1l-in.; 18
text containing forecasts.

...

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1705]

Fragment of the left half, 1-4tin. by ljin.; 3 ± 14 lines; marginal number <.
[Sm. 1706]
Part of a mythological text.
Partly effaced.
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lines;
(.....)
Fragment out of the middle, 1sin. by lin.; 9 + ....
Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
[Sm. 1707]
incantation-text
Lower portion, 3jin. by 26in.; 15 + 22 lines. Part of an
with an interlinear Assyrian version. For the text see W.A.I. IV, 2nd
edition, pl. 18 *, No. 6. Cf. also DELITZSCH, Lesest., 2nd edition, p. 29 f.,
note 131; 3rd edition, p. 17; in LOTZ'S Tigl., p. 147; Parad., p. 110;
in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 324; and W.B., pp. 172, 197 f., 338; STRASSMAIER,

A.V., pp. 638, 685, 728, 730, 813, 833, 918, 988, 1018, 1089; and JENSEN[Sm. 1708]
ZIMMERN, Zeits., 1888, pp. 204; 206, note 1; 207.
+.....
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 1 3 in.; 6 + 12 +.....
Part of an incantation-text. Two sections end with [r-5jY?]
[Sm.
lines.
+
14
13-in.;
by
5'
in.
1
portion,
Fragment of the upper
[Sm.
of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version.

lines.
-4--.
1709]
Part
1710]

....+ ..... + 15 + 5 lines
Fragment out of the middle, 2min. by 2in.; .
list with glosses.
explanatory
an
of
in double-columns. Part
[Sm. 1711]
lines. Fragment
Fragment of the left half, 2Iin. by 1 in.; 7 +
[Sm. 1713]
of a mythological or religious text.
Fragment out of the middle, din.
ment of a religious text.

by

in.; 5 +......

) lines. Frag....
[Sm. 1714]

lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 13in. by 1-in.; 11 +....(.....)
Part of a mythological or religious text. Mention is made of the
[Sm. 1715]
< fy <4 yy,, etc.

8lin.; 7 + 7 lines. Part of an

Fragment out of the middle, 1-7in. by
inscription of an Assyrian king.
Fragment of the upper portion of one side,
lines. Part of an incantation-text.

[Sm. 1716]
1-

6

in. by 1 in.; 7 + ..........
[Sm. 1717]

lines.
Fragment of the upper portion, l1in. by 1in.; 1 + 10 +....
Beginning of a Sumero-Akkadian hymn without an interlinear Assyrian
version. The edge-line, however, contains an Assyrian translation of
[Sm. 1718]
the 1st line of obverse.
Left half, upper portion of one side, 2in. by 1jin.; 11 + ..... lines. Part
(cf. line 4).
Y
»- yA>
>q- yy: >+ -of a prayer to Istar, called
See DELITZSOH, in LOTZ'S Tigl., p. 181, note 1; and in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 325.

[Sm. 1719]
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.+.......
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 3-3in. by 1 in.;.
+ 20 + short ends of 16 lines. Part of a religious text relating to the
worship of various gods. Cf. SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., pp. 7, note 1; 71,
[Sm. 1720]
note 2; 83, note 3; 110, note 1; and 111, note 2.

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by 1lin.; 14 +..........)
of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

lines. Part
[Sm. 1721]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by lwin.; 10 +
lines. Part
of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and
rites.
[Sm. 1722]
Fragment out of the middle, 1Uin. by
Fragment of a religious(?) text.

1ain.;

8 + .....

(... .) lines.
[Sm. 1723]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 1-in.; 12 + ..... lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate to public
affairs.
[Sm. 1724]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by l1-in.; 11 + ..........
Part of a religious text.

) lines.
[Sm. 1725]

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1 1 in.; 5 + .........
lines. Fragment
of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and
rites.
[Sm. 1727]
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by win.; traces of 6 + 9 + (left-hand edge)
3 lines. Part of an omen-text. Various lines begin with Y q4kt-YY

·^^

(i

vV-

~y
^n
7

)U'

[Sm. 1728]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by in. ; traces of 2 + 7 +
lines. Part of a religious text.

+ .....
[Sm. 1729]

Portion out of the middle, 2-in. by 2-iin.; 17 + .....
(.....)
lines. Part
of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal.
Mention is made of the countries
,4 ~.Y 2,
and A, tats ;
[Sm. 1730]
~>J'~{,- etc.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by lin.; 4 +
+.
Part of a list of objects. Sums total are added by the scribe.
[Sm.
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by l--iin.; 6 +........
lines.
of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.*
[Sm.
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by lin.; 8 + .....
cerning houses, etc.
* Cf. supra, p. 436, note **.

lines.

lines.
1731]
Part
1732]

Omens con[Sm. 1733]
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by 1iin.; .....

Fragment of the right half, - in. by +in.; 8
an omen-text concerning houses.

+ 8 lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 1735]

.....

lines. Part of
[Sm. 1736]

Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by 9 in.;11 + ..........
Part of a religious text.
Right-hand corner, -1 in. by
Fragment of a prayer.

rin.; (.

+) ....

+ 4 (+ ..... ) lines.
[Sm. 1740]

Fragment out of the middle, I'in. by 'in.; 6 + 2 lines.
or report concerning public affairs.
Fragment out of the middle, -'in. by win.
letter concerning public affairs.

.....

) lines.
[Sm. 1738]

Part of a letter
[Sm. 1741]

+ 6 lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 1742]

7
Fragment out of the middle, 1-Lin.
by -in.; 12 + ..... lines. Omens
derived from the condition of the ears of a new-born child. The lines

begin with the words [-< - <t

>'Y-y] (?) J

yT
, or b- <V-

[Sm. 1743]
Fragment of the left half, lin. by i.;
+ 4 lines (in doublecolumns). Fragment of a list of Assyrian words with similar meanings.
[Sm. 1744]
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by

mythological legend.

Win.;

7 +.....

lines.

Part of a

Duplicate of K. 2518 (see above, p. 450),

obverse, lines 3 if. This fragment probably belongs to the same tablet
as K. 3323; cf. supra, p. 522, and Vol. II, p. xxiv.
Fragment out of the middle, - in. by -"in.;7 + .

[Sm. 1745]
.......

of an omen-text.
Fragment of the left half, lain. by lin.; 5 +. ...
religious text.

) lines. Part
[Sm. 1746]

lines. Fragment of a
[Sm. 1747]

gin. by 3in.; 6 + ..........
lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
ceremonies.
[Sm. 1749]

Fragment out of the middle,

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by -'in.;.
.....
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, 1

in.-3by l in.; 6 +

of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.*
* Cf. supra, p. 436, note **.

+

4 + 6 lines.
[Sm. 1750]
lines.

Part

[Sm. 1751]
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Fragment out of the middle,
in. by Din.; 7 +
of a religious or mythological text.

.....

Fragment of the left half, lin. by iin.; 6 + .. ..

lines.

) lines. Part
[Sm. 1752]

Part of a letter.
[Sm. 1753]
Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by in.; .
...................
+.....
+ 2 lines. Fragment of the colophon of a mythological
legend belonging to a tablet of the Series [I
a Y ; ~ A- ?]
-E* E
+^ t y* [4+]].
[Sm. 1754]
Fragment out of the middle, lTin. by ain.; 8 .....
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
Fragment of the upper portion, i- in. by gin.; 7 +....
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts.

(.....)
lines.
[Sm. 1755]

+ ..........
[Sm. 1756]

Fragment out of the middle, in. by in.; 4 +.... .
....
ment of a text containing astrological forecasts.

) lines. Frag[Sm. 1757]

Fragment out of the middle, 1+iin.by in.; 5 + .........
lonian. Fragment of a text containing forecasts.

) lines; Baby[Sm. 1759]

Portion of the right half, l - in. by I-'in.; 10 +..
letter to the king.

lines.

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 4in.; 5 + ..... (.....)
of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Part of a
[Sm. 1761]
lines. Part
[Sm. 1762]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 11in.;.
......
+ 8 + 7 lines
(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups
according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs.
[Sm. 1763 + Sm. 1781]
Fragment out of the middle, 1ain. by '-in.; .
.... ...
+3 + 2 lines.
Fragment of a text containing forecasts.
[Sm. 1764]
Fragment out of the middle, - 3in. by {in.; 8 .
..
of a text containing astrological forecasts.

...

) lines. Part
[Sm. 1765]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-6in. by 4in.; 7 +..........
lines. Part
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version; it
probably belongs to a tablet of the Series
tI%-y <-ty
.
;y yd.
[Sm. 1766]
Fragment of the right half, Win. by 4 in.; 4 +........
) lines. Fragment
of a list of persons. Sums total are added by the scribe. [Sm. 1767]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half; 1-s-in. by lin.; 8 + .....
containing forecasts.

lines.

Part of a text
[Sm. 1771]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-3in. by -iTin.; 8 +........)
Part of an omen-text.

lines.
[Sm. 1772]

) lines.

Fragment out of the middle, in. by in.; 4 + ..........
ment of a text containing forecasts.

Frag[Sm. 1773]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 7Zin. by lin.; 12 +....lines.
,text containing forecasts concerning >->by and Y-v,. etc.

Part of a
[Sm. 1777]

Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by Iin.; 6 +- .......
.. lines. Part of
a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be
used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 1778]
Fragment of the right half, 1in. by
ment of a religious text.

in.; 7 +..........)

lines. Frag[Sm. 1779]

Fragment out of the middle,
in. by lin.; 3 + .........
lines. Fragment of an inscription of Assurbanipal. The text corresponds
with that of Rm. 1 (q.v.), Column IV, lines 127 ff.
[Sm. 1780]
Fragment out of the middle, in. by -in.; 4 +- ....
ment of a religious text.

(.....)

Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by lin.; 7 + .....
of a religious -text.

....

lines. Frag[Sm. 1782]
) lines. Part
[Sm. 1783]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 -in. by tin.; 8 + ...........
Part of a mythological or religious text.

ines.
[Sm. 1784]

Fragment out of the middle, lRin. by-3in.;
8 + ....
..
.lines. Fragment of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies
and rites.
[Sm. 1785]
Right-hand corner, 1-in. by gin.; 5 + ....
(.....)
lines.
religious text with aninterlinear Assyrian version.
Fragment out of the middle,fin.
of a hymn.

by win.; 8 + .........

Fragment of the right half, in. by gin.; .....
letter.
Fragment of the upper portion,
in. by
Part of a text containing forecasts.
Portion out of the middle, l in. by in.; .....
of a letter.

5 lines.

in.; 5 + ..........

Part of a
[Sm. 1787]

) lines. Part
[Sm. 1789]
Fragment of a
[Sm. 1790]
) lines.
[Sm. 1792]

+ 9 lines; Babylonian. Part
[Sm. 1793]
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Fragment of the left half, "in. by 7 in.; traces of 3 + 9 + (left-hand edge)
1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter (to the king).
[Sin. 1794]
Fragment out of the middle, "in. by 5in.; 7 + .........
ment of an astrological text.

) lines. Frag[Sm. 1795]

Fragment out of the middle, in, by in.; 8 +.....(.....)
Astrological forecasts for the various months.
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by -gin.;

5 + .....

lines.

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Right half, lower portion, lin. by
a letter.

'in.;

lines.
[Sm. 1796]
Part of a

[Sm. 1797]

7 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of
[Sm. 1800]

.....
Fragment of the left half, 1in. by in.; .....
lines in double-columns. Part of a text containing
paradigms.

..... +) 13
grammatical
[Sm. 1801]

lines.
14 + 2 ..........+
Portion out of the middle, 2in. by 1in
Part of an incantation-text. One section ends with
-¢Yi-<-4-.
[Sm. 1802]
+)..... + 12 ( + ..... )
Fragment of the right half, -lin. by 1lin.; ( .....
lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list arranged in
groups according to the roots of the Assyrian words. For the text of
[Sm. 1803]
lines 2-11 see STRASSMAIER, A. ., pp. 965 f., 1022, 1048.
+) traces of 2 + 12
Right-hand corner, 3jin. by 28in.; (.........
lines. Part of a religious text relating to the
(+........)
worship of the goddess Tstar; it was probably written for an Assyrian
[Sm. 1804]
king.
..........
Fragment of the left half, l- 1in. by 1-; in.; 10
double-columns. Part of a list of names of stones.

lines in
[Sm. 1805]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Hin. by l 7in.; traces of 4 + 12 + ..... +
..... lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with
glosses. Duplicate of K. 5; cf. supra, p. 2. This fragment probably
belongs to the same tablet as K. 4352 (above, p. 623). For the text see
JASTROW, Zeits., 1889, p. 160; of. also ibidem, p. 154; DELITZSCH, Lesest.,

3rd edition, p. 4, note 1; and BEZOLD, Lit., p. 325.

[Sm. 1806]

Part of a prayer.
[Sm. 1807]
lines
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by lin.; 12 + 10 + ..... +.....
arranged
in
groups
an
explanatory
list
(in double-columns). Part of
[Sm. 1808]
according to the meanings of the Assyrian words.
9 G2
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by lin.; 6 + 15 lines.
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Lower half, 3hin. by 2½in.; 18 + 1 + 16 lines. Part of a letter to the king
concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Yid <(Y-:
y.
[Sm. 1809]
Fragment out of the middle, -13in by 3in.;
5 +
....... ) lines.
Fragment of a religious text.
[Sm. 1810]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2in. by 1 in.; 4 +4 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Sm. 1811]
by
-gin.;
6
+.....(.....)
lines.
FragFragment of the left half, {in.
[Sm. 1813]
ment of a religious or mythological text.
Fragment out of the middle, - in. by i6in.; 5 +
ment of an incantation-text.

....

. lines. Frag[Sm. 1814]

Fragment out of the middle, in. by in.; 6 +.....(.....)
ment of an astrological (?) text.

lines. Frag[Sm. 1816]

Fragment of the right half, lin. by
containing forecasts.

in.; ....

Fragment of the upper portion, l-16in. by
duction of a letter to the king.

+ 8 lines.

Part of a text
[Sm. 1817]

iin.; 7 + .....

lines. Intro[Sm. 1821]

Fragment out of the middle, gin. by jin.; 5 + ..
ment of a religious text.

.. (....)

lines. Frag[Sm. 1823]

Fragment out of the middle, 'in. by {- in.; 6 + ..... lines.
an omen-text.
Fragment out of the middle, l- in. by -6 in.; . .. . .
Part of a letter.

Fragment of
[Sm. 1826]

8 lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 1827]

+ ....
Fragment out of the middle, Win. by -9 6in.; ..... + 4 + .
lines. Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts forthe
[Sm. 1828]
various months.
Fragment of the left half, -in
or report.

by

8in.;

. ...

+

5 lines.

Part of a letter
[Sm. 1829]

Fragment of the left half, I-in. by 1 9 in.; ..... + 7 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is
made of the king of the "Water-district" (a._- i
, {
.
[Sm. 1831]
lines. Part of
Fragment out of the middle, --lin. by in.; 7 +..
ceremonies
to be
prescriptions
and
directions
for
a text containing
[Sm. 1832]
used for the benefit of sick people.
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w-in. by jin.; ...

Fragment out of the middle,

+ 7 lines.

Part of a

[Sm. 1833]

letter to the king.

.. ....
Fragment out of the middle, 7in. by Iin.; traces of 4 + 6 + ..
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
[Sm. 1834]
observations of the star >>.F- if i=.
) lines. Frag....
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by in.; 4 + .
ment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1835]
lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 1836]

Fragment out of the middle, 1ain. by -bin.; 5 + .....
Part of a letter.

lines.
Fragment out of the middle, tin. by T-in.; 4+ ...... (....)
Fragment of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions
for ceremonies.
[Sm. 1837]
lines; Babylonian.
Fragment out of the middle, 1- Iin. by Sin.; 4 + ....
Fragment of a text containing forecasts concerning the CK* Zo-_, etc.
[Sm. 1838]
) lines.
(..a
Fragment out of the middle, 1l3in. by _'in.; 7 +4 . ..
Part of a religious or mythological text. Mention is made of <¢< <S_.
[Sm. 1839]
1

1

Fragment out of the middle,
-in. by in.;
Fragment of a list of names of deities.
Fragment out of the middle, -in.

by gin.;

5 +...(.**)

.

lines.
[Sm. 1842]

+ 4 lines; Babylonian.

.

Part of a letter.

[Sm. 1843]

Fragment out of the middle, 1'in. by

in.; 6 + ..

. lines.

letter or report (?).

Part of a
[Sm. 1844]

Fragment out of the middle, tin. by -in.; 7 + ..........
lines. Fragment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1845]
. lines (in double-

Fragment out of the middle, 1¼in. by in.; 9 +....

columns).

Part of a list of names of plants.

Fragment out of the middle, -in. by -win.; 6+
Babylonian. Fragment of a religious text.
Fragment out of the middle, '- in. by
letter.
* Partly effaced.

[Sm. 1846]
....

.; 77in .....

(....)

lines.

lines
[Sm. 1850]
Part of a
[Sm. 1851]
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.
+ ..
Fragment out of the, middle, -in by `win. 5 +..
lines. Fragment of a text containing incantations and directions for
[Sm. 1853]
ceremonies.
... lines. Frag[Sm. 1854]

Fragment out of the middle, in. by tin.; 4 + .....
ment of a religious text.
Fragment out of the middle,
letter..

-in.

by

in.; .....

+ 5 lines.

in. by in.; 10 + .......
Fragment out of the middle,
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king (?).
byn.
Fragment out of the middle, 3 i
Fragment of an astrological text.

..

.; 7 +

Part of a.
[Sm. 1855]

. lines. Part
[Sm. 18561
lines
[Sin. 1857]

)
(+
9 + ...
Fragment out of the middle, -in. by in.; (.....+)
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
[Sm. 1861]
version.
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by "in.;
ment of a religious (?) text.

6 +.

(.

) lines. Frag[Sm. 1862]

6 +.....
Fragment out of the middle, in. by' in.; ()
belonging to
an
incantation-text
of
Fragment
Babylonian.
lines;
Duplicate of K. 2728
>-4ff.
the 3rd tablet of the Series ' y
(see above, p. 470) + Sm. 1768 + Sm. 1776, Column II, lines 50 ff. This
fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 12916; cf. supra,
[Sm. 1866]
p. 1275.

lines. Frag4 +.....
Fragment out of the middle, 13in. by -in.;
ment of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 1867]
lines. Part of an
Fragment out of the middle, 13in. by sin.; 6 + ....
[Sm. 1868 + Sm. 2187]
omen-text.
Fragment out of the middle, gin. by sin.; traces of 3 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 1869]
Fragment of a letter.
Right half, lower portion, 1- 7 -in. by l1 in.; 10 + 9 lines. Part of a letter
concerning private affairs. Mention is made of the city of >-yT t__

>-Y.

[Sm. 1871]

Fragment of the right half, lin. by I-tin.; shoit ends of 3 + 8 lines. Part
[Sm. 18721
of a letter.
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Fragment out of the middle, tin. by ment of an astrological text.

7 +
7-in.;

...

(....)

lines. Frag[Sm. 1873]

Portion out of the middle, 6Win. by 6-in.; 20+25 lines. Part of an
inscription of Tiglathpileser I. containing an account of his
:,]
, ¶-YT< <M and
campaigns in the lands of [, . '] ^n *
1
[Sm. 1874]
building-operations.t
icertain
and
of
ec-n,
etc.,
..
..
:
^
. ) lines.

Upper portion, left half, 2in. by Din.; 11 +.....
a hymn, beginning :-

Aiy of

Y^n^

A

x]< FYTmT 4 ¢>YT

i^Y

9
By
-<<«<

by ^-T!K ..

Part of

,

e>
>T tc. [Sn. 1875]

Right-hand corner, 1in. by lin.; 8 +3 + 7 lines. Part of a prayer
written for an Assyrian king. Mention is made of the land of
[Sm. 1876]
>^,>- <Fragment
1in.;
out of the middle of a prism oid, 2-in. by 1
14 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription' of Assurbanipal concerning his war
with the Elamite king [[] E *
Af.
-Y~
[Sm. 1879]
Fragment of the upper portion, -l36in. by l1in ; 5 + . 1 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a reporof f the class described above, p. .259 f., K. 1288.
[Sm. 1880]
Fragment out of the middle-of a prismoid, lin. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription of
at least 1in.; 11 + 9 +..........
Assurbanipal. The text corresponds with that of K. 2732 (see above,
;p. 470), Column V, lines 29 ff., etc., parts of which it restores.
.[Sm. 1882]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 3 in. high, one side of the base at
lines. Part of an inscription of
least 2in.; 20 + 9 +.........
[Sm. 1883]
an Assyrian king concerning his building-operations.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1in.; 8 + .....
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.

.)lines. Part
[Sm. 1884]

Fragment of the right half, 1 -in. by lin;
1
9+ .
)lines. Part
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal, concerning a campaign in Elam.
[Sm. 1885]
* Partly effaced.

t

Cf. MEIssNER, Zeits., 1894, pp. 101 if.
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Fragment out of the middle, lin.
Part of an omen-text.

by 1jin.;

12 +.....(.....

) lines.
[Sm. 1886]

Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 4in. high, one side of the base at
lines. Part of an inscription of
least 2in.; 22 + 19 +..........
Assurbanipal. The text corresponds with that of K. 2732 (see above,
p. 470), Column IV, lines 73 if. and Column V, lines 74 ff., parts of which
[Sm. 1887]
it restores.
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 4in. high, one side of the base at
least 2jin.; 30 + 4 lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal.
The text corresponds with that of Rm. 1 (q.v.), Column V, lines 98 if.;
[Sm. 1888]
Column VI, lines 126 if.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2- 7win. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription
at least l-7in.; 14 + 12 + ..........
of Tiglathpileser I. The text corresponds with that of K. 1621a
(see above, p. 320), Column V, lines 87 if.; Column VI, lines 83 ff.
[Sm. 1889]
..........
13
by
2in.;
23in.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid,
The text corlines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal.
responds with that of K. 2732 (see above, p. 470), Column III, lines 44 ff.
[Sm. 1890]
Part of
17
+..........lines.
by
1-in.;
13in.
half,
Fragment of the left
a+-~
a mythological legend. Mention is made of Babylon (_.
fragment
This
,etc.
Y
-YYy
-YT
]yy]y
temple
the
'f'( <1S) and
probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 6082; see above, p. 761.
[Sm. 1891]
( ... ) lines. Part
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 15 +.....
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal, concerning a campaign in Elam. Mention is made of the
[Sm. 1892]
_y
TT.
city of -_Yy -. ft
Left half, 2§in. by l7-in.; 8 + 7 lines. Part of an inscription of
[Sm. 1893]
<<< 4« y> _TY).
Sennacherib (Y Part of a cylinder, 3§in. long, segmental arch 2¼in., chord 2in.; 13 lines.
Duplicate of 80-7-19,
Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
[Sm. 1894]
1 (q.v.), etc, Cf. SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., p. 9, note 1.
traces of 3 + 11 (+ ..... ) lines.
Right-hand corner, 3in. by 2in.; (.....+)
Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere[Sm. 1895]
monies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
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Fragment of the left half, 2- 1in. by l
16 (+
rin.;
.........
+)
12 lines. Part of an incantation-text. Cf. SAYCE, IHibb. Lect., p. 467,
note 2; and Guide Kouy. Gall. 1885, p. 157, No. 5.
[Sm. 1896]
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1- -in.; .....

1 lines; marginal number <.

+ 19 + (left-hand edge)

Part of a text containing forecasts.

The lines begin with >-< 7y; cf. supra, p. 1243, K. 12448.

[Sm. 1898]

Upper portion, right half, 31in. by 2jin.; 21 + 8 lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies. One
section ends with ~-5fT ~--. A colophon-line reads -[-- _
rV ?]

14f.Ag-

Cf. DELITZSCH, in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 325, and

y

W.B., p. 214.

[Sm. 1899]

Left-hand corner, lin.

by lin.; 4 + 9 lines.

Part of an omen-text,

apparently belonging to a tablet of the Series >-< iy E-;

cf. supra,

Vol. I, p. xxx. This fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as
Sm. 1532; see above, p. 1493.
[Sm. 1900]
Portion of the left half; 31in. by lin.;

19 + (.

..

+..

.

+. ) 18 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
ceremonies.
[Sm. 1901]
Fragment of the left half, l-pin. by 1 in.;
..... + 5 lines. Colophon
of the 1st tablet of a Series of incantations, probably the Series
Y$Y]Yy <y-ij_
Hi Y-.
Of the ca-tch-line only the beginning is
visible-:-*

T*

<*y _+YM
*
i>-

[Sm. 1902]

Right half, lower portion of reverse, 34in. by 3in.; ..... + 16 lines. Part
of an inscription of an Assyrian king.
Mention is made of the
goddess + * <YY V YYY
>7Y 4- T -T1.
[Sfn. 1903]
Lower half, 5in. by 3"-in.;
>V

A,

27 + 25 lines.

Forecasts concerning the
[Sm. 1904]

etc.

Fragment out of the middle, lin.

by 1-in.; 10 + . ...

) lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.

[Sm. 1905]

n

Fragment of the left half, 11- in. by 1 in.
+ 12 lines.
Omens
derived from the length and condition of the tongue of a new-born
child. E.g., lines 2 ff. read:-

I]<3 BY He~- S V
M-

l,, -]

&T

A-~4-

aSo

^-

Ye t.

k

-

11;vH

.xT<,

V

y<
rtl

-V

et Yf a

* Partly effaced.
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7 ^t

E~4

t

Yt
[H<1 r-]

4

-Sp I >-

Q 4 -R t
Y Al ' _lik

too- FT

m -; see
This text appears to belong to a tablet of the Series -<
above, p. 597, K. 4126; cf. also p. 572, K. 3867, and Vol. I, p. xxx.
[Sm. 1906]
+ 11 ( ..... )
.....
Fragment of the right half, 3in. by 2in.; (.....+)
taken from
forecasts
astrological
containing
a
text
lines. Part of
observations of various stars, etc. E.g., lines 5 if. read:[YT

[I-

Y?]
?I T v
?I Ay 4y
,*2 ;+

* vR A
SMVUXs<*Eg+
'y
r gy
Y <
\,

me
Y X
>4-

SE
at
<

'

AdYAW
_M
>XT -Ar'
Y

-+ <
«< "
>+
< <X:< iY

-4+

[Sm. 1907]

Cf. SAYCE, Bab. Lit., p. 84.

lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, 1iin. by 1-in.; 11 +.....
text containing omens concerning houses and incidents that may
[Sm. 1909]
happen to men and women.
+ 14
1in.;+ (left-hand edge) 1 lines.
....
Portion of the left half, lin. by
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made
<E)
M>Yand
-4-F * and the cities of Babylon (^
of 7V, -Y'\
[Sm. 1910]
Y>> -< ,* TTetc.
>nY
Fragment out of the middle, lin.
of an incantation-text.

by Iin.; 13 + .......

Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by lin.; 8 + .........
of a religious text.

8in.;

Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by
an omen-text concerning houses, etc.

8 +....lines.

lines. Part
[Sm. 1911]
lines. Part
[Sm. 1912]
Fragment of
[Sm. 1913]

+)) 4 lines.
.....
......
b 1-in. .....
Fragment of the left half, 2in.by
Colophon of an incantation-text belonging to the 4th tablet of the
Duplicate of K. 2454; see above, p. 445
* [MU -yT>-].
Series >
[Sm. 1914]
and note t.
'-S

* Partly effaced.
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Left half, lower portion, 1Hin. by 1-lhin.; 8+1+8
lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to' the king concerning military affairs. Mention is
made of y -- A -~ k
[G
,*]
and of Babylon ( I+;
t" ).
[Sm. 1915]
Portion of the right half, 33in. by 2-in.; 19 + 12 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
moon and various stars; they partly relate to public affairs. This
fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work
>
^-

-OTT SYT
.

Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by
Fragment of a religious text.

[Sm. 1916]
in.; 4 + .........

) lines.
[Sm. 1917]

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1lin.; 9 + ..... lines. Part of a
religious or mythological text.
[Sm. 1918]
Upper portion, 2¼in. by 1 -yin.; 11 + traces of 3 lines; Babylonian.

of a letter to the king from y -_t Left-hand corner, 1}in. by 1 in.; 8 ..........
Part of a list of names of plants, etc.

I[-v

Part

[]Sm. 1919]

lines (in double-columns).
[Sm. 1920]

Left-hand corner, lDin. by 1lin.; 5 + 3 + 8 lines. Part of a list of persons
and their properties. Sums total are added by the scribe. [Sm. 1921]
Fragment out of the middle, yin. by f3in.; 6 +
Fragment of an astrological (?) text.

....

Fragment of the left half, 2iin. by 1 lin.; 16 +.
Part of an incantation-text.

(.....)

.........

lines.
[Sm. 1922]
) lines.
[Sm. 1923]

Fragment of the upper portion, lain. by l1in.; 11 + 5 lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning houses, etc. Of the catch-line only the middle
part is visible
"-i 'V
-? 4
V -[Sm. 1924]
Right-hand corner, 15in. by 18in.; 13 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Copy of a
text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
various stars (>4--__-Y
T,
Yf,
FW, 4- y
-etc.); they partly
relate to public affairs. This fragment probably belongs to a tablet of
the great astrological work Y 4 -+ ->-~ <T.
[Sm. 1925]
Fragment out of the middle, l-19in. by lin.; 12 + ....
derived from births.
t

lines. Omens
[Sm. 1927]

Attempted restoration after K. 5264; see above, p. 702.
Partly effaced; cf. supra, p. 721, note *.

9 H 2
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Portion out of the middle, 3ain. by 2¼in.; 8 + 15 lines. Astrological
forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.; they partly relate to public affairs.
E.g., the text of Section II of the reverse begins:-- - A"'- 4

Tl< <YY Y

< << v<^ v

F-5>-YY

*

This

-YYY-

fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work
>4

$Y

^TO^f>

.

.

[Sm. 1929]

Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1 T5in.; 10 + ..... (.... .) lines.
Part of a text containing prayers to ,Samas and Rammdn. [Sm. 1930]
Fragment of the left half; l1in. by 1in.; 9 +(..
.....
+
+) 7 lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken fiom observations of the moon and sun. The sentences on obverse begin with
y

<< (&- <T-y-

<<

A-]T

i)
1d

>y YA -

Y <(< <
[Sm. 1931]

, and those on reverse with

-EmT.

Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by l-in.; .....
Part of a text containing forecasts.

+ 12 lines; Babylonian.
[Sni. 1932]

Upper portion, left half, 2in. by l1in.; 10 + 11 lines.
the king from
H
-,>; ,i
.

Part of a letter to
[Sm. 1933]

Portion of the right half, l1in. by 13-in.; traces of 6 + 7 lines. Part of a
letter.
[Sm. 1934]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1- in.; 14 + . .
(.....)
lines;
Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
version. Mention is made of the city of
* `y yAdy
Ac t Y= (TY .4
[Sm. 1935]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-7 -in. by
in.; 8 +.....(.....)
lines.
Fragment of a text containing forecasts concerning the at M, etc.
[Sm. 1936]
Upper portion, left half, 2l-5in. by 2§in.; short beginnings of 11 + 4 lines.
Beginning and end of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king
(7 e4- 25-:),K
, forming, according to the colophon, the 2nd part
(

-T-YY >T _yy>_)
of a composition.

Fragment out of the middle, 2-17-in. by 2¼in.; 9 +..........)
Part of an incantation-text.

[Sm. 1937]
lines.
[Sm. 1938]

Left half, lower portion, 3iin. by 3Tin.; 10 + (
...... + .
) 20 lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
* Partly efface.
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According to the colophon, it forms the 1st tablet of the Series r¥YYY iLd -Ta.. The catch-line and a preceding colophon-line read:in

*r <kM -<NV

(ThY

R-+] F-

Y AlV
4V <n

^

<VY

v

-Y

Af

>Y

i

t Y >m -

[Sm. 1939]
Portions, 2in. by 11
tin.; 14 + traces of 4 lines. Part of a letter to the
king from Y-H
: -.
Cf. DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 161. [Sm. 1940]
Fragment out of the middle, 2-in. by 1-5in.; 10 + 9 + ..... + .....
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the ,Y ¥YV,
etc.
[Sm. 1941]
Portions, 2-in. by lmin.; 8 + 3 lines. Letter from the king (~ >-< r
)
to -4- <Ba , concerning
--- >
V> -.
[
[Sm.
1942]
Upper portion, left half, 23in. by 2in.; 11 +(.
+.
+ ) 12 lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. For
a duplicate see above, p. 1009, K. 9406, and for a parallel text p. 505,
K. 3126.
[Sm. 1943]
Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 2-in ; 21 + 2 lines. Omens derived from
observations of a fire or light. The sentences begin with Y m:a! J.
Of the catch-line only the beginning is visible:Y >4it If -E IY.^Y\ t.This fragment may belong to a tablet of the Series - >YT- r
Y
[Sm. 1944]
r V.
t
Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 2-f-in.; 18 + ....
lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
[Sm. 1945]
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1in.; 14 + ..... (.....
) lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of the sun and certain stars.
[Sm. 1946]

Lower half, 216-in. by 2-in.; 14 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text
containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used
for the benefit of sick people. E.g., Section III of obverse (lines 9 ff.)
reads:Tst

si <
YY

A

AL

<M^
IM

<¢

k

X

Y
<--

P+
M+ dW

*

Partly effaced.

<Y--

Y 1
E

W<

= >V

TY
[Srm. 1947]
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Left-hand corner, 2T in.
by 15in.; 9 +....(.....)
lines. Part of a text
6
containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. [Sm. 1948]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 5-in.; 12+.....(.....)
of an incantation-text.

lines. Part
[Sm. 1949]

Right-hand corner, 1|in. by I1in.; ..
+ 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a text containing epigraphs for the sculptures illustrating the campaigns of Assurbanipal (y ~-. <:)
[Sm. 1950]
Upper half, 3-"in. by 3|in.; 17 + 10 lines. Part of an omen-text corncerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. Of the
beginning line only the end is visible:-iN/
. t.. t~ . tt .

/

//

77
A.

"_.

The catch-line reads:£f ^ %P
t ^IV ff ^T r

- ^

<^Ht

m-^EP~9~--- ^m~p~Y
1 ,4 Y? -

TF?
P;

^m.
>Y;

4

Hi

<V-,.

[Sm. 1952]
lines. Part
[Sm. 1953]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by linl.; 6 +.....(....)
of a religious text.

Portion out of the middle, 2iin. by 1 in.; 9 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a letter or report to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is
made of the king of Assyria ([ ' - ,
[yl]).
'
[Sm. 1954]
Right-hand corner, 1l6 in. by 1-in.; 6 + traces of 2 lines. Part of a text
containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites.
[Sm. 1955]
Fragment out of the middle, l-6 in. by l1-6in.; 7 + ..........
lines.
Part of an incantation-text.
[Sm. 1956]
Fragment out of the middle, l-in. by l1-i-in.; 3 + ..........
Fragment of a religious text.

lines.
[Sm. 1957]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-176in. by 1in.; 9 + 4 +..........
(in double-columns). Part of a list of names of plants.

lines
[Sm. 1958]

Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by lin.; 7 + ....
....
.....
lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and prayers. A
colophon-line reads:

[>-Gi -

?I?]

'-S

_>TAT

^E

SHY Al

[Sm. 1960]
Portion of the left half, 1 in. by gin.; 9 + 15 + 3 lines. Part of a letter
(to the king?) concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the king
of Assyria
- - <Ir),
[Sm. 1961]
91
~Im etc.
-,
y -(r
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Fragment out of the middle, I1in. by 1-in.; .....
+ 8 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. This fragment may
belong to a tablet of the great astrological work
>4 Y.

Y

[Sm. 1963]

Fragment out of the middle, 18in. by 1 in.; 7 + .

) lines.

....

of a religious or mythological text.
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, lin.
lines. Fragment of a religious text.
Fragment out of the middle, 1jin. by -'in.;
of an incantation-text.
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by
letter to the king.
Fragment out of the middle, -5in. by
of a religious text.

by lin.; 3 +
6 +...

6'-in.;

in.

Part

[Sm. 1965]
.... )
[Sm. 1966]

lines. Part
[Sm. 1968]

o

6 + ...

8 + .....

....

lines.
(...

Part of a
[Sm. 1969]

) lines. Part
[Sm. 1970]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. byyin.; 6 +..........
lines. Part of
a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be
used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 1971]
Left-hand corner, 1jin. by l1in.; 9 +.
.. (....)
lines. Part of an
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1973]
Nearly complete, 25in. by 1in.; 7 + 8 lines. Astrological report from
[I >4-]

*

-

A>-e

>Y-

, partly relating to public affairs.

Referring

to line 3 of obverse interlinear glosses are added by the scribe,
[Sm. 1974]
Upper half, 18in. by 1in.; 9 + 10 + 1 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of an address to the king front f O-Y
t
y= 4-Ty
concerning public affairs. Mention
.
is made of " 4»
I
.
[Sm. 1975]
Fragment of the lower portion, 1lin. by l-'in.; 6 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the clouds and wind, etc. This fragment may belong to a
tablet of the great astrological work y
-- ~- _y4 <T.
[Sm. 1976]
Fragment out of the middle, 1Iin. by 1½in.; 11 +..........)lines.
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king,
[Sm. 1977]
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 3in. by 2in.;
(.....
+)
.....
+ ...
+ 18+ .....
(+.
) lines. Part of an incantationtext with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1978]
*

Partly effaced.
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Lower portion, right half, 2- in. by 2in.; 11+13 lines: Babylonian.
Incantations, some of which have an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 1979]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by lain.; 14+ ..... lines. Omens
derived from the appearances of snakes, etc.
[Sm. 1980]
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1 in.; 6+ .....
Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text.

(.....) lines;
[Sm. 1982]

Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 2 in.; 6 + 17 +, ... + .....
.
lines. Part
of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. One section begins:Y^

G

T- I InP -

Right-hand corner, lin.
religious text.

by

Xy k 1 - <M- <^E^

-mo >-

-- in.;

[Sm. 1983]
Fragment of a
[Sm. 1984]

6 +....

lines.

Fragment of the left half, 11 in. by -17bin.;10 ± .....
lines.
text containing forecasts. The lines begin with [y?] >>TX*

T-e
a

Part of a
V.

[Sm. 1986]
14+2
+.. lines.
[Sm. 1987]

Left half, lower portion of reverse, 2§ in, by 14in.;.;
Part of an om en-text.

Fragment of the upper portion, 1l
n. by 1in.; 14+6+.. .. +.. ..
lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars (>-4-Y >-TY -F-Y, etc.).
[Sm. 1988]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, l7in. by l1in.; 8+ ........
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal. The text corresponds with that of K. 2732 (see above, p. 470), Column IV, lines 59 if.
[Sm. 1989]
Fragment of the right half, 3in. by 24in.;
.... + 17 lines. End of an
omen-text.
[Sm. 1990]
Left-hand corner, 1l-3in. by lin.; traces of 4 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing directions for the performance of certain ceremonies and rites for the benefit of women during pregnancy.
[Sm. 1991]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by l1in.; .....
8 lines. Part of a
private contract.
[Sm. 1993]
Fragment of the right half, lin.
religious text.

by I|in.;

....

+ 4 lines.

End of a
[Sm. 1994]

Portion of the right half, lin. by -9 in.; 7 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a letter to the king concerning military affairs.
[Sm. 1995]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle,
in. by tin., 13 +..........
lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
observations of the moon and various stars.
[Sm. 1996]
Fragment out of the middle, "in. by Sin.; 5 +........
lonian. Fragment of a religious text.
Fragment of the left half, 3in. by
ment of an omen-text.

) lines; Baby[Sm. 1997]

in.; 7 + ......

) lines. Frag[Sm. 1998]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by lin.; 9
..... lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
clouds and wind, etc.
[Sm. 1999]
Right half, 33in. by 23in.; 15 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Part of a report
concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
Mention is made of Y
j
Sif -y>m >< and of the >
<< 4
Y . and
ifyl
4
+y
ya
ay, etc.
For the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete
an den Sonneagott, Vol. I, p. 4, No. 8, and for a transliteration and
explanation ibid., Vol. II, pp. 85 ff. Cf. also JENSEN, in BEZOLD'S Lit.,
p. 325; and HALEVY, Revue des dtudes juives, Vol. XVII, p. 19.
[Sm. 2002]
Fragment of the right half, 2iin. by 27in.; .........
) + 18 lines.
Part of a historical inscription, probably of AEsurbanipal.
[Sm. 2003]
Upper portion of revcrse, 3 . by 2in.; ..........
17 + short ends o
2 (+ ...
) lines. Part of a text containing regulations for
making offerings. E.g., lines 1 ff read:-

At

+

-

4-

-TY+ >tY E n
U

4 Yyy
f
"u

Y

-+

·

F

YTyy

^re €gE

<<s
Y
Um

E-

<A
T

<
+

1

<

¢>n v

m

a

~.y.T
-+ >Y<Y-

!YY
4

E>a- lmTT
·p^ ^st.\
and

y -J-MY>
L AA__
g
<AdP

]Y

-

V

c- L

:,-A',

etc.

[Sm. 2004]
Fragment of the upper portion, 53in. by 2¼in.; 8 + 9 + 2 lines. Babylonian. Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f.,

K. 1288.

Mention is made of Esarhaddon (y --

a--] *]$
T^y+ >-Yni
>
4
>T(W
>.^
(an
IY<y

^(

¥yYJ, the land of A.sur (r, -

<^

_<t -),

A

<Yt

Y)and the oity of

yytlyy

* Cf. supra, p. 1171, K. 11502, etc.

t Partly effaced.
VOL. IV.
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AND

<Yi- . For the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an den Sonnengott
Vol. I, p. 2, No. 2, and for a transliteration and translation ibid., Vol. II,
pp. 80 ff. Cf. also SAYCE, Bab. Lit., p. 79 f.; Rec., Vol. XI, p. 81; AN.S.,
Vol. IV, p. x; SCHRADER, K.G., pp. 518 ff., 543; DELITZSCH, Parad.,
pp. 245, 249; LENORMANT, Les origines de l'histoiqie, Vol. II, p. 352, note 1;
JENSEN, in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 325; TIELE, Gesch., p. 342, note 4; HALEVY,
Revue des Etudes juives, Vol. XVII, p. 19; and WINOKLER, Untersuch.,
[Sm. 2005]
p. 120.
traces of 3 + 8 (+....)
[Sm. 2006]

Right-hand corner, l-in. by lin.; (.....+)
lines. Part of a religious text.

Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 1 in. by 1l-in.; 10 lines. Part
Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1 (q.v.),
of an inscription of Sennacherib.
[Sm. 2007]
etc.
) lines.
9 + ..........
Fragment out of the middle, 1-Lsin. by lin.;
Part of an omen-text concerning incidents which may happen to men.
[Sm. 2009]
9 + 8 (+....)
Fragment of the right half, 1? in. by 1in.; (....+)
[Sm. 2011]
lines. Part of a religious text.
lines. Portion of
8 +...
lT
Fragment out of the middle, 1 5 in. by 1in.;
an interlinear
has
which
of
part
litany,
a
of
form
a prayer, in the
[Sm. 2012]
Assyrian version.
lines.
in.; 13 +.........)
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by1
2013]
[Sm.
text.
Part of a mythological
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by l1-5in.; 12 + .........
double-columns). Part of an explanatory list.
Fragment out of the middle, lin.

by lIin.; 12 + .....

report concerning public affairs.

lines.

lines (in
[Sm. 2014]
Part of a

Mention is made of y'y -- A :

V*,>, ' and the land of Elam (

'

Y

<_), etc.
<E

[m. 2015]

lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 9 +..........)
[Sm. 2016]
of a text containing forecasts.
lines.
.
Fragment out of the middle, l3in. by 1 in.; 4 + 5 + ...
king.
Assyrian
an
Fragment of a historical inscription of
[Sm. 2017]
Lower portion, left half, 5in. by 2iin.; 11 + 16 + 2 + 13 + 12 + 12 lines.
Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal concerning his campaigns
against Elam. Cf. Rm. 1 (infra, p. 1570), Column IV, lines 11 ff.;
[Sm. 2019]
Column V, lines 89 ff.; Column VII, lines 51 if., etc.
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, l1in. high, one side of the
base at least l 3in.; 9 + 11 +.......
lines. Part of an inscription of Sargon II., similar to those mentioned above, pp. 328, 665, KK.
1668a, 4818. The text is published by WINCKLER, Sargon, Vol. II,
plate 45, b.
[Sm. 2021]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2'lin. high, one side of the base
at least 1 in.; 10 + 15 +
lines. Part of an inscription of
Sargon II., similar to that of the preceding number.
The text is
published by WINCKLER, Sargon, Vol. II, plate 45, b.
[Sm. 2022]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3in. high, one side of the base
at least 1Lin.; 14 + 17 ..
......... lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see below, p. 1570),
Column II, lines 113 ff.; Column III, lines 97 ff.
[Sm. 2023]
Fragment of the lower portion of a prismoid, 3¼in. high, one side of the
base at least 2in.;..........+
10 (+ .... ) lines. Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding withRm. 1 (see below,
p. 1570), Column X, lines 18 ff:
[Sm. 2024]
Portion of a clay-dish, arc 5 in., chord 4 in.; on the convex side 4 lines.
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king; cf. line 1:[Sm. 2025]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2hin. high, one side of the base
at least 1in.;
18 + 20 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see below, p. 1570),
Column I, lines 74 ff.; Column II, lines 32 ff.
[Sm. 2026]
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1lin.; 10 + ........
lines. Part
of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see
below, p. 1570), Column III, lines 14 ff.
[Sm. 2028]
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1lin.; 11 + .........
lines. Part
of an inscription of Sennacherib. The text corresponds with
Senn. Pr., Column II, lines 59 ff.
[Sm. 2029]
Portion of the right half; 4in. by 1 in.; 13 + 25 + (right-hand edge) 6 lines.
Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Cf.
BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 436.
[Sm. 2030 + 81-7-27, 231]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3Lin. high, one side of the base
at least 2iin.; 12 + 21 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see below, p. 1570),
Column II, lines 30 ff.; Column III, lines 1 ff.
[Sm. 2031]
912
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Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 2.in. high, one side of the base
28in.; 7 + 16 + 14 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal. The text of Column b corresponds with that of Rm. 1
(see below, p. 1570), Column VI, lines 91 ff.
[Sm. 2032]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2- in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription
at least 2in.; 13 + 3 + ..........
of Assurbanipal. The text corresponds with that of K. 1794 (see
[Sm. 2033]
above, p. 351), Column IX:
lines
Fragment of the upper portion, 2-in byy
in.;
. 21 +..........
Part of a historical inscription, with aninterlinear Assyrian version,
similar to that of K. 2657; see above, p. 463. Mention is made of the
king of Czimir and Akkad; cf. lines 14 and 15:

<Ef Ei
-T4 v
Yt7 Y- -b<hy
A

*

,,,

<ERT - Y
H
S

Fragment out of the middle, 4"lin. by gin.; 8 ± .....
text containing forecasts.

. [Sm. 2034]
lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 2035]

Fragment o, t of the middle of a prismoid, l1in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription
at least l1in.; 11 + 9 ...........
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see below, p. 1570),
[Sm. 2036]
Column II, lines 16 ff., 119ff.
....
14 (+....)
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1in.; (....+)
lines. Part of a mythological text. Cf. BEZOLD, Lit., p. 326; and
[Sm. 2037]
SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., p. 311, note 5.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, l1in. high, one side of the base
at least in.; 11 +
+..........
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see below, p. 1570),
[Sm. 20381
Column IV, lines 37 if.; Column V, lines 26 if.
Fragment out of the middle, 1'in. by l1-in.; 7 + ..........
Part of a religious text.

) lines.
[Sm. 2039]

lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1Iin. by 11in.; 8 + 11 + ...
The text of Column b
Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal.
corresponds with that of Rm. 1 (see below, p. 1570), Column IV,
[Sm. 2040]
lines 22 if.
Fragment out of the middle.
of a historical text.

1

in. by -1-in.; 8 + ..........
* Partly effaced.

lines. Part
[Sm. 2041]
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Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 1in.; 6
of an incantation-text.

.

.........

lines. Part
[Sm. 2042]

.......
) lies.
Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by 1Iin.; 10 +.
[Sm. 2044]
Part of a historical inscription "of an Assyrian king.
+ 3 lines. Colophon
Fragment of the lower portion, 1Din. by l1in.; .....
of an astrological(?) text, containing a double-date (B.c. 707); cf.
[Sm. 2045]
G. SMITH, Ep. C., p. 87.
Fragment out of the middle, 1-5in. by -in.; 9 + ....
letter, or report, concerning public affairs.

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 2047]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. by 1-in.; 13 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with
Rm. 1 (see below, p. 1570), Column III, lines 97 ff.
[Sm 2048]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription
at least l-13in.; 11 + 15 + ..........
of Sargon II., similar to those mentioned above, pp. 328, 665, KK. 1668a,
[Sm. 2049]
4818. Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 411, note 1.
Fragment out of the middle, 5iin. high, one side of the base at least -in.;
6 -r 4 +........... lines. Fragment of an inscription of Sargon II.,
similar to that of the preceding number. The text is published by
WINCKLER, S:argon, Vol. II, plate 46, a.
[Sm. 2050]
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by -- in.; 6 +.........
ment of an inscription of an Assyrian king.

lines. Frag[Sm. 2051]

Upper portion, 53in. by 4-in.; 14 + 44 + 35 + 8 lines in double-coiurmns.
Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar meanings. For a duplicate
see above, p. 392, K. 2040, and for a similar text p. 955, K. 8720; cf.
also pp. 644, 1459, K. 4587 and Sm. 1051. Extracts from the text are
quoted by DELITZSCH, Zeits., 1885, p. 339; W.B., pp. 152, 361; and
Assyrisches Handworterbuch (Leipzig, 1894), pp. 82, 124, 177, 203, 206,
207, 210, 225, 228; see also MEISSNER, Zeits., 1894, p. 274, note 1.
[Sm. 2052 + D.T. 76 + D.T. 117]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 -Lin. high, one side of the base
at least
in.; 8 + 12 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal. The text of Column b corresponds with that of
[Sm. 2053]
Rm. 1 (see below, p. 1570), Column I, lines 2 ff.
lines. Part of a
Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 2in.; 20 + ....
hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. Extracts from the text
[Sm. 2054]
are quoted by SAYCE, Ilibb. Lect., p. 534, note 6.
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Fragment of the left half, 6'in. by
of a text containing forecasts.

) lines. Part

in.; 7 +.....

[Sm. 2055]

Fragment of the lower portion, l1in. by l+in.; (.....
) 2 + 11 (+.....)
lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites.
[Sm. 2056]
Fragment out of the middle,
in. by 1in.; 12 +.........
lines;
Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
version. Cf. BEZOLD, Lit., p. 326.
[Sm. 2057]
Fragment of the lower portion, 1Nin. by 1
6 +..........
gin.;
lines.
Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 2058]
Fragment of the right half, lIin. by Iin.; .....
cerning houses, etc.
Fragment of the left half, 13in. by 5in.; 9 + ...
letter to the king.

+ 7 lines.
lines.

Omens con[Sm. 2059]

Beginning of a
[Sm. 2060]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-7in. by 1}in.; 5 + ........
. lines. Part
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Sm. 2061]
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse,
Colophon of a religious text.

-i76in. by in.; ....

+ 4 lines.
[Sm.'2063]

Fragment of the lower poition, 1 in. by -T-in.; 5 + traces of 2 +.....+
lines.
..... Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions
for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [Sm. 2064]
Portion out of the middle, l-7in. by 5in.; ....
Part of a letter concerning public affairs.

+. 11 lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 2065]

Fragment out of the middle, 15in. by 1Sin.; 10 +
.(.
) lines.
Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
ceremonies.
[Sm. 2066]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 7in. by 1 3in.; 9 + .....
lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate to public
affairs.
[Sm. 2067]
Fragment of the lower portion, lin. by lin.; 10 +....(..
) lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Sm. 2068]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by' 1 in.; 10 4 ........
Babylonian. Part of a religio as text.

lines;
[Sin. 2069J
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Portion of the right half, 2-in. by 2in.; 13 + 12 lines. Part of a hymn
to the Sun-god, with an interlinear Assyrian version, probably to
be recited by the king; cf. the colophon-line, reverse, line 5:m,,

~-~_ ~~_J
>b ~ffe.

7<,,'eN
~,,,

,-

Of the catch-line only the end is visible:
I*[Sm. 2070]

A= .

Fragment of the lower portion, 1-in.
letter to the king.

by in.; 5 +

Fragment of the right half, l1in. by
omen-text.

.

lines.

"in.; 11 +...

Part of a
[Sm. 2071]

lines.

Part of an
[Sm. 2072]

Upper portion, right half, 3T5in. by 1-in.; 7 + 13 + 10 + .....
lines. Copy
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of the sun and various stars. E.g., lines 1 if. of Column II read:-

* +-- 2<Y- t
y

Py
4^· ^-^M

l-

FAF-ll > A
yd
+ ~y
Y- Y

-+ Y

4

Y-+

^I

~--+ <~
<y >>- la
4F > <4 <<- a+
"\

^

YIY

^ aY4<

PU

[Sm. 2074]
Upper portion, right half, 2 in. by 2 in.; 11 + 1 lines.
containing forecasts concerning the -t EJ, etc.
Portion of the right half, 31in. by 2in.; 25 +.....
forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.
Right half, 2:-6 in. by 1 5 in.; 6 + 1 + 4 lines.
concerning certain men from Egypt (-

lines.

Part of a text
[Sm. 2075]
Astrological
[Sm. 2076]

Part of a letter, or report,
(_ ¥ W).
[Sm. 2077]
M

Lower half, 3-in. by 3-in.; 30 + 28 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses of the sun,
etc.; they partly relate to public affairs, and appear to belong to a
tablet of the great astrological work y 4T >+ - 'Y.T
E.g., Section
II of obverse (lines 10 ff.) reads:-

Y·e~ %, ~'
Y4 <Y rtk1

e

T

Y <YYY
mrl

Y <7

lr' r4

yD-^ Y- V^ ! tm

tl~ ~o AVVTQ
~

~-+ :T
<:-= V&e'¥ 'Y UYJ

>M

-~
<bUY<AgYor

Y{
Y,
A-nT T n 4-TT <w>* 1m ^4 ¥

Y- 'VY".

VT~

{-^4F!y

~

-nYY^4<Y;
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.

0-

A

Y^

[Sm. 2078]

Fragment of the upper portion, 28in. by 23in.; 10 +.
lines.
Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with K. 2732
[Sm. 2079]
(see above, p. 470), Column V, lines 72 if.
Lower portion, right half, 3 in. by 23in.; 10 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Part
of an omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to
men. E.g., Section II of reverse (lines 9 if.) begins:-

[Y]
-_Yy
[Y]s^^y n
m>Y
[Y]

>-Yr

ST -s %y
!Y

<^A-

^

te

$

Y YsYA- M

ST

O-W ^rE
<)l

Portion of the left half, 2- in. by 1-6-in.; 10 + 19 lines.
lines begin usually with ;-<
>-<

. ,a- -

[Sm. 2080]
Forecasts. The
[Sm. 2082]

Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 3in. high, one side of the
base at least 2in.; 21 + 20 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Sennacherib. The text corresponds with Senn. Pr., Column I,
lines ff.; 63 ff.
[Sm. 2083]
Fragment of the left half, l 4 in. by 1Hin.; 12 + ....
lines.
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Part of an
[Sm. 2084]
Left-hand corner, 1in.
by 1in.; 12 + .........
) lines. Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal concerning his war with Y
¥ ]] <<
,_ A_. Mention is made of y ->T--+
r >- - Y.-.
[Sin. 2085]
Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 2in.; 6 + 7 lines.
contract.

Part of a private
[Sm. 2086]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 11in.; 4 lines in rare alphabetic
characters. This fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as Sm.
2389, q.v. Cf. also infra, pp. 1531, 1536, Sm. 2092, Sm. 2095, Sm.
[Sm. 2087]
2098, Sm. 2153 and Sin. 2154.
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion, 1-5in. by 1 in.; i2 + 2 lines. Part of an
astrological text. The colophon contains part of a double date:
'§1AtX C Ae
w;4TQ,.0y',,. i.e., B.C. 708.
[Sm. 2088]
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by gin.; short remains of 4 lines of
characters similar to those on Sni. 2087, q.v.
[Sm. 2089]
Fragment out of the middle, 2-in. by 2in.; .
.........
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
contains part of a double-date.

+ 7 + 4 lines.
The colophon
[Sm. 2090]

Fragment of the right half, l- in. by lin.;
5 + ..........
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.

lines. Part
[Sm. 2091]

Portion out of the middle, 2½in. by 2 iin.; 7 lines of characters similar to
those on Sm. 2087. This fragment probably belongs to the same
tablet as Sm. 2095, q.v.
[Sm. 2092]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2}1in. by 1-tin.; 13 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king.
[Sm. 2093]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the base
at least lin.; 7 + ..........
lines. Part of a historical inscription
of an Assyrian king.
[Sm. 2094]
Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 1--in.; 11 lines of characters similar to
those on Sm. 2087, q.v.
[Sm. 2095]
Fragment of the right half, l"in. by 1in.; (.....+)
lines. Part of an incantation-text.

6 + 8 (+.....)
[Sm. 2096]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2iin. by 2§in.; .....
+
......
+ 18 + 18 +.....
lines.
Part of a mythological legend
belonging to a tablet of the Series
-?
~
7
. -Duplicate
of K. 8588; see above, p. 939. For the text see HAUPT, lNimr., p. 21,
No. 8; cf. also G. SMITH, C/hald. Gemn., p. 211f.; G.E., p. 182 f.; A.
JEREMIAS, ]zd.-Nimr., plate I; and Beitr., Vol. I, p. 107.
[Sm. 2097]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 Iin. by 1 in.; 4 lines of characters similar to
those on Sm. 2087, q.v.
[Sm. 2098]
Fragment of the right half, lin.
religious text.

by lin.;

6 + .....

lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 2099]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 14in. high, one side of the base
at least lin.; 7 ..........
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with K. 2732 (see above, p. 470), Column
VII, lines 59 if.
[Sm. 2100]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2 -- in. by 1in.
; 12 + ......
) lines.
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king concerning building
operations. Mention is made of the city of Borsippa (E~* g=:~
<(ig_).
[Sm. 2101]
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 136
in.;
+. 2 lines. Colophon of
an astrological (?) text. It appears to contain part of a double-date
(B.C. 712?).

[Sm. 2102]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 21-in. high, one side of the base
at least l1in.; 4 + 11 +..........
lines. Part of a historical
inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal.
[Sm. 2103 + Sm. 2109]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1-13in. by lin.; 7 + .........
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with
Elm. 1 (see below, p. 1570), Column VII, lines 101 ff.
[Sm. 2104]
Fragment out of the middle, l-1in. by
Part of a religious text.

116

in.; 8 + ...........

Right half, upper portion, 2¼in. by 1lin.; .....

) lines.
[Sm. 2105]

+ 10 + 9 + .....

lines.

Part of an agreement between the Assyrian and Babylonian governments, drawn up to settle controversies concerning the limits of their
respective territories. It is generally known as the "Synchronous
History." Duplicate of K. 4401 a (see above, p. 628), Column I, lines
24 ff. For the text see WINCKLER, Untersuchungen,p. 152; cf. also ibidem,
p. 25, note 4; in SCHRADER'S Bibliotlek, Vol. I, p. 200; and Em Beitrag
zur Geschiclte der Assyriologie in Deutsclland (Leipzig, 1894), pp. 25,
41 f.; SCHEIL, l[scriptionassyrielne archaqiuede Samsz -Rammdn IV(Paris,
1889), p. 55; and WILCKEN, Z.D.M.G., Vol. XLVII, p. 481, note 2.
[Sm. 2106]
Fragmlent out of the middle of a prismoid, 11 in. high, one side of the base
at least l1in.; 8 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with K. 2732 (see above, p. 470),
[Sm. 2107]
Column III, lines 20 ff.
Fragment of the right half, 2§in. by lsin.; ......
prayer.

12 lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 2108]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1-l -in. high, one side of the base at
6 + 6 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription of
least 1 -lin.;
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see below, p. 1570), Column
I, lines 33 ff.; Column II, lines 11 if.
[S n. 2110]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1l-5 in. high, one side of the base
at least l in.; 9 + 6 +..........lines.
Part of an inscription of
an Assyrian king.
[Sm. 2111]
Portion of the right half, 31in. by 2in.; ..... + 15 + 12 + 6 +..... +
..... lines. Part of a mythological legend belonging to the 6th
tablet of the Series v b
_F
y . _ Duplicate
Du
of K. 231;
see above, p. 61. For the text see HAUPT, Nimrr., p. 32 f., No. 15; cf.
also Beitr., Vol. I, pp. 111, 151; and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 156,
No. 3.
[Sm. 2112]
Fragment out of the middle, 1l in. by 1-rin.; .....
list of names of persons.

+ 10 lines.

Part of a
[Sm. 2113]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the base
at least
in.; 8 + 1 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see below, p. 1570),
Column V, lines 130 ff.
[Sm. 2114]
Portion of a clay-dish, arc 3¼in., chord 3 in.; on the convex side 10 lines.
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king.
Mention is made
of y -H4.
<y- -+ [4>-?] and Y r-+
f -V x < Y>.
[Sm. 2115]
Portion of the left half, 31in. by 1lin.; 10 + 14 lines.
concerning public affairs. Mention is made of ->-

Part of a letter
A-yy
- 15,
etc.
[Sm. 2116]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by in.; 5 +..........
lines. Fragment of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1
(see below, p. 1570), Column V, lines 89 ff.
[Sm. 2117]
Fragment of the left half,
l1in.
by gin.; 10 +..........
lines. Part of
an inscription of Assurbanipal; cf. K. 2732 (above, p. 470),
Col. VII, lines 55 ff.
[Sm. 2119]
Fragment of the right half, 1 15in. by 1in.; 8 + ......
lines. Part
of an inscription of Assurbanipal concerning his campaigns in
Elam.
[Sm. 2120]
lines. FragFragment out of the middle,
in. by in.; 5 +..........)
ment of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [Sm. 2121]
Portion out of the middle, 43in. by 2|in.; 11 + 18 + .........
lines.
Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
[Sm. 2122]
9 K2
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Portion of a cylinder, 2 in. long, arc 2 in., chord 2-in.; 17 lines. Part of
an inscription of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr.,
Column II, lines 17 fE.
[Sm. 2123]
Upper portion, left half, 2 3in. by 21in.; 21 + 5 lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, relating his Egyptian campaigns, etc. Duplicate of K. 228 (see above, p. 60) and K. 2675 (p. 465). The colophon
reads :-SY>,<-Y - V V ) j <y
V
zy
i, ' which appears
to indicate that this text is a draft of an inscription on a royal chariot.
[Sm. 2124]
Portion of a clay-dish, arc 3ain., chord 3in.; 10 lines in archaic characters.
Part of an inscription of an ancient Babylonian or Assyrian king.
[Sm. 2125]
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1iin.; 13 + ..........
) lines. Part
of a religious text.
[Sm. 2126]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 23in. high, one side of the base
at least l1in.; 15 + 10 +.........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal.
The text of Column b corresponds with that of
Rm. 1 (see below, p. 1570), Column TI, lines 24 ff.
[Sm. 2127]
Fragment of the right half,
in. by in.; 9 +..........)
of a religious or mythological text.

lines. Part
[Sm. 2128]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 1-T1in.; 10 + traces of 4 + .........
lines. Part of a religious or mythological text.
[Sm. 2130]
Fragment out of the middle, lin.
Part of a religious text.

by l1in.; 12 + .....

..
lines.
[Sm. 2131]

Fragment of the left half, 3in. by 31in.; 11 + .
. +..........+
...
..... + 11 lines. Part of a mythological legend belonging to a
tablet of the Series V ~~ F >lY; duplicate of K. 3588: see
above, p. 546. For the text see HAUPT, Nimr., p. 55 f., No. 27; cf. also
N.G.G. 1883, p. 106, note 3; and Beitr., Vol. I, pp. 115, 151. [Sm. 2132]
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by ly-in.; 4 +.....(.....)
Fragment of a historical (?) inscription.
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 2 13-in.; 24 + ....
containing incantations and prayers.
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1
Part of a religious text.

lines.

lines.
[Sm. 2134]
Part of a text
[Sm. 2135]

in. by1 in.; .....

6 lines.
[Sm. 2136]
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lines.
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by lin.; 4 + 8 +..........
Fragment of a list of the titles of certain literary compositions (?).
[Sm. 2137]
.....
by |in.; 6 + .....
Fragment out of the middle, Tin.
ment of an omen (?)-text.
Fragment out of the middle, l-sin. by tin.; 7 +.....(..
Fragment of a religious (?) text.

) lines. Frag[Sm. 2138]
...

Fragment out of the middle, 7in. by in.; 6 +3 + .........
Fragment of a mythological or religious text.

) lines.
[Sm. 2139]
lines.
[Sm. 2140]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1-7in. by '--in.; 6 +
[Sm. 214i]
lines. Fragment of an incantation (?)-text.
(.....)
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1}in.; .....
lines. Part of a religious (?) text.

+ 8 + ..

.+....
[Sm. 2142]

12 + 13 (+.....)
by 2in.; (.....+)
Right half, lower portion, 2-in.
lines. Part of a religious text, including directions for the perfor[Sm. 2143]
mance of ceremonies, etc.
Nearly complete, 2 in. by lin.; 6 + 3 + 6 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 5 lines in
cuneiform characters which seem to be identical with those of the
Second Column of the trilingual inscriptions of Darius and other
Akhaemenian kings. Contents unknown. Cf. supra, pp. 267, 655,
761, 907, 1040, 1426, KK. 1325, 4697, 6076, 8224, 9817, and Sm. 691.
For the text and a tentative transliteration and translation see SAYCE,
Rec. de travaux rel. ac la philol. et a l'archleol. /gypt. et assyr., Vol. XIII
[Sm. 2144]
(Paris, 1890), pp. 127 ff., and plate ix.
Fragment of the right half, 1in. by
ment of a religious (?) text.

in.; 7 +..........)

lines. Frag[Sm. 2145]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1in. by 116in.; 7 +.....
[Sm. 2146]
..... lines. Part of a prayer (?).
Right half, 1-in. by 1l5in.; 8 + 1 + 8 lines. Part of an astronomical
[Sm. 2147]
report concerning observations of the moon and sun.
) lines. Fragin.; 6 +.....
Fragment of the right half, fin. by
[Sm. 2149]
ment of a religious text.
lines. Part of a
by 1 -5in.;11 +.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 1in.
[Sm. 2150]
forecasts.
astrological
text containing
) lines. Frag..
.
Fragment of the left half, IBin. by din.; 4 +
ment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser[Sm. 2151]
vations of various stars.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by I-5in.; 4 lines in unknown characters
similar to those of Sm. 2087 ; see above, p. 1530.
[Sm. 2153]
Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. bytin.; 3 lines of characters similar to
[Sm. 2154]
those of the preceding number.
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 in.; ..... + 11 lines. Part of a
From the colophon it
text containing astrological forecasts.
appears that it belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work
- f- SyIT [-Y~]. The catch-line reads:<B~][<X]
H>TVs;T'\1

'

.

/This

[Sm. 2155]

fragment joins on to Sm. 575; cf. supra, p. 1419.

. lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by ',in.; 10 +.
text containing omens similar to those of Sm. 1139; see above, p. 1465.
[Sm. 2156]
Fragment out of the middle, l in. by
.....

lines (in double-columns).

-9

in.; traces of 1 + 5 +.....+

Part of an explanatory list.

[Sm. 2157]
lines; Babylonian.
[Sm. 2158]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Iin. by ½in.; 7 + .....
Part of a letter (to the king).

lines. Part of
[Sm. 2159]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 1-in.; 9 +.........
a religious text.

.) lines; Baby-

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by tin.; 7 +........

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
lonian.
[Sm. 2160]
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
Fragment of the right half, I5in by

11

lines.

in.; 8

Part

[Sm. 2161]

of an incantation-text.

.) lines. Part of
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by in.; 5 + .....
a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Sm. 2162]
Upper portion, 3-6in. by 1ain.; 10 + 7 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 4 lines;
[Sm. 2163]
Babylonian. Part of a report.
Upper portion, right half; 1- in. by 9 in.; 4 + 3 + (edge) 2 lines; Babylonian. Beginning and end of a letter to the king. Mention is made
[Sm. 2164]
of Borsippa (+ y- y-Y).
Fragment out of the middle, gin. by J in.; 4 + ...
columns. Part of an explanatory list.

.

lines in double[Sm. 2166]
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Upper portion, right half, l in. by Iin.; 7 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Part of
[Sm. 2169]
an address to the king.
Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by 1r in.; 8 +
of a Sumlero-Akkadian incantation-text.
Tin.by
Fragment out of the middle,
a text containing forecasts.

in.; ..

.lines.

Part
[Sm. 2170]
Fragment of
[Sm. 2171]

+ 5 lines.

........
lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 14in. by ; in.; 10
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
[Sm. 2172]
of various stars.
lines.
by in.; 4 +.........
Fragment of the lower portion, 1in.
Fragment of a text containing incantations and directions for
[Sm. 2173]
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
+
Fragment out of the middle, 3in. by Iin.; traces of 1 + 6 + ...
..... lines (in three columns ?). Fragment of an explanatory list,
which may belong to a tablet of the class of Sumero-Akkadian
[Sm. 2176]
Syllabaries.
Fragment out of the middle,
of a religious text.

Fragment out of the middle, lin.
Part of a religious text.
Fragment out of the middle, 1
of an omen-text.

.......
) lines.

Part
[Sm. 2177]

by lin.; 6 +

1-in.

by

1-6Iin.;

in. by 3in.; 6 +

8 + .....

(.

....

....lines. Part

) lines.
[Sm. 2178]

[Sm. 2179]

Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by 11in.; 11 +. .
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, lain. by l1in.; 7 + .....
incantation (?)-text.
Fragment out of the middle, in. by in.; 5 + .
ment of an astrological text.

.... .

Fragment out of the middle, 3in. by I Iin.
letter or report.

.+

4

.

lines.

) lines.
[Sm. 2180]

Part of an
[Sm. 2181]

Frag)lines.
[Sm. 2182]
lines.

Part of a
S[m. 2185]

lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by in. ; 7 +..........)
of a text containing'astrological forecasts taken from observations
of eclipses, etc.
[Sm. 2186]
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Portion out of the middle, 41in. by 32in.; 34 + 26 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
sun, its eclipses, etc. E.g., lines 13 if. of obverse read:-

<M v A
fAa
m4 n +-+ t 7- 4{<- V
+ t
»>
Y
-

>--* ->-Y
Y >;-,>-TyT

YY

A

-Y

[S-m 2m9

tye

line 21 of r YTm mention is

Y

ot

Porio

FragY

9±lns
9/
±n

by

ofthemidlyn

md Yh , n
o<m:ent

ot

-4^<
<,
,E
: ^ syr
XM
.eT<7
Y ___^^
9 ±^i:tYn

y ,

Y

1-n
VYY b- F o* th t7is
t out<of- the middle
-FrgmT Series
v
11TY
t
N <T-8
Y

Y<

-- TyT

-YYY

ay~T{
i~religiousf

4-4+
-:,

DT

TY<< --Y

<V

<«p

+
f . AT

4_

^

t

r--/:/'

£(XL >Y - ty NE?!

,

b

Yy
Ya
V :Yt

cf.

[Sm. 2189]

BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 433, note 2.
Fragment of the right half, l1in. by T7-in.;

>r//
alte>

+ of

-.

In line 21 of reverse mention is made of

o

-in.- Nir, ' p 3,
2+14
>YT4mv
S
y ., -.- . -YY
Y~Y- Y

V
{1mr

+<~
Y-

V-

a

.....

± 6 lines.

Part of a

[Sm. 2190]

letter or report.
Fragment out of the middle, - -in. by "in.; 9 +
a religious text.

lines. Part of
[Sm. 2191]

lines. Part of a letter
Portion out of the middle, tin. by "in.; 9 +...
l4 ~.
concerning public affairs. Mentions is made of Y>t
[Sm. 2192]
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by {in.; 9 +..........
a religious text.

lines. Part of
[Sm. 2193]

lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by l-L6in.; 7 + .........
of a mythological legend, probably belonging to a tablet of the
For the text see HAUPT, Nimr., p. 34,
^
Series V >~
No. 18 ; cf. Beitr., Vol. I, p. 111.
* Partly effaced.

[Sm. 2194]
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Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by l1 in.; 8 + ....
Part of a text containing incantations, etc.
1

(.....)
lines.
[Sm. 2195]

Fragment of the lower portion, 3½in. by 2½in.; 11 + 15 ..........
+
20+ 14 lines. Part of a mythological legend containing the
Babylono-Assyrian account of the Deluge. Duplicate of K. 2252;
see above, p. 426. The text corresponds with W.A.I. IV, pl. 43 [50] f.,
Column I, lines 54 ff.; Column II, lines 47 ff.; Column V, lines 24 ff.;
Column VI, lines 16 ff. This fragment may belong to the same tablet
as K. 7752 (see above, p. 872, and Vol. III, p. x), and Rm. 2, 383 (q.v.).
For the text see HAUPT, Nimr., pp. 126 f., 130, Nos. 63, 68. Cf. also
DELITZSCH, Lesest., 3rd ed., p. 100; 7The Expos., 1888, p. 236; and
Beitr., Vol. I, pp. 128, 132, 140, 151.
[Sm. 2196 + 82-5-22, 316]
Right half, upper portion of a granite slab, 2
tin.
by 2in.; 5 + 6 lines in
archaic characters. Part of a historical inscription of an ancient
Babylonian ruler.
[Sm. 2224]
Fragment out of the middle of a circular impression of a seal, 1lin. by 1l-in.;
around it is part of one line :-y r
_...
[Sm. 2233]
Circular impression of a royal seal,* diameter l1in., height 3in.; around
it are 2 lines of inscription containing a date :--- _
f
V 4t<

"Y4

YYE ~YY T
Y <<
<-T > y ..... .Y
i.e.,,
Dec.-Jan., 715 (?) B.C. Cf. G. SMITH, Ep. G., p. 85; Disc., pp. 148, 435;
BEZOLD, Sitzber. d. Preuss. Ak. d. W., 1888, p. 747, note 1; and WINCKLER,
Sargon, Vol. I, p. 196.
[Sm. 2276]
Right half, 4-5-in. by 33in.; 19 + 22 lines; Babylonian. Part of a report
of the class described above, p. 259f., K. 1288. Mention is made of
Esarhaddon (y -- r- V
< 4^) and y 3yy <Ty-T-y
and
of the lands of
<{:
a^d ^ F< 4
and
, etc. For the text see
KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an den Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 28, No. 68, and for
a transliteration and translation ibid., Vol. II, pp. 174ff.
[Sm. 2485 + 83-1-18, 555]
* Cf. supra, p. 80, note *, and p. 508, note t.

-

VOL. IV.
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---

--

-

-

-

-
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Complete, 61 in. by 313 in.; 50 + 26 lines. "Complete"* text containing
prescriptions and warnings for a king; it begins:-'.
Hi >f <4Y
For the text see W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., pl. 48, and for
-~
- <(vwi a,
explanations G. SMITH, Discoveries, pp. 97, 410 f.; SAYCE, Rec., Vol. VII,
pp. 117ff.; and BOISSIER, Recherlches sur quelques contrats babyloniens
(Paris, 1890), pp. 7 ff. Cf. also Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 163, No. 47.
[D. T. 1]
Upper half, 63in. by 4in.; 20 lines. Part of an inscription of Tiglathpileser III. Duplicate of K. 3751; see above, p. 561. The text is
published by SCHRADER, Abh. Preuss. Ak. d. W., 1879, No. VIII, plate I
and on the adjoining photograph, and by ROST, Die Keilschrifttexte
Tiglat-Pilesers Ill. (Leipzig, 1893), Vol. II, p. 21. Cf. ibidem, Vol. I,
pp. 54 ff., 135 f.; G. SMITH, Discoveries, pp. 74, 254ff.; SCHRADER, l.c.,
pp. 15 ff.; K.G., p. 457; and DELITZSCH, Pa'rad., p. 238.
[D. T. 3]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1lin.; 12 +.........
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.

) lines.
[D. T. 4]

Portion of the left half, 3-5in. by 3¼in.; 29 + 24 lines. Part of an omentext belonging, according to the colophon, to the 94th tablet of the
Series T - ]
Y,:y t. V
y._
The catch-line reads:'--[]

<MY-Yyf

4A-Y <<V -+

E <- a 'Y

YtYY-.

For a duplicate see

above, p. 1037, K. 9768; cf. also pp. 585, 587, 594, KK. 4000, 4018,
4097, and Vol. III, p. xI, note *. The text is published by LENORMANT,
Choix, pp. 238 ff., No. 92; see also Divin., p. 98; STRASSMAIER, . V.,
[D. T. 10]
p. 286; and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 162, No. 37.
Right half, lower portion, 2in. by
in.; (.....+)
15 + 3 (+.....)
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
version.
[D. T. 11]
Portions, 2 -in.
by 11in.; 13 + 7 lines.
Part of a private contract,
concerning the sale of a female slave, dated:-[
- t_]
<(<Yy 1¢686
B.C.
Jan.-Feb.,
i.e.,
,
¢
&
y<
>yy
gp4 T H < 4 Ac
Cf. G. SMITH, Ep. C., p. 90;t and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 179,
No. 66
[D. T. 12]
* Cf. supra, p. 474, note *.
t For T. 156, read "D. T. 12.'
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Fragment of the upper portion, l1in. by 1Iin.; 17 + .
Part of a prayer.

) lines.

.........

[D. T. 13]

Upper portion, left half, 8 in. by 4in.; 40 + 34 + 30 + 29 lines; Babylonian.
Portion of an astrological text, part of which has an interlinear
Assyrian version, belonging, according to the colophon, to the 22nd
tablet of a series. It is published W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., pi. 40, No. 1,
and explained by G. SMITH, Disc., pp. 395 ff. Cf. also PINCHES, Acad.,
1882, No. 533, p. 68; SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., pp. 80 f., 101; BALL, P.S.B.A.,
Vol. XV, pp. 51 ff.; and Guide Nimr. C. S., 1886, p. 61 f., No. 3.
LD. T. 15]
3
.. lines in three
Fragment of the left half, 2- 6-in. by 21 in.; 10 + ......
columns; Babylonian. Part of an explanatory list of the class " Sb."
Duplicate of Sm. 23; see above, p. 1373. For the text see LENORMANT,
Choix, p. 177, No. 77, and W.A.I. V, 38, No. 4. Cf. also BEZOLD, Zeits.,
1885, p. 61 f.; Lit., p. 203; and Guide Nimr. C. S., 1886, p. 64, No. 8.
[D. T. 16]
Fragment out of the middle, li n. by 1 7 in.; 9
Part of a prayer.

) lines.
[D. T. 17]

.........

Lower half, 3in. by 2 in.; 20 + 25 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing forecasts. Two sections begin with
[D. T. 18]
--. Cf. Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 162, No. 38.
>-<
+ 8 lines. Part of a
Portion out of the middle, 2-in. by lin.; .....
report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made
of the (inhabitants of the) lands of [g ?]
y-y YYYA
y >Yyy
[ ?]
[D. T. 19]
~-2Y YJ Yf.
and 5,X 4

.Nearly complete, 2 1in. by 1 in.; 7 + 8 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines;
Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik. Private contract, dated in the
[D. T. 20]
' 4
:>S)-.
reign of Darius (y y<[y
Complete, 13iin. by 1Iin.; traces of 7 + 9 lines; Babylonian; not from
?)
- <*
Kouyunjik.
Private contract, dated:March-April,
i.e.,
X
(?)-,>,,,
4>
<T
>
W*
~,
Y
<X I
^C *P ¢<

[D. T. 21]

490 (?) B.C.
in.; 6 +..
Fragment of the left half, l--16n. by
prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version.

. lines.

Part of a
[D. T. 22]

Portion of the left half, 1Uin. by 1-26iin.; 11 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part
[D. T. 23]
of a letter to the king.
* Partly effaced.
9 L 2
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by l- in.; 8 + 2 + 6 + 1 lines; Babylonian; not from
Private contract, dated:--<<T_

<(v

<(< 4

[D. T. 24]
9,i.e., June-July, 584 (?) B.C.
Y "yt~::i
Portions, 2in. by 1l in.; 8 + 1 + 10 + 2 lines; Babylonian; not from
[D. T. 25]
Kouyunjik. Part of a private contract.
Complete, 2-1 j in. by liin.; 8 + 2 + 8 + 3 + (left-hand edge) traces of 4
lines; Babylonian; not fiom Kouyunjik. Private contract. The
[D. T. 26]
date is obliterated.
Complete, 2in. by l1in.; 8 + 9 lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik.
<Y
K

Private contract, dated:-- __

- 4- Y <

-

Y

=

[D. T. 27]

, i.e., April-May, 544 (?) B.C.
4-y
lines;
Fragment out of the middle, 2-in. by lin.; 6 + ..... (....)
Babylonian. Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and
[D. T. 28]
rites by means of magical stones, etc.
Lower portion, left half, 2in. by 1 in.; 5 + 2 + 6 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines;
Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik. Part of a private contract.
[D. T. 29]
Complete, 2in. by 15in.; 11 + 2 + 10 + 1 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines;
Babylonian; not fromn Kouyunjik.
Private contract, dated:-3«<0,Y

>EEt

4

>t

2,£->-Y

t--

,

i.e., Nov.-Dec., 546 (?) B.C.

[D. T. 30]
Right half, 1 in. by 1l in.; 7 + 1 + 5 lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik.
Part of a private contract, dated:--<
_Y
<<yy
[>] <<
>
-Yf
>Tt=

~Y
~,

~>/p

i
i.e.,
April-May, 567 (?) B.C.

[D. T. 31]

Upper portion, l1in. by 1-%in.; 7 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik. Part of a private contract, concerning
the sale of land, dated :-- ¢
$ <
4
>
j -:~
,
i.e., July-August, 550 (?) B.C. For the text see STRASSMAIER, Inschlriften
von Nabonidus, Kjnig voon Babylon, Part 1 (Leipzig, 1887), p. 138f.,
No. 232.
[D. T. 32]
Complete, 2 in. by liin.; 8 + 1 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines; Babylonian;
not from Kouyunjik. Private contract, dated:--_<
,
f w

T
YY

YT

l -TYY[ Yl, i.e., Aug.-Sept., 523 (?) B.C. [D. T. 33]

Upper half; 2in. by l gin.; 12 + 12 lines; Babylonian; on the right-hand
and left-hand margin and the top edge are nail-marks. Part of a
private contract, concerning the sale of land, beginning:*^7VVV:

41>> __

-tYTY
.

TYno>
A
Y

4

YY

T

V
Y T
)sY

1

.4 ,

A :Y
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¢
<
4
E~
_f, i.e., April-May, 676 B.C. Cf. Guide Nimr. C. S., 1886, p. 83,
No. 21.
[D. T. 34J
Complete, 5 in. by 4 6in.;
36 + 31 lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik.
1
Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars, etc.
Explanatory glosses are added by the scribe. The colophon contains
a double-date -- [E<] . ~ (?)
^<4y d TA<<<
<y VY
[ <Y-YYT] V AdYd Yi >_
Ah
~, i.e., Feb.March, 103 (?) B.C.
[D. T. 35]
Nearly complete, 3in. by 2 ' in.; 16 - 10 lines; Babylonian; not from
Kouyunjik. Copy of an explanatory text referring to a series of
omen-texts; cf. reverse, lines 6 and 7:It

is dated: -A
-t

U; Y;

<AT EY
A
I

<<Yy

v

MY VY^M w<

+

4 1

6-=
<^YTYY

IYY.

y-Y
^T
-Y

Cf. Guide N\imr. C. S., 1886, p. 65, No. 10.

[D. T. 36]

Complete, 4in. by 3 1 6 in.; 19 + 19 + 1 lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik.
Explanatory text similar to that of the preceding number; cf. reverse,
line 18 :--Ji
t <Yt Y>mY
IOY 4
V
qY
Y F A <J

<Y Y YYt

V

H.
#

From the heading of this text

(obverse, line 1):-"-- yf -i
< - + i-< FYY<<< 4-,
to have been used for making an (astrological) prediction.
Nimr. C. S., 1886, p. 66, No. 16.

it appears
Cf. Guide
[D. T. 37]

Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 23in.; 27 + 28 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Duplicate of K. 3586; cf. supra, p. 546. For the text of the reverse
s8e W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., Add., p. 3; cf. also PINCHES, T.S.B.A., Vol. VII,
p. 175.
[D. T. 38]
Fragment out of the middle, lin.
by 1--Lin.; 7 +..
...
.) lines.
Part of a text containing forecasts (?).
[D. T. 39]
Portions, lOin. by 5§in.; 89 + 46 + 44 + 72 lines in three columns. Explanatory list of the class " Sc" forming, according to the colophon,
the 2nd tablet of the Series
ye _ A.
The text is published
W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., pll. 62 and 63, and by DELITZSCH, Lesest., 3rd ed.,
pp. 67 ff. Cf. also G. SMITH, T.S.B.A., Vol. III, p. 462; Disc., p. 101;
LENORMANT, Choix, pp. 178 ff., No. 78; STRASSMAIER, A. T, p. 1067;
ABEL-WINCKLER, Keilschriftt., p. 53; Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 163,

No. 43, and stpra, pp. 868, 875, KK. 7693, 7790.
*

t

Partly effaced.
-- after

Yyis wanting.

[D. T. 40]
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Upper portion, left half, 2- in. by 1l5 in.; 14+ ..... lines. Part of a
mythological legend, probably belonging to the Series r-~ I& -Y
dy[ 4. The text is published by DELITZSCH, Lesest., 3rd ed., p. 94 f., c,
and explained by G. SMITH, Chald. Gen., p. 76 f.; G. E., pp. 74, 299 f.
LENORMANT, Origines, Vol. I, p. 504 f.; and JENSEN, Kosm., pp. 290 if.
Cf. also G. SMITH, Disc., p. 397; SCHRADER, K.A.T., 2nd ed. = C.0.71,
Vol. I, p. 17; SAYCE, Rec., N. S., Vol. I, p. 145; and Guide Kouy. Gall.,
[D. T. 41]
1885, p. 161, No. 27.
lines. Part
17 +..........
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 1lin.;
acBabylono-Assyrian
the
containing
legend
of a mythological
count of the Deluge. It forms a parallel text of K. 2252 (cf. supra,
p. 426), corresponding with W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., pl. 43 [50], Column I.
The text is published by DELITZSCH, Lesest., 3rd ed., p. 101; and
W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., Add., p. 9, and repeated by HAUPT, Nimr., p. 131,
No. 69. See also Beitr., Vol. I, pp. 122, 151; and Guide Kouy. Gall.,
[D. T. 42]
1885, p. 160, No. 26.
Portion of the left half, 3iin. by 3¼in.; 26 + 23 + 21 + 27 lines in doublecolumns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups according
to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. The text is published by
Cf.
LENORMANT, Choix, pp. 204ff., No. 81, and W.A.I. V, 20, No. 1,
also DELITZSCH, in LOTZ'S Tiql., p. 224,* and in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 216,

note 1; and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 162, No. 41.

[D. T. 44]

Lower portion, left half, 23in. by 2-T6in.; 13 + 10 lines. Part of a text
containing hymns, some of which have an interlinear Assyrian version,
[D. T. 45]
and directions for ceremonies.
+ .. , + 29 lines; the
n. 25 +....
in.;
b
Portion of the left half, 3 in. by
Part of a list of
double-columns.
in
written
are
lines on obverse
names and titles of the god Bel, with glosses, and of a hymn, probably
connected with his worship. Cf. Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 163, No. 45.
[D. T. 46]
+ 37 lines. Part
Portion out of the middle of reverse, 47in. by 3in.; .....
belonging to a
probably
forecasts,
astrological
of a text containing
.yY; they partly
tablet of the great astrological worlk -4 - -y
relate to public affairs. Mention is made of Nippur (-fk -Y;Y<(M). Line
37 appears to form the catch-line, of which only the beginning is
Cf. Guide Koiy.
'-y..
E
>d+
s
] Aij
visible:-[Y
[D. T. 47]
Gall., 1885, p. 162, No. 36.
* For S. 12 read "D. T. 44."
t Partly effaced.
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Upper portion, left half, 3-7in. by 2 in.; 21 + 13 + 6 + 2 lines. Part of
a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version,
beginning:-

-

yr >-L Yq ;Y~
<Y- <V

<>=YY>
<W-EYY ~tF

~>
>YY
isyyT
g74'
^7nyy
s:
% >M sn
;V4-NE_y_^
&Yna

-4+syy
-4-~
l~r-~(3>-

<a

-

>-+

5V
a+

y ,
YE -

--5M
- V>E

^

>--M

<^y? '" <^
T
rn &my

IH

T4k4

><Yv fY
<Y<f4
X

Tia-y

-

>Y

I

>-T

aY-

^s

v-YY

>-<

YYiYY

-YYY
V T&

[D. T. 48]

etc.

Portion of the left half, 3in. by 2in.; 26 + 10 + + 24 lines. Copy of a
text containing forecasts concerning the chances of a sick man's
recovery. A comparison of the catch-line with that of K. 6292 (see
above, p. 777), and with K. 1352 (see above, p. 272 f.), reverse, line 3,
makes it probable that D. T. 49 belongs to the 7th tablet of the Series
Vy^
~
yy^
a~m
J
'
-<.ff
A colophon-line reads:=4--+<:-c<

>

4<
vv

yy

A}[-D

[T.

4

]<

[D. T. 49]
Portion out of the middle, 3¼in. by 2½in.; 17 + ....
containing astrological forecasts.

lines.

Part of a text
[D. T. 50]

Left half, upper portion, 15 in. by 5in.; 11+ 12 lines; Babylonian.
Extract from a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
observations of the -?
a- [_] and the > -,
etc.
[D. T. 51]
Portion of the right half, 3b-{in. by 2 9in.; 20 + 35 + 32 + ..... lines in
double-columns.
Part of an explanatory list of names of vessels,
with glosses. For the text see LENORMANT, Choix, pp. 208 if., No. 82,
* Partly effaced.

t Cf. K. 2971 (above, p. 493), Column II, line 15.
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and W.A.I. V, 42, No. 1; cf. also TALBOT, T.S.B.A., Vol. III, p. 445;
DvoriK, Zeits., 1884, p. 122; STRASSMAIER, A. , pp. 526, 530, 545, 648,
750, 827, 852, 947, 1018, 1026, 1105; and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1685, p. 162,
No. 40.
[D. T. 52]
Left half, 2-76in. by ] -Iin.; 5 + 2 + 1 lines; Babylonian.
astrological report from y Y EW<.

Part of an
[D. T. 53]

Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 2¼in.; 11 + 17 + 16 + 13 lines. Part of
a text containing forecasts similai to those of K. 9153 (see above,
p. .988), and K. 10772 (above, p. 1113).
[D. T. 54]
Left half, lower portion, l 8in. by lin.; 12 + ( ..........
+)
3 lines. Part of a list of names of persons, and of their properties,
similar to that of K. 2017; see above, p. 386 f.
[D. T. 55]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 4in.;
10 + .........
of a text containing astrological forecasts.

) lines. Part
[D. T. 56]

Left half, lower portion, 3 -- in. by 21 3in.; 22 + ..... + 5 + 17 lines. Part
of a text containing incantations, some of which have an interlinear
Assyrian version. Two sections end with ~-J
--+.
Cf. PINCHES,
P.S.B.A., Vol. III, p. 83; SAYCE, Zeits., 1885, p. 6; Hibb. Lect., pp. 286,
note 3; 459 f., note 8; 467, note 1; DELITZSCH, W.B., pp. 331 f. ;* 424; *
Handw., pp. 47,* 61,* 150;* and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 161,
No. 30.
[D. T. 57]
Lower portion, left half, 34in. by 2-9 in.; 17 + 11 + 9 + 20 lines in doublecolumns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar meanings. For
the text see LENORMANT, Choix, pp. 213 ff., No. 83; W.A.I. V, 28, No. 2;E
PINCHES, Zeits., 1885, pp. 331 ff.; and DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 144f.; t cf.
also ibidem, p. 276 ;t Handw., pp. 131f., 190, 197;t and BEZOLD, Lit.
Ctrlbl., 1888, Column 1080. For a duplicate see above, p. 72, K. 275;
cf. also p. 45, K. 169.
[D. T. 58]
1
Fragment out of the middle, I-1-in. by l -iin.;
9 + .....
double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants.

lines in
[D. T. 59]

Lower portion, left half, 3 in. by 21' in.; 14 + traces of 2 + 12 + 18 lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version,
belonging to the 6th tablet of the A-r-Series. Duplicate of K. 65;
see above, p. 17 f., and Vol. I, p. xxx.
[D. T. 60]
Fragment of the left half, "in. by 3in.;l 8 +.....
lines. Part of a letter,
or report, probably concerning astrological observations.
[D. T. 61]
* For D. T. 59 read " D. T. 57."

t The text is there qluoted under the private mark " 422."
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Portions, 2in. by 1i in.; 8 + + 10
1 + 1 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik. Part of a private contract, dated in
the reign of Nabonidus (y ~J~= g).
[D. T. 62]
Upper half, 1- 9-in. by l
in.; 10 + ....
to the king from J << <Y
ji A _.

lines.

Introduction of a letter
[D. T. 63]

Right half of a cylinder, 2in. long, diameter increasing from 3§ in. to 3 in.;
20 lines separated from each other by division-rules. Part of an
inscription of an Assyrian king similar to those mentioned above,
p. 327, K. 1662. For the text see SCHRADER, Ber. d. Kgl. Sachs. Ges. d.
JViss., 1880, p. 41; cf. ibidem, p. 35; WINCKLER, in SCHRADER'S Bibl.,
Vol. II, p. 271, note 2; and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 165 f., No. 55.
[D. T. 64 + 82-5--22, 27]
Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 1-in.; 20 + 12 lines. Part of a text
containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.
A colophon-line reads:-[ >- _ yy
TTy
>>$T+ S]
(<y A. For the text see KING, Babylonian Magic and Sorcery, plate 63.
[D. T. 65]
Nearly complete, 2 in. by 1lin. ; 6 + 1 + 7 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines;
Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik. Private contract, concerning a
loan of money, dated in the reign of Saosduchinos:--'
<< 7
of
-

<Y*(?)

^-<
Y

-B -4

o

yfuw

m ^A

[at

E[D. T. 66]
Adf $yr.
Lower half, 4 in. by 3-1 in.; 32 + 34 lines. Part of a hymn with an
interlinear Assyrian version; duplicate of KK. 3328, 5188, 5307; see
above, pp. 523, 697, 706. For the text see HAUPT, Keilsclriftt., pp. 119 ff.,
No. 17; cf. also ibidem, p. 216; BEZOLD, Zeits., 1887, pp. 103, note 1;
459; DELITZSCH, W.B., pp. 68, 333, 377 f., 466; Handw., pp. 47, 158,
212, 218; and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 161, No. 31.
[D. T. 67]
Portion of the left half, 1-13in. by 1in.;
....
+ 6 lines. Part of a letter
concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the land of a`.<(< [D. T. 68]
m y.
Portion of the right half of a cylinder, 1 in. long, arc 2 5in., chord 2|in.;
22 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib. The text corresponds with Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 56 if.
[D. T. 69]
Right half, lower portion, 23in. by 2 5 in.; 20 + 19 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various
stars, etc.
[D. T. 70]
* Partly effaced.
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Right half, lower portion, 313 in. by 31in.; 20 + 29 lines. Portion of a
hymn. Cf. BRPtNNOW, Zeits., 1889, p. 22; and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885,
p. 161, No. 28.
[D. T. 71]
Lower portion, left half, 53in. by 4-in.; 19 + 21 lines; Babylonian; not
from Kouyunjik. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts;
they partly relate to public affairs. Cf. Guide Nimr. C.S., 1886, p. 74,
No. 44. For similar tablets see below, D. T. 73 and D. T. 78, [D. T. 72]
Portion out of the middle, 6in. by 31in.; 27 + 26 + (reverse) 31 lines;
Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts similar to those of the preceding number.
[D. T. 73]
Fragment of the left half, tIin. by Win.; 8 + 4 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. The lines on
obverse begin with yT_IY; of. saupra, p. 431, K. 2311,
[D. T. 74]
Right-hand corner, 2 in. by 2 -;.in....
+.....
+ 24 + ....
lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars; they partly relate to public affairs. Mention is

made of the stars [-T-+]
'-;+ By
-4- Oyt yA-I,

A
YT,etc.

-,A¢v

-Jid-4YY
T
,

Cf. Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885,
[D. T. 77]

p. 161, No. 35.

Left half, 6iin. by 43in.; 32 + 28 + 2 lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts similar to those of
D. T. 72. The colophon reads:Y

rl

U- Y-+

A7 A-Y By H
sr (?) t H
4,

U-T,
,_

+^1\;

,-.a

X

Cf. Guide Nimr. C. S., 1886, p. 74, No. 43.

[D. T. 78]

Lower half, 21 in. by 2in.; 16 + 4 + 16 lines; Babylonian; not from
Kouyunjik. Part of a private contract.
[D. T. 79]
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2in. by 24in.; ..... + 11 lines.
Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. Of
line 10, which may form the catch-line, only the middle part is visible:$;!

>$
guys

T ^
I'YTSW

<

T.

*t f

N

[D. T. 80]

Right half, lower portion, 3
by
hin. 21in.; ( .....
10 + 14 + 14
++ traces
of 10 + 18 + 16 (+ ..... ) lines. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms in Assyrian, concerning legal subjects.
Cf.
supra, p. 607, K. 4223. This fragment probably belongs to the same
tablet as Rm. 277, q.v.
[D. T. 81]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1in.
by 4in.; 7 + ......
lines. Part
of an inscription of an Assyrian king.
[D. T. 82]
Portion out of the middle, 4- 7in. by 25in.; 16 + 15 lines; Babylonian;
marginal number <. Part of an acrostic, alliterative hymn similar
to K. 3452 (above, p. 534), K. 8204 (p. 904 f.), etc. The lines of the
various sections begin with 4, <--Yy, - '_; y,
2<,
-Y (?.e.,
zikirsu), respectively. For the text see PINCHES, Texts, p, 15 f., No. 4,
and for a tentative translation SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., p. 514 f. Cf. also
STRASSMAIER, A, V., p 918; and BEZOLD, Lit., p. 327.
[D. T, 83]
Upper portion, left half, 3& in. by 1-in,; 1 + 8 + 4 lines. Babylonian; not
from Kouyunjik. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
The line on the top edge reads:-- Iy;[ ,-T > I < < VY << V;
cf. supra, p. 1543, D. T. 37. In the colophon mention is made of (the
son of) y y;- MT
y<
?4<.
[D. T, 84]
Portion out of the middle. 3 in. by 2 in.; 9 + 16 + 12 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. Two
sections end with ><jYjF -,4-. A colophon-line (Column I, line 5)
reads:
and another (Column III, line 3):-

3N

2N ^

7

S<t

P[Y

><T]

Of the catch-line only the end is visible:This fragment joins on to K, 2542, K, 2772 and D. T. 170, and appears
to belong to the same tablet as K, 3300.
[D. T. 85]
Right half, lower portion, 4 in. by 3½in.; . .. + 11 + 25 + 19 + 21 + 22
+ 18 + ...
lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of
sick people. The contents appear to be similar to those of the preceding number. Cf. Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 163, No. 46. [D. T. 86]
Upper portion, 3-in. by 3in.; 11 + 10 lines; Babylonian; not from
Konyunjik.
Part of a religious text. Explanatory glosses are
added by the scribe. Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible:-

N7 T

JY
4T A~ft <

For

A T
AYYY

similar texts see below, pp. 1552, 1564, D. T. 113 and D. T. 260.

[D. T.87]
*

Cf.supra,pp. 453, 521, EK. 2542, 3300.

t Partly effaced.

Cf. supra, p. 474, K. 2772.
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Fragment out of the middle, l-%in. by lIin.; 3 +.....
characters. Part of a private contract (?).

lines in Phoenician
[D. T. 88]

Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by lin.; 12 + 3 + ..... +.....lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate
to public affairs.
[D. T. 89]
5
Left half, upper portion,
in. by
15 + ( + ......
.+) 1 lines;
Babylonian. Omens concerning houses and incidents thatmayhappen
to men, etc. The text begins:--d_
A '
d-

[D. T. 90]
.
4,
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 15in. by 1-6in.; 11 +.........
lines. Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[D. T. 91]
H<a

Fragment out of the middle, 1 1 6in. by 3in.; 8 +....
ment of-an astrological text.

lines. Frag[D. T. 92]

(.....)

Fragment out of the middle, 2'in. by 1 19-in.; 15 + traces of 1 + .....
+
4 lines. Part of an incantation-text. Of a colophon-line only the
end is visible :
'"• ;'"(.<
[D. T. 93]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the base
at least 1lin.; short ends of 7 + 13 + ..........
lines. Part of an
inscription of an Assyrian king.
[D. T. 94]
Fragment out of the middle, 1lain. by lin.; 9 +..........
lines. Part
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [D. T. 95]
Right half, upper portion, 276 in. by 1 in.; ends of 7 + 9 lines.
religious (?) text.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by ly in.; 10 + .....
Part of an incantation-text.

Part of .a
[D. T. 96]

(.....)
lines.
[D. T. 97]

Upper half; 2-7in. by 15in.; 11 + 15 + 3 lines. Portion of a letter to
the king from y
- <( - concerning observations of eclipses of
the moon and sun. Cf. obverse, lines 5 ff.:-- <<(
>-- <-<< I

e., <<l

in
E _+

W:
>k
TYY <E
>Y -S +I

A

IE

+ At

< 4

t

>

Iy

Hn

'Y -rF

>+

YY -YA

.v
YT

a

E<E
<y <Y -E-

S
UY ty7
YT=T55
_en1L
t <M
! A YT,
-r>V , etc.; and

<T
E>E

rev., lines 6 ff. :-<-NE
, ¢- *I I<^ r

6 I ISW

..

ARY
aH
4

I Asis
Partly effaced.

= c

!YI
'

YY a

SYA
y

`

>-

>4
-y
F

Y -Y

<<
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TYwi-+
- tF=^n
tii vY+I7+

<1 <q«

I° 1O -74--

<@
A<>_i -y^-f TY,$' <@^- «< T-4 1r< 1
Y(si. A
4< W
aY
o

V

py

!

4

TYYT

N <'

I Te

v

[.

:

.

=

<

A-R
<Y- mt -Y
I -RYt ->YY

in. by

loiii.;

10

T.

1

^yX 4 <<

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1½in.; 10 ......
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts;
relate to public affairs.
Fragment out of the tnmiddle, 1
Part of a religious text.

<tH_
4 -Y A<M

11 + ..........

) lines.
they partly
[D. T. 99]
) lines.
[D. T. 101]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 1-in.; (.....+)
12 + traces of 10
(+ ....
) lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.
[D. T. 103]
Upper portion, right half, 2 in. by 2 -in.; 12 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of the moon; they partly relate to public affairs. It begins:

mrY 4TY mIF7Y
YYtlr 4tY n Ak Ti

>T YX>-T

The colophon contains part of a double-date:-L|n
6
i.e., B.C. 701.

+ l* V

<o

,

[D. T. 104]

Right-hand corner, 2 - in. by 2 in.; (..
+ 13 + 12(.....)
lines in
double - columns.
Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar
meanings.
[D. T. 105]
Eight half, upper portion, 31in. by 25in.; 18 + ....
lines. Part of a
mythological text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Line 1 of
obverse contains the Assyrian rendering of line 2.
[D. T. 106]
Portion of the left half, 37in. by 2in.; 12 + 6 lines; Babylonian; not from
Kouyunujik. Part of an astrological text.
[D. T. 107]
Portions, 115in. by H1in.; 8 + 2 + 8 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 4 lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik. Part of a private contract, dated:5Y6 7 t(.e., t

Q6

t

<«

^

V

567 (?) B.c.
*

Partly effaced.

i

^

,

Nov.-Dec.,
[D. T. 108]
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Left half, lower portion, 4T1in. by 38in.; 26 + 24 + (...+....+)
I
+ 23 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing prayers and
directions for ceremonies. E.g., Section II of Col. I and a preceding
colophon-line read:-

~Sff

<T-

a, "+

I

,Y

- 7V-

"5l

__

Y-dW--Y

^

s ^^En
r^-

Y

-

-4-

-

; < t ¥>

Y'k
'Z
> 'Y
^ ICv:~
^

If

<
<

a 4 4

10

<raYT

r o ettf
h
y i
de ocm T4 ofY <anep l
<'NR
'
<T"-1

TYY

T[9

<c
teT

<oY

>

Y

T^-

<Yt

Y

t

0t

dyTV

Y

oy

+
4 line
i4
lis
aTt ith goe
it

w
M

<l

.-.
>

V!

n

IFT YT

k^

jgf
U:

Of, Guide Nimr. C, S., 1886, p. 63, No, 5

4<
Y:

$

and infra, D., T. 114.
[D. T. 109]

Portions, 1-in by 1in.;
n
5 + 2 lines;
Part of a private contract.
Fragment out ofthe middle,
cf. BEZOL-,
see below. 81-7-27, 210.
of Rm. 3, 3;

1- 1

in. by

Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik,
[D. T. 1 0]
1lin.

13 +lines
+

Zeits., 1889, p. 436.

in

For another duplicate

[D. T. 111]

Nearly complete, 141in. by 1 %in.; 7 + 1 + 8 + 1 lines; Babylonian; not
from Kouyunjik. Private contract, dated in the reign of Nabonidus:-,-

-at

IS

Y
*

* (?)

*Y

^

[D. T. 112]

-

Right half, lower portion, 3-1-iin. by 1I in.; 14 + 16 lines; Babylonian; not
from Kouyunjik. Part of a religious text, with explanatory glosses,
similar to that of D.
87;see above , p. 149.
[D. T.
T. 113]
* Partly effaced.
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Left half, upper portion, 4in.

by 3in. 1 + 18 + 14

(..........

+

7 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing prayers with an
interlinear Assyrian version, and directions for ceremonies, similar to
those of D. T. 109, q.v. The superscription "< A A A
iy 4-+

-" shows that this text was connected with certain astrological
rites; cf. Sp. 131 and supra, p. 1543, D. T. 37. For the text see W.A.I.
IV, 2nd ed., pl. 40, No. 2; cf. also Guide Nimr. C.S., 1886, p. 63f.,
No. 6.
[D. T. 114]
W <((

Fragment of the left half, 2-in. by 1 3 in.; 17 (+.....)
(..
+) 19
lines (in double-columns)
Part of a list of names of gods, with glosses.
[D. T. 115]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2in. by l1in.; (....
+) 11 + 13 (+ .... )
lines; Babylonian, Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies
and rites.
[D. T. 118]
Right half, upper portion of reverse, 3in. by 2-in.; ...
+ 17 lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and prayers.
[D. T. 119 + D. T. 152]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 -6in.by lt-in.; 12 + .
.......
) lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[D. T. 120]
Right-hand corner, 2-3in. by 1-in.;

containing
affairs.

.....

astrological forecasts;

+ 10 lines. Copy of a text
they partly relate to public
[D. T. 121]

Portion out of the middle, 2-6 in. by 2 -in. ; traces of 3 + 18 + .........
lines. Part of text containing astrological forecasts taken from
observations of the clouds, etc. Lines 1-7 begin with y <¥*
kem
~ -4- -y~.
The beginning of Section II (lines 9 ff.) reads:-

>-4 ?1 ¢ S4-nY
] kXY^

Y
A
<TY

Y+ _-7nY
- Yy

n-YTk<Y_-

=

·-~n

1 <* .T
,

,(,

> < AA <At*^
1^]T i>
4 -Y]\ ^Y >lE

iEmYE v -A,-

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by -in.; 8 +.lines
double-columns). Part of an explanatory list.

.

IM
,

"
.
[D. T. 123]
(in
[D. T. 124]

Fragment of the lower portion,
-1in. by 1 'in.; 7 + .
..
) lies.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate
to public affairs.
[D. T. 125]
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lines;
Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by 1-1 in.; 8 +.....(.....)
Babylonian. Part of a text containing directions for the performance
[D. T. 126]
of ceremonies, etc.
Fragment out of the middle,
Part of a religious text.

1-3in.

lines.
[D. T. 127]

by 1-sin.; 6 +....(.....)

Fragment of the left half, lDin. by Win.; ..... + 9 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made
[D. T. 129]
* [,Y]).
-- 4
of Saosduchinos (y --+
Part of a
[D. T. 130]

Fragment of the right half, 23-in. by 1-in.;
prayer.

9 + 3 lines.

Right half, 1 in. by 1lin.; 6 lines; Babylonian.
report.

Part of an astrological
[D. T. 131]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2gin.' by lin.; traces of 2 + 7 + 7 + 4
[D. T. 132]
lines. Part of a religious text.
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1kin.; 11 +.
of an inscription of Assurbanipal.

) lines. Part
[D. T. 133]

........

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1gin.; 15 + ..... lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate to public
[D. T. 134]
affairs.
3 lines.
in.; 15 + (.....+....+)
Upper portion, left half, 1 in. by
[D. T. 135]
Part of a prayer.
.)
(+.
Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 1lin.; ( ..... +) 20 +....
for
plants
of
names
of
Part of a list
lines (in three columns).
medicinal purposes, similar to those mentioned above, p. 963, K. 8807.
[D. T. 136]
Upper portion, right half, 3in. by 2in.; 7 +.....
report.

lines.

Fragment of the right half, lin. by tin.; 10 + .....
Part of a letter to the king.
Fragment of the lower portion, lin.
a text containing forecasts.

by

lines; Babylonian.
[D. T. 138]

2in.; 5 +.....

Fragment out of the middle, l- in. by 1in.; 7 +..........)
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
* Partly effaced.

Beginning of a
[D. T. 137]

lines. Part of
[D. T. 140]
lines.
[D. T. 141]
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Left-hand corner, 2-in. by 23in.; traces of 13 + short beginnings of 5 +
(..........
+..........
+) traces of 1 + traces of 6 lines. Fragment of a list of eponyms (?), similar to that of K. 4446; cf. supra,
p. 663.
[D. T. 142]
Left-hand corner, lin.
by lin.; 5 + 6 lines; Babylonian; not from
Kouyunjik. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken
from observations of the moon.
[D. T. 143]
Portion of the left half, 33 in. by 1+ 5'in.; 22 +(.........
) 14 lines.
Part of a text containing prayers to Samas and Rammnnzdn and directions
for the performance of ceremonies and rites. Section II of Column
IV and a preceding colophon-line read:-

- T-4P
rY

-YYA

HU <Y-

^

Y-

-V

-4
-+

Y- -Yn

a Z

Al r>-- -

C^I
4li.

' ^
[D. T 144]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2in. high, one side of the base
at least 2½in.; 14 + 13 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal. The contents of Column b are similar to those
[D.
of K. 2628, etc.
etc.;; cf. supra,
[D.
T.
145]
supra, p.p. 460.
460.
[D. T.
T. 146]
Fragment out of the middle of prisy
, 2a o,
in. igh, one side of the base.
Portion
of the
half,in2¼in.
by 1-in.; 15with
+ short
of 5 lines.
Part
alnes.
Par2 right
of an
catation-text
an ends
interlinear
Asription
of
a
text
containing
forecasts;
they
partly
relate
to
public
affairs.
version. Mention iThe contents of Co"language
of the similor(s)"to ( tose
Portion of the
in.right half,
by
of a text
version.

+

n.;

Astrological
lines.
report to the

containing
ention is fohe
made
of the thelanguage
the sailor(s)
(ced ofirs.
predits
iparease of
of cattle
in the land

-'

1YOL .f eaT

4)

[D.

T. 147]

51.
p. 165, lines.
No.
~~~D1885,
[D. T.to 148]
Complete, 21in. by 1-1in.;
9 +1+1
Astrological
report
the
Portions
hal,
2
inl
ri
2in.
8 <<<(
A1 lines;
concerning
an observation
the moon
Bbylonian;
no fromofKoynik.
king from Y
¥' <YYY
<Y7 * >Xby dk<
<<(
of cattle in the
land
and sun,Part
fromofwhich
he
predictsThe
the dtincrease
lies.
ate
cntract.
is mutilaterlind.
[Dear
T. 149rianof
Akkad, etc.; cf. obverse,
obverse, lines 55 and 66:--yA
:---y >-< ydd 444
~BTg
y
·
<Hi*,e
'4>Tuft
^^
«<
<
+ -YYY4 <<,1885, p. 165, No. 51.
Portions, 2§in. by 1 3 in.

~
^>_,
6+

o
8 +
I

Part of a private contract.

if..... .

See Guide
Guide Kouy. Gall.,
Gall.,
See
[D. T. 148]

lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik.

The date is mutilated.

[D. T. 149]

x Partly effaced.
VOL. IV,
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Left-hand corner, 1-1% in. by 1-5 in.; 11 + 5 lines. Part of a mythological
legend. Duplicate of K. 2518; see above, p. 450. This fragment
appears to belong to the same tablet as K. 3972 (above, p. 582). For
the text see W.A.I. IV, 2nd edition, plate 60*, A.
[D. T. 151]
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by l1 in.; 6 + .....
Part of a text containing forecasts (?).

lines; Babylonian.
[D. T. 153]

Fragment out of the middle, in. by a1in.; 6 +........)
lines.
Part of a text containing forecasts, partly relating to public affairs.
[D. T. 154]
Fragment of the left half, 14in. by -9in.;.... .+ 9 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing omens derived from the actions of snakes.
Cf. supra, p. 465 f., K. 2682.
[D. T. 155]
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 18in. by lin.; ..... + 5 lines;
Babylonian. End of a text containing forecasts. Of the catch-line
only the middle part is visible
:-i:.
* V
[D. T. 156]
Portion out of the middle, 4in. by 3Tin.; 23 + 25 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
wind,

kt

etc.

Y >-.

The sentences on reverse begin with I :(-

Cf. supra, p. 422, K. 2207.

.4-]]

:fY

[D. T. 157 + D. T. 171]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3- -in. high, one side of the base
at least -1-in.;13 + 18 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see below, p. 1570),
[D. T. 158]
Column II, lines 134 ff.; Column III, lines 119 if.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2in. high, one side of the base
at least lin.; 12 +..........
+ 10 lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see below, p. 1570),
Column I, lines 50 ff.; Column X, lines 55 ff. Cf. Guide Kouy. Gall.,
[D. T. 159]
1885, p. 165, No. 52.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 -in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part
at least 1
Iin.;
11 + short beginnings of 9 + .......
[D. T. 160]
of a historical inscription, probably of Assurbanipal.
...
..
Fragment of the left half, 11in. by 1in.;
12
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
* Partly effaced.

) lines. Part
[D. T. 161]
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Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 13in. high, one side of the base
at least 2in.; ..........
+ 9 + 11 lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see below, p. 1570), Column
IX, lines 99 ff.; Column X, lines 110 if.
[D. T. 162]
Fragment of the left half, liin. by 15in.; 11 + 9 lines.
to the king.

Part of a letter
[D. T. 163]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 1 7 in.; 10+ 3 +
........
lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate
to public affairs. The sentences of Column II begin with Y :.
[D. T. 164]
Lower portion, 2-in. by I5in.; 4 + 5 lines; Babylonian; not from
Kouyunjik.
Part of a private contract, dated in the reign of

Nabonidus:

r77 E <

<

[-]

'

^i' * >y

-

. [D. T. 165]

Fragment out of the middles, lin, by 1in.; 12 + ( ....
....
+) 12
lines. Pait of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
[D. T. 166]
Upper half, 2in, by li.;
3+ 4+
lines; on obverse three seal-impressions. Part of a private contract, dated :--._;
:,,
-f* A<!
[D. T. 167]
L-, i.e., May-June, 680 B.C.
Y _,T
_
<Y- *
Lower portion, right half, 23in. by 1]in.; 6 + 2 + 4 lines; Babylonian; not
from Kouyunjik. Part of a private contract.
[D. T. 168]
Upper portion, right half, 21 in. by 2i 9 in.: 23 +..
.lines;
Babylonian.
Part of a text containing omens and directions for ceremonies to

prevent their evil effects. The beginning reads :--'
] Y^ A!
^1J
> >k-WYY-<
.-ll

,

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1lin.; 6 + ........
Part of a religious(?) text.

r

[D. T. 169]

) lines.
[D. T. 173]

Fragment of the right half, 15in. by lin.; (.....+)
7 .....
(+.....)
lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [D. T. 174]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1i.in. by
by
3 + ..........
lines. Fragment of a text containing forecasts similar to those of
K. 3951 (see above, p. 579), etc.
[D. T. 175]
Left-hand corner, 2in. by l1in.; 6 + 9 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part of
an inscription of Assurbanipal.
[D. T. 177]
*

Partly effaced.
9 N 2
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Fragment of the left half, 1-in. by 1lin.; 10 4 ..........
lines. Part of
a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be
used for the benefit of sick people.
[D. T. 178]
Fragment of the left half, 1 {in. by lin.; 9 +.....(.....)
of a text containing forecasts concerning the _y A, etc.
Upper portion, left half, 33in. by 2in.;
Part of a religious text.

22 + (

lines. Part
[D. T. 179]

.......
+) 12 lines.
[D. T. 180 + D. T. 316]

Right half, upper portion, 1--Lin. by l1in.; 6 + 6 + 1 lines; Babylonian;
not from Kouyunjik. Part of a private contract. The date is
mutilated.
[D. T. 181]
Portion of the right half, 2- 1 in. by 2in.; 10 + 11 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts, similar to those of K. 3951 (see above, p. 579),
etc., concerning the ~i'Y,

etc.

[D. T. 182]

Fragment out of the middle, 2§in. by l1in.; 16 + 7 lines; Babylonian;
not from Kouyunjik. Part of a text containing astronomical calculations.

[D. T. 183]

Portion out of the middle, 3-1 6in. by lin.; 21 +.........lines;
Babylonian. Part of a religious text similar to those of D. T. 109 and
D. T. 114; see above, p. 1552 f.
[D. T. 184]
Portions, 1-1in. by l-11 in.; 7 + 1 + 6 + 1 + (left-land edge) 2 lines;
Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik. Part of a private contract,
dated from the 37th or 38th year of a Babylonian king, probably
Nebukadnezzar II.
[D. T. 185]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2½in. by 24in.; 4 + 6 + 8 + 12 lines. Part
of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[D. T. 186]
Left half, lower portion, 2, in. by 1in.;
8+8 lines; Babylonian; not
fiom Kouyunjik. Part of a private contract.
[D. T. 187]
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1 in.; 8 +11 lines; Babylonian; not
from Kouyunjik. Part of a text containing astronomical calculations.
[D. T. 188]
Upper half,
1lin.
by l 76in.; 6 + 7 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 5 lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik; on the top edge one and on the left-hand
edge two seal-impressions. Part of a private contract, dated fiom
the " 2nd year of Antiochus"; cj: reverse, lines 3 f.:< y

>V

0YI

<

F

1t

Y -H+

Aee

>

* VIK
-

<''*
/YVV

4--> [I

*. Partly effaced.

'2?]4

[D. T. 189
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Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 1-lin.; 11 + 5 lines.
containing omens concerning houses, etc.

Part of a text
[D. T. 190]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2in. by 1-E-in.; 7 + (
........ +
)
1 lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
version.
[D. T. 191]
Left half, lower portion of reverse, 1iin. by 1 %Ain.;
.....
edge) 3 lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik.
or report.

+ 11 + (left-hand
Part of a letter
[D. T. 192]

Portion of the left half, 3tin. by 13in.; 22 + 21 lines; Babylonian; not
from Kouyunjik; on the left-hand edge four nail-marks. Part of a
private contract. The date is mutilated:-- - y- _ EY
4 7

YVY <

[D. T. 193]

Fragment of the right half, l1in. by l1in.; (.....+)
7 + 8 (+.....)
lines. Part of an astrological text relating to public affairs. A
colophon-line reads:-:'`
. YY _<d
<,Y Y V
v
.
[D. T. 194]

4

Fragment out of the middle, 25in. by 1Hin.; 9
.....
lines; Babylonian;
not from Kouyunjik (?). Part of a religious text connected with the
worship of the goddess
_~_
- i= i - .
[D. T. 1951
Right-hand corner, 23in. by 2- 6in.; traces of 5 + 17 lines.
containing forecasts concerning the dyy to, etc.
Portion out of the middle, 2in. by 1lin.; 12 +..........)
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
of yTyy
.TT 2 (
H<
P <E.
.Y

Part of a text
[D. T. 196]

lines. Part
Mention is made

[D. T. 197]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, 3-in. by 11'in.; .
.+ 15 lines.
Part of a religious (?) text.
[D. T. 198 + D. T. 205]
Upper half, l-in. by l-1 6in.; 7 + 1 lines.
to the king from
+- <Y¥ V~ .*

Beginning and end of a letter
[D. T. 199]

Fragment out
out ofof the
the middle, l-13 in. by
y 1-in.; 10 +.........
lines. Part
of an inscription of Sennacherib. The text corresponds with
Senn. Pr., Column II, lines 10 ff.
[D. T. 200]
Fragmenu

Iiddle)

T

16"..

Fragment out of the middle, 1-0-in. by 11-%in.; 11 + ..... lines. Part of
a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
the star -- < 'V ~
t 2~1,, etc.
[D. T. 201]
et~.
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the lower portion, lin.
Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik.
Complete, 2in. by l1in.;
Memorandum.

by l--in.; 8 + 2 +.....
lines;
Part of a private contract.
[D. T. 202]

4 lines; Babylonian;

not from Kouyunjik.
[D. T. 203]

Lower portion, 2-in. by in.; 6 + 6 l ines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik.
Part of a private contract.
[D. T. 204]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l- in.; ....
+ 8 lines; Babylonian;
not from Kouyunjik. Part of a text containing astronomical

yt- < t T<-Yk

calculations, dated:-I
i.e., B.C. 102.

'

I

",''
[D. T. 207]

Nearly complete, l1in. by 1- 3 in,; 6 + 6 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines;
Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik. Private contract.
[D. T. 208]
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1- 7bin.; ....
+ 10 lines. Part of a
prayer, with an interlinear Assyrian version, belonging, according to
the colophon, to the 6th tablet of a series. Of the catch-line only the
INTYk
-YY
z'T :
[D, T, 209]
beginning is visible :---<
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by lin.; 7 + ...
. + 2 lines; Babylonian; not from
Kouyunjilk. Part of a text containing prayers to Samnas [and Ranmmn?],
etc. The edge contains a date:-y

P-

;I

"-4
^

vr
A4x

"V -

^

,.,.
,v

[D, T. 210]

.
+ 9 lines,
Part
Fragment out of the middle, ln.
by lin.; .....
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people (?).
[D. T. 211]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1-in, by in.; 3 + 3 + 1 lines; Babylonian;
not from Kouyunjik, Part of a private contract, dated :-L >^ <{
[D. T. 213]
"j ,
YV; ",'ioe. B.C. 504 (?)
Portion of the right half, 3in. by lIin.; 10 + 9 lines.
names of persons, etc.

Part of a list of
[D, T. 214]

lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, l --in. by1 13 in.; 9 +..........
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people. One section begins:-

g>~,,-. .Tt

! <f,%,
~,. tyNt
.
;,k,%.
* Partly effaced.

[D. T. 215]
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lines. Frag...
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by lin.; 10 +...
ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere[D. T. 216]
monies to be used for the benefit of sick people (?).
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by lI in.; traces of 8 + 4 lines. Part of
[D. T. 217]
a list of objects and their owners.

Part of a report.
[D. T. 219]

Left half, lower portion, 3in. by 1in.; 6 + 11 lines.
Nearly complete, 14 in. by
aJ~Y-< ty

-in.; 9 + 2 lines.

Introduction of
[D. T. 218]

lines.

Left half, upper portion, 25 in. by tin.; 7 +.....
a letter to the king.

Letter to the king from the

-), stating the

-

of the city of Arbela (C-I y

[D. T. 220]

observation of an eclipse.
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by in.; 5 + .
Part of a list of names of deities.

lines; Babylonian.
[D. T. 221]

(...)

Fragment of the lower portion, 1 -in. by 15in.; 10
Part of a text containing forecasts.

....
.

.

) lines.
[D. T. 222]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1-in. by 1lin.; 8 + 2 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts. According to the colophon, it
[D. T. 223]
was copied from an original in Babylon.
Nearly complete, 2- 3in. by 1in.; 12 + traces of 5 lines. Part of a letter
concerning public affairs, probably addressed to the crown-prince
[D. T. 224]
.
:
(-y d ). Mention is made of y -i
Left half, upper portion, 1¼in. by l-3 in.; 8 + 6 lines; Babylonian; not
from Kouyunjik. Part of a private contract concerning a loan of
money. It is dated in the reign of Nabonidus:--. tfi
_t)>£ <
4J i

[W]

Right-hand corner, 1 in. by lin.;

,,:

,

, >
( ...

.....

.+

[D. T. 225]

9 (+ ...

) lines.

[D. T. 227]

Part of a religious text.

lines. Beginning of a list of animals
Upper half, 1 in. by 1in.; 6 +....
and of the names of their owners. Mention is made of y
WFy yy YW,
[D. T. 228]
yy.
the A. As
ts
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1in.; 8 +......
of an inscription of Assurbanipal; cf. line 4::d
t
Y
>+
Ply X <
*

Partly effaced.

...

) lines.
) A
+]

Part
PaT

[D. T. 229]
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Fragment of the right half, 1ain. by gin.; (.....

lines (in double-columns).

+)....

+ 13 (+ ....

Part of an explanatory list.

)

[D. T. 230]

lines.
Part of a
Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by lain.; 11 + .....
text containing a list of fields and land in various cities, probably to be
connected with taxes or dues. Sums total are added by the scribe.
E.g., lines 6-8 read:-

t-

%
<Y-

Yi Vn - Ykt

4 2.A
,
[D. T. 231]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; ......
lines. Part of a religious (?) text.

+ 7 +

+...
[D. T. 232]

Right half, upper portion, 23'in. by 2in.; 10 + 2 lines; Babylonian; not
[D. T. 233]
from Kouyunjik. Part of a private contract.
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 1in.; 6 + .....

lines.

(.....)

Part

[D. T. 234]

of a religious (?) text.

..
+...) 6
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1fin.; 10 + (
lines. Part of a religious text, including directions for ceremonies
Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible:and rites.

wIIh

>+ $T<Yer <e

[pD . T. 235]

~ngT.

Right half, upper portion, 2 -in. by 2-b3in.; 14 + 4 lines. Part of an
inscription of Sennacherib. Cf. Senn. Pr., Column V, lines 5 ff.
[D. T. 236]
Fragment out of the middle, 11 in. by
in.; 13 +
...
..... ) lines.
Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is
[D. T. 237]
X -y.
made of , YY.y -,TY>-y
Fragment of the left half, lin. by
a religious text.

in.; ..

(...

by in.; 9
Fragment out of the middle, 1in.
Babylonian. Part of a religious (?) text.

+4 lines. End of
[D. T. 238]
) lines;
[D. T. 239]

.......

Fragment of the lower portion, 2} in. by 1 in.; traces of 5 + 2 + 4 +..
lines (in four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class
, sc.,,
[D. T. 240]
Fragment out of the middle, lg-5in. by 1in.; 7 + .
Part of a text containing forecasts.

........

) lines.
[D. T. 241]
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by

(in double-columns).

13in.;

14 + 6 + ........

lines

Part of an explanatory list with glosses.
[D. T. 242]

+ 6 lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by lin.; .....
mythological text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate
[D. T. 243]
of K. 4898; see above, p. 672.
Lower half, 1- 9 in. by l
9 + 4 + 9 lines. Part of a letter to the
94in.;
king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the cities of
TY and

y

a

[D. T. 244]

$<.

lines;
[D. T. 245]

Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 1Lin.; 7 +..........)
Babylonian. Part of a religious text.
Fragment of the right half, 1-76 in. by 1 -in.; 7
Part of a text containing forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, lin.
omene-text.

by

..... lines; Babylonian.
[D. T. 246]

l-.in.; 8 + ..... lines.

Part of an
[D. T. 247]

Lower half, 2 in. by 2 in.; 9 + 11 lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik;
on the right-hand edge and the bottom edge are 9 nail-marks. Part of
[D. T. 248]
a private contract.
Left half, 1lin. by 44in.; 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological
;-<',',% concerning an observation of the moon
report from (
[D. T. 249]
[and sun].
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 1 in. long; arc 2in.; chord 13in.;
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king.

11 lines.

[D. T. 250]

........
+) 3
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 13in.; 15 + ( .
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[D. T. 251]
Portion out of the middle, 1-in. by l in.; 10 + 5 lines; Babylonian; not
from Kouyunjik. Part of a private contract, dated:--_<I
[t ]

>

<Ot

[q

"^y**

?]

V >>L[

?]

t

i.e., March-April, 578 (?) B.c.

w

[4

5

[D. T. 253]

lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by l in.; 7 + ..........
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[D. T. 254]
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by lin.; 8+

....

lines;

Babylonian.

Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[D. T. 255]
TOL. IV.

9 O
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Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by lin.; 6 + .....
report (?).

lines.

Part of a
[D. T. 256]

lines. Part
Fragment of the right half, 1-- in. by l in.; 8 +..........
of an inscription of Assurbanipal concerning his campaigns in
[D. T. 257]
Elam.
+ 8 + 6 + 5 lines;
.....
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1in.;
prayers and
incantations,
Babylonian. Part of a text containing
[D. T. 258]
directions for ceremonies.
lines.
....
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 5 +....
obserfrom
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken
[D. T. 259]
vations of various stars.
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 15in.; 6 + traces of 2 lines;
Babylonian; not fiom Kouyunjik. Part of a religious text, with
explanatory glosses, similar to that of D. T. 87; see above, p. 1549.
[D. T. 260]
lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of the left half, lin. by 3in.; 11 + ....
Part of an omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men.
[D. T. 261]
Lower portion, right half, 2- -in. by l-in.; 5 + 1+6 lines. Part of a
report (?) concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Assurbanipal

( -+

[D. T. 262]

4 Sp y).

Portion of the left half, 2 7 in. by 1l -Tin.; traces of 2 + 11 lines. Part of a
[D. T. 263]
letter (to the king).
by 18in.; 7 +.....lines.
Upper half, 2-in.
the king from ] YH<y- = [J1].*

Introduction of a letter to
[D. T. 264]

Upper portion, left half, 2-1jin. by 1- in.; 12 + 6 lines.
"'-<'.
beginning:-- _ 'I(

Part of a hymn,
[D. T. 266]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2in. by2in.; ....
+ 3 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts.
.....

+
.....
[D. T. 267]

Lower half, 25in. by lin.; 6 + 5 lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik.
[D.'T. 268]
Part of a private contract.
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 2 + 10 lines.
inscription of an Assyrian king.

Part of a historical
[D. T. 269]

* Restored from KK. 592, 678, 814, 1077; see above, pp. 135, 152, 174, 221.
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Right half, lower portion, 1Hin. by 1-3in.; 8 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter to the king concerning military affairs. Mention is made
of an ~

YW-tY

[D. T. 270]

>.

Fragment of the left half, 18in. by iin.; 13 +...........
lines. Part of
an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [D. T. 271]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 2½in. long; arc 2iin.; chord 2in.;
4 lines, separated by division-rules; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik (?).
End of a historical inscription of an Assyrian or neo-Babylonian
[D. T. 272]
king.
.
.....
+ lines.
Portion of the left half, 2 1%in. by 2in.; ....
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the month
Veadar, concerning eclipses; see above, p. 1233, K. 12297. The lines
begin:- y - yyy~k
............
~ -$4t < ¢ V 0y. The
number of the day

official note is written in painted cuneiform characters; cf. svpra,
[D. T. 273]
p. 1064, K. 10100.
Fragment of the left half, 2¼in. by l'3'in.; 9 + 9 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts. According to the colophon it
forms the 38th tablet of the great astrological worky
+ "-_Y~>YYYy.
The sentences begin usually with

y

(-+-) <Y4Y;

cf. stpra, pp. 549,

1029, KK. 3615, 9668, and infra, p. 1586, Rm. 146. Of the catch-line
;
- _
>->+ >;
only the beginning is visible:-cf. infra, p, 1580, Rm. 95.
[D. T. 274]
Fragment of the left half, 2-in. by l1in.; .....
+ 12 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecast taken from observations of various
stars.
[D. T. 275]
Complete, lin. by 1-7-in.; 6 + 7 lines; Babylonian; not fiom Kouyunjik.
Private contract, dated:--i
Yk
< $
>t
Y
Y-Y,*i.e., August-September, 559(?)B.C.
,S.i 2
"' t >f
[D. T. 276]

t

Fragment of the upper portion, l-17in. by l--in.; (.....
(+. ... ) lines. Part of a text containing forecasts.

+) 11 + 4
[D. T. 277]

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by l1in.; 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian; not
from Kouyunjik. Part of a list of objects (?).
[D. T. 278]
Right-hand corner, 2-3-in. by l1in.; 6 + 9 lines; Babylonian; not from
Kouyunjik. Part of a religious text.
[D. T. 279]
*

Partly effaced.

9 o 2
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Fragment out of the middle, 2¼in. by l1in.; 14 + ...
text containing forecasts (?).

ines.

Part of a
[D. T. 280]

Fragment of the left half, 1jin. by 1 in.; short beginnings of 7 + (.....+
.....
+) 8 lines. Part of an incantation-text.
[D. T. 281]
Portion of the left half, 3½in. by l1in.; 20 + (.
+.....+)
....
5 lines.
Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
[D. T. 282]
Right-hand corner, 2 in. by 2 in.; 12 + 11 lines; vitrified. Part .of a
religious(?) text.
[D. T. 283]
Upper portion, right half, 3in. by 2in.; ....
+ 23 + 13 + .....
Part of an omen-text. E.g., lines 1 ff. of Column II read:-

T] b

<_______<g_+
,

_T_-_

Y Y
Y Y

YY

~ YY

YY +
o

f

lines.

-y<'K

:yl

<Y

t v YE

tyy

ig
'R;

2+

L etc.(

Cf. D. T. 10 (above, p. 1540), catch-line, and K. 9697 (above, p. 1031,
and Vol. III, p. XI), obverse, line 1.
[D. T. 284]
Complete, 1 in. by 1
Memorandum.

3in.;

5 lines;

Babylonian;

not from Kouyunjik.
[D. T. 285]

Fragment out of the middle, la-in. by 1 in.; 11 +.........)
lines.
Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[D. T. 287]
Portion out of the middle, 21 in. by 1-5 in.; ..... + 18 lines; Babylonian.
Part of an omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen
to men.
[D. T. 288]
Left half, 2¼in. by 1 in.; 15 + 2 + 13 lines. Portion of a letter to the
king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of certain inhabitants
of the cities of 'tY y Y y>T y{Y I and
YY Yey
T< ¥f ¥'.*
[D. T. 289]
Fragment of the upper portion, 2 -in. by 2¼ in.; 17 + .....
+.....+
·.....
.lines. Portion of an incantation-text with an interlinear
Assyrian version.
[D. T. 290]
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 I3in. by1-* 7in.; 9 + ..........
) lines.
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king.
[D. T. 291]
Right-hand corner,
in. by 1 in.; 10 + .
.........
) lines. Part of a
religious text.
[D. T. 292]
Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by l8in.; 10 +....
.....
) lines.
Part of a religious text. Mention is made of the temple -Yyip |55E
<Ad E-.
[D. T. 293]
Portion of the left half, 2 3 in. by 18 in.; 14 + 10 lines. Omens belonging,
according to the colophon, to the 2nd tablet of the Series Y_V_<
O<~Y ~
yTT>. Duplicate of K. 3802 and K. 3804; see above, p. 566.
[D. T. 294]
Upper half, 31 in. by 2 in.; 17 + .....
with an interlinear Assyrian version.

lines.

Part of a religious text
[D. T. 296]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1-f5 in.; 9 + ..........
lines;
Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik (?). Part of a religious text.
[D. T. 297]
Portion of the left half, 21 in. by 13 in.; 16 + 7 lines. Omens derived from

the actions of horses.
supra, p. 574, K. 3886.

The sentences begin:-r

-_

T;
YT cf.

According to the colophon this text forms the

"15th part" (<YWv
>YTY <<( [,Y,]) of a composition. A comparison of
the catch-line: Y£ T<Y +
,, with K. 4038 (szpra,
p. 589), obv., 1. 1, makes it probable that D. T. 298 belongs to a tablet
of the Series y -y - T- _ fy > V-.
.
[D. T. 298]
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by

of Esarhaddon (-+

-- in.; 12 + 4 lines.

A

v 4).

Part of an inscription

[D. T. 299]

Left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 1 + 4 lines; Babylonian; on the lower part
-of reverse part of a seal-impression. Portion of a letter (A-y) concerning private affairs.
[D. T. 300]
Lower half, 2in. by 1-1 in.; 15 + 4 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of
and of
T ""( E g and Y
Y
T
VY^ ^ 1
the city of >iyt FY fyy (var.: '
y y).
[D. T. 301]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2in. by 1 9-6in.; 6 + 7 +
..........
lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik.
Part of a
religious text.
[D. T. 302]
* Partly effaced.
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Right-hand corner, 2 in. by l in.; 9 + 6 lines; Babylonian; not from
Kouyunjik. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
[D. T. 303]
Left half, 15in. by 1 in.; 6 + 1 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report from Y
'
^= 'T V of Borsippa (^
H
Hi).
[D. T. 304]
Upper portion, right half, 18 in. by 1 in.; 13 + ..... lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men and women.
[D. T. 305]
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1- in.; 17 + .....
(.
) lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of the stars, and groups of stars, >->r- T-Y- T
>-Y,
-_->{ I
>AY := and
(<.
E-4-T. 307]
[D.
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 1 in. by 1 in.; .....
+ 8 lines.
Part of a private contract.
[D. T. 308]
Right half, 2 in. by 18 in.; 8 + 1 + 7 lines; Babylonian; not from
Kouyunjik.
Part of a private contract, dated in the reign of
Cambyses:-.[f]
G
<I
<d
]<<; ^
V
[*
J ]
T*
%*

A

>*y ·

[D. T. 309]

T

Fragment of the lower portion, 2
byi
n.n.; 9 + 8 lines. Part of a
historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Sargon II.

[D. T. 310]

(¥ << Ad).

Fragment out of the middle, 1-1 in. by in.; 5 +..........
lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.
[D. T. 311]
Fragment of the upper portion, 2-1- in. by 1 in.; 9 +..........
Part of a prayer in the form of a litany.
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 - in. by 1 in.; (.....
(+ ..... ) lines. Part of a religious text.

lines.
[D. T. 312]

+) traces of 5 + 6
[D. T. 313]

Fragment of the right half, 1- in. by 18in.; (.....+)
.....
6 (.....)
lines (in double-columns?). Part of an explanatory (?) text.
[D. T. 314]
Fragment out of the middle, 12in. by 13 in.; 5 + 11 +....
. ...
lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the month
Kislev.
[D. T. 315]
# Partly effaced.
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Lower half, l1 in. by 14 in.; 9 + 10 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part of a
letter. Mention is made of Y(<Yt ->
<«<, ¥ <K
<
, T < B<
[D. T. 317]
X.
f,
a
AY : and
Portion of the left half, 2.-L in. by 1 in.; 19 + 3 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts. The colophon contains part of
a double-date:-<yY A4< y
Th4 ?I
<
?,-'-,z', i.e., B.C. 709.
[D. T. 318]
Portion out of the middle, 2-f-in. by 2 in.; 19 + traces of 2 + .....
.....
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. Two sections
end with ~-_~Y H4-'
[D. T. 319]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-76 in. by 18 in.; 10 + ..........
lines.
Part of an inscription of Sennacherib. Cf. Senn. Pr., Column III,
lines 50 ff.
[D. T. 320]
Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by 1 in.; 7 + .....
text containing forecasts.

lines.

Part of a
[D. T. 321]

Portions of a boundary-stone, 36in. high, 20in. wide, 12in. thick; on one
side are various astrological emblems, and on the other side 34 + 38 + 44
lines; archaic Babylonian; it was found on the western bank of the Tigris,
opposite Baghdad. Text of an inscription drawn up in the reign of Merodach-baladan .(T
- - ?AA -l) to define the limits of certain
%

lands and to commemorate the owner's right of possession. For the
text see W.A.I. IV, pl. 38 [41]; for a transcript into neo-Assyrian
characters W.A.I. IV, 1st edition, pl. 42; and for a reproduction of
the emblems, ibid., pl. 43, and G. SMITH, Discoveries, plate facing p. 236.
A translation of the text has been given ibidem, pp. 237 ff.; by RODWELL,
Rec., Vol. IX, pp. 31 ff.; and by OPPERT, Doc. jurid., pp. 129 if. Cf.
also BELSER, Beitr., Vol. II, p. 112 f.; and Guide Nimr. C. S., 1886,
*p. 45 f., No. 99.
[D. T. 383]
Complete alabaster slab, 17-| in. high, 88 in. wide, 1- in. thick; 36 + 39 + 2 +
(left-hand edge) 3 lines; archaic characters; from Kal'at Sherkat.
Inscription of Ramman-nirarl I. For the text see W.A.I. IV, pl. 39
[44, 45], and for translations G. SMITH, Discoveries, pp. 243 ff.; POGNON,
Inscription de Merou-VNerar Jer, roi d'Assyrie: Journal asiatique, 1883,
pp. 351 ff.; 1884, pp. 293 if.; and PEISER, in SCHRADER'S Bibl., Vol. I,
pp. 4 ff. Cf. also DELITZSCH, Kossder, pp. 9, note 1; 10, note 1; and
BEZOLD, Lit., p. 62 f.
[D. T. 384]
* Partly

effaced.
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Complete prismoid, 19- in. high, the sides of the base increasing from 2¼in.
to 23in.; 134 + 134 + 138 + 137 + 134 + 128 + 124 + 124 + 128 +
122 lines. Inscription of Assurbanipal. The text is published
W.A.T. V, pll. 1-10, and is there restored from various duplicates and
parallel texts; see above, pp. 330, 335-60, 460, 463, 470-2, 500f., 503,
509, 530, 638-40, 781 f., 860, 889, 937, 1189, 1212, 1335-7, 1339, 1371,
1514, 1524-7, 1532-4, 1556 f., and Vol. 11, p. xxiv, KK. 1678,
1697, 1698, 1700, 1701, 1706, 1708, 1712, 1717, 1719, 1720, 1721, 1722,
1723, 1724, 1726, 1727, 1730, 1735, 1736, 1739, 1742, 1744, 1745, 1747,
1754a, 1758a, 1762, 1763, 1770, 1771, 1772, 1773, 1774, 1775, 1777,
1778, 1780, 1781, 1782, 1783, 1784, 1785, 1787, 1788, 1789, 1790, 1791,
1792, 1795, 1797, 1798, 1800, 1801, 1805, 1815, 1816, 1819, 1820, 1822,
1823, 1824, 1825, 1826, 1827, 1831, 1833, 1840, 1841, 1848, 1851, 1855,
2628, 2659, 2734, 2735, 2737, 2738, 2739, 2750, 3058, 3077, 3098, 3159,
3402, 3404, 3407, 4518, 4520, 4521, 4536, 4687, 6338, 6368, 7590, 7591,
8017, 8537, 11715, 12008, 13730, 13736, 13751, 13754, 13783; SSm. 1,
1888, 2019, 2023, 2024, 2026, 2028, 2031, 2032, 2036, 2038, 2040, 2048,
2053, 2104, 2110, 2114, 2117, 2127; DD.T. 158, 159, 162; and below,
pp. 1571 ff., 1600, 1611, 1617, RRm. 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 19,
20, 22, 23, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 281, 406, 496, etc. Portions of the
text have been republished, viz.: Column I, line 1-Column II, line 48, by
ABEL-WINCKLER, Keilsclhriftt., pp. 26 ff.; Column I, line 52-Column II,

line 27, by LYON, Manual, pp. 53 ff.; Column II, lines 95-125 by TELONI,
Crestomazia assira, pp. 62 f., 104 ff.; Column V, line 90-Column VI,
line 29, and Column VI, lines 96-124, by DELITZSCH, Lesest., 3rd edition,
pp. 118 ff,, No. 9. For transliterations and translations see DELITZSCH,
Parad., pp. 296ff.; HAUPT and ERMAN, Ag. Zeits., 1883, pp. 85 ff.;
Etudes archeol., ling., et hist. dediees a IM.le Dr. C. Lecmnans (1885),
pp. 130ff.; HALEVY, lRecherches bibliques, part 8, pp. 325 ff.; LYON, 1.c.,
pp. 19 ff.; 24 ff.; 42 ff.; S. A. SMITH, Keilschriftt., part 1; and JENSEN,
in SCHRADER'S .Bibl., Vol. II, pp. 152 ff. Cf. also BUDGE, Hist. of Esarh.,
p. ix; Athen., 1878, No. 2639, p. 669; WIEDEMANN, Geschichte Aegyptens
(Leipzig, 1880), p. 225; BEZOLD, Lit., pp. 116if.; LEHMANN, Zeits.,
1887, pp. 214 ff.; JASTROW, ibid., pp. 353 ff.; PINCHES, in S. A. SMITH'S

Keilschriftt., part 1, p. 109, part 2, p. 98 f.; LEHMANN, ibidem, pp. 92 if.;
BEZOLD, ibidem, p. 89; Zeits., 1889, p. 289; and HAUPT, Beitr., Vol. I,

pp. 14f., 314f.

[Rm. 1]
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Upper portion of a prismoid, 48 in. high, the sides of the base increasing from
2 in. to 2in,; 11 +
..... .
+
+19
- 27 +22 + 22 + 26 + 27
+ 19 lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding
with Rm. 1 (q.v.), Column I, lines 7 ff.; Column III, lines 105 f.;
Column IV, lines 94 if.; Column V, lines 98 ff.; Column VI, lines 99 ff.;
Column VII, lines 116 ff.; Column IX, lines 17 ff.; Column X, lines 30 ff.
Cf. S. A. SMITH, Keilsclriftt., part 1, p. 101; and Guide Kouy. Gall.,
1885, p. 158, No. 14.
[Rm. 2]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 98 in. high, one side of the base
21in.; 57 + 54 + 25 + ..
.......
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal. For the text and a transliteration and translation
see S. A. SMITH, Keilschriftt., part 2, pp. 25 ff., and plates; cf. also
SCHRADER, AUh,
Preuss. Ak. d W.J, 1879, No. VIII, pp. 31 ff., and
Plate II; C.O.T., Vol I, p. 182; Vol. II, pp. 40 ff.; BUDGE, Hist. of
Esarli., pp. 9, 103; BRUNENGO, L'impero di Bab., Vol. II, p. 122, note 1;
BEZOLD, Lit., pp. 105, 111; JENSEN, in SCHRADER'S Bibiiothek, Vol. II1
pp. 238 ff.; DELITZSOCH,
B., p. 368; Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 158,
No. 12; and supra, p. 351, K. 1794.
[Rm. 3]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3i in. high, one side of the base
25in.; 14 + 24 + 21 + .........
+ 14 + 24 lines.
Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Ri. 1 (q.v.)s
Column I, lines 36ff.; Column IX, lines 47 ff.; and Column X, lines
54 ff. Cf. Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 158, No. 14, A.
[Rm. 5]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 41 in. high, one side of the base
2 in.; 17 + 26 + 15 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (q.v.), Column VII, lines 1 ff.;
Column VIII, lines 26 ff.; and Column IX, lines 56ff. Cf. Guide Kozy.
Gall., I.c., No. 14, B.
[Rm. 6 + R11. 14]
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 4-16 in. high. one side of the
base at least 2 in.; 9 + 27 + 27 + ..........
lines. Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (q.v.),
Column I, lines 1 ff.; 131 ff.; and Column II, lines 114 ff. Cf. W.A.I. V,
plate 2, lines 1-5; and Guide Kouy. Gall., I.e., Nos. 14, C, D.
[Rm. 7 + Rm. 9]
Portions out of the middle of a prismoid, 13- in. high, the sides of the base
increasing from 2- in. to 3in.; ..
±..+...
+ 43 + 58 + 68 + 71 +
75 + 74 + 41 + 4 lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal,
corresponding with Rin. 1 (q.v.), Column II, lines 116 ff.; Column III,
lines 88 ff.; Column IV, lines 75 ff.; Column V, lines 65 ff.; Column VI,
VOL. IV.
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lines 71 ff.; Column VII, lines 105 ff.; Column IX, lines 16 if., and
Column X, lines 32 ff.
[Rm. 8 + Rm. 21 + Rm. 2, 43 + Rm. 2, 41 + Rm. 2, 45 + Rm. 2, 47 +
Rm. 2, 48 + Rm. 2, 52 + Rm. 2, 53 + Rm. 2, 54 + Rm. 2, 60 + Rm. 2,
69 + Rm. 2, 71 + Rm. 2, 72 + Rm. 2, 75 + Rm. 2, 82 + Rm. 2, 87 +
Rm. 2, 88 + Rm. 2, 90 + Rm. 2, 552]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3- in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription
16 + 21 + ..........
at least lin.;
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column VII, lines 44 ff., and Column VIII, lines 63 ff. Cf. Guide
[Rm. 10]
Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 158, No. 14, E.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2- in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of tAn inscription
at least l in.; 18 4 9 + ..........
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
[Rm. 11]
Column I, lines 27 ff.; Column II, lines 21 ff.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription
at least l1in.; 11 + 9 + .........
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
[Rm. 12]
Column III, lines 13 ff.; Column IV, lines 115 ff.
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 3 in. by 1 in.; 6 +..... lines.
[Rm. 13]
Part of a Sumero-Akkadian prayer.
Fragment of the lower portion of a prisimoid, 1 in. high, one side of the
lines. Fragment
base at least 1l in.; 3 + traces of 3 +..........
of an inscription of Assurbanipal, probably corresponding with
[Rm. 15]
Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column VII, lines 118 ff.
Fragment of the lower portion of a prismoid, 2in. high, one side of the
lines. Part of an
base at least 2½in.; 8 + traces of 4 + ..........
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above,
[Rm. 16]
p. 1570), Column II, lines 77 ff.
Fragment of the lower portion of a prismoid, 2¼in. high, one side of the
lines. Part of an inscription of
base 2- in.; 7 + 11 +
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column
[Rm. 17]
VIII, lines 71 ff.; Column IX, lines 109 if.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2- in. high, one side of the base
... lines. Part of an inscription
at least 1Iin.; 8 + 14 + ......
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with K. 2732 (see above, p. 470),
Column IV, lines 27 ff.; Column V, lines 33 ff.
[Rm. 18]
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at least 2 in.;
Assurbanipal,
Column II, lines
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middle of a prismoid, lI in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription of
12 + ..
corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
[Rm. 19]
109 ff.

Fragment of the lower portion of a prismoid, 25in. high, 'one side of the
+ 8 + traces of 1 lines. Part of an
base 22in.; 12 + ..........
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above,
p. 1570), Column I, lines 84 ff.; Column X, lines 60 ff.
[Rm. 20 + Rm. 2, 66]
Fragmlent out of the middle of a prismoid, 31 in. high, one side of the base
33in.; 15 + .........
+ traces of 5 lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
[Rm. 22]
Column I, lines 4 ff.; Column X, lines 72 ff.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3in. high, one side of the base
+ 5 lines. Part of an inscription
at least 1¼in.; 4 +..........
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
[Rm. 23]
Column I, lines 69 ff.; Column X, lines 111 ff.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 11 in. high, one side of the base
Part of an inscription of
at least 1 in.; 6 + 6 +..........lines.
Assurbanipal, corresponding with K. 2732 (see above, p. 470),
[Ri.o 24]
Column V, lines 15 ff., 89 ff.
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, -a in. high, one side of tie
Fragment of a historical
base at least 15- in.; 2 +..........lines.
[Rm. 25]
inscription of an Assyrian king.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 38 in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription
at least 1l in.; 16 + 17 +..........
of an Assyrian king, probably Sennacherib, concerning his building[Rm. 26]
operations.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base at
Part of an
lines.
least 23 in.; traces of 4 + 14 + .........
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with K. 2732 (see above,
[Rm. 27]
p. 470), Column VI, lines 74ff.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3 in. high, one side of the base at
lines. Part of an inscription of
least 1Ain.;
2 + 8 + .........
Assurbanipal, corresponding with K. 2732 (see above, p. 470),
[Rm. 28]
Column IV, lines 86 f.; Column V, lines 80 ff.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 18 in. high, one side of the base
.. lines. Part of an inscription
at least 1 in. ; 10 + 12+ ........
9 P 2
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of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column IV, lines 122 ff.; Column V, lines 130 ff.
[Rm. 29]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 33 in. high, one side of the base
at least ]

in.;

traces of 5 + 17 + .........

inscription of an Assyrian king,

lines.

Part of an

[Rm. 30]

Fragment out of the middle of a prisrnoid, 1 in. high, one side of the base

at least Inl in.; traces of 4 +..........+
9 lines. Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal; cf. Em. 1 (above, p. 1570), Column X,
lines 111 if.
[Rm. 31]
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 1T in. high, one side of the
base at least 1-in.; traces of 4 + 9
..........
lines. Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above,
p. 1570), Column II, lines 75 ff.
[Rm. 32]
Fragment out of the mniddle of a prismoid, 2¼ in. by 1- in.; 15 +
..........
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column V, lines 12 ff.
[Rm. 33]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3 in. high, one side of the base
at least 2 in.;.........
+ 12 lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column X, lines 55 ff.
[Rm. 34]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1I in. by -5in.; 12 +
..........
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, oorresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column V, lines 109 ff.
[Rm. 35]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the base
at least l1in.; traces of 5 + 10 + ........
. lines. Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above,
p. 1570), Column VIII, lines 46 if.; Column IX, lines 37 ff.
[Rm. 36]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 21 in. high, one side of the base
at least 1l in.; 13 + 15 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr., Column III, lines 36 ff.;
Column IV, lines 13 ff.
[Rm. 37]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. high,
one side of the base
at least I in.; 14 + ..........
+9 lines. Part of an inscription
of Sennacherib. Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1 (q.v.), etc.
[Rm. 38]
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Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 24 in. high, one side of the base at
lines. Part of an inscription of
least 2¼in.; 15 + 16 +
Sennacherib. Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1 (q.v.), etc.
[Rm. 39]
Upper half, 3 in. by 21 in.; 17 + 12 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines. Part of a
text containing epigraphs which relate to Assurbanipal's campaigns.
y >-yT yy>>-, it appears that they
From the colophon: - <(probably formed the rough drafts of the texts inscribed upon various
bas-reliefs in his palace; cf. suprqa, pp. 638, 1481, K. 4515 and Sm. 1350.
The obverse begins: Y M ] + 4
Y=<
A <IMj V r- <
k, etc. The
TYYTTY-y+ T*- T Y- -'W i_ ly
[Rm. 40]
[--.
reverse contains part of a prayer, which ends with
Portion of the left half, 3in. by 2 in.; 12 + 11 lines. Part of a report
concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
>,<-¢
_). For
Mention is made of the land of Akkad (F+
the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an den Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 38,

No. 100, and for a transliteration and explanation ibid., Vol. II, p. 210 f.
[Rm. 41]
Fragmnent of the lower portion, 23in. by 25 in.; 7 + 11 lines. Part of
a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text see KNUDTZON,
I.e., Vol. I, p. 51, No. 139, and for a transliteration and explanation
[Rm. 42]
ibidem, Vol. II, p. 257.
Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by 2 in.; 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made
'.-Ty,Fo_
For the text see KNUDTZON, I.e.,
of the city of
Vol. I, p. 8, No. 20, and for a transliteration and explanation ibidem,

Vol. II, pp. 107 ff.

[Rm. 43]

Left half, lower portion, 2 in. by 18 in.; 15 + 18 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines.
[Rm. 44]

Forecasts concerning the Aa, etc.

Lower half, 18 in. by 1-l

in.; 6 + 2 + 9 lines.

Part of a list of objects.
[Rm. 45]

Lower half, ll in. by 11in.; 12 + 2 + 13 lines. Part of a letter to the
[Rm. 46]
king concerning an observation of an eclipse of the moon.
Lower half, 2-t in. by lin.;

18 + 2 + 13 lines.

king concerning private affairs.

Part of a letter to the
[Rm. 47]

Right half, 35 in. by 1 in.; 25 + 4 + 24 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
<-4:: concerning public
<(
(?) j]
letter to the king from [y
Iartly effaced.
P
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and the city of

yy l[Rm. 48]

Left half, upper portion, 21 in. by 3in.; 14 + 8 lines. Part of a letter to
the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the city of

Cuthah (A

~

ty <(

).

[Rm. 49]

Upper half, 1 in. by 1- in.; 10 + 1 lines. Part of a letter to the king
from y ^$
*><i
;
* y ;g> * . Mention is made of the city
[Rm. 50]
Syy .~*
of yyY
Complete, l1in. by l-1in.; 9 + 3 lines. List of names of persons :-y

NT
TI 4-I T _+
\
ytt

I

<IY \ i I-Y4<W
X<TT
t^ 4A
IY
I
,P+
`yy
-tJy!
_y yI yYI
f t
VT-.
yV

>-_ y

i Y - <Y- YY w
+ t^I Y 5yy YTyT
I 'Y ->-'TM 4 MER1 'Y
4Y

s

4

[Rnm. 51,

Right half, 3 in. by 12 in.; 16+ 3 + 16 + 1 lines. Part of a list of liquids
[Rm. 52]
(v>T_), etc., probably offerings. Cf. infra, RRm. 57, 66.
Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 6 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
Part of a private contract. The date is mutilated.
[Rm. 53]
Upper portion, 2 in. by 16in.; 11 + 10 lines; Babylonian.
Part of an
address to the king from y 4
_ -4-. Mention is made of y 4_
YY

~YYJ ~,

~ 4L

~

Upper portion, 1T-in. by 1I3in.;
letter to the king from y
4, etc.

YZYtY

Y
Y<
" "

8 + 7 lines.
y IY:
E

.

[Rm. 54]

Beginning and end of a
4- concerning y -J~kt
[Rm. 55]

Upper half, 1%9 in. by 1 in.; 13 + 7 + 4 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines. Part
,-;,(?)
*,~
concerning
of a letter to the king from y
y

!-~ _+
-

_ Y , etc.

[Rm. 56]

Portions, 3in. by 1 in.; 10 + 2 + 15 lines. Part of a list of liquids, etc.,
similar to that of Rm. 52, q.v. Line 15 of reverse contains a date and
the name of the owner of this tablet.
[Rm. 57]
Lower half, 2-1 in. by 1 in.; 17 + 2 + 20 lines. Part of a letter to the
king concerning military affairs. Mention is made of y _ ]J ~: and
[Rm. 58]
7 ,-<e _.
Upper half, 2 - in. by 2in.; 14 + 2 lines. Beginning and end of a letter
to the king from y = - ~.
! concerning public affairs. Mention
* Partly effaced.
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is made of V -_ %- E and y ¢.y y ->
inhabitants of) the city of
f_¢y
(var.:
-Yr

_, etc., and of (the
YJ).
[Rm. 59]

Upper half, 1Iin. by 1 1 -6in.; 14 + 11 + 4 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs,
which begins:-

?4

<> I V 4

^YWLt

Y

Mention is made of y $-t

X[

iy
47ypY?
1<
-

(?)JW -+

-

<

, etc.

[Rm. 60]

Portion of the left half, 1 in. by 1%6in.; 9 + 8 lines.
the king.
Right half, lower
l
portion,, 2 in. by 1 in.;
contract.

Part of a letter to
[Rm. 61]

+ 10 lines.

Part of a private
[Rm. 62]

Upper half, 1 -in. by 1 in.; traces of 6 + 11 + 1 lines; obverse vitrified.
Part of a letter to the king.
[Rm. 63]
Lower portion, left half, 1 in. by l in.; 8 + 3 + 4 lines. Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made

of the inhabitants of the city of Borsippa (X_. V

t-

t) -;

<.

[Rm. 64]
Portion of the right half, 2-3 in. by 8 in.; 18 + 10 lines. Part of a letter
to the king concerning military affairs. Mention is made of Y <--

~>

[Rm. 65]

+-, etc.

Upper half, 2-i in. by 11 in.; 12 + 13 + 1 lines. Part of a list of animals
and liquids, etc., similar to that of Rm. 52, q.v. E.g., lines 11 ff. of
reverse read:

yV - V r-_Y T -K

1-n,

->¢
H> T? 4V -RTPK

[Rm. 66]

Complete, 21 in. byIl6 in.; 14 + 10 lines. Letter to the king from Y -4<C^y yV A concerning private affairs; cf. obvelse, lines 5 ff.:I -kY-w t:t
1
4y V U UT A
>
YYY
I <Y-ME Y <Y-TYY
->!y - YY; <V
I >IX

YTY

l

E:ii <

wS+ 2

2I-2t

t3tt>1rt
* Partly effaced.

>>Y
I

R I YTr
K
y- ^Y
YY^ , etc.

?W
-TYT
I
[Rm. 67]
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Right half, lower portion, 3in. by
in.; 19 + 4 + 20 lines. Part of a letter
to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the land of

mH^ YiT,

etc.

[Rm. 68]

Complete, 2Min, by 1-in.;
12 + 2 + 12 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
Letter to the king from Y :- A> -y suggesting that he should
be rewarded for having recovered a golden tablet which had been
removed by a mason from the temple of Ass8tr; cf. obverse, lines 6 if.:

s-f 4Yy
- < Ty <U YYA I T
VYn

rfYV

<

made of Y 4

iI

<T
A,

>

>

^n
>

y

>

_>m
, etc.

Mention is

(-<(<.

Complete, 2-- in. by 1 in.; 6 lines.

I |1-

YY
T-+ --

-My >-YVyy
(Y
Y <4 I

¢S <(

+

>

[Rm. 69]
Memorandum:-f

¢T7

-Y. . 2 -- YY
T IY
|
n -Y-1T

<E

^?t

=~>y Y

|I

Y- -VYY 1
A

Y IY MYrT.
n

LRm. 70]
Lower half, 3jin.by 1 in.; 23 + 2 + 17 lines. Part of a letter to the king
concerning public affairs. Mention is made of yt
<( ky <¢, Y :
and of the cities of -TY
-+- and - yy
f <<y(y
etc.
[Rm. 71]

4Q,

Nearly complete, 21 in. by 1-1 in.; 8 + 9 + 1 lines; Babylonian.
letter from the king's son, beginning:>
ty
> S1 <Yt T Y*

-'f

4

Part of a

>[ > =

-

i
[ Wt]
M

[Rim. 72]

Complete, 2-in. by l in.; 11 +6 lines. Letter to the king from Y <YY
. ~4 <<< concerning certain lucky days; cf. obverse, lines 8 ff.:-

It

YTJ IIYT i t
V

IYnRT

3Smb

In20 + 1

I

Y
l

IT

Y7

[Rm. 73]

Portions, 3in. by 1- in,; 20 + 1 + 17 lines. Part of a letter to the king.
[Rm. 74]
Upper half, 2- in. by 2{ in.; 3 + 9 + 3 lines; on obverse two seal-impressions. Part of a private contract.
[Rm. 75]
Complete, 3 in. by 1 in.; 26 + 4 + 27 + 3 lines. Letter to the king from
YV - A- -y
~ >k ~- concerning religious affairs. Mention is made of
>P , "the king's brother"
and Y >+4- q
4
Y -+ <('TY <<(T
m

-< --

-[Rm.

L

1

76]

Complete, 3in. by 1 in.; 19 + 2 + 15 lines. Letter to the king fiom
~- LEy ~ concerning public affairs in the city of ~-yy A y~
.
Mention is made of y -+ 4
>- and yT-- <<
> ,, etc. For
* Attempted restoration after K. 644; see above, p. 145.
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the text and a transliteration and translation see S. A. SMITH, P.S.B.A.,
Vol. X, pp. 313 ff., and plate VI; cf. also DELITZSCH, Gramm., p. 80--;
ZEHNPFUND, Beitr., Vol. I, p. 535; and MEISSNER, Privatreclt, p. 108,

note 2.

[Rm. 77]

Complete, 23 in. by 1
from Y ->y
=

in.; 15 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Letter to the king
dqS_ concerning the successful suppression

of a revolt :-[mfl

t t ITE-->,<

rYY

I

ST
'- Y zNY**

I

'-Y" I >4 aS

l 7--a>
Id

t YY

:;

V49-

Yri >4 < 4 >i
_ -1 ^Y7
>B_ <PTm
4 YY
b. 1{Y
IN;

i ,psi

- t f a ltt

< m~^y

V4
<^

> >_Y Y; >i:n
>-< T YT
rb YA

V%

Lower half, 2- in. by 1

~ [RYYm.
I 78]Y

)1
; r

1 l

>W
10:10 4
A^ T;yn I
UIY; V¢:

>+
I
. Y4

>_

-

k4

~Tl~T'¢;"~V -;'?t ,;"-:
-Loer
hf

=

2 <W
tI
Y< -4tft
" W 4W YI T < >I
E Y;

>4

5

IY;
<

T

I|

V

¢

T sT

D-,A
.

'

>

*

or r r ri

T; Y? I <10
1%
I t^ Y
[Rm. 78]

in.; 11 + 10 lines.

Part of a letter or report.
[Rm. 79]
Nearly complete, 2-9 in. by 18in.; 9 + 2 lines. Memorandum concerning
various kinds of wood.
[Rm. 80]
Portion of the right half, 2- in. by 2½in.; 12 + 13 lines. Forecasts, partly
relating to public affairs. Of the catch-line only the middle part is
visiblei<
* t':
>yy
,"-'rNi.

--

[Rm. 81]

Portion of the left half, 2-5 in. by 2 in.; 15 + 10 lines.
houses and incidents that may happen to men.

Omens concerning
[Rm. 82]

Portion out of the middle, 3- 5in. by 2 in.; 29 + .....
lines. Omens
derived from the actions of sheep and their union with dogs and pigs,
etc.; cf. supra, p. 574, K. 3886. E.g., the text of Section VII (lines 15ff.)
reads:

[X]
E >yMT
-

Tf Y
JT
+Y
Y
T¢¢ ^XET<
<
*

VOL. IV.

Partly effaced.

4-w *i
[Rm. 83]

9 Q
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Right-hand corner, 2 in. by 15 in.; 5 +....(.....)
prayer.

lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 84]

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 2 i.; 20 +.
.........
) lines. Part
of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites.
[Rm. 85]
Portion of the left half, 31 in. by 2| in.; traces of 9 + 21 lines; obverse
vitrified. Part of a text containing forecasts. The lines begin with
>-< "cf. supra, p. 570, K. 3846.
e;
[Rm. 86 + Rm. 91]
Upper portion, right half, 1- in. by 13in.; 17 +.....
lines. Part of a
text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Duplicate of K. 3586 (see above, p. 546), lines 1 ff. Cf. also p. 1444,
Sm. 892.
[Rm. 87]
Lower half, 3 in. by 2 in.; 20 + 19 lines. Forecasts.
usually with s-< (a) Y-_ :
y.-- or - < -

The lines begin
L
A- _ (i. _).
[Rm. 88 + Rm. 144]

Fragment out of the middle, 2¼in. by 1lT in.; 11 +
text containing forecasts concerning the >-TyY, etc.

lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 89]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2 in.; 15 +.........
lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of the moon.
[Rm. 90]
Portion of the left half, 3 in. by 14-Iin.; 13 + 14 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various
stars. It may belong to a tablet of the great astrological work Yi -_t-y>TTy. Of the catch-line only the beginning is visible:-- >>->4E^A:
w nE
> v
[Rm. 92]
Portion out of the middle, 3k in. by 2½ in.; 23 +..... lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning ^:Y AU, ,V
-- and Aa, etc. A
Y
colophon-line reads :-u,*Vv<
E4V i E V'
^

^~-+.

~·-"YRm.n

[-V

94]

Right half, lower portion, 3-7 in. by 3 in.; ..... + 21 + 21 + 13 lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars; they partly relate to public affairs. This fragment
may belong to a tablet of the great astrological work
>--Ty. tYVyy.
Various sentences begin with y ->->Ad -<( V;
cf. supra, p. 1565, D. T. 274, and infra, p. 1582, Rm. 105.
[Rm. 95]
* Partly effaced.
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Upper half, 3 in. by 2 in.; 16 + 5 lines. Part of a prayer. Duplicate of
K. 2106 (see above, p. 407), obverse, lines 71 ff.; K. 3330 (above, p. 523),
obverse, lines 9ff.; K. 8815 (p. 963), obverse, lines 3 ff.; and K. 9087
(p. 984), lines 7 if. Cf. KING, Bab. Magic and Sorcery, plate 10, note 1;
plate 15, note 1.
[Rm. 96]
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 2-zin.; 18 + 12 lines. Part of a text
containing a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. A colophonline reads :-I
yy+
yy -- Y
>y . Extracts
from the text are published by STRASSMAIER, A. V, pp. 1048, 1106; cf.
also DELITZSCH, in LOTZ'S Tigl., p. 77; in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 337; in
A. JEREMIAS' Leben n. d. Tode, p. 64; and Handw., p. 145.
[Rm. 97]
Portion of the left half, 23 in. by 2¼in.;
+ 16 lines.
to avert fatal results from the stings of a scorpion.
read:V*

~

b~PVV

- ")

<i:
T-

V <~(iS
~I

-r'-YYY

V'V*~"

<V*

<

->-y

b~

>- -TY4- <Y- k v

%Z,-

<( Y'i'yy,bLF
y < <y

y

>~~--Y y

yy

t-4y

Prescriptions
E.g., lines 1 ff.

<

-

Y«(

< ME

y

V'

Ay

-

~~~"

I

V:>--yMMVV

y>,t-yy-YY-

F-:

,n>4
>

LLY
2

<ig

v

4

Cf. supra, p. 582, K. 3974.

Y

4

J

YY

j-9, etc.
[Rm. 98]

Left-hand corner, 2- in. by 2¼in.; 12
(....)
.Part
10 lines.
of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites to prevent
the evils which may arise from certain demons. It begins:-- TT~t?-

-

ryyyY
' Iy yy

:,

[Rm. 99]

Portion out of the middle, 32 in. by 3- in.. ....
4+ 23 lines. Astrological
forecasts taken from observations of the constellation >__> _
-, Y
and its various stars; they partly relate to public affairs. Line 6 is
quoted by STRASSMAIER, A.V., p. 1042.

[Rm. 100]

Fragment of the lower portion, 4in. by 3-1 in.; 22 +.....
lines. Part of
a prayer, probably written for recital by an Assyrian king at the consecration of a temple.
[Rm. 101]
$ Partly effaced,

9Q 2
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Portion out of the middle, 5½in. by 31in.; 39 + 43 + (left-hand edge) 1
lines; Babylonian. Astrological forecasts taken from observations
of various stars; they partly relate to public affairs. A great number
of sentences begin with Y ~_-; - - -<. This text appears to belong
T. <Y [Rm. 103]
to a tablet of the great astrological work Y ^g ,- 4
Portion out of the middle, 3jin. by 2- 6 in.; 19 + 14 lines. Astrological
forecasts taken from observations of the wind, etc.; see above, p. 422,
K. 2207. According to the colophon this text forms the 45th tablet
of a Series.
The lines on obverse begin throughout with .- 4-Y yy.
The catch-line reads :-!y..........

4-

number

¢<M? At

vr

FIS

*

V*

and

*ffl'

E

;
[Rm. 104]

cf. supra, p. 1126, K. 10946.

Left half, upper portion, 3 lin. by 2 in.; 21 + 24 lines. Portion of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various
stars; they partly relate to public affairs. According to the colophon
this text forms the 51stt' tablet of the great astrological work

4- ' ---~ tyy. The obverse begins :.-T-+
¢ *'2'. The catch-line reads :-- Y ~- S- cf. supra, p. 577, K. 3918.
^;
->-+ <Y.I^

-,

-<< -4-

[Rm. 105]

lines; Babylonian.
Left half, upper portion, 3 in. by 27in.; 24 +.....
Part of a text containing forecasts, beginning:->-< __
t

<W ,<(,<
<V

[Rm. 106]

!,,'.,>.-

Fragment of the lower portion, 2iin. by 1ain.; 11 + 12 lines.
text containing forecasts.
Lower portion, right half, 35in. by 3in.; 18 + 19 lines.
containing forecasts concerning the A4, etc.

Part of a
[Rm. 107]

Part of a text
[Rm. 108]

16 + 14
+ + .....
Fragment of the lower portion, 2]in. by 1Din.; .....
lines. Part of a text containing prayers to Samas and Rammdn
and directions for ceremonies and rites. A colophon-line begins:-

Sta
_;-,

r ;k'S'.YY ^

[Rm. 109]

Right-hand corner, 2-in. by 2in.; ..... + 11 lines.
text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Part of a religious
[Rm. 112]

Portion of the left half, 3-"in. by 3in.; 24 + 21 lines.

Part of a text con-

t Thus.
* Partly effaced.
: For 42nd is there probably to be read; "52nd,"
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taining incantations and directions for ceremonies. E.g., Section II
of reverse (lines 12 if.) and the catch-line read:ae

>-'

f

sTMY
'T\\ E
<>s t, b+

+ 43

Xo

Wf ^Y V<
<
T

Ty

'T_>-+
't

<o

At

<-

Y-

.:

it

:

YY(

k>

-+
AS

,- ,

&£

.y

>K·

<E .

v

:- +
M -- Y,
-,),
)
Cf. supia, p. 1453, Sm. 997. Extracts from the text are published by
STRASSMAIER, A. V., pp. 1011, 1041; see also E. T. HARPER, Beitr.,
Vol. II, pp. 415 ff.
[Rm. 113]
Fragment of the upper portion, 3in. by 2 in.; (.....+)
24 + traces of
1 + ..... + 20 (+ ....
) lines. Part of a mythological (?) text.
[Rm. 114 + Rm. 405]
Upper portion, right half, 33 in. by 2 in.; 24 + 19 lines.
containing forecasts. The obverse begins:-

.,--TX

V, <, 7
I

Part of a text

.>'-r.

-<'a

The catch-line reads:'V'.'V'V"\
;>-<ey

)

4

Ay

[Rm. 115]
Right half, upper portion of reverse, 3 in. by 2- in.; (.....
....
17 (+ ...
) lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and
directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Rm. 116]
Lower half, 27 in. by1 in.; 16 + 16 lines; marginally-ruled.t Part of a
hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. Extracts from the text are
published by STRASSMAIER, A. T, pp. 724, 927, 940, 1041; cf. also
JENSEN, in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 338; SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., p. 483; and ROST,
Keilsclriftt. Tig., Vol. I, p. 128.
[Rm. 117]
Upper portion of reverse, 3- in. by 33 in.; ....
+ 18 lines; Babylonian.
Part of an omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men.
Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible :-"
' <'?:
"i
[Rm. 118 + Rm. 380]
* Partly effaced,

.t Cf. supra, p. 483, note *,
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+)traces of
.....
+
Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 2j in.; 23 + (
Assyrian
version.
interlinear
2 lines. Part of a prayer with an
[Rm. 119]
18
+
27 lines.
+
26
+
+
17
....
35
+
by
4in.;
Lower half, 6in.
Forecasts, etc., partly relating to public affairs. The sentences and
respectively; cf. infra, 79and _q
paragraphs begin with ~-<
and of
king y >->-V 4
the
Assyrian
is
made
of
Mention
7-8, 195.
. Extracts from the text of Column VI are
-- >-<y
Y
published by STRASSMAIER, A. ., pp. 765, 1092. See also JENSEN, in
[Rm. 120 + Rm. 274]
ROST's Keilschriftt. Tigl., Vol. I, p. XIx, note.

Lower half, 3 in. by 31 in.; 19 + 21 lines in four columns.
containing astrological forecasts.

Part of a text
[Rm. 121]

Nearly complete, 43 in. by 21 in.; 32 + 23 lines. Omens derived from the
condition of fields, etc. Explanatory glosses are added by the scribe,
Two colophon-lines read:-

>

Il

4
<T- 4r v tyy

-

> ^Y <YT-t vt 4t Y -

- ^
>

in

<r

Y

Y
7
^><TTYT

e

and

<Tyr-

respectively. Extracts from the text are published by STRASSMAIER,
A.V., pp. 524, 540, 555, 586, 917, 1092; and by DELITZSCH, W.B.,
pp. 185 f., 265; cf. also ibidem, pp. 113, 181, 182, 250; Handw., pp. 30,
38, 74, 135, 140; SAYCE, Zeits., 1884, p. 257; PINCHES, ibidem, p. 346,
note 3; JENSEN, Kosmol., p. 392; HAUPT, Beitr., Vol. I, p. 123, note
MEISSNER, W. Zts. f. d. K. d. M., Vol. IV, p. 117, note 3; and BEZOLD,
[Rm. 122]
Zeits., 1893, p. 141.
+ 14 lines. Part of a text
Fragment of the left half, 21 in. by 1I in.;.....
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
[Rm. 123]
sun; cf. supra, p. 423, K. 2221.
*;

Left half, lower portion, 2-'-in. by lsin.; 16 + 19 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
[Rm. 124]
moon; they partly relate to public affairs.
.+16 lines.
Upper portion of one side, 2 in. by 21in.; ....
Sumero-Akkadian incantation-text, beginning:-

K A ST^V
Y

X

T-- - T A

t

F
<

eff cedl,
Partly effaced,
* Partlv

^Y ^

FT
^H
<_Yf

Part of a

<

YA

>T2t

+
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Lower half; 3in. by 1 in.; 14 + 17 lines; marginally-ruled.* Part of a
hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 8531; see
above, p. 936. Cf. also PINCHES, T.S.B.A., Vol. VII, p. 223; STRASSMAIER, A. V., pp. 11, 64, 205, 483, 766 f.; HAUPT, Am. J. of Philol.,
Vol. V, p. 75, note 2; BEZOLD, Lit., p. 182 f.; DELITZSCH, W.B., pp. 75,
132, 261, 409, 467; Handw., pp. 119, 137, 138, 197; SAYCE, Hibb. Lect.,
p. 482; and infra, 79-7-8, 290.
[Rm. 126]
Portions, 25in. by 1in.; 5 + 11 + 1 lines.
dated:-[w] ^ t
[ y <Tb ?]
April-May, 642 (?) B.C.

Part of a private contract,
y
yy
+
Y ?] iee
[Rnt. 127]

Left-hand corner, l1in. by l1in.; 15 4 3 + 2 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the >,
`Tyy and -4 . It begins:-

4

>,

<~y ,

:-,

:+-t

[Rm. 128]

Upper half, 3-96in. by 23in.; 11 + 5 lines. Part of a text containing
incantations, and a hymn to the Sun-god. Duplicate of K. 3343;
see above, p. 524; cf. W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., Add., p. 4.
[Rm. 129]
Lower half, 3
. b
byn 2i n.; 25 + 26 lines. Part of a text containing
forecasts concerning the
K. 220; see above, p. 57 f.

_Y _,

4

and

VP, etc.

Duplicate of
[Rm. 130]

Portion out of the middle, 3¼in. by 2in.; 24 + 27 lines. Part of a list
of Assyrian words with similar meanings.
Cf. DELITZSOH, W.B.,
pp. 31, 481; Handw., p. 138.
[Rm. 131]
Portion of the left half, 5{in. by 4-1'in.; 36 + 30 + 31 + 31 lines. Portion
of a religious text, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version,
belonging, according to the colophon, to the 6th tablet of the Series
at
<(Y
Y4 L
y.$ The catch-line reads:-r-¢yfT
<y-IT ¥

T-yYY

d

YY

4 ~- Y--.

For the text see W.A.I. V, 52, No. 1,

and for a tentative translation cf. SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., pp. 518 ff.
[Rm. 132]
Fragment of the lower portion, 03sin. by 2in.; 17 + 14 lines. Part of
[Rm. 133]
a prayer, probably written for an Assyrian king.
Left half, upper portion, 2 s5in. by 2 in.; 10 .....
lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts similar to those of K. 7072; see
above, p. 829. The paragraphs begin with Y -_
S (or yk)
I4N -1
>r a+
4
. ......
m.
[Rm. 134]
number of the day

t Partly effaced.
+ The name of this Series is also mentioned in the colophon K. 7900.
* Cf. supra, p. 483, note .
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Fragment of the left half, l in. by 15 in.; 6 + 9 lines.
,of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.

Part of a report
[Rm. 135]

Left half, lower portion, 3-i in. by 2½in.; 22 + traces of 10 lines. Omens
concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc. Various sentences
begin with y H Ao ;-y
<m YI; cf. sura, p. 421, K. 2192. For
a duplicate see above, p. 835, K. 7177. Cf. also KING, Magic and Sore.,
p. 10.
[Rm. 136]
Portion of the right half, 2k in. by 23 in.; .....
containing forecasts.

+ 16 lines.

Part of a texa
[Rm. 137]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 18 + ..... lines. Forecasts
concerning >_Y_
and Yft'y,
etc.; cf. stpra,p. 549, note t.
[Rm. 138]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2 in.; 14 + 16 +-... .+....
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, some of which have
an interlinear Assyrian version, and directions for ceremonies.
[Rm. 139]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2k in.; 4 +.....+
2 + 12 lines.
Part of a text containing forecasts. According to a colophon-line it
was copied from an original in >
-b <(.
[Rm. 140]
Upper portion, left half, 4 3in. by 3 in.; 23 + (
.... +.....
+) 16 lines.
Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
-to be used for the benefit of sick people.
The obverse begins:-

[

MT?]

<^ Hi

-,

:,. ^,,

<FHO
ot

V
£Y
YTT
1::--^
msy

BThe catch-line reads:-- ,-

.
*-'.'illi.\/;m

-

k

:YVy

WY

<4r I
[Rm. 141]

Lower portion of one side, right half, 4- l in. by 33 in ..
.. .....
18
+ 17 lines. Part of a mythological or religious text.
[Rm. 142]
Lower portion, left half, 3 in. by 23 in.; 8 + 20 lines.
text.

Part of an omen[Rm. 143]

Portion out of the middle, 3i in. by 3 in.; 23 + 19 lines. Part of a
text containing prayers to Samas and Rammdn, and directions for
ceremonies and rites. Line 5 of obverse is quoted by STRASSMAIER,
c.
A. V, p. 974.
[Rm. 145]
Leftt half, upper portion of reverse, 31 in. by 2¼|-in.; ..... . + 17 lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars, and groups of stars. The sentences begin with

- .

..

I.

..

[Rm. 146]
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Upper half, 1- in. by 1 a in.; 3 + 9 + 1 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part of
a private contract, dated:-^g->i<
Y-+ t « 4 [> V
a?]

PY

$*=yy

y

, i.e., B.C. 682-81.

[Rm. 147]

Upper portion, right half, 2 in. by 2 in.; 11 + 6 lines.
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Part of an
[Rm. 148]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2j in.; ..........
+ 18 + 8 lines.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the >tyyy, etc.
[Rmn. 149]
Fragment out of the middle,' 2 in. by 1 in.; 15 + ........
lines in
double-columns. Part of a list of the titles of various literary compositions, similar to those of K. 6962, K. 9717, etc.; cf. supra, pp. 821,
1033. For a transliteration of the text see SxYol, Zeits., 1884, pp. 191 f.,
194; cf. also BEZOLD, ibidem, 1889, p. 439, and note 2; and LINOKE,
Beicht iiber die Fortschritte der Assyriologie (Leipzig, 1894), p. 12.
[Rm. 150]
Fragment of the left half; 23in. by 2in.; 12 + 15 lines; Babylonian; marginal number <. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts
taken from observations of the moon and various stars. It probably
belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work
>- >FpYk ~ .
[Rm. 151]
Portion of the right half, 2¼in. by 2in.; .....
+ 13 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts.
[Rm. 152]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 11in.; ....
+ 17 lines. End of a
text containing forecasts concerning AE _
and ->oy, etc. According to the colophon it belongs to the 14th tablet of a series. Of
the catch-line only the middle part is visible:iY
4>!n '
[Rm. 153]
Portion out of the middle, 2-7in. by 23in.; ...........
+ 17 + 12 lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the months
Tebet and Sebat.
[Rm. 154]
Nearly complete, 4A-in. by 21- in.; 22 + 14 lines. Part of a list of omens
and forecasts relating to public affairs. Line 1 of obverse contains
a superscription:-

Lines 13 ff. of obverse read:

Wev 14eY >mTF:
p· ANYv
<E <FE SY <
¢vx

t7yy Y &->Y4 ^Y

<Vlg

X

<y
ty

~u ~~~ BY~v _y4_Y
p¢-p~gT

Y Y^ a try Fy
YV: Y.--

* Partly effaced,
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^

XY

--- AUH -K~ &^i
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TABLETS.

>Y -YM> Y T (?)
^nnmT*- ^nMAYr
T -OMK · -iu
{^>T Yyl * [>nr ?], etc.

The concluding line reads:-

DV bY

y-Y- T?>
Y< YnY -- YR<T

M:
O

eIm BY

y<

<

In the colophon mention is made of the owner of this tablet:-m

He

T -+

-a

nYYs:

:^A

>t

HM

1- m.

¢

[Rm. 155]
Nearly complete, 3¼in. by 1 -in.; 22 + 21 lines. Private contract
concerning the sale of a house and its belongings. The date is
mutilated:Y,

ateYgf < 4 <Yf >

,

V

>YY - t

I
[Rm. 156]

Complete, 2 -in. by l- 9 in.; 9+ 1 + 9 + 1 lines; Babylonian; on the lefthand edge 11 nail-marks. Private contract concerning the sale of
a slave. It is dated :-- A2- .
mA>
V. Cf. Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 178 f., No. 64.
[Rm. 157]
Upper half, 3 in. by 2in.; 8 + 11 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of obverse is
the impression of a cylinder-seal.
Part of a private contract,
dated :->4- Ad
H
-Y Y
iY
to] -' C i,
i.e., March-April,
668 B.C.

[Rm. 158]

Left half, lower portion, 3-Tt in. by 1-5in.; 13 + 15 lines; on obverse two
and on the left-hand edge one seal-impression. Part of a private
contract concerning the sale of a female slave. The date is mutilated.
[Rm. 159]
Portion of the left half, 2-in. by 15in.; 7 + 11 +1 lines; between lines 1
and 2 of obverse are two seal-impressions. Part of a private contract concerning the sale of three female slaves. It is dated:-

-- r*

S

e
3 {<< [4> ?] {<Y-

C

Y<

700 B.C.

-E

* [-L?] i.e., March-April,
[Rm. 160]

Upper portion, left half, 18 in. by 11 in.; 2 + 10 + 2 + (left-hand edge)
1 lines; on obverse is the impression of a cylinder-seal. Part of a
private contract. The date is mutilated:-vAl >
%-jl <-T
.. a.l efa[Rm..161]
1«V T ^~"
Q^a~~
>
:Partly effaced,
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Upper portion, right half, 13 in. by 1- 6 in.; 6 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a private contract.
[Rm. 162]
Lower half, 2i. byin. 1

; 5 + 2 + 11 lnines. Part of a private contract.
[Rm. 163]

Right half, lower portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 5 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a private contract.
[Rm. 164]
Complete, 3in. by 196 in.; 15 + 10 lines. Private contract concerning
the sale of four slaves. It is dated :--' - ?
<q
<7- >' A
A-YA
Cf. STRAXSSMAIER, A. K,
>4
< '4
-, i.e., February-March, 678 B.C.
p. 595; and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 177, No. 54.
[Rm. 165]
Upper portion, left half, 18 in. by 1 in.; 4 + 2 lines; between lines 2 and 3
of obverse are traces of a seal-impression. Part of a private contract.
The date is mutilated.
[Rm. 166]
Complete, 3- in. by 1 15 in.; 13 + 1 + 20 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of
obverse are traces of a seal-impression. Private contract concerning
the sale of a family of slaves. It contains a double-date :-->-_
>ye :
MT$$
A^g

-^~F1

4 T'1'

<<Y

^f~f~
V «I~%n<MHVY~A

A

+ << 4-

'V <ME4
i e.,
<«

th

April-May, 684 B.C. Extracts from the text, viz., reverse, lines 1-14
and 16-20 are published by STRASSMAIER, A.V., pp. 549, 612, 633, 932,
964, 972, 1093; cf. also Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 179, No. 65.
[Rm. 167]
Lower half, 25 in. by 2-fL in.; 13 + 12 lines.
Left half, upper portion,
objects.

l1

5

Part of a private contract.
[Rm. 168]

in. by 1 in.; 13 + 5 lines.

Part of a list of
[Rm. 169]

Upper half, 2-A in. by 1 in.; 9 + 9 + 2 lines; between lines 5 and 6 of
obverse is the impression of a cylinder-seal. Beginning and end of a
[Rnm. 170]
private contract.
Nearly complete, 3-1 in. by 18 in.; 18 + 24 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of
obverse and on the right-hand edge are two seal-impressions. Private

contract, dated:-[ad]
V- [h>?]t f *X FY; -

<64At [<¢-?]

rFE

Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 433.

- A,

YY- -

2

i.e., August-September, 668 B.C.
[Rm. 171]

t Thus.
* Partly effaced.
+ Cf. K. 321 (supra, p. 88), bottom edge, line 2.
9 R 2
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Upper portion, right half, 21 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 14 lines; between lines 1 and
2 of obverse is the impression of a cylinder-seal. Part of a private
contract. The date is mutilated:-[A.:,^<-,
[
-<]
[Y]
[Rm. 172]
*
>>Y
v" &AA
l-g MR*!
!,";'

'"

ti

6 + 1+ 6 lines.
1
Left half, 2 in. by l-in.;

concerning a loan of money.
Y ,
SF>>^b·~
<Y^T~ Ti

Part of a private contract

The date is mutilated:-1->->_ M4
YTY
C[Rm.1 173]

Upper half, 1 in. by 1l- in.; 7 + 7 lines; between lines 3 and 4 of obverse
are five nail-marks. Part of a private contract concerning a sale of
>.
H <f- >
y A=
<<Yy,
^>
t
> 4 «Y i
land. It is dated :-[Rm. 174]
i.e., July-August, 702 B.C.
Complete, lin. by -1 in.; 8 + 1 + 4 lines. Private contract concern<<y
T]
i ]
ing a loan of money. It is dated:::--

-

VYVY,t i.e., October-November, 671

[Rm. 175]

B.C.

Nearly complete, in the shape of a heart, 1 in. by 1- in.; 6 + 2 lines.
Private contract concerning the sale of corn. It is dated:- -- _
AidS
^iliti
684 B.C.

'y+

YWT

F

fYt,i.e., November-December,
[Rm. 176]

Complete, probably inner part of a case-tablet, 1 in. by 1 1 in.; 7 + 1 + 5
lines. Private contract concerning the transfer of a female slave
in composition of a debt (I_ xT]YYY
<Y~4). It is dated:-->-_ r=:e ,
-

<V z< <Tf-

>

-

4e- _,

i.e., April-May, 652 (?) B.C.

[Rm. 177]

) 7 lines (in doubleLeft-hand corner, 2 in. by 14 in.; 4 + ( .........
columns?). Part of an explanatory list (?) with glosses. [Rm. 178]
Upper half, 24 in. by 2- - in.; 12 + 13 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines; between
lines 2 and 3 of obverse is the impression of a cylinder-seal. Part of a
private contract concerning a sale of land. It is dated:-k6
2

<'l"

('<-

y

- Y-T

yt i.e., February-March, 670 B.C.

[Rm. 179]
Upper half, 2 in. by 14 in.; 6 + 9 + 1 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines; between
lines 2 and 3 of obverse is the impression of a cylinder-seal. Part of a
private contract concerning the sale of a field. It is dated:---;

yY,6ie., <Y" >k Y
Aril4 - MYa

><< 4 -Y

April-May, 682 B.C.

>-Y
Y
1--T, AI
[Rm. 180]

* Partly effaced.
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Right half, upper portion, 2- in. by 2 in.; 7 + traces of 6 lines; between
lines 2 and 3 of obverse are three seal-impressions. Part of a private
contract.
[Rm. 181]
Left half; upper portion, 1- in. by 1 in.; 5 + 8 + 4 + (left-hand edge)
4 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of obverse is the impression of a
cylinder-seal. Part of a private contract concerning a sale of land.
It is dated:-- 1 t
<(y
-[? ?] y ~ ,
i.e., FebruaryMarch, 648 (?) B.C.
[Rm. 182]
Left half, upper portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 7 lines; between lines 3 and 4
of obverse is the impression of a cylinder-seal. Part of a private
contract, dated:--> V £am
HY
4]
w <f
]Y >bi YUV
t>
183]
[Rm.
(?)
B.C.
[a-?],t i.e., July-August, 641
Lower half, 21 in. 1s in.; 8 + 6 lines; Babylonian.
contract.

Part of a private
[Rm. 184]

Upper half, 1 in. by l-!- in.; 6 + 3 lines; between lines 1 and 2 are four
nail-marks. Part of a private contract. The date is mutilated.
[Rm. 185]
Portion out of the middle, 2- in. by 15 in.; 8 + 10 lines.
contract.

Part of a private
[Rm. 186]

Upper half, 1 in. by 11 in.; 3 + 4 lines; between lines 1 and 2 of obverse
are four nail-marks. Part of a private contract concerning the sale
of a slave. It is dated:- ->_> >
y []mE?] <T(-y ]Y
c 4a
V 44 4 f E -YYk i.e., May-June, 730 (?) B.C.
[Rm. 187]
DA-+

Portions of one side, 3 in. by 2} in.; 6 + 1 +
characters. Part of a private contract.

..

lines in Phoenician
[Rm. 188]

Lower half, 3 1 in. by 2} in.; 13 + 16 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part of a
private contract concerning the sale of seven slaves. It is dated:-

* r- ~A

Q 1¥~
g Ah

<(Y

¥y
T

[V
[~Y ~?] ~

v &AA
·
Y¥ Y
[Rm. 189]

[ <?], i.e., May-June, 714 (?) B.C.

Complete, 2in. by 1i-6 in.; 8 + 2 + 8 + 1 lines. Private contract concerning a sale of corn. It is dated:-J.
3[
<(y <Y(y>
v >+Cf. Guide Kouy. Gall.,
: X <{,i.e., August-September, 656 (?) B.C.
1885, p. 178, No. 60.
[Rm. 190]
* Partly effaced.

t Cf. suprac p. 82, Kt. 317.
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Complete, 3in. by 1 in.; 9 + 7 lines; Babylonian.

from YT _- jy

Astrological report

>6y
~T concerning observations of the moon and

sun, and partly relating to public affairs.

Sections I and II of obverse

read:-

<

Y
-

<<< <yt

-u4

>4 Tr r

<<2T¥Y'¥r <

+
^ ^<
Y

<>~-

B 4art

4-Y-Y4 g4-4'T
4<

<«< <y4Y «<

YM

e)
Tri

ay

they partly relate to
tk

V

_4441:4
[Rm. 191]

Nearly complete, 35 in. by 2- in. ;1 ± 2 + 6 lines. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars (>>5^f
to
relate
partly
they
!
etc.);
4W?
%(,
T-4
v'-,T?
-f<
public affairs.
[Rm. 192]
-<, 5

Portions of the right half, 31in. by 2- in.; 5 + 1 + 15 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
Part of an astrological report from YWW
Ad concerning observations of eclipses; it partly relates to public affairs.
[Rm. 193]
Complete, 2}1in. by lin.; 7 + 1 + 8 + 1 lines; Babylonian.

Astro-

logical report from Y -4-<-7y 6yy ~ concerning observations
of the planet Venus (m-P- - >-<) and the constellation 4-,4
- - 4L
[Rm. 194]
_.
A--YMp
Complete, 2jin. by 1 in.; 7 + 1 lines. Astrological report from
n <W
[Rm. 195]
-< <<< concerning observations of the moon and sun.
Complete, 2Y-6in. by 1lin.; 6 + 2 + 7 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Astrological report from Y -+_ V- Tut; Y
concerning observations
of the moon and sun and the stars o>-4-+ 3-Y
- yV and -4.
- >-.
[Rm. 196]
Portions, 2 l in. by

in.; 8 + 1 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astronomical report from [f] ->- < PyTyy * [r* ] concerning an
eclipse of the moon.
[Rm. 197]
1

Complete, 2½in. by 1 in.; 7 + 8 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report to the king from Y>-->t;*
d concerning observations
of the moon. The reverse contains a prayer for the welfare of the
*

Partly effaced.
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<<<7
^ t
4?
T?
st <a !i > -$+ >^ 4t
> + ^ £N I £= ^T ^ !i
U V 4 ' 41 TY
><K I Y":4
4w 4 y ]>^«< -YR VY >< ! ^fY

king:- b

4- t

^

y

1Y0 >-t? Y 4t
l <
' Y

> Y?y4

>

.t

t <(-4- <Y I t t

dA1I <Y- ay>k$ +

>^ a Ik>-<

[ Rnm.

A^-

198]

Part of an astro[Rm, 199]
etc.

Nearly complete, 2 in. by l-in.; 7 + 3 + 4 lines.
Yf_and >- 4a,
logical (?) text concerning :-AY

Complete, 2-1 -in. by lin.; 7 + 1 + 6 lines. Astrological report from
4>< concerning observations of the moon and sun.
y <(WY
[Rm. 200]
Complete, 2 in. by llY in.; 6+ 2 + 5 + 1lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report to the king from Y ;v ~4 concerning observations of the sun.
For the text see PINCHES, Texts, p. 2, No. 4; cf. also OPPERT, Zeits.,
1886, p. 436 f., note 1; DELITZSCH, W.B., pp. 166, 318 f.; and Handw.,
[Rm. 201]
pp. 20f., 22, 27.
Complete, 2 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 1 + 3 lines. List of names of officials and
their titles. The sum total is added by the scribe :--7V S

-+Y ><Vn <-

-v

V --

[Rm. 202]

Nearly complete, 1 l5 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 5 lines. Astrological report from
the _> ,:- ] >~- concerning observations of the moon; it partly
relates to public affairs.
[Rm. 203]
Nearly complete, 2- 3 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 2 + 4 lines. Astrological report
from Y tr- <_y ]q J= concerning observations of the moon and sun;
it partly relates to public affairs.
[Rm. 204]
Nearly complete, l} in. by 1 in.; 6 + 2 lines.
the king from y , t4- < Y.
Left half, 2-1' in. by 1½in.; 13 + 5 lines.

Astronomical report to
[Rm. 205]

Part of a letter to the king.
[Rm. 206]

Nearly complete, 2-, in. by 1 in.; 7 + (edge) 1 lines.
Astrological
&
report from y + -4 _
TV
concerning observations of the
moon. Among the forecasts mention is made of the decrease of lions

in the land; cf. lines 4 and 5:- >>__-4+T Y <<<
>> Y. T->

>

v

<>H <<<, 4Y EY
et.
ect
[Rm. 207]

Left half, lin. by l-3in.; 9 + 1 + 8 lines. Part of an astrological
report from fY[>( >-y i-?] concerning observations of the moon
[Rm, 208]
and sun,
Partly
?
effaced.
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Portions, 2 in. by 1 in.; 6 +.....
to the king.

lines.

Part of an astrological report
[Rm. 209]

Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 15 in.; 7 + 1 + 8 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a report (?).
Left half,

1

in. by 1l

in.; 6 + 1 lines.

[Rm. 210]
Part of an astrological report.
[Rm. 211]

Portions, 2-1in. by 1 in.; 5 + 3 lines. Part of an astrological report
from Y <YW
- ,>< (<< concerning observations of the moon and sun.
[Rm. 212]
in.; 10 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part
Upper portion, right half, 3 in. by l
of a report containing forecasts concerning
_Fy and Ad Ay, etc,
The reverse contains a colophon:-

.\ X

','!i.[IHT

ye r o·F H>-< 1
?]" T <My5 ^V

-4 < Y7 q V
£ ><<^ I

<t^ I-n
Y

-<

[Rm. 213]
Right half, 1 in. by 1- in.; 9 + 9 lines.

Part of a report.

[Rm. 214]

Nearly complete, 2-l in. by 1 in.; 12 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Address
to king Sargon II. (> _-YY4 4) from Y CY >- 4
concerning military affairs in the land of Elam (-A <><
y
Tyy)
Mention is made of ¥ y A i and Y > t::
> <<< 4. For the
text see PINCHES, Texts, p. 7; cf. also DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 346; and

fandw., pp. 103, 224.

[Rm. 215]

Right half, lower portion, 2 -in. by 11 in.; 17 + 1 + 15 lines. Part of a
letter to the king concerning military affairs in the country of A A<
Lines 12-17 of obverse and the edge-line are quoted by
Ay ~.
STRASSMAIER, A. V., p. 954.

[Rm. 216]

Nearly complete, 2 in. by 19lin.; 13 + 14 lines; Babylonian. Letter to
the king concerning the removal of a golden canopy (?, -4v
in the city
ATYY T from the temple A y s~Y¥4) by yTTYk
of Babylon (>--Y L Ad Ay), etc. Lines 4-7 of obverse and lines
8-13 of reverse are quoted by STRASSMAIER, A. V., pp. 966, 990; cf. also
BEZOLD, Lit., p. 338 f.

[Rm. 217]

Upper half, 4 in. by 3 in.; 24 + 23 + 19 + 1 lines. Part of a mytho[Rm. 218]
logical text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
..... + 18 + 20
Portion out of the middle, 6 in. by 2- in.; 18 + 18 + 10
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, some of which have an
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interlinear Assyrian version, prayers and directions for ceremonies.
A colophon-line reads :-<y= ,,( '"'- .
[Rm. 219]
Portion out of the middle, 2| in. by 21 in.; 6 + 24 + ..... +
lines.
Part of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of
Sm. 1366 (see above, p. 1482), obverse, lines 14ff., the text of which it
restores and continues.
[Rm. 220]
Fragment out of the middle, 21 in. by 2 in.; 9 + 13 +
..
lines.
Part of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies
and rites.
[Rm. 221]
Left half, upper portion, 3¼in. by 2 in.; short beginnings of 3 + 25 + 1
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts and prayers to Samas" and
Ranmmadn. According to the colophon it belongs to a " complete" copy

of the 20th part (<«

yy

catch-line begins:->-< Y
<<<V
At L

y-

-S

-

1i¥.
*>ET
>->>*

(«

>

y,*

) of a composition.

] ]'

' f4
<4

<Y

The

T' >T

Mention is made of the owner of this tablet:AY
>4 , the son (>F) of ( >4- <E
>FY

[s].

[Rm, 222]

Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 1-1-in.; 15 + 12 lines.
Sumero-Akkadian incantation-text.

Part of a
[Rm. 223]

Portion of the right half, 3- in. by 2 in.; (....
+) 22 + 22 (+...)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, some of which have
an interlinear Assyrian version, and directions for ceremonies.
[im. 224]
Upper portion, left half, 2- in. by 15 in.; 19 + 5 lines. Part of a text
containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies,
beginning:--i.
Id
> :
A ,q:~S A colophon-line
readsv :-^M
>>

>

f V =YrK> t//.
i/

[Rm. 225]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 11- in. by 1 in.; 11 +.....
(.....)
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear
Assyrian version.
[Rm. 226]
Upper half, 4 in. by 4in.; 36 + 28 lines; Babylonian.
taining forecasts concerning the

,EYM
A , 4i5^
Z eits., 1889, p. 433, note 1.

. e

i], etc.

>Yt -!9>_R
:
- Partly effaced.

VOL. IV,

Part of a text con-

The catch-line begins:-

<, etc.

Cf. BEZOLD.
[Rm. 227]
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Portion of the left half, 2- in. by 2 5 in.; 15 + 7 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts forming, according to the colophon,
the 12th tablet of the great astrological work Y A :
-Y:T
]YY.
The

<Em

catch-line begins:-- -

-+

<^ v
K. 2688.

By

'.;

4+ _<_

y

-

|:

cf. supra, pp. 42, 466, K. 158 and
[Rm. 229]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 21-in.; 17 +.
(.....)
lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars.
[Rm. 230]
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, l1- in. by 1- in.; .,..
+ .....
+ 8 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing forecasts.
[Rm. 231]
Left half, upper portion, 21-lin. by 2 in.; 17 +
lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of eclipses,
etc.
It begins :-yA
: <VV
v
71>Tn
d-7
.
This fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the great
astrological work -+
yt >YY_.
.
[Rn. 232]
Fragment out of the middle, 1l- in. by 18in.; .
.
9 + 12
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
observations of the moon.
[Rm. 234]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; 10 + traces of 2 + 4 + 8
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the >-PIY, etc.
[Rm. 235]
Right-hand corner, 2- 3-in. by l1in.; 12 + .....
concerning public affairs.
Portion of the right half, 3 in. by 1
+ 14 + 14 + .....

(+

....

in.

) lines.

lines.

.. +)

Forecasts, partly
[Rm. 237]
....

.....
+

+ 7

Part of an omen-text.

[Rm. 238]
Left-hand corner, 1l in. byl1 in.; 16 + 5 lines. Part of a text containing
astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon.
[Rm. 239]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1"in.; 16 + ..........
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.

) lines.
[Rm. 241]

Fragment of the right half, 2-5in. by 15in.; .....
+) 8 + 17 (+.....)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, some of which have an
-

* Partly effaced.
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interlinear Assyrian version, and directions for ceremonies.

section ends with

p>'-.

-_Yol

One

[Rm. 242]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1| in.;.
+ .....
....
+) 13 lines.
Part of a text containing incantations, with an interlinear Assyrian
version, and prayers, forming, according to the colophon, the 6th
tablet of the Series
<PT G.us.
Yy>: The catch-line and a preceding colophon-line read:[- '>>]

-^H

3;

.

DYTY

? ]Y4

[-l] Y^ -Yt <Ye -+ rnY >-RY
[Rm. 244]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 in.; 11 + ....
lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
[Rm. 245]
Fragment of the upper portion, l1in. by 1-5-in.; 7 + ..... lines. Part of
a religious text.
[Rm. 246]
Right half, upper portion, 23in. by 2in.;
( ....
+) 17 + 12(+.....
lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing incantations and
directions for ceremonies.
[Rm. 247]
Portion of the left half, 2- 6 in. by 2- 1 in.; 16+18 lines.
from the condition of a sick man's mouth and lips. The
begin with y AT-y, or (a-) M]yT,
r->
, and those
y ->_Yo
yY->AT
and Y>->
Y*>>- respectively.
[Rm.

Omens derived
lines on obverse
on reverse with

248 + Rm. 481]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-in. by1
in.; .....
(.....+.....
)
14 lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and
directions for ceremonies, similar to those of K. 9879; see above,
p. 1046.
[Rm. 249]
Fragment out of the middle, 2-in. by l in.; 15 +.....
.. lines.
Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Rm. 250]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2in.; 11 + ........
lines.
Part of a religious text (with an interlinear Assyrian version).
[Rm. 251]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2½in. by 1 ,3in.; ..........
lines. Part of a mythological, or religious, text.
+ 8 + 4 (+.....)
[Rm. 252]
9 s 2
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Fragment'out of the middle, 2lin. by l-in.; 11 + ....
lines. Part of
an omen-text concerning the appearances of certain birds in a city or
a man's house, etc. E.g., lines 6 ff. read:

* **

*

-iHKo'< +

- - ^n
"

by
<T - ' YE

<r- ?w
At

.

w

<Y

Yn

m
m

_

y

[Rm 253]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2- in. by 1in.; 13 + ..........
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Rm. 254]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2 oin. by 1ain.; 18 + 23 lines.
religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Part of a
[Rm. 255]

Fragment of .the left half, 1 11in. by 1in.;
religious text.

Part of a
[Rm. 256]

11 + 1 lines.

Fragment of the left half, 2ain. by 1in.; ....
6 lines. End of a text
containing prayers to Samnas and Ranmmdn, and directions for ceremonies and rites.
The catch-line reads:-4- y - <fY <¢V
-+, '>
[Rm. 257]
Portion of the right half, 3-in. by 1-in.; ....
+ 20 lines. Part of a text
containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
Of the
catch-line only the end is visible: !i';i'
Y .th
Yx- ;"[Rm. 258]
Right half, upper portion, 1-in. by lin.; 15 + 4 lines.
containing prayers.
Fragment of the right half, 28 in. by 1 in.;
text containing forecasts.

....

Part of a text
[Rm. 259]

+ 16 lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 260]

Portion of the right half, 2;
lines. 'Part of an
T6 in.
*' ..by 13in.;
8 ... 19 + ....
astrological text concerning observations of the various planets, etc.
[Rm. 261]
Portion out of the middle, 29in. by l9in.;
1
5 +
lines. Part of a religious or mythological text.

..... ...

+ ..
[Rm. 262]

Fragment out of the middle, 12 in. by li- in.; 9 + .....
lines. Part of a
text containing forecasts concerning y 'jY,
]yyand ryyy, etc.
[Rm. 263]
;·

..

.

..

Portion out of the middle, 21i in. by 2jin.;.,...+..
... .
+18
+
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
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ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
ends with >>
y an-4. A colophon-line reads:-

4\ Y lyl

<« AKWY

One section

S At>dff
T
<Af

Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible:[Rm. 264]
Right-hand corner, 28in. by 2- in.; (.....+)
traces of 3 + 18 (+ ..... )
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions to be used against
various diseases, similar to those mentioned above, p. 601, K. 4164.
[Rm. 265]
.........
+ 10 lines. End
Fragment of the left half, 1~ in. by 1 in.; .
of a text containing incantations and prayers, belonging, according
to the colophon, to the 9th tablet of a series, probably of that which
begins:-.+
dy
<E N -A
>- Y; A>.
The catch-line reads:4-+ ST

=

n

MY%
~

-T,;

c f. supra, p. 505, K. 3126.

[Rm. 266]Right half, upper portion, 3 in. by 2-1sin.; 23 + 18 lines.

Part of an

"incomplete"* copy of a text containing astrological forecasts
taken from observations of eclipses, etc.; they partly relate to public
affairs.
[Rm. 267]
Upper half, 5} in.: by 31 in.; 44 + 42 lines. Omens concerning incidents
that may happen to men, etc. According to the colophon this text
belongs to the 1st tablet of the Series beginning with Y Hi~
i.

The obverse begins:-[D -i
(?]
Y
,-,,;,.
The catch-line reads:-- <-v

-Y
£W{
H -

¥

i

+
ry
>tyy

Cf. SAYCE, Zeits., 1885, p. 405; and Bec., N.S.,
~v :zii,"2.:
Vol. II, p. 181, note 3.
[Rm. 268 + Rm. 2, 140]
Upper portion, right half, 4- in. by 4- in.; 31 + 36 +-18 + ...
lines.
Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian
version, and prayers, similar to those of K. 3586; see above, p. 546.
'A colophon-line reads:-¢y >>y ¥yd yy
<yi.
[Rm. 269]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by liin,; 8 + 14 lines.
astrological text.

Part of an
[Rm. 270]

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 2 in.; (...+)
15 + 9 (+....)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, some of which have an
* Cf. supra, p. 474, note *.
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interlinear Assyrian version; it probably belongs to a tablet of the
-y
-Series.
_
The text of Column I[I corresponds with that of
[Rm. 271]
K. 65 (see above, p. 17 f.), Column II, lines 3 if.
Portion out of the middle, 2-1in. by 2 in.; 13 + ...
hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.

lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 272]

Portion of the right half, 2- in. by 1 in.; 14 + 9 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts, belonging, according to the colophon, to a tablet
of the Series (I E ) beginning with -< YY. Of the catch-line only
,._ -E.¥(-_
<>
the end is visible:-^
~~v~~ ~[Rm.
>~-4~+-.
273]
Portion out of the middle, 4 in. by l1in.; 8 + 9 lines. Part of a religious
text relating to the worship of various gods. Mention is made of -+

-Yy~t

(var.:

3-+

-TyT

ATyy
), --+ 4~_
y

;

and

4-+yA tayy
[Rm. 275]

A, etc.

Left-hand corner, 2in. by 1 5in.; 10 +9 lines; division-marks. Part of a
religious text belonging, according to the colophon, to the 1st
tablet of a series. The obverse begins:
y! >_VyI
-< -<yfy
,,-.
The catch-line reads:
yTy M
y Y
<.
[Rm. 276]
.. +)
Portion of the left half, 3 inby
by 2 i.;
. 22 + 23 +10 +(....
8 - 23 + 19 lines.
Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms in Assyrian, concerning legal subjects. Cf. supra, pp. 607, 1548,
[Rm. 277]
K. 4223 and D.T. 81.
Upper half, 25in. by 2- 56in.; 15 + 7 lines. Part of a prayer to various
[Rm. 278]
gods. Cf. SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., p. 347 f., note 1.
20 -.
lines.
Portion of the right half, 2- 1in. by 2-7in.;........+
Part of a mythological text similar to those of KK. 2148, 8337, etc.;
[Rm. 279]
cf. supra, pp. 413, 917.
Right half, lower portion, 3in. by 1--in.; 11 + 2 + 11 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is
(Cvar. :S>-Y
) and the
A
d(ar.A :-+
made of Y "-;yk
inhabitants of Borsippa (0-

M t:

y + <), etc.

[Rm. 280]

Portion of the left half, 4in. by 21in.; 24 + 11 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines;
marginal number <. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal concerning his campaign in Egypt. Cf. Rm. 1 (above, p. 1570), Column II,
[Rm. 281]
lines 22 ff.
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Tpper portion, left half, 313-in. by 2in.; 27 + 16 lines. Part of a mythological legend, probably belonging to a tablet of the Series _ Y.- y
yd <Y.
It begins:-.Y.
>''-:For the text see DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 390f. Cf. also Handz., pp. 99,
133; and BEZOLD, Lit. Ctrlbl., 1890, Column 1543.
[Rm. 282]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2-in. by 1 -5 in.; 12 +.
a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
of X
I 06-k

lines. Part of
Mention is made
[Rn. 283]

Portion out of the middle, 2{in. by 2-in.; 11 + 14 lines. Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal concerning his campaign in Egypt.
[Rm. 284]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 1-kin. by 1 in.; 11 +
lines. Part of a
religious text.
[Rm. 285]
Right-hand corner, 2in. by 2in.; ( .....
)15 + 11 (+.....)
lines.
Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
ceremonies. Line 7 of Column III contains a colophon-line, of which
only the end is visible :-[-,_
-_
>Fy
~M
YTYt ?]
IP*
v

rL -Y^

4-YY

4- >tt
I
l y

Left half, lower portion, 2--;in. by
logical or religious text.

[Rm. 286]

.

1in.;

9 + 9 lines.

Part of a mytho[Rm. 287]

Upper portion, left half, 2 in. by 2 in.; 17 + traces of 2 lines.
hymn to the Moon-god, beginning:- y _
4- _<. <. X

+

,

-

..

Part of a
=;
[Rm. 288]

Portion of the lower half, 5 in. by 21 in.; 10 + 16 + 7 + 17 + 12 + traces
of 2 lines; between Columns V and VI is 1 additional line; marginal
number <. Part of a mythological legend belonging to a tablet of
the Series V
~ YXY. For the text see HAUPT, Nimr.,
pp. 22, 81 if., Nos. 9, 45. Cf. also Beitr., Vol. I. p. 151.
[Rm. 289]
Right half, upper portion, 21 in. by 2§ in.; 17 + 6 lines. Part of a hymn to
the Moon-god. Duplicate of K. 9880 (see above, p. 1047), lines 1 if.
Left-hand corner, 23in. by 2-T in.; 13 + 10 lines.
apparently written for an Assyrian king.

[Rm. 290]
Part of a prayer,
[Rm. 291]

Fragment of the left half, 2¼in. 1 in.; 15 + (.........
Part of an incantation-text.

+) 11 lines.
[Rm. 292]

*

Partly effaced,
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Left-hand corner, 2 - in. by 2| in.; 10 + traces of 1 lines.
mythological or religious text, beginning:--:+y
A
$
Y,"'M- ~
^v
Portion of the right half, 3- in. by 1 in.; (....+)
lines. Part of an incantation-text.

Part of a
y
-4 ~-.
[Rm. 293]

26 + 25 (+....)
[Rm. 294]

Part of the right half, 2; in. by 1 in.; 15 + 11 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts; they partly relate to public affairs.
[Rm. 295]
Portion of the left half, 3 in. by 1 in.; ....
+ 23 lines; Babylonian.
Part of an omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen
to men.
[Rm. 296]
Portion of the right half, 2- in. by 1-7 in.; 21 + 17 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts, etc., partly relating to public affairs.
[Rm. 297]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2 in.; .
.........+ 8 + 9 lines.
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king(?).
[Rm. 298]
Fragment of the left half, 2j in. by 1 in.; 11 +(.
........
+) 6 lines.
Part of an omen-text, probably belonging to a tablet of the Series
The contents appear to be similar to those
Y TV - T-Yy >t
'.
of K. 47, etc.; see above, p. 12.
[Rm. 299]
Portion of the right half, 4{ in. by 3in.; 34 + 30 lines; Babylonian.
Forecasts concerning
Y¥, A_ Ey , 'Y Y> and A, etc. [Rm. 300]
Left-hand corner, 13 in. by 1 in.; 12 + .....
ing the
etc., beginning
_,
:->-< ,

lines.

<y-' >-_

Forecasts concern-

-

.

[Rm. 301]

Left half, lower portion,
l1 2- in. by
in.; 9 + 10 lines. Part of a text
containing omens derived from the condition of various parts of the
body of certain animals; cf. supra, p. 784, K. 6404. The lines begin
with >< Hi -V <Yi, or y«<<< respectively.
See also below,
p. 1609, Rm. 387.
[Rm. 302]
Portion of the right half, 3 in. by 3in.; 26 + 19 lines. Copy of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses of the moon, etc.;
they partly relate to public affairs.
[Rmn. 303]
Left half, lower portion, 2 5 in. by 2½in.; 21 +....
lines; marginal number
<. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
observations of the sun; cf. supra, p. 423, K. 2221.
[lRm. 304]
-Portion of the left half, 2 1 in. by 1jin.; 14 + 9 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning > yT¥,
Y] FY Ad and
A_, etc.

[Rm. 3051
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Portion of the right half, 31-rin. by 2§in.; 26 + 23 lines. Part of a text containing regulations for prayers. Duplicate of K. 2549; see above,
p. 453.
[Rm. 306 + 79-7-8, 136]
Fragment of the right half, 2¼in. by l1in.; 16 + 14 lines.
religious text. Cf. infra, Rm. 316.

Part of a
[Rmn. 307]

Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 2k in.; 19 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of various stars.
[Rm. 308]
Left-hand corner, 2in. by 1.in.; 10 + 11 lines. Forecasts concerning;
>yT
and
Y¥, etc. The sentences begin throughout with >tYh.
[Rm. 309]
Lower half, 3T-in. by 3-in.; 19 + 22 lines. Astrological forecasts
taken from observations of the moon and sun and various stars
('+

E-<,

4-

-

-<,

>4tY:

YT-V,

etc.).

Mention is also

made of eclipses of the moon and sun; cf., e.g., reverse, line 7:-

y

-<

«'
<

'KA
<
0' -+

4-YY

Aki

m

dk

+

@<

[Rm.
-.
310]

<<< < << v

Upper portion, left half, 31in. by 2 in.; 21 + 11 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
[Rm. 311]
Portion out of the middle, 4iin. by 33in.; 13 + 15 + 23 +.....
lines.,
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate
to public affairs.
[Rm. 312]
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 2in.; 10 + ( .....
.. . +) traces
of 2 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken
from observations of various stars.
[Rm. 313]
Upper portion, right half, 1 1 ;in. by l in.; 10 + 6 lines.
tation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Part of an incan[Rm. 314]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1 in.; 11 + 12 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning the rf ;Yy, etc. The catch-line
begins :-- -<
2E
-Y <A <A >4-<
cf. supra, pp. 592,
c:';
- 807, KK. 4074, 6752.
[Rm. 315]
Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by 1in.; 10 + 10 + 5 lines.
religious text similar to that of Rm. 307, q.v.

Part of a
[Rm. 316]

Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 2in.; short ends of 9 + 16 lines. Part of
a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 317]
VOL. IV
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7 + 15 lines.

Part of a text
[Rm. 318]

Lower half, 25in. by 2{in.; 18 + 20 + 17 + 16 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
[Rm. 319]
of various stars.
+
) 12 lines;
Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 2in.; 15 + ( ........
Babylonian. Part of a list of stones, etc., probably belonging to a text
[Rm. 320]
containing directions for ceremonies and rites.
+) traces of 4 + 13
Fragment of the upper portion, 2in. by 1 lin.; (
(+
.. ) lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological
[Rm 322]
forecasts taken from observations of various stars.
+ 15 lines.

Portion of the right half, 2in. by 2in.; .......

Portion out of the middle of reverse, 21-in. by 1lin.;

Part of a

[Rm. 323]

religious text, including directions for ceremonies.
..

+ 11 lines.

Part of a text containing omens derived from the movements of certain
[Rm. 324]
birds.
13 + (left-hand edge)
Fragment of the left half, 3in. by l-3in.; .....
2 lines. Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
[Rm. 325]
lines; Babylonian. Part of
Left-hand corner, 23in. by 1-in.; 11+ ....
an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version, beginning:-

YIYN*'Hi-e'5[W
IP+<HTh

[Rm. 326]

+
Right half,- upper portion of reverse, 25in. by1in.; (..+...
lines. Part of an incantation-text. Two sections end
18 (+.....)

with

[Rm.
R-- 327]

.-

4-.

21 + 14
Upper portion, right half, 4in. by 3in.; (.....+).....+
(+.....)
lines; obverse vitrified. Part of a list
14 + 15 + .....
of names of plants used for medicinal purposes. Cf. KING, Bab. Magic
[Rm. 328]
and Sorcery, p. 11, note 1.
....
+
Portion of the left half, 3hin. by 23in.; 19 +( .....
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies.

One section begins:--\+
-4-Y

_<--~ . ~

S

: >,,.

* Partly effaced,

-

L-Y

yy- ~j
y[Rm. 329]
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Right half, upper portion, 2¼in. by 1Hin.; 16 +.....lines. Omens concerning the chances of a sick man's recovery.
[Rm. 330]
Left half, upper portion, 2y-Min. by 1 in.; 12 + ....
lines. Part of a religious text.

....
[Rm. 331]

Fragment out of the middle, 2jin. by 1in.; 17 +.....(.....)
lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 332]
Fragment out of the middle, 2jin. by l-in.; .,...+
religious text.
Left-hand corner, 23-sin. by 2in.; 14 + .....
an interlinear Assyrian version.

lines.

7 lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 333]

Part of a prayer with
[Rm 334]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by 2¼in.; 12 +.....
lines. Part of
a text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate to public
affairs.
[Rm. 335]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1lin.; ....
+ 14 +
....
lines. Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 336]
Portion out of the middle, 2§in. by 2 in.; 16 + 10 lines.

Part of a prayer.
[Rm. 337]

Right half, lower portion, 3-in. by 23in.; 2 + 16 + 20 + 17 lines in doublecolumns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses. Duplicate of
K. 4328 (see above, p. 618) and Sm. 54 (above, p. 1376). Cf. PINCHES,
in S. A. SMITH'S Keilschriftt., part 3, p. 95; BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 437;
MEISSNER, ibidem, 1894, p. 274, note 3; and DELITZSCH, Handw., pp. 107,

186, 196.

[Rm. 338]

Portion of the right- half, 3in. by 2 in.; 20 + 7 lines in double-columns.
Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar meanings.
[Rm. 339]
Fragment of the right half, 3in. by 2in.; ( ....
+.... 19 (+....)
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar
meanings.
[Rm. 340]
Fragment of the right half, 2n. by
b 1 in. ; ( ..... +) 14 + 21 (+.....)
lines (in four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class "Sc."
Cf. BEZOLD, Lit., p. 339.
[Rm. 341]
9 T2
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Portion of the right half, 3tin. by 2-in; (...+)
19 +14(+ ..
lines in double-columns.
Part of an explanatory list arranged in
groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words.
[Rm. 342]
Portion of the right half, 3in. by 2 8in.; (.....+)
18 + 17 (+
. .)lines
in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses. For
the text see S. A. SMITH,

xts, p. (16).

Cf. also ibidem, p. 7; PINCHES,

Inscribed Babylonian tablets in the possession of Sir H. Peek (London,
1888), p. 72; JENSEN, Kosmologie, p. 510; and DELJTZSCH, Handiw., p. 150.

[Rm. 343]
Portion of the lower half, 4 in. by 2in.; 12 + 12 + 10 + 8 lines in doublecolumns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.
[Rm. 344]
Right half, upper portion, 3-in. by
in.; (.....+)
26 +15 (+.....)
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.
Duplicate of K. 4142; see above, p. 598. Cf. also BEZOLD, Lit., p. 339;
PINCHES, P.S.B.A., Vol. IV, p. 112; HAUPT, Akk. Spr., p. XXXIII;
SCHRADER, Abh/. Preuss. Ak. d. W., 1883, p. 40, note 1; DELITZSCH, Zeits.,

1886, p. 421; W.B., p. 238; and hlandw., pp. 34, 166, 187.

[Rm. 345]

Fragment of the right half, 2"in. by 1in.; (....
+) 17 + 17 (+....)
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar
meanings.
[Rm. 346]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2{in. by 1-Iin.; 6 + 9 + 10 + 7 lines in
double-columns. Part of a list of names of wooden objects.
[Rm. 347]
Left half, upper portion, 23in. by 2-in.; 10 + (
..+...
in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.

+) 6 lines
[Rm. 348]

Upper half, 3-in. by 3'in.; 25 + 28 + 38 + 14 lines in double-columns.
Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar meanings, belonging,
according to the colophon, to the 1st tablet of the Series "y g-L* E*k* .
Ad.
It forms a duplicate of KK. 4409, 13593, 13612,
13620 and 81-4-28, 327, and restores part of the text of K. 4337; cf.
supra, pp. 619 f., 630, 1324, 1325, 1326. For the text see W.A.I. V, 41,
No. 1; cf. also DELITZSCH, in LOTZ'S Tigl., pp. 88 if.; Parad., pp. 223,
226 f.; and STRASSMAIER, A. V, p. 593.

[Rm. 349]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2 L in. by 2-.in.; ....
....
+20 + traces of 2 lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of
* Partly effaced.
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gates (V v t) and of the deities to whose temples they appear to
have belonged.
.
[Rm. 350]
Portion out of the middle, 4in. by 2in.; 20 + 13
.....
....
lines in
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list, with glosses, probably
belonging to a tablet of the Series A1i '
{IE
e
,-.
Duplicate of K. 40 (cf. supra, p. 10), Column I, lines 20 if. For the
text see W.A.T. V, 20, No. 3.
[Rm. 351]
Fragment out of the middle, 2-in. by lin.; 8 + 5 +(..+
.........
±+) 19 + 9 lines. Part of a list of names of plants and
stones used for medicinal purposes.
[Rm. 352]
Right-hand corner, 2-iin.
by 1in.; ( ....
+) 7 + 13 (+ ...
) lines in
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.
[Rm. 353]
Fragment of the left half, 25in. by 2in.; 12 + .....
+..... 13 lines in
double-columns.
Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar
meanings.
[Rm. 354]
Fragment of the lower portion, 25 in. by 1- in.; 12 + 7 + 10 + ...
lines
in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar
meanings.
[Rm. 355]
Right-hand corner, 1in.
by
in.; (....
+)
12 + 8 (+.....)
lines
in double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants.
[Rm. 356]
Fragment of the upper portion, 2in. by 1-7in.; 10 + traces of 4 + ..... +
..... lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants.
[Rm. 357]
Right half, upper portion, 2kin. by 1lin.; (.....
) 17 + 4 (+....)
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar
meanings. Lines 1-9 of Column II are quoted by SAYCE, Zeits., 1885,
p. 216; see also Hibb. Lect., p. 296, note 5.
[Rm. 358]
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by in.; 9 +
. .....
+
+) 4 lines in doublecolumns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.
[Rm. 359]
Fragment out of the middle, 11-lin. by1lin.; (.....
+) 12 +.....
(+.....)
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words
with similar meanings.
[Rm. 360]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 14-in.; 15 + ..
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.

......

lines in
[Rm. 361]
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Fragment out of the middle, lIin. by 1-in.; 13 + ..........
lines in
three columns. Part of a list of plants used for medicinal purposes.
[Rm. 362]
Fragment out of the middle, 13in. by 1--in.; 8 +..........lines
(in
four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class " S."
[Rm. 363]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 1 3in.; ( ..... +) 11 +
(+.....)
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants.
[Rm. 364]
.....
.....
+ 20 +.....
Portion out of the middle, 2-O6in. by 1-3in.;
+ ..... lines (in three columns). Part of an explanatory
+.....
list of the class " Sb." Duplicate of K. 110 (see above, p. 28), Column III,
[Rm. 365]
lines 33 ff.
Portion of the left half, 3-in. by 2in.; 23 + traces of 2 + 7 + 32 lines in
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list, with glosses, probably
written for the interpretation of a certain literary composition. This
fragment may belong to the same tablet as K. 2053; see above, p. 396.
A portion of the text is published W.A.I. V, 21, No. 3.
[Rm. 366 + 80-7-19, 293]
Lower half, 5hin. by 4-in.; 24 + 31 + 38 + 34 lines in double-columns.
Part of a list of various kinds of wood and wooden objects. A
portion of the text is published W.A.I. V, 26, No. 2.
[Rm. 367 + 83-1-18, 461 a]
Portions, 7 in. by 4-in.; 31 + traces of 7 lines; between lines 3 and 4 of
obverse are traces Qf three seal-impressions. Part of a proclamation
Duplicate of K. 211 and K. 2729; see above,
of Assurbanipal.
[Rm. 368]
pp. 55, 470.
+) traces of 4 +
Fragment out of the middle, 2-6 in. by 1 in.; (.......
lines. Part of a historical or
traces of 3 + 11 + 8(+.........)
[Rmn. 369]
mythological text.
Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in, by 1 in.; 12 + ....
Part of a religious text.

(....)
lines.
[Rm. 370]

+) 11 + 6 (+ ..... )
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1 in.; (.....
lines. Copy of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning
[Rm. 371]
an eclipse of the sun, etc.
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Portion of the right half, 45in. by 2 in.; (....+)
20 -18 (+ .....
lines. Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear
Assyrian version, and directions for ceremonies.
[Rm. 372]
Portion of the right half, 2-3 in. by1- in.; 21 + 18 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 373]
Right half, lower portion, 31 in. by 31 in.; 12 + 22 lines.
containing forecasts.

Part of a text
[Rm. 374]

Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 1 in.; 19 + 19 lines.
containing regulations for making offerings.

Part of a text
[Rm. 375]

Portion of the right half, 4m
in. by 43 in.; traces of 10 + 36 + 37 + (edge)
2 + 14 lines. Part of a religious text, probably written for an
Assyrian king.
[Rm. 376]
Right-hand corner, 25 in. by 11 3 in.; traces of 2 + 7 lines.
private contract.

Part of a
[Rm. 378]

Portion of the right half, 23 in. by 24 in.; (.....+)
15 + ..... ( + ..
)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear
Assyrian version, and prayers. A colophon-line reads:- [>-y A-dz

y?]

YITte
T

F ,H
+

^n

¢:tP<Ty

g-yEY A>-.
D

Fragment of the right half, 24-- in. by 2 (.....
in.; .....
Babylonian. Fragment of a religious (?) text.

[Rm. 379]
) + 12 lines;
[Rm. 381]

Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 2} in.; 9 + 2 + 10 lines. Part of a
letter to the king concerning private affairs. Mention is made of
[Rm. 382]
4 p, etc.
'
- t
T->- and y +.--y
Fragment out of the middle, 2-l3 in. by 1 in.; 7 + ..... (.....)
lines.
Fragment of a religious (?) text.
[Rm. 383]
Fragment out of the middle, 2{ in. by 18in.; 7
of text containing hymns in paragraphs.*

.........

lines. Part
[Rm. 384]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 15 in.; 15 + .....
lines; Babylonian.
Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 385]
Right-hand corner, 13 in. by
in.; 11 + 113 lines. Part of a text containing
forecasts. This fragment appears to belong to the same tablet as
Rm. 302; see above, p. 1602.
[Rm. 387]
* Cf. supra, p. 436, note **.
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Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 3 in. by 1 in.; traces of 2 + 9
[Rm. 388]
lines. Part of a historical(?) text.
+ ....
+ ....
lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by 1§ in.; 10 + ......
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
[Rm. 389]
of the clouds, etc.
) lines. Part
[Rm. 390]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 18 in.; 11 +.......
of a list of objects (?), etc.

Fragment out of the middle, 1i in. by 1 in.; ..... + 16 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning -YF and Yy T etc.
[Rm. 391]
+ 2 lines;
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2 in. by 1 in.; ....
a
contract(?).
of
Fragment
one
seal-impression.
edge
on the adjacent
[Rm. 392]
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 1 in.; 11 + (
lines. Part of a religious or mythological text.
m' I <).
of Cuthah (I

) 11
......
Mention is made
[Rm. 393]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2 in.; 10 + (.....+
Part of a text containing forecasts.

.....

Fragment of the left half, 18 in. by 1 in.; 10 + (.
+) 11 lines. Part of a mythological legend.

.

+) 9 lines.
[Rm. 394]
........
[Rm. 395]

Part of a
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by l1in.; 16 + 16 lines.
mythological legend, probably belonging to a tablet of the Series
[Rm. 396]
afy z- .BY y <T.
Fragment of the lower portion, 1- in. by 11 in.; 3 + 1 + 7 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report, probably belonging to the class described above,
[Rm. 397]
p. 259 f., K. 1288.
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 13 + ..........
religious text.

lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 398]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1?-, in.; 8 + 9 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts. A comparison of the catch-line:-- -< F Y
YY
with K. 1352 (see above,
*X[f],t
<<-<t < V VV
4
p. 272 f.), obverse, line 13, shows that Rm. 399 belongs to the 12th
.
[Rm. 399]
tablet of the Series >-< E
# Prtly effaced.

t Restored from K. 1352,
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1-z-6 in.; 12 +.....
religious text.

lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 400]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1- in. by 18 in.; 8 + (edge) 2 +..........
lines. Part of a religious text.
[Rm. 401]
Fragment of the left half, 1 Iin. by 1 in.;..
(-..
.. ) ( + .....
+)
13 lines.
Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and
directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Rm. 402]
Fragment out of the middle, l in. by 1 in.; 11 + (.....+
.....
+)
7 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably
Sennacherib.
[Rm. 403]
Portion out of the middle, 28 in. by 21 in.; traces of 7 + 5 + .
lines. Part of a religious text.

........
[Rm. 404]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l1 in.; 13 +..........
lines. Part
of-an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see
above, p. 1570), Column VI, lines 105 ff.
[Rm. 406]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 9 lines.
containing prayers.
Fragment of the right half, 11in. by
concerning houses, etc.

-l5-in.;....

Part of a text
[Rm. 407]

+ 12 lines.

Omens
[Rm. 408]

Right-hand corner, 2in. by 1 in.; ( ....
+) traces of 12 + 11 (+ ..
)
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning
eclipses, etc.
[Rm. 409]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1in.; 9 + ........
of a text containing astrological forecasts.

) lines. Part
[Rm. 410]

Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 2in.; 13 +.
.........
) lines. Part
of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Rm. 411]
Fragment out of the middle, 2- in. by 2in.; 14 + ..........
Part of a religious text.

) lines.
[Rm. 412]

Fragment of the lower portion, 3 in. by
b 1in.; 6 + 6 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report, probably belonging to the class described above,
p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Rm. 413]
Fragment out of the middle, 2sin. by 1in.; 8 +
Part of a text containing prayers, etc.
VOL. IV.

..... ... ) lines.
[Rni. 414]
9 U
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4 lines. Fragment of
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by i1in.; ...
a text containing astrological forecasts. Line 4, of which only
the middle part is visible, may form the catch-line:-,,,X:- -,>

~-

^T-

*-HTf

[Rm. 415]

At

Right half, lower portion, 2min. by 1 5in.; 7 + 12 lines.
containing forecasts.

Part of a text
[Rm. 416]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2-in. by 1lin.; ....
+ 6 + 2 lines. Part of a text containing prayers, etc.

...
[Rm. 417]

lines.
(.....)
Fragment out of the middle, 15in. by 1-in.; 8 + ....
Part of an astrological text concerning observations of various stars.
[Rm. 418]
.... (.....)+
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1lin.; .
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.

12 lines.
[Rm. 419]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 4 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
[Rm. 420]
Fragment of a report (?).
+....
+ 12 + .....
Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by l1in.; .....
an interlinear
incantations
with
Part
of
a
text
containing
lines.
Assyrian version, and directions for ceremonies. Lines 5 if. form a
duplicate of K. 63 a (see above, p. 16 f.), Column III, lines 4 if., and of
[Rm. 421]
K. 10132 (above, p. 1066).
+..... +
Fragment of the upper portion, 2]in. by 1in.; 15 + .....
lines.
.... Part of a mythological text similar to those of K. 2148,
[Rm. 422]
K. 8337, etc.; see above, pp. 413, 917.
lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1in.; 7 + .....
list of persons similar to that of K. 8363, etc.; see above, p. 920.
[Rm. 423]
+...12 lines. Part of an
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by lin.; ..
omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to women.
[Rm. 424]
(.....)
lines;
Fragment of the right half, 1in. by 1 in.; 9 +. ..
Babylonian. Part of a prayer, apparently written for king Assur.
[Rm. 427]
banipal.
Fragment out of the middle, 261in. by l in.; ..... + ..... + 10 + 12
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the chances
lines.
[Rm. 428]
of a sick man's recovery, etc.
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 13in.; ..
mythological (?) text.

+ 9 lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 429]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1-in. by 1-r3in.; 8 +.....
(.....)
lines. Part of a religious text.
[Rm. 430]
Fragment of the right half, 2-in. by 15in.; 9+ .....
concerning houses, etc.

lines.

Omens
[Rm. 431]

Left half, upper portion, 2in. by 1 -7 in.; traces of 2 + 10 + (left-hand edge)
2 lines; Babylonian. Part of a report of the class described above,
p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Rm. 432]
Right-half, lower portion, 21in. by 1in.; (..........
+) 13 + short ends
of 8 (+ .......
) lines. Part of a mythological or religious text.
[Rm. 433]
Fragment of the left half, 24in. by l1in.;
Part of an incantation-text.

7 +(.....

..... +) 6 lines.
[Rm. 436]

Right-hand corner, 2 in. by 21in.; ..... + 9 lines.
tation-text. A colophon-line reads:-

[>-^

^Ht-Y7 - Y

¥

Y ]- -

-

End of an incan-

Tt

[Rm. 446]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 13 +.....(.....)
lines;
Babylonian. Part of a religious text. Explanatory glosses are added
by the scribe.
[Rm. 450]
Fragment of the upper portion, 2 in. by 1T-in.; 6 +.....lines.
of a hymn.

Beginning
[Rm. 451]

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1¼in.; ....
..... )+ 10 lines. Part
of an omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc.
[Rm. 452]
Fragment of the left half, 1 5 in. by 1in.; 10 +.........
) lines.
Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites.
[Rm. 453]
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 9 +..........
of an astrological text.

lines. Fragment
[Rm. 454]

Portion of the right half, 2in. by 1lin.; 17 + 7 lines. Copy of a text
containing forecasts. Of the catch-line only the end is visible:[Rm. 455]
::Y T.
k- Ace 'w
i
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l1in. by 1 3 in.; 9 + .....
lines; Babylonian. Part of an omen-text concerning incidents that
may happen to men, etc,
[Rm. 456]
9u2
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Fragment of the lower portion, 10
by in.
+ 6 + traces of 4 + 10
lines; Babylonian. Part of a mythological or religious text.
[Rm. 457]
Fragment of the right half, 2 - in. by 1-in.; ..... (.....)+
Part of an incantation-text.

14 lines.
[Rm. 458]

Fragment of the left half, 1-in. by lin.; 9 + .
....
) lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of the t>7-- to
>4-nt -+ 4 , etc.
[Rm. 459]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2 in. by l1in.; 4 + traces of
3 + .....
10 lines. Fragment of a text containing forecasts.
[Rm. 460]
Portion out of the middle, 4 in. by 3in.; 18 + 19 + 14 +.....
lines.
Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian
version, and prayers.
[Rm. 461]
Lower half of a tablet in oval shape, 2- in. by 28 in.; 11 + 6 lines, Part of
a list of objects. A sum total is added by the scribe.
[Rm. 462]
Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 9 +.....
lines. Part of a
private contract concerning the sale of a number of slaves.
[Rm. 463]
Fragment out of the middle, 23in. by 2in.; traces of 1 + 11 +..........
lines. Part of a list of objects (?).
[Rm. 464]
Fragment out of the middle, 2-- in. by 1- in.; 14 +
religious (?) text.
1 6.

.

...

.

lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 465]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2gin. by 1in.; 13 +.....
(.....)
lines. Part of an astrological text concerning observations
of the clouds, etc.
[Rm. 466]
Fragment of the left half, 1k in. by l--in.; 12 + .....
..... ) lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the sun, etc.
[Rm. 467]
Portion of the right half, 2k in. by 2in.; 10 + 12 lines.
concerning public affairs.

Part of a report
[Rm. 468]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2-1 6 in. by 1 in.; .....
+....
+
10 + 4 lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions
for ceremonies.
[Rm. 469]
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Portion out of the middle of reverse, 2Part of a private contract.

+ 14 lines.

in. by 15in.;

Fragment of the upper portion, lain. by lin.;

[Rm. 470]
9 + 11 + .....

+....

lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
[Rm. 471]
observations of the sun; cf. supra, p. 423, K. 2221.
Fragment out of the middle, 2½in. by l1in.; 4 + 6 lines. Part of a report,
concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
Mention is made of the (soldiers of the) land of
<< 2
i.
Yi
[Rm. 472]
Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 1Iin.; 16 + short ends of 7 lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.
[Rm. 473]
........
+) 7 lines (in
Left-hand corner, H1in. by 1lin.; 6 + (.
double-columns). Part of an explanatory list, with glosses, belonging, according to the colophon, to the 12th tablet of a series.
Cf.
" YY [j]
» "'"'";"
Z 'e
The catch-line reads:[Rm. 474]
BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 430.
.....
+) 18
Right half, lower portion, 2½in. by l-b-in.; 16 +
lines. Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear
[Rm. 475]
Assyrian version, and directions for ceremonies.
Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by lin.; 10 +....
Omens derived from the movements of certain birds.

...

) lines.
[Rm. 476]

) lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by lin.; 10 ..........
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observa, etc.)
-4- t A
A
^
<T
tions of various stars (,-+
[Rm. 477]

10 +
+.....+
..........
Fragment of the left half,1lin. by 1in.;
(left-hand edge) 1 lines. Part of a list of the names of members of
various families, and of their properties, etc., similar to that of K. 2017;
[Rm. 478]
see above, p. 386 f.
lines. Omens
in.; 13 + ...
Fragment out of the middle, lain. by
[Rm. 479]
concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
+) 14 lines.
........
16 + (
Lower portion, left half, 21in. by 1- 5in.;
6
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the ==Yy, etc. Cf. stpra,
[Rm. 480]
p. 549, note t.
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Portion out of the middle, 2a in. by 2 in.; 18 + .....
containing forecasts concerning _ and b`-yf,

lines.
etc.

Part of a text
[Rm. 482]

......... )+ 13 + 3 +
Fragment of the lower portion, 1lin. by 1 in.;.
Part of a list
double-columns.
in
lines
(
+..........)
traces of 2
[Rm. 483]
of names of deities, etc.

Fragment of the right half, 1'in. by l1in.; 11 + 11 lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
[Rm. 484]
Fragment of the right half, 2 -3in. by

1 in.;

(.....

+) 11 + 17 (+.....)

lines in double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical
paradigms. Duplicate of K. 4342; see above, p. 621. For another
[Rm. 485]
duplicate cf. Rm. 4, 420.
lines.
Portion out of the middle, 2in. by i1in.; 14 + 7 + ..... +.....
stars.
various
of
Part of an astrological text concerning observations
[Rm. 486]
)
7 ( ...
......
Right-hand corner, 1-I in. by 1 iin.; (
from
taken
forecasts
astrological
containing
a
text
of
lines. Part
[Rm. 487]
observations of various stars.
Left half, lower portion, 2¢5in. by 13 in.; 12 + ..... lines. Part of a
text containing omens derived from the appearances of certain birds.
(y ]yyy
O
t
MY t
The sentences of Section II begin with y'j Hi
[Rm. 488]
e- .... ).
Fragment of the left half, li in. by 1 in.; 10 +....
hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.

lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 489]

lines;
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by l{ in.; 8 + 5 + ....
Babylonian. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning _Tyy
[Rm. 490]
and ~-, etc.

Portion out of the middle, 2in. by
lines.

Part of a text

directions for ceremonies.

B -sT

eIm -

Y?
hi,
n m

1

7

15 + 16 (+.....)

in.; (.....+)

containing

incantations,

prayers

A colophon-line reads:--[kJf

...

Fragment of the upper portion, 116 in. by 1- in.; 12 + .....
a prayer in the form of a litany.
* These five lines run at right argles to the rest.

kJ

and
Y?]

[Rm. 491]
lines. Part of
[Rm. 492]
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Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1{ in.; .....
text containing astrological forecasts.

+ 15 lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 493]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the base
14in.; 5 + 8 + 8 +........)
lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Esarhaddon.
[Rm. 494]
Fragment out of the middle,
in. by 1in.; 8 + .
......... lines. Part
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Rm. 495]
Fragment out of the
at least 1in.; 7
Assurbanipal,
Column II, lines

middle of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base
+ 2 +.........
lines. Part of an inscription of
corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
90 ff.; Column III, lines 68 f.
[Rm. 496]

Portion of the left half, 2½in. by l3in.; 17 + traces of 1 +
..... +.....
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
observations of the
_~ >v4y ] V_ and >-+
- -, etc.
[Rm. 497]

) lines. Part

Fragment of the left half, 1 5in. by 1 in.; 12 +.....
of a text containing astrological forecasts.

[Rm. 498]

Portion of the lower half, 21in. by 1Din.; 10 + 12 lines.

Part of a prayer.
[Rm. 499]

Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by 1-3in.; 15 + 6 lines.
ligious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Part of a re[Rm. 500]

Left half, lower portion, 2-in. by 21in.; 21 + 17 lines.
taining astrological forecasts.

Part of a text con[Rm. 501]

Right half, lower portion, 2Hin. by 1-in.; 14 + 19 lines.
text.

Copy of an omen[Rm. 502]

Left half, lower portion, 2lin. by 1-in.; 14 + 16 lines. Part of an incantation-text belonging to the 2nd tablet of the -R' t--Series. Duplicate
of K. 150 (see above, p. 39), Column I, lines 18 ff.; Column III, lines
23 ff.; cf. W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., Add., p. 9 f.
[Rm. 503]
Right-hand corner, 2- in. by 1 in.; 11 + short ends of 6 lines. Part of a
mythological or religious text.
[Rm. 504]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 in.; 15 + 8 + 4 + 6 lines. Part
of a mythological or religious text.
[Rm. 505]
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Fragment of the upper portion, 2¼in. by 1l- in.; 6 + 3 lines.
hymn, probably written for an Assyrian king.

Part of a
[Rm. 506]

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 17 +..... lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
[Rm. 507]
lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1-in.; 11 + .........
of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people. Two sections end with ~-TY

k--- .

[Rm. 508]

Portion of the left half, 2¼in. by lin.; 17 + 9 lines. Part of a text
fY dyd, etc. Of the catch-line
containing forecasts concerning the
only the middle part is visible :-[-_]'] ',';;~Wv
<,
MY
¥<
[Rm. 509]
[g
~3'~,>,:-,>-,)),
t

... lines; BabyFragment out of the middle, 1-in. by l in.; 16 +...
lonian. Part of a religious text including directions for ceremonies
- t Y , etc. [Rm. 510]
=
and rites. Mention is made of -z4Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by
Part of a religious (?) text.

in.10
n

..........

) lines.
[Rm. 511]

in.; 14 + .....
....
) lines.
l by
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser[Rm. 512]
vations of eclipses of the sun, etc.
Fragment of the left half, 1i
.L-6

1in. n.;
....

.

.....

) + 13 lines.

1 6

13line.

Part of a text containing prayers to Samas and Ramnmdn, and directions
[Rm. 513]
for ceremonies and rites.
lines; Babylonian.
Right half, upper portion, lin. by 1-in.; 8 +.....
Part of a Sumero-Akkadian prayer in the form of a litany. Line 2
[Rm. 514]
contains the Assyrian version of line 1.
17 + 12 (+.....)
Portion of the right half, 2--1 in. by 1-in.; (.....+)
lines. Part of a religious text, including directions for ceremonies
[Rm. 515]
and rites.
Fragment out of the middle, 2¼in. by1lin.; 10 + traces of 2 lines. Part
[Rm. 516]
of a prayer, probably written for an Assyrian king.
Left-hand corner, 2-l in. by 1in.; ..... + 11 lines. Part of a hymn to
[Rm. 517]
Merodach. Duplicate of K. 2538; see above, p. 452.t
* Partly effaced.

Pt For Rm. 518, read there: "Rm. 517."
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Left-hand corner, l in. by l in.; 12 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
religious text referring to the worship of various deities. One section
begins:-- +4
f
-4Nk
-.:
p4
The catch-line
.reads:<_Y V->"
_yT
[Rm. 518]
.¥

Upper portion, right half, 3in. by 2}in.; 21 + 2 lines.
containing astrological forecasts taken from
eclipses, etc.
Fragment of the upper portion, 2in. by 1-in.;
religious text.

Part of a text
observations of
[Rm. 519]

7 + 8 lines.

Part of a
[Km. 520]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2-in. by 2sin.; 2 + 12 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
[Rm. 521.]
p. 259f., K. 1288.
in.; .....
4 19 lines. Part of a
Yyy >4f; duplicate of
mythological legend concerning --- >
Rm. 2, 454; cf. idnfra, p. 1676. For the text and explanations of it see
E. T. HARPER, Beitr., Vol. II, pp. 391, 395, 397, 459, 509.
[Rm. 522]

Fragment of the left half, 24in. by

Fragment out of the middle, l--in. by lin.; 10 ..........
Part of a text containing forecasts.

) lines.
[Rm. 523]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 113%in.; 8 + 9 lines. Part of a historical
inscription of an Assyrian king.
[Rm. 524]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 13in. by l
lines. Forecasts.

in.; ..... + 11
[Rm. 525]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, 15Tin. by 1 n; ..... + 17 lines.
Part of a text containing omens concerning incidents that may happen
to men, etc.
[Rm. 526]
Portion of the left half, l in. by 1-Tlin.
private contract.

.....

+ 8 + 2 lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 527]

)+ 9 lines. Part of an
Portion of the left half, 2½in. by 2in.; ......
incantation-text. Lines 3-5 have been translated by SAYCE, libb.
[Rm. 528]
Lect., pp. 68, note 3; 357, note 1.

Left-hand corner, 3in. by 2in.; .........

+.....

+) 4 lines.

End of a list of first lines of incantations, similar to that of K. 2832 and
K. 8941, etc.; see above, pp. 480, 973.
[Rm. 529]
lines.
.....
+ ..
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 11in.; 15 + 10 + .
Part of an incantation-text belonging to a tablet of the Series
>T -St
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lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 21ini. by l3in.; 15 +.....(....)
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 532]
Part
of a text
+
5
lines.
Portion of the right half, 34 in. by 1 in.; 12
containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used
[Rm. 533]
for the benefit of sick people.
+) 11 lines;
[Rm. 534]

.....

Fragment of the left half, 1 -in. by in.; 5+( .
Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text.

0 + . ..... ....

Fragment out of the middle, 1Iin. by 1
Part of a religious (?) text.

) lines.
[Rn. 535]

+) 10 + 8 (+.....
Right half, lower portion, 1lin. by lin.; (....
lines. Part of a text containing directions for rites and ceremonies.
[Rnm. 536]
7
+ 10 lines.
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l. in. by lin.; ....
[Rm. 537]
Part of an omen-text.
............
Fragment of the left half, l1in. by l19in.; 10 + ...
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
[Rm. 538]
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
10 +.....(.....)

1lin.;
Fragment out of the middle, -1 in. by
Part of a Sumero-Akkadian hymn.

Portion of the left half, 2 in. by lin.;
Sumero-Akkadian hymn.

.....

+ 14 lines.

..
..... lines.
Portion of the left half, 3-1in1. by 2in.; 24
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

lines.
[Rm. 539]
Part of a
[Rm. 540]
Part of an
[Rm. 541]

Part of an
Portion of the right half, 3¼in. by l-in.; 13 - 14 lines.
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. It appears to
belong to a tablet of the -~-,-Series. Of the catch-line only the
middle part is visible:,,.,>,
_
/'
--,:
>,t.-[Rm. 542]
Portion of the right half, 2in. by l1in.; .....
prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version.

+ 15 lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 543]

lines.
.....
+ 11 + ..... +
Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 1lin.;
Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
ceremonies. Two colophon-lines read:*1lH

>y-S
y

MA

TP

^X

__SA

y

ifRl V
_-V RY

E-Y i4i

m]
eRm. 545]
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Fragment out of the middle, 1T in. by 4-lin.; 10 +.....
lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts; it probably
belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work Y
-^y^ <T.
'
[Rm. 546]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1ill.;
1 1 + . ..
lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning -- and 1F_', etc.
[Rm. 547]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 2in.; 12 +..........)
lines. Part
of a religious or mythological text.
[Rm. 548]
Left-hand corner, l1in. by 1iin.; 10 + ..........
lines. Part of a text
containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. beginning:-

-Ykt> );-,y~y:

:d
A * (?)ti
.

.

[Rm. 549]

Upper half, 1in. by 1-3in.; 9 + 10 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part
of a letter to the king from y* >-A=-.
[Rm. 550]
Right-hand corner, 1 3-in. by 1- in.; 11 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Rm. 551]
Left half, upper portion, 1 in. by - in.; 5 + 5 + 3 + (left-hand edge)
4 lines in cuneiform characters which seem to be identical with those of
the Second Column of the trilingual inscriptions of Darius and other
Akhaemenian kings. Contents unknown. Cf. supra, pp. 655, 1535,
K. 4697, Sm. 2144, etc.
[Rm. 552]
+ 10 lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 553]

Right half, lower portion, 1-bin. by 1-7Lin.; 7 + 3 + 12 lines.

Part of a

Upper portion of reverse, 17in. by 1in.; .....
private contract.

letter concerning public affairs.
the city of' -y
->yyetc.

Mention is made of Y JY

YdWY and the land of

A

-. t-

Left half, lower portion of obverse, lin. by 1 in.; 8 + .....
edge) 3 lines. Part of a private contract.

>-4 4,
_i_ <A fI,
[Rm. 554]

+ (left-hand
[Rm. 555]

Lower half, Iin. by 1l- 1 in.; 8 + 1 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines. Part of
a letter or report. Its contents appear to be of an astrological
[Rm. 556]
character.
Upper half, lain. by 15in.; 7 + 6 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part of
a letter to the
s
_Yyy< from y Yyy Yy Y.
[Rm. 557]
*

Partly effaced.

9x2
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1 + 5 lines.

lin.;

Beginning and end of a letter
[Rm. 558]

Nearly complete, 2-in. by 1l-,in.; 13 + 5 lines. List of objects, probably
[Rm. 559]
serving for offerings. A sum total is added by the scribe.
Lower half, 2in. by 2in.; 8 + 5 lines.

Part of a private contract.
[Rm. 560 + Rm. 562]

Left half, upper portion, l1in. by 1-in.; 8 + 5 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines;
k 4^). It contains
Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king (It_
astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain stars.
[Rm. 561]
Part of an

Upper half, 1in. by 1lin.; 14 + 10 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
'^^Y VYto Y -> *
*
address from [Y]
cerning public affairs.
Mention is made of Y
yy,* etc.
TMY Yt.- F
lines.
Portion of the left half, 1{in. by lHin.; 14 +.....
to the king concerning the
_ < -YP Yf IY.

con-

X¥_ and
[Rm. 563]
.

Part of a letter
[Rm. 564]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, 2¼in. by 1Din.; traces of 4 + 12 lines.
Part of a letter to the king. Mention is made of the land of
[Rm. 565]
\?]*
A
,[T

Fragment of the right half, 23in. by lin.; ....

+ 15 lines.

Forecasts.
[Rm. 566]

+ 15 lines; marginal number <.
in.; .....
Left-hand corner, 3hin. by
[Rm. 568]
Part of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Portions, 2in. by 1- 5in.;

10 + 6 lines.

Part of a religious text.
[Rm. 569]

Portion out of the middle, 34in. by 2in.; 5 + ....
casts concerning >-!yy

and

+ 5 + 5 lines.

Fore-

[Rm. 570]

Y gf_, etc.

9 + 12 (+.....)
(.....+)
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1in.;
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts, partly concerning public
[Rm. 571]
affairs.
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 in.; 14 + ....
religious text.

lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 572]

) lines.
+) 6 + 7 (+ ....
Right-hand corner, lin. by lDin.; (....
[Rm. 573]
Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
* Partly effaced.
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Right-hand corner, 2T in. by lin.; 12 + 2 lines.
text.

Part of a religious
[Rm. 574]

Fragment out of the middle, 13in. by 15in.; 8 + 10 ± ..... + traces of
3 lines (in double-columns). Part of a list of various kinds of oil
[Rm. 575]
(I yP-), etc.
Fragment out of the
at least 2in.; 7
Tiglathpileser
Column II, lines

middle of a prismoid, 1"in. high, one side of the base
+ 4 + ........
lines. Part of an inscription of
I., corresponding with K. 1621a (see above, p. 320),
22 ff.
[Rm. 576]

l
Left half, upper portion, 3 5 in. by 2f win.;
21 + 14 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning the X8, etc. Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889,
p. 438, note 1, and supra, p. 1377, Sm. 59.
[Rm. 577 + Rm. 2, 177]

Upper portion, left half, 2 1'in. by 2½in.; 12 + traces of 2 + .
....+.....
+
.... +
l...
ines. Part of a mythological legend belonging
to the 6th tablet of the Series YV:-Ad
C kjEd.
Duplicate
of K. 231; see above, p. 61. For the text see HAUPT, Niimr., p. 29,
No. 13; cf. also Beitr., Vol. I, pp. 110, 151.
[Rm. 578]
Fragment of the
3 + 11 +
belonging to
HAUPT, Beitr.,

right half, 2' in. by 2 in. .
........ + traces of
.+.....
lines.
Part of a mythological legend
a tablet of the Series V
>
-.
Cf.
Vol. I, pp. 110, 151.
[Rm. 579]

Upper portion, right half, 2in. by 2in.; (..... +) 15 + 15 + 14 + .....
(+.....)
lines. Part of a list of eponyms. Cf. DELITZSCH, Zeits.,
1885, p. 175, and note 1, and BEZOLD, P.S.B.A., Vol. XI, p. 287.
[Rm. 580]
Upper portion, left half, 31in. by 2in. ; 9 + ( .
+.....
....
of a text containing incantations, prayers
ceremonies. Cf. KING, Magic and Sore., p. 53.
Portion of the right half, 13in. by 1min.; 8 + ..
impression. Part of a private contract.
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 18in.; 8 ± .....

+ ) 9 lines. Part
and directions for
[Rm. 581]
lines; part of a seal[Rm. 583]

lines.

Forecasts.
[Rm. 584]

Fragment of the right half, 1lin. by 18in.; 11 + 9 lines. Part of a hymn
with an interlinear Assyrian version. This text probably forms a
duplicate, or parallel text, of K. 2862 (see above, p. 483), and the fragment may belong to the same tablet as 81-7-27, 120, q.v.
[Rm. 585]
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) lines.
[Rm. 586]

.........
Fragment out of the middle, 2¼in. by 13in.; 13
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, 3in. by 2in.; .....

text containing forecasts concerning

+ 17 lines.

Part of a

ai, 3T A_, etc.
~-~ and

[Rm. 587]
Fragment of the upper portion, 2¼in. by 1 3'in.; 6 + 7 + 11 + 12 + (edge)
4 lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably
[Rm. 588]
Assurbanipal.
) lines. Part of
Portion of the left half, 3in. by 1in.; 18 +. .... .
a text containing astrological forecasts for the months Yiar and
Sivan, concerning eclipses, etc., and partly referring to public affairs.
[Rm. 590]
Copy of a text
Portion of the left half, 3 7in. by 3in.; 22 + 17 lines.
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
[Rm. 591]
moon and certain stars.
+ traces of 4 + 9 + 1
Fragment of the upper portion, 3½in. by lDin.; .....
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
[Rm. 592]
observations of the sun; cf. supra, p. 423, K. 2221.
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 2in.; 12 + 6 lines.
houses and incidents that may happen to men.

Omens concerning
[Rm. 593]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 1Hin.; 9 + 7 + ( .........
lines. Part of a list of objects. [Rm. 594]
+) 6 +.....
..........
Fragment of the left half, 23in. by 2in.; 14 +.
of a religious text.

....

..

) lines. Part
[Rm. 595]

.. lines; Babylonian.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 bin. by 1 in.; 14 +
Omens concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
[Rm. 596]
lines
12 + 10 + ..........
Fragment out of the middle, 3in. by 2in.;
(in four or five columns). Part of an explanatory list arranged in
[Rmi. 597]
groups according to the meaning of the Assyrian words.
Fragment out of the middle, 2½in. by 22in.; 9 + 7 lines.
containing forecasts.

Part of a text
[Rm. 598]

Upper half, 4jin. by. 3sin.; 36 + 27 lines. Astrological forecasts
belonging, according to the colophon, to one of the tablets of the great

astrological work [Iy

-a-]

-y

V-PY. Duplicate of K. 2236 (see
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above, p. 424), K. 8086 (p. 894) and K. 10084 (p. 1062); cf. also p. 544,
note II.
[Rm. 599]
Portion of the left half, 51-in. by 2in.; 20
..........
lines (in four
columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class " S." Cf. BEZOLD,
Zeits., 1889, p. 438, note 4.
[Rm. 600]
Upper half, 4in. by 3min.; 26 + 18 lines. Part of a prayer to the Sun-god,
etc., to be said by a Ag H
-- (cf. obverse, line 18). It begins:-+

'-

<rV
"

(<z

2~~~~!-+~~~i

'E-1 -11yyyl~,, VY )~-In
S -pv
-

<-YY
*
--N

4''

rT
I

~

M

<H ~\1Y

\\

\

etc.
,,

"EN
no MYYs Sm

-

-9V

v~~
~~Q ~~~s~~

ItT

etc.

The catch-line reads:-

>
;">-4-

IT<SHY
2ofrrr
-m<

rr
Y Ad Ac <t
- E1

Cf: SAYOE, Hibb. Lect., p. 383 f., note 2, and Guide Koay. Gall., 1885,
p. 157, No. 6.
[Rm. 601]
Right-hand corner, 2-min. by lin.
Part of a religious text.

9 + ..... (.....)

Right half, upper portion, 2-¥3in. by 1kin.; 16 + 8 lines.
with an interlinear Assyrian version.

lines; Babylonian.
[Rm. 602]
Part of a hymn
[Rm. 603]

Right half, upper portion, 21 in. by 21in.;
+ 20 + 19 + traces of
1 lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list, with glosses,
arranged in groups according to the meaning of the Assyrian words.
For the text see W.A.I. V, 29, No. 6; cf. also JENSEN, Zeits., 1886,
pp. 408 ff., and BEZOLD, P.S.B.A., Vol. XI, p. 16.
[Rm. 604]
*-Partly effaced.
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Right-hand corner, 2- -in. by 2-in.; (....
+.....
+)....
+ traces of
9 + 14 + 4 (+.....+.....)
lines in double-columns.
Part of a
text containing grammatical paradigms, probably belonging to a
tablet of the Series <U <
__y
y
E
AyY
A
>
X. It
forms a parallel text to K. 8521; see above, p. 934.
[Rm. 607]
.

Right half, lower portion, 33in. by 2-in.; (.....+)
6 + 14 + 15 + 14 + 10
+ traces of 6 (+ ....
)lines in double-columns. Part of a list of
various kinds of wood and wooden objects. For the text see W.A.I.
V, 26, No. 3.
[Rm. 608]
Fragment out of the middle, tin. by in.; 6 + ..........
lines in doublecolumns. Fragment of an explanatory list arranged in groups
according to the meaning of the Assyrian words.
[Rm. 608a]
Portion of the right half, 4jin. by 2 9in.; (....
+) 7 + 22 + 21 + 3 + 16
+ ..... (+.....)
lines in double-columns. Part of a text containing
grammatical paradigms. Duplicate of K. 4342; see above, p. 621.
For the text of Columns III and IV see W.A.I. V, 20, No. 2.
[Rm 609]
Upper portion, right half, 4- in. by 2in.; ....
+ 30 + 27 +.....lines
in double-columns. Part of a list of names of gods and their titles.
Duplicate of K. 29; see above, p. 7.
[Rm. 610]
Fragment of the lower portion, 3in. by 2in.; traces of 6 + 9 + 5 +....
lines (in four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class
SC."
Cf. sipra, p. 608, K. 4238.
[Rm. 611]
Lower half, 31in. by 3in.; 40 + 20 + 22 + 37 lines. Part of a text containing
grammatical paradigms, forming, according to the colophon, the

first part (4

'TY-:Y

t) of a composition.

The subject matter is

of a religious character. This text is a duplicate of the SumeroAkkadian portion of that of K. 156; see above, p. 41. Cf. also HAUPT,
N.G.G., 1880, p. 517, note 2; Zeits., 1885, pp. 276, 278, note 2;
STRASSMAIER, A. V, p. 639; SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., p. 441; and Guide
Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 156, No. 45 A.
[Rm. 612]
Left-hand corner, 2-56in. by 1I- in.; 18 +
.....+.....
.....
....
+
traces of 4 lines; partly vitrified. Part of a mythological legend
containing the Babylono-Assyrian account of the Deluge. Duplicate of K. 2252 (cf. supra, p. 426). corresponding with W.A.I. IV,
2nd ed., pl. 43 [50], Column I, lines 1 ff. For the text see HAUPT,
N,7,i., p. 120, No. 59; cf. also Beitr., Vol. I, p. 151.
[Rm. 616]
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Complete, 3in. by 1-in.; 11 + 2 + 9 lines. List of the titles of various
mythological legends and other literary compositions, similar to' the
texts mentioned above, p. 1033, K. 9717:-
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C .V
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- <M
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-
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-TY

h

y

Cf. SAYCE, Zeits., 1884, p. 190 f.; BEZOLD, Lit., p. 340; P.S.R.A.,
Vol. XI, p. 46, note; STRONG, ibidernz, Vol. XVI, p. 277; HAUPT, Beitr.,
Vol. I. p. 150; and Gulide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 157, No. 8.
[Rm. 618]
POrtiOnS, 5Xin. bY 3-156in.; 32 + 29 + 27 + 29 + 7 + ..... li~nes. Part of a
list Of objects, probably offerings or taxes. E.g., Columnn II, lines

28 ff. read:-WYY
*

.4W
Y yTk
W *t iI 5 £WYT

<TTN

*

Partly effaced.

t This line appears to have been erased by the scribe.
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YWYY=Y IY,_t¥ 1 l
>

ETVf
:~-Y

1 17. E.

n

TYI >X>-YTI
<LYT
k1 I VTarm -y IP74t<BMES

-YY
Y

i

-Y,<(

Tk

T n >,XY<Lyy
rny-In-II IMV
iaj ^U ^
Ii ^ £y--YYA T-7
YSY I YiM >-'-A -E IWY >n-- ^ f IIVyMU11
YEY *XE I
nYTA

Gall., 1885, p. 157, No. 7.

[Rm. 619]

Part of model of an ox's hoof in clay; length 23in.; segmental arc 4¼in.;

chord 2sin.; on the outer surface are 5 lines down the hoof, and 1 line
at right angles to them ; on the surface of the hollow of the hoof are 13
lines, and 2 lines at right angles to them; Babylonian. Forecasts
concerning 'F Id-]
and Ia, etc. Cf. Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 156,
No. 2.
[Rm. 620]
Upper half, 2-lin. by 2-3in.; 17 + traces of 2 lines in double-columns;

Babylonian. Part of an explanatory list referring to a tablet of the
great astrological work t
>T t
f.y; supa
acf.
43,
3,. K2329.
For the text see W.A.I. V, 31, No. 3; cf. also PINCHES, Texts, p. 18, and
Zeits., 1885, p. 79 f.
[Rm. 855]
Lower half, 2yin. by 1-in.; 14 + 4 lines. Part of a letter concerning
military affairs.
[Rm. 902]
Fragment out of the middle,

19- in.

by 1l6in.; 8 + 6 +..........

Part of a list of archaic signs.

Cf. s

lines.

Sprca,
p. 625, K. 4372.

[Rm. 904]
Fragment of the right half, lf3in. byWin.; 6 +..........)
lines (in
four columns). Part
ann explanatory
e
ana
y list of f the class "So." A
comparison of Rm. 905 with the duplicates 82-8-16, 1 (q.v.) and K. 4174
(see above, p. 602) shows that this fragment probably belongs to the
4th tablet of a Series.
[Rm. 905]
Fragment of the right half, 3. by)
b
in. 2....
1 + 5 (.....
lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list arranged in
groups according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs.
[Rm. 906]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1¼in.; 14 +..........
lines; Babylonian. Part of a mythological legend, which appears to belong
to a tablet of the Series V i
>_ >> - X . For the text see HAUPT,
Nimr., p. 88, No. 49; cf. also Beitr., Vol. I, p. 151.
[Rm. 907]
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Upper portion, right half, 23in. by 2-1in.; 12 + 6 lines.
Part of a
religious text. Mention is made of
-4- YIY
Y_ y -, etc. For the
text see HAUPT, Nimrr., p. 89, No. 50; of. also Beitr., Vol. I, p. 151.
[Rm. 908]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1Iin. by inI.; 3 +..... lines in Phoenician.
Part of a private contract concerning [?]:]'3J'N.
For the text see
DE VOGiUE, Corpus inscrr. Sem., Pars II, t. I (1889), p. 47.
[Rm. 909]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in, by l1in.; 14 +.........
lines in four
columns. Part of an explanatory list of the class " c." The text
is published by DELITZSCH, Lesest., 3rd ed., p. 78, No. 5, a. Cf. also
ibidem, p. 76, and supra, p. 873, K. 7761.
[Rm. 910]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-I6in. by ljin.; 10 +..... .....
) lines.
Part of a Sumero-Akkadian hymn. The contents seem to be of a
similar nature to those of K. 1279; see above, p. 257.
[Rm. 911]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1-9in. by 1 in.; 8 +........
lines. Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 912]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by l1in.; 9 + 7

+ ........

lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Rm. 913]
Fragment of the lower portion, 1 in. by lin.; 10 + 2 + .....
lines. Part
of a letter, probably concerning military affairs.
[Rm. 916]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 1in.; 11 +

....

lines.

Part of an

omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
[Rm. 919]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1-in. by I81in.; 6 + ( ....

5 lines.

+)
.....

Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 920]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; ( .
+) 9 + 8 (+.....
lines (in double-columns). Copy of an explanatory list, with glosses,
of names of doors (_ DV) and gates (>F
-).
[Rm. 921]
Fragment out of the middle, lin.

by

in.; 12 + ....

(....)

of an astrological text.
Fragment out of the middle, 1-1in. by 1in.;
Part of a religious text.

lines.

Part

[Rm. 922]
..........

+ 5 + 6 lines.
[Rm. 923]

9 Y2
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Fragment of the left half, 1 in.by lin.; ....
+ 7 lines. End of an omentext forming, according to the colophon, the 102nd tablet of the Series
W
A].
Duplicate of K. 3677; see above, p. 554.
Y -[YY - Y- -dYY
[Rm. 924]
Upper portion, right half, 1 in. by sin,; 14 + 12 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
Part of an address to the king concerning the Babylonians (~-

A-d

AY +44),etc.

[Rm. 925]

Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by 1in.; 8 + 2 lines. Part of a text
containing omens taken from the actions of certain birds.
Of the
catch-line only the middle part is visible :
.>

[Rm. 926]

^

,-

Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by
of a religious text.

in.; 7 +

.........

lines. Copy
[Rm. 928]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by l1-i-in.; 11 +..........
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.
Upper portion, right half, lin.
hymn.

by

1

- in.;

12 +.....

lines.

Fragment out of the middle, 1-% in. by 1 in.; 12 + .........
of an astrological or astronomical text.
Fragment of the right half, 1Lin. by l in.
Part of a mythological or religious text.

10 + ..........

lines in
[Rm. 930]
Part of a
[Rm. 931]

lines. Part
[Rm. 932]
lines.
[Rm. 933]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 9in. by 1 in.; 11 +.....
....
) lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 934]
Left-hand corner, lin. by tin.; 6 + 2 lines. Omens derived from the
state of a man's hands. Cf: supra, p. 808, K. 6767.
[Rm. 935]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1ain.;.....
Part of an omen-text.
Fragment of the lower portion, 1lin. by 1lin.; 9 +
of a text containing astrological forecasts.

+ 11 lines; Babylonian.
[Rm. 936]
lines. Part
[Rm. 937]

Left half, upper portion, 2-in. by 8in.; 17 +.....
lines.
Part of a
mythological text. Duplicate of K. 8697 (see above, p. 953), obverse,
lines 1 ff.
[Rm. 939]
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, 1 1 in. by
i;
( ....
+) 12 + 8 (.....)
lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list.
[Rm. 940]
Fragment of the right half; 2min. by
prayer.

-1in.; 14 + 14 lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 943]

Fragment out of the middle, I in. by -17in; 9 + short beginnings of 6 +
.....
....
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and
directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Rm. 944]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by l1in.; 5 +..........
lines. Fragment of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Rm. 945]
Fragment of the left half, 1Iin. by 1-i1 in.;
Forecasts concerning the -4, etc.

6

.....

(.....)

lines.
[Rm. 947]

Left half, upper portion, 15in. by lin.; 8 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
letter to the king. Of the name of the scribe only the beginning is
visible:-Y -;l
", "
[Rm. 948]
Lower half, 14in. by 1 1n.; 4 + 4 + 7 lines. Part of a list of horses of
various colours, breeds, etc., and their owners.
[Rm. 949]
Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by 18in.; 6 +(..........
+
) 12
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
ceremonies.
[Rm. 950]
Fragment of the right half, 1in. by
hymn.

1 1 7in.;

8 +.

.

l.ines. Part of a
[Rm. 951]

Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 1in. by 1 in.; 9 lines. Part of
an inscription of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr.,
Column I, lines 76 ff.
[Rm. 952]
Fragment of the left half, 1min. by 1 in.; 10 +.....
lines.
hymn to a goddess, with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Right-hand corner, 2¼in. by 1lin.; 9 + .....
text.

lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 953]

Part of a religious
[Rm. 954]

Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 1-i
.; 9 + ......
derived from the appearances of certain birds.

lines.

Omens
[Rm. 955]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2'in. by l-a in.; 4 +....
(....
) lines. Fragment of a religious text.
[Rm. 957
* Partly effaced
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-17-in.by 1 -in.;

7 + 8 lines.

Part of a list of

persons who had certain sums of money to pay. The sums are
expressed in manehs, and shekels = -' maneh. Cf. obverse, lines 4ff:-
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x

i
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[Rm. 959]
Portion out of the middle, lIin. by lin.; .....
letter to the king concerning public affairs.

+ 12 lines.

Portion of the left half, 1in. by 1in.; 6 + 7 lines; Babylonian.
letter or report. Mention is made of y -+ <<(< j ,
.

Part of a
[Rm. 960]
Part of a
[Rm. 961]

.)
+) 5 + ..... (+.
by 1 in.; (....
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. b
[Rni.
962]
list.
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory
16 ~*'
1+ + .
....... lines in
lines in
Fragment out of the middle, 1 ixin.by 1sin.; 11 +..........
[Rm. 963]
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.
Fragment of the left half, 1in. by
a religious (?) text.

in.; 8 +..........

Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by
Part of a religious text.

in.; 10 + .

Fragment of the right half, l1in. by in.; 16 +....(.....)
double-columns?). Part of an explanatory (?) text.
* Partly effaced.

lines. Part of
[Rm. 964]
........

) lines.
[Rm. 965]
lines (in
[Rm. 968]
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Mention is made of the city of

X*

]Yy

lines.

Part of a

Y- concerning public

y Aid, etc.

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
in.; 8 + ..... (....)
of a text containing incantations, prayers and
ceremonies.

[Rm. 970]
lines. Part
directions for
[Rm. 971]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-5in. by 1-in.; .....
+ 6 lines. Part of a
list of names of persons and their titles. It may belong to a private
contract.
[Rm. 973]
Fragment out of the middle, lin.
Part of an astrological text.

by l1in.; 12 +.....(.....)

lines.
[Rm. 976]

Fragment out of the middle, 1min. by 11in.; 9 + ..... (.....
) lines.
Part of an omen-text concerning cities and incidents that may happen
to men.
[Rm. 977]
Upper portion, left half, 2in. by 11in.; 5 + 8 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 4 lines.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made
of the countries of j -Yk vk= THandId > y t:-YYV<,
etc.
[Rm. 978]
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by
in.; 7 ..........
lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts.
[Rm. 980]
Left half, lower portion, lin. by
Part of a private contract.

-l in.; 7 + short beginnings of 6 lines.
[Rm. 981]

Left-hand corner, 1}in. by lin.; 7 + 8 lines. Part of a mythological
legend, probably belonging to a tablet of the Series -Y > - ~
y <y.
[Rm. 982]
Fragment out; of the middle, 1-in. by l1in.; 11 +
lines. Part
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 989]
Fragment of the lower portion, 23in. by l1in.; 16 +....
lines. Part of
an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 992]
Upper half, l1in. by I-in.; 11 + 10 + 1 lines; occasionally division-marks
between two words. Part of a letter to the king concerning public
affairs.
Mention is made of the city of ,>]y E ><¥TY 4A * 4 and
the country of A < ~W-yT>I-, etc.
[Rm. 993]
* Partly effaced.
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Left-hand corner, 2in. by 1-in.; traces of 3 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of
and ']
A, etc. Mention is
an astrological report concerning ,
[Rm. 994]
ti>V).
made of Assurbanipal (Y 4- 4 ,
.

.c

'
.... ±+)8+. .
. by l1-in.; (.
Fragment of the right half, 1q-in
list.
Part
of
an
explanatory
in
double-columns.
lines

(+.....)

Fragment out of the middle, -lin. by 1lin.; 9 +..(....
Part of a prayer.

) lines.
[Rm. 996]

Left half, upper portion, 2in. by {-in.; 15 + 14 + 1 lines.
to the king concerning military affairs.
Fragment out of the middle, 1l.

by
by lin.;
1in.

12

[Rm. 995]

Part of a letter
[Rm. 998]

.....

(....)

lines.

[Rrn. 999]

Part of an astrological text.
Fragment of the right half, liin. by sin.; 9 + .....
of names of persons and their titles.

lines.

Part of a list
[Rm. 1001]

+
...
Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by lkin.; 7 + . ..
lines. Fragment of a text containing directions for ceremonies and
[Rm. 1002]
rites.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, I gin. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription of
+5
..........
at least lin; 7
Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 1 if.,
[Rm. 1003]
59ff.
+ 11 lines.
Fragment of the left half, l1in. by lin.; .....
containing forecasts concerning>V->¥y and -Y J_, etc.
begin throughout with

-

Part of a text
The sentences

Y-YYc;
cf. supra, p. 570, K. 3846. [Rm. 1004]

Left half, lower portion, l-2in. by tin.; ....
vitrified. Part of a letter.

+ 2 + 7 lines; obverse
[Rm. 1005]

Left half, 1jin. by lin.; 5 + traces of 1 lines.

Part of a private letter.
[Rm. 1010]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 1-in.; 8 + traces of 3 +.....
[Rm. 1012]
lines. Part of a text containing epigraphs(?).
+ ....
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by 1lin.; 7 + 8 +.....+.....
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for cere[Rm. 1013]
monies.
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 18in.; 5 + 8 +....
Babylonian. Part of a religious text.

..... lines;
[Rm. 1015]
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Right half, lower portion, 1lin. by 1lin.; 9 + 2 + 10 lines.
of objects.

Part of a list
[Rm. 1016]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by lin.; 6 + traces of 6
lines; Babylonian. Part of a religious (?) text.

....

+.....
[Rm. 1017]

+) 5 + 8 (+.....)
-in.:(....
Fragment of the lower portion, 1- in. by 1Part of an explanatory list concerning
lines in double-columns.
[Rm. 1018]
certain stars, etc.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1-iin.; 9 +.....(.....)
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king(?).
Left half, lower portion, H1in. by 15sin.; 4 + 1 + 8 lines.
of animals and their owners.

lines.
[Rm. 1019]
Part of a list
[Rm. 1022]

Fragment of the left half, 1 i in. by 3in.; 10 + 8 lines; marginally-ruled.*
[Rm. 1022a]
Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Fragment of the upper portion of one side,
Part of an omen (?)-text.

15in.

by 1in. .....

+ 7 lines.
[Rm. 1028]

Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 15in. by 11in.; 10 lines. Part
of an inscription of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr.,
[Rm. 1029]
Column II, lines 67 ff.
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, lsin. by iin1.; 13 lines. Part of
an inscription of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr.,
[Rnl. 1030]
Column II, lines 37 ff.
* Cf. supra, p. 483, and note *.

VOL, I V,
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Complete, 3{in. by lin.; 25 + 25 + 2 + 4 lines. Letter to the king from
~Y ~ >> and
4.
Mention is made of the country of
YTHthe city of >Vyy
(var.:-<Y,>t-a)
.<<Y
A
, etc.
e
For the text
see R. F. HARPER, Zeits., 1893, pp. 343 if.
[Rm. 2, 1]
Complete, 279in. by l1in.; 16 + 12 lines; occasionally division-marks
between the words.
Letter (4t-y*) from Y Ey
4> to the
>TYVY
[y>yy?] concerning public affairs. Mention is made
-> YYY*
of the Akkadian king ;(h
) and the cities of

id tk-Y-<, etc. The text is published
4T AYd and ^- Y
<
-TY
W.A.I. V, 54, No. 1, and by R. F. HARPER, Zeits., 1893, p. 345 f.
[Rm. 2, 2]
Complete,
yV

of

2-bin.
b--7
-y

by l1in.; 13 + 8 lines.
Letter to the king from
t>, <* y$* concerning military affairs. Mention is made
tqyyy< and
-¥yy ~-<
T
and the cities of ¢y]Y >

y 'T

'Y
:TYY RYYY A-YY.

[Rm. 2, 3]

For the text see HARPER, i.c., p. 347.

Complete, 2-iin. by lsin.; 13 + 2 + 13 + 1 lines; division-marks.

Letter

to the king from y >Tyyyy
S >Tk + V + concerning certain augures.
The text is published by HARPER, I.e., p. 348 f.
[Rm. 2, 4]
Complete, 2in. by l-16in.; 12 + 1 + 6 lines. Letter to the king from
= 4< <<<. For the text see HARPER,
Y Y -< ( 4 concerning y i.c., p. 349 f.
[Rm. 2, 5]
Nearly complete, 2# 6 in. by

Y (VW

4-< <<

1in.;

17 + 16 lines.

Letter to the king from

concerning private affairs.

For the text see

HARPER, I.e., p. 350 f.

[Rm. 2, 6]

Complete, 2¼in. by l-in.; 11 + (edge) 2 lines. Letter to the king from
a [4 $ - _?t] concerning y 4 '--y :. The text is
si4
rT
published by HARPER, I.e., p. 352.
[Rm. 2, 7]
Complete, 2½in. by 1-3in.; 17 + 2 + 15 lines. Letter to the king from
- - >~ =>-concerning private matters. A date is added by
the scribe.
*

For the text see HARPER, I.C., pp. 352 ff.

[Rm. 2, 8]

Partly effsced.

t Attempted restoration after similar tablets; ef.

supra, p. 1360, note

X.
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Right half, upper portion, 2-in. by I in.; 16 + 13 lines. Part of a letter
* <_
*
: concerning private affairs.
to the king from [T]W,.'x;
Cf. R. F. HARPER, Zeits., 1893, p. 341.
[Rm. 2, 9]
Nearly complete, 23in. by 1-5in.; 11 + 10 lines.
HARPER, I.e., p. 341.

Part of a letter. Cf.
[Rm. 2, 10]

Lower half, -1 in. by 1in.;
8 + 2 + 9 lines; division-marks. Part of a
letter to the king. Cf. STRASSMAIER, A.V., p. 953, and HARPER, I.c.,
p. 341.
[Rm. 2, 11]
Portions, 23in. by 1 in.
; 11 + 12 lines; partly vitrified. Part of a letter
to the king concerning
x-<(k ~I, etc.
Cf. HARPER, I.e., p. 341.
[Rm. 2, 12]
Portions, 2in. by l--in.; 8 + 7 lines.
HARPER, I.c., p. 341.

Part of a letter to the king.

Cf.

[Rm. 2, 13]

Upper portion, right half, 1in. by 1in.; 7 + 8 + 4 lines. Part of a
letter to the king from Y <<< v,->- A
-<<<((y concerning public affairs.
Mention is made of Y>X- kt6¥ p and the city of ]-Yy
O;¥y WJ<, etc.
Cf. HARPER, I.e., p. 341 f.
[Rm. 2, 14]
Portion of the right half, 1-6 in. by 18 in.; 6 + short ends of 5 lines. Part
of a letter (to the king). Cf: HARPER, I.c., p. 341.
[Rm. 2, 15]
Left-hand corner, lin.
by l1-3in.; 5 + 3 lines.
HARPER, I.e., p. 341.

Part of a letter.
Cf.
[Rm. 2, 16]

Portion out of the middle of reverse, 2 in. by 1 in.; ..
of a letter to the king. Cf. HARPER, I.e., p. 341.

+ 13 lines. Part
[Rm. 2, 17]

Portions, 3- in. by 1-in.; 14 + 1 + 18 + 2 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of
obverse is the impression of a seal-cylinder. Private contract concerning the sale of three slaves. It is dated in the eponymy of y EE&
[Rm. 2, 18]
?], i.e., 688 (or 693 ?) B.C.
* [v YUpper half, 2 3 in. by
in.; 14 + 13 + 1 lines; between lines 1 and 2 of
obverse are five nail-marks.t Part of a private contract between
the four sons of y &X
a+ >'
Y-, a surveyor of land (a
d %-V-m-). It is dated:--A
,
Y <<YYA i <F- >k ]-k
7 l
4
-4 X

LE¥
,v
->4 A
Yy4k -

t-

i.e., Nov.-Dec., 745 (?)B.C.
¥k,
>T
dYn
[Rm. 2, 19]

* Partly effaced.

t

Cf. obverse, line 1 :-_M

1>-lyT>--

I

l
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Upper portion, left lhalf, 2 in. by 11 in.; 12 + 9 lines; between lines 3 and
4 of obverse are three nail-marks. Part of a private contract con[Rm. 2, 20]
cerning a sale of land. The date is mutilated.
Part of a private contract.
[Rm. 2, 21]
Upper half, 1 in. by 1-6 in.; 8 + 6 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of obverse
Part of a private contract, dated:are two seal-impressions.
[R m . 2, 2 2]
V bT
>-X i+
<r>;
>>t tY «nY >

Lower half, 1+- in. by 1 in.; 8 + 8 lines.

Lower portion, right half, 1 -in. by 1 in.; 9 + 6 lines in double-columns.
Part of a list of names of persons, probably officials, and the number
[Rm. 2, 23]
of soldiers (?) under their authority.
+) 19 + 22 (+ .....
Lower portion, right half, 32 in. by 2 in.; ( ....
Part of an explanatory list arranged in
lines in double-columns.
groups according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. [Rm. 2, 24]

Upper portion, left half, 3} in. by 3 in.; 21 + 13 +.....+

9 lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups
according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. A comparison of
line 1 of Column I with the catch-line of 80-11-12, 1 and its duplicate
Sm. 294 (see above, p. 1396), shows that this fragment belongs to
-y- Cf. also
e
the 5th tablet of the Series `;m g<~
supra, p. 623, K. 4353. Lines 1 if. of Column I are quoted by DELITZSCH,
W.B., p. 452; cf. ibid., p. 243; line 6 of Column IV is quoted Handw.,
[Rm. 2, 25]
p. 91.
18 +...
Fragment of the right half, 2T- in. by 13 in.; (.....+)
lines in double-columns.. Part of an explanatory list.
(+.....)
Cf.
The lines of the right-hand column end throughout with -__.
PINCHES-HAUPT, in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 340.

[Rm. 2, 26]

) 8 lines in
... +......
Portion of the left half, 2-1 in. by 2in.; 23 + (.
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list of names of various
[Rm. 2, 27]
kinds of reeds (-YY), etc.
+) 4 lines (in four
Left-hand corner, lWin. by lin.; 2 + ( ........
columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class " SC."
[Rm. 2, 28]
+ 20 + 9 lines in
Portion out of the middle, 25in. by 2|in.; ..... +.....
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses. Of the
d. Lines 15 ff.
E
catch-line only the end is visible :--, ',
of Column III form a duplicate to K. 2055 (see above, p. 397),
Column IV, lines 1 if. -Cf. also p. 718, K. 5433a, and DELITZSCH, W.B.,
[Rn. 2, 29]
p. 44, note 4.
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Fragment out of the niddle, lin. by
in.; 5 + 12 +.........
lines
(in four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class " S."
[Rm. 2, 30]
Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by 1 in.; 13 +
lines in
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.
[Rm. 2, 31]
Portion of the left half, 2-in. by 1lin.; 20 + (
..........
+) 20 lines
in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list of names of gods and
their titles.
[Rm. 2, 32]
Fragment of the left half, 1iin. by

1in.; .....

+ 6 lines.

End of an

omen-text forming, according to the colophon, the " 2nd tablet"
(yT
4TYV - iY) of a composition beginning with ]Y
-T*:
-Y% M'

The catch-line reads:--y

-k

<H

>-

supra, pp. 80S, 811, K. 6765 and K. 6801.

>

7/.
-s C6

[Rm. 2, 33]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 in. by 11in.; 9 + ..........
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.
[Rm. 2, 34]
Portion of the left half, 27in. by 25in.; 17 + 4
double-columns.
Part of a list of archaic
order of S^. Their Assyrian equivalents are
division of each column. Cf. supra, p. 625, K.

+..........
lines in
signs arranged in the
added in the right-hand
4372.
[Rm. 2, 35]

Portion out of the middle, 2¼in. by l1in.; 2 + 2 + 18 + 12 lines (in doublecolumns). Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.
[Rm. 2, 36]

Portion out of the middle, 3Oin. by 2{in.; 18 + 9 + .....

+ 28 lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list forming, according
to the colophon, a tablet of the Series
<->^l ti
yyEy
a-.t A
comparison of the text with that of the duplicate K. 4191 (see above,
p. 603) proves that it belongs to the first tablet of that Series. The
text of obverse is published by DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 53; see also
ibid., p. 35; Handw., pp. 19, 80, 91, 130, 207 (obverse); 52, 71, 73
(reverse); and BEZOLD, Zeits., 1887, p. 460, note 3; 1888, p. 127.
[Em. 2, 37]

Portion of the right half, 3-in. by 1in.; 35 + 23 lines in double-columns;
Babylonian. Part of an explanatory list referring to tablets of
the great astrological work *¥
-+
^^ ~; cf. supra, p. 433, K. 2329,
etc.

See also PINCHES, Bab. Rec., Vol. I, p. 208.
* Partly effaced.

t Thus.

[Rm. 2, 38]
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+ 22 lines
Portion of the left half, 2~ in. by 2 3in.; 16 + traces of 3 + .
in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list, with glosses,
arranged in groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words.
Lines 12-16 of Column I are quoted by DELITZSCH, in LOTZ'S Tigl., p. 78.
[Rm. 2, 40]

Upper portion, left half, 21 in. by 1- in.; 14 + 10 + 6 + 7 lines in doublecolumns. Part of a list of names of plants. The text of obverse is
[Rm. 2, 41]
published W.A.I. V, 27, No. 7.
+ 5 lines. Part
..........
Left-hand corner, 2-1 in. by 2- 6 in.; 9 + 8 +
of a list of archaic signs arranged in the order of Sa. In one
instance their modern equivalent is added at the beginning of a
paragraph. This fragment appears to belong to the same tablet as
[Rm. 2, 42]
81-2-4, 266, q.v. Cf. supra, p. 625, K. 4372.
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 67 in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription
3 in.; 28 + 44 + 26 + 13 + .........
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column VI, lines 19 ff.; Column VII, lines 10 ff.; Column VIII, lines
63 ff.; Column IX, lines 85 ff.
[Rm. 2, 46 + Rm. 2, 51 + Rm. 2, 57 + Rm. 2, 59]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 33 in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription of
2in.;
22 + 26 + 23 +..
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column
III, lines 89 ff.; Column IV, lines 87 if.; Column V, lines 87 ff.
[Rm. 2, 49]
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 1-9 in. high, one side of the
base at least 1

in.; 9 + 9

+ .........

lines.

Part of an inscription

of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
[Rm. 2, 55]
Column V, lines 53 ff.; Column VI, lines 46 ff.
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the
lines. Part of an inscription
9 + 12 + 8 + ..........
base 2 7in.;
with
Senn.
Pr., Column I, lines 60 if.;
corresponding
of Sennacherib,
[Rm. 2, 56]
Column II, lines 42 ff.; Column III, lines 23 if.
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the
lines. Part of an inscripbase at least 1 in.; 0 + 12 +..........
tion of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
[Rm. 2, 58]
Column VIII, lines 100 ff.; Column IX, lines 99 ff.
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Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 4 in. high, one side of the base
2¼ in.; 11 + 28 + 17 +
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column IV, lines 112 ff.; Column V, lines 98 ff.; Column VI, lines 118 ff.
[Rm. 2, 61 + Rm. 2, 67]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3- in. high, one side of the base
2 in.; ..........
+ 3 + ..... lines. Fragment of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column IX, lines 40 ff.
[Rm. 2, 62]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 10 in. high, one side of the base
22in.; 8 + 37 + 68 + 61 + 38 +..........
lines.
Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above,
p. 1570), Column II, lines 31 ff., 127 ff.; Column III, lines 106 if.;
Column IV, lines 96 ff.; Column V, lines 102 ff.
[Rm. 2, 63 + Rm. 2, 64 + Rm. 2, 604]
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid,
base at least 1in.; 12 + 10 +..........
tion of Assurbanipal, corresponding
p. 1570), Column VII, lines 89 ff.; Column
Fragment out of the middle
23in.; 11 + 13 + traces
tion of Assurbanipal,
Column III, lines 56 ff.;

l in. high, one side of the
lines. Part of an inscripwith Rm. 1 (see above,
IX, lines 6 ff.
[Rm. 2, 65]

of a prismoid, 2in. high, one side of the base
of 4 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscripcorresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column IV, lines 47 ff.; Column V, lines 40 ff.
[Rm. 2, 68]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3¼in. high, one side of the base
at least 2in.; 23 + 10 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column V, lines 64 if.; Column VI, lines 42 ff.
[Rm. 2, 70]
Fragment of the lower portion of a prismoid, 1l in. high, one side of the
base at least 2in.; 5 + 10 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, 1570),
Column II, lines 93 ff.; Column III, lines 79 ff.
[Rm. 2, 73]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the base
at least tin.; 11 + ..........
+ 9 lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column I, lines 128 ff.; Column X, lines 115 ff.
[Rm. 2, 74]
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Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 13in. high, one side of the
lines. Part of an inscripbase at least lin.; 10 + 7 + ....
tion of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
[Rm. 2, 76]
Column IV, lines 65 ff.; Column V, lines 56 if.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2in. high, one side of the base
+ 14 lines. Part of an inscription
at least l1in.; 11 + ..........
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
[Rm. 2, 77]
Column I, lines 51 ff.; Column X, lines 74 ff.
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the
lines. Part of an inscription
..........
base at least 1in.; 9
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
[Rm. 2, 78]
Column III, lines 80 ff.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription
at least l1in.; 20 + 16 + ..........
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
[Rm. 2, 79]
Column VI, lines 113 ff., and Column X, lines 105 ff.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inat least lin.; traces of 2 + 12 +..........
[Rm. 2, 80]
scription of an Assyrian king, probably Sennacherib.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3 in. high, one side of the base
+ 19 + traces of 8 lines. Part of an
..........
at least lin.;
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above,
[Rm. 2, 81]
p. 1570), Column IX, lines 25 ff.; Column X, lines 44 ff.
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 2kin. by 1-9 in.; 13 +.....(.....)
Part of an astrological text. Mention is made of the star -g[Rm. 2, 83]
¢:pf^, etc.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base
. lines. Part of an inscription
.........
at least 1 in.; 6 + 18
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
[Rm. 2, 84]
Column I, lines 134 ff.; Column II, lines 118 ff.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1Iin. high, one side of the base
Part of an inscription of
lines.
at least 2 in.; 9 +..........
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
[Rm. 2, 85]
Column II, lines 42 ff.
Fragment out of the middle of reverse, 2-9, in. by 2 in.; ..... + 13 lines.
End of a text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate
[Rm. 2, 86J
to public affairs.
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Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the base
at least 1-in.;
+ 10 lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column X, lines 64 ff.
[Rm. 2, 89]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base
l- in.; 11 + 16 + ......
lines.
Part of an inscription of
Sennacherib. Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1 (q.v.), etc.
[Rm. 2, 91]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 21 in. high, one side of the base
at least lin.; 15 + ..........
lines; partly vitrified. Part of an
inscription of Sargon II., similar to those mentioned above, pp. 328,
665, KK. 1668a, 4818. Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 411, note 1.
[Rm. 2, 92]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2- in. high, one side of the base
at least 13 in.; 6 + 17 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Tiglathpileser I. The text corresponds with that of K. 1621a
(see above, p. 320), Column II, lines 99 if.; Column III, lines 92 ff.
[Rm. 2, 93]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 2¼in. long, segmental arc 23 in.,
chord 2 in.; 15 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib,
corresponding with Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 42 if.
[Rm. 2, 94]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 3 in. long, segmental arc 2 in.,
chord 2 in.; 16 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1 (q.v.), etc.
[Rm. 2, 95]
Left half, upper portion, 3 in. by 21 in.; 12 + 14 + ..... + 6 + 19 + 7*
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal. The text corresponds with that of K. 2732 (see above, p. 470), Column VI, lines 10 ff,
51ff., etc.
[Rm. 2, 96]
Portion of the right half, 39%in. by 3 in.; 27 + 23 lines. Part of a list of
eponyms. The text is published by BEZOLD, P.S.B.A., Vol. XI, May,
1889, plate III, a; cf. also ibidem, p. 287; I)ELITZSCH, in HERZOG-PLITT'S
Real-Encycl., 2nd ed., Vol. XIII (1884), pp. 391 ff.; and WINCKLER, in
SOHRADER'S Bibl., Vol. III, pp. 144 ff.
[Rm. 2, 97]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base
at least
in; 12 + 10 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr., Column II, lines 24ff.,
79 ff.
[Rm. 2, 98]
* The lines of Column VI run at right angles to those of the preceding Columns.
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Upper portion, 45 in. by 3½ in.; 21 + 13 lines. Epigraphs concerning the
campaigns of Assurbanipal. The text is in the form of an address to
the king, and purports to be a speech of a deity, similar to that of
K. 2647 (see above, p. 462). Cf. obverse, lines 7 ff. (" § 3") :-

and reverse, line 5:-

r>-?]
$4<
i y

' 4>
-

-

>

,yi

n>

Y

.ty

-

[Rm. 2, 99]
+ 24 lines.
Left half; upper portion of reverse, 30 in. by 2- in.; ....
of a text containing forecasts concerning >y i and 4,5 etc.

Part

[Rm. 2, 100]

Left half, upper portion, 4 in. by 3Forecasts, beginning:Mr-I y ;Aa

«
<

)A-

-< t>01

E

VVv

A

VVY

D

in.; 27 + 22 lines; marginal number <.

3I,
?1,

I, ;

-

_

«¢

_

>-<

____",i,,
¢

'-.'.
I

A ,'/

[tTY;]

+ >- «4 X§ <M:

v

'R

?a,;y:_?,x

VV] VVv

> -<<7> f H<J
Nn Y7-<<vVVW
-,,xAX

,T'.I

m.

:

*-.x
PV

A comparison of these lines with K. 1352 (see above, p. 272 f.), obverse,
lines 8 and 10, proves that this tablet contains parts of the 8th and
"both" of which the scribe had copied
9th tablets of the Series >-< 4=,
[Rm. 2, 101]
"completely."
Fragment of the left half, 2- in. by 1 in.; ..... + 20 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning t(Y f,
'F
[Rm. 2, 102]
and, U.
=-

-,

*

Partly effaced.

t K. 1352: <Y .

$ Restored fromK. 1352.

§ K. 1352: VY .
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Nearly complete, 8 in. by 43 in.; 53 + 46 + 55 + 47 lines.
cerning the _, etc., beginning:-

M
^ iY

* mt >K <!-*
+P

V

Forecasts con-

><T>
>2Y
v
>qX
WM

V

The catch-line, colophon, and a preceding colophon-line read:-

-v

mT

bE

.inYYA -Y t-

^f t] - ><nYY*
^·T M: V V
f ^ ^oy
nY

1-E-nnY

^

I

--YmU <r-.
<Y>- '^

Two other colophon-lines, viz., Column II, line 10, and Column IV,
line 34, read:-

V

<

TY >R
-T

T
Y

r>v
V

>

S--

>y-<

<^

and

Y TTrespectively.

A1T

Cf. supra, p. 341, K. 1733.

[Rm. 2, 103]

Left half, upper portion, 3§ in. by 1 in.; 24 + 12 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts, and belonging, according to the colophon, to the 8th
tablet of a Series, apparently that which begins with >< yy ; see above,
p. 1600, Rm. 273. Of the catch-line only the beginning is visible:Cf. also supra, p. 549, note t, and infra, Rm. 2, 108.
[Rm. 2, 104]
Left half, upper portion, 2" in. by 19 in.; 18 + 7 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts similar to those mentioned above,
pp. 1009, 1188, KK. 9414, 11713. The text begins:>¢ -,, .

IMY

>-n-YY-,

><

m<

-&
<£n
2\
>+

4<
b+

/,: ~/y/?

v

<0T IM t] <Y-EET
W yni

Y (<( <TY >- + tg', etc. [Rm. 2, 105]
Lower half, 3 in. by 2in.; 13 + 14 lines. Forecasts concerning _t_
and ->,Vyy etc. E.g., Section I of reverse reads:-

AU >-<
y

*¢s^rY!
n<«

%>T<<m_vT
- <Y TY ¢!
-YytYEt >+

T - y >g
<eYY

a:_
>
X

AZ
<----

<r---

£T
Y^Y >TT<------

-tTE
2-Y -IYPY

<lT-

1fY <f

+

T ¢E YW

E

-

7FT>[Rm. 2, 106]

Partly effaced.
t Attempted restoration after the catch-lines of K. 3948 and K. 3967; see above, pp. 579, 581.
*
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Fragment of the left half, 3 in. by 2 in.;.....
+ 15 lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning the births of horses. The sentences begin with
>-< 5- Ho
Y ^ ~d Y <Y-] >-by_V ; cf. supra, pp. 776, 784, 1271,
KK. 6289, 6404, 12865.
[Rm. 2, 107]
Left half, lower portion, 2- in. by 2 in.; 15 + 14 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the
y>Si,
etc. This fragment appears to
belong to the same tablet as Rm. 2, 104, q.v.
[Rm. 2, 108]
Portion of the left half, 3 in. by 1-Y7in.; 24 + 22 lines; marginal number <.
Part of a text containing forecasts. The sentences begin usually
with >-< (a-) yiq <<<.
Of the catch-line only the beginning is
visible:->< H-* Gi t-,,,',i,,
For a similar text see below,
Bu. 89-4-26, 176.
[Rm. 2, 109]
Lower portion, left half, 3lin. by 2-in.; 23 + 8 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning , ,
M Y,
y -~yand -Vfty, etc.
[Rm. 2, 110]
Portion of the left half, 4 in. by 3in.; 32 +.....
lines; Babylonian;
marginal number <; reverse vitrified. Part of a text containing
forecasts concerning the b, etc.
[Rm. 2, 111]
Upper half, 3in. by 2 in.; 27 + 14 lines; marginal number <. Part of
a text containing forecasts forming, according to the colophon, the
3rd tablet of the Series (I
5)
beginning with >-< -¥tY; cf. supra,
p. 549, note I, and p. 554, note *. The catch-line reads:-

^^mn
L-nu

t>T;T

l-V^a..
<^^^ti
VK4 '--

Ib;BI UL

2Ž

{V
:nVV
V<
^r ^ ^n
V ^nV.^ ^ -

n i

V
Yy < y-

^r

l

^[Rm. 2, 112]

Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 1 in.; 15 + 14 lines; marginal number <.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning j,
dYy,
~4 and
-by, etc., similar to those mentioned above, p. 427, K. 2265.
[Rm. 2, 113]
Left half; lower portion, 4 in. by 2 in.; 18 + 13 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various
stars (">+
>
e; . t,
>¢
USy,
- ,
4
f-,

,-+ t3
~, ~-+
t

A!- >>a+ ,

>HFsToP-

dT-¥, >M-t ST
+
<£
,
:-:
+

UV
qT,

¥h
y- B >F,
o-,+

-+ WK TY,

Gd
; <*ta
, etc.);

they partly relate to public affairs. Cf. BEZOLD, W. Zeits. f. d. K. d. M.,
Vol. IV, p. 78, note 2; and supra, p. 426, K. 2253.
[Rm. 2, 114]
*

Partly effaced.
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Right half, lower portion, 43in. by 2in.; 12 + 1 + 17 lines; Babylonian.
Copy of a text containing forecasts concerning '=y A, FY 'y and
[Rm. 2, 115]
~n, etc.
Right half, upper portion, 4 in. by 21-3in.; 35 + 25 lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts forming, according to the
colophon, a tablet of the great astrological work l ~-Ty-yVV.
Of the catch-line only the right half is visible:I
Y

Y
A

ad

t

[Rm. 2, 116]

Sm.

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by l1in.; 16
.....
lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from the various directions
in which the wind travels, etc.
[Rm. 2, 1171
Left half, lower portion, 3{in. by 2in.; 6 + 6 + 7 + 8 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts for the months Tisri and Sebat,
concerning eclipses, etc., and partly relating to public affairs.
[Rm. 2, 118]
Portion out of the middle, 33in. by 3¼in.; 23 + 23 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
planet Venus (> p "-.<); they partly relate to public affairs.
[Rm. 2, 119]
Upper half, 2-in. by 2-in.; 16 + 11 lines.
epigraphs written for Assurbanipal.

Part of a text containing
[Rm. 2, 120]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-T5 in. by liin.; 17 +..lines.
Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate to public
affairs.
[Rm. 2, 121]
Lower half, 3-3 in. by 3-lin.; 19 + 18 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain
stars, etc.; they partly relate to public affairs.
[Rm. 2, 122]
Right half, 13in. by l- in.; 9 + traces of 4 lines.
report.

Part of an astrological
[Rm. 2, 123]

Left-hand corner, 2 3 in. by 1Lin.; 5 +......
) lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts for the month Tamuz, relating
to public affairs.
[Rm. 2, 124]
Complete, 2 7in. by l-in.; 8 + 2 lines.
certain months:-

Yt

^

P

)-+ k 1y

+

-+ k

Astrological forecasts for

<TW <TteW(
<RHmrYY <YT,_
kT

Y
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T>; ¢YYM
Y

r-^ ^Y

-

--

[Y-?]I-

_;
+< >
s

E

o

T
V

'

<t

war

n;4

a «rY
~

5Y <Y
'
e:W-W

n

,}jAC ax

4

i da

>

FtHV

-ti~.

AT

Y <Y-k<
r

2

V - T[t?]

YVVV

tVY

<¢,2,,.
«?

[Rm. 2, 125]
Left half, 3-j3in. by 2'in.; 20 + 11 lines. Astrological forecasts taken
from observations of the moon and various stars, beginning:
Y

'"

Pj

r

<

T=N <Y-

S&A
E

XY

-

Section III of obverse begins (line 13):-

>-- <Y-

<^Y 'Y
07

-

i ^·-+
WY-

1

The colophon begins (reverse, lines 5 ff.):-

-M^ -Yk tM >>-T+ YA
<

IM
YY
n
<Y<-n

v

tfM=
Yy-+y

>ai

Ti

T
Y

BI

4 >+
4 .T AYyT
>TZ y 3> +T
etc. Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 433.

it

vN

\

V

<¢ l «<
[Rm. 2, 126]

Left half, 2-in. by 2Lin.; 3 + 14 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astro.Y
logical text being, according to the colophon:--j iT~
2,
127]
[Rm.
an extract from a larger composition.
i
ti- >TX H ,S,,
Fragment of the left half, 2iin. by 2-bin.; 1 +16 13 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
[Rm. 2, 128]
moon, and concerning eclipses, etc.
Left half, lower portion, lin. by 1 in.; 12 + 2 + 12 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
[Rm. 2, 129]
moon; they partly relate to public affairs.
..... + 19 + 6
Right half, lower portion of reverse, 3 in. by 3 in.; ....
members of
of
the
names
) lines. Part of a list of
+ .....
certain families, etc., similar to that of K. 2017; see above, p. 386 f.
[Rm. 2, 130]
*

Partly effaced,

16.4-9
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Portion of the left half, 3i. by 21in.;....+
astrological text concerning various stars.

17 lines.

Part of an
[Rm. 2, 131]

21i 0 + 19 lines. Astrological forecasts taken
Lower half, 3-in. by2i.;
[-_ _
the wind, etc. One section begins:of
from observations
A
/ 'v
A r'(4VV
J
A
>-v XVt1 wV<
4VA422,
rr?]
pp.
supra,
Cf.
'ty
[-m
AP. Ys e
Y
2,
132]
[Rm.
etc.
104,
Rm.
11089,
10946,
2207,
1126, 1137, 1582, KK.

ta-W]91

Fragment of the lower portion, 3in. by 24in.; ..... + 11 + 16 +...
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and prayers with an
interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 4624; see above, p. 648.
This fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as 80-7-19, 119, q.v.
[Rm. 2, 133]
For the text see W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., Additions, p. 3 f.
Right half, lower portion, 4in. by 38in.; 19 + 24 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing forecasts; they partly relate to public affairs.
,>, the Assyrian king Y-- 4 A
Mention is made of y + and of ' t<
IPE.__Y (var.: ¥T), the Elamite king Y A y -T'Y
[Rm. 2, 134]
^ mY I, etc.
Upper portion, 3½in. by 2-in.; 18 + 11 lines. Part of an omen-text
forming, according to the colophon, the 79th tablet of the Series
d. Ai A y V . Duplicate of K. 7051; see above, p. 827.
Y >YY tOf the beginning line of obverse, only the right half is visible:-

4J,

^
^nFPT-M

A x

P

T

-4 MUPI

4-.
- k 4

Cf. also supra, pp. 595, 821, K. 4110 and K. 6957. Lines
0
Y -y ,S-.
2, 3, 9 and 13 of obverse are quoted by PINCHES, P.S.B.A., Vol. VI,
[Rm. 2, 135]
p. 57 f.; see also HOUGHTON, T.S.B.A., Vol. VIII, p. 104.
Fragment of the upper portion of obverse, 3in. by 28in.; 27 + 19 +....
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts
lines.
+..
[Rm. 2, 136]
for the various months.
Portion of the right half, 3|in. by 3in.; 7 + 23 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.; they
. [Rm. 2, 137]
partly relate to public affairs.
Upper half, 3-iin. by 3 j1i.; 27 + 16 lines. Part of an omen-text forming,
- -<x
according to the colophon, the 66th tablet of the Series y -yY
t
--;
Y_ V. The lines of obverse begin throughout with YI¢-Yq:
cf. supra, p. 595, K. 4110. A comparison of line 1 of obverse:.... :*·- ,Y

: effaced.
Partly,
$ Partly effaced.

,...

>
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with the catch-line of K. 12499 (see above, p. 1247) shows that K. 12499
belongs to the 65th tablet of that Series. The catch-line, a preceding
colophon-line and Section III of reverse read:-

Z* >147-0Y-MY >- <Y-Tyz
-yf T
st iEm WT s,Y y I-,

'f

>>-

<<<W

t 7Y
VYY <

+-

~<

+

A Y-'Y

{

<

T
4=E
·
YV 3:1

Y

I M >-YY

~YY,

[Rm. 2, 138 + 80-7-19, 272]
Lower half, 4 in. by 3-5 in.; 34 + 33 lines. Part of an omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men and women, etc. The text is
published, with restorations from the duplicate K. 126 (see above, p. 32,
and Vol. III, p. xii), and a transliteration and translation, by BOISSIER,
Revue semitique, Vol. I (Paris, 1893), pp. 63ff., 168ff. Cf. also DELITZSCH,
Handw., pp. 180,* 181,* 197,t 201,t and supra, p. 309, K. 1562.
[Rm. 2, 139]
Portion of the left half, 3 in. by 2* in.; 25 + 16 lines. Part of a text con[Rm. 2, 141]
and >-TV, etc.
taining forecasts concerning -4
Fragment of the right half, 2-6 in. by 2 in.;
an omen-text.

12 ± traces of 1 lines. Part of
[Rm. 2, 142]

Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 2 in.; 13 + (.....+.....+)...
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases

of the lips and mouth.

_>
The text of one section begins:-- ,X

^
Trs<
i- a ¢ to
Ad f >>yray

Ax~r

Vg d

>< >-; YAi

[Rm. 2, 143]
Fragment of the right half, 2 3 in. by 2 in.; 17 + 18 lines. Part of a text
-rTVy and AYd it , etc.
containing forecasts concerning id _, At,
[Rm. 2, 144]
Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 2¼ in.; 5 + 19 lines.
houses and incidents that may happen to men.
* Read " Reverse " instead of Obverse.
t Read "Obverse" instead of Reverse.

Omens concerning
[Rm. 2, 145]
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Fragment of the right half, 4in. by 2 in.; ....
+ 16 lines. Part of an
inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal. For a
duplicate see below, p. 1656, Rm. 2, 199.
[Rm. 2, 146]
Left half, lower portion, 3in. by 2 Iin.; 21 + (.....+.....+)
21 lines.
Part of atext containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases of the feet.
The paragraphs begin with y
(4y)
_
_yy K'
[Rm. 2, 147]
Portion out of the middle, 31 in. by 2 in.; 24 + 19 lines. Part of a text
containing omens and prescriptions to avert the fatal results of the
sting of a scorpion. Section II of reverse contains an incantation to
be pronounced over the wound of the stung person; cf. lines 5 ff.:-

Y ^T -

YT-T>

<!
T
>

-n nY

-Y TY7
>4"Y + stYR -YY>YY
._,r--+portion 21^i in. by 2n^ in.; 15
Lef
half, 4-lower

ceremonies.

One section begins:--+

.

y

+ 5 + 14 lines.
.

Par

For a trans-

Cf. SAYCE, Zeits., 1885 p. 214; Hibb. Lect., p. 149, note 4; DELITZSCH,
in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 341; Handw., p. 107; and szupan,p. 582, K. 3974.
[Rm. 2, 149]
Left half, lower portion, 22 in. by 21 in.; 15 +..
+5 +14 lines. Part
of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
ceremonies. One section begins:-kX>+ >JgY-> ^kYIJ . For a translation of Column IV see SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., p. 513; cf. also ihidem,
p. 301, and note 3.
[Rm. 2, 150]
Left-hand corner, 2 in. by 1-in.; 15 + 11 lines. Part of a hymn to a
goddess, with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Cf. DELITZSCH, in
BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 341; W.B., pp. 73, 252, and Handw., p. 198.

[Rm. 2, 151]
Left-hand corner, 2 5F;in. by 1- in. : .....
10 lines. Part of a text containing hymns to Samas and Kammdn, and directions for ceremlonies
and rites.
[Rm. 2, 152]
* Partly effaced,

VOL, IV,

10 R
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Right half, upper portion, .3a in. by 2 in.; 5 + 17 + 12 +....
lines. Part
of a text containing incantations, some of which have an interlinear
Assyrian version. The text of Section II of Column III (lines 8ff.)
reads:

1>"0YT_
Y:F1* 1-4k VmY M

o-·

Y

>>E

FT-yy-

EiR

^wY-T

'

A -R

>!a+
[Rm. 2, 153]

Cf. SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., p. 288, and note 2.

Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 2L in.;
+
+ 7 + 16 lines.
Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
ceremonies. A colophon-line reads:[- >vE

~_,E'(?)_

>E
P~~
.//x~:.'tzxxx.

>Y]YT

The catch-line reads:t>T
7 I$ ": > .
+
T tell
Cf. W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., Add., p. 5, and supra, p. 757, K. 6031.
[Rm. 2, 154]
) lines. Part
Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 23in.; 20 + ..........
of an incantation-text, probably belonging to a tablet of the Series

-B
TY

[Rm. 2, 155]

MU tty>_.

Right-hand corner, 2½in. by lDin.; 9 + 4 lines.
text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Part of an incantation[Rm. 2, 156]

16 lines. Part
Right half, upper portion of reverse, 2 in. by 2 in.; .....
of an omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen
to men.
[Rm. 2, 157]
Upper half, 43in. by 3fin.; 34 + 19 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines. Part-of a
"complete" copy of a text containing incantations, prayers and
directions for ceremonies. The obverse begins:-

<A 4 d -

pco o

<(Ye

- 'Y es

A colophon-line begins:-

~[>>M]

Add
s

TYAt
*

[n?I

kT

Partly effaced,

4:
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The left-hand edge contains a date. For a translation of lines 3-22
of obverse see SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., p. 532 f.; cf. also ibidem, p. 118,
note 2; and BEZOLD, Sitzber. d. Pr. Ak. d. W., 1888, p. 748.
[Rm. 2, 159]
Lower half, 3 in. by 3- in.; 20 + 24 lines. Part of a text containing
incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies to be used
for the benefit of sick people. E.g., lines 14 ff. of reverse read:-

y
Z,,>,y:-/,>K--/A,
mYYY~~~~~~~~- i
YV T~-~ggp
-^ ~P~S~IYY
^1
Y

Y

I-

-

-Y

<YV- 'Y-

YV
D

..

ws><Yv

VY <

+'{ <Y-

,, 7 y A
Yt4 H&X- Y ^^
W
etc.

^E

b

IR-

.

v

, HY-T r
v Ft >> n *r-E v17 t" TU YYA Al k Yu4 >Y-

<Y--3

k+

Y -S-

-vv

,

,;Y ¥y>/

-

'H TA2!

<£n

Z

_-

<¢-Y
>.,Z,\>
+

>+

[Rm. 2, 160]

Cf. DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 274; Handw., p. 335.

Lower half, 33in. by 2¼in.; 4 + 16 lines.
hymn.

Part of a Sumero-Akkadian
[Rm. 2, 161]

+ 11 lines. Part of
Left half, lower portion, 3jin. by 2 in.; 12 + 2 + .....
a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. It appears to belong to a tablet of the Series beginning with (
_yyT ¥T <Yy <-4.[Rm. 2, 162]
)
2 + 21 (+ ....
Portion of the right half, 3in. by 2in.; (.....+)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and prayers.
[Rm. 2, 163]
Portion of the right half, 4 in. by 2in.; 8 + 23 + 28 + 4 lines. Part of
an incantation-text which may belong to a tablet of the Series

gT -0

[Rm. 2, 164]

m t:yyyT.

Left half, lower portion, 1'in. by
of a private contract.

P1'in.; 10 + traces of 1 lines. Part
[Rm. 2, 165]

.....
Left-hand corner, 2in. by l1in.; 10 + (.....
of an incantation-text, beginning :--4-+ t:]
>T T;T

'-;
*

6 lines. Part
~\ '-. P
<(Y [Rm. 2, 166]

+)

Partly effaced.
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Portion of the right half, 2-in. by 2 -bin.; 17 ± ..... lines. Part of a
historical inscription, probably of an Assyrian king. [Rm. 2, 167]
+.....)11 lines.
Left half, lower portion, 36 in. by 2¼in.; 13 + (.....
Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
[Rm. 2, 168]
Right half; upper portion, 2-¥in. by 1]in.; 16 + 4 lines.

Forecasts.
[Rm. 2, 169]

Left half, upper portion, 2½in. by 2 -in.; 11 + 7 lines. Part of a text
containing prayers to Samas and Rammdn, and directions for rites
[Rm. 2, 170]
and ceremonies.
Fragment of the upper portion, 24in. by 2-in.; 18 + 6 lines. Part of a text
[Rm. 2, 171]
containing incantations and prayers.
Right half, upper portion, 2½in. by 2 3 in.; 24 + 7 lines.

Part of a hymn.
[Rm. 2, 172]

Fragment of the left half, 2 3 in. by 1 in. 15 ± ..... lines. Part of a
[Rm. 2, 173]
text containing forecasts concerning the ~A , etc.
Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 2½in.; 17 + traces of 6 + 10 + 19 lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
observations of certain stars.

$-v <-t,
f,,-4~,-4-

;
>4-,+

F

1,

>

->

Mention is made of the

>Y>-:

M

-

>>-

WEY- --vF , + ,
Y

-+ < Y, etc.

Cf. BEZOLD,
[Rm. 2, 174]

W. Zeits. f. d. K . . M., Vol. IV, p. 78, note 2.
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2 in. by 1 -in.;

..

+......

+ 11 + 11 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning
;
etc. Lines 1-4 of Column III begin with -<the Ayd CO,
[Rm. 2, 175]
cf. supra, p. 579, K. 3949.
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1 -in.; 9 + 9 lines; marginalnumber <.
Part of a text containing forecasts.

The lines begin with >-< (--

,yT) _Ty; cf. supra, p. 1243, K. 12448.
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2jin. by ljin.; .....
Part of a religious text, beginning:-

-+ Yo- -+

--Y<Yy
-YV -^mYY A <r- M

T

4A

rAY<A>-71f A- <Y-

+-

[Rm. 2, 176]
+ 7 lines.

a 4[ A <+1Y
y>- <r-W .[Rm. 2, 178]
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Left-hand corner, 1-1 in. by lin.; ..... + 12 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts similar to those of K. 8841, K. 12459,
Sm. 373, etc.; cf. supra, pp. 965, 1244, 1403.
[Rm. 2, 179]
Left half, upper portion, 2 in by .2 in.; 21 + 13 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts forming, according to the colophon, the 2nd
tablet of a Series (M [E ]). A comparison of the duplicate K. 3670
(see above, p. 553) shows that the Series referred to begins with
[Rm. 2, 180]
Cf/: also p. 522, note t.
J
CY.
Portion of the left half, 25in. by 1Din.; 17 + 12 lines. Part of an omentext, apparently belonging to a tablet of the Series >-<
>k-. The
lines on obverse begin with >-< -y t- >-~I
YY; cf. supra,
p. 510, K. 3171. See also BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 438, note 3.
[Rm. 2, 181]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 13in. by 1lin.; 10 +.......
lines.
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably
Esarhaddon.
[Rm. 2, 182]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2|in. high, one side of the
base at least 1in.; 13 + traces of 2 + ...........
lines. Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above,
p. 1570), Column VI, lines 87 ff.
[Rm. 2, 183]
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 2}in. high, one side of the
base at least 14in.; 9 + 10 +........
. lines. Part of an inscription of Esarhaddon; Column b corresponds with 48-10-31, 2 (cf.
infra, p. 1689), Column V, lines 22 ff.
[Rm. 2, 184]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, lin. by 1Nin.; 10 lines. Part
of an inscription of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr.,
Column I, lines 40 ff:
[Rm. 2, 185]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 2¼in. long; segmental arc 1 in.;
chord l-s-in.; 8 lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian
king, probably Sennacherib.
[Rm. 2, 186]
Lower half, 2¼in.by 1} in.; 13 + 2 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter,
or report, concerning public affairs. Cf. R. F. HARPER, Zeits., 1893,
p. 341.
[Rm. 2, 187]
Portion of the right half, 2jin. by

l1in.;

.....

+ 14 lines.

letter to the king, probably concerning military affairs.

Part of a

[Rm. 2, 188]

Lower half, l1in. by 1-in.; 9 + 3 + 10 lines. Part of a letter, probably
concerning military affairs. Cf. HARPER, I.e., p. 341.
[Rm. 2, 189]
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Left half, lower portion, 1lin. by
1in.; 6 + 2 + 7 lines. Part of a letter
or report. The contents appear to be of a religious character. Cf.
R. F. HARPER, Zeits., 1893, p. 341.
[Rim. 2, 190]
Upper half, 11 5in. by -lbin.; 7 +.....lines.
king). Cf. HARPER, i.e., p. 341.

Part of a letter (to the
[Rm. 2, 191]

Portion of the right half, 3|in. by 2|-in.; 7 + 3 lines.
mation (?).

Part of a procla[Rm. 2, 192]

Portion out of the middle, 3¼in. by 23in.; 5 + 9 lines. Part of a private
contract concerning the sale of six slaves, male and female. The
date is mutilated.
[Rm. 2, 193]
Portion of the lower half, 41in. by 3Tin.; 11 lines. Part of a private
contract. Of the date only the middle part is visible:-,'",,,,,,'t'

<Y-

'

[Rm. 2, 194]

,¥'?:,.1,

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 11in.; ....
2 lines. Part of a private contract,.

+ 7 + (left-hand edge)
[Rm. 2, 195]

Left half, lower portion of.reverse, 3-in. by 3in.;
.....
.....
+ 13 +
12 lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and
directions for ceremonies.
[Rm. 2, 196]
Left half, upper portion, 3min. by 27 in.; 7 .
.
.............
+ 6+ 9
lines. Part of a mythological legend belonging, according to the
colophon, to a tablet of the Series [yA]
> ,
> >Y.
A
comparison of the text with the duplicate K. 231 (see above, p. 61) shows
that Rm. 2, 197 belongs to the 6th tablet of that Series. For the text
[Rm. 2, 197]
see HAUPT, Nimr., p. 150, No. 71.
Right-hand corner, 3in. by 1in.; ..... + 16 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal. Duplicate of
[Rn. 2, 199]
Rm. 2, 146; see above, p. 1651.
11 lines in
Portion out of the middle, 25in. by 2min.; 16 + 11 +.....+
Grammatical paradigms, probably belonging to
double-colunns:
Tk ,E
4 f ! -^<
dupliP;
a tablet of the Series <A_ <,I
MTT A
cate of K. 8687; see above, p. 952. A portion of the text of Column I
is published by BERTIN, T.S.B.A., Vol. VII, p. 389, and the whole text
is given by MEISSNER, Zeits., 1892, p. 32*; see also ibidem, p. 25, and
MEISSNER-ROST, Die Bauinschriften Sainheribs (Leipzig, 1893), p. 20.
[Rm. 2, 200]
* For Rm. 2, 220 read there " Rm. 2, 200."
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....
+.
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 1in.;
1
2 + 13 + .
with
of
Assyrian
words
Part
of
a
list
(in
double-columns).
lines
[Rm. 2, 200a]
similar meanings.
+ 6 lines in
Fragment out of the middle, 2¼in. by 2in.; 16 + 6 + ....
double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.
[Rm. 2, 201]
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1-17in.; ( ..... + ..... +14 (+ ..... )
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of birds (-y:[ ).
[Rm. 2, 202]
) 15 lines
......
Fragment of the left half, 25in. by 2½in.; 15+ ( .
in double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants. Of the catchline only the beginning is visible:-yTyfi V <

sE5Ys,

,s,,;,,
[Rm. 2, 203 + Rm. 2, 206]

+)
...........
Left-hand corner, 3in. by 2-in.; 8 + 7 + (
the
order
in
arranged
signs
of
archaic
a
list
lines. Part of
8 +.....
[Rm. 2, 204]
of S^. Cf. supra, p. 625, K. 4372.
+ 8 + 5 lines.
.....
in.; .....
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by
Copy of an omen-text concerning actions of pigs. The sentences
; %f. supra, pp. 1033, 1270, 1413, K. 9713,
begin with -< -T_
K. 12840, Sm. 502, ete. Mention is made of the owner of this tablet:b>
Y-T

[Rm. 2, 205]

'

CP«Y

... ..... +) 19 lines.
+
Portion of the left half, 5in. by 41in.; 27 +.
Part of a text containing incantations and prayers with an
interlinear Assyrian version. A colophon-line reads:-

r HC^Adw

.-

6

P

nId
UV>V

,r,-n .

[Rm. 2, 207 + Rm. 2, 423 + Rm. 2, 470]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2in. by 2in.; .....
Part of a religious text.

+ 13 lines.
[Rm. 2, 208]

.......
+) 20 lines.
Portion of the left half, 3 in. by 2min.; 19 + (
Part of a text containing incantations and prayers with an inter[Rm. 2, 209]
linear Assyrian version.
+ 11 (+ ..... ) lines. Part
Right-hand corner, 2ain. by 2in.; (....+)8
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 2, 210]
i Partly effaced,
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lines. Part of a
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 2 in.; 17 +.....
prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. Cf. HAUPT, Am. J. of
Plilol., Vol. V, p. 74.
[Rm. 2, 211]
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 2 in.; (..
+) 19 + .
... (+
.)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions
for ceremonies. A colophon-line reads:--[-_
[- J-4>_
1]
[Rm. 2, 212]
_y>---yy; cf. stpra, p. 442, K. 2423.
+.......+
) 18 lines.
..
Portion out of the middle, 31 in. by 2 in.; 25 + (
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Duplicate of K. 4872 (see above, p. 670), Column I, lines 25 if., some of
[Rm. 2, 213]
which it restores. Cf. HAUPT, Akk. Spr., p. xxxii.
+ ..
) 7 lines. Part of
Left-hand corner, 2 in. by 2¼in.; 9 +(.
an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [Rm. 2, 214]
Fragment of the right half, 2-1 in. by 1 in.; ..... + 17 lines. Omens
concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [Rm. 2, 215]
Fragment out of the middle. 13 in. by 1--%in.; 10 + .
Part of a religious text.

.........
) lines.
[Rm. 2, 216]

lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1-9 in.; 14 + .....
¶->]yy
and 4, etc. [Rm. 2, 217]
text containing forecasts concerning
.. +
Fragment out of the middle, 1 l in. by 18 in.; ..... + 14 ..+.. .
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and prayers with an
[Rm. 2, 218]
interlinear Assyrian version.
+ 6 lines. Part
Left half, upper portion of reverse, 23 in. by 13 in.; ....
of
a
litany.
[Rm. 2, 219]
prayer
in
the
form
a
Sumero-Akkadian
of
+....._
Right half, lower portion of one side, 2- in. by 18 in.; .....
8 + (edge) 3 + ..... lines. Part of a list of the first lines of certain
prayers. Cf. Column III, line 4:- <<( YI <Y- WaM
Y
YY
A <z
(
y
, and line 7:-.y y <y
-y+
-yyyy- +
WyYy,-*
[Rm. 2, 220]
14 + 16
Fragment of the lower portion, 2- in. by 2 in.; (.....+)
(+ ....
) lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.
[Rm. 2, 221]
Portion of the right half, 2- in. by 1 in.; 13 + 13 lines. Part of an omen[Rm. 2, 222]
text concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc.
* Partly effaced.
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Portion of the right half, 3- in. by 2 in.; 25
11 lines.
containing forecasts concerning the >V, etc.

Part of a text
[Rm. 2, 223]

Right-hand corner, 2 in. by 1- in.; 7 +..lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. The obverse begins:-

'

'

Yt '

m'(E
'he's
>]'ST'
5A
4E'Y' r a y

Fragment of the right half, 2 i. by.. 1 in.
omen-text concerning cities, etc.
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2omen-text.

in.; .....

A l l

[Rm. 2, 224]
1 lines. Part of an
[Rm. 2, 225]
11 lines.

Part of an
[Rm. 2, 226]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-L in. by 1 - in.; 12 +..........
lines.
Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is
made of the land of
_y
1 <(-t- y <(V,
etc.
[Rm. 2, 227]
Fragment of the right half, 2 3in. by tin.; 7 + ....
religious or mythological text.

lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 2, 228]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 in. by 1- in.; 9 +.....
(. .
) lines. Part of an astrological text, beginning ::::
Y*
t
em
mu+
^W
*
23
>, <NW
;
[RRm.
2, 229]
%71,1<T+lA
NU ,:~~1,, _4 C</.,/<TTIT
E ,
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 15 + ..........
Part of a religious text.

) lines.
[Rm. 2, 230]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2-1in. by 2in.; 15 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with
Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column III, lines 17 if.
[Rm. 2, 231]
Fragment of the right half, 11 in. by 1 in.; 12 + 7 lines.
containing prayers.

Part of a text
[Rm. 2, 232]

Fragment out of the middle, 3¼in. by 21 9%in.; 18 + 14 +....
+.....
lines; marginal number <. Part of a text containing astrological
forecasts taken from observations of various stars.
[Rm. 2, 233]
Fragment of the right half, 21 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 9 lines. Part of a
religious text.
[Rm. 2, 234]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 3 in by
in.;
in.
+ 12
lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal, concerning building-operations.
[Rm. 2, 235]
Portion of the left half, 2- in. by 23 in.; 13 +.....
lines. Part of a text
containing epigraphs similar to those of K. 2647 + Rm. 2, 99; see
above, pp. 462, 1644.
[Rm. 2, 236]
*
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 1 in. by 13in
omen-text concerning palaces, etc.

0 + 9 lines.

Part of an
[Rm. 2, 237]

lines.
+) 8 + 10 (+.....)
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by 1 in.; (...
Part of a text containing forecasts similar to those of K. 3952 (see
[Rm. 2, 238]
above, p. 580), etc.
+) 22 + 10 (+.....)
Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 2 in.; (....
lines. Part of an omen-text concerning rivers and canals, etc.; it
probably belongs to a tablet of the Series y >-~yy - y,- _ ad _
V.
The contents appear to be similar to those of K. 47, Rm. 299, etc.; see
[Rm. 2, 239]
above, pp. 12, 1602.
Fragment of the right half, 2- in. by 2| in.; .....
text containing astrological forecasts.

+ 11 lines. Part of a
[Rm. 2, 240]

Fragment of the lower portion, 13 in. by 1- in.; (..
lines. Part of a religious text.

+..+)5 + 4 (+.....)
[Rm. 2, 241]

Portion out of the middle, 2- in. by 1½in.; 25 +.....lines; Babylonian.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. A
colophon-line reads :-g'"

g'L

'''

-

[Rm. 2, 242]
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 14- in.; 13 + .....
inscription of Assurbanipal.

lines.

Part of an
[Rm. 2, 243]

lines.
12 +.........
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1l 7in.;
Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 2, 244]
Right-hand corner, 2
religious (?) text.

by 1 9in.;
-in.

....

+ 5 lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 2, 245]

lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1- 9 in.; 13 +.........
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 2, 246]
Portion of the right half, 2¼ in. by 2-1 in.; .....
report.

+ 13 lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 2, 247]

....
+ 13
Fragment out of the middle, 1i -in. by 1 in.; (....+)
(+ ..... ) lines. Part of a text containing incantations and
[Rm. 2, 248]
directions for ceremonies.
Fragment out of the middle, 3 in. by 1 in.; 12 + 7 + . .lines.
Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
Duplicate of K. 3272 + K. 8001; see above, pp. 518, 888. [Rm. 2, 2491
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Left-hand corner, 1
beginning:-yT

%in.
-

.

by -5 in.; 5
YYA

.....
.

- V

lines.

Part of an omen-text,
[Rm. 2, 250]

Portion of the right half, 2- 9 in. by 2-T7 in.; 12 + 12 lines. Omens derived
from the various directions in which a bird may flutter round a man, etc.
[Rm. 2, 251]
Fragment out of the middle, 2- - in. by 2 in.; (.....+)
12 + 11 (+ ..... )
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
observations of the clouds, wind and rain, etc.; they partly relate to
[Rm. 2, 252]
public affairs.
5

Portion out of the middle, 27 in. by 18 in.; 11 + 10 lines.
containing forecasts concerning ~y E and >>h, etc.

Part of a text
[Rm. 2, 253]

Portions, 2-6 in. by 1 in.; . .... + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
astrological report concerning observations of certain stars.
[Rm. 2, 254]
Right-hand corner, 1-

in. by 1 in.; 9 + 11 lines.

Part of a list of objects.
[Rm. 2, 255]

. lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 18 in.; 11 +..........
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Rm. 2, 256]
Right half, upper portion, 1-l-in. by 13 in.; 8 + 7 lines.
)
text including a list of prayers (o-y*

Part of a religious
[Rm. 2, 258]

Right-hand corner, 2-6 in. by 2in.l; 11 +.....
tation-text.

Part of an incan[Rm. 2, 259]

lines.

Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by 2 in.; ( ....
+) 9 + 12 (+.....)
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
[Rm. 2, 260]
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 18 in.; 6 + 7 lines. Part of a historical
>
inscription of an Assyrian king, probably the "son of -/
t
.
[Rm. 2, 261]
4
, ,-/ son of <
'

" /

:

'

Fragment of the upper portion, 2- in. by 2Ain.; 6 + 8 + ( ..... +.....+)
11 + 3 lines. Part of a mythological legend belonging to a tablet
of the Series
,
F C -- Y. For thetext see HAUPT, Nimr.,
p. 75, No. 39; cf. also N.G.G., 1883, p. 102; Beitr., Vol. I, pp. 120, 151.
[Rm. 2, 262]
*

Partly effaced.
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Upper half, 1 in. by

1in.;

7 + 6 lines.

Part of an amulet.

The text

begins:-

<Ylm -+

yy
v- ,

etc.

qTTV

<<-

V-

For similar inscriptions see below, Bu. 91-5-9, Nos. 1'74 and 186.
[Rm. 2, 263]

Portion of the right half, 3 in. by 23in.; 24 + 10 lines. Part of a
religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. For a duplicate
to obverse, lines 5 ff., which continues the text, see above, p. 1428,
[Rm. 2, 264]
Sm. 704.
Fragment of the right half, 23 in. by 13 in.; traces of 9 + 5 lines. Part of
[Rm. 2, 265]
a religious (?) text.
Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 2¼in.; ......
cantation-text.

± 19 lines.

Part of an in[Rm. 2, 267]

+ 14 lines. Part of a text
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 2 in.;.....
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain
stars (-*4-- `+y;
- , -- .T - - T'
, etc.); they partly
relate to public affairs. To line 5 ( , E < >"
<
s <t- > __ >-_- <-- v 4--) an interlinear gloss is added by the scribe:k>
L2, which probably forms an emendation of the text.
[Rm. 2, 268]
Right half, lower portion, 2 -Tin. by 1- in.; 19 +13 lines. Part of an
incantation-text. The contents appear to be of a similar nature to
those of K. 2390; see above, p. 439.
[Rm. 2, 269]
Left-hand corner, 23 in. by 1 in.; 13 + 9 lines.
mythological text.
* Partly effaced.

Part of a religious or
[Rm. 2, 270]
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Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 23 in. by
lines. Copy of a text containing forecasts.

18

in.; . . . . 11
[Rm. 2, 271]

Left-hand corner, 2T in. by 1 in.; 8 + .
......... lines. Part of a text
containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.
Duplicate of K. 4644; see above, p. 650; cf. also p. 452, K. 2538.
Fragment of the right half, 2
incantation-text.

[Rm. 2, 272]
lines. Part of an
[Rm. 2, 273]

in. by 1 in.; 18 + .....

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 1 in. by 15 in.; .........
+
13 + 8 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably
Assurbanipal, concerning the transport of certain images, colossi, etc.
[Rm. 2, 274]
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 23 in. by 2 in.; ..... + 13 lines.
Part of a report (?) concerning private affairs.
[Rm. 2, 275]
Left half, lower portion, 2 in. by
in.; 10 + 6 + (...............
..... +) 2 + 7 lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian
king.
[Rm. 2, 276]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2i in.; 14 + traces of 1 + ....
+ .....
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions
for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [Rm. 2, 277]
Fragment out of the middle, 2a in. by 1 in.; 11
list of cities and certain fields therein, etc.

.....

lines. Part of a
[Rm. 2, 278]

Portion of the right half, 2 -1 in. by 2 in.; short ends of 14 + 22 + 20 +
..... lines. Part of an astrological text concerning
~Y¥ and
~|J, etc. E.g., lines 8 ff. of Column II read:,¥

^yyl
gpK-yy
~tYTW=liHe~v

ABWt

5E

-<V 4
YY
Y
<V~
5
tYn^Ve

<WY

d

tee?

<XYV
V<VA'

y

tY

<+

<Y-< Y S
<X
VYgY
YY <<Y
Y .EW

<>t.YW
BYTE

+ET

<(

<X
< y
<V

<WV< <Vyy
< yA
T<YV < <y.

f YYY

6XYYY

<

AYVYY

l

(yV

<

<YV

tm

^T
AYs

>YrnYy ¢Y
*

<<
V
.

Partly effaced.

r

<vyyet.
[Rm. 2, 279]
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Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 1lin.; 18 + 15 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. They
partly relate to public affairs.
[Rm. 2, 280]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by
in.; .....
12 lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
[Rm. 2, 281]
certain stars. They partly relate to public affairs.
Portion of the left half, 2|in. by 1hin.; 4 + 12 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines.
[Rm. 2, 282]
Part of a private contract.
lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2in.; 18 +..........)
of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Rm. 2, 283]
17
17 (+ ..... )
Fragment of the right half, 23 in. by 1-5in.; (....+)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
[Rm. 2, 284]
ceremonies.
Fragment of the left half, 1lin. by 1 in.; 3 + 4 lines. Part of an omentext. The sentences begin with y f_
V;>
A;
ef. supra, p. 425,
K. 2238.

The catch-line reads:-f

V

-

F

,-r>

Y

? C

[Rm. 2, 285]
Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by 2 in.; 14 + 5 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts; they partly relate to public affairs. The obverse
begins:
:

-

A +
>

dVWv
Y <T MI &X

<m
<Y
<-

.

Of the catch-line only the end is visible:-

[Rm. 2, 286]
Right half, lower portion, 2
casts.

in. 1by 1in.: 8 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Fore[Rm. 2, 287]

Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 1-in.; 14 + 17 lines.
text.
Fragment of the left half, 4in. by 2lin.; 15 + .........
columns). Part of a list of names of gods.
Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 2in.; 26 + 26 lines.
text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
* Partly effaced.

Part of an omen[Rm. 2, 288]
lines (in double[Rm. 2, 289]
Part of a religious
[Rm. 2, 290]
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4-17

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by li.n.; .....
text containing astrological forecasts.

lines. Part of a
[Rm. 2, 291]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-5in. by 1in.; ...
+ 13 lines; partly
vitrified. Part of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text.
[Rm. 2, 292]
Portion of the left half, 23in. by 29in.; 17 + 7 + (..........
.....
+) 6 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological text
concerning observations of certain stars (Wa>-- t_
k=, etc.).
[Rm. 2, 293]
Fragment of the right half, 2¼in. by 2in.; (.....+)
12 + 19 ( ..... )
lines. Part of an incantation-text belonging to the 3rd tablet of
the-V t r--Series. Duplicate of K. 2390; see above, p. 439; cf. also
pp. 492, 1379, K. 2959 and Sm. 79.
For the text see ZIMMERN, Beitadge
zur Kenntniss der babylonischen Religion, part I (Leipzig, 1895),
plate VIII; cf. also ibidem, p. 52.
[Rm. 2, 294]
Fragment of the left half, 21in. by 21in.; 8 +. ....
lines. Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal concerning his campaign against the
Elamite king Y __f
H
etc.
[Rm. 2, 295]
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 13in.; 15 + ..... lines. Part of a
religious text.
[Rm. 2, 296]

«<,

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1in.;
text containing forecasts.

13 + ..

. lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 2, 297]

Fragment of the right half, 2-Lin. by 1Iin.; 17 + 18 lines. Part of an
omen-text.
[Rm. 2, 298]
Fragment of the right half, 2- in. by 2- 1in.; 16 + 15 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts. They partly relate to public
affairs. Of the catch-line only the end is visible:y-

-WV Va
A

[Rm. 2, 299]

Fragment of the lower portion, lin. by1Iin.; 12 .....
lines. Part of
a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of certain stars.
[Rm. 2, 300]
Fragment of the right half, 2¼
in. by 1in.; .....
18 lines. Part of a text
containing directions for ceremonies and rites.
[Rm. 2, 301]
Lower half, 3 in. by 2§in.; 30 + 5 + 12 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
the moon and various stars. They partly relate to public affairs.
...

[Rm. 2, 302]
[g
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+ 9 lines.
..
Fragment out of the middle, 2.-in. by 1- in.;...
2, 303]
[Rm.
forecasts.
astrological
containing
text
Part of a
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by l-3in.; 16 + 3 lines. Part of a text
containing omens derived from the actions of dogs. The lines on
(here comes the name of a colour) Y
obverse begin with:--y.
, -FfiY Y; cf. supra, pp. 589, 821,
y
f ~y, or VyV
(var.: iy 4_ ) ~yyy
K. 4038 and K. 6957. Of the catch-line only the beginning is visible:-Y

I.;
;

[Rm. 2, 304]

Fragment of the right half, 2}in. by 2in.; 11 + 7 lines. Part of a text
containing epigraphs referring to Assurbanipal's campaigns in the
From the colophon, which begins with the signs
land of Elam.
-<
4-, it is probable that this inscription was
-T
,, -;,;¥
,,,,Y
intended to be placed beneath certain bas-reliefs in the harem of the
[Rm. 2, 305]
king.
by 1{in.; 12 + 2 lines. Part of an omen-text
Left-hand corner, lin.
concerning fields and lands. Cf. supra, p. 569, K. 3840; and KING, Zeits.,
[Rm. 2, 306]
1895, p. 98.
Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 2in.; 21 +.....lines. Omens con[Rm. 2, 307]
cerning houses, etc.
Fragment of the lower portion, 26 in. by 2¼in.; 11 + 16 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning ';y i and _y A-, etc.
[Rm. 2, 308]
Fragment out of the middle, 2- in. by 2 in.; 22 + 20 + ..... +.....
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
[Rm. 2, 309]
_ and other stars.
observations of the >t- + -°
Portion out of the middle, 5¼in. by 3in.; 31 + 31 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
wind. The sentences begin with y >-- 4-yY; cf. supra, p. 422, K. 2207.
[Rm. 2, 310]
lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 13 in.; 13 +
of an incantation-text (with an interlinear Assyrian version).
[Rm. 2, 311]
+) .....
Fragment of the left half, 31 in. by 2½ in.; 17 + ( .....
for
directions
and
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from sexual
diseases, etc. Three Sections begin with _ ,4 <<_ A - x <. 4t{
and ,K , 3 2
T <Tr sp civel.
t
r
j
MY<, ~yAT X
[Rm. 2, 312]
respectively.
, , Ya
.>- ,
.
- Ace >>
m T

4
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Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 in.; 10 + (.....
..
+) 13
lines. Part of an astrological text concerning observations of certain
stars (>4Ft , kM
p- >
t,
- <, >4- 4<
,
d_-4_
-¥ >
+
3 [>-4-]
S -l
,
[>.>-y
£] t!r
^m, etc.).
[Rm. 2, 313]
Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 2 in.; 18 + 19 lines. Part of an
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 2, 314]
Portion out of the middle, 3¼in. by 28 in.; 7 + 13 + 11 + 4 lines. Part of
a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies to be
used for the benefit of people suffering from sexual diseases. E.g., one
Section of Column II begins :-ZA
<4^
_
Y Y
[Jim. 2, 315]
fYA
Fragment of the left half, 2- in. by 2- in.; 21 + (.
+ ..... +) 17 lines
(in double-columns). Part of a list of names of plants.
[Rm. 2, 316]
Left-hand corner, 24 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 10 lines.
concerning events in a palace, etc.

Part of an omen-text
[Rm. 2, 317]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1I in.; .
......... + 7 + 5 lines.
Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people. One Section begins:-' ,4

TT- Y

[Rm. 2,318]

p\

Nearly complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 1l in. by -1 in.;
6 + 2 + 5 + 1 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines. Private contract concerning a loan of money. The date is mutilated:- >- -<<^Yy <y-- T ->-V'

[Rm. 2, 319]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2 in.; 8 + .....
of an inscription of Assurbanipal.

lines. Part
[Rm. 2, 320]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1- in.; 8 +..........
of a religious or mythological text.

lines. Part
[Rm. 2, 321]

Fragment out of the middle, 14 in. by 1a in.; 11 + 10 +..........
lines.
Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [Rm. 2, 322]
Fragment of the lower portion, 1| in. by 1 5in.; 12 + ( .....
..... +)
10 lines. Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear
Assyrian version, and directions for ceremonies to be used for the
benefit of sick people.
[Rm. 2, 323]
Right-hand corner, 2 in. by -1 in.; 3 + 9 lines.

Part of a hymn.
[Rm. 2, 324]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1-g in.; 6 + 3 lines.
taining forecasts concerning the AMy 1X, etc.

Part of a text conCf. supra, p. 522,

note t.

[Rm. 2, 325]

Left half, upper portion, 1 3 in. by 1- in.; 10 + 4 lines. Part of an omentext. Of line 1 of obverse only the middle part is visible: --.
[Rm. 2, 326]
,',,
4. ,' <.-,
Fragment out of the middle, 1.-5in. by l1- in.; 11 +..... lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts.
[Rm. 2, 327]
Fragment of the right half 2 in. by 1in.;
lines. Part of a religious text.

(.....+)

+ 15 (+....)
[Rm. 2, 328]

Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1 -B in.; 12 +..........)
Part of a prayer, apparently written for an Assyrian king.

lines.

[Rm. 2, 329]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2 in.; 18 +
lines. Part
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Rm. 2, 330]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by lY7 in.; 20 +.....lines. Part of a
text containing forecasts.
[Rm. 2, 331]
) lines. Part
Fragment ot of the middle, 1 in. by 1in.; 9 + ..........
of a text containing forecasts similar to those of K. 3951 (see above,
[Rm. 2, 332]
p. 579), etc.
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by 1- in.; 8 + ....
casts concerning wind and rain.

lines.

Fragment out of the middle, 1 9 in. by 1i -in.
lines. Part of an astrological text.

.....

Right-hand corner, 1 1in. by 1l in.; 6 +.....
Akkadian religious text.

lines.

Astrological fore[Rm. 2, 333]
+ 8 +
[Rm. 2, 336]
Part of a Sumero[Rm. 2, 337]

9 + ....
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by -lin.;
Part of a text containing forecasts; they partly relate to public
affairs.
[Rm. 2, 338]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1-1 in. by 1- in.; 9 + short beginnings of
2
+....
lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups according to the form of the cuneiform
[Rm. 2, 339]
ideographs.
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 1 + 11 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. According to the
colophon it forms a* tablet of the great astrological work Y
[Rm. 2, 340]
-].
[>- '->y
*

Of the number only <<yt

is visible.
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Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; .....
containing omens for the various months.

+ 11 lines.

Part of a text
[Rm. 2, 341]

Fragment out of the middle, 1l7 in. by 1¼in.; 9 4- 3 +.
.......+
lines.
Part of a religious text. Mention is made of the god
-

A- l

>
f

-Ty¥
~_ ,_*

[Rm. 2, 342]

etc.

Fragment of the right half, 21 in. by lan omen-text.

1

in.;

. +. 15 lines. Part of
[Rm. 2, 343]

Fragment out of the middle, la-Iin. by 15 in.; 11 + .
.. .. ...
-.....
lines. Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
[Rm. 2, 344]
Portion of the left half, 14 in. by 1}in.; 10 4- 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of
an astrological report, dated:--H *
*
<V*(?)
Y
V
,T i.e., November-December,
>2
i+
fT
%4 >
,>

721 B.C.

[Rm. 2, 345]

Fragment of the left half, 14 in. by 1I in.; 8 + ....
( ..
) lines. Part
of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. One
Section begins:--y 4
YAY '
*(?)i.
[fRm. 2, 346]
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by
containing forecasts.

3

in.; ....

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 11 in.; .....
o m en-text.

+ 8 lines.

Part of a text
[Rm. 2, 347]

+ 18 lines.

Part of an
[Rm. 2, 348]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by in.;I 5 +.
.........
) lines.
Fragment of a text containing directions for ceremonies. [Rm. 2, 349]
Right-hand corner, 1in. by
in.; (.....+)
Part of an incantation-text.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
Part of a prayer.
Fragment of the left half, 1-

in.; .....

9 + 11 (+ ..... ) lines.
[Rm. 2, 350]
+ 6 lines; Babylonian.
[Rm. 2, 351]

in. by l1in.; 11 + ( ..........

+)

Part of an incantation-text.
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by
in.; 9
...
a text containing incantations, prayers
ceremonies.

9 lines.

[Rm. 2, 352]
and

lines. Part of
directions for
[Rm. 2, 353]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 in. by 1in.; .....
1 + 10
lines. Part of an incantation-text.
[Rm. 2, 354]
· Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, -1, in. by 1 in.; 12 +.....(.....)
lines.
Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites.
[Rm. 2, 355]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 18 in.; 8 +.
.....
) lines.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning -- Vt and ~_, etc.
[Rm. 2, 356]
Right-hand corner, 2- in. by -5 in.; 5 + 6 lines. Part of a text containing
forecasts concerning
MEand ^]Y Aa, etc.
E
[Rm. 2, 357]
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 12 + ( ..........
+) 5 lines.
Part of an incantation-text. It may belong to a tablet of the Series
d -A

M

>~T

-. [Rm. 2, 358]
3
1-

Fragment out of the middle, l 5in. by
in.; 9 + .....
Babylonian.
Part of a religious text, including
ceremonies and rites.
Right half, lower portion, 1{ in. by 1 in.; 3 + 1 + 3 lines.
to the king.

lines;
directions for
[Rm. 2, 359]
Part of a letter
[Rm. 2, 360]

Fragment of the lower portion, 11 in. by 12 in.; 4 + 9 lines. Part of an
astrological text.
[Rm. 2, 361]
Fragment out of the middle, 12in. by 1 in.; 4 + 8 + .
....
....
lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 2, 362]
Fragment out of the middle, 2k in. by 28 in.; 8 +
text containing astrological forecasts.

..... lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 2, 363]

Fragment of the left half, l1in. by 14in.; 11 + 7 + (left-hand edge) 4
lines. Part of a text containing epigraphs concerning the Elamite
campaigns of Assurbanipal.
[Rm. 2, 364]
Fragment out of the middle, 1a in. by 1 in.; 12 +.
........
) lines.
Part of an astrological text concerning certain stars.
[Rm. 2, 365]
Right-hand corner, 2k in. by 1 in.; 2 + 8 lines. Part of a Sumero-Akkadian
hymn.
[Rm. 2, 366]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; .....
+ 7 lines. Part of an
om en-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men, etc.
[Rm. 2, 367]
Fragment of the right half, 2k in. by 2¼in.;..... + 9 lines.
an omen(?)-text.

Fragment of
[Rm. 2, 368]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, l in. by 1 in.; 10 +.....
(.....)
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts
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taken from observations of the >>-- + _+ dy <f=: and other stars.
Cf. BEZOLD, W. Zeits. f. d. K.d. M., Vol. IV, p. 78, note 2. [Rm. 2, 369]
Fragment of the lower portion, 1
prayer.

in. by 1-5 in.; 4 + 7 lines. Part of a
[Rm. 2, 370]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by l-Lin.; 9 + .
.
.. lines;
Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
version.
[Rm. 2, 372]
Right-half, upper portion of reverse, 1-5 in. by in.; ..
+ 8 lines. Part
of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text in the form of a litany. This
fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 9433.
[Rm. 2, 373]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1-iin.; 6 + ....
Part of a list of objects (?).

(....)
lines.
[Rm. 2, 374]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 10 + .
....
lines. Part
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Rm. 2, 375]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by 1- in.; 7 + 6 lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts.
[Rm. 2, 376]
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by lin.; 12 + 12 lines.
concerning the chances of a sick man's recovery, etc.

Forecasts
[Rm. 2, 377]

Portion of the lower half, 2 in. by 1- in.; 8 + 10 lines.
cofitract.

Part of a private
[Rm. 2, 378]

Left-hand corner, 1t
religious text.

lines.

in. by

in.; 5 +..........)

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.;
Part of a text containing astrological
vations of certain stars (
:-,4)YT
-,
M- .- d, b>T- y

Part of a
[Rm. 2, 379]

10 + 6 +....
+ 10 lines.
forecasts taken from obseri=, >-^4- ^TY
?
YM-+
4-Y etc.).
), [Rm. 2, 380]

Fragment of the right half; 2 in. by 1 in.; (....
lines. Part of an omen-text.

+) 12 + 17 (+ ....
)
[Rm. 2, 382]

Fragment out of the middle, 1{ in. by 1- in.; 14 + 10 + .
.... ...
+....
..... lines. Part of a mythological legend containing
the Babylono-Assyrian account of the Deluge. Duplicate of K.
2252 (cf. supra, p. 426), corresponding with W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., pl. 43
[50], Column I, lines 35 ff.; Col. II, lines 33 if. For the text see HAUPT,
Akk. Spr., pp. xii, xvi; cf. also DELITZSCH, Lesest., 3rd ed., p. 100;
Beitr., Vol. I, p. 151; and supra, p. 1539, Sm. 2196.
[Rm. 2, 383]
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Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, l1 in. high, one side of the
. lines. Part of an inscription
base at least 1iin.; 6 +....
of Esarhaddon, corresponding with 48-10-31, 2 (cf. infra, p. 1689),
[Rm. 2, 384]
Column I, lines 21 if.
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 1
mythological text.

in.; 10 + 9 lines.

Part of a religious or
[Rm. 2, 385]

Fragment of the right half, 11 in. by 1-l in.; 11 + 12 lines.
containing forecasts.

Part of a text
[Rm. 2, 386]

lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 3 in. by 2 in.; 13 +..........)
1
Rm.
with
corresponding
Assurbanipal,
Part of an inscription of
[Rm. 2, 387]
(see above, p. 1570), Column I, lines 72 if.
Fragment of the lower portion, 11 in. by 1- in.; 7 + 6 + 8 + 12 lines. Part
[Rm. 2, 388]
of an incantation-text.
. lines.
Left half, lower portion of obverse, 21 in. by 1 in.; 9 + ..
men.
to
happen
Omens concerning houses and incidents that may
[Rm. 2, 389]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1-9-in.; 16 +.........lines.
Part of a mythological legend containing the Babylono-Assyrian
account of the Deluge. Duplicate of K. 2252 (cf. stpra, p. 426),
corresponding with W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., pl. 43 [50], Column I, lines 27 ff.
For the text see HAUPT, Akk. Spr., pp. xii, xvi; cf. also in SCHRADER'S
K.A.T., 2nd ed., p. 514; DELITZSCH, Lesest., 3rd ed., p. 100; and Beitr.,
[Rm. 2, 390]
Vol. I, p. 151.
Right half, lower portion of one side, 1 in. by l-7-in.; 9 +.....lines.
[Rm. 2, 391]
Part of a text containing forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by 1
text containing forecasts.

1

Part of a
[Rm. 2, 392]

-in.; 9 + ..... lines.

Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by s in.; 11 + traces of 4 lines. Part of
a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.
[Rm. 2, 393]
9 + traces of
+
Portion out of the middle, l in. by 1l in.;.....
->-,yy, etc.
the
concerning
1 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts
[Rm. 2, 394]
....... .....
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 16 + ( ...
for
regulations
+) 12 lines. Part of a text containing
.....
[Rm. 2, 395]
making offerings.
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Right half, upper portion, 5 in. by 3 in.; 14 + 10 lines.
containing astrological forecasts(?).

Fragment of a text
[Rm. 2, 396]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1 -in. by 1 in.; 6
.
...
) lines.
Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1
(see above, p. 1570), Column III, lines 51 if.
[Rm. 2, 397]
Fragment out of the middle, 17 in. by 1 in.; .....
+ 11 lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
clouds, etc.
[Rm. 2, 398]
Fragment out of the middle, 2¼in. by 2in.; 12 +..........
lines. Part
of a mythological legend (?). For the text see HAUPT, Nimr., p. 77,
No. 41. Cf. also Beitr., Vol. I, pp. 120, 151.
[Rm. 2, 399]
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by
goddess -4- -¥
yyp:.

1

1-7in.; 9 + 7 lines.

Part of a hymn to the
[Rm. 2, 400]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l in.
..
13 lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.
This fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological
work
-~ t :TYat
.
[Rm. 2, 401]
Fragment of the right half, lsGin. by 1 lin.; 8 + 7 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
certain stars. They partly relate to public affairs.
[Rm. 2, 402]
Fragment out of the middle, 1¼in. by l1in.; 6+.........)
lines.
Part of a religious text, including directions for ceremonies.
[Rm. 2, 403]
Right-hand corner, lin.
by 11in.; ....
+ 11 lines.
cantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Part of-an in[Rm. 2, 404]

Fragment out of the middle, l-lin. by lin.; 8 + ....
lines. Part
of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Mention is
made of the "ruler" ? (
t:4T Y'*) called ['v ?] , * - > '-.
[Rm. 2, 405]
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by 1
omen-text.

in.; 12 + ....

Portion out of the middle, 1 -- in. by lin.; 6 + 9 lines.
contract. Cf. R. F. HARPER, Zeits., 1893, p. 341.
*

Partly effaced.

lines.

Part of an
[Rm. 2, 406]

Part of a letter or
[Rm. 2, 407]
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Right half, upper portion, 2| in. by 1 in.; 17 + 18 + 3 lines; Babylonian;
partly vitrified. Part of a letter, or address, to the king concerning
>;
d etc. Cf. R. F.
d ¥
public affairs. Mention is made of
[Rm. 2, 408]
HARPER, Zeits., 1893, p. 341.
*,

lines. Part of a letter
[Rm. 2, 409]

Portion of the right half, 2 -in. by lin.; 12 + .....
to the king. Cf. HARPER, I.c., p. 341.

Right half, upper portion, 2kin. by l-win.; 18 + 8 lines. Part of a letter
>
to the king from Y to- concerning public affairs. Cf. HARPER,
[Rm. 2, 410]
I.c.,p. 341.
9 + 9 lines. Part of a letter
Fragment of the left half, l-in. byI.in.;
[Rm. 2, 411]
to the king. Cf. HARPER, I.c., p. 341.
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 12 in.; 14 + traces of 2 + ..........
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of medicinal plants. Mention
is made of a plant, the use of which prevents (?) conception:[Rm. 2, 412]
+L .F<wy-gi4 -gt.
v <>
,>TV
Right half, labin. by 1l in.; 8 + 2 + . .... lines divided in double-columns
by means of division-marks. Part of an explanatory list.
[Rm. 2, 413]
+ .
Fragment out of the middle, 2-3in. by 1lin.; ..... + 9 +....
glosses,
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list, with
arranged in groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words.
[Rm. 2, 414]
12 (+.....)
in.in.; (.....+).....+
by 1-b
Fragment of the right half,
lines (in three columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class of
the Sumero-Akkadian Syllabary. Duplicate of K. 4319 (see above,p.617),
Column III. For the text see HAUPT, Zeits., 1885, p. 279; cf. also Am.
J. of Philol., Vol. VIII, p. 273; and JENSEN, Zeits., 1886, p. 60.
[Rm. 2, 415]
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by
Part of a list of proper names.

in.; .....

+ 10 lines; Babylonian.
[Rm. 2, 416]

) lines
+.....7+ ( ...
....
Part of an explanatory list. Mention is made

Right-hand corner, 1-7 in. by l1- 3 in.; ( .

(in double-columns).

of

yyA
<M, 4 _YYY < ,

d Aid <M and

<A.
M

[Rm. 2, 417]
Part of an
lines.
16
+
.....
by
2in.;
Fragment of the left half, 2in.
incantation-text, including a list of gods and goddesses. To line 11
[Rm. 2, 418]
at interliLear gloss is added by the scribe.
* Partly effaced.
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.
) lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1in.; 8 + .....
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 2, 419]
lines. Fragment
by l-3in.; 10 + .....
Fragment out of the middle, 2 min.
[Rm. 2, 420]
of a Sumero-Akkadian hymn in the form of a litany.
+ 8 lines. Part of a
[Rm. 2, 421]

Fragment of the right half, 1-1in. by 1lin.; .....
Surnero-Akkadian religious text.
...
Fragment of the right half, lmin. by 1-in.;
prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version.

10 lines.

+

Part of a
[Rm. 2, 422]

lines. Part of a
[Rm. 2, 424]

Fragment of the left half, l1in. by 1-in.; 10 + ....
Sumero-Akkadian hymn.

Part of a

lines.

Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 21in.; 14 +....

[Rm. 2, 426]

Sumero-Akkadian hymn.

Portion of the lower half of a slab of black stone, 4in. by 3-in.; 15 + 3 + 17
lines; Babylonian. Part of a historical inscription concerning king (?)
-Y.
yy> <- -4+
Mention is made of
' A.
[Y .4-] <Ci
+
and Y 4Y

'Y

Y

<

,

r gy and

of the lands of

=Y >4<. Edge, lines
F, and of the city of >- '-- amp
[Rm. 2, 427]
king.
of
the
wellbeing
the
for
a
prayer
1 ff. contain
bin. in.; 29 + 22 + ..... + 12 lines in
Fragment of the upper half, 3 . by
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list, probably written
for the interpretation of a certain literary text.

see above, p. 617.

Duplicate of K. 4315;

Cf. DELITZSCH, Handw., pp. 107, 166, 199.

[Rm. 2, 428]
+ 10 + 33 + 30 lines in
Portion out of the middle, 43in. by 3 in.; ...
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list belonging to the first
. The
TH catch-line reads:tablet of a Series beginning with
wt Apt >TT>.
[5$*IF] t Y, Y t { Y+ tY
For a duplicate see above, p. 56, K. 214. The text is published
[Rm. 2, 429]
W.A.I. V, 21, No. 1.
Fragment of a clay-dish, 1 in. high, segmental arc 5in., chord 3{in.; on the
outer surface 4 lines. Part of a historical inscription of an As[Rm. 2, 430]
syrian king.
* Restored from K. 214.

+ Partly effaced.

$ Thus. Partly effaced.
VOL. IV.
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Portion of the left half, 3 7 in. by 2 in.; 32 + 22 lines. Part of a mythological legend concerning ~-- ~_ '>P 4; duplicate of K. 3651,
K. 8563 and Rm. 522; cf. supra, pp. 552, 940, 1619. For the text and
explanations of it see E. T. HARPER, Beitr., Vol. II, pp. 391, 395 ff.,
453, 455, 457, 505, 509.
[Rm. 2, 454 - 79-7-8, 180]
Right half, 3- 5in. by 2}L in.; 21 + 2 + 21 lines; Babylonian. Epigraphs
concerning Assurbanipal's campaigns against
v
<<
4,
>-Y4
, etc<. Cf. BEZOLD, Lit., p. 340;
Yand IYWY >4LEHMANN, Samass., part I, p. 1, note 1; and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885,
p. 159 f., No. 16.
[Rm. 2, 455]
At

G

I

s

Lower half 1-1 in. by 1l3in.; 8 + 1 + 8 lines.
concerning certain sums of money.

Part of a memorandum
[Rm. 2, 456]

Lower half, 1lin. by llin.; 7 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter (to
the king). Cf. R. F. HARPER, Zeits., 1893, p. 341.
[Rm. 2, 457]
Upper half, 1- in. by 1ain.; 10 + 6 lines. Introduction and conclusion of a
letter to the king from y >k-yy>,A' yy t yy y4
y.
The text is
published by HARPER, I.e., p. 355 f.; cf. also ibidem, p. 341.

[Rm. 2, 458]
Upper half, 1 lin. by 1-lhTin.; 9 +.....
lines.
king from Y4¥f¥,
:T
>TrY - ¥* [4 :T ?].
HARPER, I.e., p. 356; cf. also ibidern, p. 341.

Part of a letter to the
The text is published by
[Rm. 2, 459]

Portion out of the middle, 1%Tin. by 1 in.; 7 + 9 + (left-hand edge) 4 lines.
Part of letter concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Y iy
Ya-¥.
Cf. HARPER, I.e., p. 341.
STY z,:, and the city of ->Y A=
[Rm. 2, 460]
Lower half, 1in. by 1 3 in.; 7 + 3 lines. Part of a letter concerning
building-operations in a palace; cf. obverse, lines 3 ff.:-i ¥
~y

And^
aP dIf

X

/I |

k Iim
I

>-

|

TU->- >4 >]TY
X I rs

V

1T
>£S -Rf r>>ala

Imn <
^

Do
£.

tft

A

Cf. HARPER,

Y
EUY I T
H
I <<(ay-: 3* >>rYV
I.e., p. 341.

[Rm. 2, 461]

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 1--in.; 8 lines'. Part of a letter to the

king from

YV

A

*

[[y, ?]

concerning

~Y <-Y*

For the text see HARPER, I.e., p. 357; cf. also ibidem, p. 341.

>8

<Y.

:
[Rm. 2, 462]

* Partly effaced.
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Nearly complete, 2,-in. by 1T3in.; 14 + 2 lines; division-marks. Letter
to the king from y <( <f( '>: concerning certain -_ R-y
fYY
UY;Y and
----_f
4-- WY. Mention is made of the city of
->V
-- -V y< :.
The text is published by R. F. HARPER, Zeits.,
1893, p. 357 f.; cf. also ibidem, p. 341; and STRASSMAIER, A. T, p. 990.
[Rm. 2, 463]
Lower half, 2lin. by 1-7in.; 14 + 2 + 14 lines. Part of a letter to the
king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of y =
->Y ,- yy,
, and the
+ T, ,4 o ^ d A
Y
$* t tYI, f o-+ t
T
city of ->yy tyyw y >.
(var.:
cay -YY
*),
) etc. For the text see
HARPER, I.e., p. 358 f.; cjl also ibidem, p. 341; and BEZOLD, Sitzber. d.
PR. Ak. d. W., 1888, p. 748, note 2.
[Rm. 2, 464]
Right half, upper portion, 2-l3 in. by 2-l'in.; (.....+)

14 + 10 (+ .....

lines in double-columns.
Part of a text containing grammatical
paradigms.
The subject matter is of a religious character.
E.q.,
lines 1 if. of the right-hand division of Column II read:-

L
-yIA '4
ay
--

v

+

]>A

YA

, etc.
[Rm. 2, 465]
2-l7

Fragment of the left half,
in. by 23in.; 17 + 5 lines in three columns.
Part of a text containing omens, etc. Duplicate of K. 2235 (see above,
p. 424), obverse, lines 17ff.
[Rm. 2, 466]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 1in.; 9
..........
) lines.
Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably
Assurbanipal.
[Rm. 2, 467]
Left half, upper portion of reverse, 2in. by
in.; .
......
..
) + 14
lines; obverse vitrified.
Part of a text containing directions for
ceremonies and rites.
[Rm. 2, 468]
Fragment out of the middle, 2lin. by -1in.;16 + .... (.....)
Part of a religious text including directions for ceremonies.

lines.

[Rm. 2, 469]
* Partly effaced.
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in; .

in.
n by

Fragment out of the middle, 21in. by
Part of an incantation-text.

14line
14
lines. Pat
Prt of a
[Rm. 2, 471]
14 +.....(.....)

18in.;

lines.
[Rm. 2, 472]

Part of a letter to the king from
Cf. R. F. HARPER, Zeits., 1893, p. 341. [Rm. 2, 474]

Upper half, 1-in. by 1 5in.; 8 lines.
T __

<

"

'-

.

lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, l in. by 1 in.; 12 +..........
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 2, 475]
Portion of the right half, 18in. by 1Lin.; 7 + 4 lines; between lines 1 and 2
of obverse one nail-mark. Part of a private contract. [Rm. 2, 476]
+ 19 lines.
Fragment of the right half, 2¼in. by 11 5in.; .........
Part of a mythological legend. It may belong to a tablet of the
[R 2, 4771
[Rm.
bt A4. k
F
gi<
Series
..
Left-hand corner, 2{in. by 15in.; 17 + ........
Part of an explanatory list with glosses.

lines in double-columns.
[Rm. 2, 478]

. lines in
...
Fragment of the upper portion, 111tin. by 15in.; 12 +
Part of a list of names of plants. The text is
double-columns.
[Rm. 2, 479]
published W.A.I. V, 40, No. 2.
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1 in.; 12 +.
Part of an incantation-text.

........

) lines.
[Rm. 2, 480]

+ 12 lines.
Fragment of the left half, 1-in. by 1in.; ..... (....)
Part of a text containing prayers and directions for ceremonies.
-" .
Y7YPk ¥]
'
The catch-line begins:->-+ 1-ek
[Rm. 2, 481]
'-y

.) lines.
Fragment out of the middle, ldin. by l- in.; 8 +.........
version.
Assyrian
an
interlinear
with
an
incantation-text
Part of
[Rm. 2, 482]
Lower half, 111in. by 1' in.; 17 + 3 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
letter concerning religious matters. Mention is made of A ST_
[Rm. 2, 483]
- S~ , etc. Cf. R. F. HARPER, Zeits., 1893, p. 341.

. +. .....
+ 12
Fragment out of the middle, 2-16in. by 1-in.; .....
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. One Section

r.-4

begins:-y _it Y' M_- <4--y
-(---',-'">,-','A,-

4_

T

1
lm ~W A W l <-P
[Rm. 2, 484]
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Right-hand corner, 2in. by 1'in.; 8 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text
containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
Fragment of a cylinder, 2 in. by l-in.; 5 lines.
inscription of an Assyrian king.

[Rm. 2, 485]
Part of a historical
[Rm. 2, 486]

+ 8 lines. Part of a text
Fragment of the left half, 2 3 in. by 1in.; .....
containing forecasts. Of the catch-line only the end is visible:-

p -tY ^YYmYT

[Rm. 2, 487]

Right-hand corner, lin. by 1 in.; (. .· . + ) 9 +.
....(+
) lines;
partly vitrified. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers
and directions for ceremonies.
[Rm. 2, 488]
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, lin. by 1:1hi.; .....
Babylonian. Conclusion of a letter to the king.

+ 2 lines;
[Rm. 2, 489]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 -in. by 1ain.; 6 + 4 + .lines.
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king concerning buildingoperations.
[Rm. 2, 490]
Lower half, 13in. by 1gin.; 7 + 2 + 5 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter or report. Cf. R. F. HARPER, Zeits., 1893,
[Rm. 2, 491]
p. 341.
Fragment out of the middle, 2¼in. by 1½in.; 13 +..........lines.
of a mythological legend (?).

Part
[Rm. 2, 492]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1½in. by 1¼in.; 4 + 3 + 6 lines. Part of
[Rm. 2, 493]
a private contract.
Left-hand corner, 2in. by 1- Iin.; 10 + 7 + 5 lines. Portion of a hymn,
part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version, beginning:[Rm. 2, 494]
YON< <r <Z$;,,,-.\

S<1T

Portion out of the middle of reverse, 21in. by lin.; ..... + 14 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.
Cf. R. F. HARPER, Zeits., 1893,
j+
C'A
Yi I .
Mention is made of Y
[Rm. 2, 495]
p. 341.
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2in. by l1in.; ..... + 6 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken
[Rm. 2, 496]
from observations of the clouds and wind.
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1-l6in. by lin.; 10 + 4 +
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants
..........
and seeds (>-<), etc.

[Rm. 2, 497]
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Fragment out of the middle, 1
private contract.

in. by

in.; 7 + ....

Fragment out of the middle, 1+5in. by
casts.

lines. Part of a
[Rm. 2, 499]

in.; 10 +

lines. Fore[Rm. 2, 500]

..

Fragment of the left half, 1iin. by l1-in.; 10 + 11 lines.

Part of a prayer.
[Rm. 2, 501]
Part of an
[Rm. 2, 502]

+ 7 lines.

Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1in.; ....
omen-text.

Fragment of the left half, 1-in. by lin.; 11 + 9 lines; marginal number <.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts, taken from observations of the moon, similar to those of K. 6159; see above, p. 767.
(?)
<(< <t Of the catch-line only the beginning is visible:-->-<
[Rm. 2, 503]
Fragment out of the middle, l- 1'in.by lin.; 17 +....
a text containing astrological forecasts.

lines. Part of
[Rm. 2, 504]

Right half, lower portion, 2- 1i-in. by Hin.; 10 + 11 lines. Part of a letter
concerning public affairs. Cf. R. F. HARPER, Zeits., 1893, p. 341.
[Rm. 2, 505]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1in.; .....
Part of a text containing forecasts.

+ 10 lines; Babylonian.
[Rm. 2, 506]
) lines. Part
[Rm. 2, 507]

Fragment of the left half, 1 1 %in. by lin.; 12 + ..........
of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Fragment out of the middle, 1-iin. by l- 3in.;
omen-text.
Left-hand corner, 1I in. by 1 -lin.; 10 + 9 lines.
forecasts concerning 4j_and ]Y A__, etc.
Fragment out of the middle, 1
Part of a religious text.

7

..... .+

8 lines.

Part of an
[Rm. 2, 508]

Part of a text containing
[Rm. 2, 509]

in. by 1 in.; 8 +.

.........

Fragment of the right half, 25 in. by 2 in.; 13 + 14 lines.
omen (?)-text.

) lines.
[Rm. 2, 510]
Part of an
[Rm. 2, 511]

Fragment of the right half, 1-3-in. by 1 in.; 7 + 8 lines. Part of an
[Rm. 2, 512]
omen-text.
Portion of the left half, 2 5 in. by 18 in.; traces of 4 + 15 + (left-hand edge)
1 lines. Part of a letter concerning private affairs. Cf. R. F. HARPER,
[Rm. 2, 514]
Zeits., 1893, p. 341.
*

Partly effaced.
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Portion out of the middle, 2- in. by I in.; 19 +.....
lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts. They partly relate to public affairs.
[Rm. 2, 515]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 -9 in. by 11 in.; 9 + ..... lines. Part of an
omen-text. The sentences begin with Y ]~
.- <T-Mi
Y ~--. T ;
cf. supra, p. 593, K. 4079 a.
[Rm. 2, 516]
Fragment out of the middle, 1i in. by 12 in.; ..
+ 15 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. This fragment
probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work ¥ : >[Rm. 2, 517]
1-¥
'
Fragment out of the middle, 18 in. by l-1 I in.; 12 +
a prayer.

. lines. Part of
[Rm. 2, 518]

Fragment of the right half, 11 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 10 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites.
[Rm. 2, 519]
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by l in.; ....
omen-text.

+ 8 lines.

Part of an
[Rm. 2, 520]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 9 in. by 17lin.; 12 +.....
lines. Part of
a text containing astrological forecasts taken fiom observations of
the star
_->+ >
T -- , etc.; they partly relate to public affairs.
[Rm. 2, 521]
Fragment out of the middle,
in. by 1in.; 10 + .....
lines; partly
vitrified. Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 2, 524]
Left-hand corner, 2in. by -- in.; 6+(..
+.
+) 5 lines. Part of
an incantation-text. It may belong to a tablet of the Series fy >-H
[Rm. 2, 525]
EIn
-yT>
Portion of the right half, 3in. by Iin.; 25 + 15 lines; Babylonian. Forecasts concerning
'
- and '_y yF,etc.
[Rm. 2, 526]
Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 11 lines. Part of an omentext concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men, etc.
[Rm. 2, 527]
Fragment of the right half, l1in. by 1-in.; 8 + 9 lines. Part of an omentext concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men, etc. This
fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as Rm. 2, 527, q.v.
[Rm. 2, 528]
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Right half, upper portion, 1lT in. by 1l- in.; 10 + 7 lines. Part of a letter
and another official, concerning the
("
to the king from y <(< <y
i i,
Y etc. Cf. R. F. HARPER,
(inhabitants of the) city of .-fy ,
[Rm. 2, 529]
Zeits., 1893, p. 341.
lines. Part
+........
Fragment out of the middle, 1-1 3 in. by 1 i.2
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
[Rm. 2, 530]
of certain stars. They partly relate to public affairs.
.
lines; partly
Fragment of the left half, 2¼in. by 15in.; 15 +
vitrified. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the
ft ¥i>
>A-g
various months, taken from observations of the .+2,
531]
[Rm
stars.
and other

Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 23 + 16 lines; marginal number <.

Part of an omen-text forming, according to the colophon, the 2nd
Of the catch-line only
tablet of the Series Y>- ¢_~- A].( [aV
For duplicates see
_y-I
f''
i
above, p. 866, K. 7669, and below, 80-7-19, 81; cf. also p. 421, K. 2192.
the beginning is visible:--V <

[Rm. 2, 532]
Fragment out of the middle, lin.
containing forecasts.

by 1'in.; 14 + 8 lines.

Part of a text
[Rm. 2, 533]

lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 11in1.; 22 + .....
text containing forecasts; they partly relate to public affairs.
[Rm. 2, 534]
Fragment of the upper portion, 2in. by 1in.;
hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by
(in double-columns?); Babylonian.

9 + 2 lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 2, 535]

. + 11 + 16 + 11 lines
...
Part of an explanatory list(?).
[Rm. 2, 536]

1ain.;

Fragment out of the middle, 1-19 in. by lini.; 12 + ......
partly vitrified. Part of a text containing forecasts.
Fragment of the left half, 1in. by 1 in.; 10 + .
vitrified. Part of a religious text.

.......

. lines;
[Rm. 2, 537]
) lines; partly
[Rm. 2, 538]

Portion of the left half, 2kin. by 1 -in.; 11 + 9 lines. Part of a letter to
the king concerning private affairs. Cf. R. F. HARPER, Zeits., 1893,
[Rm. 2, 539]
p. 341.
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1-in.; 14 + 5 lines.
containing regulations for making offerings.

Part of a text
[Rm. 2, 540]
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Fragment of the left half, 2 5s in. by lain.; .....
+ 20 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning
and ! IYV
A, etc.
Cf. supra, p. 549, note t.
[Rm. 2, 541]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1in.;
.... (
)
+ 11 lines.
Part of a religious text, including directions for ceremonies.
Fragment of the right half,
in. by 1in.; .
Fragment of a religious text.

[Rm. 2, 542]
)+6 lines.
[Rm. 2, 543]

.........

8 + 14 + 1*+..........
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. byylin.;
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
observations of the moon and certain stars.
[Rm. 2, 544]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1-1 9in.; 8 + ...
lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.
[Rm. 2, 545]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the base
at least 1-in.; 7 +..........+
6 lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column I, lines 78 ff.

Fragment of the left half, l-in. by 1-7in.;
12 + .....
prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[Rm. 2, 546]

lines.

Part of a
[Rm. 2, 547]

F'ragment of the right half, l1in. by 1Din.; shorts ends of 4 + 12 lines;
partly vitrified. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts
taken from observations of the ¢>>- >-T
_
XX and other stars.
[Rm. 2, 548]
Fragment out of the middle, l3in. by lain.; 11 + ....
lines. Part of a
Sumero-Akkadian prayer to a goddess in the form of a litany.
[Rm. 2, 549]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 12 + 8 + ..........
lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 2, 550]
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2in. by 1 in.;
+ 7 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning
! F'
and

t,

etc.

[Rm. 2, 551]

Fragment of the right half, 1l in. by 1lin.; 13 + ...... lines. Part of a
text containing forecasts. Mention is made of < >-iy
-_Y2-> .
[Rm. 2, 553]
* This line runs from the top to the bottom of obverse, between Columns I and II.
VOL. IV.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1-in.; 10
lines. Part of a religious text.

..

..
.
[Rm. 2, 554]

Fragment out of the middle, 1lin. by 1l-yin.; 11 + traces of 4 +.....
+ ..... lines (in four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the
class " Se." Lines 8-10 are quoted by BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 436.
[Rm. 2, 555]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by lDin.; 17 + traces of 6 + .........
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [Rm. 2, 556]
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 1in.; 7 + ..... lines. Beginning of an incantation-text belonging to the first tablet of the Series
<.
Duplicate of K. 43 (see above, p. 11), K. 3294 (above, p. 520), etc.
For the text see TALLQVIST, Die assyrische Beschworungsserie Maqpli
(Leipzig, 1895), p. (57); cf. also ibidem, p. (3), and W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed.,
Add., p. 9.
[Rm. 2, 557]
Fragment of the lower portion, 1 5 in. by l- 6 in.; 7 + 2 lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc.
[Rm. 2, 558]
+ 12 lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, 1l- 6 in. by 1min.; ...
text containing omens derived from the actions of scorpions and
other animals.
[Rm. 2, 559]
Fragment of the right half, 1-l-in. by -l7in.;....
report. Mention is made of the city of >~-¢y i

+

8 lines. Part of a
d.
-[Rm. 2, 560]

Forecasts.
[Rm. 2, 561]
lines.
1
1-in.;
9+
.....
(.....)
Fragment out of the middle, 1Hin. by
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[Rm. 2, 562]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2- 5in. by 1 1 6in.; ..... +
7 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
[Rm. 2, 563]
by 11 16in.; 18 +...........lines.
Fragment out of the middle, lin.
Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
[Rm. 2, 564]
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1--sin.; 11 +..........)
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser[Rm. 2, 565]
vations of certain stars.
Fragment out of the middle, 1

3yin.

by lin.; 9 + ..... lines.

Fragment of the left half, 1in. by 1in.; ....
( ...
) + 11 lines. Part
of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere[Rm. 2, 566]
monies.
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Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 12 in. by l- 7 in.;
+ 8 lines. Part of a mythological text.
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1¼in.; 6 + .....
omen-text concerning houses, etc.

..... (...)
[Rm. 2, 567]
Part of an
[Rm. 2, 568]

lines.

) +
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 1-1 in. by 1 in.; ..........
4 lines; Babylonian. End and colophon of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon. Of the catchline only the middle part is visible :-A,
<V
YA 4
'.
[Rm. 2, 569]
) lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 7w in. by 11 in.; 9 + .....
2, 570]
[Rm.
forecasts.
astrological
containing
Part of a text
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 9
Part of a text containing forecasts.

.....

Fragment out of the middle, 1T3- in. by 11 in.; 10
Sumero-Akkadian religious text.

.....

..

) lines.
[Rm. 2, 571]

lines. Part of a
[Rm. 2, 572]

Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of a
5 + traces of 2 + ..........
at least 1- 7in.;
[Rm. 2,5 73]
historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 3 in.; 10 + 12 lines. Part of a letter to
[Rm. 2, 574]
the king. Cf. R. F. HARPER, Zeits., 1893, p. 341.
Portion of the right half, 2 in. by in.; 14 + 16 lines. Part of a letter.
[Rm. 2, 575]
Cf. HARPER, I.e., p. 341.
Portion of the left half, 1 in. by

in.; 9 + 9 lines.

Part of a letter.

Cf.

[Rm. 2, 576]

HARPER, I.e., p. 341.

Left half, lower portion, 1 in. by I 5 in.; 4 + 2 + 10 lines. Part of a letter
to the king concerning public affairs. Cf. HARPER, I.e., p. 341.
[Rm. 2, 577]
lines. Part of
Fragment out of the middle, 1 iin. by l- in.; 11 + .....
an omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc.
[Rm. 2, 578]
Part of
lines.
..........
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by I in.; 14
a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
[Rm. 2, 579]
ceremonies.
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by 1 in.; .....
Sumero-Akkadian religious text.

+ (edge) 4 + 7 lines. Part of a
[Rm. 2, 580]

Fragment out of the middle, 11in. by 11 in.; 11 + .
Part of an astrological text.

.... .....

) lines.

[Rm. 2, 581]
10 F 2
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Fragment of the right half, 2k in. by 1- in.; 17 + traces of 3 lines. Part of
a text containing astrological forecasts concerning rain-fall, etc.
[Rm. 2, 582]
Portion of the right half, 4 in. by 4 in.;.
....
+ 9 + 27 + 28
+.....
lines in double-columns.
Part of an explanatory list of
names of vessels, etc. The text is published W.A.I. V., 27, No. 1.
[Rm. 2, 583]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 11 + .........
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. This fragment
appears to belong to the same tablet as the preceding number.
[Rm. 2, 584]
Portion of the left half, 41 in. by 3 in.; 41 + traces of 1 + 13 + 25 lines in
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses. Duplicate of K. 2021a; see above, p. 388. Cf. HAUPT, Keilschrliftt., p. 198;
DELITZSCH, TV..B., pp. 321, 386, 400, 484; and Handw., pp. 187, 333.
Fragment out of the middle, 2-, ] in. by 2in.; 15
columns.

..........

[Rm. 2, 585]
lines in four

Part of an explanatory list of the class "S." Cf. BEZOLD,

Zeits., 1889, p. 436.

[Rm. 2, 586]
Portion out of the middle, 3 3 in. by 1 in.; 23 .........
lines in doublecolumns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups according
to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. Lines 1-13 are published by
DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 157; cf. also ibidem, p. 255.
[Rm. 2, 587]

Lower half, 58-in. by 4 in.; 16 + 43 + 31 + 31 + 39 + 16 lines in double-

columns; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik (?). Part of an explanatory list with glosses. It is arranged in groups according to the
pronunciation of the Sumero-Akkadian ideographs as indicated by the
glosses. E.g., Column II contains groups of ideographs with the
pronunciations:-:-YYf+
, -Yf A-TY, >Th - A and -YY4 , and
Column IV contains ideographs with the pronunciations i hi, 4 A_,
'YY, . <<< and - t respectively.
[Rm. 2, 588]
Lower half, 3in. by 2jin.; 17 + 19 lines. Part of an astrological text.
Duplicate of K. 2848; see above, p. 481.
[Rm. 2, 589]
Fragment out of the middle, 1Iin. by
prayer.
Portion of the left half, 2- 1in. by
letter.
Fragment out of the middle,
of an incantation-text.

1 3in.

in.; 10 + .....
.....

lines. Part of a
[Rm. 2, 590]

+ 9 lines.

Part of a private
[Rm. 2, 591]

by 1'in.; 8 + .........

lines. Part
[Rm. 2, 592]

5in.;
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Fragment of the lower portion of a prismoid, 2½in. high, one side of the
base at least lin.; 15 +. .......
lines. Part of [an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column VIII, lines 112 if.
[Rm. 2, 593]
Fragment out of the middle, l in. by lin.; 9 + ....
of a text containing forecasts.

lines.

Fragment
[Rm. 2, 595]

Portion out of the middle, 1 9 in. by Ain.; 14 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. Cf. R. F. HARPER,
Zeits., 1893, p. 341.
[Rm. 2, 596]
Fragment out of the middle, 1½in. by 13 in.; 7 +.....(.....)
lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses,
etc.
[Rm. 2, 597]
Portion of the right half, 1ain. by 13in.;
letter to the king concerning public affairs.
city of -. Fy

y- Ay

+ 11 lines. Part of a
Mention is made of the

ydy. Cf. HARPER, I.c., p. 341.

[Rm. 2, 598]

Left half, upper portion, l1in. by - in.; 5 + 4 + 2 lines; Babylonian; not
from Kouyunjik. Part of a private contract, dated:--A
4
[Rm. 2, 599]
, i.e., 556 B.C.
m
y + <yy Ad

mY

Fragment out of the middle, lin.
omen-text.

by 15in.; .

+ 7 lines.

Part of an
[Rm. 2, 600]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 - in. by lin.; 12 + ..... lines. Part of a
religious (?) text.
[Rm. 2, 601]
Fragment out of the middle, 14in. by 11in.; 8 + ....
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
Right-hand corner, 1-in. bytin.; 9 + 13 lines.

(...

) .. lines.

[Rm. 2, 602]

Part of an omen-text.
[Rm. 2, 603]
Part of a clay-dish, 33in. high, segmental arc 6in., chord 4 in.; on the
outer surface 1 line. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king.
[Rm. 2, 605]
Part of a clay-dish, 2¼in. high, diameter 2½in.; on the outer surface 12
lines in archaic characters. Part of an inscription of Shalnaneser
r
A.) concerning the restoration of a building.
A
(,, ,
[Rm. 2, 606]

-
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Nearly complete, 3-1 in. by 1 in.; 21 + 22 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines;
Babylonian. Letter to the king from [yj -YL:*
* , y yThY t.
Mention is made of y > f~
4- + <y , etc. For the text see W.A.I.
IV, 2nd ed., pl. 47 [54], No. 4; cf. also DELITZSCH, W.B., p. 372.
[48-7-20, 115]
Upper half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 18 + 17 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a letter concerning public affairs. The text

-- y >-f
<p;
YT <W SY<y - < X> Y t Y T; Yn I YT >4 V1
Y'>4
a YHA - ^tat(?)Kp
^ I
T
QY TrTr>
begins :-

y

V

aim
V

IV
is made of Y?Y ^4
p. 758.

TA
I TY
Y
r

t if<^y

t

Y
Y >t
(-)
D

etc. Mention
Cf. BEZOLD, Sitzber. d. Pr. Ak. d. W., 1888,
[48-7-20, 116]
I

TY,etc.

by lain.; 14 + 3 + 16 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
Lower half, 2- 3in.
letter to the king concerning military affairs. Mention is made of the
lands of P d o Aid
and
1EAk<Yr
!e
A', etc. Cf. STRASSMAIER, A. F., pp. 90, 159, 176, 242, 249, 296, 315, 443, 469, 502, 610, 845,
[48-7-20, 117]
861, 1088; and BEZOLD, Lit., p. 342.
+ 3 + 6 lines in cuneiform characters, which
Left half, I in. by 1 in.;10
seem to be identical with those of the Second Column of the trilingual
Contents
inscriptions of Darius and other Akhsemenian kings.
unknown. Cf. supra, pp. 655, 1535, K. 4697, Sm. 2144, etc.
[48-7--20, 118]
Upper half, 1 in. by 3
letter to the king
Assurbanipal (y --G. SMITH, Assurb., p.

in.; 18 + 22+ 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
concerning public affairs. Mention is made of
k
V'V , etc. Cf.
A
yV*) and Y
[48-7-20, 119]
320.
'->"
'

+ 11 + short
Fragment out of the middle, 18 in. by 1 in.; ..........
ends of 2 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts
The text is published by
taken fiom observations of eclipses, etc.
[48-7-20, 121]
LAYARD, Inscrr., pl. 80, B.
* Partly effaced.
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Nearly complete prismoid, 11i in. high, the sides of the base varying from
2- in. to 3- in.; 55 + 58 + 60 + 59 + 53 + 56 lines. Inscription of
Esarhaddon forming the so-called "Cylinder A." The text is
published, with variants from "Cylinder B," i.e., K. 8542 (see above,
p. 937 f.), by LAYARI), Inscrr., pll. 20-29a, and W.A.I. I, 45-47. For
other duplicates and parallel texts see above, pp. 325 f., 328, 330, 1092,
1655, 1672, K. 1653, K. 1657, K. 1667, K. 1679, K. 10490; Rm. 2, 184,
Rm. 2, 384, etc. For the transliteration and translation of the text see
OPPERT, Les inscriptions des Sargonides, pp. 59 ff.; TALBOT, Journ. Scar.
Lit., Vol. IX, pp. 68 ff.; Tr. Roy. Soc. Lit., Vol. VII, pp. 551 ff.; Rec.,
Vol. III, pp. 109 f.; MENANT, Annales, pp. 241ff.; Bab. et la Ch.,
p. 167 f.; SCHRADER, K.G., pp. 353, 530f.; DELITZSCH, Lesest., 1st ed.,
p. 58 f.; Parad., p. 152; BUDGE, Hist. of Esarh., passim; LYON, Manual,
p. 18f.; TELONI, Crest., pp. 54ff., 58 f., 93 f., 101f.; HARPER, Hebr.,
Vol. III, pp. 177 ff.; ABEL-WINOKLER, Keilsclriftt., pp. 22 ff.; in
SCHRADER'S Bibl., Vol. II, pp. 124ff.; and MEISSNER, Assyrisch-babylonische
Chrestomathie (Leiden, 1895), pp. 23 ff. Cf. also BEZOLD, Sitzber. d. Pr.
Ak. d. W., 1888, p. 748.
[48-10-31, 2]

Portion out of the middle, 4§ in. by 33 in.; 18 + 16 lines. Introduction and
conclusion of an inscription of Shalmaneser ( (- k-.= y >y-*
tyy) . It is dated:- g[`] VW ~
'
A -yTyY (A-[48-11-4, 280]
X..
' l ~ZX,~ IZwj24,,2,'
Fragment of the left half of a cylinder, 24 in. long, segmental arc 2- 3in.,
chord 2 in.; 11 lines. Conclusion of an inscription of Sennacherib.
Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1 (q.v.), etc.
[48-11-4, 281]
Portion of the lower half, 2¼in. by 2 in.; 16 + 17 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter to the king. Mention is made of the city of
g<<l Ai, of
Y VA-, y Y
a
y and Assurbanipal (Iy -r- A -i
Y.
), etc.
Lines 2-3, 5-7, 9-10 and 15 of obverse and lines 1, 4, 7, 10, 11 and 13
of reverse are quoted by STRASSMAIER, A. V., pp. 194, 276, 361, 489,556,
574, 668, 738, 745, 768, 826, 886, 992, 1072; cf. also G. SMITH, Assurb.,
p. 320.
[48-11-4, 282]
* Partly effaced.
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Portion of the lower half, 2 in. by l in.; 22 + 17 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of
[48-11-4, 283]
I, etc.
:~<<< yTy
and the ~
y
< -.
Lower half of a prismoid, 43 in. high, the sides of the base varying from
2-in. to 3 in.; 28 + 31 + 29 + 27 + 27 + 23 lines. Part of an
inscription of Esarhaddon forming the so-called" Cylinder C." For
the text see LAYARD, Inscrr., plates 54-58a; W.A.I. I, 48, No. 1, and
W.A.I. III, 15-16, No. 1; cf. also DELITZSCH, Lesest., 3rd ed., p. 117;
SCHRADER, Sitzber. Pr. Ak. d. W., 1880, plate; TELONI, Crest., pp. 60 if.,
102 if.; and ABEL-WINCKLER, Keilschriftt., p. 25 f. For the transliteration
and translation of the text see MENANT, Annales, pp. 241 if.; G. SMITH,
North British Review, 1870, p. 328 f.; TALBOT, ibidem, p. 379; Sec.,
Vol. III, pp. 101 ff.; SCHRADER, K.G., pp. 78 ff.; I.A.., 2nded., pp. 332,
354ff.; DELITZSCH, Parad., p. 273; BUDGE, Hist. of Esarh., pp. 9, 96 ff.;
and HALEVY, Melanges, pp. 24 ff. Cf. also BEZOLD, Sitzber. d. Pr,. Ak. d.
W., 1888, p. 748; and supra, p. 326, note I, and p. 1486, Sm. 1421.
[48-11-4, 315]
Complete prismoid, 143in. high, each side of the base 3kin.; 82 + 83 + 82
+ 80 + 85 + 75 lines. Inscription of Sennacherib. The text is
published W.A.I. I, 37-42. For duplicates and parallel texts see above,
pp. 323, 325, 328-30, 344, 460, 463, 561, 636, 1455, 1525, 1530, 1534,
1547, 1559, 1562, 1569, 1574, 1631, 1634, 1635, 1640, 1643, 1655,
KK. 1634, 1651, 1665, 1666, 1674, 1675, 1751, 2627, 2655, 2662, 3752,
4484; SSm. 1026, 2029, 2083, 2123; DD.T. 69, 200, 236, 320; RRm. 37,
952, 1003, 1029, 1030; RRm. 2, Nos. 56, 94, 98, 185, and below, p. 1698 ff.,
78-8-28, 1; 79-7-8, Nos. 2, 6, 7, 15, 16, etc. For transliterations
and translations of the text see TALBOT, J. Roy. As. Soc., Vol. XIX,
pp. 135 ff.; Rec., Vol. I, pp. 33 ff.; OPPERT, Les inscriptions des Sargonides, pp. 41 ff.; MENANT, Annales, pp. 214 ff.; Bab. et la Chald.,
pp. 162 ff.; Manuel, pp. 327 ff.; DELITZSCH, Lesest., 3rd ed., pp. xii if.,
114 ff.; in HERZOG-PLITT'S Real-Encycl., 2nd ed., Vol. XIII (1884),
p. 385; Kossder, p. 2 f.; Gramm., pp. 38** ff.; H6RNING, Das sechsseitige
Prisma des Sanherib, Leipzig, 1878; SCHRADER, K.A.T., 2nd ed.,pp. 288 ff.,
350 if.; C.O.T., Vol. II, pp. 30 ff.; IIAUPT, Andover Review, May, 1886,
pp. 542 ff.; LYON, Manual, pp. 10 ff.; TELONI, Crest., pp. 52 f., 89 ff.;
TIELE, Gesch., Vol. II, pp. 285 ff.; BEZOLD, in SCHRADER'S Bibl., Vol. II,
pp. 80 ff.; ABEL-WINCKLER, Keilschriftt., pp. 17 ff.; and MEISSNER,
[55-10-3, 1]
Chrest., pp. 16 if.
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Fragment out of the middle of an ivory rod used in working magic (?),
*in. high, two sides s1in., and the other two sides -in.; 4+ 5 + 10
+ 11 lines in double-columns. Part of an astrological text. For the
text and an attempt at an interpretation of it see LENORMANT, Choix,
p. 224 f., No. 86; and SAYcE, Zeits., 1887, pp. 335 ff.
[56-9-3, 1136]

Portion of a vase of clay, 4/ in. high, segmental arc 8in., chord 6 in.; on the
outer surface 2 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Shalmaneser, son of Assurnasirpal (a- A- ¥).
[56-9-9, 128]
Fragment of a vase of clay, 3in. high, segmental arc 3 in., chord 3in.; on
the outer surface 3 lines. Conclusion of a historical inscription of
an Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 129]
Fragment of a clay-dish, 2in. high, segmental arc 3 in., chord 3min.; on
the outer surface 2 lines. Beginning of a historical inscription of
an Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 130]
Fragment of a vase of clay, 3 in. high, segmental arc 3min., chord 31in.;
on the outer surface 3 lines. Conclusion of a historical inscription of
an Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 131]
Fragment of a clay-dish, 3 in. by 2 in.; on the outer surface 2 lines. Part
of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Assurnasirpal,
son of E 4-.
[56-9-9, 132]
Fragment of a clay-dish, 2-in. by 2min.; on the outer surface 2 lines. Part
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 133]
Portion of a vase of clay, 4in. high, segmental arc 5in., chord 44 in.; on the
outer surface 3 lines. Part of an inscription of Assurnasirpal
[56-9-9, 134 + 56-9-9, 201]
(Y -7 V T¥*).
Fragment of a clay-dish, 3in. by 2 in.; on the outer surface 2 lines. Part
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 135]
Portion of a clay-dish, 2 in. high, diameter 45in.; on the outer surface
3 lines. Inscription of A surnasirpal:-- v V >-- >-< X
ofV<< Ad AK
«_M >m AK
«
Y AK -Y;1 + AK
<
_-_
K«A<S: «<

«
A

-- v

.

-D

->V I *
-4-

tPy Ef -a -+

A-TY 'T tI

Ax al

<<

+

AK

-TU

+Z

[56-9-9, 136 + 56-9-9, 143 + 56-9-9, 184]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of a vase of clay, 3in. high, segmental arc 3-in., chord 3½in.;
on the outer surface 2 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian
king.
[56-9-9, 137]
Fragment of a vase of clay, 29in. high, segmental arc 3 in., chord 3in.;
on the outer surface 2 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib. Mention is made of the city of >-o
h.
,
For the
text see W.A.I. lII, 3, No. 13.
[56-9-9, 138]
Fragment of a vase of clay, 1 in. high, segmental arc 2 in., chord 2 3in.;
on the outer surface 2 lines. Part of a historical inscription of an
Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 139]
Fragment of a clay-dish, 2-in. by 2in.; on the outer surface 2 lines. Part
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 140]
Fragment of a clay-dish, lin. high, segmental arc 3½in., chord 3in.; on
the outer surface 3 lines. Part of a historical inscription of an
Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 141]
Portion of a vase of clay, 3sin. high, diameter 4 in.; on the outer surface
3 lines. Part of an inscription of Shalmaneser (Y <y:= By :
4-),
son of Assurnasirpal (Y
4 ¥), son
oir of ¥ E +.
[56-9-9, 142]
Fragment of a vase of clay, 25in. high, segmental arc 2Hin., chord 2 in.;
on the outer surface 3 lines. Part of an inscription of Assur-

nasirpal ([Y] -

_ yh).

[56-9-9, 144]

Fragment of a clay-dish, 3-in. by 2 in.; on the outer surface 2 lines. Part
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 145]
Fragment of a vase of clay, 2 in. high, segmental arc 4-in., chord 4in.;
on the outer surface 2 lines. Part of a historical inscription of an
Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 146]
Portion of a vase of clay, 3in. high, segmental arc 5-in., chord 45in.; on
the outer surface 2 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib
d ye ~Y A- ). For the text see W.A.I. III, 3,
- T-.
(! +No 13.
[56-9-9, 147 + 56-9-9, 149]
Fragment of a vase of clay, 2 in. by 2~ in.; on the outer surface 2 lines.
Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [56-9-9, 148]
Fragment of a clay-dish, 3in. by 2 in.; on the outer surface 3 lines. Part
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 150]

Portion of a vase of clay, 3in. high, segmental arc 3in., chord 3min.; on
the outer surface 4 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian
king, concerning building-operations.
[56-9-9, 151 + 56-9-9, 153]
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Portion of a clay-dish, 2 in. high, diameter 6 in.; on the outer surface 4 lines.
Part of an inscription of Assurnasirpal ( -- y - ). Duplicate of
56-9-9, 156, q.v.
[56-9-9, 152 + 56-9-9, 159]
Fragment of a clay-dish, 3in. by 3in.; on the outer surface 3 lines.

of an inscription of Assurnasirpal (y >-

[W]).

Part

[56-9-9,
-- 154]

Fragment of a clay-dish, 2-in. by 2}in.; on the outer surface 4 lines. Part
of an inscription of Assurnasirpal (I
XA- Hi).
Duplicate of
56-9-9, 156, q.v.
[56-9-9, 155]
Portion of a clay-dish, 23in. high, segmental arc 55in., chord 5in.; on the
outer surface 4 lines.
Part of an inscription of Assurnasirpal
([ ---] A-, ), concerning building-operations. The text is published,
with restorations from the duplicates 56-9-9, 152, 56-9-9, 155, 56-9-9,
170 and 56-9-9, 174 (qq.v.), W.A.I. III 3, No. 10. For a translation
see STRONG, Rec., NS., Vol. IV, p. 95.
[56-9-9, 156 + 56-9-9, 168 + 56-9-9, 191]
Portion of a clay-dish, 3 in. high, segmental arc 4in., chord 3§ in.; on the
outer surface 6 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king,
concerning building-operations. For the text see W.A.I. III, 3, No. 2.
[56-9-9, 157]
Portion of a vase of clay, 3¼in. high, segmental arc 3{ in., chord 3 in.; on
the outer surface 3 lines. Part of a historical inscription of an
Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 158]
Portion of a vase of clay, 3 in. high, segmental arc 5in., chord 4 in.; on the
outer surface 7 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king,
concerning building-operations.
[56-9-9, 160]
Portion of a clay-dish, 2} in. high, segmental arc 31 in., chord 3 in.; on the
outer surface 11 lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian
king.
[56-9-9, 161]
Fragment of a clay-dish, 3 in. by 2{ in.; on the outer surface 6 lines. Part
of an inscription of an Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 162]
Fragment of a vase of clay, 2- in. high, segmental arc 3- in., chord 3¼ in.;
on the outer surface 2 lines. Fragment of a historical inscription
of an Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 163]
Fragment of a clay-dish, 3 in. by 2k in.; on the outer surface 9 lines. Part
of an inscription of Shalmaneser(?). Forthe text see W.A.I. III, 3,
No. 3.
[56-9-9, 164]
10 G 2
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Portion of a vase of clay, 31 in. high, segmental arc 31 in., chord 31 in.; oni
the outer surface 2 lines. Part of an inscription of AsFurnasirpal
(YI V
¥).
M
[56-9-9, 165]
Fragment of a vase of clay, 2- in. by 2- in.; on the outer surface 2 lines.
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 166]
Fragment of a clay-dish, 2 -in. by 21 in.; on the outer surface 6 lines.
Conclusion of an inscription of Assurrisisi. Duplicate of 56-9-9,
185, q.v.
[56-9-9, 167]
Portion of a clay-dish, 2 in. high, segmental arc 31 in., chord 2 in.; on the
outer surface 10 lines. Part of an inscription of Samsirammn
n
([y T <T- -+?] TYy), son of Tiglathpileser (<Ty yy y; Yyyy 4
[>>YT?]). For the text see W.A.I. III, 3, No. 11.
[56-9-9, 169]
Portion of a clay-dish, 3 in. high, segmental arc 21 in., chord 2- in.; on the
outer surface 4 lines. Part of an inscription of Assurnasirpal.
Duplicate of 56-9-9, 156; see above, p. 1693.
[56-9-9, 170]
Portion of a clay-dish, 2I in, high, diameter 5k in.; on the outer surface 9
lines. Part of an inscription of Sargon II. ( << [-YYk >. ?]), concerning building-operations. For the text see W.A.I. III, 3, No. 12, and
for a similar inscription cf. infra, 81-2-4, 182.
[56-9-9, 171]
Portion of a clay-dish, 3 in. high, segmental arc 31 in., chord 33 in.; on the
outer surface 7 lines. Part of an inscription of Samisramman

(Yj
IYT

<YT- 4-+PYY), concerning building-operations.
56-9-9, 179, q.v.

Duplicate of
[56-9-9, 172]

Portion of a vase of clay, 3 in. high, segmental arc 3 in., chord 3- in.; on
the outer surface 6 lines. Part of an inscription of Assurrisisi.
Duplicate of 56-9-9, 177, q.v.
[56-9-9, 173]
Portion of a clay-dish, 31 in. high, segmental arc 5- in., chord 5 in.; on the
outer surface 4 lines. Part of an inscription of Assurnasirpal.
Duplicate of 56-9- 9, 156; see above, p. 1693.
[56-9-9, 174]
Portion of a clay-dish, 2 in. high, segmental arc 3 in., chord 33 in.; on the
outer surface 5 lines. Conclusion of an inscription of Asurrisis1.
Duplicate of 56-9-9, 185, q.v.
[56-9-9, 175]
Fragment of a clay-dish, 2 in. by 2 in.;
¼ on the outer surface 6 lines. Part
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Assurnasirpal.
[56-9-9, 176]
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Fragment of a clay-dish, 23 in. by 2- in.; on the outer surface 10 lines. Part
of an inscription of Assurrlsisi, concerning building-operations.
For the text see W.A.I. III, 3, No. 8, and for a duplicate cf. supra,
56-9-9, 173.
[56-9-9, 177]
Fragment of a clay-dish, 243 in. by 21 in.; on the outer surface 9 lines. Part
of an inscription of Assurrlssii. Duplicate of 56-9-9, 185, q.v.
[56-9-9, 178]
Portion of a vase of clay, 2- in. high, segmental arc 3- in., chord 3- in.; on
the outer surface 5 lines. Part of an inscription of Samslramman

(T

<¥TP
[M'[¥

4[nY ?].

The text is published W.A.I. III, 3, No. 9, and

translated by MENANT, Annales, p. 55; cf. also WINCKLER, in SCHRADER'S
Bibl., Vol. I, p. 49, note. For duplicates see above, 56-9-9, 172, and
below, p. 1696, 56-9-9, 198.
[56-9-9, 179]
Portion of a clay-dish, 3 in. high, segmental arc 44 in., chord 3 in.; on the
outer surface 9 lines .Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king,
concerning building-operations.
[56-9-9, 180]
Portion of a clay-dish, 13in. high, segmental arc 4 in., chord 33 in.; on the
outer surface 6 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king,
probably Shalmaneser. For the text see W.A.I. IIT, 3, No. 4.
[56-9-9, 181]
Portion of a clay-dish, 2in. high, segmental arc 4 in., chord 3- in.; on
the outer surface 9 lines. Part of an inscription of Assurrissii.
Duplicate of 56-9-9, 185, q.v.
[56-9-9, 182]
Fragment of a clay-dish, 2- in. by 2 in.; on the outer surface 10 lines. Part
of an inscription of Assurrilss. . Duplicate of 56-9-9, 185, q.v.
[56-9-9, 183]
Portion of a clay-dish, 1 lin. high, segmental are 3~ in., chord 3I in.; on
the outer surface 9 lines. Part of an inscription of Assurrisisi
(!Y>>- -^X > (Y>), . concerning the restoration of a temple. The text
is published, with restorations from the duplicates 56-9-9, Nos. 167,
175, 178, 182, 183, 188, 189, 194 (qq.v.), W.A.I. lII, 3, No. 6, and
translated by SCHRADER, Bibl., Vol. I, pp. 12 ff. Cf. also Guide Kouy.
Gall., 1885, p. 171, No. 20.
[56-9-9, 185]
Portion of a vase of clay, 14 in. high, segmental arc 41 in., chord 3| in.; on
the outer surface 5 lines. Part of an inscription of Assurrislsl.
For the text see W.A.I. III, 3, No. 7.
[56-9-9, 186]
Portion of a clay-dish, 35 in. by 31 in.; on the outer surface 10 lines. Part
of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Shalmaneser. For
the text see W.A.I. III, 3, No. 5.
[56-9-9, 187]

1696
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Portion of a clay-dish, 1 in. high, segmental are 3Min., chord
outer surface 10 lines. Part of an inscription of
Duplicate of 56-9-9, 185, q.v.
Cf. Guide Kouy. Gall.,
No. 19.

3in.; on the
Assurrisis1.
1885, p. 171,
[56-9-9. 188]

Fragment of a clay-dish, 3¼in. by 2in; on the outer surface 6 lines. Part
of an inscription of Assurrislsi. Duplicate of 56-9-9, 185, q.v.
[56-9-9, 189 + 56-9-9, 192]
Fragment of a. clay-dish, l5in. by l in.; on the outer surface 4 lines.
Conclusion of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Shalmaneser.
[56-9-9, 190]
Fragment of a clay-dish, -lin. by ,5'in.; on the outer surface 2 lines.
Conclusion of an inscription of an Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 193]
Portion of a vase of clay, 21-in. high, segmental arc 33in., chord 3 in.; on
the outer surface 5 lines.
Part of an inscription of Aisurrisisi.
[56-9-9, 194]
Duplicate of 56-9-9, 185, q.v.
Portion of a vase of clay, 2 in. high, diameter 5½in.; on the outer surface
4 lines in archaic characters.
Part of an inscription of an
[56-9-9, 195]
Assyrian king.
Portion of a vase of clay, 2in. high, segmental arc 2Iin., chord 23in.; on the
outer surface 7 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king.
[56-9-9, 196]
For the text see W.A.I. III, 3, No. 1.
Portion of a clay-dish, 33in. high, segmental arc 3-in., chord 33ifi.; on the
outer surface 16 lines in archaic characters. Part of an inscription
of an Assyrian king, concerning building-operations.
[56-9-9, 197 + 56-9-9, 200]
Portion of a vase of clay, 2in. high, segmental arc 3in., chord 21in.; on the
outer surface 6 lines. Part of an inscription of Samslramman.
[56-9-9, 198]
Duplicate of 56-9-9, 179, q.v.
Fragment of a clay-dish, 2Q-in. by 1 in.; on the outer surface 3 lines in
archaic characters. Conclusion of an inscription of an Assyrian
[56-9-9, 199]
king.
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Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 41 in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription of
....
at least 2¼in.; 31 +
Assurbanipal. The text corresponds with that of K. 2732 (see above,
[66-5-19, 1]
p. 470), Column IV, lines 59 ff.

Complete, 1T--in. by tin.; 10 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Letter from the
For the text
k.
4 ' --+4.4 concerning y t
king to Y ;-y
and an attempted translation of it see LEHMANN, Zeits., 1887, pp. 63 if.
(f. also ibidem, p. 251; G. SMITH, Assurb., p. 204; STRASSMAIER, A.VK,
pp. 4, 180, 441, 621, 624, 689; JENSEN, Kosmol., p. 108; DELITZSCH,
Beitr., Vol. I, pp. 236 ff.; W.B., p. 436; and BEZOLD, Sitzber. d. Pr.
[67-4-2, 1]
Ak. d. W., 1888, p. 749.

Upper half, 37 in. by 3in.; 21 + 19 lines. Part of an omen-text forming,
according to the colophon, the 15th tablet of the Series y Y - ]The obverse begins:_yy _y v.
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For a duplicate see above, p. 1369, K. 14223.
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[68-5-23, 1]

+ .....
Portion of the right half, 3g3in. by 2 in.; ..... + 17 + ....
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. Two sections

begin:-y¥_ (r¥) _Y_>-TY-

(~Y) IH

- -

* Partly effaced.

Yy.-

[68-5-23, 2]

]
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Portion of the right half, 4 in. by 3in.; 24 + 24 + 25 + 24 lines. Omens
derived from the condition of various parts of the human body. The
lines of Section II of Column II begin throughout with y Ayd (Gi.
Section III of Column II (lines 12 if.) reads:--
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[73-7-22, 1]
Right half, upper portion, 3 -5 in. by 3 in.; (.....+)
25 + 24 (+.....)
lines (in four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class
"Sc." Duplicate of Sm. 1300; see above, p. 1476. Cf. DELJTZSCH,
Lesest., 2nd ed., p. 28; 3rd ed., p. 76; W.B., pp. 15, 322, 368; STRASSMAIER, A. V., pp. 676, 941; JENSEN, Zeits., 1885, pp. 416, 424; 1886,
pp. 56, note 1; 68; and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 143, No. 6.
[76-4-13, 1]

Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 2½ in. high, one side of the
base at least 1-in.;
10 + 9 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib. The text corresponds with that of Senn. Pr.,
Column I, lines 1 if., 66 if.
[78-8-28, 1]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3 in. high, one side of the base at
least
in. 9 +18
.
. .....
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column
I, lines 33 ff.; Column II, lines 14 ff.
[79-7-8, 1]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base at
least, 1 in.; 12 +. ......
14 lines. Part of an inscription of
Sennacherib. The text of Column I corresponds with that of Senn.
Pr., Column I, lines 41 if.
[79-7-8, 2]
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 28 in. high, one side of the base
at least 2 in.; 13 + 16 + ..
lines. Part of an inscription
of Sennacherib. Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1 (q.v.), etc.
[79-7-8, 3]
Fragment of a clay-dish, 2 in. by 1l in.; on the outer surface 10 lines.
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king, concerning buildingoperations.
[79-7-8, 4]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. by 1 in., 8 + ..........
lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
[79-7-8, 5]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 28 in. high, one side of the base at
lines. Part of an inscription of
least lI in.; 8 + 12 + .....
.Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 19 ff.;
Column II, lines 17 ff.
[79-7-8, 6]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 2in. high, one side of the base
lines.
Part of an inscription of
2min.; 11 + 6 +
Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr., Column V, lines 35 ff.;
Column VI, lines 36 if.
[79-7-8, 7]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base at
lines. Part of an inscription of
least 1 in.; 10 + 12 +
Esarhaddon, corresponding with 48-10-31, 2 (see above, p. 1689),
Column III,ilines 53 ff.; Column V, lines 4 ff.
-[79-7 8, 8]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 3- in. high, one side of the base at
least 2in.; 25
..........
24 lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column
I, lines 59'ff.; Column X, lines 86 ff. This fragment may belong to
the same prism as K. 1712; cf. supra, p. 337 f.
[79-7-8, 9]
VOL. IV.
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Fragment of the lower portion of a prismoid, 3½in. high, one side of the
base at least l1in.; 17 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column I, lines 84 ff.
[79-7-8, 10]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2- in. high, one side of the base
at least 1 in.; 7 + 7 + .........
lines. Part of an inscription of
Tiglathpileser I., corresponding with K. 1621a (see above, p. 320),
Column VII, lines 76 ff.; Column VIII, lines 58 ff.
[79-7-8, 11]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2¼in. high, one side of the base
at least Imin.; 7 + 12 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column III, lines 111 ff.; Column IV, lines 80 ff.
[79-7-8, 12]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 23 in. by 12 in.; 19 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with
Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column I, lines 25 if.
[79-7-8, 13]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1l- in. high, one side of the base
at least
in.; 17 + 8 +.........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Sargon IT., similar to those mentioned above, pp. 328, 665,KK. 1668a,
4818. The text is published by WINCKLER, Sargon, Vol. II, plate 45, b.
[79-7-8, 14]
Portion of a cylinder, 2 in. long, segmental arc 2 in., chord 1D in.; 16 lines.
Part of an inscription of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn.Pr.,
Column I, lines 52 ff.
[79-7-8, 15]
Fragment of a cylinder, 2in. by 1- in.; 15 lines. Part of an inscription
of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 59 ff.
[79-7-8, 16]
Fragment of a cylinder, 1 in. long, segmental arc 2| in., chord 2 in.; 15
lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably
S enna cherib, concerning building-operations.
[79-7-8, 17]
Portion of the left half, 4 in. by 21 in.; 16 + 9 + 7 + 15 lines. Part of a
text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[79-7-8, 18]
Portion of the left half, 2- in. by 2-% in.; 24 + ..........
lines in doublecolumns. Part of a list of names of plants. Cf. BEZOLD, Lit., p. 346;
and DELITZSGH, Handw., p. 99.
[79-7-8, 19]
Portion out of the middle, 2 5 in. by 15 in.; 19 +........)
lines;
Babylonian. Part of a list of names of persons, probably belonging to
a list of offerings or taxes.
[79-7-8, 20]
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.... lines in double22. + ....
Left half, upper portion, 25 in. byin.;1
columns. Part of a list of various kinds of reeds (-Y4), etc.
[79-7-8, 21]
lines in
+) 12 + 14 (+....)
Right-hand corner, 2k in. by 2f1 in.; (.....
double-columns. Part of a list of names of medicinal plants, similar
to that of Rm. 2, 412; see above, p. 1674.

Cf. DELITZSOH, in BEZOLD'S

[79-7-8, 22]

Lit., p. 346.
Left-hand corner, 3½in. by 2 in.; ....
an interlinear Assyrian version.

+ 10 lines.

Part of a hymn with
[79-7-8, 23]

+ 8 lines. Part of an
..
Left-hand corner, lin. by 1 in.; ....
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version, beginning:-

k-+ -ft

>',Z
;

[79-7-8, 25]

-'
:;"~:+

lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 21 in.; 9 +.........)
Part of an astrological text concerning observations of certain stars.
[79-7-8, 26]
lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 15 +.....
and _y A_, etc.
text containing forecasts concerning >-yyT
[79-7-8, 27]
Lower half, 43in. by 35in.; 29 + 26 lines. Part of a prayer with an
interlinear Assyrian version. The text is published W.A.I. V, 52, No. 2,
[79-7-8, 28]
and translated by SAYCE, Hibb. Lect., p. 533 f.
lines. Part
in.; 19 + ..........
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[79-7-8, 29]
Fragment of the left half, 21 in. by 2j in.; 18 + short beginnings of
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory
+ .....
4 + ....
according to the meanings of the Assyrian
in
groups
list arranged
[79-7-8, 30]
words. For a duplicate see below, 79-7-8, 37.
+)
.......
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 13in.; .....
Part of an explanatory list, with
13 lines in double-columns.
glosses, belonging, according to the colophon, to the 5th tablet of the
d <?]. The catch-line reads:.
k [
YY >T
Series -4"yyy~

I

<y-.t:"

Lower half, 3in. by 2¼in.; 13 + 13 lines.

:

[79-7-8, 31]

Part of a private contract.
[79-7-8, 32]
10 H 2
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Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1-gin.; 10 + ....
... lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.[79-7-8, 33]
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1i.;
(.
+) 7 11 (+ ...
gh.1Tm.;(

·

7 +···
....

1)

lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions
for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from
diseases of the mouth. A colophon-line reads:-[~-v >- J] Wy >>_
<|MA ~-Ye
Sm. 234, etc.

; cf.

Stp'Pa,

pp. 864, 1079, 1391, K. 7635, K. 10330,
[79-7-8, 34]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1
12 + ......
1y5in.;
.. lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate
to public affairs.
[79-7-8, 35]
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1in.; traces of 3 + 7 + 8 + 7 lines.
Part of a mythological legend concerning
-JE.
-4- -i-t
The
text is published by E. T. HARPER, Beitr., Vol. II, p. 501.
[79-7-8, 36]
Fragment of the left half, l-i-in. by l3in.; 11 + ..........
lines in
double-columns.
Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups
according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. Duplicate of 79-7-8,
[79-7-8, 37]
30, q.v. Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 436 f.
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 1-in.; 12 + .......
lines in
double-columnns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar meanings.
[79-7-8, 38]
Fragment out of the middle, 22in. by 2¼in.; 13 + ....
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.

(.....)
lines.
[79-7-8, 39]

Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by 11in.; 11 +..........lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[79-7-8, 40]
Fragment of the left half, 18in. by 1 -in.; 12 + 6 lines. Part of a prayer
to a goddess. A colophon-line reads :-, by rYT¥11_ f- Y';-:
[79-7-8, 41]
Fragment out of the middle, 2¼in. by lin.; ..... + 8 lines. Part of an
astrological text concerning observations of certain stars (~,- w
_ a-, ~_
gZ), etc.
_dV
[79-7-8, 42]
Right-hand corner, 1lin. by 1 -3in. ;11

logical legend concerning
* Partly effaced.

+ 11 lines.

Part of a mytho-

-- >-y _Yy 4_. For the text and
t Thus.
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explanations of it see E. T. HARPER, Beitr., Vol. II, pp. 391, 394 f., 447,
507. For a fragment which partly restores the text of 79-7-8, 43,
/f. supra, p. 941, K. 8578.
[79-7-8, 43]
Right-hand corner, 2 1 in. by 2i.;
or mythological text.

16 +.....

lines

Part of a religious
[79-7-8, 44]

Fragment out of the middle, 2½in. by 1-in.; 13 +- ....
concerning the chances of a sick man's recovery.

lines. Omens
[79 7-8, 45]

Left-hand corner, 2jin. by 2O in.; 12 + 3 lines. Part of a Sumero-Akkadian
prayer in the form of a litany.- Line 2 of obverse contains the Assyrian
version of line 1:-

Ud- >-

Y

>TY?

/

?-+

Fragment of the lower portion, 2-in. by lin.; 3 + .....
of a religious text.

[79-7-8, 46]
lines.

Fragment
[79-7-8, 47]

Fragment of the right half; 1 in. by 1 in.; 15 + 8 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate to public
affairs. According to the colophon this fragment belongs to a tablet of
the great astrological work
*X- '* y. ~Tyyy
.
[79-7-8, 48]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1iin. by 1Iin.; 6 + 4 lines. Part of a
prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[79-7-8, 49]
Lower half, 5 in. by 3jin.; 32 +.....
goddess.

lines.

Copy of a prayer to a
[79-7-8, 50]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1r in.; 9 +..........)
lines. Part
of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
[79-7-8, 51]
Left half, upper portion, 1ain. by lin.; 7 + 8 + 2 lines. Part of a letter
to the king concerning public affairs.
[79-7-8, 52]
Left-hand corner, 1in. by 1l-in.;
6 +.....
lines.
1
tion-text. Cf, KING, Magic and Sorc., p. 8.

Part of an incanta[79-7-8, 53]1

Fragment of the left half, l1in. by 1 in.; 12 + 14 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts similar to those of K. 8841,
,K.12459, Sm. 373 and Rni. 2, 179; cf. supra, pp. 965, 1244, 1403, 1655.
[79-7-8, 54]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by lin.;
religious text.

9 + 7 lines.

Right half, upper portion, 3in. by 3in.; (....+)

Part of a
[79-7-8, 55]

21 + 21 (+.....)

lines. Part of an incantation-text which may belong to a tablet of
the Series , ~E <.
[79-7-8, 56]
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1-7in.; (.....+)
) lines. Part of an incantation-text.
.....

(+
12 +.....
[79-7-8, 57]

lines. Part of a text
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by lin.; 12 + ....
of
certain parts of the
the
condition
containing omens derived fiom
[79-7-8, 58]
human body.
Fragment of the left half, 23in. by 1lin.; 15 +.....
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning ,
ySi,

etc.

lines; Babylonian.
Ad and
-,>-_, 't
[79-7-8, 59]

+) 20 + 7 (+.....)
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by in.; (....
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in
groups according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. [79-7-8, 60]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 -in. by 21in.; 10 + 9 lines. Part of an
[79-7-8, 61]
incantation-text.
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1Din.; 11 + 5 lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
[79-7-8, 62]
+ 14 lines; Babylonian.
Portion out of the middle, lin. by 1- in.; .....
[79-7-8, 63]
Conclusion of a letter concerning public affairs.
+.....
Fragment out of the middle, 2--in. by 2in.; 18 + 14 + ....
an
interlinear
with
lines. Part of a text containing incantations
[79-7-8, 64]
Assyrian version, and directions for ceremonies.
lines. Incantations,
Portion of the left half, 3 in. by 1 in.; 25 + .....
some of which have an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of
Sm. 924; see above, p. 1446. For a parallel text cf. supra, p. 678,
[79-7-8, 65]
K. 4949.
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 2k in. by 1l-6in.; 12 +.....(.....)
Part of the introduction to a historical inscription of an Assyrian
[79-7-8, 66]
king.
14 + 19 (+ ..... )
Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 2 in.; (.....+)
lines. Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
[79-7-8, 67]
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Portion of the left half, 4½in. by 41 in.; 30 + 28 + traces of 24 + traces of
9 lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
ceremonies.
E.g., Section III of Column II (lines 14 ff.) and a
preceding and a following colophon-line read:-

Fet o>>

th

mi-y-1 i

W _Y7YY
W<=>Yre A
omen-text

YYY<T7
[

.

y < <Y.+ g

n WY

7

>>Y

>Yn
9

^H ^H~VV
£r ^$F-YYU"VT~
> V--

-

[ne are ]

y

4
7

-

>_ -^<<Y-gU
'

a Sumero-Akkadian
hymn.

8,

VT

IV

69]

V

[79-7-8, 68]

omen-text.

[79-7-8, 69]I

) 7....
lines. Fragment of an

incantationtext with an interlinear

Assyrian version.

[79-7-8, 72]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2 in. b 2 in.;
y 14 + ..........
) lines
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1- in.;
..... 23 lines; Babylonian
Part of a prayer to a goddess.
[79-7-8, 71]
o
Part
f a hymn wimen-text.
h an interlinear Assyrian version.
[79-7-8, 73]
Fragment of
of the
the left
left half,
half, 22T7 in.in. by
by 11 in.;
in.; short
short beginnings
beginnings of
of 11+(
1 + (...... +
Fragment
Fragment o ofthe
r
ight
haddle,
in. by 1-in.;
13 + 8
lines. Part of
7

..... +) 7 lines. Fragment of an incantation-text with an interlinear
Assyrian version.
[79-7-8, 72]

ibaSumero-Am,
52. kadian hymn.

Fragment out of the middle, 21 in. by 13in.; ...

Fragment of the upper portiony
1 in.

[79-7-8, 74]

+ 23 lines; Babylonian,

by 2- in.;
8 14

Part
.....
lines.
of a religious

incantation-text belonging
belonging to
to the 3rd tablet of the
the ^r-t ^-Series.
.-- Series.
2,390, K. 2959,
Duplicate of K. 2390,
2959, etc.; cf.
of. supra, pp. 439, 492. For the
Part of a hymn witinterlinear
h an
Assyrian version.
[79-7-8, 75]
Z. Kenntu.
Kenntn. d. bab,
text see ZIMMERN, Beitr. z.
bab. Rel., part I, plate VI; cf. also
Fragment
of
rtl2y fe.
lne
Pat of 74]
an
ibidem,
p. the
52. right hlf,
[79-7-8,

ef.

Right-hand corner, 1l in. by lg- in.; ..... + 8 lines.
text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
" Partly effaced.

Part of a religious
[79-7-8, 75]
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Fragment out of the middle, 2 in.i by 1sin.; 15 + 16
.+
....
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, some of which have an
interlinear Assyrian version, prayers and directions for ceremonies.
[79-7-8, 76]
Upper half, 4- in. by 3- in.; 34 + 23 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text
containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.
The obverse begins:-

14+A t
etc.

CENT

IN

r r- Y

n

< KK<s + m
A colophon-line reads:-

bYT at)M
Y
<1>4 <Y-Ma

e

Z

WrY

[79-7-8, 77]
Fragment out of the middle, 2ain. by 1 -in.; .....
lines. Part of a list of objects.
Ieft-hand corner, l1in. by lin.; .....
Akkadian prayer.

+ 8 lines.

+ 14+.....
[79-7-8, 78]
Part of a Sumero[79-7-8, 79]

8 + 13 (+lies.
Right-hand corner, 1ain. by 1 in.;+)
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
.
[79-7-8, 80]
Portion of the left half, 4 in. by 4in.; 25 + 33 +26+24 lines. Part of
a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies, belonging to a tablet of the Series >4
Y
Y- y-.
Dyr
Duplicate of K. 2482, K. 2971, etc.; see above, pp. 447, 493. The text
of reverse, which forms a duplicate of K. 132 (see above, p. 34), is
published W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., Add., p. 11.
[79-7-8, 81 + 79-7-8, 143]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by
Sumero-Akkadian religious text.

-- in;. 6 + 2 lines.

Fragment out of the middle, 25 in. by li in.;
12'+ ...
Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Part of a
[79-7-8, 82]

(.....)
lines.
[79-7-8, 83]

Portion of the right half, 3lin. by 3in.; 8 + 30 + 21 + traces of 2 lines.
Part of a text containing prayers to Sama and Rammdn, and directions
for ceremonies and rites.
[79-7-8, 84]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 3in. by 1a in.; 15 + (.........
lines. Part of an incantation-text.
Pa'rtlv effaced.

+) i2
[79-7-8, 85]
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19 + short ends of
Portion of the right half, 2lin. by 2½ in.; (....+)
and
prescriptions
containing
text
a
of
Part
lines.
14 (+.....)
people.
sick
of
benefit
the
for
directions for ceremonies to be used
[79-7-8, 86]
Upper half, 41in. by 2-in.; 8 + 11 lines. Portion of a prayer, written for
i ), part of which has an interlinear
.
4
-+
Assurbanipal (Y
[79-7-8, 87]
version.
Assyrian
Left half, upper portion, 3in. by 2in.; 17 + 12 lines; Babylonian; partly
copy of the 20th part of a
vitrified. Part of an "incomplete""
composition containing forecasts concerning y' Gi and _Fy %y, etc.
[79-7-8, 88]
.
_
- << Y cf. reverse; line 12 :- << i tt_
Portion of the left half, 2in. by 15in.; 12 + 14 lines. Part of an omen.text concerning monstrosities. According to the colophon (reverse,
line 13) this text appears to form an extract from a larger composition.
[79-7-8, 89]
Right half, upper portion, 35in. by 216in.; 30 + 19 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning -Tyy and ity Ad, etc. [79-7-8, 90]
Right half, 2-in. by liin.; 10 + 11 lines.
astrological forecasts.

Part of a text containing
[79-7-8, 91]

Fragment out of the middle, 2½in. by 2in.; 17 + .....
text containing astrological forecasts.

lines.

Part of a
[79-7-8, 92]

lines. Part of
Fragment out of the middle, 3in. by 2in.; 10 +
to be
ceremonies
for
directions
a text containing prescriptions and
.
used for the benefit of sick people. One section begins:--[y '],:'93]
[79-7-8,
T-k
Ace >>
s T-y
<
+ 14 (+.....)
.... ) ...
Right half, lower portion, 2¼in.by 2} in.; ( .
lines. Omens similar to those of K. 6739 and K. 9197; see above,
pp. 806, 992. To line 12 an explanatory gloss is added by the scribe;
[79-7-8, 94]
cf PINCHES-HAGEN, Beitr., Vol. II, p. 243.$
Lower half, 3in. by 1lin.; 13 + 12 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text
One
containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
s''- dY( <
"-{+
-YT
t II -¥ -4t section begins:- [.-]
'
+.
<<
'Y";Y
TY
YY0 4n
- > ^ '^ Y+
[79-7-8, 95]
. -

-.

VOL. IV.

t Partly effaced.
*.
$ For 76-7-8, 94 read there: -" 79-7-8, 94."

* Cf. supra, p. 474, note
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Fragment of the right half, 2sXin. by l'in.;
containing forecasts.

8 + 12 lines.

Part of a text
[79-7-8, 96]

Fragment of the left half, 21in. by 1in.; 5 + 7 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts similar to those of K. 11242 and K. 12472; cf.
supra, pp. 1150, 1245.
[79-7-8, 97]
Fragment of the right half, 1lin. by 1 in.; 14 +.....
.....
) lines.
Part of a mythological text concerning the "children of Nippur"

<E_), etc.

(o- Ace ~-~, ~

[79-7-8, 98]

Right half, upper portion, 3in. by 2in.; (.....+)
25 + 18 (+....)
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning >|YY and ytI,
etc.
[79-7-8, 99]
Upper half, 23in. by 1-7in.;

12 + 8 lines; Babylonian.

V ~-Y. -- f, the <~--

astrological report from Y

Part of an

>:V

-

,>

concerning observations of the moon and sun and certain stars. The
text partly relates to public affairs.
[79-7-8, 100]
Right half, lower portion, 2-Lin. by lin.; 10 + 12 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts concerning the ->Vty,

etc.

Portion of the left half, 1 in. by 2in.; ........

[79-7-8, 101]
+ 20 + (left-hand

edge) 9 lines. Part of a list of the names of members of certain
families, etc., similar to that of K. 2017; see above, p. 386 f.
[79-7-8, 102]
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 21 in. by 1- -in.;

+.

+ 9 + short ends of 5 lines. Part of an omen-text. E.g., lines 3ff.
read:-

y H

mTY
Y

Y

< =TY[79-7-8,
& S

-Yyki
-r<

<

S

-Y<
>

EM EW

Y>-> tYy -YT<
< Y--y -Y< InA
E WY
Y
Y
y

f

< AYES
lE< Ny1
^n
YY^
<

<[ST.
<

103]4
Y

Y

TX

NVTEEW
S M
[EE]-I
EJ"
^W.

\

[79-7-8, 103]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 irn. by 2-1 in.; 13 + ......... lines. Part
of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. A colophon-line
reads :-[>-E-] ;¥
-<IYY f*- [->_]; cf. supra, p. 928,
K. 8449.
[79-7-8, 104]
*

Partly effaced.
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Portion of the right half, 2{in. by 23in.; 20 + 17 lines. Part of a text
containing directions for ceremonies and rites. Of the catch-line
only the right half is visible:-

gEy S>

[79-7-8 106]

+.LTT

Upper half, 3-in. by 3-,-in.; 33 + 27 lines; Babylonian; partly vitrified.

-- <tVy ^_ YBY

Part of an omen-text, beginning:-;f.
rfg
A-4>YY t 1-]yt-

[79-7-8, 107]

with Y A; cf. supra, p. 1052, K. 9945.

Right half, lower portion, 2i

byi

containing forecasts concerning

V

The lines begin throughout

n. ; 16 + 17 lines.

Part of a text

t, etc.

:y Ady( and iy

[79-7-8, 108]
Left-hand corner, 2in. by lin.; 15 + 14 lines; marginal number <. Part
of an omen-text, apparently belonging to a tablet of the Series
.

¥ Ax-.

Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 438, note 3.

[79-7-8, 109]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2-in. by lin.; 9 + 2 + traces of 1 + 8 lines.
fYE_ and >V_, etc., and geometrical(?)
Forecasts concerning
figures, similar to those of KK. 99, 2086, 4069, etc.; cf. supra, pp. 25,

[79-7-8, 110]

403, 592.

+)
Portion of the left half, 3½in. by 23in.; traces of 7 + ..........
22 lines; marginal number <. Part of a text containing astrological
forecasts taken from observations of the wind. The lines begin
usually with Y -4- 4k-Y >_ L, etc.; cf. supra, p. 422, K. 2207.
[79-7-8, 111]
Portion of the right half, 3 in. by lin.;

...

+ 24 lines.

Part of a text

[79-7-8, 112]

containing forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 2in.; 14 + ..... lines. Omens derived
from births.

The lines begin with )-<

@f;

cf. supra, p. 593, K. 4079a.

[79-7-8, 113]
Portion out of the middle, 3½in. by 3in.; 31 + 19 + 24 + 14 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing forecasts.

a tablet of the Series ><

.

It probably belongs to

[79-7-8, 114 + 79-7-8, 120]

Portion of the right half, 4in. by 3i3in.; 20 + 7 lines. Part of a text
containing regulations for making offerings. Cf. KING, Magic azd

Sorc., p. 8.
Right-hand corner, 1 -in. by 1 in.; 9 + ....
ning of a text containing forecasts.

[79-7-8, 115]
lines; Babylonian. Begin[79-7-8, 116]
10 I 2
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Fragment of the right half, 19 in. by 1 in.; 12 + 12 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
[79-7-8, 117]
Fragment of the right half, 2½in. by 18 in.; ....
+ 10 lines. End of a
text containing astrological forecasts for the various months.
[79-7-8, 118]
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 2in.; .....
cerning the chances of a sick man's recovery.

12 lines.

Omens con[79--7-8, 119]

Portion of the left half, 21 in. by 21 in.; 18 + 12 lines; Babylonian. Copy
of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various months.
Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible
is
:-arit
,
0<-g

'p,,,'

[79-7-8, 121]

;

.

Right-hand corner, 1l in. by
omen-text.

in.; 15 +....

lines.

Beginning of an
[79-7-8, 122]

Left-hand corner, 11 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 2 + 9 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines;
[79-7-8, 123]
Babylonian. Part of a list of objects.
Fragment of the right half, 2 7 in. by 2 in.; .....
Forecasts concerning the Ad A, etc.

+ 14 lines; Babylonian.
[79-7-8, 124]

Right half, upper portion, 3- in. by 1 in.; 18 + 12 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts, beginning:. Of the catch-line only the end
-. ..
+
>s¥yj
' .YY..-IY
[79-7-8, 125]
.-is visible
,:- ,
,
Portion of the left half, 4 in. by 4 in.; 28 +.....
+ 34 + 29 lines;
marginal number <. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning
y>yty,
iy
and :~yy, etc.
[79-7-8, 126 + 82-5-22, 523]
Fragment of the left half, 1- in. by 1- in.; 10 + .....
Omens derived from births.

lines; Babylonian.
[79-7-8, 127]

Lower half, 3 9Q-in. by lsin.; 9 + 14 lines. Omens derived from the actions
of horses and oxen, etc. E.g., Section I of reverse reads:-

<Yr,;
Ym

Y:=
Y:
Y

<YC
-pa

~Yn

'-

f ura Tk.I

-YTY¢YYYY

Y
rye

>

ap
+w
FT
A¢Y
F

+

%>UTV
-_
¢7F

;

w

y
p> 674, K 38

' - -Y
[3- 5

>Ad=y
-

Y-My,
"

Y
, K.
386

Y
YA

=Yttn

Cf. s praa, p. 574, K. 3886.

-YYY
In '-

>Yam

P^^

[>--- 7-

EYt

1O
28

U<Y'-'~"
IYY- *-M<T-78
A1~

a--

-

-

<fant;>Y

[79-7-8, 128]
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Upper half, 3in. by 2ain.; 14 + 7 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts, forming, according to the colophon, the 1st tablet of the Series
.* The obverse begins:--[-<] t¥Y
(I_ 3) beginning with >-<
>__ Ace V <(W -ThY 4 ] - * [uY], etc. Of the catch-line only
'
C-f: stpra,
0?I;
traces are visible :.__ <Y-[79-7-8,
129]
p. 549, note t.
Fragment of the upper portion, 2lin. by 2¼in.; 24 + 10 lines. Forecasts
[79-7-8, 131]
concerning the chances of a sick man's recovery, etc.
Regulations for
[79-7-8, 132]

Right half, upper portion, 3 in. by 25 in.; 14 + 5 lines.
making offerings.

+ 14 lines. Part of a
Portion of the right half, 3in. by 2in.; ....
historical inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is made of
[79-7-8, 133]
{T_ >y> [S ?].
X -f*+ <>-[^.4?]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2-.in.; 6 + 9 lines. Part of an
inscription of an Assyrian king, probably a rough draft for an
[79-7-8, 134]
epigraph.
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2in.; 11 + 18 +.....+....
Part of an incantation-text which may belong to a tablet of the
135]
[
[79-7-8,
A- E <.
Series
.....

Fragment of the right half, 2-3in. by 2in.; (.....+
lines. Part of an incantation-text.

Nearly complete, 2-9in.by 1in.; 16 + 2 -- 19 + 1 lines.
4 .4-Y --z- concerning public affairs.
king from

)
18 ( .....
[79-7-8, 137]
Letter to the
[79-7-8, 138]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 in.; short ends of 10 + 10 + . . .
[79-7-8, 139]
lines. Part of a mythological(?) text.
.....
15 + traces of
[79-7-8, 140]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-_ in. by1lin.; (...+)
lines. Part of an incantation-text.
7 (+...)

lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1H in. by 1l in.; 10 + .........
text.
to
a
religious
belonging
probably
of
gods,
names
list
of
of a
[79-7-8, 141]
Right-hand corner, 2 in. by 21 in.; 14 + 12 lines. Part of a text containing
incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies. A colophonline reads:-[z> .-

H YY jf---

]

A

t.
[79-7-8, 142]

* Partly effaced.
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Right half, upper portion, 25 in. by 1 in.; 14 + 2 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts, belonging, according to the colophon,
to a tablet of the great astrological work
~4- - >T-Y'
.
The
obverse begins :-<
: <;
,A
<

-TYh

f

e:-k-- Y(

.

[79-7-8, 144]

Upper half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 6 lines.

Part of a letter (to the king).
[79-7-8, 145]

Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 1L in.; 6 + .....
lines; on the obverse
traces of one seal-impression. Part of a private contract.
[79-7-8, 146]
Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by l-9 in.; 12 + .....
lines. Part of a
text containing directions for ceremonies and rites.
[79-7-8, 147]
Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 2| in.; 6 + 12 + .....
..... lines.
Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
to be used Tor the benefit of sick people.
[79-7-8, 148]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 13 in. by 1 in.; (.
+)
.....
+ 9 (+.....)
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions
and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[79-7-8, 149]
Fragment of the left half, 2¼in. by 2-in.; .....
+ 11 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts, belonging, according to the colophon, to the 10th tablet of the great astrological
work
- >-,- ~T.
'- The catch-line reads:-

Yr
<A! V

A
4

V
''
4

i

:,:,

[79-7-8, 150]

Right half; upper portion, 2-9gin. by lain.; traces of 7 + 4 lines; Babylonian; obverse vitrified. Part of an astrological text.
L79-7-8, 151]
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 in.; 7 +.....lines. Part of an
omen-text.
[79-7-8, 152]
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 1 ,5in.; ..... + 8 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter or report (?). Mention is made of ¥
-yTYY
TuF
,
etc.
[79-7-8, 153]
Portions, 2s in. by 1 in.; 14 + 2 + 12 lines. Part of a letter to the king
concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the city of ->y
,Dy_
t .
[79-7-8, 154]
*

Partly effaced.
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Left-hand corner, 14 in. by 1-% in.;
contract.

..... + 6 + 2 lines.

Part of a private
[79-7-8, 155]

Fragment of the right half, 1lin. by 1 in.; (.....+)
+ 10(.....)
lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[79-7-8, 156]
Fragment of the left half, 2 3 in. by 1 in.; 11 + .
of a religious text.

......... ) lines. Part
[79-7-8, 157]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 11 in.; ....
+ 6 lines. Conclusion
of an omen-text concerning the appearances of snakes in certain
months, etc. Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible:Cf. supra, p. 465 f.,
mt< <Y g
Y
K. 2682.
[79-7-8, 158]
Fragment of the left half,
in. by
4 lines. Part of an omen-text.

in.; ....

+ 11 + (left-hand edge)
[79-7-8, 159]

Left half, upper portion, 2min. by 1'½in.; 14 +.
. lines. Beginning of
a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of
the land of A, <<
V y.
_
[79-7-8, 160]
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2-5in. by 21in.; ....
+.....
+ 19 +....lines. Part of a hemerology.
[79-7-8, 162]
Left-hand corner, 2in. by l4in.; 8 + (.....
-..
+) 5 lines. Part of
a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases of the eyes.
[79-7-8, 163]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2-5in. by 2-6in.; 7 + .........
lines. Part of a list of names of deities.
[79-7-8, 164]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2in. by lin.; 9 +....(.....)
lines.
Part of a religious text, including directions for ceremonies.
[79-7-8, 165]
Portion of the left half, 21in. by 2--in.; ..... + 17 lines. Conclusion of
a prayer forming, according to the colophon, the 3rd tablet of the
Series beginning Hy <Y- {E
'W'
<..
~_f
[79-7-8, 166]
Fragment of the right half, 2Lin. by
Copy of a religious text.

in.; .

.........

+ 11 lines.
[79-7-8, 167]
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Lower half, 3:lin. by 23in.; 16 + 18 lines.
written for an Assyrian king.

Part of a prayer, probably
[79-7-8, 168]

Fragment out of the middle, 2- -in. by 13in.; 17 +4 + ..........
lines
in double-columns. Part of a list of wooden objects.
[79-7-8, 170]
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 11 + .........
lines. Part of
a text containing prayers to Samas and Ramman, and directions for
ceremonies. A colophon-line begins:-->yk myyY;_,
<., <Yip/ ../.
.
[79-7-8, 171]
Complete, 2 7in. by 13 in.; 10 lines.

Memorandum.

[79-7-8, 172]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 'in. by 1I in.; 7 + .....
lines. Part of a
text containing forecasts. They partly relate to public affairs.
[79-7-8, 173]
Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 11 in.; traces of 1 + 10 + 1 lines. Part of
a letter.
[79-7-8, 174]
Portion out of the middle, 35 in. by 22 in.; 8 + 9 +..........

of a religious text.

lines.

Part

[79-7-8, 175]

Left half, lower portion, 3k in. by 1k in.; 5 + 8 lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal concerning his Elamite campaigns.
[79-7-8, 176]
Right half, upper portion of reverse, 3 in. by 3 in.; ..... + 20 lines. Part
of an inscription of Assurbanipal. The contents appear to be
similar to those of Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column V, lines 17 if.
[79-7-8, 177]
Right-hand corner, 3l in. by 1 3in.; 7 + 10 lines.
legend.

Part of a mythological
[79-7-8, 178]

Right half, upper portion, 6 in. by 5 in.; 21 + 22 + 29 + 8 lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
the wind; see above, p. 422, K. 2207. Cf. also p. 1501, Sm. 1669.
... . .....
[79-7-8, 179]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1s in. by 1I in.; 13 +..........
lines. Part of an incantation-text. Cf. infra, 79-7-8, 182.
~~-.."~~~~~~~:
[.[79-7-8, 181]
Right-hand corner, l1in. by 1 i.; 13 +.........lines.
Part of an
incantation-text. This fragment may belong to the same tablet as
the preceding number.
[79-7-8,-182]
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Fragment of the upper portion, 21in. by lin.; 9 + 5 +
+...
.....
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions
for ceremonies.
[79-7-8, 183]
Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by l in.; 11 + 5 lines.
The text of obverse begins:
K

Part of a hymn.

-4-

-;- -Yy <_).

Mention is made of Babylon (>

.
[79-7-8, 184]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1 in. by 13 in.; 5 + 10 lines; °Babylonian.
Part of an omen-text concerning fields and lands, etc. It probably
belongs to a tablet of the Series y
V.- [79-7-8, 185]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 14 in.; 14 + ..........
double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants.

lines in
[79-7-8, 186]

Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by 2 in.; .....
.... ) + 7 + 19 + (.....)
.....
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants.
[79-7-8, 187]
Fragment of the right half, 28in. by 1 in.; (.
.... ..... + 12 (+....)
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar
meanings.
[79-7-8, 188]
Complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 15 in. by 1- in.; 8 + 1 + 6
lines. Private contract:-

[I <Y
G11

Y-+ <Yi

PP

<T- Y -4t (-y<<

>

<Y ¥ YR
T

I <Ys- Y<Y*

I
A'
<Y
I
Y0-: T-I <Y- T-+
Y * -+ YT 1

-_'>r

-T4 ' 'ra>

-

I <Y y- +
>

Ir-

'Y

|--I
II

- <A- yT . '

[79-7-8, 189]

Upper portion, left half, 2¼in. by 1- in.; 7 + 2 + 3 + ......
..........
+ traces of 4 + 5 lines. Part of a list of archaic signs
arranged in the order of Sa; cf. supra, p. 625, K. 4372. The last
Column contains part of the colophon:¢;

$

T-

T

>H

$T< ¢7
s y

+ t

^H

4+

· ':

t

" ,%%:",,*

I.e., Oct.-Nov., B.C. 686 (?).

VOL. IV.

t

>1"

- 2':~z

? ffi.-S
.--

FY
>

_+

+

7
44fYYY= a-TY TYYr

-

[79-7-8 190]

t Partly effaced.
10 K
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-23in. by l in.; .....

...

. ) + 11 lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.

[79-7-8, 191]

..........

lines. Part
[79-7-8, 193]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 - in. by 1 in.; 7
of a religious text.

lines.
..
Fragment out of the middle, 1-y- in. by 1 in.; 14 + 8 +...
y
Part of an incantation-text. Mention is made of the god _-[79-7-8, 194]
yT.
dy
.+ 8 +
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1 in. by 1 in.; ....
Part of a text containing forecasts, etc.; one
lines.
..........
This fragment appears to belong to
I-.
A
paragraph begins with
[79-7-8, 195]
the same tablet as Rm. 120; cf. supra, p. 1584.
) lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1s in. by 1-ain.; 14 + ..........
[79-7-8, 196]
Part of a mythological or religious text.
+ 11 lines.
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by l in.; .....
omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men.

Part of an

[79-7-8, 197]
a
+) 8 lines.
.........
+
12
l
in.;
by
1in.
Fragment of the left half,
Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian
Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889,
version, and directions for ceremonies.
[79-7-8, 199]
p. 432.
Left-hand corner, 1in. by 1 in.; ...... + 7 lines. Part of a list of officials

V, F
(>-t>> -nT YL

3>
ay -, >> >_

,

r7
>-

,

Y- , etc.), probably belonging to a historical inscription.
a-YY iY
h
[79-7-8, 200]
..
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1- in. by 1l in.; 9 + ..
for
directions
and
incantations
Part of a text containing
lines.
[79-7-8, 201]
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
.....
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1| in. by 18 in.; 12
lines. Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies
(.....)
and rites to preserve a man's life under certain circumstances.
[79-7-8, 202]
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by l1in.; 8 + .......... lines in doublecolumns. Part of an explanatory list. The subject matter is of an
[79-7-8, 203]
astrological character.
Part of an omen-text.
[79-7-8, 204]
3
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1 in.; .. .. + 10 lines. Part of a
[79-7-8, 205]
text containing directions for ceremonies and rites.
Right-hand corner, 12 in. by 1 7lin.; 3 + 8 lines.
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Fragment out of the middle, 21 in. by 1y3 in.; 17 + ..... lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
L79-7-8, 206]
lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 18 in.; 10 + ..........
of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see
[79-7-8, 207]
above, p. 1570), Column VI, lines 71 if.
in.; 5 + 6 lines.

Right-hand corner, 2 in. by lI

Part of a religious text.
[79-7-8, 208]

Left-hand corner, 1 in. by l1in.; 10 +.....lines.
-¢½,. ,;
:±Y -4
be2ginning :-E;mf

Part of a prayer,

[79-7-8, 209]
E7

... .. ... ) lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 12 +
Part of an astrological text concerning the movements of the planets
[79-7-8, 210]
>I-< Y>> ), etc.
(->
....
Fragment of the lower portion, 28 in. by 1iT in.; 3 + 6 +....
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
[79-7-8, 211]
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
Upper portion, left half, 1- in. by 1- in.; 3 + 8 + 1 + (left-hand edge)
1 lines; between lines 1 and 2 of obverse is a seal-impression. Part of
a private contract. The date is mutilated:-

-"

->
>7

<Y-

>

YYrSY Y

V

,

l <
4A
4

-

t+
/

»*X

Fragment of the upper portion, 21 in. by 1- in.; 9 + ...
an omen-text concerning houses, etc.
(....
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; ....
of a text containing astrological forecasts.

[79-7-8, 212]
lines. Part of
[79-7-8, 213]
+ 7 lines. Part
[79-7-8, 214]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; ..... + 7 lines. Part of a
report of the class described above, p. 259f., K. 1288(?). [79-7-8, 215]
lines; above line 1
Portion out of the middle, 3g in. by 2I in.; 8 + ....
are traces of a seal-impression. Part of a private contract concern[79-7-8, 216]
ing a sale of land.
lines..
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l-6in. by l1in.; 8 + .....
[79-7-8, 217]
Part of an omen-text.
+ 8 lines. Part
Fragment of the left half, 13 in. by 1 in.; ..... (.....)
of a text containing incantet ons and directions for ceremonies.
[79-7-8, 218]
-

*

Partly effaced.
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Upper portion, left half, 2,4 in. by 1 in.; 10 + ( ..........
Part of an incantation-text.

+) 3 lines.
[79-7-8, 219]

Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 18 in. by 1l in.; 11 lines. Part
of an inscription of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr.,
Column I, lines 20 ff.
[79-7-8, 220]
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 1 in.; .....

+ 14 lines.

Forecasts.
[79-7-8, 222]

Portion of the left half, 23 in. by 2 in.; 19 + 22 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of certain stars. The lines of the various Sections begin with y'
,---

-M. Y
d->+

M-+ add Y ^FT-++-

"y! -Y4,

respectively.
Y 4

y Fl-+ -+

^^

Y

Ad

Y.and Y

,+

ATd

I

A colophon-line begins:To
~V+$

$
4-

,-

«%-I

*<
[79-7-8, 223]

Right-hand corner, 1- in. by 1¼in.; 2 + 7 lines.
forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by
lines. Part of a religious text.

3in.;

Part of a text containing
[79-7-8, 224]
(...

+.) 4 + 5 (+....)
[79-7-8, 225]

Left-hand corner, lin. by 1 in.; 3 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
of names of deities.

Part of a list
[79-7-8, 226]

Left-hand corner, lin. by lin.; 9 + 2 + 5 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of Venus
(>

>+
4-

>b-y),

etc.

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 2in.; 12 + .....
Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[79-7-8, 227]

( ..... ) lines.
[79-7-8, 228]

Fragment of the lower portion, lmin. by 1-%in.; 10 + 7 lines. Part of an
o men-text.
[79-7-8, 229]
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1-in.; 7 + .....
lines; Babylonian.
Part of an omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may
happen to men.
[79-7-8, 230]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1k in. by lTin.;

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.

. + 5 lines.
[79-7-8, 231]

. . . .

Fragment out of the middle, 2§in. by 1Lin.; 11 + 11 lines. Part of a
historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
[79-7-8, 232]
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lines. Part
[79-7-8, 233]

Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 13in.; 9 + .........
of a mythological or religious text.

Complete, 21in. by 1'in.; 15 + 3 + 16 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 4 lines.
i concerning public
Letter to the king from Y H'- A- Y <i _E
- and the land of
J
affairs. Mention is made of y -4 + + -4'« sa
<^4

[79-7-8, 234]

Y{, etc.

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1 in.; 10 + 10 lines.
religious (?) text.

Fragment of a
[79-7-8, 235]

)
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2in. by 12-inl.; ..... (...
+ 12 lines. Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and
[79-7-8, 236]
rites.
lines.
in.; 8..........)
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by
Part of an omen-text concerning the births of monstrosities.
[79-7-8, 237]
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 18in.; 10 + 1 lines.
text.

Part of an incantation[79-7-8, 238]

Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by lin.; 13 + 6 lines; Babylonian.
Portion of a religious text, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian
[79-7-8, 239]
version.
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 2+in. by 1 D6in.; 4 + 12 +..........
Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites connected with the celebration of the festivals of certain deities. The
text of Section II of Column II begins:- -

-<4

-

xT

7

.

[79-7-8, 240]
+ 4 + 6 lines. Part
Left-hand corner, 1sin. by 1lin.; 10 + ...
rites.
and
for
ceremonies
of a text containing directions
[79-7-8, 241]
Fragment of the right half, 1lin. by 1 in.; 8 + 7 lines. Part of prayer.
[79-7-8, 242]
+) 28 lines
+
Fragment of the left half, 3 in. by 15in.; 26 + (....
(in double-columns). Part of a list of names of liquids, etc. (I, A,
[79-7-8, 243 + 79-7-8, 286]
). _,T,
-4,
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
lines. Part of a religious(?) text.

1lin.;

6 + 5 + .+.

6
[79-7-8, 244]

.lines (in
5 +.........
Fragment out of the middle, lIin. by lin.;
double-columns ?). Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms (?).
[79-7-8, 245]
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+7 lines. Part of
........
Fragment of the left half, 1-in. by lkin
a text containing astrological forecasts for the various months,
[79-7-8, 246]
concerning eclipses, etc.
Fragment out of the middle, 23in. by 2-in.; 16 ..........
of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.*

lines. Part
[79-7-8, 247]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-Tin.by lin.; 12 + .........
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.

lines. Part
[79-7-8, 248]

Fragment of the right half, l in. by l in.; (

..... +)

13 + traces of 7

(+ ....
) lines. Part of a text containing forecasts similar to
[79-7-8, 249]
those of K. 3951 (see above, p. 579), etc.
Fragment out of the middle, 13in. by Iin.; 11 + ....
of an incantation-text.

...

lines. Part
[79-7-8, 250]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by lin.; 15 + 5 lines. Part of a mythological legend belonging to the 4th tablet of the Series T- L-~
~ dyS. Cf. DELITZSCH, Abh.andl. der K. S. Gesellsch. d. Wissenscl.,
Vol. XXXIX (1896), p. 12; and supra, p. 533, K. 3437.
[79-7-8, 251]
....
+ 9 + 3 lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 5in.;
Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
ceremonies.
[79--7-8, 252]
Left half, lower portion, 31{-in. by 3in.; 20 + 21+ (......... +
.... + +..-.
+) 18 + 16 lines in double-columns. Part of a text
containing grammatical paradigms, including an explanatory
list with glosses. Duplicate of K. 4369; cf. supra, p. 625. For the
text see W.A.I. V, 40, No. 1; cf. also HAUPT, Keilschriftt., p. 199, and
BEZOLD, P.S.B.A., Vol. XI, p. 50.
[79-7-8, 253]
Fragment of the right half, 11in, by

8

in. ; 5 +

lines.

....

containing forecasts.

Part of a text

[79-7-8, 254]

Portion of the right half, 1lin. by 5in.; 10 + 8 lines.
the king,

Part of a letter to
[79-7-8, 255]

Lower half, 1lin. by 1in.; 7 + 4 lines; Babylonian,
the king.

Part of a letter to
[79-7-8, 256]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, 1iin. by 1-1 in.; ....
+ 16 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.
Mention is made of Y ->- <utt
dY!_ <<<y 4^.t
[79-7-8, 257]
Lower half, 1-in. by 1lin.; 8 + 2 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part of a
private contract.
[79-7-8, 258]
* Cf. vtpr~a, p. 436., no~te **.

t Partly effaced.
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Left half, lower portion, 12 in. by 1 in.; 5 + 3 + 4 lines. Part of a letter
concerning the transport of the images of certain genii (m: t -4<T¥<

.- ~,- ~¶).
%[79-7-8,

259]

Lower portion of one side,
of a letter.

-16 in. by 1-y in.; 14 + 1 + .....

lines. Part
[79-7-8, 260]

Left half, upper portion, 21 in. by 13 in.; 15 + 12 lines. Part of a letter to
the king. Mention is made of y .-4- A H
[A-].*
[79-7-8, 261]
Left half, upper portion, 11 in. by
the king.

in.; 11 + 1 lines.

Part of a letter to
[79-7-8, 262]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 18 in. by 1 in.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.

9 + 2 + 9 lines.
[79-7-8, 263]

Left half, upper portion, 1- in. by 4 in.; 9 + 9 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
Part of a letter to the king. Cf. BEZOLD, Or. Dipl., p. xvi, note 2.
[79-7-8, 264]
Nearly complete, 2- in. by 11 in.; 12 + 1 + 3 lines.
·
the text of Section III of obverse reads:---

List of objects.
; ]~

yAl

<

E.g.,
Iv|

Yvv
Y-<< -Y 4- <-T41II> YVW= >e<
f Y <?^
G I 'YYY
YT-Yyrt
AX
<I >
sAT
<U
¢Y
-Y
<G4
i
<>
L
4
-y
bn
<YTI v >
r

Vy

[79-7-8, 265 + 79-7-8, 270]

_:

~_.

yy

Left half, lower portion, l
letter to the king.

in. by lpin.; 11 + 4 + 9 lines. Part of a
[79-7-8, 266]

Left half, upper portion, 14 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 9 + 3 lines.
to the king.
Left half, upper portion, 2 1 in. by 1letter to the king.
Right-hand corner,

1

in. by1

in.; 6 +.

in.; 12 + .....

. lines.

Part of a letter
[79-7-8, 267]
lines. Part of a
[79-7-8, 268]

Part of a letter.
[79-7-8, 269]

+ 11 lines;
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; .....
Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts; it
probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work y ; p-

-y.X

iyd.T

271]

:-[79-7-8,

Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; 12 + 7 lines. Part of a letter to
, ;,: concerning public affairs.
the king from [FY +-?] k ..
[79-7-8, 272]
* Attempled restoration after KK. 622, 7373, 8855;

ef. svp'ra, pp. 141, 848, 966.
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Fragment of the right half, 1- in. by l in.; 12
.. lines. Part of a
letter concerning the images of certain genii (,4- * yf<-+ >-- d o-).
[79-7-8, 273]
Portion out of the middle, 1 in. by 7 in.; 13 +.....
lines. Part of a
letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the
-cities of
't
-yand
y-. -y
yy meX
[79-7-8, 274]
Portion out of the middle, 1 1 in. by 18 in.; 9 + traces of 6 lines. Part of
a private contract.
[79-7-8, 275]
Fragment out of the middle, 1
of an omen (?)-text.

5

in. by 1i in.;

8 + .........

lines. Part
[79-7-8, 276]

Fragment of the upper portion, 23 in. by 2 in.; 4 -f .....
lines. Beginning
of a hymn to the goddess Ista, " the Lady of Nineveh ' ( -<(~
>-Y
-

t Yf
M).

[79-7-8, 277]

Right half, lower portion, 1 in. by
report(?).

1

in.;

5+ 5

8 lines. Part of a
[79-7-8, 278]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. by 1 in.; 12 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with
Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column II, lines 131 if.
[79-7-8, 279]
Fragment out of the middle, 21 in. by 1 in.; 5 + 6 lines. Part of a
historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
[79-7-8, 280]
Fragment out of the middle, 1§ in. byg in.; 1 + ..........
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.

lines. Part
[79-7-8, 284]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2½in.; 7 + 10 + ..........
lines in
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.
[79-7-8, 285]
Nearly complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 1 1 in. by 1g in.;
8 + 5 lines. Private contract concerning a loan of money. It is
dated:5;
[4] <[]
<Y [y-??
(>--Y]
Y
i.e., B.C. 688.
[79-7-8, 287]
Portion of a cylinder, 4¼in. long, segmental arc 23 in., chord 2½ in.; 17 lines.
Part of an inscription of Sennacherib. Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1 (see
below, p. 1728), etc.
[79-7-8, 288]
Left half. upper portion of reverse, 2 iin. by 2¼in.; .....
+ 11 lines. Part
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Cf.
DELITZSCH, Iandw., p. 497.
[79-7-8, 289]
*

Partly effaced.
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Portion out of the middle, 23 in. by 2- in.; 23 + 21 lines; marginally-ruled.*
Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. This fragment
probably belongs to the same tablet as Rm. 126; see above, p. 1585; cf.
also p. 1583, Rm. 117.
[79-7-8, 290]
Fragment out of the middle, 3 in. by 14 in.; 14 + 8 +..........
lines in
double-columns. Part of a list of names of gates (i; A), named after
[79-7-8, 291]
various gods, etc.
Upper portion, 23 in. by 1-in.; 14 + 11
1 lines; the words are occasionally
separated by division-marks. Part of a letter or report concerning
certain officers who were killed in war. Mention is made of ¥
yIy~-V
A- A-, the city of :yy >~
~ >TY; ,and the land of A ~Yyy
[79-7-8, 292]
y
>Ty, etc.
Lower half, 1-in. by 1-in.;
14 + 4 + 15 lines. Part of a letter to the
king concerning the delivery of certain amounts of silver and gold.
[79-7-8, 293]
Part of an
Left half, lower portion, 2 in. by 21 in.; 12 + 13 lines.
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. For a duplicate
[79- 7-8, 295]
to obverse, lines 9 ff., see above, p. 1389, Sm. 217.
Portion of the right half, 5 in. by 31 6 in.; 8 + 18 + 27 + 22 lines in four
columns. Part of an explanatory list of the class " Sc." The text is
For a duplicate see above, p. 870,
published W.A.I. V, 22, No. 2.
[79-7-8, 300]
K. 7726.
Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 21 in.; 19 + .....
Sumero-Akkadian religious text.

lines.
Part of a
[79-7-8, 3011

Complete cylinder, 10 in. long, the diameter increasing from 43 in. to 5 in.;
95 lines; marginal number<. Inscription of Sennacherib. Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see below, p. 1728. Cf. STRASSMAIER, A. V,t pp. 268,
392, 589, 668, 673, 680, 696, 1065, 1095; EVETTS, Zeits., 1888, p. 311;
and BEZOLD, in SCHRADER'S Bibl., Vol. II, p. 80, note 12.

[79-7-8, 302]

Complete octagonal object of alabaster, 101 in. long, 3- in. wide, 2 in. high;
11 lines in archaic characters. Inscription of Pudil (IY |>).
For the text and a transliteration of it see WINCKLER, Zeits., 1887,
p. 313, and plate IIT. Cf. also ABEL-WINCKLER, Keilschriftt., p. 3; and
[79-7-8, 303]
SCHRADER, Bibl., Vol. I, p. 4 f
Cf. supra, p. 483, note *.
t The document is there quoted as 79-7-8, 1.
VOL. IV.
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Lower portion of a prismoid, 4{ in. high, one side of the base 1- in.;
31 + 25 +..........+
27 + 28 lines. Part of an inscription of
Sennacherib. The text of Columns I and II corresponds with that of
Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 32 ff.; Column II, lines 14if. Cf. BEZOLD,
in SCHRADER'S Bibl., Vol. II, p. 80, note 3; and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885,
p. 167 f., No. 5.
[79-7-8, 305]
Upper portion of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base 3 in.;
4 + ..........
+ 13 + 11 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 1 ff.; Column
V, lines 8 ff.; Column VI, lines 1 ff.
[79-7-8, 307]
Upper portion of a prismoid, 4- in. high, one side of the base at least 2- in.;
24 + 18 + .......... lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal.
Cf. Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column IV, lines 1 ff.; Column V, lines
31 ff.
[79-7-8, 308]
Lower portion, 8½in. by 6 in.; 38 + 45 lines.

estates (?) and " their people" (;.4

Part of a list of owners of

>_¥J

d>i), similar to those of

K. 6339, K. 8363, etc.; cf. supra, pp. 781, 920.

[79-7-8, 309]

Fragment of the lower portion, 43 in. by 3 in.; 11 + 8 lines.
similar to the preceding number.

Part of a list
[79-7-8, 310]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-7 in. by
in.; 11 +..........)
lines.
Part of an astrological text concerning the directions in which flashes
of lightning (<4, ~yy) travel, etc.
[79-7-8, 311]
Portion of the left half, 1 in. by 3 in.; 8 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of

Y t [<<<y

_ _-4-

Portion of the left half,
letter to the king.

1

[79-7-8, 312]

etc.
e?],
in. by

7 in.;

9 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
[79-7-8, 313]

Fragment of the lower portion, lI in. by 1 6 in.; 7 + ( .
.+-....+
.
7
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[79-7-8, 314]
Left half, upper portion, 2¼in. by 4 in.; 17
..... + (edge) 3 lines. Part
of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of
YT>+

t

>The '

.

Portion out of the middle, 2in. by - 6in.; ..
letter to the king.

[79-7-8, 315]

. + 17 lines. Part of a
[79-7-8, 316]
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Left half, lower portion of' one side, 15 in. by 3 in.; ....
Part of a letter to the king concerning private affairs.

+ 12 lines.
[79-7-8, 317]

Fragment of the right half, 15in. by
of a text containing forecasts.

[79-7-8, 318]

1

1

(....) lines. Part

in.; 6 +.....

Fragment out of the middle, 1H in. by 1 1in.; 9 + 5 lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning the actions of snakes, etc.
[79-7-8, 319]
Fragment ot of the middle, 4l-in. by 1 in.; 12 - 11 +
Part of a mythological text.
Fragment out of the middle, 1-61 in. by 1 in.; 10 + .....
omen-text concerning snakes.

..... lines.
[79-7-8, 320]
lines.

Part of an
[79-7-8, 321]

in. by 1l in.; 10 ..... .. .
) lines.
Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[79-7-8, 322]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by lin.; 12 + .....
(.....)
lines.
Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[79-7-8, 323]
+.....
+ 4 + 7 lines
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; .....
(in double-columns?). Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms (?). Of the catch-line only the end is visible:
,fE.
EV
[79-7-8, 324]
lines. Fragment of a
Fragment of the left half, 1 in, by i in.; 9 + ....
[79-7-8, 325]
mythological legend.
Fragment out of the middle, 1T

Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by

lines. Forecasts.
[79-7-8, 326]
middle, 2
by 1in.; 14 + ..........
) lines.
Fragment out of the win.
Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[79-7-8, 327]
lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of the right half, 11 in. by 1- in.; 11 + .....
[79-7-8, 328]
Forecasts.
15

in*; 11 +

....

lines. Fragment
[79-7-8, 329]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 11 +..........
casts.

lines. Fore[79-7-8, 330]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-3 in. by 1 Iin.; 8
of a religious text.

Fragment out of the middle, l -iin. by I-fj
in.; 8
..... lines. Part of a
.....
text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

Of a colophon-line only the middle part is visible:--[a-d
*i

n-

fT i

zTYY
.-

A-J Vy]

[79-7-8, 331]

./_
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 4 + 6 lines. Part of a text
containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.
The catch-line begins:-[-+ ?]
-Y
* -- - ',,
.
[79-7-8, 332]
Fragment of the left half, 2-76 in. by - in.; 20 + .....
lines. Portion
of an incantation-text, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian
version.
[79-7-8, 333 + 79-7-8, 339]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
of a religious text.

in.; 8 +..

.

...) lines. Part
[79-7-8, 334]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 3in.;
....
+ 14 + ........
lines. Part of a mythological or religious text.
[79-7-8, 335]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by - in.; 5 + . . .lines.
Part of an
omen-text concerning the state of certain parts of the human body.
[79-7-8, 336]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 - in.; traces of 3 + 8 + .....
..... lines. Part of a list of the names of members of certain
families, etc., similar to that of K. 2017; see above, p. 386 f.
[79-7-8, 337]
Fragment of the left half, l3 in. by l-5-in.; 10 +.....lines. Part of a
religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[79-7-8, 338]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 7 in. by 1 in.; 6 + . ...
Part of a prayer.

lines; Babylonian.
[79-7-8, 340]

Fragment of the left half, I in. by in.; .
.........
)+ 4 lines. End
of an astrological(?) text, forming, according to the colophon, the 1st
tablet of a Series beginning with
>4 -, ij.
The catch-line

reads:-- =y
>i E- >I{:

, ,'

Fragment out of the middle, -1 in. by in.; ...
Fragment of a mythological legend.

^

[79-7-8, 341]

+ 7 + ..........
lines.
[79-7-8, 342]

Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by }15 in.; 7 .........
A
) lines.
Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites.
[79-7-8, 343]
Fragment out of the middle, -l in. by 4 in.; 7 + ...
of a text containing astrological forecasts.

.'. ....

lines. Part
[79-7-8, 344]

Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by s in.; 8 + ..........
lines. Part
of a text containing forecasts concerning the y-yY, etc. [79-7-8, 345]
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 5 in. by in.; 8
double-columns).
Part of an explanatory list i
according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs.

['(

. lines; Babylo
Fragment out of the middle, l1a in. by 1 in.; 8 + ..
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning a-,,
OJ and Ad
etc.
[79-7-8, 34',

C

Fragment of the left half, 1 5 in. by 7 in.; 8
lonian. Part of an incantation-text.

....

) lines; Baby[79-7-8, 348]

Fragment out of the middle, l- in. by in.; 11 +.
.........
) lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning
eclipses, etc.
[79-7-8, 349]
Fragment out of the middle, - in. by
g
in.; 7 +.........
double-columns). Part of a list of names of plants.

lines (in
[79-7-8, 350]

Fragment out of the middle, 18 in. by in. .....
+ 6
+.....
+
...
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases
of the chest. One Section begins :-- ,.
< +
-- <D
E ''A
[79-7-8, 351]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by -3 in.; 7 + ....
double-columns?). Part of a list of names of stars.
Fragment out of the middle, 12in. by
3 lines. Part of an omen-text.
y 3T.

.. ) lines (in
[79-7-8, 352]

in.; . ....... ..
+ 6 + traces of
Three sentences begin with ¥ a
[79-7-8, 353]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
text containing forecasts.

in.; ...

__

+ 11 lines. Part of a
[79-7-8, 354]

_
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omplete cylinder, 101 in. long, the diameter increasing from 4 in. to 51 in.;
95 lines; marginal number <. Inscription of Sennacherib containing an account of his first three campaigns and of certain buildingoperations during his reign. The colophon contains a date :---S
:Y~
i.e., April>-V 1Y
1,
v
- ~ a
-vT <\yF ~is >- I <>->- """-o
May, B.c. 700. For duplicates see above, pp. 323-5, 1514, 1524, 1574,
1575, 1643, 1689, 1699, 1722 f., and Vol. III, p. xii, KK. 1636a, 1636b,
1637, 1638, 1639, 1640, 1641, 1642, 1644, 1646, 1647, 1648, 1650, 1838,
4492; SSm. 1894, 2007; RRm. 38, 39; Rm. 2, 91; 48-11-4, 281;
79, 7-8, Nos, 3, 288, 302, and below, pp. 1729, 1739, 1755, 1768, 80-7-19,
Nos. 2, 3, 14, 101; 81-2-4, Nos. 42, 44, 46, 47, 175, etc. The text of lines
56 if. has been published, with the variant readings of some of the
duplicates, a transliteration, translation and notes, by EVETTS, Zeits.,
1888, pp. 311 ff. Cf. also ibidem, p. 253; BEZOLD, ibid., 1889, p. 96, and
in SCHRADER'S Bibl., Vol. II, p. 80j note 10; DELITZSOH, Parad., pp. ix,

188, 239, 286, 288, 2905 294, 295; fHebr. Lavg., p. 23, note 1; and
SOHRADER, K.A,T,, 2nd edition, pp, 286, 316; C.O.T., Vol. I, pp. 279,
310.
[80-7-19, 1]
Complete cylinder, 10in. long, the diameter increasing from 4 in. to 51 in.;
95 lines; marginal number <, Inscription of Sennacherib. Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1, q.v. Cf. STRASSMAIER, A.V., pp. 189, 1104; EVETTS,
Zeits., 1888, p. 311; and BEZOLD, in SCHRADER'S Bibl., Vol. II, p. 80,

note 11.

[80-7-19, 2]

Complete cylinder, 9} in. long, central diameter 4¼in.; 95 lines; marginal
numbers < and A.* Inscription of Sennacherib.
Duplicate of
80-7-19, 1, q.v.

Cf. STRASSMAIER, A. V,

pp. 449, 938; EVETTS, Zeits.,

1888, p. 311; and BEZOLD, in SCHRADER'S Bibl., Vol. II, p. 80 f.
[80-7-19, 3]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 2} in. high, one side of the base at
least 23 in.; 13 + 12 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription of
Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr., Column IV, lines 19 ff.;
Column V, lines 21 ff.
[80-7-19, 4]
* This document was presented by the Trustees of the British Museum to H.I.M. the Sultan,
August, 1893. The above description is taken from a copy of the cylinder made at that time by
Dn. WALLIS BUDGE, and preserved in the British Museum.
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Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of a historical
at least 1'in.; 11 + 13 + ..........
inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Sennacherib.
[80-7-19, 5]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the base
... + 10 + 11 lines. Part of an inscription
at least 1 in.; ....
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
[80-7-19, 6]
Column IX, lines 122 ff.; Column X, lines 95 ff.
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 23 in. high, one side of the
Part of an inscription of
base at least 1 in.; 16 + 14 lines.
1 (see above, p. 1570),
Rm.
with
corresponding
Assurbanipal,
[80-7-19, 7]
Column VIII, lines 81 ff.; Column IX, lines 75 ff.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base
Part of an
+ 13 lines.
.......
at least 1 -in.; traces of 4 +
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above,
[80-7-19, 8]
p. 1570), Column X, lines 99ff.
Fragment of the lower portion of a prismoid, 25 in. high, one side of the
+ 7 lines. End and colophon of a
base at least 1 in.; .........
[80-7-19, 9]
historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
Fragment of a cylinder, 2 7- in. long, segmental arc 2- in.; chord 2§ in.; 17
lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib. The text corres[80-7-19, 10]
ponds with Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 19 ff.
Fragment of a cylinder, iin. by 1- in.; 13 lines. Part of an inscription
of Sennacherib. The text corresponds with Senn. Pr., Column I,
[80-7-19, 11]
lines 67 ff.
Fragment of a cylinder, 2 in. by 1- in.; 8 lines. Part of a historical inscrip[80-7-19, 12]
tion of an Assyrian king, probably Sennacherib.
Fragment of a cylinder, 2} in. by 11 in.; 7 lines separated from each other
by division-rules. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king
[80-7-19, 13]
similar to those mentioned above, p. 327, K. 1662.
1
Fragment of a cylinder, 15 in. by T9 in.; 9 lines. End of an inscription
[80-7-19, 14]
of Sennacherib. Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1, q.v.

Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 4in. high, one side of the base at
lines. Part of an inscription of
least 24 in.; 24 + 29 + ..........
Esarhaddon. The contents appear to be similar to those of K. 3082;
see above, p. 501; cf. also p. 326, note *. For the text see R. F. HARPER,
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Hebraica, Vol. IV, pp. 18ff., and ROGERS, Two texts of Esarhaddon, Abstract from Haverford College Studies, No. 2 (1889); cf. also EVANS, An
essay on Assyriology (London, 1883), p. 65; HILPRECHT-DELITZSCH, Zeits.,
1885, p. 93, note 2; WINCKLER, ibidem, 1887, p. 306; Untersuchiungen,
p. 98; and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 157 f., No. 11.
[80-7-19, 15]
Nearly complete, 25 in. by 1 3in.; 16 + 6 lines. Letter to Assurbanipal
4- : [y) concerning a revolt of the Elamite king Tammariti
(y
<<E< - Cf._).Guide Kou^y. Gall., 1885,
< A 0<
m
(Y ~ M
p. 145 f, No. 16.
[80-7-19, 16]
Complete, 23 in. by l- in.; 13 + 2 lines. Letter to Assurbanipal from his
brother Saosduchinos (y ~+ id <4 >~ GI-A 4) concerning y +
jk.
For the text see STRASSMAIER, A.F., pp. 811,
_(FYY
_
< <
978, and S. A. SMITH, P.S.B.A., Vol. X, p. 312 f., and plate; cf. also
LEHMANN, Samass., p. 25; ZEHNPFUND, Beitr. z. Assyr., Vol. I, p. 502,

note **; and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 145, No. 15.

[80-7-19, 17]

Complete, 21-y in. by 1l - in.; 13 + 2 + 4 lines. Letter to the king from
concerning two unsuccessful observations of the
y Ai- >>-¢_YCY
moon and sun respectively.
[80-7-19, 18]
Complete, 2-5in. by 1 in.; 7 + 1 + 7 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report, and private letter, to the king from y V die<, beginning:v

Y + >

Y YY' d Aa

d

&

A

<-.

The text is

published by PINCHES, Texts, p. 10.

Cf. also DELITZSCH, Hanzdw., p. 462.
[80-7-19, 19]
Nearly complete, 2 1-in. by 14 in.; 13 + 1 + 6 lines. Letter to the king
concerning an eclipse of the sun.
from y -~- 4-yy
-,i',-:,1
[80-7-19, 20]
Nearly complete, 23 in. by 1 in.; 16 + 1 + 14 lines. Letter to the king
from YA-->Y
'-y
V yy
concerning private affairs.
[80-7-19, 21]
Nearly complete, 28 in. by 1 in.; 18 + 2 + 13 lines. Letter to the king
from y -4+ -y>
4-- concerning private affairs.
[80-7-19, 22]
Nearly complete, 2- in. by 11 in.; 14 + 13 + 3 lines.
fiom Y --V >-4- I concerning religious matters.
and Sore., p. xxiv, and note 3.

Letter to the king
(f. KING, Bab. Magic
[80-7-19, 23]

Nearly complete, 2 in. by 1- in.; 14 + 1 + 13 + 2 lines. Letter to the
king from y `yY <[yT >-] * concerning the transport of sheep, etc.
_- VY~and the cities of -yy
M >+<Y1
Mention is made of y

and of

>Tyy

<^ yy yV Y.t
* Attempted restoration after K. 606; see above, p. 188.

t Partly effaced.

[80-7-19, 24]
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Complete, 1 in. by - in.; 9 + 2 + 10 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines.
Letter to the king from Y4_ <{Y:
concerning the transport of horses.
For a transliteration and translation of the text see PINCHES, P.S.B.A.,
Vol. IV, p. 12 f., and DELITZSOH, Beitr., Vol. II, p. 54 f.; cf. also Handw.,
p. 201; and Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 145, No. 14.

[80-7-19, 25]

Complete, 23 in. by -l in.; 13 + 1 + 14 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 2 + (righthand edge) 1 lines. Letter to the king from myd4- r-S
- concerning the transport of horses. For the text see STRASSMAIER, A. V.,
pp. 814, 873, and for a transliteration and translation cf. PINCHES,
P.S.B.A., Vol. IV, p. 13 f., and DELITZSCH, Beitr., Vol. II, pp. 51 ff.; see
also Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 145, No. 14 A.
[80-7-19, 26]
Lower half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 17 + 11 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king concerning military affairs. Mention is
made of

Y>,

>.

[80-7-19, 27]

Lower half, 3-3 in. by 2-3 in.; 11 + 16 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
to the king concerning military affairs. Mention is made of Ya-:Sl=
2_Y

4kYY

m

and j'-==

>-t <<.

[80-7-19, 28]

Upper half, 1 in. by lin.;
7 + 5 lines. Part of a list of animals and
liquids serving for offerings. The colophon reads:--4-+ p BY
[80-7-19, 29]
<A ~- 41I -t>: TYYY >YV
YYYTT

i<

Left half, upper portion, 2in. by l-6 in.; 14 + ..... lines. Part of a
letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is made of
yVy --Vy i iy and the city of -Ty
-Y , etc.
[80-7-19, 30]
Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 1 + 10 lines. Part of a
private contract.
[80-7-19, 31]
Lower half, I

-in.

by 1D in.; 8 + 1 + 4 lines; in line 2 of reverse are

division-marks between two words.
concerning religious matters.

Part of a letter to the king
[80-7-19, 32]

Right half, lower portion, 2¼
in. by l 5-in.; 17 + 17 lines. Part of a letter
(to the king) concerning public affairs.
Mention is made of y'
(4---)
-Y and the land of Elam (
<{y y <ME).
<,
[80-7-19, 33]
Lower half, 21 in. by 1Iin.; 6 + 8 lines; Babylonian.
names of persons (¥ ->"--*

>

<<

4f,

¥ 2;

probably belonging to a private letter.
Lower half 1 1 5 in. by 1 in.;1 15 + 5 lines; Babylonian.
to the king concerning public affairs.
VOL. IV.

Part of a list of
%<
-+ i,
etc.),
[80-7-19, 34]
Part of a letter
[80-7-19, 35]
10 M
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Lower half, 2-

in. by 1 in.; 14 lines.

Part of a letter (to the king)

concerning an eclipse of the moon; cf. lines 3ff.:--y --

Left

in. by

in.; 17+ <

frY
oT T >-YT;YI
EY at
! IIAQ
Portions 2 in. by
fT

-DS

>t

Left half, 213 in. by
kifrom Y

<

>

z-

_tY
Y
ETI
I -SS-nYD -YTyIe
i- <- t tYY
o T i a> Y eratin.

ncI
I

E

in

p1in.; 3 y 12 lines.

EV.

H --

T

[80-7-19, 36]

Part of a letter to the king from

concerning the transport of horses.
11lin.;

>

letter
y to the king

nes. Prt of

<A- TY
<A I TY T>>-yn --+ <^

-

[80-7-19, 37]

17 + 13 lines. Part of a letter to the king
concerning astrological observations.
To

lines 2 and 3 explanatory interlinear glosses are added by the scribe;
cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 432.
[80-7-19, 38]
Lower half, 2--L-iil. by l-

in.;

13 + 13 lines.

king) concerning astrological observations.

K. d. M., Vol. IV, p. 78, note 2.

Part of a letter (to the
Cf. BEZOLD, I.

Zeits. f. d.

[80-7-19, 39]

Upper half, 1 in. by 18 in.; 14 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
to the king from y >-]Y
CyIY M concerning private affairs.
[80-7-19, 40]
Nearly complete, 2- l in. by 1 in.; 23 + 11 lines. Part of a letter to the
king concerning building-operations in T¶Y H
Yf
YTTTILY.[80-7-19, 41]
Right half, 2-3in. by lin.; 7 + 2 + 9 lines; between lines 1 and 2 of
obverse is part of a seal-impression. Part of a private contract.
The date is mutilated.
[80-7-19, 42]
Portion out of the middle, 1 5in. by 1 iin.;
+ 10 + (left-hand edge)
3 lines.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.
Mention is made of y -- Y BY
y
and T >- <>-yy
y.

[80-7-19, 43]
Upper half, 2-f in. by 2in.; 16 + 16 + 2 lines.
of Esarhaddon (y -+
4[>-?]).

Part of an inscription
[80-7-19, 44]

Upper half, 23in. by 1 in.; 19 + 23 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
letter to the king concerning religious matters, beginning :-A-.
y A.
[60-7-19, 45]
id.
><
I 4
Y '+ <+<<

«

>k

* Partly effaced.
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Nearly complete, 2- in. by 1I in.; 10 + 11 lines; Babylonian.
letter to the king concerning public affairs, beginning:gY
V
V 'vt

4 P7
-Y 1
.',,,7

eY

'\;T;
^< _

yi

<

^.

A.A.

,:,<;:,:AS,:,,:;T-

Mention is made of

"`-Y
SZ
x#·

Part of a

ft , the son of

y >.] Vy <-; the son of

it Yi.
V-<'<<y t2
and the ~
~-,
klyv
obverse are published by STRASSMAIER, A. V., p. 990.

Lines 3-9 of
[80-7-19, 46]

'Y "-.

Complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 1 in. by 1 in.;
6 + 1 + 6 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Private contract con-

cerning a loan of money, dated;- ---_
*
¥-' FT
WW BT y, i.e., May-June, B.C. 692.
Nearly complete, 2in. by 1 in.; 9 + 2 + 8 + 2 lines.

dated:
<Y= +4-

2Y
t¥

<Yft~ ¥V>-+
Y, i.e., Oct.-Nov., B.C. (394.
--

'>

<My

<<

* (?) ;>
[80-7-19, 47]
a(-

Private contract,

>-.

w

[80-7-19, 48]

Portions, 38 in. by 2} in.; 2 (top edge) + 19 + 20 lines; between the top

edge and line 1 of obverse are four nail-marks. Part of a private
contract concerning a sale of slaves, etc. The date is mutilated.
[80-7-19, 49]
Complete, 1- in. by -1-in.; 2 + 1 lines. Memorandum:
Ay<<<V *
ale

; |Y <4

C=

4

>X

-.

Cf. Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 145,

No. 13.

[80-7-19, 50]

Upper half, 2¼ in. by 1 in.; 9 + 9 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 4 lines; between
lines 5 and 6 of obverse are traces of two seal-impressions. Part of
a private contract concerning the sale of certain houses, etc.,
dated:--

*

*

(?)

A

<Y >

[<

i.e., May-June, B.C. 674.

(?)

] C-

*

[80-7-19, 51]

Upper half, 2 in. by 15 in.; 7 4- 15 + 1 lines in Assyrian; on the
edge 1 line in Phoenician; between lines 3 and 4 of obverse
seal-impressions. Part of a private contract concerning
land, dated:--Ads d
T
4 x <Y C
-'JV -+
Nov.-Dec., B.C. 651(?).

left-hand
are three
a sale of
iY;,
i i.e.,

[80-7-19, 52]

Upper half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 4 + 5 + 1 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of

obverse, and on the left-hand and right-hand edges, are three sealimpressions. Part of a private contract, dated:---_ (gy-y t <<Y
,_.y, i.e., Sept.-Oct.,
O,w ·
nf
A
VA
<zT
B.C. 685 (?).

[80-7-19, 53]
*

Partly effaced.
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Complete, 2¼ in. by 1 in.; 4 lines. Astrological report from ] 4-- A, >tY concerning an observation of the moon.
[80-7-19, 54]
Complete, 2]3 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 2 + 9 + 1 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines;
Babylonian. Astrological report from Y ~->yjLAe V
* concerning observations of the moon and certain stars ('-_I,- ,
etc.).
[80-7-19, 55]
Complete, 1-f.in. by Tin.; 4 + 1 lines. Astrological report from the
chief scribe (
>g r_'-To
H
L[) concerning observations of the moon.
[80-7-19, 56]
Complete, 1 in. by lin.; 6 + 1 lines. Astrological report concerning
observations of the moon, and partly relating to public affairs:-- <<<

-YTYY
Yf 0 >£Y
I
ayy
m Y-v ty ak YIi s EvTv <E
E
IiY<«< _Yn<T' 2 TIT_+ -MI - tyma 1
YES
> 4-< <<<
t (?) || Bt Y<A
1V^V7 <If >> >Y M a

yyy

[80-7-19, 57]
Complete, 2 1 in. by 11 in.; 6 + 2 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report to the king (-I
A
fi() fromn y,
T-concerning
observations of Venus (-+ --- <).
[80-7-19, 58]
Nearly complete, 2¼in. by 1- in.; 6 + 2 + 4 + 1 lines; Babylonian.
Astrological report from Y HV xy( concerning observations of the
moon, etc., and partly relating to public affairs.
[80-7-19, 59]
Portions, 2 in. by 18 in.; 10 + 1 + 3 lines. Part of an omen-text concerning births of monstrosities. The sentences begin with >-< ~ -_rY
and >-< >-y '- respectively. Lines 4 and 5 are quoted by STRASSMAIER,
A.

V;, p. 1052, and BEZOLD, Zeits,, 1889, p. 438 f.

[80-7-19, 60]

Nearly complete, 1 in. by lin.; 7 + 2 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report from Y
>Y
_ Yito the king concerning observations of the
moon and sun.
[80-7-19, 61]
Right half, 1-in. by 1 -in.;
5 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astro1
logical report from [Y Y' V y-Y?] >y concerning observations of the
moon and sun, and partly relating to public affairs.
[80-7-19, 62]
Right half, 2§ in. by 1 in.; 8 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report to the king concerning observations of the moon, and
partly relating to public affairs.
[80-7-19, 63]
* This scribe has signed his name twice, viz., on the reverse bottom and left-hand edges.

t Partly effaced.
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Left half, 1 in. by l in.; 10 + 10 lines. Part of an astrological text.
According to the colophon it was copied from an original at Nippur

' [80-7-19, 64]

<
(-K>Y Y).

Portions, 2 1 in. by 1 1 in.; 7+ 5 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report concerning observations of the moon. The name of the
[80-7-19, 65]
scribe is mutilated.
Right half, 1-l6in. by 1-Lin.; 4 lines; Babylonian. Partof an astrological
report from [I >>-Y:T ] > V ai relating to public affairs.
[80-7-19, 66]
Right half, upper portion, 18 in. by 1-3 in.; 13 + 13 + 4 lines. Part of a
A_ S concerning public affairs.
letter to the king from yv - <YYY
[80-7-19, 67]
_ - < y.
Mention is made of the city of -y
Upper half, 2-in. by 1lin.; 7 + 5 lines.

Hi

TA.

:TMY

,:

Part of a letter beginning:[80-7-19, 68]
-?
-?Ty

Left half, 35 in. by 1 in.; 23 + 23 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines; Babylonian.
[80-7-19, 69]
Part of a letter to the king.
Upper half, 53 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of a report,
concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
¢ytF J<t
YV, etc.
Mention is made of y EY ]y y and the > * <(
[80-7-19, 70]
Right half, 33 in. by 2 6 in.; 14 + 16 + 2 lines: Babylonian. Part of a
similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Esarhaddon
[80-7-19, 71]
, va^r.^
: <<<v ~.).
(! -- mye
8 lines; Babylonian. Part of
Right-hand corner, 2-- in. by 1 in.; 9 + +2
[80-7-19, 72]
a similar report concerning public affairs.
Fragment of the lower portion, 2- in. by 1 in.; 3 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of
[80-7-19, 73]
<<<v >_
,)
Esarhaddon (I A4- A
Portion of the lower half, 33 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the
[80-7-19, 74]
>_ f W] Id A
_k < >
Fragment of the lower portion, 21 in. by 2 in.; 10 + ....

lines; Baby-

lonian. Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is
>.)<<<
[80-7-19, 75]
, _--.$
made of Esarhaddon (y >* Partly effaced.
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Right half, upper portion, 33 in. by 31 in.; 16 + 16 + 1 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
p. 259 f., K. 1288. The colophon, which is written in Assyrian
characters, contains a date :- -Y
<Yyt >[80-7-19, 76]

-^ 4-, i.e., Jan.-Febr., B.C. 671 (?).

Fragment of the upper portion, 3- in. by 1- in.; 6 + 7 lines; Babylonian.
Partof asimilar report concerning public affairs. The colophon, which
is written in Assyrian characters, contains a date, part of which is
broken away:--E
A

>->

4

¢

2

-<Y+.

[80-7-19, 77]
Left half, lower portion, 2- in. by 2A3in.;

9 + 5 lines; Babylonian; on the

left-hand edge are four nail-marks. Part of a similar report concerning public affairs.
[80-7-19, 78]
Right-hand corner, 21 in. by 1 in.; .
+ 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a similar report concerning public affairs.
[80-7-19, 79]
Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 22 in.; 22 + 19 lines. Copy of an
omen-text. The lines begin with -< (yy )
J 4X
2 keJ (var.:-- - respectively. For
, - and <'e
-¥YK)> f ) Y, >- i Y
a duplicate see above, p. 840, K. 7250; cf. also p. 596, K. 4112.

[80-7-19, 80]
Left half, upper portion, 25 in. by 2-1S in.; 17 + 9 lines.

Part of an omen-

text forming, according to the colophon, the 2nd tablet of a Series. A
comparison of this text with the duplicates K. 7669 and Rm. 2, 532 (see
above, pp. 866, 1682) shows that the Series referred to begins:-- :-¢Y
[60-7-19, 81]
'R
A.y
W Cf. also p. 421, K. 2192.
Portion out of the middle, 3¼in. by 2- in.; 17 + 16 + 17 + 13 lines. Part
of a "complete" incantation-text. One Section begins:--4~- t < my

-

>

t :;''";', and another ends with >-- F f t

4-

[80-7-19, 82]
Portion out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 11 lines.

Part of a private

contract concerning a sale of land, dated:--uf y
<<V
<YT- > Y
V E
[[IYS?
Io]
v
-^
Y
« >y Y t
<<
[80-7-19, 83]
Portion out of the middle, 35 in. by 22 in.; 19 + 13 lines. Part of a text
containing prayers to Samas and Rammin, and directions for ceremonies and rites.
[80-7-19, 84]
* Cf. Column IV, line 11.

t Partly effaced.
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Upper half, 3 -in. by 2 in.; 13 + 2 lines. Part of an omen-text. The lines
begin with Y KJ<; cf. supra, pp. 834, 1225, 1270, KK. 7156, 12180,
12841.
[80-7-19, 85]
Portion out of the middle, 2-3 in. by 2 in.; 19 + .....
lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc.
[80-7-19, 86]
Upper half, 31in. by l 9 in.; 10 + 2 lines. Part of a text containing
forecasts concerning 4 and yyy, etc., beginning:-

>4T At >Hyt

>E
Y-4

Y-Age

At

Y7 Y^y-

A comparison of line 1 of obverse with the catch-line of K. 3490 (see
above, p. 538) shows that 80-7-19, 87 continues the text of this tablet
and probably contains the text of the 4th tablet of a Series.
[80-7-19, 87]
Portion of the right half, 21 -in. by 2 in.; (.....+)
24 + 16 ( ..... )
lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing incantations and
directions for ceremonies.
[80-7-19, 88]
Upper portion, right half, 3} in. by 2 in.; (.....+)
25 + 12 (+.....)
lines. Part of an omen-text concerning the presence of certain
animals which come round about a man.
[80-7-19, 89]
) + 16 + 21 + traces
of 3 (+ ..... ) lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts
taken from observations of the moon and the star --- -YEy iy- V, etc.;
they partly relate to public affairs. E.g., lines 4 ff. of reverse read:-

Portion of the right half, 34 in. by 2 i;

..........

[Y -4- t Y] Vv Y
V
H
e t----T«
YY<<
Y
T>- V
V v Y'<<K
(y
«
4 <M «
V A <«T-E
yam ^f;ma v 1yTA]
Y<< <u
<<< <<< ¢YT
4-

Y>T
-$ n
Y

v Y-

-+ ^^
Y- V

> E(<«

<Y-'

K< >I-

-%ST

>^ > pr And ny- Y <

Y--..<

[80-7-19, 90]
Upper portion, right half, 2- in. by 2-5 in.; 17 + 11 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
.
Of the catch-line only the end is visible:
Ie A,"
" <b
[80-7-19, 91]

~i --.
*

Partly effaced.

t Written over an erasure.
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+) 27 lines;
.
....
Portion of the left half; 4- in. by 2- in.; 33 + (
marginal note <y-. Part of an omen-text concerning rivers and canals,
etc. It probably belongs to the same Series as KK. 47, 2224, 8191, etc.;
see above, pp. 12, 423, 903. The sentences on obverse begin with
Of the catch-line
sy-ywp; p. 561, K. 3757.
of. supra,
Y (<E) af
only the beginning is visible:-Ad
V" Y
Y
'"
[80-7-19, 92 + 80-7-19, 134]
Portions, 3 in. by 1 in.; 15 + ..... lines; between lines 3 and 4 are traces
[80-7-19, 93]
of a seal-impression. Part of a private contract.
Portion of the lower half, 3 in. by 2-7 in.; 11 + 5 + 23 lines. Part of a
[80-7-19, 94]
text containing regulations for making offerings.
Portion of the lower half, 3- in. by 22 in.; 14 + 10 lines. Part of an omentext concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men and
[80-7-19, 95]
women.
lines;
in.; 1;5 +.....(....)
Fragment out of the middle, 1 i b
partly vitrified. Part of an astrological text concerning observations
[80-7-19, 96]
of the clouds, etc.
Right-hand corner, 2--6 in. by 15 in.; 14 + 7 lines.
text.

Part of a religious
[80-7-19, 97]

Left half, lower portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; 12 + 14 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-y |Y >-H
YT '
monies. A colophon-line reads:-- :TY
etc.
11535,
6142,
KK.
1174,
766,
cf. supra, pp.
i.?
,;
.'x'R-:
l
[80-7-19, 98]
¢<HHIg

Right half, lower portion, 2½in. by 2 in.; 12 + 11 lines. Part of an omentext concerning the chances of a sick man's recovery, etc. [80-7-19, 99]
Left-hand corner, 1 iin. by 1 in.; 8 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain
stars, beginning:>>-

+ _

E

0<F

T'- d/;-2
:>'.-? )Y
./.

This fragment appears to belong to a tablet of the great astrological
-- >
4-TY; cf. supra, pp. 1580. 1582, RRm. 95, 105, etc.
work ^
[80-7-19, 100]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 1- in. high, one side of the
base at least 1 in.; 8 + 8 +........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Sennacherib. Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
[80-7-19, 101]
16 lines. Part
Left half, lower portio, 3 in. by 2- in.; 17 + 15 +....
of a text containing epigraphs which relate to Assurbanipal's campaigns. They probably formed the rough drafts of the texts inscribed
upon various bas-reliefs in his palace; cf. suzpraa, pp. 638, 1481, K. 4515,
Sm. 1350, etc. E.g., the text of Section IV of Column I (lines 11 ff.)
reads:

R<1t
E`T] >+X 4 + WAKY
KeA
He
-- ME-p
AS STYYs
+A 4<2<7Y~t*Y·
y$4A O1 >(
[Y]-Xt4nE

<

+

B

4YY

U

*

-y

>7XY

[80-7-19, 102]
Portions, 3 in. by 2 1in.; 14 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report concerning eclipses, etc. It begins:-- <(<<( - <_<<y
_
[80-A19, 103]
+ < i
YY
<W7t
Lower half, 2- in. by 2 in.; 17 + 13 lines.
total are added by the scribe.

Part of a list of objects. Sums
[80-7-19, 104]

Portion of the right half, 3in. by 2-in.; (..........

+) 6 + 14 + 20 + 11

(+.........)
lines. Part of a list of names of officials. Sums
total are added by the scribe. E.g., Section II of the right-hand
Column of obverse reads:-

Y-+ t « - a
*y

^>-

y?·

1;'- v

-

t^

,
g

-

Y7TY<t
<e -S
~-l~" nt

<Y

+t(?) <«t
N

e>>

U YT .
[80-7-19, 105]

lines.
11
9 (+.....)
Right half, upper portion, 2in. by 2in.; (.....+)
Part of a text containing forecasts; they partly relate to public
[80-7-19, 106]
affairs.
lines.
.........
Fragment out of the middle, 2-in. by l-in.; 12 + 14 +.
Portion of an incantation-text, part of which has an interlinear
[80-7-19, 107]
Assyrian version.
* Partly effaced.
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t Written over an erasure.
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........
+)
17 lines;
Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 2in.; 13 + (
Babylonian. Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and
[80-7-19, 108]
rites.
..............
Left half, lower portion, 2½in. by 2 in.; 17 + 5 + (.
lines. Part of a text containing incantations
+)......11 +....
and directions for ceremonies to be performed by means of magical
[80-7-19, 109]
stones, etc.
+ 16 + 13 + 5 lines. Part
Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by 23in. . ..
of a text containing forecasts concerning _fYt and >-bit, etc.; cf.
[80-7-19, 110]
supra, p. 549, note f.
Right half, lower portion, 3jin. by 2-in.; 6 + 10 lines.
mation of an Assyrian king (?).

Part of a procla[80-7-19, 111]

in.; 13 + 12 + (...............
Left half, upper portion, 2-in. by
+) 16 + 20 lines. Part of a list of objects. Line 9 of the last
.....
[80-7-19, 112]
Column but one contains a sum total.
Right half, lower portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; traces of 2 + 11 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter (to the king?). Mention is made of ¥'?
yV¥k.
-T
[80-7-19, 113]
lines;
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1jin.; 14 +.....(....)
Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts, partly
relating to public affairs. Mention is made of the star >-4- A_-d
[80-7-19, 114]

nA-o, etc.

Portion of the left half, 2sin. by 1in.; 12 + 9 + ( ...............
+) 5 lines. Part of a text containing hymns to the goddess
.....
14-

T

>: r

[i

>_?].

[80-7-19, 115]

4 + 13 ( ....
(..
Right half, lower portion, 25in. by 1l.;
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and prayers. It
[80-7-19, 116]
IA~ tyl-.
may belong to a tablet of the Series id
Fragment out of the middle, 3in. by 1 in.; 11 + 10 + .
Part of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version.

+ . . . .lines.
[80-7-19, 117]

2
) 13
Fragment of the lower portion, 2in. by 11in.; ( ..........
lines. Part of a text containing regulations for
(+..........)
[80-7-19, 118]
making offerings.
lines.
Fragment of the upper portion, 3Sin. by l1in.; 7 + 8 + 11 + ....
Part of a text containing incantations and prayers with an inter* Partly effaced.
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linear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 4624; see above, p. 648. For
the text of obverse see W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., Additions, p. 3; cf. also supra,
p. 1649, Rm. 2, 133.
[80-7-19, 119]
Fragment of the upper portion, 2-T, in. by 2 in.; 13 + .....
a text containing astrological forecasts.

lines. Part of
[80-7-19, 120]

Right half, lower portion, 22 in. by l in.; 15 +6 lines. Part of a prayer,
in the form of a litany, with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[80-7-19, 121]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2¼in. by 2- in.; 11 +14 +
traces of 5 + ..........
lines. Part of a list of objects.
[80-7-19, 122]
Left-hand corner, 1- 3in. by 12 in.; 8 +.....
lines. Beginning of a hymn.
[80-7-19, 123]
Left half, lower portion, 3 in. by 22 in.; 18 + traces of 1
..... + 10
lines. Portion of a hymn, in the form of a litany, part of which has an
interlinear Assyrian version. E.g., the text of Column IV begins:IEM
£T_- ^St~~E'';~

; I-

t^- YET "-T-- I--Y -^-AEYt< god

£

VT >-Y! <7

4-H

-mi-

A40

4

x]T< 4

-7 <^ -N

4n
--

k

<

Y;

x

[80-7-19, 125]
Left half, upper portion, 28 in. by 2- in.; 17 + (
..
+..... ) 8 lines.
Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version, beginning:-A4A- , "k
f

Ad
t
'
y g -+
^i eto
For the text of obverse, lines 7-10, see BEZOLD, Zeits.,
1889, p. 430; cf. also supra, p. 527, K. 3371.
[80-7-19, 126]

§d:H^2-~.,

Right-hand corner, 2-1 in. by 1 in.; 14 + 12 lines; marginally-ruled.t
Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. Of the catch-line
only the end is visible :-"
"-Yyyyt$
-S
. [80-7-19, 127]
Fragment of the left half, 2¼in. by 13 in.; 15
.........
) lines. Part
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[80-7-19, 128]
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 15 in.: 9 + (
......
) 8 lines in
double-columns.
Part of an explanatory list with glosses.
Cf.
BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 430.
[80-7-19, 129]
* Partly effaced.

t Cf. supra, p. 483, note ,.
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Fragment of the lower portion of one side,
i. by 1 in.; 8 +
lines in double-columns.
Part of a text containing grammatical
paradigms, which include proverbs and riddles. E.g., the Assyrian
text of Section III (lines 6ff.) reads:--A >ye >>
y^Y
as >
* I >y E Y*¥Y
*YY
*E
L]
1
Y,
HoyY.
This fragment may
belong to the same tablet as K. 4347; see above, p. 621. [80-7-19, 130]
Fragment of the upper portion, 2 in. by 1in.; 7 + 13 + 11 + 1 lines in
double-columns. Part of a list of names and titles of gods.
[80-7-19, 131]
Fragment of the right half, 2- in. by 1- in.; ..
........
+ 12 lines. Part
of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [80-7-19, 132]
Fragment out of the middle, 15in. by 1in.; 9 + (
.....
+) 8
lines. Part of a text containing epigraphs which relate to Assurbanipal's campaigns.
[80-7-19, 133]
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by
contract.

1

- in.; 9 +10 lines.

Part of a private
[80-7-19, 135]

Fragment out of the middle, 21 in. by 12 in.; 7 + 10 + ..........
lines.
Part of a list of estates (?) and their owners.
E.g., Section II of
Column II (lines 4 ff.) reads:T

Mn

-v>(^

^r

TY

YY tYX ;;<
- Av(?)Y

Y Vn
V$>-

0

[80-7-19, 136]

Portion of the right half, 68 in. by 3 in.; 16 + ....... lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of Esarhaddon (y >-~
zTDTy).
[80-7-19, 137]
4fz
4
< A4), and Assurbanipal (y Lower half, 1lin. by 13 in.; 8 + 9 lines.
cerning the sale of a field.

Part of a legal decision con[80-7-19, 138]

Right half, upper portion, 21 in. by 1- in.; 14 + 15 lines. Part of a letter
to the king from Y -+- C<Ly V v concerning private affairs.
[80-7-19, 139]
Left half, lower portion, 2L in. by 2 in.; 15 + 9 lines. Part of a legal
decision concerning y A y< 4 >--- 4~-Y-,
etc. Mention is made of
Assurbanipal (y >I- YJ {
9,'
).
[80-7-19, 140]
* Partly effaced.
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Right half, 21 in. by 2-- in.; 12 + 9 lines. Part of an inscription of an
[80-7-19, 141]
Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal.
Fragment out of the middle, 24 in. by 1 in.; 11 + .....
religious text.

lines. Part of a
[80-7-19, 142]

Fragment of the right half, 2- in. by 11 in.; 15 + .....
Cf. infra, 80-7-19, 145.

lines. Forecasts.
[80-7-19, 143]

Lower half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 10 + 7 + 6 + 8 + 8 lines.
of objects and their owners; sums total are added
Mention is made of various kinds of written documents,
etc. ($y
n ,
?y
, ,
-Y
YYY
-Al, >; -am do
i)fra, p. 1747, 80-7-19, 262.

Part of a list
by the scribe.
tablets, letters,
-g k). c f[80-7-19, 144]

Fragment of the right half, 3in. by 2 in.; 19 + 7 lines. Forecasts.
This fragment may belong to the same tablet as 80-7-19, 143, q.v.
[80-7-19, 145]
lines. Part of
Fragment of the left half, 2- in. by 13 in.; 14 +..........
a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere[80-7-19, 146]
monies.
Right half, upper portion, 1 in. by 11 in.; 8 + 3 lines.
~A ->, -.
the king from ] -

Part of a letter to
[80-7-19, 147]

24 + 20 (+.....)
Right half, upper portion, 3 in. by 1in.; (.....+)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and
directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
- ' - ,\ < * (?) ]_
':Of a colophon-line only the end is visible
; cf. supra, pp. 540, 587, KK. 3514, 4023, etc. [80-7-19, 148]
' -y; j
Upper portion, left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 5 + 1 lines; on obverse, reverse
and the left-hand edge are six seal-impressions. Part of a private
contract concerning a sale of corn. The date is mutilated.
[80-7-19, 149]
Portion of the left half, 21 in. by lfa in.; 11 + 6 lines.
contract concerning the sale of a slave.
Fragment of the right half,
containing forecasts.

1-in.

by lin.; 8 + ....

Part of a private
[80-7-19, 150]
lines.

Part of a text
[80-7-19, 151]

lines.
13 + 17 (.....)
Right half, lower portion, 2in. by in.; (.....+)
f AT-S),
Part of an incantation-text concerning the Fire-god (~-- ~
[80-7-19, 152]
etc.
* Partly effaced.
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+ 18 lines; Babylonian.
Portion out of the middle, 2T41in. by 1 in.; .....
[80-7-19, 153]
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.
6 + 8 + 1 lines; Babylonian.
Right half, upper portion, lDin. byI1in.;
[80-7-19, 154]
Part of an astrological report to the king.
Left half, upper portion, 1 in. by 1in.; 6 + 7 + 1 lines. Part of an
A.
The sentences begin withy >->YVastrological report.
[80-7-19, 155]
The colophon contains a date.
Fragment of the right half,

1-6in.

by 1'in.; .....

Omens

+ 12 lines.

[80-7-19, 156]

concerning houses, etc.

Left half, upper portion, 11 in. bytI1 in.; 9 + 7 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts, and probably belonging to a tablet of the Series
-< '-Yy; cf. supra, pp. 554, 1646, K. 3671, Rm. 2, 112, etc. The

¢Y.Et
obverse begins:->-<
catch-line only the beginning is visible :-

Ym
-<-

Of the
Y:y >::

.

[80-7-19, 157]
lines. Part of a
Left-hand corner, 1in. by lin.; 12 +..........)
text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
[80-7-19, 158]
the moon.
1in.; 13 + 8 lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1-{
containing astrological forecasts.

Part of a text
[80-7-19, 159]

) lines;
........
in.; 14 .
Fragment of the right half, 11in. by
Babylonian. Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian
[80-7-19, 160]
version.
Fragment of the left half, 2 9 in. by 2¼in.; 3 + 17 lines. Part of an omentext concerning the actions of certain birds. The sentences begin
-T¥
w-w:
-_ytY -yk; cf. supra, pp. 869, 923, K. 7704 and
with y
[80-7-19, 161]
K. 8401.
Fragment of the upper portion, 2- 5 iin. by 2 -in.; 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described
[80-7-19, 162]
above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
15 + 11 (+....)lines.
Right-hand corner, 33in. by 2-in. ; (....+)
and directions for cereprescriptions
Part of a text containing
[80-7-19, 163]
monies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
Right-hand corner, 2 in. by l-5in.; .....
taining forecasts.
*

+ 18 lines.

Partly effaced.

Part of a text con[80-7-19, 164]
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24 (+ ..... )
+)...
.
Fragment of the right half, 3 in. by 1 in.;( .....
lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. To line 5
[80-7-19, 165]
a gloss is added by the scribe.
in.; (.....+)
Right-hand corner, 2in. by
forecasts.
Part of a text containing

lines.
7 + 16 (+.....)
[80-7-19, 166]

+ 18 lines. Part of a
Portion of the left half, 3 in. by 2in.; ..........
and rites.
ceremonies
for
directions
and
prayers
text containing
[80-7-19, 167]
lines.
Fragment out of the lower portion, 28 in. by 1- in.; 6 ± ...
168]
[80-7-19,
report.
Part of an astrological
Fragment out of the middle, 2- in. by 23 in.; 10 + ..... lines. Part of a
[80-7-19, 169]
Sumero-Akkadian religious text.
13 +.....
Fragment out of the middle, 21 in. by 23 in.; (.....+)
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear
(+...)
[80-7-19, 170]
Assyrian version.
Fragment of the left half, 2 - in. by 2 in.; ..... + 7 lines. Fragment of a
[80-7-19, 171]
religious (?) text.
+) 7 lines. Part
..........
Left-hand corner, 15 in. by 1 7 in.; 7 + (.
of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites to be used
[80-7-19, 172]
for the benefit of sick people.
Left half, lower portion, 13 in. by 1-jTin.; 13 + 3 + 13 lines. Part of a
[80-7-19, 173]
letter or report concerning private affairs.
Fragment of the right half, 25 in. by in.; 9 + 13 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. [80-7-19, 174]
Left half, lower portion of reverse, outer part of a case-tablet; 11 in. by
+ 8 lines. End of a private contract. The date is
1- 5 in.; .....
[80-7-19, 175]
mutilated.
Left half, 1 in. by lslin.; 7 + traces of 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
astrological report concerning observations of the moon. It partly
[80-7-19, 176]
relates to public affairs.
a
lines. Part of an
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 13 + ....
omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men
[80-7-19, 177]
and women.
+) 7 lines;
Left half, upper portion, 2- in. by 14 in.; 18 + (... . + ....
Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations similar to those
of K. 3844 (see above, p. 570), and directions for ceremonies. The
[80-7-19, 179]
J 9-'.
{
, <HH
b
catch-line begins:-- -
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Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 1 1 in.; 12 + 8 lines.
or report concerning public affairs.

Part of a letter
[80-7-19, 180]

Fragment of the left half, 11 in. by a in.; 13 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
The catch-line begins:--^
-4f <H-Yq
< ^<,gi..
[80-7-19, 181]
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 11in.; 6 + 3 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning the >_y _, etc. Of the catch-line
only the beginning is visible:->-< - >-y
< ',.
This text
appears to belong to the same Series as that of K. 187; see above, p. 49.
[80-7-19, 182]
Fragment outof the middle, 216-in. by 1- in.; 9 + ....
lines. Fragment
of a private contract (?).
[80-7-19, 183]
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1 itu.; ..........
+ 5 lines (in four
columns?). End of an explanatory list forming, according to the
colophon, the 2nd tablet of a Series beginning with Y>- ,-. Of the
catch-line only the beginning is visible:->
^j- 1Y]
I
;".
[80-7-19, 184]
Right half, lower portion, 1 in. by 15 in.; 12 + 12 lines in double-columns.
Part of a list of names of cities, etc.
[80-7-19, 185]
Fragment of the right half, li
by lin.;
Ln.
7+ 2 lines. Part of a report,
concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[80-7-19, 186]
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by 1 in.;.....
.. +
7...
) lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
[80-7-19, 187]
Portion of the left half, 2in. by 2in.; 13 + 4 lines.
contract.

Part of a private
[80-7-19, 188]

Fragment out of the middle, 18 in. by 1 in.; 11 + short beginnings of 5 +
..... + .
lines. Part of an incantation-text.
[80-7-19, 189]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 12 in.; 9 + 4 +...
..... lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain stars.
[80-7-19, 190]
Fragment out of the middle, l in. by 1 in.; 4 + ..... lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288 (?).
[80-7-19, 1911
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Left half, lower portion, 3 in. by 3 in.; 25 +....
+ 18 + 25 lines in
double-columns.
Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups
according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. Duplicate of KK.
4352, 5803, etc.; cf. supra, pp. 623, 743. For the text see W.A.I. V, 42,
No. 3.
[80-7-19, 192]
Portion of the left half, 43 in. by 2¼in.; 45 +....
14 + 41 lies in
double.columns. Part of an explanatory list of names of vessels,
with glosses. The text is published W.A.I. V, 42, No. 2. For a
duplicate see above, p. 663, K. 4798.
[80-7-19, 193]
Fragment out of the middle, 2¼in. by 1 in.
prayer(?).

.....

8 lines. Part of a
[80-7-19, 194]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2 in. by lin.; 15
.....
(.....)
lines. Part of a religious text.
[80-7-19, 195]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1 in. by 1 5in.; 10 +..........
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[80-7-19, 196]
Right half, 11 in. by 1-in.; 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological
report, concerning public affairs, from [y]
oYt: _e d
_[_ Y Y y?].*
[80-7-19, 197]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.;
Part of a prayer.

9 +.....(.....)

Fragment of an alabaster vase, 2 in. by 1 in.; 1 line.
tion of Assurbanipal(?).

lines.
[80-7-19, 198]

Part of an inscrip[80-7-19, 213]

Fragment of the left half, 1- in. by 1! in.; 10 + 6 + ..........
+.
..... + 6 + 3 lines. Part of a list of objects. Sums total are added
by the scribe. The last Column contains a date:->A
. t
f
><
<l- >t y -1 . -L. This fragment may belong to the same tablet as
80-7-19, 144; see above, p. 1743.

[80-7-19, 262]

Fragment of the lower portion. 2- in. by 2j in.; 20 + 14 lines. Part of a
religious (?).text. Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible:-

^-<T-A -

V

I?,!7i

[80-7-19, 270]

Upper half, 3-in. by 2 in.; 21 +-13 lines. Part of a text containing
astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon, and
* Cf. infra, p. 1760, 81-2-4, 84.
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forming, according to the colophon, the 14th tablet of the great

astrological work

;:-YZ.

f YYA>

Y
Y

v At<
$

MYVV<Y
A^

vv

YYY.The obverse begins:-

YY
YYY <<<<

Y Ax
>-

y <«

Y

H'

YY

AY

Y<<<«^
<<AY
Vv

.>Y

VVVVY A>

Y

wA
vvYYvy

Y

< A>

d", etc.

For a duplicate to reverse see above, p. 786, K. 6427.
K. 90.

Cf. also p. 24,
[80-7-19, 273]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3{ in. high, one side of the base
at least l1in.; 12 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column
III, lines 107 ff.
[80-7-19, 274]
Fragment of the left half, 21 in. by 1 in.; 18 + 14 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning
> y¥_, A_, ~ ~
[80-7-19, 275]
and >-.
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 1 I in. high, one side of the
base at least 1 in.; 4 4-..........
lines. Fragment of an inscription of Assurbanipal.
[80-7-19, 276]
Upper half, 3 in. by 2 in.; 16 + 8 lines. Forecasts. According to the
beginning
colophon the text forms the 10th tablet of the Series (_ E)
with
4-< . Cf. supra, pp. 272 f., 427, 952, KK. 1352, 2265, 8690.
[80-7-19, 277]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1--6 in. by 1 in.; 11 +.....
.....
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding
with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column VIII, lines 107 ff.
[80-7-19, 278]
Fragment out of the middle, 2- s in. by 2- 16 in.; 6 +....
Sumero-Akkadian religious text.

lines. Part of a
[80-7-19, 279]

Part of an
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1§ in.; 5 + 10 lines.
omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc.
[80-7-19, 280]
* Partly effaced.
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Left half, lower portion, 2- in. by 2 in.; 23 + (
.........
+
) 18 lines.
Part of an in cantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[80-7-19, 281]
Fragment out of the middle, 28 in. by 1 in.; 11 -..........
lines in
double-columns. Part of a text containing gram matical paradigms.
The subject matter appears to be of a religious character.
[80-7-19, 282]
Left-hand corner, 1¼ in. by 1 in.; 8 + 4 lines. Part of a religious or
mythological text, beginning:--T
yA-I Ay <{YF k *"'''-"
[80-7-19, 283]
+
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 15 in. by 1 in.; ..........
traces of 2 + 10 lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal,
corresponding with K. 2732 (see above, p. 470), Column VIII.
[80-7-19, 284]
+)
Fragment out of the middle, 1 1 in. by
in.; 12 + (
.....
7 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts. Of the catch-line only

the middle part is visible:"-<"

Y

V <'"<"<'"'<<

[80-7-19, 285]
..........
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2 in. by 15 in.; 9
lines in double-columns.
Part of a text containing grammatical
[80-7-19, 286]
paradigms.
Right-hand corner, 2 in. by l1in.; 6 + 4 lines.

Part of a religious text.
[80-7-19, 287]
..... ) + 8 lines. End
Fragment of the left half, 1- in. by 1-L in.; ....
[80-7-19, 288]
of a religious text including ceremonies and rites.
lines
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by I in.; 8 + 8 ..........
(in double-columns). Part of a text containing grammatical para[80-7-19, 289]
digms.
3
. +)
Fragment of the lower portion,
ilin. 2a
by 1 in.; 8 + (.
.... .
8 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing forecasts.
[80-7-19, 290]
+ 11 lines. End of a letter or
Right-hand corner, 1- in. by 1 in.; .....
[80-7-19, 291]
address, probably directed to Assurbanipal.

Right-hand corner, 11 in. by 12 in.; 6 + 4 lines.
forecasts.

Part of a text containing
[80-7-19, 292]

14 + 6 (+ .....
) lines;
in.; (....+)
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by l
[80-7-19, 294]
Babylonian. Part of a text containing forecasts.
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 13 + (
.....
9 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning >ity
r;if

a,

etc.

+)
and

[80-7-19, 295]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1iin.; 12 + (.....

...
+

in double-columns. Part of a list of names and titles of gods.
ing to the colophon it forms the 9th tablet of the Series --*X [STAT] .

) 7 lines

Accord»---

[80-7-19, 297]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 1 in. high, one side of the base
at least l1in.;
+ 10 lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column
X, lines 94 ff.
[80-7-19, 298]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 13 in.; 14 + ..... lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men.
[80-7-19, 299]
Fragment of the upper portion, 3 in. by 1 in.; traces of 4 + short beginnings of 12 + short beginnings of 5 + 11 lines. Part of an incantation-text.
[80-7-19, 300]
Left half, upper portion, 2-1 in. by 1 3 in.; 4 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines;
between lines 2 and 3 of obverse is the impression of a seal-cylinder.
Part of a private contract, dated:-'>
Hi <r. ->
ITY
Y
y A->-- ¢Y Y* [Y~], i.e., March-April, B.c. 670 (?).

Fragment of the left half, 15in. by 1 3in.; 6 +
Part of an astrological text.

[80-7-19, 301]
...

+) 3 lines.
[80-7-19, 302]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 6 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts.
[80-7-19, 303]
Fragment of the left half, 1- 9in. by 1'in.; 9 + 7 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning iy VAY and idy M, etc. [80-7-19, 304]
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 1-

in.; 11

(.........

.....

....

+)

5 lines.

Part of a mythological legend belonging to the 9th
tablet of the Series v r-¢
at
'Y I. Duplicate of K. 2360;
tY
see above, p. 436. For the text see HAUPT, Nirn., p. 85, No. 46; cf. also
Beitr., Vol. I, p. 151.
[80-7-19, 305]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 21 in. by 13in.; 13 +....
..... lines. Part of a mythological legend belonging to a tablet
of the Series
ev
y. Duplicate
D-¢
u
of K. 8588 and Sm.
2097; set above, pp. 939, 1531. For the text see HIAUPT, ANimr., p. 80,
No. 44; cf. also Beitr., Vol. I, p. 151.
[80-7-19, 306]
* Partly effaced.
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Portion of the right half, 2¼ in. by 2 in.; ( ..... +) 16 + 15 (+.....)
Part of an explanatory list arranged in
lines in double-columns.
groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words.
[80-7-19, 307]
n. ....
+ 16
1.; + 11 + .....
lines
Portion of the right half, 2 in. by
in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups
according to the meanings of the Assyrian words, and forming the first
.
Duplicate of
YL£EE
"IA~- k
tablet of the Series
[80-7-19, 308]
K. 2034 (see above, p. 391), Columns II and III.
Fragment of the lower portion, 23 in. by 2-3 in.; 14 + 7 + 3 + 9 lines in
[80-7-19, 310]
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.
lines. Part of a text conRight-hand corner, 1 in. by in.; 11 +.....
[80-7-19, 311]
taining incantations and directions for ceremonies.
Fragment out of the middle, { in. by l in.; 4 +..
(....)
lines.
Fragment of an astrological text. It may belong to the same tablet
[80-7-19, 312]
as the following number.
Fragment out of the middle, l in. by 1 in.; 9 + .....
Part of an astrological text.
Left half, l-1-lin. by in.; 7 + 4 lines.
date is mutilated.

(....
) lines.
[80-7-19, 313]

Part of a private contract. The
[80-7-19, 314]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2{ in. high, one side of the base
at least 1- in.; .........
+ 7 lines. Part of an inscription of an
[80-7-19, 315]
Assyrian king concerning building-operations.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by l-L in.; 6 + (.....+
...
+)
3 lines. Fragment of a text containing forecasts.
[80-7-19, 316]
Fragment ont of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the base
.....
.. lines. Part of an inscription of
at least 1 1in.; 8 + 3 +.
Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr., Column IV, lines 6 if.
[80-7-19, 317]
Fragment of the right half of an ivory object, 1 -16 in. by in.; on obverse
and reverse are representations of the Fish-god and other mythological
beings; on obverse 5 lines. Part of an amulet similar to that of Rm.
[80-7-19, 319]
2, 263, etc.; see above, p. 1662.
lines.
by lin.; .....
+ 9 + .........
L1in.
Fragment out of the middle,
eclipses.
[80-7-19,
330]
Part of an astrological text concerning
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Fragment out of the middle, l1- in. by lPart of a religious text.

in.; 8 + ........

Fragment of the right half, 1- in. by 1- -inl.;
Part of a religious text.

5 +.....(.....

) lines.
[80-7-19, 331]
lines.
[80-7-19, 332]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2 - in. by 14 in.; ...
+ 5+ 1
lines. Part of the draft of a hymn, probably written for Assurbanipal,
to be inscribed on a certain object. Cf. line 5:-yR - <>-y
[80-7-19, 333]
and supra, p. 949, K. 8664, etc.
-. liY.;
Left half, lower portion,
the king.
n 17
Left half, 1in. by in.;
to the king from f

-17 in, by

in.; 9 + 8 lines.

Part of a letter to
[80-7-19, 334]

1 + 4 lines. Part of an astrological report
-dy _].
- [80-7-19, 335]

[-_

Left half, lower portion, 1-a in. by " in.; 7 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter or report.
[80-7-19, 336]
Fragment out of the middle (of a prismoid ?), l in. by 1 in.; 7 + .......
lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
[80-7-19, 337]
Babylonian.
1
+
8
lines;
Left half, lower portion, 1-T in. by i in.; 8 +
Mention is
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.
[80-7-19, 338]
made of ']A zfY I.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 7 in. by 1a text containing forecasts.

in.

10 + .....

lines. Part of
[80-7-19, 339]

. lines; Babylonian.
+ 10
Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by in.; ....
[80-7-19, 341]
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1 in. by 1 in. 5 +..........
[80-7-19, 342]
lines. Part of a prayer.
Left-hand corner, 1 6 in. by | in.; 3 + 1 + 1 lines. Part of an astrological
report to the king concerning observations of the wind.
[80-7-19, 343]
.... +
in.; ..... + 6 .....
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
version.
Assyrian
an
interlinear
with
text
religious
of
a
Part
lines.
[80-7-19, 344]
+ 10 lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, 1-T in. by iin.; .....
[80-7-19, 345]
letter or report.
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1-l3,in. by 11 1 in.; 10 + 9 +
.+.....
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
observations of certain stars.
[80-7-19, 346]
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1-31 in.; .....
(.....)+
..........
lines. Part of a list of proper names.

7 (+ 7 ?) +
[80-7-19, 347]

Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 13 in.; 3 + 9 lines; underneath line 3 of
obverse and on the left-hand edge are three seal-impressions. Part of
a private contract.
[80-7-19, 348]
Left-hand corner, 1½ in. by in.; 8 + ( .....
.....
) 5 lines. Part of
a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies.
[80-7-19, 349]
Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 1 1 in.; 9 + ..... lines. Part of a private
contract.
[80-7-19, 350 + 80-7-19, 352]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 11 3 in.; 10 + ..........
lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[80-7-19, 351]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 2 + 4 lines; underneath
line 2 of obverse are traces of a seal-impression. Part of a private
contract, dated:-- -- *
*
<Y
+
Ad

V

->>y
&AA

\-Y ~y, i.e., Jan.-Feb., B.C. 681.
TyyE-

Left half, upper portion, 115 in. by - in.; 13 + 3 lines.
tation-text.

[80-7-19, 353]

Part of an incan[80-7-19, 354]

Right half, lower portion, 15 in. by g in.; 3 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Part of
an astrological report concerning observations of two signs of the
Zodiac, the Scorpion (>_idIe-m) and the Archer (
-Y4
[80-7-19, 355]
>y T T>).
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by l1- in.; 7 +..........
three columns. Part of a list of names of plants.

lines in
[80-7-19, 356]

Left-hand corner, 1-5 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning the >'_Y, etc.
[80-7-19. 357]
Fragment of the right half, 5 in. by in.; 8 +.
..... lines (in two or
three columns). Part of an explanatory list(?), similar to those of
K. 9894, K. 13995, Rm. 2, 26; see above, pp. 1048, 1353, 1638. The
lines end throughout with >.
[80-7-19, 358]
* Partly effaced.
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Right-hand corner, l+ in, by
in.; traces of 6 + -1 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
ceremonies.
[80-7-19, 359]
Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by 1-3 in.; ....
+ 10 lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc.
[80-7-19, 360]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1I in, by 1 in.; 10 +.....
lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning

Y EnT,

and

r

An,

[80-7-19, 361]

etc.

in.t .,..

Portion out of the middle, 21 in. by

+ 18 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is
made of -;Y
>-V
* and
a
Ad T]yi
yYA . [80-7-19, 362]
Left half; upper portion, 2 in. by lcontract.
Right-hand corner, 2k in. by

3

in.; 6 + 10 lines.

in.; 5 + ....

. lines.

Part of a private
[80-7-19, 363]

Part of an astrologi-

cal report.

[80-7-19, 364]

Portion of the left half, 1I in. by 11- in.; 11 + 12 lines. Part of a letter
to the king concerning private affairs. Mention is made of y 4--qY,
[80-7-19, 365]
> W Y, etc.
T 4- <- x4 and y + tALeft-hand corner, 236 in. by 1 in;

5 +

..

. lines.

Part of a report,

concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
Mention is made of Assurbanipal (I'( h_ y *). [80-7-19, 366]
Fragment of the right half, 18 in. by 1
om en -text,

6

in.; 9 + ....

lines. Part of an
[80-7-19, 367]

Portions, 1-in. by lt in.; 8 + 2 +....
lines.
Part of a private
contract concerning a sale of four slaves, mlale and female.
[80-7-19, 368]
Fragment of the right half, 1lin. by
in.; (.....+)
6 + 9 (+....)
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts similar to those of K. 3951
(see above, p. 579), etc.
[80-7-19, 369]
Fragment of the lower portion, 18 in, by 1- in.;
(.....).....lines

in double-columns.

kinds of wood, or wooden objects.

......

) + 4 + 3 +

Part of a list of various

[80-7-19, 370]

Left half, upper portion, 1-in. by 1 in.; 6 + 7 + 1 lines; Babylonian.
of an astrological report from y V __

of the moon, sun and certain stars.
* Partly:effaced;.

Part

* concerning observations

[80-7-19, 371]
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+ 5 lines;
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 1l in. by 1- in.; .....
[80-7-19, 372]
Babylonian. Part of a letter.
+ 11 lines. Part of a
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by l1 in.; .....
[80-7-19, 373]
text containing forecasts.
lines;
Fragment out of the middle, 21 in. by 1 in.; 7 +....(.....)
Babylonian. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king concern[80-7-19, 374]
ing building-operations.

Complete cylinder, 9- in. long, the diameter increasing from 4in. to 5 in.;
95 lines; marginal number <. Inscription of Sennacherib. Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728. Cf. STRASSMAIER, A.V., pp. 189,
671, 685, 729, 776, 821, 969 f., 1056, 1066, 1079, 1098 f.; EVETTS, Zeits.,
1888, p. 311; and BEZOLD, in SCHRADER'S Bibl., Vol. II, p. 80, note 13.

[81-2-4, 42]
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 3¼in. high, one side of the
lines. Part of an in..
base at least 2 in.;1 21 + 19 + .......
scription of Assurbanipal. Cf. Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column
[81-2-4, 43]
V, lines 109 ff.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2¼in. high, one side of the base
+ 14 + 16 lines. Part of an inscription
at least 13in.; ..........
of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
Duplicate
Sennacherib.
of
[81-2-4, 44]
5
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 2 -%in. long, segmental arc 2 in.,
chord 2 in.; 17 lines. Partof an inscription of Sennacherib. The
[81-2-4, 45]
text corresponds with Senn. Pr., Column III, lines 5 ff.
Portion of the right half of a cylinder, 3 in. long, segmental arc 43 in., chord
38 in.; 37 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib. Duplicate
[81-2-4, 46]
of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
Fragment of the left half' of a cylinder, -in. long, diameter 3" in.; 95 lines;
marginal numbers < and A. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
[81-2-4, 47]
Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
VOL. IV.
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Complete, 1 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 5 lines.

beginning:-- -+

>Ev

'4 --

YTI <<

TlY
-TYk <_Y

V 4-+

T

k

I >4- T
< WV

l

>O -TY
^ 4 PY Y;IY ' V4 AY -v

WV

Yy >7
'

Letter concerning public affairs,

:L
, W*
W <
2- 4I

-

i vy
-TY k

<.

X ~IY " ~

~YY I LHT

VYY

tz -*

<

<

yT
IV

'

[81-2-4, 48]

Complete, 26 in. by 1 in.; 15 + 11 lines. Letter to the king from y >-[81-2-4, 49]
= >,-/ ~Y<
concerning religious matters.
Complete, 2 in. by l1in.; 14 + 2 + 15 + 2 lines. Letter to the king from
-y> ->- concerning private affairs. Mention is made of
Y ,-[81-2-4, 50]
'T Y >7 -{ t and Y <« L <fY
Complete, 1 in. byl 1in.; 6 + 1 + 7 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines.
Letter concerning private affairs, beginning:>y
4_y
-4- C S2

14-YY YYT
-YYA4iY <rY A

IT

YT
I1,etc. [81-2-4, 51]

P-2
.

Complete, 2¼in. by 1 in.; 15 + 2 + 14 lines. Letter to the king from
"-4- < Ty(<<u4 concerning private affairs.
[81-2-4, 52]
Complete, 2- in. by 1---in.; 13 + 5 lines. Letter to the king from ' -4[81-2-4, 53]
-yA
y
-Y - concerning private affairs.
Complete, 2 in. by 1 -Pin.; 12 + 2 + 2 lines.
serving for offerings.
Complete, 2-l3 in. by 1- in.; 12 + 8 lines.

public affairs:-; 4v
NJY~
<-V

List of objects, probably
[81-2-4, 54]

Letter to the king concerning

I -E
Yy I ,-~_[] y-IV
I.WY
YY

>- Y

ATTY

<<

(
<

w

Y <<YA

-,

Y
T;>,¥
Ty, > >-A

-P Y<Y

eay compete, 2in. by 1 in.; 20 +I2 + 14 lines. Letter to the king
.
7P-^
y ^
1I R
K <Y- ^ -U
"-EIY Ty, > Y
: ?TT YY -YTTI
[81-T
24 56
eY
tcY Y I<rY
I;1-yl
R -nt I WmY _YX
VYT
n >T-Yr t- I >- <--U r_17Tryn -k
IE
A

«yY; YY
U -

cone
m.
-MTk nY
t

y

tb

Y

4, etc.

>

I= U
T;

IT

E

religious
rning
The rTY
textI beg
y; subjects.
< i 41S
U <Y
<S
|
^= SS t
TY
>^.

->-Y

Tt; I
T
-Yins
Y

i ^Y;Y

t>

[81-2-4, 55]

[81-2-4, 56]
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Complete, 2 3 in. by lin.; 13 + 2 + 8 lines. Letter to the king from
Y yt <Y: r- concerning the transport of horses. For the text, a
transliteration, translation and notes, see S. A. SMITH, Keilschriftt.,
part 2, pp. 42 ff.

Cf. also PINCHES, ibidem, p. 75;

Vol. I, pp. 207 f.; Vol. II, p. 55; WB.,

Nearly complete, 2¼in. by 1 in.; 13 + 15 lines.
affairs, beginning:--y 4y
.- '
--

A-

>4

1¢Y

DELITZSCH, Beitr.,

p. 161; Randw., p. 201.
[81-2-4, 57]
Letter concerning private
Y -

><Ii, etc.

-4- >^YY YT
nIIn <

[81-2-4, 58]

Nearly complete, 3¼in. by 1 in.; 19 + 2 + 22 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 5 lines.
Letter to the $ :-_>-jt from y +
= > > 4~- concerning y M
A]Y >TT 7<(;
>yTT go B y, an (inhabitant of the city of)

,yyy_

[81-2-4, 59]

¥:
f , etc.

Nearly complete, 2-in. by 18 in ; 14 + 4 lines. Letter to the king from
Y A--¥T
(< V concerning public affairs.
Cf. obverse, lines

5fYf.T t

*

AY

g]->y I¥ ¥Y yIY

to the king's son from [y]t%,
Mention is made of y 4 > _ Af.y
y

y

I Y^ Y
~Y*

I

concerning private affairs.
[81-2-4, 61]

Nearly complete, 2- in. by 1-5 in.; 19 + 8 lines. Letter to the king from
4~:yA
(
* [fjYY] concerning certain magical stones (£iT <t >P-s), etc.
[81-2-4, 62]
Nearly complete, 2s in. by 1 %L
in.; 18 + 2 + 18 + 1 + (left-hand edge)
2 lines. Letter to the king from [y -4-I 4A]
AA
* > yy concerning
astrological forecasts taken from observations of the sun. To lines 9
and 10 of obverse interlinear glosses are added by the scribe.
[81-2-4, 63]
Nearly complete, 21 in. by 11 in.; 14 + 4 lines. Letter to the king from
concerning the presentation of certain offerings.
* (?) -4- >-YY
Y >[81-2-4, 64]
* Partly effaced.
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Upper half, 23in. by lin.; 18 + 17 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines. Part of
a letter concerning the king's death and the regulations for mourning
to be observed by the court. It begins
m1
":T
v &a<

=?: I [aI

laT

s

YYT- YT2
kY
kYY

Y

X ~YMY
>
E mu
E+I t[

aYYYn

P HI e^ ^yy1 r>-

m> i

TY
YzY
Ia

<YTYI >

YU<
bI

^< -Y ^-14^An

|Y
~-y , etc. H YYY

<
RV

YY
YT<?HY41

Akkadian deities. Cf. obverse. lines 3 if.: - I ME4
Mention is made of the city of
x-y<
- L.
[
y

E

--<
AI
81-2-4, 66]
[81-2-4 , 65]

Portions, 321 in. by 21 in.; 15 + 5 lines.

Pa

of a letter to the kineg from

of a letter to the king concerning the presentationmakin
of certain offeringsto
prevent
the continuane
aofspell of cold weather.
[81-2-4, 68]
in.;
%

Upper half, 2 in. by 1

153 + 8 lines.

Part of a leter to the kingo

a letter
thefrom
to
king concerning[?] e transport of the images of subjects.
>
offerings 70]
to
-Af.concerning
the making
of certain [8-2-4,
Y
,-+ < is 4V
]
AkkadMention
madeities
obverse lines
3 ff

Lower half

in. by

+in.; 9

2

10 lines.

Part of a lis of objects,

Portion
by 1in private
11 + affairs.
12 lines. P
fromo y-yof the4- middle,
y ~ ~-in.
concerning

of a leter
[81-S-4,
69]
2
to
the
king
concerning
private
affairs.
[81-2-4,
Portions, 2g5yrin.
5 in. by 1 1 3'in.;
in.; 19 + 9 lines; Babylonian.
Babylonian. Part of a letter
letter 72]
to
to

Y

the kingl2from
j JI
['Y?]
concerning
astrological
subjects.
Uppertionhalf,
in. by ,-+plin.<'ky
; 7 + 3 j lines.
Part
of a letter
to the king
from
Mention is made of Y-> ^^y^-Y_
Y
-.
[81-2-4, 70]
prevent the continuance of a spell of cold weather.
[81-2-4, 73]
Lower half, lHin. by I y in.; 9 + 2 + 10 lines. Part of a list of objects,
L eft
half,upper portion,
in.
1-lin.;
by
lines.
8 + 7
Part
of
le a
tter
theking
to 71]
probably
[81-2-4,
[81-2-4, 71]
offerings.
for offerings.
serving for
probably serving
fromthe
king
concerning private affairs.
[81-2-4, 74]
Portion out of the middle,
in. by 1T1in.; 11 + 12 lines.
to the king concerning private affairs.
Upper half, Ijin. by I I in.
f

r_+

4:

k^ ]>

r].

Y

7 + 3 lines.

Part of a letter
[81-2-4, 72]

Part of a letter to the king from

.-

Left half, upper portion, lin.
by 11in.$ 8+7 lines.
the king concerning private affairs.
* Partly effaced.

[81-2-4, 73]

Part of a letter to
[81-2-4, 74]
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Upper half, 3in. by lTin.; 17 + 20 lines. Part of a letter to the king
from y >+ -S >
¥Y
y > C-YAO-1nconcerning private affairs.
[81-2-4, 75]
Upper half,

1 9in.

by 1- in.; 9 + 8 lines; Babylonian.

to the king from .Y
Mention is made of
R

>

Y-4-.<A

JYj_

(var.': <<<V [ F_]) and the
[81-2-4, 76]

>

nT [Tj].

,

¢<T

Part of an address

>4 concerning public affairs.

-FS_,-_ <

Nearly complete, 3 -7in. by 1 5 in.; 12 + 1 + 11 lines; Babylonian; in one

instance two words are separated from each other by division-marks.
Report to the king from y W PAP concerning public affairs. Mention
is made of ¥ :-T~y
]
- vt,the lands of Elam (5, <>X( y ty) and
[81-2-4, 77]
E , and the city of Mri BITT STYS etc.
AQ<
Lower half, 1| in. by -l in.; 13 + 3 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of
'-*

>

A

STt

4W, the son of

4A.

_y < of the city of
Complete, 2- 1 in. by
king from ] ^--

1a

Y

>Jif Yt, and of Y V ->9-

[81-2-4, 78]

_<

in.; 9 + 2 + 8 lines. Astrological report to the

p

Y
A

--

rAYy concerning observations of the moon,

etc., and partly relating to public affairs.
interlinear gloss is added by the scribe.

To line 9 of obverse an

Cf. STRASSMAIER, A. 1K, pp. 627,

973, 1061; and BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 433.

[81-2-4, 79]

Complete, 2-196in. by 1-t in.; 7+ 7 lines. Astrological report to the
,>
king concerning observations of the sun, moon and Saturn :- y--

~

>-< ~-I
mei4-

&4-

w X<Y*
v b -SV
y <I +
Zeits., 1889, p. 432, note 1.

-<y
Y <<
I

Y~-

4-+

-Y

Y

>'I

YE

-Y<. Cy. BEZOLD,
[81-2-4, 80]

Complete, 21-3 in. by 1l in.; 4 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
concerning an observation
,_ i
report to the king from ]Y~-TOly
of the sign of the Zodiac, -_
=. _- _
[81-2-4, 81]
X Partly effaced.
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Complete, 1 in. by lin.; 5 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Astrological report
from y 'B
_Y yvconcerning an observation of the moon and sun. Cf.
BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 439, note 2.

[81-2-4, 82]

Complete, 21 in. by 1 3 in.; 7 + 1 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report from y J._ <X- -4- concerning observations of the moon and
certain stars; it partly relates to public affairs.
[81-2-4, 83]
Complete, 17 in. by 5 in.; 4 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Astrological report
from Y >-a;:e
C(
IyTY
concerning observations of the moon,
sun and certain stars, and partly relating to public affairs. [81-2-4, 84]
Complete, 21 3in.

by 1 in.; 6 + 1 + 1 lines; Babylonian.

report from Y WY]-*
-T
a

*

Astrological

concerning observations of the moon.

[81-2-4, 85]
Portions, 23 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 7 lines. Parts of an astrological report
from Y* 4-* i *
y-- * >-_YY * concerning observations of the
>>L-~+
-- < and other stars.
Explanatory interlinear glosses are added
by the scribe.
[81-2-4, 86]
Nearly complete, 1 in. by 1-6 in.; 7 + 2 lines.
<W rjY * (?)
Y -

Letter to the king from
[81-2-4, 87]

Portions, 2 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report concerning observations of the -> -- >- I, etc.
[81-2-4, 88]
Complete, 1 in. by
in. ; 6 +
+1 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report from ' Y
t- .y .
[81-2-4. 89]
Complete, 3 in. by 19 in.; 18 + 2 + 16 lines. List of offerings.
The
colophon contains a date and the name of the owner of the tablet:-

{

Y -

-

[81-2-4, 90]
Upper half, 2- in. by 1 7 in.; 14 + 14 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
letter to the king (
, 4 -, i) from Y -=I^
s,
* concerning
private affairs.
[81-2-4, 91]
Lower half, 2-3in. by 1 in.; 18 + 3 + 21 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is made of
[81-2-4, 92]
P<T XLMPortion out of the middle, 1 in. by 1l in.; 15 + 12 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter to the king concerning private affairs. Cf. obv., lines 5ff:-

¥YTR
* T

>^

Y-

Ik\i
X Dt4t

-TEY yT
I 4 >d X
$
[81-2-4, 93]

H
;--Y :,<1. etc.
*

Partly effaced.
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Lower half, 2 in. by 13 in.; 11 + 1 + 11 lines. Part of a letter to the king
concerning military affairs. Mention is made of the cities of b-]Y rt[81-2-4, 94]
.L .
an d t :
>>>; <M :
lines. Part of a letter to the >iUpper half, 13 in. by 1- in.; 12 + ....
^Y<T< fronm ' (
> A>-{-y 4A4-+ concerning Y 4+<<< ->TAT Mae <Ah.
and
y
><E
S
Mention is made of the cities of -yy TY
95]
[81-2-4,
-y7
~ ~<.
Portions, 31- in. by 1 in.; 27 + 4 + 23 lines. Part of a letter to the king
j_ concerning military affairs. Mention is made
>~
A
from Y ~> -

of Y A

[81-2-4, 96]

<6< A, etc.

Portion out of the middle, l in. by 1 in.; 12 + 7 lines.
to the king concerning private affairs.
Lower half, 11 in. by 1 in.; 12 + 2 + 12 lines.
concerning an eclipse of the moon, etc.

Part of a letter
[81-2-4, 97]

Part of a letter to the king
[81-2-4, 98]

Upper half, 2- in. by 1-6 in.; 10 + 10 lines. Part of a list of offerings.
The colophon contains a date and the name of the owner of the
[81-2-4, 99]
H m.
¥
y Myy
tablet:-- 6< At< i _
lines. Part of a
Portion out of the middle, 2-1 in. by l1in.; 14 + .....
letter to the king concerning religious matters. Mention is made of
[81-2-4, 100]
T ^T7 <rT >+ K ,'&i.Upper half, 1. % in. by l -- in.; 8 + 2 lines.
from Y Ya- '>IY.

Part of a letter to the king
'
[81-2-4, 101]

Complete, 2 in. by 1 in.; 1 10+ 1 + 0 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Astrolo>= q
V a concerning obsergical report to the king from Y 4-+vations of the moon and certain stars; it partly relates to public affairs.
[81-2-4, 102]
Portions, 2 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 1 + 7 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
astrological report from y >.-*
{<>--* ·
yyT
concerning
observations of the moon; it partly relates to public affairs.
[81-2-4, 103]
Nearly complete, 2¼ in. byl -1in.;
8 + 1 + 8 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Astrological report, and letter, to the king from y -utt:
7y V ('V_
, A-Y)
concerning an observation of the moon and the star
t~ ~
>>-+K* >>+*.-

[81-2-4, 104

*

* Partly effaced.
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Complete, 2in. by 11in.; 6 + 1 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report to the king from Yy ~r V y >T (<
4
ty
,ff V '-D ); it
[81-2-4, 105]
partly relates to public affairs.
Complete, 1-96in. by 3in.; 2 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Astrological report
from YJ
<X- -4- predicting twenty days of rain:-- <(( ~-yyyy
A
y

V

-+

V- I

V
<> >11y

ad
-

X

[81-2-4, 106]

<-- "i'.

Nearly complete, 2- 6 in. by -l-in.; 6 + 1 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
B
aT V (T
:
gical report from [f] FYY
- V and >->Tcerning observations of the stars > -T-

AstrolotA)
: conA-^^ -

[81-2-4, 107]

Portions, 2gin. by lin.; 8 + 2 lines. Part of an astrological report
concerning observations of the moon and sun, and partly relating to
[81-2-4, 108]
public affairs.
Left half, 13in. by l in.; 7 + 2 + 6 lines.
to the king from y
f>>T4-

rYY

A

-

Part of an astrological report

-e- -Y

* concerning observations of

and other stars, and partly relating to
public affairs. To lines 1, 4 and 7 of obverse explanatory interlinear
[81-2-4, 109]
glosses are added by the scribe.
>¢Y

Lower half, 13in. by 1lin.; 9 + 2 + 9 lines.
concerning the transport of horses.

Part of a letter (to the king)
[81-2-4, 110]

Lower half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 1 + 11 lines.

Part of a list of offerings.
[81-2-4, 111]

Upper half, l13-in. by
the king ("i-

1

in.; 7 + 8 lines; Babylonian.
,>
,
,X,\) from y --- <(<<(

Part of a letter to
concerning public

_<<<Y CO.

[81-2-4, 112]

Mention is made of the city of

affairs.

Upper half, 1 in. by 1-in.; 11 + 11 lines. Part of a letter to the king
X*-Y
A
, the royal scribe ('y
>~-H
from y
[81-2-4, 11b]
>-< A), concerning private affairs.
'-Y

Lower half, 2-36 in. by 1-56 in.; 13 + 12 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
»to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of y 4

Fmy

114]

+-.
-[81-2-4,

Lower half, 2in. by 1 -in.;

concerning public affairs.

etc.

Part of a letter to the king
AY y Yi,
Mention is made of the 'A'- Ay
[81-2-4, 115]

15 + 1 + 12 lines.

Portions, 2¼in. by1 1in.; 13 lines.
*

Part of a letter from
Partly effaced.

y

~

>-y
.*
[81-2-4, 116]
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Lower portion, 23in. by 1-lin.; 18 + 11 lines. Part of a letter or report
concerning religious subjects. The colophon, which is written in smaller
characters than the other parts of the text, contains a date:---_i <_
4,

HYrI

Y[<Y- ?]

¥T

i.e., Sept.-Oct., B.c. 650(?).
[81-2-4, 117]

Left half, lower portion, 21in. by -in.; 10 + 11 lines.
the king concerning private affairs.

Part of a letter to
[81-2-4, 118]

Lower half, 2in. by 1lin.;
10 + 4 lines. Part of a letter (to the king)
concerning military affairs. Mention is made of the city of
Y>~
<Y4
[81-2-4, 119]
Add -YR.
Lower half, 1- in. by 1 in.; 8 + 4 lines. Part of a letter to the king
concerning an astrological observation. To line 5 of obverse an explanatory interlinear gloss is added by the scribe.
[81-2-4, 120]
Right half, upper portion of reverse, 18 in. by 1-- in.; ..... + 10 lines.
Part of a letter concerning religious matters. Mention is made of the
goddess -- F
rTYb > z VY-.
[81-2-4, 121]
Lower half, l in. by 1 in.;
n.;0
+ 1 + 8 lines. Part of a letter or report
concerning religious subjects. MNention is made of the cities of >-Jy -,- <
<.
[81-2-4, 122]
and -y>y
lines. Part of a letter to the
Upper half, 2--in. by 13 in.; 17 +.....
[81-2-4, 123]
king from JYA <cy- I= Y concerning military affairs.
Portion out of the middle, 2 in by 1- in.; 12 + 15 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of
the king of Elam ('_
&A <><y t
4,), etc.
[81-2-4, 124]
Left half, lower portion, 18 in. by 11 in.; 5 + 2 + 7 lines. Part of a letter
to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the inhabitants
of Nippur ('X,«
Y\
Y <E yj T').
[81-2-4, 125]
Right half, upper portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 11 + 7 lines. Part of a letter to
concerning public affairs. Mention
the king from Y
<<,. _ -VyA
is made of the city of -,cY -YyT <_ >-+ 4-Yy, etc.
[81-2-4, 126]
Upper half, 2 in. by 1 in.;

from YV

M<
_ . A [< y?].

5 + 5 lines.

Part of a letter to the king

[81-2-4, 127]

Fragment of the lower portion, 18 in. by 1 1 in.; 7 + 2 + 10 + (left-hand
[81-2-4, 1281
edge) 5 lines. Part of a letter to the king.
Fragment of the upper portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 7 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
[81-2-4, 129]
Part of a letter (to the king).
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Right half, lower portion, 23 in. by 1-in.; 10 + 12 lines.
(to the king) concerning religious subjects.

Part of a letter
[81-2-4, 130]

Portion out of the middle, 28 in. by 1- in.; 19 + 21 lines. Part of a letter
to the king concerning astrological observations, and partly relating to
<-y << 4- and the people of
<->public affairs. Mention is made of

Y

~

[81-2-4, 131]

_ - y 4Ty `Y Y .y, etc.

Complete, 21 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 5 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
(V Y< f
Y
- Vreport from y y V
observations of certains stars.
Complete, 2 in. by 1 in.; 5 + (edge) 1 lines.
y ar

EI Ad
< y _Y

Astrological
) concerning
[81-2-4, 132]

Astrological report from

concerning observations of the moon.

[81-2-4, 133]

Nearly complete, 1-1 in. by 1 in.; 4 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report from V 4 - AYconcerning observations of the moon.
[81-2-4, 134]
Portions, 11} in. by 1 in.; 8 + + 6 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
astrological report to the king (> 4>() -from yV' TT-YY
'*
concerning observations of certain stars. It partly relates to public
[81-2-4, 135]
affairs.
Portions, 2-5-in. by l-5in.; 7 + 1+4 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
concerning obserastrological report from y r- <A-Yy-T yy x
[81-2-4, 136]
vations of certain stars.
Portions, 2} in. by 1 in.; 6 + 3 + 5 + 2 lines in cuneiform characters, which
seem to be identical with those of the Second Column of the trilingual
inscriptions of Darius and other Akhaemenian kings. Contents
unknown. Cf. supra, pp. 655, 1535, K. 4697, Sm. 2144, etc.
[81-2-4, 137]
Right half, 2-L in. by 1 in.; 4 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astroconcerning observations
y
logical report from [y »-4-] <- _YYVTt
[81-2-4, 138]
of the moon. It partly relates to public affairs.
Part of a text containing
Left half, 1l in.1 by 1 in.; 9 + 1 + 5 lines.
astrological forecasts taken from observations of the sun. It
[81-2-4, 139]
appears to be an extract from a larger composition.
Portions, 1-in. by in.; 4 + (edge) lines; Babylonian. Part of an astroloy.
Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 439,
my7
gical report from
[81-2-4, 140]
note 2.
* Partly effaced.
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Right half, 17 in. by 1-- in.; 8 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report to the king from [f]
]-=.* * J._,
concerning
observations of certain stars. It partly relates to public affairs.
[81-2-4, 141]
Left half, lain. by l n-in.; 6 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report to the king concerning observations of certain stars.
[81-2-4, 142]
Right half, 1in. by 14 in.: 9 + 5 lines; Babylonian.
logical report from [y]
<(.

Part of an astro[81-2-4, 143]

Portions, 2-3in. by 1 in.; 8 + 1 + 8 lines. Part of an astrological
report, and letter, to the king. Mention is made of Y
F >-- I
[81-2-4, 144]
->>Y, the w I
Y
---y
+.
Right half, 13 in. by 11 in.; 7 + 2 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
astrological report from [Y] p*y YI. Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889,
p. 439, note 2.
[81-2-4, 145]
Lower half, 2- in. by 2~ in.; 13 + 8 +
stone objects.

+ 14 lines.

Part of a list of
[81-2-4, 146]

Complete, in the shape of a heart, 1 "-in. by 19- in.; on obverse 9 lines in
Assyrian, and on reverse 7 lines in Phoenician; on the top edge, between
obverse and reverse, is a seal-impression. Private contract, dated:< z-, i.e., Sept.-Oct., B.c. 682. For the
t
-l <Y-T <f- > T +-4text and a translation of it see BRUNNOW, Zeits., 1888, pp. 238 ff., 414;
and DE VOGUi, Corpus inscrr. Sem., Pars II, t. I (1889), pp. 43 ff.
[81-2-4, 147]
Complete, in the shape of a heart, 14 in. by 1- in.; 6 + 6 + (right-hand edge)
2 lines in Phoenician; on the top edge, between obverse and reverse, is
a seal-impression. Private contract concerning a transaction between
z3~,
>'yiNg and t3:'DN. For the text and a translation see DE VOGU;E,
Corpus inscrr. Sem., Pars II, t. I (1889), pp. 49 if.
[81-2-4, 148]
Complete, 32 in. by 2 in.; 12 + 16 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of obverse is
the impression of a cylinder seal. Private contract concerning the sale
of three slaves. It is dated :---_
t
<4T 4
{<,- > y>X
-- <(Y.~ yr ~_ -- a_tPy;, i.e., Febr.-March, B.C. 685. Lines 6-12 of reverse
are quoted by STRASSMAIER, A. V., p. 972.
[81-2-4, 149]
*

Partly effaced.
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Complete, 21- in. by 13 in.; 15 + 14 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of obverse
are two seal-impressions.
Private contract concerning the sale of
l <yT
seven slaves off -y y - <Y.V It is dated:- ->- k t <Y
y

-,+

< i.e., Febr.-March,
4 tY (<(,

B.C. 680.

[81-2-4, 150]

Complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 1 in. by lin.;
5 + 2 + 6 + 1 lines. Private contract concerning a sale of wine.
i.e.,
It is dated:--X ~ BU
-+4 :- <YY
+Y A -,
Febr.-March, B.C. 674.
[81-2-4, 151]
Portions, 3 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 4 + 11 + 1 lines in Assyrian, and on the
left-hand edge 1 line in Phoenician; between lines 2 and 3 of obverse is
the impression of a cylinder seal. Part of a private contract concerning the sale of three slaves. Mention is made of y <(_
4A <(. =
Phoen.
ro2n; cf. DE VOGtUE, Corpus inscrr. Sem., Pars II, t. I (1889),
p. 39f.
[81-2-4, 152]
Portions, 3k in. by 1 in.; 12 + 13 lines; between lines 3 and 4 of obverse
are three seal-impressions. Part of a private contract concerning a
sale of slaves.
[81-2-4, 153]
Lower half, 23in. by 2-J in.; 11 + traces of 12 lines; at the beginning of
what is left of the obverse are two seal-impressions. Part of a private
contract concerning a sale of slaves.
[81-2-4, 154]
Lower half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 8 lines.

Part of a legal decision.
[81-2-4, 155]
Complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 11
7in. by l-Tin.; 7+2+
5 + 1 lines.
Private contract concerning a loan of money. It is
<Y
]tY
< - >
-V >-' t, 4-, i.e., March-April,
dated:->->
A
[81-2-4, 156]

B.C. 773.

Upper half, 1 in. by l1in.; 5 + 7 lines. Part of a private contract,
«v
<Q
<y E Y-y + H
<ME
v 4X n
dated:-A
[81-2-4, 157]
<y:f - A-, i.e., July-August, B.c. 694.
Portion out of the middle, 2¼in. by 1- in.; 15 + 5 lines.
contract concerning a sale of slaves.
Right half, lower portion, lin.
private contract.

Part of a private
[81-2-4, 158]

by lin.; 7 + 3 + 5 lines. Part of a
[81-2-4, 159]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 7 + .....
list of offerings.

lines. Part of a
[81-2-4, 160]
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Left half, lower portion, 25 in. by 1-7in.; 10 + 4 + 13 + (left-hand edge)
3 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of obverse are two seal-impressions.
Part of a private contract concerning the sale of a house, etc. It
appears to be dated:-- [<H-] d * I
,
i.e., B.c.
649 (?).
[81-2-4, 161]
Right half, upper portion, 21.in.by
b l in; 5 + 5 + 2 lines; between lines
3 and 4 of obverse are parts of two seal-impressions. Part of a
private contract, dated:-[>-,] =y.'
ay
{{
[
i| <Y-]
e Yy q

: << - *, i.e., April-May,

B.C. 682.

[81-2-4, 162]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1-1 ;in. by 1 in.; 5 + 7 + (left-hand edge)
2 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of obverse is a seal-impression. Part of
a private contract concerning the sale of a female slave.
[81-2-4, 163]
Left half, lower portion, 2 71in. by in.; 2 + 1 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter to the king. Mention is made of
JX <~- ->+ and
164]
H
-.
Y"[81-2-4,
ty b
Lower half, 2-13in. by 1lin.; 13 + 6 lines.
total are added by the scribe.

Part of a list of objects. Sums
[81-2-4, 165]

Left half, 25in. by 1-17in.; 15
17
+
2 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text
containing incantations and directions for ceremonies and rites
connected with the worship of the Sun-god (+-4- y).
[81-2-4, 166]
Fragment of the lower portion of a prismoid, l- Lin. high, one side of the
base at least 1in.; 5 + 7
..........
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal. Cf. Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column V,
lines 112 ff.
[81-2-4, 167]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 2sin. long, segmental arc 21in.,
chord lin.; 12 lines.
Part of an inscription of Sennacherib,
The text corresponds with Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 1 if. [81-2-4, 168]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 31in. high, one side of the base
at least 11in.; 23 + 25 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 27 ff.;
Column II, lines 3 ff.
[81-2-4, 169]
Fragment of the' left half of a cylinder, lin. long, segmental arc 3in.,
chord 2½in.; 20 lines; marginal number <.
Part of an inscription
of Sennacherib. The text corresponds with Senn. Pr., Column I,
lines 70 ff.
[81-2-4, 170]
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 1 in. long, segmental arc 2 in.,
chord 2 in.; 18 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib. The
text corresponds with Senn. Pr., Column II, lines 16 ff.
[81-2-4, 171]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base
at least 1 in.; 8 + 14 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal. Duplicate of K. 1794; see above, p. 351.
[81-2-4, 172]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2jin. high, one side of the base
at least I1in.; 12 + 11 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of an Assyrian king, probably Esarhaddon (y
_-.
- >).
[81-2-4, 173]

4A

Fragment of the left half of a cylinder, 31in. long, segmental arc 31in.,
chord 2 in.; 8 lines separated from each other by division-rules; Babylonian. End of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably
Assurbanipal.
[81-2-4, 174]
Fragment of the right half of a cylinder, 2in. long, segmental arc 2 in.,
chord 2in.; 14 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
[81-2-4, 175]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base
at least l in.; 12 + 14 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of an Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal (IY-- A
¥), conY
cerning building-operations.
[81-2-4, 176]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2in. high, one side of the base
at least 1 in.;
.....
+ short ends of 5 + 14 lines. End of an
inscription of Assurbanipal.
Cf. Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column X, lines 108 ff.
[81-2-4, 177]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 1- in. long, segmental arc 14 in.,
chord 1- in.; 7 lines separated from each other by division-rules. Part
of an inscription of an Assyrian king concerning buildingoperations.
[81-2-4, 178]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. by 2 1 in.; 9 + ...
..... lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
[81-2-4, 179]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1H in. high, one side of the base
at least 7 in.; 10 + 9 +..
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column II, lines 81 ff.; Column III, lines 57 ff.
[81-2-4, 180]
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Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription
at least l in.; 16 + 12 + ..........
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
[81-2-4, 181]
Column VII, lines 20 fi.; Column VIII, lines 36 if.
Portion of a vase of clay, 34 in. high, segmental are 32 in., chord 3 in.; on
the outer surface 6 lines. Part of an inscription of Sargon II.
Cf. WINCKLER,
,ii, T- >-_) concerning building-operations.
(
Sargon, Vol. I, p. 196; Guide Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 171, No. 21; and
[81-2-4, 182]
supra, p. 1694, 56-9-9, 171.
Portion of a vase of clay, 2- in. by 13 in.; on the outer surface 7 lines.
[81-2-4, 183]
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king.
Portion of a vase of clay, 3- in. high,seegmental are 31 in., chord 25 in.; on
the outer surface 12 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian
[81-2-4, 184]
king.
Portion of a vase of clay, 2 in. by 1-} in.; on the outer surface 7 lines. Part
[81-2-4, 185]
of an inscription of an Assyrian king.
Upper half, 5i in. by 3½in.; 45 + 33 lines. Part of a text containing
prayers of Assurnasirpal (y >>.- _- _ Y), the son of Samisramman

(V tyaT

<yT

-

yY), addressed to the goddess Istar. The text is

published, with a transliteration, translation and notes, by BRUNNOW,
Zeits., 1890, pp. 55 f., 66 ff., 79 f.; cf. also ibidem, 1892, p. 349; CRAIG,
Hebraica, Vol. XI, p. 109, note *; and infra, p. 1847, 82-5-22, 527.
[81-2-4, 188]
Left half, 3 in. by 215 in.; 9 + 12 lines. Part of a report, concerning
public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. For the
text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an den Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 35, No. 95,
[81-2-4, 189]
and for a transliteration ibidem, Vol. II, p. 200 f.
Fragment of the lower portion, 3- 1in. by 1L in.; 8 +-1 + 7 lines; BabyMention is made of Esarhaddon
lonian. Part of a similar report.
text see KNUDTZON, I.c., Vol. I,
the
For
,-).
<2_
-([Y] -+ *
p. 32, No. 81, and for a transliteration ibidem, Vol. II, p. 190 f.
[81-2-4, 190]
Right half, 3 1 in. by 3- in.; 13 + 2 + 12 + 5 lines. Part of a similar
4--.
For the text
* ACy-report. Mention is made of [Y]
see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 34, No. 91, and for a transliteration ibidem,
[81-2-4, 191]
Vol. II, pp. 195 ff.
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the upper half, 35in. by -in.; 4 + 3 + 3 lines. Part of a
report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. For the text
see KNUDTZON, A ssyr. Gebete an den Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 34, No. 92, and
for a transliteration ibidem, Vol. II, p. 197 f.
[81-2-4, 193]
+ 7 + 29 lines. Part
Left half, upper portion, 63in. by 35in.; 36 + ....
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people. According to the colophon
it belongs to a tablet of the Series [7 _y
4
Yy Y] <VYY* <* _A
K.
191. The obverse
-Yy Iy; cf. supra, p. 50,
y<IE
< y ZY
begins:-Y
4
IM
k:A>--t
SU? =
E t
4]S
A 4A
VT
* - |
*Y
*Y
* H
.iM. The catch-line reads :-y 4 * 7

<!

¢<<<

.I

<>.

Y<T

'fv--

[81-2-4, 195]

X

18 lines.
Portion out of the middle, 37 in. by 23in.; 15+........+
version.
an
interlinear
Assyrian
of
an
incantation-text
with
Part
[81-2-4, 196]
Upper half, 4in. by 3¼in.; 27 + 9 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts
-y7yy, etc. Of the catch-line only the beginning
concerning ,_ and
gY
,'
[81-2-4, 197]
is visible:->-<
Left half; upper portion, 3kin. by 2¼in.; 17 + 14 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts, and belonging to the 6th tablet of the Series -< ..
Duplicate of K. 3846 and K. 6931; see above, pp. 570, 819.
[81-2-4, 198]
....
lines.
Portion of the right half, 3in. by 2in.; 8 + 27 +......
Part of an omen-text concerning the condition of the lips (of a newborn child). E.g., lines 7 if. of Column II read:-

>-

<>
i

T

Y^-

SS
~-C---v
¥Y-P<T-

<>Hfi< M-

>-

-IT,

EpYY ?T

V)y k TT

v

VI
,,YA

-YY-

< -Yl

^_Yy 2

-y -

-nL
k <Y-, etc.
[81-2-4, 199]

+ 20 + 5
.....
Portion out of the middle, 2in. by 2in.; ..........
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the _, etc.
[81-2-4, 200]
Cf. supra, p. 775, K. 6268.
* Partly effaced.

t

Written over

an erased

"
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Upper half, 33in. by 27in.; 19 + 14 lines; Babylonian. Forecasts concerning >EYV and a-, etc.; cf. szpra, p. 549, note t. Mention is made
[81-2-4, 201]
Y
TY'
%y Y .
of the owner of this tablet,
Right half, upper portion, 2"in. by 1 in.; 11 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part
of an oinen-text forming, according to the colophon, the 19th tablet
of the Series

Of line 1 of obverse only

,<(<H.
h V

] -- Y-y

the right half is visible:-

Ad S

<!"

-

dV4"

and of the catch-line only the middle part is preserved:--¥.C§
<[81-2-4, 202]
Cf. su ra, p. 556, K. 3698.
',,.
ft
ala_41T
4
Portion of the right half, 3in. by 2-in.; 19 + 21 lines; Babylonian. Part
of an omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to
(£men. It probably belongs to a tablet of the Series ¥ >-yY >[81-2-4, 203]
UpehVf i
Upper half, 35in. by 21in; 21 + 12 lines. Part of a text containing
astrological forecasts; they partly relate to public affairs. Of line
1 of obverse only the right half is visible :-,)"-->,
7
Y
[81-2-4, 204]

y,,* >-<xy>,->>.

+ 12 + 21 + 13 lines. Part
Portion of the right half, 5jin. by 3i.; ...
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of certain stars, or groups of stars. The lines begin throughout with
t <Y4dy; cf. supra, p. 1586, Rm. 146, and infra, pp. 1775, 1781,
1787, 1790, 1793, 81-2-4, Nos. 238, 239, 312, 409, 449 and 496.
[81-2-4, 205 + 81-2-4, 237 + 81-2-4, 240]
Lower half, 3-in. by 3in.; 24 + 22 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various months, taken from observations of
the wind and clouds, etc. In lines 22 and 24 of obverse explanatory
glosses are added by the scribe. From Section II of obverse :-+ "-Yk >i

M
'Y

1vY

A

>^~ YU <Y- -H

Y
T

m
And.IVYY

T A g
Y

r-N -H Cm
i
f
=TPYYY
H

Y- Y

nd
a IAY

Section II of reverse :

Y ^rY <Y- -HYTy
£ T -"
YUn~ ^nVT

4g
Yt

-+ >^nYl

v H
ST t UP>nYYY
A- >n

it

r-Y

TY- T

Ad i-* it

appears that this text contains extracts from tablets of a larger compo[81-2-4, 206]
sition.
*
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Partly effaced.
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Lower half; 7 in. by 3-in.; 34 + 49 lines. Part of a Sumero-Akkadian
prayer, in the form of a litany, similar to those of K. 193, etc.; see
,^
Line 49 of reverse forms colophon-line:-[
above, p. 50.
YYW. Cf. BEZOLD, Lit. Ctrlbl., 1883, Column 619; and Lit.,
r
TY Y
p. 348.
[81-2-4, 207]
lines. Beginning of a
Right-hand corner, 2-3^in. by '1-in.; 10 + ..
prayer, in the form of a litany, part of which has an interlinear
[81-2-4, 208]
Assyrian version.
Portion out of the middle, 2fin. by 2iin.; 13 + 11 lines. Part of a
[81-2-4, 209]
historical (?) text.
Upper half, 5in. by 4in.; 30 + 23 lines. Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings. Of the colophon only the right half
is visible:L3'

V +
^ HY
It < oT-r

·

o li[81-2-4, 210]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-5in. by 2'in.; 12 + 6 lines.
containing forecasts.

Part of a text
[81-2-4, 211]

Upper half, 33in. by 2-in.; 14 + 13 lines. Part of an inscription of an
Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal, concerning building-operations.
[81-2-4, 212]
+ 14 lines. End and colophon
Left-hand corner, 3 in. by 2in.; ..........
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people, forming, according to the
colophon, the 1st tablet of a Series. Of the catch-line only the
.11
<',-/ .' Cf. supra, p. 877, K. 7824.
beginning is visible :-y
[81-2-4, 213]
11 lines. Part of a text
Upper half of reverse, 3i in. by 2in.....+
containing prayers to Samas and Rammna, and directions for cere[81-2-4, 214]
monies and rites.

4f

lines. Part
..........
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1 3in.; 13
interlinear
an
have
of
which
some
incantations,
containing
of a text
[81-2-4, 215]
Assyrian version.
Right half, upper portion, 3-1 in. by 2 in.; 17 +6 lines. Part of a religious
text. Mention is made of names and titles of various gods.
[81-2-4, 216]
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+ 6 lines.
Left half, upper portion, 3- in. by 23 in.; 18 + traces of 6 +.....
Part of an incantation-text belonging to the 4th tablet of the Series
y H- [E >T >yyn.
Duplicate of K. 2454 and Sm. 745; cq. supra, pp.
445, 1431. For the text see TALLQVIST, Die assyr. Beschltorungsserie
Maqlu, p. (70); cf. also ibidemn, pp. 12, note 5; 24; and W.A.I. IV, 2nd
[81-2-4, 217]
ed., Add., p. 9.
lines. Part of a
Right-hand corner, 2s in. by 21in.; 18 +.......
-<) and the
mythological legend concerning the god Bel (m-'-- Yp-g-), etc. Mention is made of Nippur (l- _yTY <E)
Fish-god (
218]
2
[81-2-4,
>- <E.
w
and

i b
byn.31 .; 18 + 23 + 19 + 9 lines. Part
Fragment of the upper half, 35in.
of a legend similar to those mentioned above, pp. 880, 954, KK. 7861,
8708, etc. Mention is made of ,4y >< Y -+ <«<< ([<{
TY,
<A
Y <-,
-~yA >_?]) and of the countries of J~-k - T y<R
219]
[81-2-4,
<,
etc.
-sy<
,
i
A
M, TY A
at <~
2iin.; 10 + 9 lines. Part of an
i
Fragment out of the middle,
inscription of Tiglathpileser I., corresponding with K. 1621a (see
[81-2-4, 220]
above, p. 320), Column I, lines 6 ff.
containing
a
text
of
Part
+
8
lines.
;
8
b
in.
2in.
22
corner,
Left-hand
astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain stars, or
Y
> > A--T<
YY
>N, F-4tgroups of stars (>>-+
[81-2-4, 221]
etc.).
Fragment of the left half, 2- in. by 11 in.; 16 + 9 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts for the various months.
[81-2-4, 222]
Babylonian.
19
lines;
+
2
+
23
21
in.;
int.
by
2
portion,
lower
Left half,
Part of a "complete "t copy of an omen-text concerning houses and
incidents that may happen to men, and astrological forecasts taken
[81-2-4, 223]
y.y-V.
-_-,t
from observations of the

Y

Fragment out of the middle, 3 in. by 2 in.; 7 + 15 lines. Part of a
mythological text containing the description of certain fabulous
of Anum"

animals, of the "V_

," and of the "Serpent

"Serpent of Ea," etc.

Cf., e.g., reverse, lines 10 f.:-

>>-- --Iti
<4<
te-mY< v k<'TY Mw
TPTm< v 8 t s t^ E- > - tE k-B <>
^afI@
AA
* i!Ll
XA
^TY<<
>^t3YY<$*

<iH

>-zI

P4

M

Pf

and the

4* t^Yy< -4+ YC X

$r nT LyY t>-w
<Y' TA Z
<-- -A>T> .

y
<C.M

* TY7J-

[81-2-4, 224]
* Partly effaced,

t Cf. supra, p. 474, note'.
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Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 2-- in.; 5 + 9 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a religious text.
[81-2-4, 225]
Right half, 2-!3 in. by 2~ in.; 19 + 16 lines. Part of a text containing
astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. From the colophon
it seems that it is an extract from the great astrological work y >-+>"1T >'Tyy. f the catch-line only the right half is visible :-"" "<T'
T-- &A -y? <T(-.
[81-2-4, 226]
Fragment of the left half, 24 in. by 2 in.; 13 + 7 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning 4j
and >. Ai_, etc. Of the catch-line
only the beginning is visible :->-<AS

A<YY

'

"¥

\'" ,,',,'li
[81-2-4, 227]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by I in.; 9 + 11 - lines;
.
... ....
marginal note 1.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning
itf Ry and MY AE, etc.
[81-2-4, 228]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 3 - in. by 1 -in.; .....
+ 15
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
observations of the movements of Venus (
_->--T--<), and partly
relating to public affairs.
[81-2-4, 229]
Left-hand corner, 2 3 in. by 1 Iin.; 13 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
astrological text concerning observations of certain stars.
[81-2-4, 230]
Left half, lower portion, 3 in. by 21--in.; 13 + 13 +.....
+ short
beginnings of 5 lines. Part of a list of stones, probably used for
medicinal purposes. Sums total are added by the scribe. [81-2-4, 232]
Upper half, 3-- in. by 2in.; 15 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text
containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[81-2-4, 233]
Lower half, 3i in. by 1 in.; 6 + 12 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain
stars. It probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work
Y -+
""-TO

AY.

E
[81-2-4,
234]

Right half, lower portion, 31 in. by 2 in.; 13 +..
containing forecasts.
Portion of the left half, 4 in. by 23 in.; 21 + 19 lines.

taining forecasts concerning ,,

_YX

lines.

Part of a text
[81-2-4, 235]

Part of a text con-

and ;>Yy, etc.

[81-2-4, 236]
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Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 21 in. by 11 in.;
.
........
+ 4 + 4 lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
This fiagment appears to belong to the same fragment as 81-2-4, 205;
see above, p. 1771.
[81-2-4, 238]
Fragment out of the middle, 31 in. by 2+ in.; 13 ..........
lines. Part of
a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
certain stars. This fragment may belong to the same tablet as 81-2-4,
205; see above, p. 1771.
[81-2-4, 239 + 81-2-4, 384]
Portion of the right half, 21in. by 2- in.; 13 + 16 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts for the various months.
[8 1-2-4, 242]
Left-hand corner, 13in. by 1in.; 12 + (
... ....
) 7 lines. Part
of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
ceremonies. The beginning of one Section and a preceding colophonline read:

[81-2-4, 243]
Portion out of the middle, 2+in. by 2inl.; 19 + ........
lines. Part of
a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies. The text of one Section appears to end with >R_ y 4->,
and a following colophon-line reads: [-[
j] >
* -> y
<
>b<ye
*Ž--"
;/. §,-:,<..
[81-2-4, 246]
Portion of the left half, 2-in. by 1in.;
20 + ..... lines. Portion of a
hymn, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version. [81-2-4, 247]
Right-hand corner, 3¼
in. by 2 -3in.; ( ..........
+ ) 17 + 12 (+..........)
lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
version.
[81-2-4, 248]
Right half, lower portion, 3sLin. by 2jin.; 17 + 18 lines. Part of an
omen-text.
[81-2-4, 249]
Right-hand corner, llin. by 1-in.; (.....+)
14 + 8 (+ ....
) lines.
Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

*

Partly effaced.
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Right half, 3- in. by 2-in.; 22 + 1 + 20 lines in three columns. Part of a
list of names of temples, of the deities to whom they were dedicated,
and the cities wherein they stood. E.g., lines 8 ff. of obverse read:"1-

II
>-iN
\y

>-rmVtv
YYYY 4 Y - k<
>-

)-y

_

<

I-44

/ "'4',

T

yyy

; Yf 7

yf

>-YYY YEEW -Im H y
-YY, y

y

->tziTTbk
]-.->-Yy

I-1-

DEW

-r< etc.

[81-2-4, 252]
Fragment of the left half, 28in. by l5in.; 13 + short beginnings of 9
+ .........
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal,
corresponding with K. 2732 (see above, p. 470), Column VII, lines 94 ff.
[81-2-4, 253]
Fragment of the right half, 2§in. by 25in.; .....
religious text.

+ 19 lines. Part of a
[81-2-4, 254]

Left half, upper portion, 23in. by 2½in.; 13 + 12 + ( .....
+..
....
+) 11 + 14 lines. Part of a list of names of women. These
names are compounded with the names of the deities >-+ - -Y
Tyy,
>
>4-,
<a
and
cities
of
ad!
- <WYand yXn y->yY, and of the
etc., respectively; cf. supra, pp. 63, 735, 1377, K. 241, K. 5656 and Sm. 55.
[81-2-4, 255 + 81-2-4, 446]
"-y

Lower half, 3-'in. by 2|in.; 16 +,18 + .....
. lines. Part of a
text containing regulations for making offerings. Duplicate of
K. 2541, K. 6209, etc.; cf. supra, pp. 452, 771.
[81-2-4, 256]
Portion of the right half, 27 in. by 2 in.; 21 + 8 lines. Part of an
"incomplete" copy of an incantation-text with an interlinear
Assyrian version. Of the catch-line and colophon only the right halves
are visible:
I-tX .

;mtz'x<
IO.V
-,
* Partly effaced.

TT

- , ,',,[81-2-4

,257]
- [81-2-4, 257]
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Left half, 2-3 in. by lin.;

11 + 10 lines.

beginning :-(<Y H, <Y- <<<
total is added by the scribe.
Left half, lower portion, 2j in. by
objects.

Yd _+

'YVY

Part of a list of images,

|= t<

E

<kT .1.,....

A sum

Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 433.
[81-2-4, 258]
- in.; 13 + 13 lines.

Part of a list of
[81-2-4, 259]

Fragment of the lower half of reverse, 2- in. by 2 in.; 17 + 13 lines. Part
of a religious text.
[81-2-4, 260]
Fragment of the right half, 3- in. by 2-% in.; 12 + 8 lines.
containing forecasts.
Right half, upper portion, 3 in. by 11 in.; 14 + 16 lines.

Part of a text
[81-2-4, 261]
Forecasts.
81-2-4, 262]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 1 in.; .....
+....
13 + traces
of 1 lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged
in groups according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. For the
text of lines 2-10 see STRASSMAIER, A. T, p. 854.
[81-2-4, 263]
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by l in.; (.....
....
....13
)
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants.
[81-2-4, 264]
Right-hand corner, 2 in. by 1 1-in.; (...
).....+
14 (+
... ) lines
(in three columnsa?). Part of a list of names of medicinal plants.
[81-2-4, 265]
Fragment out of the middle, 24 in.by
by 1 iin.; 5 + 8 + 9 .........
lines.
Part of a list of archaic signs arranged in the order of Sa. Their
modern equivalents are added at the beginning of each paragraph.
Cf. PINCHES, in BEZOLD'S Lit., p. 348; and supra, pp. 625, 1640, K. 4372
and Rm. 2, 42.
[81-2-4, 266]
Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 2 in.; (.....+)
16 +19 (+..)
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of medicinal plants,
similar to that of Rm. 2, 412; see above, p. 1674. This fragment probably
belongs to the same tablet as 79-7-8, 22; cf. supra, p. 1701. [81-2-4, 267]
Left half, lower portion, 13 in. by 1-9 in.; 11 + 6 + (. ......
.....
..... +) 4 + 8 lines. Part of a list of objects. Sums total are added
by the scribe.
[81-2-4, 268]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2 in. by 1i in.; 7 +..........
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants.
[81-2-4, 269]
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Fragment of the left half, 215 in. by 1-3in.; .........
+ 16 lines (in
double-columns).
Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups
according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs.
Duplicate of
D.T. 44 (see above, p. 1514), Column IV, lines 1 if.
[81-2-4, 270]
Fragment out of the middle, 2--t in. by 2 in.; 16 + ..........
double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants.

lines in
[81-2-4, 271]

Left-hand corner, 2¼in. by 11 in.; . .........
+ short beginnings of 6 + 11
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of various kinds of
wood, or wooden objects.
[81-2-4, 272]
Right half, upper portion, 21 in. by 1¼in.; 6 + 5 + 1 lines; Babylonian.
Part of an astrological report fiom [y]
_
-LA:*
d ~ concerning
observations of the (moon and) sun. It partly relates to public affairs.
[81-2-4, 273]
Fragment of the right half, 23 in.
g by

in.; (.....

+) 8 + 6 (+....

.)

lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers
and directions for ceremonies.
[81-2-4, 274]
Fragment of the right half, 21 in. by 13 in.; 14 + 11 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain
stars; they partly relate to public affairs.
[81-2-4, 275]
Lower half, 2 in. by lain.; 17 + 1 + 8 lines; partly vitrified. Part of a
report or letter.
[81-2-4, 276]
Fragment out of the middle, 2- in. by 2{ in.; 12 + traces of 5 +.....
+.....
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts
concerning eclipses, etc.
[81-2-4, 277]
Fragment of the right half, 2i in. by 2- in.; 13 + traces of 3 lines. Part of
a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[81-2-4, 278]
Fragment out of the middle, 2'j in. by 1-- in.; 16 + ..... lines. Part of a
text containing forecasts concerning the
¥>by,
etc.
[81-2-4, 279]
Portion out of the middle, 1 in. by 1-- in.; 10 + 18 lines; Babylonian.
Part of an astrological text concerning observations of certain stars.
[81-2-4, 280]
Fragment of the left half, 21 in. by 1 in.; 19 + .........
) lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of the moon. One Section begins:-- <<<
<y- ^4
. ' Y EA>
-''
[81-2-4, 281]
*

Partly effaced.
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..... +) 9 lines.
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 13 in.; 10 + (.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Duplicate of K. 3197; cf supra, p. 512. For the text of reverse see
W.A.I. IV, 2nd edition, Add., p. 5. Cf. also BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 431.
[81-2-4, 282]
. y 2 in.; 3 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 2
above, p. 259f., K. 1288. Mention
described
of a report of the class

is made of

'_Y

[81-2-4, 283]

Y [Yn].

Portions, 2 in. by 1-9 in.; short ends of 5 + 2 lines.
objects (?). The colophon contains a date.

Part of a list of
[81-2-4, 284]

..... lines. Part of an
Fragment of the right half, 1-in. by 11 in.; 8
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of'
[81-2-4, 285]
K. 4916; see above, p. 674.
Left-hand corner, 23 in. by 1 3 1 in.; traces of 1 + 8 + (edge) 1 lines. Part of
a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal.
[81-2-4, 286]
6 + (edge) 3 + 1 lines. Part of an astro6-in.;
Portions, 2-i3-in. by l
logical report concerning observations of certain stars. To lines 1-3
of obverse interlinear explanatory glosses are added by the scribe; cf.
[81-2-4, 287]
BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 433.
+ 17 lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of the left half, 21 in. by 1 in.; .....
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observa¢Y-y
~- V. This fragment probably belongs to a
tions of the >-4+[81-2-4, 288]
A.
>-~
tablet of the great astrological work y ~
Fragment of the right half, 25in. by 15in.; 17 + 2 lines.
containing astrological forecasts.

Part of a text
[81-2-4, 289]

Fragment of the right half, l1in. by 13in.; 8 + 10 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described
above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of the ~ -Thy
Y¥I
[81-2-4, 290]
Y Y Y i,^ etc.
7-

Fragment out of the middle, 23in. by 1in.; .....
religious text.

12 lines. Part of a
[81-2-4, 291]

Portion of the lower half, 2-1in. by 2in.; 11 + 5 + 10 lines. Part of a
[81-2-4, 292]
report (?).
+ 12 lines. Part of
in.; ....
Fragment out of the middle, 21 in. by
a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
[81-2-4, 293]
of the clouds, etc.
VOL. IV.
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Right half, upper portion, 2- 7 in. by 11in.:; traces of 5 + 13 + 3 +....
I. ) and the
lines. Part of a-legend containing a fable of the dog (I
294]
ry
[81-2-4,
y."
y >X
V
raven (-T >T I) and the "J<
Fragment of the right half, 2 9-6 in. by 2 3-in.; 13 + 4 lines. Part of a text
containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[81-2-4, 295]
) 16 lines.
.......
9
+
(
Fragment of the left half, lin. by lin.;
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for certain days
[81-2-4, 298]
of the various months, taken from eclipses.
13 lines; Baby[81-2-4, 299]

in.; 12 +(....+.....+)
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by
lonian. Part of a list of stones.

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by l1in.; 12 + 14 lines; marginal number <.
-yyand i Iy ,
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning
[81-2-4, 300]
etc.
lines. Part of
..........
Fragment of the left half, lin. by 1in.; 14
Mention is made of Y >yTY~
an inscription of Assurbanipal.
,y

[81-2-4, 301]

Right half, upper portion, 1
text.

5-in.

by lin.; 8 + 7 lines.

Part of a religious
[81-2-4, 302]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by l-7in.; 11 +.....lines. Part of a
[81-2-4, 303]
Sunero-Akkadian prayer in the form of a litany.
9 (+.....)
[81-2-4, 304]

Fragment of the right half, 13in. by 13in.; (.....+).....
lines. Part of an incantation-text.

.) lines; BabyFragment of the left half, 1"in. by 1'in.; 17 + ......
lonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken
->-+
EY
from observations of certain stars. Mention is made of
r
305]
[81-2-4,
<F-.
?
-4C
-4+
and
< ,,YA
Fragment of the upper portion, 34in. by 1 9lin.; 8 + 11 lines. Part of a
religious text copied, according to the colophon, from an original in

Babylon (<J -

-- .

<y-i

<

Y

reads:->-y rA y: -< H
* (?) _yj *X(?) 6- * (?) ,y.

catch-line

-L

<E). The4)
-

*

~

[81-2-4, 306]

Left half, lower portion, 2 in. by 2in.; 18 + 4 lines; marginal number <.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning IYf E and fY f-t,
[81-2-4, 307]
etc.
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 15
.....
lines; Babylonian.
Copy of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
[81-2-4, ·309]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1I in.; 9 + 11 + .
Part of an incantation-text.

.........
lines.
[81-2-4, 311]

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by
in.
...
.
.........
+
11 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
The
sentences begin with
* < Yte*. This fragment appears to belong to
the same tablet as 81-2-4, 205; see above, p. 1771.
[81-2-4, 312]
Portion of the left half, 2¼in. by 1 7-1 in.; 17 + short beginnings of 7 lines;
Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.
Mention is made of

<- ly EnY and

'>'

Y' f

-

e, the son of

- , y _-Y

{ -">Tq

Fragment out of the middle, 2-19 in. by 1} in.; 5 + .....
oinen-text concerning houses.

-e <--,
d Y

'Y <<<
[81-2-4, 313]
lines. Part of an
[81-2-4, 314]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 13in.; 17 + 14 lines; Babylonian.
Part of an omen-text.
[81-2-4, 315]
Fragment of the left half. 2- in. by 2 in.; .....
+ 11 lines. Part of a
text containing forecasts concerning
-Yp,
'>>Y and -y J~_,etc.
[81-2-4, 316]
Fragment of the left half, 21 in. by 2in.; 11 + 12 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts for the various months.
One
Section begins:-- A >S
(< M
'
< ': "
[81-2-4, 317]
Fragment out of the middle, 3in. by 15 in.; traces of 6 + 4 lines. Fragment of a list of objects (?).
[81-2-4, 318]
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by l in.; (.....+)
8 + 8 (+...)
lines. Part of a religious text including directions for ceremonies
and rites.
[81-2-4, 319]
Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 15 + 11 lines. Part of a letter to
the king concerning military affairs. Mention is made of the >-*

~iyn
y

¥yn
y. -[81-2-4,

320]

Left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 1 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report concerning observations of the moon.
[81-2-4, 321]
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 18 in.; ..... + 13 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. It may belong to
a tablet of the great astrological work y 4- -~
TY.
[81-2-4, 322]

4

Fragment out of the middle, 21- in. by 1 in.; .....

+ 11+.....+

....

lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing incantations and
directions for ce rem oni es.
[81-2-4, 323]
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 1- in.; 11 +.....lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
the sun and moon.
[81-2-4, 324]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3 in. high, one side of the base
at least l-in.; 1 7 + 6 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column III, lines 17 ff:; Column IV, lines 25 ff.
[81-2-4, 325]
Fragment out of the middle, 2| in. by 1-5- in.; 8 +....
lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts taken fiom observations of
certain stars.
[81-2-4, 326]
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2 in. by
in.; ..........
+
9 lines. End and colophon of a mythological legend belonging to

one, probably the last, tablet of the "Series" ([ME] H)
"-

¢>y

of the owner of this tablet, [Y >-+] the son of y

note 2.

entitled

Y-."{_y The colophon contains a double-date and the name

'--+<

yA>)

A-d

7.

P>T

A

,

4?,

Cf: BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 439,

[81-2-4, 327]

Fragment of the right half, 2§ in. by 2 in.; 7 + 13 lines. Part of an
inscription of an Assyrian king concerning building-operations.
Mention is made of the rivers AYd WJ<_Vy and Yd -4+
Q
.
[81-2-4, 328]
Left-hand corner, 2 in. by 1 in.; 14 + .....
lines. Beginning of a prayer
to various gods, probably written for an Assyrian king.
[81-2-4, 329]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2-1 in.; 23 + ..........
lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[81-2-4, 330]
Left-hand corner, 14 in. by 1- in.; 9 + 2 lines. Part of a text containing
prayers to Smasn [and lRammdn], etc.
[81-2-4, 331]
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 1in.; ( ........
+) 18 + 16
(+.)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, some
of which have an interlinear Assyrian version.
[81-2-4, 332]
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Fragment out of the middle, 2-7 in. by 1- in.; 20 + ........
) lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon and certain stars. They partly relate to public
affairs. In line 18 explanatory glosses are inserted by the scribe.
[81-2-4, 333]
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 1in.; (....
+) 21 + 14 (+.....)
lines; Babylonian. Part of a religious text including directions for
ceremonies and rites.
[81-2-4, 334]
Right half, upper portion, l in. by 1l71in.; 15 + 10 lines; Babylonian.
Forecasts.
[81-2-4, 335]
Right half, upper portion, 31 in. by 21 in.; short ends of 10 + 5 lines.
Fragment of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[81-2-4, 336]
Right half, upper portion; 2 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 9 lines. Forecasts.
[81-2-4, 337]
Portion of the right half, 2-in. by 1 in.; ..... + 16 lines. Omens concerning houses.
[81-2-4, 338]
Left-hand corner, 1] in. by 1y6 in.; 7 + 4 + ( ...........
.......
).
traces of 2 + 2 lines. Part of a list of objects and of the names of
their owners. The colophon contains a date.
[81-2-4, 339]
Right half, lower portion, 23 in. by
randum.

in.; 3 + 2 lines.

Part of a memo[81-2-4, 340]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2-1 it. by 1 in.; ( ....
+) 5 + 5 ( ..... )
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
version.
[81-2-4, 341]
Fragment out of the middle, 2{ in. by 1I in.; 5 + ..... lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[81-2-4, 342]
Fragment out of the middle (of a prismoid), 1 in. by 1 1in.;
.
+
8 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Assurb anipal, concerning building-operations.
[81-2-4, 343]
Left half, 11 in. by s in.; 4 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological
report from yV o.
[81-2-4, 344]
Fragment out of the middle, 1}-Iin. by 1in.
an omen-text concerning houses, etc.

13 lines. Part of
[81-2-4, 345]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1
report.

lines. Part of a
[81-2-4, 346]

in.; 9 + ....
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14 lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, i in. by 1 in.; ..... _
text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
[81-2-4, 347]
certain stars.
Fragment of the left half, 21 in. by 1 in.; 13 + traces of 2 lines. Part of a
text containing forecasts concerning _ and - Ay, etc. [81-2-4, 348]
Circular impression of a royal seal,* diameter 1 in.,- height - in.; around it
are 4 + 2 lines of inscription. Part of a private letter, concerning
I"-'"'"-'
1 <
:
the transport of a number of horses, dated :-I[81-2-4, 349]
4 4-TYt [>> ?]',:, i.e., Nov.-Dec., B.C. 718 (?).
YCircular impression of a royal seal, diameter 1 in., height 1 in.; around it
are 3 + 2 lines of inscription. Part of a private letter. The date is
[81-2-4, 350]
mutilated.
Upper half of an oval impression of a royal seal, 14 in. by 1-s in.;
3 lines in hieroglyphic characters. Part of an inscription of J
Sabaco (the first king of the XXVth Dynasty, ca. B.C. 700). For '
the text.and a translation of it see BUDGE, 7Th1 Mumnmy, Chapters L
on Egyptian funereal arclceology (Cambridge, 1893), p. 249 f.
[81-2-4, 352]
Portion of
lines.
.....
+
13
in.;
1
by
in.
middle,
the
Fragment out of
a prayer, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.
[81-2-4, 372]
) lines. Part
.........
8
+.
Fragment of the left half, 1- in. by 1 1 in.;
of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits.,
[81-2-4, 373]
1889, p. 434.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1-7-in.; 10 + ....
Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.

.... lines.
[81-2-4, 374]

lines. Part of an
in.; 8 + .....
in. by
Fragment of the right half,
[81-2-4, 375]
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Fragment out of the middle, 111in. by 13 in.; 7 +........
of a religious text.

lines. Part
[81-2-4, 376]

:Right half, l1in. by -3in.-; 15 + 12 lines. Part of a letter (from the
king?) to (?) Y : KAyy-y[S?] concerning public affairs. [81-2-4, 377]
Portion of the right half, 14 in. by 1 in.; 13 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter to the king concerning military affairs. Mention is made of
378]
: -'
-[81-2-4,
] I t - A

Y

,-. -;

* Cf. supra, p. 80, note *, and Vol. I, p. xxx.

t Partly effaced.
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Left half, upper portion, 1i in. by 1 in.; 12 + 10 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines;
Babylonian. Part of an address to the king. Mention is made of
[81-2-4, 379]
C V ~.
V >-~~
Right half, l-in. by -5 in.; 6 + 5 lines.
from [y 4-]
X* ~
> T.

Part of an astrological report
[81-2-4, 380]

Nearly complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet,
5 + 3 + 5 + traces of 2 lines. Private contract.
Fragment of the left half, 2s il. by 2 in.; 15 + 15 lines.

-11in. by '- in.;
[81-2-4, 381]

Part of a letter.

[81-2-4, 382]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by l1Tini.; 9 + .....
text containing forecasts.

lines. Part of a
[81-2-4, 383]

Portion out of the middle, 2| in. by 1 in.; 15 + 15 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter concerning astrological subjects. Mention is made of the

land of Akkad ([

[l]).

_VV

[81-2-4, 385]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Iin. by 1 in.; 11 +(.........+
)
5 lines. Part of a list of names of stones, probably belonging to a text
containing directions for ceremonies and rites.
[81-2-4, 386]
Fragment of the lower half of reverse, 13 in. by 1 in.; ....
+ 10 lines;
Babylonian. End of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc., and partly relating to public affairs.
Of the
catch-line only the middle part is visible
'<
- T7
Y,- oeI..M. This fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the
great astrological work y t -4- "YU
A.
[81-2-4, 387]
Fragment of the right half, 2-1 in. by 1 in.; 11

+

.....

lines.

Part of a

report concerning proceedings in the city of ~]Y <I~:: 4 Ad.
Fragment of the lower portion,

14

in. by 1

5in.;

[81-2-4, 388]
6 + 4 lines. Part of a

private contract.

[81-2-4, 389]

Portion of the right half; 1 in.1by 1 in.; 10 + 8 lines.
contract.

Part of a private
[81-2-4, 390]

Fragment of the left half, 1. in. by 1-xin.; 9 + (.....+....
+)
11 lines. Part of a mythological or religious text.
[81-2-4, 391]
Right-hand corner, 2} in. by

13-in.

2 + 3 lines.

text.

Part of a religious(?)
[81-2-4, 392]

*

Partly effaced.
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11 lines.
.
.+)
+
in.; traces of 9 + ( ....
by 3 1in.
Left-hand corner, 1
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for cerem onies.
[81-2-4, 393]
Fragment of the right half, l1 in. by 1¼ in.; 8 + .....

Part of a letter (to the king) concerning ¥

lines; Babylonian.

¥:":Y -4 m

Q.

[81-2-4, 394]
Right half, lower portion, 11 in. by 1 5 in.; 5 + 8 lines in Assyrian, and on
the edge between obverse and reverse 1 line in Phoenician. Part of a
private contract. Cf. DE VOGUEI, Corpus inscrr. Sern., Pars II, t. I
[81-2-4, 395]
(1889), p. 42.
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2 in. by 1 in.; ..... + 16 lines.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the b-~y, etc.
[81-2-4, 397]
....

....
Left-hand corner, 2 in. by 12 in.; 7 + (
beginning:text,
Part of a religious

-FY -

>Y ME <E:

+) traces of 1 lines.

\·U

[81-2-4, 398]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by l1-7in.; 12 + ..... lines. Part
of an omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to
[81-2-4, 399]
men.
lines.
Fragment of the lower portion, lHin. by l in.; 7 + 1 +....
a-]Y ., etc.
and
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning
[81-2-4, 400]
lines.
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by l-3in.; 14 + ..... (....)
etc.
)
i,
and
_]Y
concerning
forecasts
containing
text
of
a
Part
[81-2-4, 401]
a
Portions, 1 in. by llin.; 9 + 11 + (left-hand edge) 4 lines. Part of a
[81-2-4, 402]
letter to the king concerning public affairs.
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 2k in. by 1-T- in.; 9 + 4 + ..........
Part of a text containing epigraphs. Mention is made of Y <(<(

-p

YPE, etc.

Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 1 3in.; 7 + .....
text containing astrological forecasts.

[81-2-4, 403]
lines. Part of a
[81-2-4, 404]

+....
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 in.; 3 + 7 + .....
lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning
[81-2-4, 405]
4_and -%, etc.
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Right-hand corner,
in., by 1 in.; (.....4+) .....
4 ('+ ...
) lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses,
:
-etc.
.
.
....
[81-2-4, 406]
Right half, upper portion, liin.
the king from [¥]

*

by 1 in.; 9 + 7 lines.

Part of a letter to

_.
>

[81-2-4,407]

Portion out of the middle, l
in. by 1 in.; 14 + 11 lines. Part of a letter
concerning religious subjects. Mention is made of the city of Urtkd

[81-2-4, 408]

,(nY<Si <E).

Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by 1 in.;
......
+ 11 lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts. This fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as 81-2-4, 205; see above, p. 1771.
[81-2 4, 409]
Left-hand corner, 1lin. by iin.; 6 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
omen-text concerning house-gates (y J]
dy), etc., and incidents
that may happen to men.
[81-2-4, 10a]
Left-hand corner, l-i
6in.
by ,5 in.; 6 +
...
. lines. Part of a text
containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version, being a
fragment

of the

16th

tablet

of the

Series

Yty>

Duplicate of K. 4870, etc.; see above, p. 670.

<-hy y-.

[81-2-4, 4101b]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 1- in. by 5in.; .
+ 2 + 6
lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter (to the king).
[81-2-4, 411]
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by I in.; (.....+)
10 + 7 (+....)
lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the wind, etc.
[81-2-4, 412]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1¼ in.; 9 + ....
lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
certain stars.
[81-2-4, 413]
Left half, lower portion, 13in. by 1- 1in.; 8
concerning religious subjects.
Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by 1

in.;

7 lines.

Part of a letter
[81-2-4, 414]

....

+ 9 lines. Forecasts.
[81-2-4, 415]
Fragment out of the middle, 14 in. by -in.; 14 +....
lines. Part of a
text containing forecasts. They partly relate to public affairs.
[81-2-4, 416]
Portion out of the middle, 11 in. by 1 in......
+ 9 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter.
[81-2-4, 417]
*

VOL. IV.

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 1-7 in. by

5 in.; 11 + ( -...... + ...
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases
of the teeth. Two Sections begin :-y
_
_ , ' ¥S
j /r.ii
[81-2-4 :418]
+ 11 lines. End of an
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; ....
[81-2-4, 419]
astrological text.

.....
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1 in. by I in.; 8 + 2
lines. Part of a letter concerning astrological subjects. [81-2-4, 420]
Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by 1 ^ in.; 9 + ...
religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

lines. Part of a
[81-2-4, 421]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 a in. by 13 in.; 8 - ..........
of an incantation-text.

lines. Part
[81-2-4, 422]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1- 3 in.; traces of 4 + 7 +..........
[81-2-4, 423]
lines. Fragment of a religious or mythological text.
+).....
10
.....
(
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1i.;
(+
.... ) lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear
[81-2-4, 424]
Assyrian version.
Upper half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 6 + ....

lines.

Part of a letter.

[81-2-4, 425]
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 18 in.; 3 + 2 + 4 + (left-hand edge) traces of 4
lines. Part of a religious text, probably written for an Assyrian king.
[81-2-4, 426]
lines. Part of an
Fragment of the left half, 15 in. by 1 in.; 7 + ....
omen-text. The sentences begin with ¥ k>< toYy; cf. supra, p. i084,
[81-2-4, 427]
K. 10390, etc.
9 +....(
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 Bin.;
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.

) lines.
[81-2-4, 428]

..
. lines. Part
Fragment of the left half, 1--7 in. by 1 in.; 10 +
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of certain stars. One Section begins:-y'IH> V 4429]
[81-2-4,
-T YTY:
+- W>Y
Fragment out of the middle, 18 in. by 1 in.; 11 + .........
of a religious or mythological text.

in
in.; 4 + 5 + ....
in.
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king(?).
[81-2-4, 431]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1

.....

lines.

lines. Part
[81-2-4, 430]
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Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 1- in.; 4 + 8 +..........
lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[81-2-4, 432]
Fragment of the right half, 12 in. by 1iy in.; 13 + ..... lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts concerning rainfall, etc.
[81-2-4, 433]
Fragment of the right half 2in. by

lines in double-columns.

in.; (.....

.

....

+ 10(+ ....

)

Part of an explanatory list. [81-2-4, 434]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 13 in.; 6 +.....lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of ,
Y TYY [(4<].
[81-2-4, 436]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 15 +..........lines.
Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of certain stars.
[81-2-4, 437]
Portion out of the middle,. 2 in. by t in.; 20 + ..... lines. Part of a
letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the
city of [.-^?] ¢
f y
^.
[81-2-4, 438]
Fragment oat of the middle, 21 in. by 1 in.; 17 +
......
) lines;
Babylonian; partly vitrified. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning

m[, etc.

[81-2-4, 439]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 1 in.; (.....
) short ends of 9 + 10
(+ ..... ) lines; Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text.
[81-2-4, 440]
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by in.; 8 + (..........
+) 4 +
(left-hand edge) 1 lines. Part of a religious text with an interlinear
Assyrian version.
[81-2-4, 441]
Fragment out of the middle, 2§ in. by 1 in.; 4 + .....

lines; Babylonian.

Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288 (?).
[81-2-4, 442]
Fragment out of the middle, 1i in. by 1ilin.; traces of 3 + 5 + ..... +

..... lines; in Column II is a geometrical (?) figure:-

.

Part

of a text containing forecasts similar to those of KK. 99, 2086, 4069,
etc.; cf. supra, pp. 25, 403, 592.
[81-2-4, 443]
Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by 1 in.;

End of a religious text.

.....

(.....)

+ 5 lines.

[81-2-4, 444]
10 T 2
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 3in.; 9 +.......
lines.
Fragment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[81-2-4, 445]
Fragment of the lower portion,
l
1 in. by 1 in.; 7 + ( .........
+)
7 lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.
[81-2-4, 447]
Left-hand corner, 1- in. by 1 i.;
10 + ( ..........
+) 3 lines. Part
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people.
[81-2-4, 448]
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; .........
+ 7 lines. Part of
a text containing astrological forecasts.
The sentences begin
<
withl
BRENx.
This fragment appears to belong to the same tablet
as 81-2-4, 205; see above, p. 1771.
[81-2-4, 449]
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, lPart of an astrological (?) text.
Portion of the right half, 1
the king.

in. by 1 in.; ....

in. by 1 in.; 7 + 6 lines.

+ 12 lines.
[81-2-4, 450]

Part of a letter to
[81-2-4, 451]

Right half, upper portion, l in. by -in.; 6 + 1 + (edge) 3 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter from y >~ yA jy Y concerning private affairs.
Mention is made of y * >'-=I=*
<. -.
[81-2-4, 452]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2in. by 1 in.; 5 + 1 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
[81-2-4, 453]
Fragment of the right half, 18 in. by 1 in.; (.....+)
(+ ....
) lines. Part of a religious text.
Portion out of the middle, 1 in. by
1 1 in.; 7 + 7 lines.

8 + traces of 4
[81-2-4, 454]
Part of a letter.
[81-2-4, 455]

Ieft half, lower portion, 14 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 2 + traces of 5 -F(left-hand
edge) 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter concerning the transport
of oxen, etc.
[81-2-4, 456]
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by
in.; (....+)
2 + 5 (+ .....
lines. Part
of a list of names of officials, and their titles, similar to that of K. 1359;
see above, p. 274.
[81-2-4, 457]
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by 1in.; (.....+)
Part of a religious text.
* Partly effaced.

4 + 3 (+.....) lines.
[81-2-4, 458]
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Portion of the left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; ..
+ 13 + (left-hand edge) 1
lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king concerning public
affairs.
[81-2-4, 459]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by l1 in.; 10 .
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.

......

)lines.
[81-2-4, 461]

Left half, upper portion, 1 in. by .1in.; 11 + 1 lines. Part of a letter
to the king from Y '- [-P ?] ''
concerning an observation of
the star --- g¥
.
_[81-2-1. 462]
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by - in.; 8 + ....

lines.

Part of a list of objects.
[81-2-4, 463]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 11 in.;......
+
..... + 7 + 2
lines. Part of an omen-text concerning the directions in which a bird
may flutter round a man.
[81-2-4, 464]
Left half, lower portion, 19-in. by - Iin.; 5 + 4 lines. Part of a letter to
the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the cities of

-TY d ,-Ty anda -

.- 4-.

[81-2-4, 465]

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by -5; in.; 6 +
.
..... lines. Part of
a religious text including directions for ceremonies and rites. One
Section begins:-IE__ 1A-+ -'[81-2-4, 466]
Lower half, 1-5in. by 1 in.; 4 + (edge) 2 lines.
ing private affairs.

Part of a letter concern[81-2-4, 467]

Left half, upper portion, 1-T in. by 1in.;
7 + 4 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king (
_a,) from -,
_ * [V] and
ad -44
>A- H concerning public affairs.
[81-2-4, 468]

R

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1
letter or report.

in. ......

+ 5 lines. End of a
[81-2-4, 469]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 in. by 11 in.; .....
+ 9 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a report (?).
[81-2-4, 470]

Right half, upper portion,
religious text.

11-3iin.

by I in.; 14 + ....

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by l1in.; 9 + ......
double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants.

lines. Part of a
[81-2-4, 471]
lines in}
[81-2-4, 472]

Fragment of the right half, 2- in. by -1in.; 4 + 14 lines; partly vitrified.
Part of; a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain stars.
[81-2-4, 473 + 81-2-4, 486]
*Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 7 in.; 6 + 7 lines. Part of a text'
containing incantations and directions for cerenonies.
[81-2-4, 474]
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by -l- in.; 4 + 5 lines. Part of a private con[81-2-4, 475]
tract (?).
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1i in. by 1 in.; 9 +.........
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the
lines.
[81-2-4, 476]
various months, concerning rainfall, etc.
Right-hand corner, 1 I in. by 1

in.; 5 + 1 + 5 lines; Babylonian.

Part of

[81-2-4, 477]

a report (?).

Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 14 in. by 14 in.; 7 lines. Part of
an inscription of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr.,
[81-2-4, 478]
Column I, lines 67 ff.
Fragment out of the middle, 18 in. by
Part of a text containing forecasts.
affairs.

15

lines.
in.; 9 +..........
They partly relate to public
[81-2-4, 479]

(in three
Fragment of the left half, 1a in. by l-g in.; 8 +..........lines
or four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the classes "S,"
[81-2-4, 480]
"Sb," or " Sc.
Fragment of the left half, 1l7- in. by 1l- in,; 8 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part
[81-2-4, 481]
of a letter to the king.
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1- in.; (.....+)....+
lines. Part of an incantation-text.

)
5+( ...
[81-2-4, 482]

Right half, upper portion, 13 in. by 1 in.; 5 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
of an astrological report. It partly relates to public affairs.

Part

[81-2-4, 483]
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 1 in.; short beginnings of 3 + 9 lines.
a text containing forecasts.

cf. supra, p. 776, K. 6283.

The sentences begin with -<

Part of

*<(f: ~-;

[81-2-4, 484]

Right half, upper portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of
concerning eclipses of the
. -Jy
a letter to the king fiom _I "
[81-2-4, 485]
sun and moon.
lines. Part
Fragment of the left half, 1I in. by 1 in.; 10 +.........
of a- text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
[81-2-4, 487]
ceremonies.
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Fragment of the left half, l in. by 1 in.; 11 + ....
of' a text containing astrological forecasts.

( .)..!-lies.
·
Part
[81-2-4, 488]

KOUYUNJIK

Left half, lower portion, ll in. by 1in.; traces of 2 + 5 lines; partly vitrified.
Part of a private letter.
[81-2-4, 489]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
in.; 10 +..........
of a list of names of officials and their titles.

lines. Part
[81-2-4, 490]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. by 1 in.; 8 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with
Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column V, lines 28 if.
[81-2-4, 491]
Left half, upper portion, 2in. by 3in. ; 15 + 11 + 3 + (left-hand edge)
3 lines. Part of a letter to the king. Mention is made of the country
of
<.
.
,4
[81-2-4, 492]

C >

Portion out of the middle, 1 in. by 3 in.; 12 + 1 + traces of 7 lines. Part
of a letter (to the king). Mention is made of y '_-z ]- i.,
[81-2-4, 493]

..

Right half, lower portion, 15in. by s in.; 6 + .
Part of a letter or report.

lines; Babylonian.
[81-2-4, 494]

Fragment out of the middle, i¼ in. by I5 in.; 8 + .....
of a text containing astrological forecasts.

lines. Part
[81-2-4, 495]

Fragment out of'the middle, 1T
+
1- in. by t in.; traces of 4 + 7 + . ....
..... .lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. The

sentences begin with

(TA.
<'

This fragment appears to belong to

the same tablet as 81-2-4, 205; see above, p. 1771.
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1
Babylonian. Part of a report.

, in.

[81-2-4, 496]

by s in.; 5

Fragment out of the middle, 11 in. by 1 in.; 5 + ....
Part of a report.
Fragment of the left half, 1 3 in. by
Part of a letter or report.

3 in.;

..... lines;
[81-2-4, 497]

lines; Babylonian.
[81-2-4, 498]

traces of 3 + 5 lines; Babylonian.
[81-2-4, 499]

Left half, lower portion, 1 in. by in.; 7 + 10 lines. Part of a letter (to
the king) concerning the transport of the images of certain genii

(

>

- '- Y->'-

>T *a)in the city of -

F

Y

<< I((
-*

[81-2-4, 500]
Left-hand corner, l-3in. by 5 in.; 8 + (.
+
+)
6 lines. Part of a list of names of officials and their titles. Sums total
are added by the scribe.
[81-2-4, 501]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l-17 in. by i in.; 8 + ......
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
.-.: ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[81-2-4, 502]
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 1l in. by 11 in.; ....
+
+
8 + 2 lines. Part of an astrological text concerning observations of
certain stars.
[81-2-4, 503]
Right half, lower portion, 1in. by I in.; 4 + 6 lines.
logical report.
-

Part of an astro.[81-2-4, 504]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by - in.; 6 + ....
lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men.
[81-2-4, 505]
Left half, lower portion, 1¼in. by - in.; 9 + traces of 4 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter concerning private affairs.
[81-2-4, 506]
Fragment of the lower portion, 1- in. by I in.; 7 + ..........
lines in
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.
[81-2-4, 507]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 1 in. by 1 in.; 10 + .
Part:of a text containing astrological forecasts.
Upper portion, 1-3 in. by in.; 8 + .....
letter from the king to Y ~-]k% J,

.........
) lines.
[81-2-4, 508]

lines; Babylonian. Part of a
<F-.
[81-2-1, 509]

v

-
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Right half of a cylinder, 35in. long, the diameter increasing from 4in. to
5in.; 95 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib. Duplicate
[81-7-27, 1]
of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p 1728.
.
Fragment of a cylinder, 2 in. long, segmental arc 4 in., chord 4¼ in.;
28 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib. The text corresponds with that of Senn. Pr., Column II, lines 30 ff.
[81-7-27, 2 + 81-7-27, 4]
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the
lines. Part of an inscription
base 2in.; 4 + 15 + 13 + ..........

of Sennacherib concerning his war with Y ->--<FY t.iy _ Ai
king of the land of ^,4 mf^; .=, and certain building-operations.

,

[81-7-27, 3]

Fragment of a cylinder, 213 in. long, segmental arc 21in., chord 2 in.;
17 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib. The text corres[81-7-27, 5]
ponds with that of Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 27 ff,
Fragment of a cylinder, 15in. by 1 in.; 8 lines. Part of an inscription of
Sennacherib. The text corresponds with that of Senn. Pr., Column
[81-7-27, 6]
I, lines 58 if.
Fragment of a cylinder, lIin. by 1 in.; 10 lines. Part of an inscription
of Sennacherib. Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
[81-7-27, 7]

Portion of a cylinder, 6 in. long, segmental arc 2 in., chord 23 in.; 12 lines
separated from each other by division-rules. Part of an inscription
of an Assyrian king similar to those mentioned above, p. 327,
K. 1662. Cf. WINCKLER, Revue d'Assyr., Vol. II (1892), p. 67.
[81-7-27, 8 + 82-5-22, 26]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 31 in. high, one side of the base
at least 1i in.; 22 + 22 + .......... lines. Part of an inscription
of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 40 ff.;
[81-7-27, 9]
Column II, lines 16 ff.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. by 1- in.; 8 +.........
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with
[81-7-27, 10]
K. 2732 (see above, p. 470), Column VIII, lines 25 if.
VOL. IV,

10 U
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Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the
base at least 1 in.; 8 + 6 + .........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column VI, lines 46 ff.; Column VII, lines 82 ff.
[81-7-27, 11]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 41;in. by 18 in.; 10 +..
...
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with
K. 2732 (see above, p. 470), Column VIII, lines 41 ff.
[81-7-27, 12]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 23 in. high, one sideof the base
at least l in.; 14 + 15 + .
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column II, lines 18 ff.; 122 ff.
[81-7-27, 14]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2e in. high, one side of the base
at least Ilin.; 11- +
lines.
Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column V,
lines 72 ff.
[81-7-27, 15]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 13 in. high, one side of the base
at least 1 in.; 7 + 7 +........
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal.
The text of Column b corresponds with that of
K. 2732 (see above, p. 470), Column V, lines 38 ff.
[81-7-27, 16]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 2 in. long, segmental arc 1¼ in.,
chord 1l in.; 9 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib. The
text corresponds with that of Senn. Pr., Column II, lines 25 if.
[81-7-27, 17]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2j in. high, one side of the base
at least l in.; 11 +
.
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with K. 2732 (see above, p. 470),
Column IV, lines 84 ff.
[81-7-27, 18]
Complete, 21-}in. by l1in.; 13 + 8 lines. Astrological report to the
king from Y
'-<- Y
k-< <<<( concerning observations of the
wind, etc.
[81-7-27, 19]
Left half, upper portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 3 lines. Part of an astrological report. Mention is made of ¥ ^¥
tV;
:. [81-7-27, 20]
Portion out of the middle of a cylinder, 3½in. long, segmental arc 3fin.,
chord 31in.; 20 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
[81-7-27, 21]
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ŽNearly complete, 3T in. by 2-2in.; 14 + 2 + 12 lines.
Astrological
forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.; they partly relate to public affairs.
Lines 6-9 of reverse are quoted by PINCHES, P.S.B.A.,Vol. V, p. 74;
cf. also HAGEN, Beitr. zur Ass., Vol. II, p. 245 f.; and DELITZSCH, ibidem,
p. 272.
[81-7-27, 22]
Complete, 2 in. by 1¼in.; 6 + 1 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report from y .-i- (> tyyT
~; concerning observations of certain
stars.
[81-7-27, 23]
Right half, upper portion, lin.
logical text.

by 11in.; 8 + 4 lines.

Part of an astro[81-7-27, 24]

Right half, upper portion, 3s in. by 11- in.; 12 + 19 lines; between lines 2
and 3 of obverse is a seal-impression. Part of a private contract,

.dated:-^r
"

^v<r. AW [< Y] g-r

Ye

fITY
;,

<]

i.e., April-May, B.C. 686.

^

[a

[81-7-27, 25]

Right half, lower portion, 2- in. by 1 in.; 6 + 1 + 14 lines; at the beginning of what is preserved of the obverse are two seal-impressions.
Part of a private contract. The date is mutilated.
[81-7-27, 26]
Left half, 3 in. by 1 in.; 14 + 1 + 18 + 2 lines; between lines 3 and 4 of
obverse are two nail-marks. Part of a private contract concerning
the sale of three slaves. It is dated : -. , >
[,-,,
?] <YT
-k -[v-Y>-A
?]t, i.e., March-April, B.C. 693.
[81-7-27, 27]
:Right half, upper portion, 24 in. by 2 in.; 10+4 + 2 lines; between lines
2 and 3 of obverse are two seal-impressions.
Part of a private

contract concerning a sale of land.
4

[T] >-_*

:Complete, 2 in. by
T <VY

.4>-<

^

It;, i.e., B.c.

y

It is dated:- -'|:,' Y
'

671-670.

-in.; 15 + 14 + 2 lines.

[81-7-27, 28]
Letter to the king from
[81-7-27, 29]

concerning astrological subjects.

Nearly complete, 23 in. by 1sin.; 19 + 7 lines. Letter to the king from
'
- -4ATyy'
t; concerning certain offerings.
[81-7-27, 30]
Nearly complete, 2 Ti
byin, in.; 19 q- 1 + 17 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
b1
Address to the king from Y^-^* _ <<<
concerning public affairs.
Mention is made of sta =
4 'F
EYY
,
-- <{+ << ,K,
.-tY 8174
+...
>X4 ,
Y,
and A-T Y
Y; E >4,
etc.
[81-7-27. 31]

Y

* Partly effaced.

+ Cf. supra, p. 1410, Sm. 461.
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Nearly complete, 2 in. by 1 -in.; 20 + 2 + 8 lines: Babylonian. Letter
concerning religious subjects.
.
to the king from Y ->. :(<<;
[81-7-27, 32]
.
C Vf
Mention is made of y '-y>l;~:
Nearly complete, 2YTAHY

1in.by 1l in.; 17 + 12 lines.

A
* -YY YYYY

Letter to the king from

t and Y . >"4 concerning private affairs.
YY

[81-7-27, 33]
1
lines. Part
2
edge)
(left-hand
2
+
+
+
12
11
in.;
Portions, 2- in. by 1
y -t - -k concerning private
of a letter to the king from Y > -- <Yo<Y
V.'Y
- 4-<
affairs. Mention is made of the city of >-Yy I: .
[81-7-27, 34]
lines.
Portion out of the middle of obverse, 2 in. by 1 in.; 15 +.....
Part of a lett er to the king from y id <y- z t [YT] concerning private
[81-7-27, 35]
affairs.
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2½in. by 1-9-in.; ..... + 11
[81-7-27, 36]
lines. Part of a private contract.
+ 11 + 2
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 1- in. by 1in; ...
[81-7-27, 37]
lines. Part of a letter to the king.
Right half, upper portion, 2-7, in. by 1 in.; 14 + 12 + 2 lines. Part of a
[81-7-27, 38]
letter to the king.
Upper half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 11 + 3 lines. Part of a letter to the king from
[81-7-27, 39]
[ -3 concerning a state-barge, etc.
Y~>p-

+

Lower half, 1 in. by -15in.; 7 + 3 + 7 lines; Babylonian.
(to the king).
Upper half, 1lin. by 1- in.; 6 + 7 lines.
to the king from Y -+ . <<<4 - -< >

Part of a letter
[81-7-27, 40]

Introduction and end of a letter
[81-7-27, 41]

y.

+ 9 lines.
Fragment out of the middle of reverse, 14 in. by 1-5 in.; .....
[81-7-27, 42]
Part of a private contract.
+ 12 lines;
Portion out of the middle of reverse, 1 in. by 1 in.; ....
Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.
Mention is made of Babylon and Borsippa (I A-- T Y < '
~~

[81-7-27, 43]

atYi), etc.

Right half, upper portion of reverse, 1l in. by l-in.; ....
Part of a letter to the king.

+ 10 lines.
[81-7-27, 44]

Left half, lower portion, 1l in. by r in.; 9 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a letter concerning religious subjects.
[81-7-27, 45]
* Thus.

t Partly effaced.
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Portion of the right half, 14 in. by -}in.; 11 + 9 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines.
Part of a letter to the king concerning military affairs. Mention is
[81-7-27, 46]
made of Y E.- ~ :.
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by lin.; 4 + 2 + 5 lines.

Part of a letter (?).
[81-7-27, 47]

.. lines; Babylonian.
in.; 13 +
Portion of the left half, 1-w in. by
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made

of y

,-yT A

_ and.f >-BU .

i

.

[81-7-27, 48]

+ 9 lines. Part
Upper half, 4 in.by2 in.; 8+ 6 +8 +10+ 11 + 5+
of a list of picture-signs similar to that of K. 8520; see above,
p. 934. The modern Babylonian cuneiform characters which are
thought to be their equivalents are added, and the list is arranged in
[81-7-27, 49 + 81-7-27, 50]
the order of Sa.
Right half, lower portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses,
[81-7-27, 52]
rainfall, etc.
lines in
by 1in.; 13 +..........
Fragment out of the middle, 1in.
53]
[81-7-27,
list.
explanatory
of
an
double-columns. Part
+ 27 +
..........
Right half, upper portion, 33 in. by 23 in.; .....
Part of a list of Assyrian
lines in double-columns.
..... +....
words with similar meanings. Duplicate of K. 4375; see above, p. 626.
[81-7-27, 55]
10 + 8 (+....)
Right half, lower portion, 21 in. by 2-A in.; (.....+)
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in
[81-7-27, 56]
groups according to the roots of the Assyrian words.
... +...+) 2 lines. Part
Left half, upper portion, 3- in. by 2 in.; 13 + (
for ceremonies to
directions
and
of a text containing prescriptions
¥: *
?]
.
be used for the benefit of sick people. It begins :--[!

X g^
tyy I Ft <T- <r<<T T1 < ^F

*

W Y
At
^e

I

P·

[81-7-27, 57]
+) 16 lines.
Portion of the left half, 3 in. by 2{ in.; 17 + ( ..... +.....
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various
months, concerning eclipses. They partly relate to public affairs.
[81-7--27, 58]
* Partly effaced.
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Right half, lower portion, 18; in. by 1{in.; (.... . +.8 + 12 (+ .....
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
.; :[81-7-27, 59]
lines; Babylonian.
Portion of the left half, 2ain. by a!in.; 18 +.....
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts, taken from observations of the moon, similar to those mentioned above, p. 1748, 80-7-19,
f :the great
273, etc. This fragment probably belongs to a-tablet

astrological work

'---+ >>yP. Ay .

'

[81-7-27, 60]

+).
.+13
(+ ..
)
Fragment of the right half, 1lin. by 1 in.; ( .
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
[81-7-27, 61]
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
Babylonian. Part
.. .lines;
Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 2 in.; 23
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
of the moon and certain stars. The lines begin usually with y ¢:~-T
[1-7-27,. 62]
^ ,~..,~.
.
.
. ~[8
...
Right half, lower portion, 2-in. by 2 in.; 14.+ 20 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc., and partly
relating to public affairs.
[81-7-27, 63]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 38 in. by 23 in.; 14 + 5 + ....
. lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts
+ ....
[81-7-27, 64]
.
concerning eclipses, etc.
Left half, lower portion, 3D in. by 3 in.; 23 + 25 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses. They partly
[81-7-27, 65]
relate to public affairs.
the middle, 48 in. by 31- in.'; 9 + 27 lines. Part of a Sumeroprayer, in the form' of a litany, forming, according to the
The
the 1st tablet of a Series beginning with ^il
s
Y
reads :S>f
IT, Ad
'tn
rYY
'
: *-[81-7-27, 66]
...
Portion of the right half, 25 in. by 2 in.; 19 + 16 lines. Part of a' text
containing astrological 'forecasts concerning rainfall, etc.; they
partly relate to public affairs. This fragment probably belongs to a
Y'
T-y [81-7-27, 67]
Y[
'-tablet of the great astrological work
Portion out of
Akkadian
colophon,
catch-line

-Lower half, 2 in. by 2-in.; 7 + 3 + 11 + (left-hand- edge) 3 lines. Part
[8-1-7-27, 68]
.
*
:
of a private contract.
) + 9 lines.
..
....
Fragment out of the middle, 2 -i in. by 2 in.;.
End and colophon of a religious text. Of the catch-line only the
[81-7-27, 69]
.
middle part is visible :- ,,- A - ' '
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Left half, lower portion, 4in. by 31 in.; 18 + 18 lines.
scription of Assurbanipal (f >4
-:4.
).
Fragment of the right half, 3 in. by 23 in.; ( ..
lines. Part of areligious text.

Part of an in[81-7-27, 70]

+) 11 + 10 (+ ..
)
[81-7-27, 71]

Left-hand corner, 2 in.. by 1 in.; 8
(.....
+
.
+) 5 lines. Part
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people..
[81-7-27, 72]
Portion of the right half, 3 in. by 2 in.; (...+)
17 + 7 (+ ..... )
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions
for ceremonies.
[81-7-27, 73]
Fragment of the lower portion, 21 in. by 1 in.; 4 + 6 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[8 1-7-2 7, 74]
'~~~
*.
Portion of the right half, 27 in. by 2-3 in.; ....
+ +13
11 +..
. lines;
Babylonian.
Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and
directions for ceremonies. One Section begins:-[-{- _] _* ~
..

Y:

·

aae
Ad
: Ad

.'~~~~

.

·>Xa

y

~:

];

Cf., Spra,

p. 928, K. 8449.

[81-7-27, 75]
Left half, 3 in. by '21 in.; 10 + + 11
10 + 1 lines separated from each other
by division-rules. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king.
Mention is made of the land of .E
<rye
Ey YT.
[81-7-27, 76]
..

..
.

.

. .

.

..

. .

...

Portion of the right half, 2n in. b 22 in.; ....
prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version.

+ 25 lines. Part of a
[81-7-27, 77]

Fragment of the left half, 3 in. by 21 in.; 17 + ......
. lines (in three
columns). Part of an explanatory list, with glosses, belonging to the
2nd tablet of the Series 4g
~
4- ,-y 41 < >-- yk jgq.
Duplicate of
K. 152; see above, p. 39f. Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p.- 432; and
ZIMMERN, ibidem, 1890, p. 388, note.
[81-7-27, 78]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2- in. by 2¼in.; 11 + .........
lines. Part of an inscription of Tiglathpileser I., corresponding
with K. 1621 a (see above, p. 320), Column I, lines 82 if.
[81-7-27, 79]
Portion out of the middle, 3&- in. by 2- in.; 27 +
mythological legend belonging to the 1st
-Y~
d: >7
-Y; <.- D.uplicate of K. 3938; see above,
K. 3473. Cf. PINCHES, Bab. Rec., Vol. IV, p. 33;
- * Partly effaced.

26 lines. Part of a
tablet of the Series
p. 578, and also p. 537,
ZIMMERN, in GvUNKEL'S
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Schlopfung und Chaos in Urzeit und Endzeit (Gottingen, 1895), p. 403,
note 1; DELITZSOH, Handw., pp. 275, 415; and Ab/landl. der K.S. Ges.
d. W., Vol. xxxix (1896), pp. 8, 17, 25 f.
[81-7-27, 80]
Fragment of the upper portion, 22 in. by 2% in.; 12 + (........
+)
4 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
observations of certain stars, and partly relating to public affairs.
According to the colophon it appears to form an extract from a tablet of
the great astrological work : -4- ["
^].
[81-7-27, 81]
Fragment out of the middle, 1%in. by 15 in.; 12 +..........
of a religious text.

lines. Part
[81-7-27, 82]

Fragment of the left half, 13 in. by 14in.; 11 + .........
an incantation-text.

lines. Part of
[81-7-27, 83]

Left half, upper portion, 2s in. by 1 in.; 4 + 2 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the star

r*
I'

,-4T$

t'

ET. The colophon contains a date.

[81-7-27, 84]

a

Portion out of the middle, 25 in. by 2 in.; 10 + 18 + ......
....
lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and directionsfor ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people. One Section begins:-- ,.
t Te

~V-ppA~o

inEp<My

I +

It

<WTY
>
1 do

Y'
Y

[81-7-27, 85]
Right half, upper portion, 2- in. by 2j in.; ( ....
+) 15 + 16 (+ .....
)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
ceremonies.
[81-7-27, 86]
Left half, upper portion, 21 in. by 1 in. 9 + 13 + 2 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts, forming, according to the colophon,
the 24th (?)t tablet of the great astrological work Y
"Y¥k
--- r¥¥~.
The catch-line reads:--Y >- - -H
4^
<; cf. supra,
p. 490, K. 2932.
[81-7-27, 87]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 15 in.; 10 +.........(
Part of a text containing forecasts.

) lines.
[81-7-27, 88]

Right half, upper portion, 3-in. by 2l6 in.; 17 + 12 lines. Part of an
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[81-7-27, 89]
Left half, lower portion, 1in. by 1 in.; 9 + 5 lines.
names of officials.

Part of a list of
[81-7-27, 90]

Left-hand corner, 1in. by 1 in.; 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian.
containing forecasts.
*

Partly effaced.

Part of a text
81-7-27, 91]

t The number is partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. by 1l¼-in.; 12 +....
.....
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding
with K. 2732 (see above, p. 470), Column VIII, lines 1 ff. [81-7-27, 92]
Portion of the section of a sphere or astrolabe, 3{ in. by 21 in.; 1 in. high.
The flat side appears to have been inscribed with the names of the
months, and names and figures of certain stars, of which 3 lines of
writing and. one figure are extant. For similar objects see above,
[81-7-27, 94]
p. 1385, Sm. 162, and below, 83-1-18, 608.
Right half, upper portion, 2¼in. by 1-1 in.; 5 + 2 lines; Babylonian.

¢]f7
of a report from [I-4- <]-y

>

Part

concerning religious subjects.
[81-7-27, 95]

Left half, upper portion, 1}in. by 1in.;

lines; Babylonian.

1+
13+

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon, and partly relating to public affairs. It begins:Of the catch-line only the beginning is
<d- k -P.T <<

visible :-y <<<- ,S

\

[81-7-27, 96]

.-

lines in
Fragment out of the middle, 21 in. by 18 in.; 13 + ..........
[81-7-27, 97]
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 11 in.; .....
report concerning public affairs.

+ 9 lines. Part of a
[81-7-27, 98]

Right-hand corner, 2-Tin. by {3-in.; 3 + 5 + 1 lines.
concerning public affairs.

Part of a report
[81-7-27, 99]

Fragment of the left half, l in. by 18 in.; 9 + (....+
....
+) 8 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and
[81-7-27, 100]
rites.
Part
Fragment out of the middle, 2¼ in. by 2 in.; 6 +..........lines.
[81-7-27, 101]
of a religious text.
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 14 +...
of an astrological text.

lines. Part
[81-7-27, 102]

+ 11
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1- in. by 1 in.; ....
[81-7-27, 103]
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts.

Fragment of the upper portion, 2-3 in. by 1 - in.; 8 + short beginnings of
2 + traces of 2 + 7 + 2 lines. Part of an omen-text concerning events
[81-7-27, 104]
which may take place in a city, etc.
Fragment out of the middle, 2-15 in. by 1 in.; .....
omen-text concerning houses and temples.
VOL. IV.

10 lines. End of an
[81-7-27, 105]
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Fragment of the right half, 1religious text.

lines. Part of a
[81-7-27, 106]

in. by 1 in.; 9 + .....

lines. Portion of a
....
Fragment of the left half, 12 in. by 12 in.; 11
religious text, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.
[81-7-27, 107]
Part of a
lines.
9
+
....
1
-Tin.;
1
in.
by
middle,
of
the
Fragment out
text containing omens derived from the condition of certain parts of
[81-7-27, 108]
the body (of a new-born child).
lines. Part of
...
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 14 in.; 11 + ..
a mythological text similar to those of K. 2148, K. 8337, Rm. 422,
[81-7-27, 109]
etc.; see above, pp. 413, 917, 1612.
-in.
Fragment out of the middle, 1-1

by l

in.; 11

....

(.....

) lines.

>-b¶y and ~¥H,
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning cY Mg_,
[81-7-27, 110]
etc.

9 + ..... +.....
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1- 7 in.; 9
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
[81-7-27, 111]
ceremonies.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. by 1-1in.; 7+..........
lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king concerning
[81-7-27, 112]
building-operations.
Fragment of the left half, 13 in. by 1- in.; 7 + .....
of a historical text.

(......)lines. Part
[81-7-27, 113]

..... + 9 lines. Part of an
Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by 1-in.;
omen-text concerning the condition of certain parts of the human
[81-7-27, 114]
body.
) lines.
....
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 11 + .
[81-7-27, 115]
Part of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version.
lines. Part of a
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 2 in.; 13 + ....
text containing forecasts concerning the J¥ A-d, etc.
[81-7-27, 116 + 81-7-27, 126]
+ 12 lines. Part of
Fragment of the left half, 2- in. by 1 in.; ..........
[81-7-27, 117]
etc.
titles,
their
and
of
officials,
of
names
list
a
+ 19 lines. Part of a
Portion of the right half, 2-~1in. by 1 in.; .....
text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.;
[81-7-27, 118]
they partly relate to public affairs.
)
(.....
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 24 in. by 1¼ in.; .....
+ 9 lines. Part of a text containing regulations for making
[81-7-27, 119]
offerings.

KOUYUNJIK
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Right half; lower portion, 1I in. by 1 -Tin.;11 + 11 lines. Part of a
hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 2862; see
[81-7-27, 120]
above, p. 483; cf. also p. 1623, Rm. 585.
Right half, upper portion, 2¼in. by 1l in.; 10 + 14 lines.
text.

Part of an omen[81-7-27, 121]

Part of a
+ 12 lines.
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1 in.; .....
122]
[81-7-27,
version.
Assyrian
with
an
interlinear
text
religious
Fragment of a vase of clay, 1 in. high, segmental arc 2 -in., chord 2in.;
on the outer surface 5 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian
king. Mention is made of Shalmaneser ( >-+- <(T=* ¥ - [+]).
[81-7-27, 123]
+ 13 lines.
....
by
lin.;
3in.
reverse,
Portion out of the middle of
End of a text containing prayers to Samas and Rammdn, and directions
[81-7-27, 124]
for ceremonies and rites.
+ 13 lines. Part
Left half, upper portion of reverse, 2 in. by 2 in.; ....
of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere[81-7-27, 125]
monies.
13 (+
.....+).....+
Fragment of the right half, 1- in. by 1 in.; (
) lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and
.....
¥]
1?
A
directions for ceremonies. A colophon-line reads:-[-0
127]
In G.
-[81-7-27,
,
-t
,+-X-*
lines. Part
[81-7-27, 128]

Fragment out of the middle, 12 in. by 1l in.; 7 +.........
of an incantation-text.

) lines;
.....
[81-7-27, 129]

i..... 11 +
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1in.;
a
prayer.
Babylonian. Part of

. lines. Part
.
Fragment out of the middle, 1- in.by 1- in.; 10 +.
Mention is
version.
Assyrian
interlinear
an
with
text
of a religious
__II* r- =
* .V + -T
made of the " Sumerian Language " (
also
Cf.
434.
p.
1889,
>-y\), etc. For the text see BEZOLD, Zeits.,
WINCKLER,
p.
151;
LEHMANN, Samas., pt. I, p. 102; REISNER, Zeits., 1894,
Altorient. Forschungen, pt. III (Leipzig, 1895), p. 206, and note 1; and
supra, pp. 1200, 1354, 1469, K. 11856, K. 14013 and Sm. 1190.
[81-7-27, 130]
Right half, upper portion, 31 in. by 2 in.; 21 + 8 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts, belonging, according to the colophon,
to a tablet of the great astrological work

4-

-' D

l

¥.f

Of line 1

* Partly effaced.
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of obverse only the right half is visible:

4

Ylyy. The catch-line reads :--T[y

> .-4
t + RY] *VY¢Y
pp. 417, 424, KK. 2169, 2233, etc.

'zx
':-"

<.'

4-- f
! -$> T

x

+

-'"

a\

-

e;

PT

c/f

M

spra,

[81-7-27, 131]
+ 20 lines. Part of a
and id M, etc.
[81-7-27, 132]

Portion of the right half; 2-i8in. by 2½in.; .....

text containing forecasts concerning Ayy

7

'

tf

) lines.
+ 10 (+ ....
-).....
Right-hand corner, 2k in. by 13 in.; (....
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning obser[81-7-27, 134]
vations of certain stars.
Fragment of the lower portion, 2k in. by 13 in.; 7 + 14 lines. Part of a
r-] and Ay, etc.
text containing forecasts concerning ,y TIy,
[81-7-27, 135]
Right half, upper portion, 23 in. by 2 in.; 13 + 6 lines. Part of a text con>D-TYY and Ay Ad, etc.
taining forecasts concerning >- M, At,
E, i.e., Jan.-Febr.,
<>o T¥ A
v
It is dated::- --- *
[81-7-27, 136]
B.C. 648 (?).
Portions, 41 in. by 2k in.; 25 + 22 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain
stars; they partly relate to public affairs. The obverse begins:the catch3,4-Of
+ ASHY [I
+ >^- A] Id + T a
CV
[I
line only the beginning is visible:-- -.->-4+-.-4- ".EI _
cf. supra, p. 1107, K. 10694. This tablet probably belongs
;
[81-7-27, 137]
to the great astrological work ] y --- > tX <Tf.
Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 1½in.; 9 + 1 + 5 lines.
contract.

Part of a private
[81-7-27, 138]

Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 1-5 in.; 12 + 16 lines.
containing forecasts.

Part of a text
[81-7-27, 139]

+...
11
....
Fragment of the right half, 13 in. by 1 in.; ( .
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers
(+.....)
and directions for ceremonies. The end of one Section and a following colophon-line read:-

.[

-

",,,'2Y
'- .?]'r . ->Y
,y* "

.x
[81-7-27, 140]

* Partly effaced.
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Left half, upper portion, 3in. by 11l-in.; 3 + 11 lines; between lines 2 and 3
of obverse is a seal-impression. Part of a private contract. The
date is mutilated.
[81-7-27, 141]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by l'in.; 12 + ..... lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts, and probably
belonging to a tablet of the great astrological work yT 4- >-. T
.

Mention is made of ->+-H-i

G_.
Y-

[81-7-27, 142]

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by l 9in.; 15 + 11 lines.
containing forecasts.

Part of a text
[81-7- 27, 143]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2 in. by in.; (......
+) 3 + 8 (+.....)
lines. Part of an astrological text concerning observations of certain
stars.
[81-7-27, 144]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 -in. by I-5in.; 7 +.....
...
) lines.
Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal. Mention is made of the
city of >-T * X V -d-.
[81-7-27, 145]
Fragment of the left half, 13in. by
letter.

1in.;

. ....

+ 6 lines. Part of a
[81-7-27, 146]

Fragment of the right half, 1in. by lin.; ( ..
+) 12 +....(+.....)
lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list.
[81-7-27, 147]
Left half, lower portion, lTiin. by l13in.; 6 + 10 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a I etter to the king.
[81-7-27, 148]
Right-hand corner, lin. by 1min.; 12 + short ends of 4 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing forecasts.
[81-7-27, 149]
Left half, upper portion, 11-in. by 11in.; 8 + 7 lines.
concerning the making of certain offerings.

Part of a report
[81-7-27, 150]

Fragment of the left half,
. by
b
in.
in.; ..... + 9 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king concerning military affairs. Mention is
made of Y-+ <<<
--- +
and Y '¥Y ¥T, etc.
[81-7-27, 151]
Left half, lower portion, 3 in. by 2 in.; 21 + (
..+.....
+) 18 lines.
Part of an incantation-text, which appears to belong to a tablet of
the Series id H- L <. Section II of Column IV begins :--.>-+*
Yyy<TVY;dyy t Ty; ef. K. 2961 (see above, p. 493), Column IV,
line 3.
[81-7-27, 152]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragmentbf the lower portion of a vase of grey stone, 1 in. high, segmental
arc 5in., chord 4-in.; 1 line. Part of an inscription of Assur-

A

banipal :--4k y ---.
T H'i.':'

y << ~T- << -Y

by 1-1Tin.; 15 + 6 lines.

Complete, 2- 5in.

<k <
'- k "-' +
l--[81-7-27, 177]

Letter to the A

[81-7-27, 199]

~Y < Y¥concerning private affairs.
-y->-Yig

y

aY from
YY

Portions of the envelope of the preceding letter, 2f in. by 1-5in.; on the

obverse is the impression of a seal-cylinder, and 2 lines of inscription,
in which the address and the name of the sender are given:-

[Tf

- VV :Yly
?] ik

>28

[ma!

* go >>>T < By;

?1]3

31

cf. supra, p. 1122, K. 10904.
of a seal-cylinder.

JY

The reverse also contains the impression
[81-7-27, 199a]

Portion of the right half, 2min. by 23in.; 6 + 22 + 27 +.....lines in four
columns; Babylonian; marginal number <; not from Kouyunjik. Part
of an explanatory list of the class "Sc." Cf. BEZOLD, Achaemen.,
p. xi; Lit., p. 349; Zeits., 1889, p. 433; DELITZSCH, Lesest., 3rd ed.,
pp. 37, note 2; 43, note 1; 58, note 2; 66, note 5; W.B., pp. 39, 466;
[81-7-27, 200]
and Handw., pp. 67, 85, 130, 170, 201, 207, 454.
Upper half, 3in. by 2 ',in.; 17+17 lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik.
Part of a private contract between Fiy ¥, daughter of
Fy
-Y Y, son of y "~-yj Y , , and her husband Y ,-+ <_ Y > ,,
¥
T
C <«<<
t <<
etc. It is dated :-<;

vT

47

AT

i.e.,
Oct.-Nov., B.. 565 (?).

181
81-7-27
72 7 201]

lines;
Portion out of the middle, 22 in. by 2-5 in.; 21 + 20 + .........
Babylonian; probably not from Kouyunjik. Part of a text containing
[81-7-27, 202]
hymns.
. lines; Babylonian;
Right half, lower portion, 23 in. by 2- in.; 23 +
probably not from Kouyunjik. Portion of a hymn, part of which has
[81-7-27, 203]
an interlinear Assyrian version.
Nearly complete, 2-L6in. by 1-in.; 8 + 8 lines; Babylonian; not from
Kouyunjik.
Private contract, dnted:-~ ]Y <S
4

Le h A.

<y

[1 -+7

T -4

t -y

-N

* Partly effaced.

A,

[81-7-27, 204]

i.e., March-April, B.C. 657.
t Thus.
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Portions, 2 in. by 13in.; 10 + 7 lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik.
Part of a copy of a text containing incantations, prayers and
directions for ceremonies. The colophon, which is written in smaller
characters than the other parts of the text, reads:-

w9
'E

-I

-

W
07 -

W lT:;AS
A
f-+
T
<A,>
y Si
m T <Y-- t>

<Y

'mt

[81-7-27, 205]
lines. Part
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 12 +.........)
of a text containing forecasts. To lines 2 and 3 glosses are added
by the scribe.
[81-7-27, 206]
Part
Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by 1 in.; 13 + .lines.
of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses of
the sun, etc.
[81-7-27, 207]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 10 + ....
Babylonian. Part of a religious text.

(.....)
lines;
[81-7-27, 208]

Complete, 13in. by lin.; 5 +1 +1 lines; Babylonian; not from Koayunjik.
Memorandum.
[81-7-27, 209]
Fragment of the right half, 1--h
i. by
b
in. ; traces of 3 + 11 + 5 +.....
lines in double-columns; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik. Part of
an explanatory list arranged in groups according to the form of the
cuneiform ideographs. Duplicate of D.T. 111; see above, p. 1552; and
BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 436.
[81-7-27, 210]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1l in.; 11 + 9 lines; Babylonian; not
from Kouyunjik. Part of an astrological text concerning eclipses,
etc.
[81-7-27, 212]
Lower half, 2-J. in. by 1 in.; 13 + 14lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik.
Part of a private contract.
[81-7-27, 213]
Fragment of the right half, ll in. by S- in.; 9 + .....
Part of a religious(?) text.
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by
logical report.

-- in.;

1 + 1+

Fragment of the right half, 1- ' in. by1 religious (?) text.

2 lines.

in.; 11+

....

( ...
) lines.
[81-7-27, 214]
Part of an astro[81-7-27, 215]
lines. Part of a
[81-7-27, 216]

Fragment of the left half, l in. by 1 in.; 7 +.........
lines. Part.. of
a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
certain stars.
[81-7-27, 217]
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Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 3 in.; 3 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
[81-7-27, 219]
moon.
'in.
Right-hand corner, r1
letter or report.

by -9 in.

4 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
[81-7-27, 221]

lines. Part of a
Fragment of the left half,1 in. by in.; 8 +..........
religious text including directions for ceremonies and rites.
[81-7-27, 224]
Fragment out of the middle,
an omen(?)-text.

.

in. by - in.; 7 +.

Fragment out of the middle, 1l in. by 1 in.; 9 + .
Part of a religious text.

lines. Part of
[81-7-27, 225]
lines.
........
[81-7-27, 226]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1 in. by 1 in.; 7 + ....
[81-7-27, 227]
) lines. Part of a text containing forecasts.
( .....
(...)
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 9 + ....
a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

lines. Part
[81-7--27, 228]

lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 1 in.; 9 + ..........
of a religious text including directions for ceremonies and rites.
[81-7-27, 229]
Right-hand corner, lin.
forecasts.

by 1l-ain.; 5 + 7 lines.

Part of a text containing
[81-7-27, 230]

+ 7 (+.....
Fragment of the right half, 1 1in. by in.; ( .....
lines (in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list.
[81-7-27, 232]
lines. Part
in.; 6 +.........
by
lIin.1
Fragment out of the middle,
of a religious text including directions for ceremonies and rites.
[81-7-27, 233]
Fragment of the lower portion, 1'in. by I-' in.
edge) 1 lines. Part of a letter to the king.

1 + 1 + 5 + (left-hand
[81-7-27, 234]

)
7 + 3 (+ .
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1in.; (.....+)
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.
[81-7-27, 235]
..... lines
Fragment out of the middle, Ikin. by l7in.; 8 + 2 +.....+
(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list with glosses.
[81-7-27, 236]

KOUYUNJIK COLLECTION.

Fragment out of the middle,
private contract.

1

11811

7'in. by tin.; 8 +....

lines. Part of a
[81-7-27, 237]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1-I3in.; ..... + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
It
probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work ¥Y
-

->pY

[81-7-27, 238]

rY.-

Fragment out of the middle, 1-3in. by lIin.; 5 + .....
of a text containing forecasts.

lines. Fragment
[81-7-27, 239]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1'in. by 11in.; 7 +..........
lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably
Assurbanipal.
,
[81-7-27, 210]
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, l-tin. by 1 in. ..........
)+
...... + 7 + (....).....lines.
Part of a legend or fable (?).
[81-7-27, 241]
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by in.; 6 +..........lines.
Part of
a text containing forecasts.
[81-7-27, 242]
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 3-'in.; (
.....
+ 12 (...)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.
[81-7-27, 244]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1in.; 9 +..........
of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.*

. lines. Part
[81-7-27, 246]

Right-hand corner, 1in.
by -in.; 3 +.......
) 4 lines. Part
of a religious text including directions for ceremonies and rites.
[81-7-27, 247]
Fragment out of the middle, 1in. by - in.; 8 + ..........
lines. Part
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[81-7-27, 249]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, { in. high, one side of the base at
least 1 in.; 3 + 6 +.
lines. Part of an inscription of an
Assyrian king.
[81-7-27, 250]
Fragment of the upper portion,
in. by 1 in.; 9 +.
.........
) lines;
partly vitrified. Part of a historical text. Mention is made of
Nippur (-f ve).
<
[81-7-27, 251]
Fragment of the left half, ly-in. by sin.;
letter or report.
*

VOL. IV,

Cf. spra, p. 436, note

....

+ 7 lines. Part of a
[81-7-27, 252]

*.
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Fragment out of. the middle, 1-3 in. by -1 in.; 9 +.........)
Part of a religious text.

lines.
[81-7-27, 253]
ilnes. Part of a
[81-7-27, 254]

Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by -11in.; 10 + .
text containing forecasts.

Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by in.; 6 + short ends of 6 lines; Baby[81-7-27, 255]
lonian. Part of a letter or report.
) lines. Part
[81-7-27, 257]

..

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by ' in.; 8 +
of a religious text.

lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 9 + .......
that
of
similar
to
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts,
[81-7-27, 258]
K. 12735; see above, p. 1263.
) lines. Part
.
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by -1- in.; 7 + .
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
[81-7-27; 259]
of the moon.
lines;
Fragment out of the middle, 15- in. by 1- in.; 10 + ..... (.....)
Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken
[81-7-27, 260]
from observations of certain stars.
lines; Babyin. by 3 in.; 7 +
Fragment of the upper portion, -17
version.
Assyrian
interlinear
with
an
text
lonian. Part of a religious
[81-7-27, 261]
{

lines. Part
[81-7-27, 262]

Fragment out of the middle, 1L in. by s in.; 10 + ..........
of an incantation-text.
Fragment out of the middle, 1
letter or report.

n. by 1in. .; 6

lines. Part of a
[81-7-27, 263]

.....

Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 1 in. long, segmental arc 1-in.,
chord 1 in.; 9 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
[81-7-27, 264]
Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
lines. Part of
[81-7-27, 265]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by in.; 9 + ..........
a text containing astrological forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, 12 in. by 1lin.; .....
ends of 5 lines. Omens concerning houses, etc.

.-

+ 6 + short
[81-7-27, 266]

) lines;
Fragment out of the middle, 1 'in. by 1 in.; 8 + ..........
Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken
[81-7-27, 267]
from observations of certain stars, etc.
Left half, upper portion, 13 in. by 3 in.; 9 + 11 + 3 lines.
to the king concerning religious subjects.

Part of a letter
[81-7-27, 268]
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Left-hand corner, -3 in. by I Iin. 5 + 4 lines; marginal 'number <. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts.
[81-7-27, 272]
Fragment of the lower portion, 13 in. by 1 in.; 1 + 4 lines. Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal.
Cf. Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column VI, lines 48 ff.
[81-7-27, 273]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by ir.; 9 + (
.........
lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list.
[81-7-27, 275]
Fragment of the right half,
ly3
in. by Ia in..; 8 + 4 lines. Part of a letter.
[81-7-27, 276]
+ 2 lines in
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 13 in.; ..........
double-columns. End of an explanatory list. The catch-line reads:[81-7-27, 278]
L.
%\\ __,_
. lines. Part
Fragment ot of the middle, l- Iin. by 1 in.; 7 + ......
of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people.
[81-7-27, 279]
+ 8 lines. Part of
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by I in.; ..........
an inscription of an Assyrian king concerning building-operations.
[81-7-27, 280]
lines; BabyFragment of the right half, 1 in. by 3 in.; 8 +..........
[81-7-27, 281]
lonian. Fragment of a list of objects.
lines;
Fragment out of the niddle, 1 in. by "-in.; 12 ..........
Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assvrian
[81-7-27, 282]
version.
*

Partly effaced.
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Nearly complete, 6] in. by 33 in.; 39 + 28 lines. Directions for ceremonies
and rites to be performed in order to prevent evil happening to the
forces of the king, elc. The text begins:-y J , <yT A-' '- Y-<Y

-Y
:

Y(A", etc.

>

[82-3-23, 1]

Complete, 3 in. by 2 in.; 13 + 2 + 11 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Report
to the king.
[82-3-23, 2]
Portion of the right half, 3§ in. by 2 9 in.; 4 + 18 + 13 + ..... lines.
Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
ceremonies. The beginning of Section II of Column III and a
preceding colophon-line read:-

c >>as w- <Y-

v

>e-lY

o$
^T
=

Ey

>bit

ElnH t

1+:

>-;>

I:YTY
s>y"
<
as

E

<'YSY
teW
-T

:>Y:TV-Y
]
4
mm
4

ap

an<-

^,

etc.

[82-3-23, 3]
Portion out of the middle, 3iin. by 2 i in.; 13 + 14 lines. Part of an
inscription of an Assyrian king concerning religious subjects.
Mention is made of % % <{f,r-_+ '-VY
< _ and Oy,TTyye

A>V<S0.

[82-3-23, 4]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2 in. by 2in.;
religious text.
Fragment of the right half, 21 in. by 2 in.; ( .....
lines. Part of an incantation-text.

19 + 10 lines. Part of a
[82-3-23, 5]
+) 10 + 11 (+
.
)
[82-3-23, 6]

Right half, lower portion, 23 in. by 2L in.; 12 +.....
lines; Babylonian.
Part of a religious text including directions for ceremonies and rites.
[82-3-23, 7]
Portion of the left half, 2in. by 2in.;
111 + ( .
......... .....
.....
+) 10 + 13 lines. Part of a list of objects.
[82-3-23, 8]
Lower half, 1 in. by

in.; 8 lines.

Part of a list of names of women.
[82-3-23, 9]
Right half, lower portion, 1I in. by
in.; 7 + 3 + 8 lines. Part of a
prayer, probably written for an Assyrian king.
[82-3-23, 10]
1-

* Partlv effaced.
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Fragment of the right-half, 2½in. by 1k in.; 15 + 15 lines. Part of a
prayer, in the form of a litany, with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Duplicate of K. 4933; cf. supra, p. 676. For the text of reverse see
W.A.I. IV, 2nd edition, Add., p. 3.
[82-3-23, 11]
Portion of the left half, 2{ in. by 2 in.; 15 + 6 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably the rough draft of a text to be
inscribed on a certain bronze object; cf. the colophon:--Yy <-yJ AFy
[82-3-23, 12]
kT'T^.~~/~e~.,..lFragment of the left half, 2- in. b
by
+ 5 +..........
lines. Part
of a list of sums of money, probably items of expenditure. E.g., line
6 of Column I reads:-

r >!v T E -TYyk

>T^T:n
[82-3-23, 13]

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1min.; (.....+).....+
11 (+ ....
)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions
for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [82-3-23, 14]
Fragment of the right half, 2k in. by 1- in.; 14 + 10 lines.

Forecasts.
[82-3-23, 15]

Fragment of the left half, 2k in. by 1-7in.; 22 + 27 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon.
[82-3-23, 16]
Fragment of the left half, 2½in. by 2- 11in.; short beginnings of 12 + 12 lines;
marginal number <. Part of a text containing forecasts, belonging,
according to the colophon, to the 1st tablet of a Series. Cf. supra,
pp. 583, 1391, K. 3984 and Sm. 236.
[82-3-23, 17]
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 2in.; ( .....
lines. Part of a religious text.
Fragment of the left half, 2- in. by 1{-j in.; 9 + .....
containing forecasts concerning the >yVy , etc.

.....

12 (+....)
[82-3-23, 18]

lines.

Part of a text
[82-3-23, 19]

Fragment out of the middle, 2k in. by 11 5 in.; ...
+ 10 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal; cf. Rm. 1 (see above,
p. 1570), Column VI, lines 48 ff.
[82-3-23, 20]
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 16 + .....
inscription of Assurbanipal.
Portion of the right half, 3,
contract.

in. by

lines.

Part of an
[82-3-23, 21]

k in.; 2 + 10 lines. Part of a private
[82-3-23, 22]
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Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 18 in.; 16 + 8 +.
...
lines.
Pari of a text containing forecasts concerning the >-VyY, etc.
[82-3-23, 23]
) lines. Part
Fragment of the left half, 24 in. by 1 in.; 16 ........
[82-3-23, 24]
of a religious or mythological text.
in. by 1-6 in,; 11 + 11 lines. Part of a
Portion of the right half, 2-%
[82-3-23, 25]
private contract.
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2 in.; ..... + 7 lines; Babylonian.
Portion of a text containing forecasts (?); they partly relate to public
[82-3-23, 27]
affairs.
Left half, lower portion, 14 in. by 1 a in.; 7 + 8 lines (in double-columns).
Part of an explanatory list with glosses. Cf. infra, 83-1-18, 462.
[82-3-23, 28]
Left half, lower portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of
[82-3-23, 29]
a text containing forecasts.
Fragment of the right half, 1{in. by 1 in.; .....
religious text.

+ 9 lines. Part of a
[82-3-23, 30]

lines. Part of
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 14 in.; 13 + ..........
a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[82-3-23, 31]
+ 10 lines; marginal numbers <and
Left-hand corner, 24 in. by 1 in. .....
yVY. End of a text containing forecasts. The lines begin with -<.
t(t¥ThY; cf. supra, p. 559, K. 3732. According to the colophon this
fragment belongs to the 4th tablet of a Series beginning with >-< -y JY.
<,'
=,
(< >* *<YYY
V Y<<
The catch-line reads:---< 4 _
y -.
Mention is made of the owner of this tablet:-- >--4[82-3-23, 32]
) 11
Fragment of the left half,
in. by 1in.;. 22 + ( .........
for
the
astrological
forecasts
lines. Part of a text containing
various months, concerning observations of the moon, etc.; they partly
[82-3-23, 33]
relate to public affairs.
.
........
.....
Fragment of the left half, 2 3-in. n by 1 in.; 15 + ( .
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
[82-3-23, 34]
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
Fragment of the right half, 2- 3 in. by 1 in.; 10 + short ends of 7 lines.
Part of a letter or report. Mention is made of the city of Nineveh

~(^n^V).*

Written o-[82vr-3-2
a
* Written over an erasure.
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lines.
.........
Right-hand corner, 2 in. by 1 in.; 7 +
containing regulations for making offerings.

1817
Part of a text
[82-3-23, 36]

b 1 in.
in.; 16 + 5 lines. Copy of a text
Right half, upper portion, 2- in. by
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain
[82-3-23, 37]
stars, etc.
+....
Portion out of the middle, 2-jin. by 2 in.; 20 + 15 +.....
lines. Part of an omen-text concerning the condition of the face (of a
[82-3-23, 38]
new-born child).
Fragment of the upper portion, 2k in. by 14 in.; 14 + 9 lines. Part of an
inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal.
[82-3-23, 39]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2-- in. by 1- in.; 10 + 10 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter, or report, to the king concerning public affairs.
Mention is made of the land of * SV V ~.
[82-3-23, 40]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1l- in.; 7 +.....lines; Babylonian. Part of a text which probably contains a report of the class
described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. For the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr.
Gebete an d. Sonneng., Vol. I, p. 51, No. 141; cf. also ibidem, Vol. II,
[82-3-23, 42]
pp. 1, 258.
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2- in. by 1 in.; ..
+... 9
lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king (?).
[82-3-23, 43]
+ 16 lines.
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2 in. by 1- in.;.....
[82-3-23, 44]
Part of an incantation-text.
9
in.; 8 + 11 lines.
Portion of the right half, 2- in. by 1-L

Part of a report.
[82-3-23, 45]
Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 1k in.; 8 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of
[82-3-23, 46]
a report (?) concerning religious subjects.
) lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 2-d in. by 15 in.; 19 +.......
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[82-3-23, 47]
lines. Part of a text, conLeft-hand corner, 1- in. by 1-7 in.; 9 + .
taining incantations and directions for ceremonies, beginning:-

QY
Y

Y

>r_
7 A >1T

[82-3-23, 48]

+ 16 lines. Portion of a
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 1 in.; .....
text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate to public
affairs.
[82-3-23, 49]
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Right-hand corner, 21 in. by 1 in.; 7 +...
taining astrological forecasts.
Right-hand corner, 1-1; in. by 1 in.

....

lines.
+ 12 lines.

Part of a text con[82-3-23, 50]
Forecasts.
a.

[82-3-23, 51]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 9 + ..........
lies. Part
of an incantation-text. This fragment probably belongs to a tablet
of the Series
[82-3-23, 52]
Fragment out of the middle, 1I in. by 15 in.; 7 + ..........
lines. Part
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people.
[82-3-23 53]
Fragment of the right half, 1- in. by 1k in.; 10 + 15 lines. Part of a text
containing f o recasts.
[82-3-23, 54]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 13 in.; 12 + .....
prayer, probably written for an Assyrian king.

lines. Part of a
[82-3-23, 55]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 10 + .
...
) lines.
Part of an omen-text concerning the condition of the mouth and lips
(of a new-born child), etc.
[82-3-23, 56]
Left half, lower portion, 22 in. by 8 in.; 14 + (
.....
+) 5 lines.
Part of an astrological text. The sentences begin with >-< y,.
This fragment appears to belong to the same tablet as K. 3844; see
above, p. 570. Cf. also KING. Bab. Magic and Sorcery (London, 1896),
p. 8.
[82-3-23, 57]
Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by 1 7, in.; 6 + 12 +.........lines.
Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian
version, prayers and directions for ceremonies.
[82-3-23, 58]
Right-hand corner, 17 in. by 18 in.; (.....+)
8 + 12 (+ ..... ) lines;
Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and
directions for ceremonies.
[82-3-23, 59]
Left half, lower portion of reverse, 2¼in. by 14 in.; ..... +3
lines. End
of a hymn, probably written for an Assyrian king, and forming the
rough draft of a text to be inscribed on a certain object. Cf. line 3:<HaY
<'ME
[82-3-23, 60]
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1 in.; .

+....
12 lines.

Forecasts.
[82-3-23, 61]

Fragment of the left half, 1-l-7 in. by 1 in. ; 7 + ( .
...... +) 9 lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain stars, etc.
[82-3-23, 62]
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Upper half, l in. by 13 in.; 9 + 7 lines. Part of a list of items of expenditure, probably referring to certain offerings.
[82-3-23, 63]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1-bin. by 1lines. Part of a religious text.

in.; 8 +...
[82-3-23, 64]

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1§ in.; 8 +
lines. Part of
a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.
[82-3-23, 65]
Fragment of the upper portion, 2 1 in. by 1i in.; 8 + 3 lines. Part of an
omen-text belonging, according to the colophon, to a tablet of the
Series [¥]
<
_
_-Vf
Tyyytf; cf. supra, p. 785, note *. Of line

1 of obverse only the middle part is visible :-

' IL~<(T-k : Y.^f':
[82-3-23, 6(]

Fragment out of the middle, 2- in. by 1 in.; 9 + (...
..... +
)
14 lines. Part of a religious text.
Of the catch-line only the
middle part is visible:-

WLY TY

E <H|
[82-3-23, 67]

Right-hand corner, 1 in. by 1 in.; 8 +.....
report, concerning military affairs.

lines.

Part of a letter, or
[82-3-23, 68]

Right half, upper portion, 3 1 in. by 1 in.; 14 + ....
lines. Portion of a
prayer, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.
[82-3-23, 69]
Portion out. of the middle, 13 in. by 1 in.; ......
+ 10 lines. Part of a
list of objects.
[82-3-23, 70]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1T7 in. by 1 in.; 6
..........
lines; partly vitrified. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
[82-3-23, 71]
'Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; (.....+)
5 + 14 (+.....
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[82-3-23, 72]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 11 + 5 +........lines.
Part of a list of objects, properties, etc.
[82-3-23, 73]
Portion out of the middle, 2
by
1in. 1 in.; .....
..... + 14 + 6 lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various
months, taken from observations of the wind.
[82-3-23, 74]
VOL. IV,
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Fragment out of the middle, 1-g in. by 1 in.; 3 + 11 lines; Babylonian.
[82-3-23, 75]
Part of a text containing forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. by l1 in.; 14+ ..........
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with
[82-3-23, 76]
Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column V, lines 56 ff.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1l in.; 10 + 11 +.....+....
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from
B _
.4
diseases of the skin. E.g., one Section begins:-77]
~[82-3-23,
<~~a~T~
$t^

+~-·

Fragment of the right half, 1l in. by 1a in.; .....
omen-text.

+ 10 lines.

Part of an
[82-3-23, 78]

....
Fragment out of the middle, 2s in. by 1 in.; ..... + 8 +..... .
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
[82-3-23, 79]
and other stars.
Ty:
observations of -+4lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1 in.; 10 +..........
of an inscription of an Assyrian king, perhaps Sennacherib.
[82-3-23, 80]
lines.
12 +.....(.....)
in. by lin.;
Fragment of the left half,
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observa[82-3-23, 82]
tions of >;>- Ty~V and other stars.
) lines;
Fragment of the lower portion, 1 in. by 1-5 in.; 9 + ..........
taken
forecasts
astrological
containing
a
text
Part
of
Babylonian.
[82-3-23, 83]
from observations of the sun and clouds, etc.
Fragment out of the middle, 1-in. by 1 in.; 14 + ..... lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning the condition of the feet (of a new-born child),
[82-3-23, 84]
etc.
Fragment of the lower portion,

in. by 1 in.; 9 + ..

Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal ([y
is made of

(

"'-> ,-

-+ -]

¥D).

) lines.

Mention

[82-3-23, 85]

A.

Fragment of the right half, 1-- in. by 1 in.; 7
text containing forecasts.

... (

-

.....

lines. Part of a
[82-3-23, 86]

Portion of the left half, 1½in. by I 6 in.; 8 + 7 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines.
Part of a list of fields, etc., probably belonging to a report. Sums
[82-3-23, 87 ]
total are added by the scribe.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1¼ in.; 7 + ..........
lines; Babylonian.
Part of an incantation-text, with an interlinear Assyrian
version, similar to that of K. ill, etc.; see above, p. 28 f. [82-3-23, 88]
lines;
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 1-in. by 1l in.; 7 .....
Babylonian. Part of a report (?). Mention is made of Assurbanipal
(Y -4A >>5 >^

ESP

.

[82-3-23, 89]

in.; 11 +- (.
.....+
+) traces
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by
of 4 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken
[82-3-23, 90]
from observations of the moon.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 11 in.; 9 + ....
omen-text.

lines. Part of an
[82-3-23, 91]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 1j in. by 1 in.; ( ..... +)
....
+ 5 (+ ..... ) lines. Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[82-3-23, 92]
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by Xin.; traces of 3 + 8 lines. Part of
[82-3-23, 93]
a private contract.
Upper half, llin. by 1 Iin.; 6 + 6+ 1 lines. Part of a list of stones,
apparently used for medicinal purposes. A sum total is added by the
[82-3-23, 94]
scribe.
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1 - in..

7 + ........

lines.

Part

of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[82-3-23, 96]
lines. Part of
Fragment out of the middle, 1--in. by l in.; 10 + .....
a text containing forecasts concerning at Lj and At Ad, etc.
[82-3-23, 97]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1

lonian.

in. by 14 in.; 3 + .....

lines; Baby-

Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the ~_~, etc.
[82-3-23, 98]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by j in.; short beginnings of 8 +- (.....

.....

+) 11 lines.

Part of a list of names of officials.

Fragment of the lower portion, 1{ in. by 1 in.; 7 + ..........
of a religious text.

-

[82-3-23, 99]
lines. Part
[82-3-23, 100]

+)..........+ 13
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by l-1 in.; (
) lines; Babylonian. Part of a religious text.
(+ .....
[82-3-23, 101]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, l-in.
by l - in.; 11 + ..........
lines in
double-columns. Copy of an explanatory list.
[82-3-23, 102]
Fragment of the left half, 1-17 in. by 1--Q in.; 11 + ........
of a text containing incantations, prayers and
ceremonies. One Section begins :-X--+ TYyyf .l-_

lines. Part
directions for
.,
iiw,
.T:
[82-3-23, 103]

Fragment of the right half, 1 3 in. by 1 in.; ( ....
) 8 + 12 (+ ....
)
lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list.
[82-3-23, 104]
Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by 1lin.; 11 + 6 + ..........
lines.
Part of a list of objects, etc. A sum total is added by the scribe.
[82-3-23, 105]
Fragment out of the middle, 18 in. by 1 in.; 6 +.....

lines; Babylonian.
i, etc.
[82-3-23, 106]

Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the ~'

Fragment out of the middle, 1i in. by 1-a in.; 5 + .....
Part of a prayer.

(.....)
lines.
[82-3-23, 107]

Fragment out of the middle, 2k in. by k in.; 15 +
... ..
.. ) lines.
Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
ceremonies.
[82-3-23, 108]
Right half, upper portion, liin. by l-in.; 4 + 5 lines. Part of a legal
decision (?). Mention is made of Assurbanipal ([E -4-] F Y;).
[82-3-23, 109]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 3 in.; 10 + .... (.....)lines.
Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[82-3-23, 110]
Fragment of the left half, 1| in. by 3 in.; traces of 2 + 7 lines. Part of a
historical inscription of an Assyrian king(?).
[82-3-23, 111]
Portion out of the middle, 1l in. by 1 in.; traces of 3 + 4 + (edge) 1 lines;
Babylonian. Part of an astrological report from [f >-- CO-N kTf ?]
ivy
concerning observations of the moon.
[82-3-23, 112]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1k in.; 14 + .....
Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Fragment of the left half, l -5in. by 1 in.; ....
of an incantation-text.

...

( .... ) lines.
[82-3-23, 113]
+ 6 lines. Part
[82-3-23, 114]
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Fragment out of the middle, 1-- in. by lain.; 11 + .....
text containing forecasts concerning the -YP, etc.

lines. Part of a
[82-3-23, 115]

+
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by lin.; traces of 3 + 8 + ....
..... lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions
[82-3-23, 116]
for ceremonies.
.............. lines.
Fragment of the left half, 1iin. by 1¼ in.; 11 + 5
Part of a list of objects, probably offerings. A sum total is added by
[82-3-23, 117]
the scribe.
Fragment out of the middle, iJ in. by s in.; 9 + ........
of an incantation-text.

lines. Part
[82-3-23, 118]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 5 + 5 lines. Part of a text
containing prayers. For the text see KING, Bab. Magic and Sore., plate
60, and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, p. 108, No. 45.
[82-3-23, 119]
lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by lyin.; 10 + .........
of an astrological text concerning observations of certain stars.
[82-3-23, 120]
lines. Part of
Fragment of the left half, 1 3in. by in.; 9 +..........
a list of names of officials and their titles, similar to that of K. 1359;
[82-3-23, 121]
see above, p. 274.
Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by 1- in.; 7 + . ... lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the '¥ A, etc.
[82-3-23, 122]
. lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 14 in. by 14 in.; 9 ..........
of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[82-3-23, 123]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 5 lines. Part of a
historical inscription of an Assyrian king, apparently Assurbanipal,
probably the rough draft of a text inscribed on the walls of a certain
building;

cf. the colophon

Mention is made of t-

_

:
d < *.

Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 3 in.; .
astrological forecasts.

/

WU

-

--

<

<

\

tOt.

[82-3-23, 125]

. + 7 lines. Part of a text containing

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 9 +.........
of a prayer.
* Partly effaced.

[82-3-23, 126]
) lines. Part
[82-3-23, 127]
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Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by 1 in.; 8 +
..
. lines. Part
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal, concerning a campaign in Elam (k >-Y <_y >-<¥<). Mention is
made of the cities of -7yy* _.4E
<, > y -H
S
>>
T_
and

-Py*I-

4

- i-

etc.

[82-3-23, 128]

Lower half, I-J9in. by l-7in.; 9 + 1 + 5 lines.
tract.

Part of a private con[82-3-23, 129]

Portion out of the middle, 2-l in. by 1-- in.; 14 + 9 lines. Part of a
religious text relating to the worship of various deities (>-- -y,

-

Ay T >yy,
1+

1- k

t+-ym<,) -o

Ad

and
-~, --

Ad

*r;
A

{+ d

T-yTYy kn;
s-+

-+*

TYT
a

$

Yy-Ttk

fi,

A-

[82-3-23, 130]

, etc.).

Fragment of the lower portion, 2- in. by 2¼in.; 20 + ....
lines. Part of a
historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
Mention is made of
the ,A Ata_ Ti , the land of ,^ ^.¥
<V and the city of
¥Tff¥ ; 4T- g.
[82-3-23, 131]
Fragment out of the middle, 1~ in. by l1 in.; .....
+ 11 +.....
+....
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of Venus (

s>-4-- <).

[82-3-23, 133]

Upper half, 21 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 7 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of obverse
are two nail-marks. Part of a private contract concerning a sale of
slaves. It is dated :-- A ,
<V.- C Y d
.- ie,
i.e., March-April,
B.C. 688.
[82-3-23, 134]
Right half, lower portion, 2| in. by 2 in.; ...
2 + 14 + 10 + short ends of 2 lines.
women.

+ 4 + short beginnings of
Part of a list of names of
[82-3-23, 135]

Fragment out of the middle, 1½ in. by 1 in.;
n. short ends of 3 + 7 + (.....
.....
..+ .
.+) 7 + 1 lines. Part of a list of proper names.
A sum total is added by the scribe.
[82-3-23, 136]
Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by 11- in.; 8 + 10 +..........
lines.
Part of a list of proper names. The names in Column a end throughout with YT ¥f.
[82-3-23, 137]
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 12 + (left-hand edge) It
lines. Part of an omen-text concerning the condition of the feet of a
new-born child. Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 438, note 3.
[82-3-23, 138]
* Partly effaced.
+ According to an indication by the scribe this line is to be inserted between lines 5 and 6 of

obverse.
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Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; traces of 3 + 9 lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of
the moon.
[82-3-23, 139]
Left half, lower portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 6 lines.
objects.

Part of a list of
[82-3-23, 140]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by -- in.; 7 + ..........
lines. Part
of a religious text including directions for ceremonies and rites.
[82-3-23, 141]
Upper half, 11 in. by X in.; 7 + 3 lines. Beginning and end of a 1etter to
the king from T -+- (W * A-d* >- concerning private affairs.
[82-3-23, 142]
Upper half, 2 in. by 1-T-in.; 8 + 8 lines. Part of a private contract
concerning a sale of land. The date is mutilated.
[82-3-23, 143]
Fragment of the left half, i in. by 1 in. 13 + (...............
.....
+) 8 lines. Part of a list of names of stones, etc., probably used
for medicinal purposes.
[82-3-23, 144]
Left half, upper portion, 2k in. by
in.; 7 + 8 +..........
lines in
double-columns. Part of a list of names of various kinds of wood, or
wooden objects.
[82-3-23, 145]
Fragnent out of the middle, 2¼in. by 1½in.; 11 + 7 + 4 + 1 lines in three
columns. Part of an explanatory list similar to that of K. 4175; see
above, p. 602.
[82-3-23, 146]
Fragment of the left half, 1-? in. by 1§ in.; 7 + ..........
lines in three
columns. Part of an explanatory list. Duplicate of K. 4572; see
above, p. 643; cf. also p. 867, K. 7672.
[82-3-23, 147]
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1 in.;....
+ 10 lines. End of an
incantation-text. Of the catch-line only the right half is visible:
H-,,-4. , *
r-Y t.-<a< < ,- V [>-lT].
[82-3-23, 148]

y-

Fragment out of the middle,
in. by
in.; 6 + 11 +........
lines
in double-columns.
Part of a text containing grammatical
paradigms.
[82-3-23, 149]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 11 + traces of 2 +.
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.
[82-3-23, 151]
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle of a vase of clay, 1 in. high, segmental arc
2 in., chord 1 in. ; on the outer surface 5 lines. Part of an inscription
of an Assyrian king.
[82-3-23, 152]
Fragment out of the middle of a vase of clay, 1 in. high, segmental arc
2 in., chord 2j in.; on the outer surface 6 lines. Part of an inscription
of an Assyrian king.
[82-3-23, 153]
Fragment out of the middle, 1i in. by 1 in.; 8 + ..........
of a religious text concerning certain offerings.

lines. Part
[82-3-23, 4413]

2 lines (in doubleLeft-hand corner, 1 in. by. in.; 7 + (..........)
columns). Part of an explanatory list. The ideographic groups
begin throughout with
-; cf. supra, p. 1501, Sm. 1670.
[82-3-23,5216]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by li in.; 5 + ..........
lines in
[82-3-23, 5217]
double-columns. Part of a list of names of deities.
Fragment of the upper portion, 1½- in. by 1 in.; 2 + 5 + 9 + 6 lines. Part
of an inscription of Assurbanipal. The text of Column III corresponds with that of Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column III, lines 6 ff.
[82-3-23, 5218]
.+
8 lines. Part of
Fragment of the left half, 12 -in. by 1 in.;.
a text containing astrological forecasts for the various months.
[82-3-23, 5219]
+ .....
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1-in. by l1in.; ....
lines. Part of a Sumero-Akkadian prayer.
+ 6 + .....
[82-3-23, 5220]
Fragment of the lower portion, l in. by Ig in.; 5 + 6 lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
[82-3-23, 5221]
) lines. Part
.........
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 8 +.
[82-3-23, 5222]
of a religious or mythological text.
lines; Babylonian.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1-lwin.; 9 + ..
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning ~' Ad, A->- and OY,
[82-3-23, 5223a]
etc.
+ 7 lines; Babylonian.
[82-3-23, 5223b]

Fragment out of the middle, l1 in. by 13 in.;
Part of a religious text.

I_

_
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Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 42 in. high, one side of the base at
least 2 in.; 14 + 27 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal. The text of Column b corresponds with Rm. 1 (see
above, p. 1570), Column IV, lines 73 ff.
[82-5-22, 1]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 33 in. high, one side of the base at
least 2 in.; 21 +...
. lines. Part of an inscription of an
Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal.
[82-5-22, 2]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 33 in. high, one side of the base at
least 21 in.; 18 + short beginnings of 14 +..........
lines. Part
of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see
above p. 1570), Column I, lines 54ff.; Column II, lines 36 ff.
[82-5-22, 3]
Fragment of the lower portion of a prismoid, 32 in. high, one side of the
base at least 2 in.; 11 + 23 +
......
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above,
p. 1570), Column III, lines 112 ff.; Column IV, lines 99 ff. [82-5-22, 4]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 2j in. high, one side of the base at
least 21 in.; 15 + 20
.........
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column
VII, lines 42 ff.; Column VIII. lines 49 ff.
[82-5-22, 5]
Portion out of the middle of a plismoid, 35 in. high, one side of the base at
least 2 in.; 25 + ........
+ 20 lines. Part of an inscription of
an Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal.
[82-5-22, 6]
Fragment out of the middle'of a prismoid, 2- in. high, one side of the base
at least 2in.; 16 +..
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with K. 2732 (see above, p. 470), Column
VI, lines 30 ff.
[82-5-22, 7]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 23 in. high, one side of the base
at least 1 in.; 16 +..........
lines; partly vitrified. Part of an
inscription of Sargon II., similar to those mentioned above, pp. 328,
665, KK. 1668a, 4818. Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 411, note 1.
[82-5-22, 8]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2-6 in. high, one side of the base
at least 2in.; 16 +.........
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column
X, lines 10ff.
[82-5-22, 9]
VOL, IV.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2- in. by 14 in.; 14 +.....
lines. Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal relating to his Egyptian campaigns.
Cf. K. 228 (supria, p. 60), obverse, lines 36 ff.
[82-5-22, 10]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 31 in. high, one side of the base
at least 2{ in.; 19 + 12 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column VIII, lines 104 ff.; Column IX, lines 108 ff.
[82-5-22, 11]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2- ill. high, one side of the base
at least 1Iin.; 5 + 17 + ...
.. lines. Part of an inscription
of Sennacherib. The text of Column b corresponds with that of
Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 27 ff.
[82-5-22, 12]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 2L in. high, one side of the base at
least 11 in.; 16 + 16 + .........
lines. Part of an inscription of
Esarhaddon. The text of Column a corresponds with that of 48-11-4,
315 (see above, p. 1690), Column V, lines 6ff.
[82-5-22, 13]
Fragment of the lower portion of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base
at least 1R in.; 7 +......
lines.
Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal. corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column II, lines 126 ff.
[82-5-22, 14]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2k in. high, one side of the base
at least 1- in.; 10 + 9 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Assurbanipal. The text of Column a corresponds with that of
K. 1700 (see above, p. 335), Column IV, lines 27 ff.
[82-5-22, 15]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 21 in. high, one side of the base
at least 2¼in.; 13 +..........
lines.
Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column I, lines 11 ff.
[82-5-22, 16]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the base
at least l-in.; 12 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column VII, lines 75 ff.
[82-5-22, 17]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 31 in. high, one side of the base at
lines. Part of an inscription of
least 18 in.: 16 + 17 +..........
an Assyrian king concerning building-operations.
[82-5-22, 18]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base
at least 21in.; 12 + traces of 1 + ..........
lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal.
[82-5-22, 19]
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Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1-51in. high, one side of the base
at least in.; 10 + 12
.........
lines; marginal number <. Part
of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see
above, p. 1570), Column II, lines 52 ff.; Column III, lines 12 ff.
[82-5-22, 20]
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the
base at least lin.; 10 + short ends of 3 +..........
lines. Part
of an inscription of an Assyrian king concerning buildingoperations.
[82-5-22, 21]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 23 in. high, one side of the base
at least 1 in.; 13 + 9 +..........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 3ff.;
Column II, lines 13 ff.
[82-5-22, 22]
Portion out of the middle of a cylinder, 35 in. long, segmental arc 25 in.,
chord 2¼in.; 17 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
[82-5-22, 231
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 2{ in. long, segmental arc 1l in.,
chord l-in.; 15 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
[82-5-22, 24]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 2 in. long, segmental arc 2 in.,
chord l1in.; 15 lines.
Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
[82-5-22, 25]
Nearly complete, 33 in. by 1 in.; 14 + 17 + 1 lines; between lines 2 and 3
of obverse are three seal-impressions. Private contract concerning a
sale of slaves. It is dated:-<
< lr Ad
Y
Y(<< L <(
[82-5-22, 29]
AdisllS
>¢^~~~~~~
Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; 5 + 3 lines; on the right-hand
edge is a seal-impression, and between lines 2 and 3 of obverse is the
impression of a seal-cylinder. Part of a private contract concerning
[82-5-22, 30]
a sale of slaves. The date is mutilated.
11 + 13 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines. Part of a
Lower half, 2§ in. by l 3in.;
[82-5-22, 31]
private contract concerning a sale of land.
Portion of the left half, 2in. by 1 in.; 11 + 9 lines.
contract. The date is mutilated.

Part of a private
[82-5-22, 32]

Portion of the upper half, 3 in. by 1 in.; 11 + 16 lines; between lines 1
and 2 of obverse are three nail-marnks. Part of a private contract.
[82-5-22, 33]
The date is mutilated,
11 A 2
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Nearly complete, 3-5 in. by 1 in.; 17 4- 17 lines. Private contract
concerning a sale of slaves. The colophon contains a double-date:-

>Tt 4 Yt t <<TY

bD;

V

<

Y- YT<«
Lower half, 1

3 in.

by

+ <« ^r-

YY
t

Part of a legal decision.
[82-5-22, 35]

in.; 14 + 16 lines.

1

<< ^f V ¢M <Y-

T
i

i.e., April-May, B.C. 683.
[82-5-22, 34]

'Y,

Part of a private contract
<(<< A < T[82-5-22, 36]
i.e., Febr.-March, B.C. 697.

I
l5 in.; 17 + 12 lines.
Upper half, 2 in. by

concerning the sale of a slave.

«<<,

-4

<y

Y

It is dated:----

Astronomical report to the

Complete, 1--in. by lin.; 6 + 2 lines.

king:-4

v

Aw4 Z+-+ <<«

+ I

A Myy
< sT;

->S I TY >?

4o +

yY
-YY

: y< I

X

<Yyy 4A 4 <v 4A t I y
-X
_

-

^

w YmBI]

Y<>
VA

^11M
I -+ -V -+ V +
M>

kx

yf- to

II 10

yyy Tyy.

Y

>

[82-5-22, 37]

Complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 1 in. by 1 in.;
9 + 1 + 10 + 1 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Legal decision, dated:i.e., Jan.-Febr., B.C. 679.
"Y 4
<Y- - T Yy
E 4-f
[82-5-22, 38]
Complete, 12 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 1 + 5 lines.

List of offerings.

[82-5-22, 39]

Complete, in the shape of a heart, 1 in. by 1 in.; 4 + 3 lines; on obverse
is a seal-impression. Memorandum. The reverse contains a date:-

>4Y X, Y.

-<
<Y-

Y

Y:<, i.e., April-May, B.C. 656 (?).

V

[82-5-22, 40]
Complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 1--lin. by } 5in.;
6 + 1 + 4 lines. Private contract concerning a loan of money. It

is dated:---_t <g

,- yT Y

<<y y-

,z i.e., Sept.--Oct.,
[82-5-22, 41]

B.C. 680.

Left half, inner part of a case-tablet, to which a fragment of the outer part
is still adhering, 1 7Tin. by 1-6I in.; 7 + 1 + 6 + 1 + (left-hand edge)
1 lines. Part of a private contract. The date is mutilated.
[82-5-22, 42]
Complete,
:,

<Y-

in. by 5¥1-~"in.;
~'"1:,--4 + 2 lines.
=Y>>-

,

i.e., April-May, B.C. 677.

The scribe, having erroneously written
t Partly effaced,
*

Memorandum, dated:--- -__

<

[82-5-22, 43]

<, afterwards erased the second <.
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Fragment of the left half, 1- -1in. by 9yin.; 4 + 6 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines;
between lines 1 and 2 of obverse is part of the impression of a sealcylinder. Part of a private contract, dated:-->- >- _¢
YYY

^ [<TY- A? I]

_>T

b-+

CYn

+

i.e., Dec.-Jan., B.C. 743-2 (?).

nY

[y'?],

[82-5-22, 44]

Right half, upper portion, 1- in. by 1 in.; 5 + ....
private contract.

lines.

Beginning of a
[82-5-22, 45]

Complete, 31 in. by 1 % in.; 9+ 2 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report from YT
~ ~z concerning observations of the moon and
certain stars. It partly relates to public affairs.
[82-5-22, 46]
Nearly complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 1 in. by ly- in.;
6 + 1 + 7 + 1 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines. Private contract, dated:-

[,- 9' ,

[L ?], i.e., B.C. 700-699.

] Ay
^ ((< A-< <Y- Y- y

[82-5-22, 47]
Complete, 2l5in. by 1-% in.; 8 + 2 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report to the king concerning observations of certain stars. It partly
relates to public affairs. The colophon reads:-

<a nYH
-Tit

t

V Y "Y^:

> < <
<t
'M
an V

<Y

a
t^
is

do ^ J4_
*t

'f >Y.
[82-5-22, 48]

Complete, 2 in. by 1- sin.; 7 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Astrological report from Y+ m-iYT
{< ty
concerning observations of the mloon.
It partly relates to public affairs.
[82-5-22, 49]
Complete, 2 in. by 1lin.; 6+2 lines; Babylonian. Astrological report
from Y X- <- -4- (kf' VA
<A- <) concerning observations of
the moon. It partly relates to public affairs.
[82-5-22, 50]
Complete, 2 .5 in. by 1 Iin.; 5 + 6 lines; Babylonian.
Astrological
report from by
A-d¥I
Jconcerning observations of the moon
and of the Scorpion (r-4_- +_
A).
[82-5-22, 51]
Complete, 2 in. by 1-3in.; 6 + 1 lines. Astrological report from
y ·-- yA
>-~Yy. To line 2 of obverse an interlinear explanatory
gloss is added by the scribe.
[82-5-22, 52]
a Partly effaced,
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Astrological
Complete, 2- in. by liin.; 6 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
_ <X(<
-- (>4Qy V H, A <) concerning observations
report from
[82-5-22, 53]
of the moon.
Left half, 2-1 in. by 1¼ in.; 6 lines. Part of an astrological report con[82-5-22, 54]
cerning observations of certain stars.
Nearly complete, 2- in. by 1i in.; 8 + 5 lines.
letter, to the king from 'y <Y > 4 -<.

Astrological report, and
[82-5-22, 55]

Complete, l{- in. by 11in.; 6 lines; Babylonian.
A
-.y
VY >
to the king from

Astrological report
[82-5-22, 56]

Portions, 25in. by 13 in.; 9 + 1 + 9 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of' an
astrological report from [Y] -- {<yy t 4YY >m concerning observations of certain stars. It partly relates to public affairs.
[82-5-22, 57]
Complete, 1 1}3in. by -t in.; 5 lines; Babylonian. Astrological report
> ¥ ¥) concerning an observation
from y
V Y ( > -<<-<Y
of the moon and sun. It partly relates to public affairs. [82-5-22, 58]
Nearly complete, 2 in. by I I in.; 5 + 1 + 5 lines; Babylonian. AstroV ~WW concerning observations of
logical report from -:
[82-5-22, 59]
the sun, moon and certain stars.
Complete, 2¼in. by -5 in.; 5 lines.
observations of the moon.

y

report concerning
[82-5-22, 60]

in.; 4 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
Ad_y [;]. Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 439, note 2.
[82-5-22, 61]

Nearly complete, lin.

report from

Astrological

by

Lower half, 24 in. by t in.; 5 + 2 + 7 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report, and letter, to the king from
Ti

V

>

[82-5-22, 63]

[m-Y]
.T

7 + 2 + 6 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
Portions, 2 in. by 1-7in.;
astrological report concerning observations of the moon.
[82-5-22, 64]
Left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report concerning observations of the moon and certain stars.
[82-5-22, 65]
It partly relates to public affairs.
]Fartly effaced,
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Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 13 in.; 7 + .....
Part of an astrological report to the king.

lines; Babylonian.
[82-5-22, 66]

Upper half, 23 in. by 1 in.; 5 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report from Yjy
j
T( concerning observations of certain stars.
[82-5-22, 67]
Right half, 1 in. by l-Iin.; 7 + 1 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
astrological report from >TY
>
e_* to the king. [82-5-22, 68]
Nearly complete, 1l-lin. by
1in.; 4 lines; Babylonian.
Astrological
rep ort from y >[.> Ad_ B * concerning an eclipse of the moon.
[82-5-22, 69]
Portion of the left half, 3--in. by
a text containing forecasts.

in.; 7 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of
[82-5-22, 70]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1 96- in. by 1 in.; 3 + 1 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning
~_yy and D-, etc.
[82-5-22, 71]
Portions, 2¼in. by 1-in.; 4 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report from Y > t
J
[I ] of Cutha (
[82-5-22, 72]
A T
y '
Left half, upper portion, 2- in. by 7 in.; 3 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. [82-5-22, 73]
Left half, 1 in. by l-in.; 7 +1 + 7 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
astrological report, and letter, to the king from y J
<X(--4concerning observations of certain stars.
[82-5-22, 74]
Left half, lower portion, 1 in. by in.; 6 + 3 + 4 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses.
[82-5-22, 75]
Left-hand corner, l in. by l1 in.; 5 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text
containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. [82-5-22, 76]
Portions, 3i in. by 2 in.; 16 + 14 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. It partly relates to public
affairs. The obverse begins:YX-i-

A>>

t

3

-n

+

to!A gEi

VY

<tR >Yo

$

The catch-line reads:[82-5-22, 77]
* Partly effaced.

1834

BABYLONIAN AND ASSYRIAN

TABLETS.

8 + 1 +8+1 lines. Astrological
>A t, ,>_Y concerning observations
of certain stars; it partly relates to public affairs. Line 1 of obverse
contains an astronomical note:

Nearly complete, 2in. by l in.;

report, and letter, from y7H--i

[82-5-22, 78]
Portions, 2§in. by lin.; 7 + 4 lines. Part of an astrological report
-RYY concerning observations of certain
-VA-?]
=
from [Y ,-[82-5-22, 79]
stars.
Nearly complete, 2 in. by 1- in.; 4 + 2 lines. Memorandum concerning
[82-5-22, 80]
astrological subjects.
Comlplete, 1- -3 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 1 + 7 + (left-hand edge)3 lines. Astronomical report to the king concerning an observation of the moon.
[82-5-22, 81]
Complete, 1lin. by - +in.; 5 lines. Astronomical report to the king
[82-5-22, 82]
concerning an observation of the moon.
Left half, 1- in. by -l in.; 4 lines. Part of an astrological report from
.Yy] concerning observations of the moon.
<(_y * [Ig ijj
7 ~[82-5-22, 83]
lines. Part of an
Left half, upper portion, 2 in. by -in.; 6 + ..
astrological report concerning observations of the moon and certain
[82-5-22, 84]
stars.
Left half, 1 in. by l16in.; 6 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astro* [Y7] concerning observations of
logical report from 7 A _ }Q*
[82-5-22, 85]
the moon and certain stars.
Fragment of the upper portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; 5 + 5 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing forecasts. The colophon, which is written
in Assyrian, and is in smaller characters than the other parts of the text,
contains a date:-Y-

v

4

<Y-

^

-

B.C. 648 (?).

Yt
7

>,

i.e., Jan.-Febr.,

[82-5-22, 86]

Left half, 1lin. by I in.; 12 + 2 + 8 lines. Part of an astrological
report concerning eclipses, etc.; it partly relates to public affairs.
Lines 1-6 of obverse appear to contain astronomical notes.
[82-5-22, 87]
Complete, 2-- 3 in. by 12 in.; 10 lines.
*

Letter concerning private affairs.
[82-5-22, 88]

Partly effaced.

1835

KOUYUNJIK COLLECTION.

Complete, 2-1- in. by1
in.; 10 + 2 + 11lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report, and letter, to the king concerning observations of the moon
and sun; the transport partly relates to public affairs. Mention is
made of' YA B V y.
[82-5-22, 89]
Nearly complete, 2 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 9 lines. Memorandum concerning
certain offerings to Istar. Mention is made of Sargon (y <<, var.:

d,

yy4 >-:), Sennacherib (y q- <<<, var..: -

tY, var..

var.: i
, var..

G--

v %,-,ar.:
: >>y

-yY

va,r,
va.:

,

>H,

4-,

-y) and Esarhaddon ( r4-, var. car.,

-)

[82-5-22, 90]

Complete, 213in. by in. ; 14 + 16 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Letter from
the king to Y "-~y
= .t <{(- concerning public affairs. Mention is
made of Y >-Yj '-YO, of the son (a+) of y +
YA >Y V and
of
!Y I yy
tyy - L, etc. The colophon, which is written in
Assyrian and is in smaller characters than the other parts of the text,
contains a date:T*-(?)
<- * A
& '
<< YYe
i.e., April-May, B.C. 648 (?). Cf. BEZOLD, Lit., pp. 7,350. [82-5-22, 91]
Portions, 21 in. by 1,3 in.; 14 + 2 + 15 lines.
concerning religious subjects.

Part of a letter to the king
[82-5-22, 92]

Complete, 1-- in. by
-lin.; 15 + 16 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines.
Letter to the king from y -- < <
.
[82-5-22, 93]
Nearly complete, 2%-in. by lin.; 14 + 13 lines. Letter to the king from
[82-5-22, 94]
concerning private affairs.
Y_>YY
y A-Y >
Portions, 3in. by lIin.; 14 + 2 + 15 lines.

Part of a letter or report.
[82-5-22, 95]

Complete, 2in. by 14 in. ; 16 + 10 lines. Letter to the king from y -[82-5-22, 96]
R-yy <<( yA4 concerning religious subjects.
Complete, 11 -in. by
king to y "^(\-

in.; 12 + 8 lines; Babylonian.
>by> concerning private affairs.

Letter from the
[82-5-22, 97]

Complete, 2in. by 1 in.; 12 + 2 + 12 lines. Letter to the king from
(VY
(W- mentioning certain days which are propitious for the
Vet:
performance of certain religious ceremonies.
[82-5-22, 98]
Nearly complete, 2-&1 in. by 1 in.; 12 + 2 + 12 lines. Letter to the king
from y ,- ~- > ~- concerning the transport of horses.
[82-5-22, 99]
* Written over an erasure.
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Portions, 2 5 in. by 1 in.; 16 + 16 + 2 lines. Part of a letter to the king
4
Y.
I *
and Y+
y ~
Y -- Y
<Y<, Y
fromY -y- I= rE
[82-5-22, 100]
Portions, 3 in. by 1-- in.; 23 + 4 + 23 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Nippur
[82-5-22, 101]
y ~y).
(I-i
Part of a letter to the king from
[82-5-22, 102]

Portions, 1 in. by 1in.; 13 + 2 lines.

rYT
>

Y 4-

.

Part of a letter to the crown, ) from
O
T -+ A4 YY[82-5-22, 103]

Portions, 2k in. by 1 in.; 12 + 7 lines.

,y < ~

prince (>

S I

Upper half, 28 in. by 18 in.; 14 + short ends of 2 lines. Part of a letter to
the king from y 4>Yyy 4
T * [4 >TY] concerning the >
yyyy
> f
[82-5-22, 104]
+y Ty_Yny , etc.
4-+Left half, upper portion, 3` in. by 35 in.; 20 + 20 + 5 + (left-hand edge)
3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king, beginning:--y 7;
etc. Mention is
8
g= %N= ,> > -Y
£3 K/ T
., of Y Y<y y<y yv and of Esarhaddon (y -+
made of Y
jU>T
[82-5-22, 105]
-,).
the "king's son" (-:
,t <<<v
-

4

4_),

Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by 11 in.; 14 + 15 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs, beginning:s
TO[YY]
P
VyI [I

t^T
Y4U

>
M
] I>T

>
X - -4I
+ <<
--<Ya4

'
etc.

>[82-5-22, 106]

Portion out of the middle, l in. by l+in.; 13 + 13 + 2 lines. Part of a
[82-5-22, 107]
letter to the king concerning public affairs.
Upper half, 2 in. by 11- in.; 14 + 13 + 6 + (left-hand edge) 4 lines. Part
-yy
-. Mention is
a qY4, of a letter to the king from Y
-

made of Y

Y <\-V

4-

<<< 4-

Y--

>,

Y

--

4-,

-~ and

[82-5-22, 108]

T, etc.

Left half, upper portion, 2 1w in. by 1 in.; 12 + 15 + 4 + (left-hand edge)
>, -,<¢
4 lines.
Part of a letter to the king from Y VY
concerning military affairs. Mention is made of the
EVr ~[ V[.
[82-5-22, 109]
'

Partly effaced.
t Thus correctly written on line 1 of the left-hand edge; on line 13 of reverse:->---.

*

KOUYUNJIK
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Lower half, IJin. by 1-in.; 7 + 8 lines.
concerning a sale of land.

Part of a private contract
[82-5-22, 1101

Upper half, l1in. by l1in.; 10 + 12 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
letter to the king (a_
^4
from y"y7
j:: < - concerning
Y-- <<< a
m, etc.
[82-5-22, 111]
A,)

Lower half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 10 4- 7 lines. Part of a list of officials. E..,
lines 7ff. of obverse read:-y>- ->
12SY GTY]] Al \ ]]] Tr-

t

- <<
TYY

T< I
YY

>f ~Y~

Upper half, lTpIin. by l1in.;
address to the king.

--

I V --etc. YI,

10 + 10 lines;

Babylonian.

[82-5-22, 112]
Part of an
[82-5-22, 113]

Lower half, 2 in. by 1f3 in.; 8 + 1 + 11 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part
of a letter to the king concerning private affairs.
[82-5-22, 114]
Upper half, lin.

by I in.; 8 lines.

Y -- V >- 4-+-

k.-

Part of a letter to the king from
[82-5-22, 115]

Lower half, 1 in. by 181in.; 10 + 10 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king (a_
, ' 5,) concerning >y [82-5-22, 116]
yTUy>,* etc.
Lower half, 1 % in. by 18 in.; 6 + 2 + 6 lines. Part of a letter to the king
concerning religious subjects. Mention is made of the city of >>yV -YyV
[82-5-22, 117]
~<, etc.
Upper half, 1- in. by 1-6% in.; 13 + ....
lines. Introduction of a letter to
the king from y * >+ * (?) b<( * (?)
V* (?)
yd.
[[82-5-22,
118]
Lower half, 11in. by 1 1in.; 7 + 1 + 2 lines.
concerning private affairs.

Part of a letter to the king
[82-5-22, 119]

Lower half, 1 in. by 1-3 in.; 12 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the X> ~-

__

,, ~
etc.

[82-5-22, 120]

Upper half, 1
-in.
by l-in.; 11 + 10 + 10 + traces of 3 lines. Part of
a list of names of persons, probably officials.
[82-5-22, 121]
Left half, lower portion, i1 in. by 1 in.; 12 + 3 + 14 lines. Part of a
letter to the king concerning building-operations. Mention is made of
>- , etc.
<i <WYY
<
a<-¥- ->>-and YT<
Y
Y+
[82-5-22, 122]
*

artly effaced.
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Right half, lower portion, 2S in. by 2-qL in.; 20 + 2 + 14 lines: Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is
made of y >-+ < < < -, a priest (_ + 4-), etc. [82-5-22, 123]
Portions, 1- in. by l--in.; 16 + 10 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines. Part of a
[82-5-22, 124]
letter to the king.
Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 11 in.; 14 + 14 lines.
the king concernng g religious subjects.

Part of a letter to
[82-5-22, 125]

Left half, lower portion, 2- in. by lT in.; 24 + 1 + 21 lines; Babylonian.
>4) concerning public affairs.
Part of a letter to the king (a-p A[82-5-22, 126]'
:Ik>'+ W.
Mention is made of y "P--y
Portion out of the middle, 1
letter to the king.

in. by

1l 1

in.; 12 +....

lines. Part of a
[82-5-22, 127]

Portion of the left half, 23 in. by in.; 10 + 16 lines. Part of a letter (to
the king) concerning military affairs. Mention is made of Y --+ <(V
[82-5-22, 128]
<<h ifY.
> T -- 4= r e- and

(V

Portion out of the middle, 15 in. by 13 in.; 24 + 12 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is
Y and y yi
-Ver
etc.
[82-5-22, 129]
made of Y O 5
-- <'
Portion of the left half, 4 in. by 21 in.; 39 + 26 lines; Babylonian. Part
=Wf_)concerning
of a letter to king Assurbanipal (! :4- A ,
y>f>--Y
public affairs. Mention is made of Saosduchinos (y -4-

-YYi4 -).

The reverse contains a list of names of deities and their
[82-5-22, 130]

titles.

Part of a
Portions, a3 iin. by 2 in.; 25 + 23 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
letter to the king concerning public affairs in the city of -<<<'y
.
Mention is made of -r>m
e A Y,
]y -+ <Y y
>
the son (
oI)
of
{
d
Y A ;,
Vt
-X_ -f, Y
^, T 4-- <v
^ a, Y,V,
Y S4Y, the son of (_
k V)
m
Vy
Y] '
t
t
a
_t
Y V
Y
^
H al , Y > 4 <A<<
of
the
and
t
&,,
-Y: VM
V) Y >X
=:, the son of (a
,j
[82-5-22, 131]
"Water-district" (K< 4$ A).

Y

kA,

_a

YY

Right half, 27in. by 1 in.; 22 + 4 + 22 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
concerning
_ AA ) from
y
y ~-4
letter to the king (public affairs. Mention is made of Y <<<< _ A- and of the "'Water132]
[-)
[82-5-22,
.
district" ( 4~
* Partly effaced

t In one instance the scribe wrote -,y for ~V>

.

1839
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Portion out of the middle, 1 in. by 1-{ in.; 16 + 5 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter (to the king) concerning military affairs. Mention is
y:* J, < -, etc.
>-Y4 _ and y
made of [? +- Y] -4
[82-5-22, 133]
Portion of the left half, 1l in. by 1 in.; 9 + 9 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part
[82-5-22, 134]
of a letter to the king.
Upper half, 2 in. by 1y in.; 9 + 5 lines.
- q
Pfrom y -+ <~yy

, -Y
Part of a letter to the
[82-5-22, 135]

Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 18 in.; 9 + traces of 6 + 3 + (left-hand edge)
1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of
the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of
Esarhaddon (Y,--+ -<<< , *) and of the city of Pyt 3Y=
-Yyy,
etc. For the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an ld. Sonnengott, Vol. I,
[82-5-22, 136]
p. 43, No. 111; cf. also ibid., Vol. II, p. 222.
Right half, upper portion, 1- in. by 1 in.; 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing forecasts concerning the >FYy, etc. The
colophon, which is written in Assyrian characters, contains a date:,[ <Y- >? ' ] t >, i.e., Dec.-Jan., B.C. 649-8 (?).
>>
[82-5-22, 137]
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2 in. by 15 in.; ..... + 1 + 13
lines. Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs.
[82-5-22, 138]
Portion of the right half, 14 in. by lt
contract.

in.; 11 + 13 lines.

lines.
Upper half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 8 + .....
K -* (?).
the king from y -,g A

Part of a private
[82-5-22, 139]

Introduction of a letter to
[82-5-22, 140]

Left half, upper portion, i -in. by l-1- in.; 6 - 8 lines; partly vitrified.
Part of a letter to the king from Y >- >- concerning public affairs.
[82-5-22, 141]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 6 +..........
of a text containing epigraphs.
Portion of the left half, 1 in. by 1in.; 10 + .....
to the king.

lines.

lines. Part
[82-5-22, 142]
Part of a letter
[82-5-22, 143]

1 in. by 18 in.; 12 + 6 lines; Babylonian.
Left half, upper portion, 14-

of a letter to Sargon IIT (_-

-- y) from Y

Part

> '4-, etc., con[82-5-22, 144

cerning public affairs.
*

Partly effaced.
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Portion of the right half, 1 3 in. by l in.; 13 + 8 lines. Part of a letter
to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of [f] o-y i.
[82-5-22, 145]
Upper half, 1- in. by 1 in.; 12 + 4 lines. Part of a letter to the king
from Y < yTy; -+ concerning military affairs.
[82-5-22, 146]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-5 in. by - in.; 11 + .....
Part of a letter to the king.
Portion of the left half, 1I in. by
cerning religious subjects.

3

in.; 9+

9 lines.

lines; Babylonian.
[82-5-22, 147]

Part of a letter con[82-5-22, 149]

Right half, upper portion, 1- in. by . -in.; 12 + 13 lines.
to the king from [Y >-4-]
>G- ~
<f.
:

Part of a letter
[82-5-22, 150]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1 - in. by 1-b in.; 5 +8
private contract.

lines. Part of a
[82-5-22, 151]

Right half, lower portion, 1-- in. by 1 in.; 9 + 10 lines.

Part of a letter.
[82-5-22, 152]

Portion out of the middle, 1 in. by 1
10
1in.;
+ 9 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of

Y >-¥

H and the city of Nippur
,S
(?-~

Left half, upper portion, lin.

i,).

[82-5-22, 153]

by 1 in.; 9 + 9 + 2 lines; Babylonian.

[> ]A

a letter to the king (eg
Portion of the left half, 1 in. by
to the king.

1--

in.; .....

Part of

[])
[82-5-22, 154]
+ 9 lines.

End of a letter
[82-5-22, 155]

Right half, 1 in. by 18 in.; 8 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological
report to the king concerning observations of certain stars.
[82-5-22, 156]
Left half, upper portion, 14 in. by 1- in.; 10 lines.
king concerning private affairs.

Part of a letter to the
[82-5-22, 157]

Upper half; 1 in. by 1-3-in.; 8 + 7 lines. Part of a letter to the king from
T -y
-- , a an
y--Y of the city of-,Ty H T*_
T 4 <y
>try > +*
[82-5-22, 158]
Lower half, -11T
in. by 1 1in.; 9 + 10 lines. Part of a letter to the king.
Mention is made of Y -o-+ <--y.
[82-5-22, 15t]
Upper half, 1l in. by 1-y in.; 7 + 4 lines. Introduction and end of a letter
to the king from Y
-+
.YY
y A-, Y -4 <
y v v, and y 4*^~F~
A. -~

Pa
* Partly effaced,

[82-5-22, 160]

KOUYUNJ1K
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Portion of the left half, 1-I6 in. by 1 in.; .....
+ 11 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is
made of
-]yyy
y Y and of the city of' -r
.
[82-5-22, 161]
Portion of the left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; .....
or report, concerning religious subjects.

+ 13 lines.

Part of a letter,
[82-5-22, 162]

Portion of the left half, 1 in. by l in.; 11 + 1] lines; Babylonian. Part of
a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs.
[82-5-22, 163]
Portion of the left half, 1-{-in. by
the king.

in.; 11 +- 5 lines.

Part of a letter to
[82-5-22, 164]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1-7 in. by 1 in.; 9 + .....
lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention
is made of Y --+
4<<
4
and [y] ~-Y*
[82-5-22, 165]
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 - in.; 19 + 19 lines. Part of a letter
to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Y -+- 4 Ey
-¥y
y and of the cities of :
><[, >
4
and
[82-5-22, 166]
,
^YY , ff

+ W.

>

Portions, 3 in. by 1 in.; 18 + 3 + 21 + traces of 2 + (left-hand edge)
1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public
affairs. Mention is made of Y -f::
U~y*
JQ and Y 4- ((<
%_-~p^ <,¢_.
[82-5-22, 167]
Upper half, 2- 3in. by 11in.; 12 + 22 lines. Part of a letter to the king
from [nV 4- 4q] >Y TYY < concerning private affairs.
[82-5-22, 168]
Complete, 2! in. by 13 in.; 17 + 2 + 18 + 3 lines. L etter to the king from
Y
rt >rY
^>
-T concerning omens derived from the appearances of
certain birds in a man's house. Cf. obverse, lines 7 ff :-] ~T_aWf

YYY t (?)[YkYV-?] 4-TYt'

A-nY 'Y^
>T]Y S:VY7 1
Ii_
STm
T n
-TYkI

Y-4-nT

y<<Y

TO
tY

I1 mY

rTEY
ST

YIY
Y tYY
I qY
I
Y
1YWY*
3-ri MU ^ -VYy
tIyYT^:_ ^TVY . v + rYn I <IY>4

YYY-

tYY <YT -Yk
IaYy
<f- I YY
<Y* -Y

yyT kffY- <y T1 >4i

7yIt

-t Y

>-<

i

etc.

Y-

IY-_Y

1 Y
[82-5-22, 169]

Nearly complete, 3 in. by 1½in.; 21 + 15 lines. List of offerings. Mention
is made of the land of
gv,
<cJ. The colophon contains a date.
[82-5-22, 170]
* Thus.

t Partly effaced.
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Nearly complete, 2¼in. by l1-in.; 15 - 2 + 8 lines. Letter to the king
?] concerning astrological subjects. Mention is
from y -+ 4-A y [--

'-V. -

,-4-

made of y

171]
[
[82-5-22,

12 + 2 + 1 lines. Letter to the king
Complete, 2-1 in. by lin.;
the transport of horses. The reverse
C
- - concerning
Y :-[82-5-22,
tains a date.
Nearly complete, 2L- in. by 1¼in.; 16 + 3 lines. Letter to the king
Y4>TYk * [Y] <>> >YYYY

[ TVY] concerning private affairs.

Complete, l in. by lin.; 13 + 2 lines.

private affairs:--

>YYY

xT<

4

Y .ME < <Y*

from
con172]
from

[82-5-22, 173]
Letter to the king concerning

|

-*

Y>]-+

O-<ji

4i <T- 0:n

> yW

-+ <V I T; ^FT ¢ X I r7yy< < Y; Y^ I kJJ t- It:YPy\
T
yy>~y
I + >Y YY
T
y , YT
~TY
I J:&
¶ YT - "y i nyy<<4
>_Y5
y
<-_
^
i
b
>Y
¢YYY
_>_Y
i 1-d
1I>4< -riy- _>>>E
>_>YY TYR I1

<T -YA-YTY I

Aa <T-

For a summary of the contents see BEZOLD, Lit., p. 167, note 1.
[82-5-22, 174]
Complete, 5 in. by 2 in.; 13 + 13 lines. Report, concerning public affairs,
of the class described above, p. 259f., K. 1288. Mention is made of

Esarhaddon - y >(

~-

), Assurbanipal (y

-

,>

ryyy <`

, -yk -YyV.
and of the land of
Vol. I, p. 27,
Sonwevegott,
d.
an
Gebete
Assyr.
For the text see KNUDTZON,
Vol. II,
ibidem,
cf.
No. 67, and for a transliteration and translation of it
[82-5-22, 175]
pp. 172 ff.
Complete, inner part of a case-tablet, 1 iin. by - in.; 6 + 2 + 5 + 2 lines.
f¥
Private contract concerning a loan of money. It is dated:->-..[82-5-22,176a]
- 1' IT ^ = «<
^
>y
- -<T>

p-WX0),

1-y
H>>

Right half, upper portion, outer part of the preceding case-tablet, 1l in. by
1-in.; 7 + 7 lines in Assyrian and, on the right-hand edge, 1 line in
Phoenician; between lines 4 and 5 of obverse are three seal-impressions.
Part of a private contract. The text is published, with restorations
from the duplicate 82-5-22, 176a, a transliteration and a translation, in
DE VOGUEi'S Corpus inscrT. Se?., Pars II, t. I (1889), p. 35 f.
[82-5-22, 176b]
+ 5 lines;
.....
in.;
1by
in.
2
reverse,
Fragment of the lower portion of
p. 259 f.,
above,
Babylonian. End of a report of the class described
K. 1288. For the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an d. Sonnengott,
Vol. I, p. 33, No. 90, and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II,
[82-5-22, 177]
p. 195.
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by l- 5in.; 6 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
p. 259 f., K. 1288 (?). Mention is made of Assurbanipal ([fI] .-42 ^THi).

[82-5-22, 178]

Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by 1in.; 6 + 4 lines. Part of a similar
report. For the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an d. Sonnengott,
Vol. I, p. 39, No. 103, and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II,
p. 213.
[82-5-22, 179]
Lower half; 35 in. by 3 in.; 25 + 25 lines. Copy of an omen-text concerning the condition of certain parts of the body (of a new-born child),
and the aspect of its face when resembling the faces of certain animals,
etc. Cf. SAYCE, Zeits., 1885, pp. 403, 405.
[82-5-22, 196a]
Right half; upper portion, 3 in. by 2in.; . ....
14 + 12 + 12 + 16 +
..... lines in three columns. Part of an explanatory list of the
class "Sa."
Duplicate of K. 7708; see above, p. 869.
The text is
published by BEZOLD, Zeits., 1885, pp. 61 ff., and repeated by DELITZSCH,
Lesest., 3rd ed., p. 51 f.; cf. also PINCHES, Zeits., 1885, p. 189 f.
[82-5-22, 317]
Left half, upper portion, 2¼in. by 1 in.; 3 + 3 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([f] -4 >>v
<<< >4). For the text see KNUDTZON, I.c., Vol. I, p. 34, No. 93, and
for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 198.
[82-5-22, 480]
a244

Right half, lower portion, 3 in. by 2 in.; 12 + 11 lines. Part of a similar
report. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 52, No. 144, and for
a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, pp. 260 ff.
[82-5-22, 481]
Fragment of the right half, 2 3 in. by 18 in.; ....
+ 3 + (right-hand edge)
1 lines. Part of a similar report. For the text see KNUDTZON, 1.c.,
Vol. I, p. 58, No. 158; cf. ibid., Vol. II, p. 276.
[82-5-22, 482]
Fragment out of the middle of reverse, 1 in. by 11 in.; ..... + 7 lines.
Part of a similar report. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.c., Vol. I, p. 23,
No. 59, and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 165 f.
[82-5-22, 483]
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by 1a in.; 5 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
similar report. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 33, No. 84,
and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 192. [82-5-22, 484]
VOL. IV.
I11
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Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; traces of 4 + 9 + (left-hand edge)
4 lines.
Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class
described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of Esarhaddon

4- *). For the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an
E-_%
d. Sornengott, Vol. I, p. 47, No. 124, and for a transliteration of it
cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 247 f.
[82-5-22, 485]
( -i-

Fragment of the upper portion, 2 in. by 2 in.; 9 + 3 + 1 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a similar report. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 16,
No. 45, and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 144 f.
[82-5-22, 486]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by in.; 3 + 4 lines. Part of a
similar report. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 48, No. 128,
and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 250. [82-5-22, 487]
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 1- in.; 6 + 4 + 2 + (left-hand edge) traces of
1 lines. Part of a similar report. Mention is made of Esarhaddon
Az ^ F *). For the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 47,
(T
¥o
No. 123, and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 246 f.
[82-5-22, 488]
Right half, lower portion, 3-

of a similar report.

in. by 2 - in.; 7 + 9 lines; Babylonian.

Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([ >+q ?] -

Part
*

For
_). the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 15, No. 39, and
<<< A
for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 135 f.
[82-5-22, 489]
Fragment of the upper portion, 21 in. by 2¼in.; 10 + 4 lines. Part of a
similar report. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 50, No. 135,
and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 255 f. [82-5-22, 490]
Left half, lower portion, 2|-in. by 1- in.; 4 + 7 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines.
Part of a similar report. The edge-line contains a date. For the text
see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 31, No. 74, and for a transliteration of it cf.
ibidem, Vol. II, p. 183 f.
[82-5-22, 491]
Left half, lower portion, 4| in. by 21 in.; 2 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a similar report. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.c., Vol. I, p. 12, No. 31,
and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 124 f. [82-5-22, 492]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 8 lines. Part of a
similar report. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 51, No. 138;
cf. also ibidem, Vol. II, p. 254.
[82-5-22, 493]
* Partly effaced.
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by 2 in.;
in 5 + 10 lines. Part of a
Fragment of the upper portion, 2in by
report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f.,
For
K. 1288. Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([I -V Ad ?] ey ¢).
the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an d. Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 50,
No. 132, and for a transliteration of it cf. ibiden, Vol. II, p. 254.
[82-5-22, 494]
+ 3 + 20 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
b 2
Right half, 2- in. b19
[82-5-22, 496]
prayer addressed to a goddess.
) lines. Part
Portion out of the middle, 31 in. by 2| in.; 18 + ..........
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
[82-5-22, 497]
of certain stars.
Fragment of the left half, 23 in. by 5 in.; 13 + 7 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the >-,
[82-5-22, 498]
etc.
Left half, lower portion, 21 in. by 1- in.; 8
Part of a
other by division-rules.
Assyrian king. Mention is made of
Aft ~_~ and of the city of -Ty
4'A ,-,

+ 13 lines separated from each
historical inscription of an
the countries of , _t ty A and
[82-5-22, 499]
>V-y>-Y, etc.

Upper half, 4 in. by 3 in.; 27 + 19 lines; marginal number <. Part of a
text containing forecasts. The lines begin with >-< :; see above,
p. 559, K. 3732; cf. also p. 1391, Sm. 236. Of the catch-line only the
* (?) YY<<<
~_ -<3 -,yyy <YV ~ > :s
beginning is visible:500]
r~29~~,¢~,~fi'.
~_.~ -[82--5-22,
+) 16 lines. Part of
.+ ...
Left-hand corner, 3 in. by 2 in.; 3 + (.
a text containing astrological forecasts for the various months,
[82-5-22, 501]
concerning eclipses.
Fragment out of the middle, 2{ in. by 2- in.; 18 ± .....
text containing forecasts.

lines. Part of a
[82-5-22, 502]

Right half, upper portion, 2 5in. by 1 1- in.; 10 + 2 lines. Part of a religious
[82-5-22, 503]
text including directions for ceremonies and rites.
Fragment of the right half, 3 in. by 2 in.; 10 + 3 lines; partly vitrified.
[82-5-22, 504]
Part of a text containing forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, 2- in. by 2 in.; ..... + 8 lines. Copy of a
The
text containing forecasts, partly relating to public affairs.
[82-5-22, 505]
colophon probably contained a double-date.
*

Partly effaced,
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Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 31 in. by 2 in.; .. ...

+ 14 lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses,
etc.
[82-5-22, 506]
Fragment of the right half, 2 i
b 2 in. ; (.....
by
9 + 12 (+ .... ) lines. Part of an omen-text.

) short ends of
[82-5-22, 507]

Upper half, 3 in. by 3 in.; 35 + 12 lines. Part of an incantation-text
forming, according to the colophon, the 1st tablet of the Series beginning
with ¥-+ >I A
E %
¥L <y,- 4+-c> <¥
._<(. Duplicate of
K. 3294, etc.; see above, p. 520.

For the text see TALLQVIST, Die assyr.

Beschw. MaqlA, p. (57) f.; cf. also ibidem, pp. 12, 32, 33, 35, 40, (3), (4),
(7); and W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., Add., p. 9.
[82-5-22, 508]
Left half, lower portion, 3 in. by 2 in.; 22 + 19 lines. Part of a text
containing omens derived from the appearances of the footprints of
certain animals in a man's house, or from the entrance of a demon
therein, etc. The lines of Section II of obverse begin throughout
with y ~<J A
A
......
<(-. Section III of obverse
,yyy

name of an animal

(lines 18 if.) begins:-

T T;>ttTn
^nr >/
Y
T A---

rYYY
--yyyynY
>Ttf

'-- ff -/Y

V ^^^
- /YHY -k
I

,T ^HTni
TYYe
X\.
Y
[82-5-22, 509]

Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by 18in.; (......+)
(+.....)
lines. Part of an omen-text
incidents that may happen to men, etc.

short ends of 10 + 15
concerning houses and
[82-5-22, 510]

Lower half, 21 in. by 2r in.; 20 + 11 lines. Part of an astrological text
containing a list of stars arranged in groups according to their
connection ("
p") with 1-:yt
yyy
, q+
-g
<f _ and >+ -Yyy Ay, etc.
Cf. BEZOLD, W. Zeits. f. d. K. d. M., Vol. IV, p. 78, note 2. [82-5-22, 512]
Left half, lower portion, 21 in. by 13 in.; 15 + 12 + (
..... .....
.....
+) 8 + 8 lines. Part of a list of objects. Sums total are added
by the scribe.
[82-5-22, 513]
Fragment out of the middle, 25 in. by 1 in.; .....
+ 8 lines. Part of an
omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.
[82-5-22, 514]
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Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2 7 in. by 18 in.
Part of a religious text.

.....
6 lines.
[82-5-22, 515]

Fragment of the right half, 2k in. by 18 in.; .....
+ 10 lines. Part of a
text containing directions for ceremonies and rites.
[82-5-22, 516]
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1-7 in.; 16 + (..
. ..... +
) 12 lines;
marginal number <. Part of an omen-text concerning incidents that
may happen in the streets and at the gates of a city, etc. [82-5-22, 517]
Fragment of the upper portion, 3§ in. by 2¼ in.; 10 +.....
lines. Part of
an omen-text belonging to the 4th (?) tablet of the Series y :yy <3( ad A. Duplicate of K. 7749; see above, p. 872; cf. also p. 421,
K. 2192.
[82-5-22, 518]
Fragment out of the middle, 3 in. by 1 in.; .....
+ 14 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
[82-5-22, 519]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2-6 in. by 21in.; 13 + 15 + .....
+.
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the
various months.
[82-5-22, 520]
Fragment of the right half, 4in. by 2| in.; (.....)
.....
+ 26 ( .... .)
lines. Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[82-5-22, 521]
Fragment of the right half, 2k in. by 2j in.; 20 + .....
) lines.
Part of an omen-text concerning the condition of certain parts of the
body (of a new-born child).
[82-5-22, 522]
Fragment of the lower portion, g4 in. by 3¼in.; 6 + 18 + 21 + 16 lines.
Copy of a text containing forecasts.
[82-5-22, 524]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 3¼in. by 2 in.; 13 + .....
..... lines. Part of a list of eponyms. For the text see BEZOLD,
P.S.B.A., Vol. XI, May, 1889, plate III, b; cf. also ibidem, p. 287, and
WINCKLER, in SOHRADER'S Bibl., Vol. III, pt. 2, pp. 142 ff.
[82-5-22, 526]
Portion of the right half, 5- in. by 3y in.; 34 + 38 + 31 + 25 lines. Part
of a text containing prayers of Esarhaddon (y -~
- a-) to star and
the answers purporting to come from that goddess. For similar texts
see above, pp. 616, 1769, K. 4310, 81-2-4, 188, etc.
[82-5-22, 527]
p

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 2 1 in.;
of 6 lines. Part of a hemerology.

... ..

.....

+ 13 + traces
[82-5-22, 528]
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lines. Part
+) 3 + 9 (+...)
Right-hand corner, 2 in. by 1 in.; (....
ceremonies.
for
directions
and
incantations
containing
text
a
of
[82-5-22, 529]
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the
lines. Part of an inscription of
base at least 2 in.; 9 + ..........
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. I (see above, p. 1570), Column
[82-5-22, 530]
IX, lines 10 ff.
Portion of the left half, 2-6 in. by 2 in.; ..... + 17 lines. Part of an
etc.
A _ ,
yYinscription of Assurbanipal concerning y
[82-5-22, 531]
Fragment of the right half, 3 in. by 1 in.; ..... + 13 lines. Part of an
[82-5-22, 532]
incantation-text.
Lower half, 2'in. by 1 in.; 15 + 9 4- 1 + 2 lines. Part of a list of objects.
Sums total are added by the scribe. The colophon contains a date:[82-5-22, 533]
y _ t I -.
z <(y A__~i ~ <W-, (?)
in.; 15 + 5 lines. Part of a prayer
Riglt, half, upper portion, 21 in. by
The paragraphs on obverse end throughout
in the form of a litany.
[82-5-22, 534]
."
with "JI l yy- <4y+)
.....
Fragment of the left half, 31 in. by 25-in.; 22 + (.....
22 lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
[82-5-22, 535]
ceremonies.
22
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 3 in. by 3 in.; .
of
made
is
Mention
affairs.
lines. Part of a report concerning public
[82-5-22, 536]
< Y and y ,- - 2--Yk A<, etc.
'
Y .-4- z >Yk
Fragment of the left half, 1-in. by 1 in.; short beginnings of 11 + 14
lines. Part of a prayer, probably written for an Assyrian king.

[82-5-22, 537]
traces of 1 +
Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by 2 in.; (.....+)
to those of
similar
Omens
lines.
traces of 2 + 3 + 16 (+ ...
KK. 2018a, 6611, etc.; cf. supra, pp. 387, 798. This fragment probably
belongs to the same tablet as Sm. 801; see above, p. 1437 f.
[82-5-22, 538]
+.....
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2 in. by 2 in.; .....
[82-5-22, 539]
lines. Part of an incantation-text.
+ 16 + ....
Fragment out of the middle, 2{ in. by 1iin.; 18 +

.........

) lines.

Part of a text containing forecasts concerning _i and ~¥ AJ, etc.

[82-5-22, 540]

.- '~~

* Partly effaced,
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+ 6 + 12 +
Fragment of the upper portion, 21 in. by 23 in.; 14 + ....
(edge) 5 lines. Part of a text containing prayers and hymns, some
of which have an interlinear Assyrian version. Of the catch-line only
the right half is visible :*
T
[82-5-22, 541]
U
y~ -yT.
Fragment of the right half, 2¼in. by 1- in.; 8 +.....
Part of a text containing forecasts.

lines; Babylonian.
[82-5-22, 542]

........
lines.
Portion out of the middle, 2s in. by 2¼in.; 20 + 17 + .
eclipses,
forecasts
concerning
Part of a text containing astrological
[82-5-22, 543]
etc.
+ 15 + 21 + 3 lines.
Right half, upper portion, 4 in. by 3 in.; .....
Copy of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere[82-5-22, 544]
monies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 2 in.; ....
+) 15 + 9 (+ .. .
)
directions
for
incantations
and
lines. Part of a text containing
[82-5-22, 545]
ceremonies.
+ 14 lines. Part of a text
Fragment of the right half, 3 in. by 3 in.; .....
containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. Of the

catch-line only the right half is visible:- i,,;
i

¢T

A

<1S Id

>

>>

:TV -

Left half, lower portion, 2- in. by 2 in.; 14 + ..
an incantation-text.
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 2 in.; ( ..........
(+.........)
8 + 12 + 11 +5 + 10 + ....
of objects. Sums total are added by the scribe.

TTV¥
Y

>ty t¥

->-V( +

[82-5-22, 546]
) lines. Part of
[82-5-22, 547]
+) short ends of
lines. Partof a list
[82-5-22, 548]

+) 15 lines.
Left half, lower portion, 2 in. by 1in.; 16 + ( ..........
Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
[82-5-22, 549]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2- in. by 1 -5in.; 17 +....
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
.....
[82-5-22, 550]
.. lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in. 18 +.......
of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Cf.
[82-5-22, 551]
BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 433.
* Partly effaced.
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+ 14 lines. Part
Right half, lower portion of reverse, 28in. by lin.; .....
of a text containing forecasts belonging, according to the colophon,
cf. supra, p. 522, note t. Of the
to a tablet of the Series >-< yt A;
',, ::
catch-line only the middle part is visible:
552]
~
~~tillmJ tS'Y -. ~[82-5-22, ^
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1¼in.; 11 +

.....

(.

) lines.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[82-5-22, 553]
O.r) lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 14 + ..........
observafrom
taken
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts
tions of certain stars. From a colophon-line it would seem that this
[82-5-22, 554]
text is an extract from a larger composition.
Right half, lower portion, 1 in. by 1-36 in.; 10 + 13 lines.

Part of a prayer.
[82-5-22, 555]

Fragment of the left half, 21 in. byl1 in.; 17 + 6 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain
[82-5-22, 556]
stars.
+ 11 lines. Part of a
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 1 in.; .....
[82-5-22, 557]
religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

.) lines. Part of an
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 1 in.; 6 + ......
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [82-5-22, 558]
+) 15 lines.
Fragment of the left half, 2k in. by 1 in.; 11 + (.....+....
Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian
[82-5-22, 559]
version, and directions for ceremonies.
lines.
3++) 7 (+.....)
by 2 in.; ( .....
Right-hand corner, 2in.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[82-5-22, 560]
; 7 + 16 lines. Part of a text conin.3
Left half, upper portion, 3 in. by
taining incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version, and prayers.
t ~<_ A<y
* >
A colophon-line reads:--561]
[82-5-22,
9273.
K.
999,
p.
supra,
[t:yy?]; cf.
~:W ~;;~
~v=Tvv
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2k in. by 14 in.; 14 +.....
..... lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions
for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[82-5-22, 562]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 1-i in. by 1in.; 13 + 3 -.......
lines.
Part of a list of the first lines of certain sections of texts containing
prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of
sick people.
[82-5-22, 563]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2-6 in. by 1 in.; 2 + 6 lines. Part of an
incantation-text.
[82-5-22, 564]
Right half; upper portion, 3 in. by 2 in.; (.....+)
23 + 18 (+.....)
lines; Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear
Assyrian version.
[82-5-22, 565]
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1l in.; .....
- 7 lines. End of a
prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 1296
(see above, p. 262), reverse, lines 21ff. Of the catch-line only the
beginning is visible :-,4 E_ <
i;
'><Y
cf. W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed.,
Add., p. 5.
[82-5-22, 566]
Fragment of the right half, 1 i
Part of a religious text.

in. by 1-1 in.;

8 + .....

(.....)
lines.
[82-5-22, 567]

Fragment of the left half, 18 in, by 1 in.; 7 + (.
... ....
) 6 lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[82-5-22, 568]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-6 in. by in.; ....
+ 7 + ....
+ .
lines. Part of an incantation-text. This fragment may belong to a
tablet of the Series tV
JE <.
[82-5-22, 569]
Upper half, 5 in. by 3in.; .
.+ 11 + 10 + 7 + 8 + 10 + 15 + 18 +
18 + 17 + 15 + 10 lines. Part of a list of archaic signs, similar to
those mentioned above, p. 625, K. 4372. It is arranged in the order of
S\. Cf. BEZOLD, Sitzber. d. Pr. Ak. d. WH., 1888, p. 752, note 2.
[82-5-22, 570]
Fragment of the right half, 3 in. by 1{ in.; ( ..........
) + 16 +
..........
lines. Part of a list of archaic signs arranged in the
order of S^. Their modern equivalents are added at the beginning of
each paragraph. Cf. PINCHES, in BEZOLD' Lit., p. 350 ;* PEISER, Zeits.,
1886, pp. 110,* 113*; and supra, p. 625, K. 4372.
[82-5-22, 571]
Lower half, 2 in. by 2- in.; 26 + 21 lines in double-columns; Babylonian.
Part of an explanatory list referring to the 49th and following (?)
tablets of the great astrological work y
>~
y- ;
f;cf. obverse,
line 12, and supra, p. 433, K. 2329, etc.
[82-5-22, 572]
*

VOL. IV.

For 82-5-22, 271 read there :-" 82--22, 571."
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Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 13 + ( ..........
in double-columns. Part of a list of names of gods.

+) 3 lines
[82-5-22, 573]

+ 14
+ 16 + 3 lines in
Fragment of the right half, 3- in. by 23 in.; ....
three columns. Part of an explantory list belonging to the class of
the Sumero-Akkadian Syllabaries.
[82-5-22, 574]
+) 1 lines
[82-5-22, 575]

Left half, upper portion, 3- in. by 13 in.; 22 + ( ..........
in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.

) 16 + 13
Fragment of the lower portion, 2§ in. by 2 in.; ( ..........+ 13 + 17 (+..........)
lines in double-columns. Part of a list
of names of plants. Cf. BEZOLD, Sitzler. d. Pr. Ak. d. W., 1888, p. 752,
note 2.
[82-5-22, 576]
Portion of the left half, 35 in. by 2½in.; 27 + 19 lines; Babylonian. Part of
The lines on obverse
a text containing astrological forecasts.
begin throughout with y <><iY. Cf. BEZOLD, 1.c., p. 752, note 2.
[82-5-22, 577a]
+ ..... +) 6 lines.
Fragment of the left half, 2j in. by 2 in.; 15 + (.
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people. One Section begins:--y _
[82-5-22, 996]
=Y4tY H ,
Lower half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 7 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part of a
[82-5-22, 1011]
private contract.
,;N:

Fragment of the lower portion, 1-7 in. by
letter to the king.

in.; 4 + 4 lines. Part of a
[82-5-22, 1397]

Portion of the right half, l1 in. by t in.; 7 + 5 lines.
the king from y 4Y y
<, [4f]Y
*<

>-o 7

-

y- A
Y ~-.

Part of a letter to

I--

- and [

+]

[82-5-22, 1763]

Right-hand corner, 1 in. by 1 in.; ....
of a letter or address.

+ 2 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part
[82-5-22, 1764]

Right-hand corner, 2 in. by 15- in.; 4 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the
[82-5-22, 1765]
moon.
Fragment of the left half, 11in. by 1.-in.;
Part of a letter.

.....

Fragment out of the middle,1 in. by 1 in.; 12 +.........)
of an incantation-text.
*

Partly effaced.

9 lines; Babylonian.
[82--5-22, 1766]
lines. Part
[82-5-22, 1767]
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Fragment of the lower portion, 1 7 in. by in.; 5 + 6 lines. Part of a
letter (to the king). Mention is made of Y -4- A_
.
[82-5-22, 1768]
Portion of the right half, 1 in. by in.; 9 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of

Y ">T:

:

Ae q

-4<t
TT- .

[82-5-22, 1769]

Right half, 1in. by 18 in.; 8 lines.
affairs.

Memorandum

concerning public
[82-5-22, 1770]

Left half, upper portion of reverse, 1-9 in. by in.; ....
hand edge) 1 lines. Part of a letter to the king.

+ 2 + 10 + (left[82-5-22, 1771]

Left half, lower portion of one side, 1 in. by in.; ..... + 7 + 3 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a letter concerning military affairs.
[82-5-22, 1772]
Right half, lower portion, 1- in. by 1 in.; 6 + 1 + .....
Part of a letter or report.

lines; Babylonian.
[82-5-22, 1773]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 9 + ..........
lines. Part
of an inscription of Assurbanipal. Cf. Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570),
Column I, lines 110 ff.
[82-5-22, 1774]
Lower half, 1 1in. by

in.; 6 +.

. lines.

Part of a letter.
[82-5-22, 1775]

Fragment out of the middle, l in. by in.; ..... + 14 +..........
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
version.
[82-5-22, 1776]
Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by 13 in.; traces of 4 + 7 +..........
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants.
[82-5-22, 1777]
Portions, 11in. by in.; 4 + 1 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report from y ->yJ,
:_
*i.
[82-5-22, 1778]
Portion out of' the middle, 1- in. by 1 in.; ..... + 13 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. [82-5-22, 1779]
* Partly effaced.

11 p 2
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Portions, 3 in. by 25%in.; 21 + 2 + 25 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
) concerning public affairs. Mention is
letter to the king (
<<(
<<< > 2), of the country of
made of Esarhaddon (
Sections II and III
l ¥d VYand of the city of ~' Y- <> ¥ ,.
[83-1-18, 1]
of obverse contain astrological forecasts.
Complete, 2-in. by 1 Tin.; 18 + 2 + 18 + 3 lines. Letter to the king
' a,
[83-1-18, 2]
concerning private affairs.
~
_>
from y m-4Nearly complete, 1 - in. by 1 - in.; 11 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
the king concerning Y < _y
4$m and
l -y Y
Yt

Letter to
I
:[83-1-18, 3

Portions, 3 in. by 11 in.; . 27 + 1 + 27 +1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
>
concerning
;
_ , >) from Y -r[
letter to the king (-Y
Y I, of the land
public affairs. Mention is made of ] -4- <y`key

of Elam (&A <>. Ey Zy) and of the "Water-district" (\4

-),

etc.

[83-1-18, 4]
Portions, 3l in. by i in.; 26 + 3 + 26 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
y>¢,
-4yK
Part of a letter to the king concerning yy Sy,: >-Y + <y
an ¢>-=;,
><y <<j<
e
y y, etc. Mention is made of the cities of >TYyT
j<
and
>>-- <¢E and of the crown-prince of Elam (='
C &,
I <>-). The left-hand edge contains a note on an astrological
<"y
[83-1-18, 5]
observation.
Complete, 2%-in. by 11 in.; 19 + 1 + 9 lines. Letter to the king from
[83-1-18, 6]
(Y O Iv concerning private affairs.
-Y <4Complete, 2 in. by 1l-in.; 9 + 11 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Report to the
king concerning the observation of an eclipse of the sun, etc.
[83-1-18, 7]
Lower half, 2 in. by 1l in.; 15 + 14 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
(to the king) concerning military affairs. Mention is made of Y 'Fy
IE>Y
2 YY& - ,
Yd ->Ya
TY Em and other Elamites (>
[83-1-18, 8]
y< .
( >
>- TY Y Y), the soldiers of y Ay
Portions, 3 in. by 18 in.; 23 + 19 lines. Part of a letter to the king from
- <<< concerning an assemblage of certain astrologers, etc.
Y <Y(V>
[83-1-18, 9]
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Portions, 3 in. by 1- in.; 27 + 31 lines.

Part of a letter to the king fiom

>

Y <(VV>Y-

<< concerning astrological observations of certain stars;
4
[83-1-18, 10]
they partly relate to public affairs.
Portions, 25 in. by 1 in.; 19 + 3 + 18 + 2 lines. Part of a letter to the
[83-1-18, 11]
king from Y->- <CO y V v concerning private affairs.
Nearly complete, 2- 1in. by 1a in.; 13 + 4 lines. Letter to the king from
concerning an unsuccessful astrological observation.
y-.* .* *
Yy
The colophon, which is written in smaller characters than the other
parts of the text, contains a date :--[-_1 ? **
y
<
<>,S
[83-1-18, 12]
i.e., Febr.-March, B.C. 648 (?).
Nearly complete, 2- in. by

-1

iin.;

19 + 3 + 21 + 4 + (left-hand edge) 3t

d < Hy, a priest (am>-_
lines. Letter to the king from T -~- >a -Ay

)

-,) concerning certain temples, etc. Mention is made of
of the god b-_n
>YYyy
, and of y > yyy ry, the A
>-Ty, an Am A-y
yj+

=4-.
mYYy

[83-1-18, 13]

Complete, 2j in. by 18 in.; 16 + 1 + 17 + 1 lines. Letter to the king from
e> Ty, etc.
A-d
V M
concerning
->>
-Y
>-4-+ t
[83-1-18, 14]

Y

Portions, 25 in. by 1 in.; 18 + 13 lines. Part of a letter to the king from
[83-1-18, 15]
vT> X-- concerning private affairs.

4i>

Part of a letter concerning
[83-1-18, 16]

Portions, 2| in. by 1-T in.; 16 + 3 + 12 lines.
astrological subjects.

Portions, 2- in. by 13 in.; 18 + 2 + 14 lines. Part of a letter to the king
from (yA-¥ [>>>yV ~?] concerning astrological subjects. Mention is
made of the crown-prince and of Y ->-V
e [~y~?].
>_Y4
[83-1-18, 17]
'y

Upper half, 115 in. by l in.; 13 + 7 lines.
from y'

A --y y yI,

the "

Part of a letter to the king

-y -

1-

Y t4

sy

Portions, 2

in. by 1-5 in.; 15 + 2 + 18 lines.
\V concerning the prefect (h

:g
>from
-

H_
kJn E s

Part of a letter to the king
e>q

) of the city of

, etc. Mention is made of Y X:
~_n
--+.
T
>
and
and of the cities of -_Y >-_Portions, 2- in. by

1

in.; 20 + 19 lines.

certain officials (,
* Partly effaced.

<~

,"

[83-1-18, 18]

concerning public affairs.

-T<(,
_

I >Yy >YY
[83-1-18, 19]

Part of a letter to the king from
, etc.
etc.) concerning Y -+ <{Y
[83-1-18, 20]

t These three lines run from the obverse top to the bottom edge.
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Portions, 2iin. by 1 in.; 21. + 1 + 20 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part
of a letter to the king from Y
=-, >- y> -y( concerning public

Mention is made of 4 -,4--S
-+ <4'y, Tq -4 <_< i
>- * and y >4 YYY
[-?], the king of the f
Q ,Y Y ,

affairs.

>-YY
etc.

[83-1-18, 21]

Nearly complete, lin. by
from Y V - Y *.

in. 9 + (edge) 1 lines.
in.;

Letter to the king
[83-1-18, 22]

Nearly complete, 2- in. by 1l

in.; 14 + 2 + 10 lines.

Letter to the king.
[83-1-18, 23]

Complete, 2--3 in. by 1 in.; 14 + 1 + 15 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 3t lines.

Letter to the king, beginning:--Y
> eI2>F2
-YY
FYTY I >y >
<Y :

, etc., and concerning:-"

t7 -_I:

- <Y*V

A-+s T yY
; I

>'HT>

-

I

Y<'
i;

-L | 1

-B-Y
>Y I

-V

->+V$y; I ," etc.

'-Elf

M 4T+>e IJ
mgyy
P

[83-1-18, 24]

Complete, 11in. by 1 in. 8 + 1 + 5 lines.
Letter to the king from
Y>4
~ g7
V * stating that the "<
Y 4," who
was expected, had not arrived.
[83-1-18, 251
Portions, 3:1 in. by 1 in.: 20 + 21 + 2 lines.
from Y >$
Y-Z
^i1 concerning T :-+
_, etc.

Part of a letter to the king
Y >-< (var. :--<) A- -Y74
[83-1-18, 26]

Upper half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 17 + 11 lines; Babylonian. L etter from the king,
beginning :-IY
u 4 Vy
_
<<Y kY + [I
>>
-

qh~ <<tay E-Zq
^L

I4 Y

Y Y; ¢<
E
Y- a T I

(¢-, etc. The colophon reads:-£^ <
4 >!

fYyk ^Y

I <Y- Y- T -+ !t <¢ A\ +k k.

t <V
¢¢

I a < Ai:
;

y

<

/

Y VI

£YI
-V

[83-1-18, 27]

Nearly complete, 2- in. by 1 3 in.; 13 + 1 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Letter
to the king, beginning:-[y,
[< 4_
_ ^]
K
I Ay * Y>
-Y

xa -Rb

^^^

D

of an ¢

~

~

I <¢

M

#P

I,,- etc.,

q >24
-

Z-y WTy

T IM < 4sT Y TU 4t
H

and concerning the message (<aT-

Y , etc.

><(<)

[83-1-18, 28]

Portions, 2§ in. by lx -in.;
14 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to
the king (~
4i ><) fronm y -y:Tt:
~
y 2] concerning the
___

y
-K,_

* partly effaced,

!y -I< yT

.

[83-1-18, 29]

f These three lines run from the obverse top to the bottom edge.
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Nearly complete, 1-in. by

in.; 13 + 1 lines; Babylonian.

the king, beginning:--A

.An,
*

Y;
- a-R
_ ( > IV
contains traces of a date.
Portions, 1 in. by

8

Is

--R

>-&

Y -~
T

I 4Y >-, etc.

A-

in.; 13 + 1 + 5 lines; Babylonian.

from the king to y '->;
and the - _.

M

* [*

] concerning y

Letter from
[Y *D?]<(The reverse
[83-1-18, 30]

Part of a letter
y 4<( -- + 4
[83-1-18, 31]

Portions, 2 in. by I in.; 17 + 17 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to
the king (
AA_,
' , *) concerning public affairs. Mention is made of
yy
< Y5_¥ <.

the

[83-1-18, 32]

Complete, 1in. by lin.; 12 + 3 + 10 lines. Letter to the king from
Y ~+ C-YY > 4- concerning certain forecasts.
[83-1-18, 33]
Complete, 2 in. by

1-in.;

4-y >7 4- and

T -+

14 + 13 lines.

{<'Y W7 >

Letter to the king from y

4-

concerning private affairs.

[83-1-18, 34]
Complete, 1N in. by lin.; 15 + 9 lines. Letter to the king from y ,-~-J -I
concerning certain sacrifices. The text of the obverse has
been transliterated by KING, Bab. Magic and Sorc., p. xxiv, note 3.
[83-1-18, 35]
Complete, 2 in. by in.; 13 + 2 + 13 + 2 lines. Letter to the king from
y
<kY v v concerning private affairs. It also refers to a letter
<>sent on the previous day.
[83-1-18, 36]
Complete, 2½in. by 1 3in.; 16 + 2 + 17 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
Letter to the king from Y Go >>-> Ad , concerning certain forecasts
[83-1-18, 37]
s
k ), etc.
(-Tl -Tyyy
Complete, 2 in. by 1 in.; 11 + 11 lines. Letter to the king from y - <-yT
<< ~-+
- concerning certain forecasts (,-Y[
>- yyk ` ). Mention is
made of y -4Yy- t
4-.
[83-1-18, 38]
Complete, 1 in. by

in.; 12 + 1 lines; Babylonian.

AC

Letter, beginning:-

Y
I Y
T -Y y e
etc., and concerning
Mention is made of the city of Borsippa (+- A- Ay).
[83-1-18, 39]
Complete, 2 in. by 1 in.; 16 + 1 + 7 lines. Letter to the king from
¥ -+- t L- Y >,--YYconcerning an eclipse of the moon, the direction
in which the shadow travelled, and the respective positions of
Mention is
-4- -- <- during the eclipse.
7 and
K>>44-YY Y -YT-

_g

private affairs.

BYTE

t

made of the land of 5^, LY

<>>E.
*

Partly effaced.

[83-1-18, 40]
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Nearly complete, 2 5 in. by 1 in.; 13 + 2 + 13 lines. Letter to the king
from ¥ >fA
* [m
?] concerning the transport of horses.
[83-1-18, 41]
to the king
lines.
Part
of
a
letter
Portions, 2 in. by 1 Iin.; 12 + 1 + 6
>
from y -4-> - concerning the transport of horses. The colophon
contains a date.
[83-1-18, 42]
Portions, 2j in. by 1-6 in.; 14 + I + 15 lines. Part of a letter to the king
from Y '->z
- concerning private affairs.
[83-1-18, 43]
Nearly complete, 2 in. by 1 in.; 13 + 14 + 1 lines. Letter to the king
;i) of the goddess Istar of Arbela
from y Y >T []Y?], a priest ( A
[83-1-18, 44]
r
-YY >- + )
< VI 1TY
(-+

Left half, 4in. by 2 in.; 25 + 1 + 25 + 1 lines. Part of a letter or report
concerning public affairs.
Mention is made of Assurbanipal (y >->*<C
- ]}), Esarhaddon (Y ->-V >-),
,
Saosduchinos ([Y -4-] -Y*
[83-1-18, 45]
[T-YY] -4) and a princess ('- <<) named I- [ ] < Iy.
Portions, 3in. by 1iin.; 21 + 12 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to
the king concerning the transport of lapis-lazuli (li 4 W '), etc.
Mention is made of the king of the land of 4 ,
GY Y <-~-YYk ZTy.
[83-1-18, 46]
Portions, 3in. by 2j in.; 12 + 3 + 15 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines;
Babylonian. Part of an astrological report. and letter, to the king
from y'yjp
|'-.;?/' concerning observations of the sun and moon and
certain stars; the report partly relates to public affairs.
[83-1-18, 47]
Complete, 2 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 10 lines; Babylonian.
Astrological
r eport fronm i'-y;
A_=t~ (Es -S ~~
Ay) concerning observations of the moon and sun; it partly relates to public affairs.
[83-1-18, 48]
Upper half, 21 in. by 1½in.; 17 + 17 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
letter to the king from -y
J_,a
and the ,4
_ A- Hi
H ¥ y
concerning military affairs.
[83-1-18, 49]
Lower half, 2 in. by 1-b in.; 11 + 11 lines; occasionally the words are
separated by division-marks. Part of a letter to the king concerning
private affairs.
[83-1-18, 50]
Upper half, 2¼in. by 1 l in.; 14 + 13 q- 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
letter to the king (-k
8Y
_><<) from
>concerning
public affairs.
Mention is made of ¥ ->y tLt>-~ e .
, y -- %j

Y<Y A, TY-] <-YY4&

Y4YP,-l
and
yTeffa
* Partly effaced.

->i.

[83-1-18, 51]
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in.; 17 + 15 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
* concerning
J.
<) from y -T>·*
letter to the king (i _tY Y)
public affairs. Mention is made of the land of Elam (&AA <><y

Upper half, 1 in. by

1

__

-

-

and of the

[83-1-18. 52]

etc.

Lower half, 2 1 in. by l 9 in.; 18 + 1 + 16 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the
Y
- and
- A
<<<y A_ and of the
city of _
<>;

[83-1-18, 53]

A., etc.

10 + 3 + 8 lines.
Lower half, 2 in. by 1-5in.;
concerning certain sacrifices.

Part of a letter to the king
[83-1-18, 54]

Left half, upper portion, 23 in. by 1 in.; 27 + 23 lines. Part of a letter to
<H
T >-Y
>
<E_ '
the king, beginning:-- >t

-

be ',And

''+ i

?< <N?

, etc.

[83-1-18, 55]

Lower half, 1½in. by 163 in.; 8 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
<.
to the king concerning private affairs. Mention is made of y ->":Y
and y
>Yy
YV

y

[83-1-18, 56]

¥ .

Upper half, 18 in. by 1 in.; 11 + 7 lines; Babylonian.
concerning public affairs. It begins :--

Part of a letter
^4
V A-

I vY
>;Ty
t >Y
>V<K
$ s A o4 he
-- YI>4<
T>.q I VYTS $bT $_ T^YT E - - I Y_> nYK
AT
>p rSM
y ->PyfIx

t

jAd <F-I y`aq:q= A

A, etc.

Lower half, 12yin. by l5 in.; 10 + 3 + 9 lines.
king concerning religious subjects.

XYT

[83-1-18, 57]

Part of a letter to the
[83-1-18, 58]

Lower half, 1-I in. by 13 in.; 11 +3+11 lines; occasionally the words
are separated by division-marks. Part of a letter to the king con: >- > y> >-.
cerning public affairs. Mention is made of -- +
[83-1-18, 59]
Lower half, 1 in. by -1 in.; 8 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to
the king concerning astrological observations of certain stars.
[831-18, 60]
Right half, upper portion, 13 in. by 1 in.; 15 + 4 lines. Part of a letter to
- concerning astrological observations of
the king from YA-d AA A-i
[83-1-18, 61]
certain stars.
Portions, 2 in. by 13 in.; 20 + 1 + 11 lines.
fronm y z4$^ ,~.

--.

Part of a letter to the king

Mention is made of the city of ^yy

~. [<.

F83-1-18, 62]
*

VOL. IV.

Partly effaced.
11 E
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Upper half; 2- in. by 1 5 in.; 9 + 10 lines.
from TIf a
>St X-.

Part of a letter to the king
[83-1-18, 63]

Lower half, l in. by 13 in.; 12 + +
14 lines. Part of a letter to the
king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Y >- - 4.
[83-1-18, 64]
Portions, 3in. by 1 in.; 27 + 1 + 25 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
to the king concerning public affairs in Elam. Mention is made of

Y t

FY

( Y and Y>-7yW
4 <N

^

Upper half, 3 -in. by 1 in.; 20 + 20 lines.

A < -.

[83-1-18, 65]

Part of a letter to the king.

Mention is made of the city of >->V dk
40 >- YY .
Nearly complete, 2+ 3in.

king from ¥

by l

[83-1-18, 66]

in.; 12 + 1 + 11 + 2 lines.

iyt <]T:H: concerning ]Y

>4 Y YIand

Letter to the

Y>,4-YYA

iY.

[83-1-18, 67]
Portions, 3 in. by 1 in.; 16 + 1 + 16 lines. Part of a letter to the king
concerning public affairs. Mention is made of y
. ->+->-.
[83-1-18, 68]
Upper half, 33 in. by 1-9 e in.; 22 + 20 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
to the king (
5A
-r ` ) concerning public affairs in the "Waterdistrict" (' * i >-) and in Elam (5,* <>(4Yy
Mention is made
ry).
of Saosduchinos ( >+- ;y >-.>-T4 [>]').
[83-1-18, 69]
Left half, lower portion, 2¼in. by 14 in.; 18 + 6 lines. Part of a letter to
the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of 'y 4 ! >pY
,,Y<,.*
[83-1-18, 70]
Upper half, 2k in. by 1- in.; 14 + 14 + 2 lines;

Babylonian.

Part of a

,) from the >
R--Yy VEY ty 4 Y y
concerning public affairs. Mention is made of yf>4- Ay EW- =

letter to the king (

,

and the "Water-district" (i
Upper half, 23 in. by

13

4),

etc.

in.; 13 + traces of 1 lines.

king from yT tyyy Ay.
Portions, 2| in. by
Y +

<>4kT

sacrifices.

1-5

[83-1-18, 71]
Part of a letter to the

[83-1-18, 72]

in.; 16 + 11 lines. Part of a letter to the king from
_ certain
_ concerning
~
Y T T ' YY and y
[83-1-18, 73]
-,

4

Portions, 3in. by 1in.; 20 + 16 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of y - _ y
t
and Y
4.
and of the city of E ifY- y.
Ž*
I -', etc.
[83-1-18, 74]

4_

* Partly effaced.
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Portions, 2§ in. by l-6in.; 15 + 1 + 8 lines.

Part of a letter to the king
from y 4
I :zzL.
Mention is made of Y y
-- y C and Y Ad
-Y- ad of
o tth cotrie
co
off ^
aand
, etc.

[83-1-18, 75]
Right half, lower portion, 21 in. by lin.;
letter to the king.

10 + 2 + 11 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 76]

Lower half, 2 3in.
by 1-in.; 6 + 3 +16 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a
letter to the king. Mention is made of y >'-(yL:
h'YYD , etc.
[83-1-18, 77]
Portions, 21 in. by 1}in.; 10 + 15 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter (to
the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the land of
~ .o

78]

'[83-1-18,

^~T.

Upper half, 2, 9in. by 1 in.; 19 + 19 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
address to the king from >-:yIf[
Ai concerning public affairs in
the land of Elam (
<<>(Y '
>_).
[83-1-18, 79]
Nearly complete, 2-i5 in. by 1_1 in.; 10 + 8 lines. List of objects, probably
offerings. Mention is made of the owner of this tablet, Y>~-( F--.

[83-1-18, 80]
Upper half, 1 in. by 1-3 in.; 12 + 2 lines.
fromY .- A4r-Y
^ 4- concerning
-yV .-

Y-

Part of a letter to the king
4
Y > - <A- >---4
[83-1-18, 81]

Right half, upper portion, 2* in. by 1- in.; 13 + traces of 1 lines. Part of
a letter or report.
[83-1-18, 82]
Left half, upper portion, 2f in. by 5- in.; 12 + 9 lines. Part of a letter to
the king from Y>- [-~Y Ayy
?] and (-4- y -, [Ty ?].
[83-1-18, 83]
Upper half, 12 in. by

T;

4it

:,

1 1

in.; 11 + 6 lines.

nYu-WAS

i - <e=

<<<

K etc.

Upper half, I in. by 1-5in.;
beginning :-y

>¥

T r-

[83-1-18, 84]
Part of a letter from the king,
Y I-M

, z.e., Sept.-Oct., B.C. 650 (?).

-1in.; 13 + 2 + 2 + 1 lines.
*

HOY

I

<<

The colophon contains a date :->--

>-> -Ax

Right half, 2in. by
king.

12 + 6 lines.
T

ai

T <diJ Y>>e I, etc.
<y-

-+
T

Part of a letter, beginning:-

-~

d
<(_

T

YYV
W

[83-1-18, 85]

Part of a letter to the
[83-1-18, 86]

Partly effaced.
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Right half, upper portion, 2-¢ in. by 1-5- in.; 18 + 16 + 1 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king from the people of PY %:
i
~. y
[83-1-18, 87]
Right half, 2 in. by 1J in.; 12 + 5 lines. Part of a letter to the king
from. [I --+ ?] <YY
43 <<<, [y A-] >+ X*t
and [I .+ <]NY
grv^~~
Age>^~.
~[83-1-18,88]
Fragment of the lower portion, 1 in. by 1H in.; traces of 5 + 2 + 13 +
(left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part of a letter concerning omens.
[83-1-18, 89]
Left half, 2-in. by 1¼in.; 19 + 8 lines. Part of a letter to the king from
Y-4- I t
v7 _;* " concerning public affairs.
[83-1-18, 90]
Right half, lower portion, 2-96 in. by 1 in.; 16 + 4 + 16 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention ismade

of

A- >Y._

[83-1-18, 91]

Portions, 1l-5in. by 1in.; 10 + 7 lines; Babylonian.
beginning :--4A-y *

V <s'^

4<T_' U

,~^
etc.

X-

,

Part of a letter,
'>; t I <
?]
[83-1-18, 92]

Portion out of the middle, 15 in. by Lin.; 13 + 12 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king concerning military affairs. [83-1-18, 93]
Nearly complete, 2-36in. by 1 in.; 12 + 12 lines. Letter to the king from
-,, >4.
t
\
concerning certain sacrifices.
[83-1-18, 94]
Lower half, 1 jin. by 1I in.; 14 + 3 + 7 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines. Part
of a letter to the king.
[83-1-18, 95]
Upper half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 17 + 4 lines.
to y -+ 4 : -y <{y- concerning the

Part of a letter from the king

YYY YT
dT-

Y; ,

YV
; * ;.

[83-1-18, 96]
Lower half, 1 in. by 1in.;
9 + 2 + .....
lines. Part of a letter (to
the king) concerning the transport of horses. Mention is made of
Y -,- - X-X-A .
[83-1-18, 97]
Upper half, 1 in. by ylin.; 9 + 6 lines. Part of a letter to the king
from y<
{-4
t 'y
.
[83-1-18, 98]
Lower half, 1 in. by in.; 10 -+ 2 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter concerning private affairs. Mention is made
of f -+
y I
and y -+ <<<
= .
[83-1-18, 99]
*

Partly effaced.

KOUYUNJIK
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Lower half, lain. by 1 in.; 11 + 3 + 10 lines. Part of a letter (to the
king) concerning a revolt, etc. Mention is made of Y
( yTy < p I.
[83-1-18, 100]
Upper half,

by 1 in.; 6 + ....

1 3in.

lines.

Part of a memorandum.

[83-1-18, 101]
Left half, upper portion, 15 in. by 4 in.; 8 + 1 lines.
the king from Y A--y >~-* [>yT >
?].
Upper half, 1l in. by 1 in.; 9 + 8 + 1 lines.
from (V
A <Y- -+ 4-yy.

Part of a let ter to
[83-1-18, 102]

Part of a letter to the king

[83-1-18, 103]

Portion of the right half; 1 in. by 1- in.; 9 + 9 lines.
the king concerning public affairs.
Upper half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 8 +
lonian. Part of a letter to the
y4
.- 4--i , etc., concerning
of y
<-(_4 and of

«<

°k f

a

Part of a letter to
[83-1-18, 104]

2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines; Babyking (h_ ,
G,)from t >-D
public affairs.
Mention is made
the countries of
4$ ~and

[83-1-18, 105]

>x.
__

Right half, upper portion, 15 in. by 7 in.; 12 + 8 lines. Part of a letter to
the king from Y: ~4
and [¥ h- ?] -+* X , 4 y.

[83-1-18, 106]
Left half, lower portion, 1 lin. by 1 in.; 11 + 1 + 10 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter, or report, concerning religious subjects. Mention is
made of y ' fYk
* (?) Fi ?]
[83-1-18, 107]
Portions, 13 in. by I in.; 14 + 4 lines; Babylonian.

king (fr
Upper half, 1 9in.
from Yant

O

~) from [y';'-

-] >-- *

-y'

~

by 1-1-in.; 11 + 7 lines.

Part of a letter to the

[83-1-18, 108]

Part of a letter to the king

concerning an eclipse of the moon.

[83-1-18, 109]
Left half, upper portion, i1 in. by 1l

in.; 14 + 13 + 3 + (left-hand edge)
1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a report (add b() from y l;,A
made
is
Mention
affairs.
public
Gil
concerning
-V
to
the
~ * (?)
>[Y
of the land of Elam (&AA <>(.y ^)
Y and of y >y::
-*
and j ->Y
J, byZ
etc.
[83-1-18, 110]

Upper half, 1-l in. by l-- in.; 8 + 8 + 2 lines. Part of a letter to the
crown-prince (b a
) from fTJYa! ]
concerning private affairs.

Y

[83-1-18, 111]
* Partly effaced.

1864
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Upper half,

1

in. by {in.; 7 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
Af
« ^f
>>-y
etc.

beginning :-+

a,

Part of a report,

,.
[83-1-18, 112]

Upper half, 1 in. by 1k in.; 9 + 9 + 1 lines. Part of a letter to the king
from y
:-4-~
H
- concerning the transport of horses. The edgeline contains a date.
[83-1-18, 113]
Lower half; 1½ in. by

1-l

in.; 8 + 6 lines.

Part of a letter to the king.
[83-1-18, 114]

Upper half, 15-in. by 13 in.; 10 + 8 + 2 lines. Part of a letter to the
king from V
Y
-- 3. -YYa1 rl concerning private affairs.
L83-1-18, 115]
Right half, lower portion, l1in. by Ilin.; 10 + 11 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is
made of
'E
-t S,
> ( and of the land of Elam (',4 <>
'Y
d).
[83-1-18, 116]
Upper half, 1a in. by l-lin.; 8 +.....
lines. Part of a letter to the king
from y 4tyy A4
-~Y
>- concerning astrological subjects.
[83-1-18, 117]
Upper half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 4 lines. Introduction and end of a letter
to the king from y >-<<
[83-1-18,
--.
118]
Lower half, 1-5in. by 1 in.; 11 + 9 lines.
made of y <
y>-Yk i-y i, etc.

Part of a letter. Mention is
[83-1-18, 119]

Left half, upper portion, 1§ in. by1 1 in.; 9 + 4 lines. Introduction and
end of a letter to the king from y <aWY > [4> <«<?]. [83-1-18, 120]
Lower half, 3} in. by 2l in.; 15 + 2 + 15 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part
of a letter to the king concerning private affairs. Mention is made of
yT Ad>
, etc.
[83-1-18, 121]
Right half, upper portion,

33 in. by 1- 9 in.; 22 + 24 + 3 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter to the king (t A *
religious subjects.

* *) from Y V d- concerning
[83-1-18, 122]

Lower half of reverse, 2 Iin. by 1 in.; .... + 18 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is
made of [y] ' '
*t -* ~
4, etc.
[83-1-18, 123]
Upper half, l in. by 1 in.; 15 + 6 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
letter to the king from
,-]jy >I * [yT] concerning I
y
[83-1-18, 124]
ete.
4Y >
'

*

Partly effaced.

KOUYUNJIK COLLECTION.
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Lower half, 2- in. by 1 in. ; 18 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
to the king concerning military affairs. Mention is made of Y >-moe:t
,

<¢- and Y V S,

etc.

[83-1-18, 125]

Right half, lower portion, 3 in. by 1in.; 16 + 1 + 21 lines. Part of a
letter to the king concerning astrological subjects.
[83-1-18, 126]
Upper half, 23 in. by 2 in.; 17 + traces of 1 lines.
probably offerings.

Part of a list of objects,
[83-1-18, 127]

Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 1 -in.; 17 + 13 lines.
to the king concerning religious subjects.

Part of a letter
[83-1-18, 128]

Left half, upper portion of reverse, 2¼in. by 1 in.; .....
of a letter.

+ 15 lines. Part
[83-1-18, 129]

Lower half, 1 in. by 1 - in.; 14 + 3 + 14 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part
of a letter to the king concerning astrological observations of certain
stars.
[83-1-18, 130]
Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by " in.;4
1+0 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is
made of Y
- pY-ly
- and of
y7y
yiy_L
- and 5. f
,
etc.
[83-1-18, 131]
Portions, 2{ in. by 1- in.; 10 + 18 lines: Babylonian. Part of a letter to
the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Y y
-V
y 7-W
y

and of the city of 4 i f

iy.4

[83-1-18, 132]

Left half, upper portion, 17 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter to the king (>+-W,
<)concerning public affairs.
_

f A

Mention is made of ¥ ^-y,

.

Portion out of the middle, 1 3in. by 15 in.; 11 + 10 lines.
contract concerning a. sale of slaves.

[83-1-18, 133]
Part of a private
[83-1-18, 134]

Left half, 2 in. by in.; 15 + 13 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
to the king (`
%)
A4 from y - <K< A
* concerning
public affairs. Mention is made of y >,-"Y= . -<
*, etc.
[83-1-18, 135]
Right half, lower portion, 2g in. by 11 in.; 14 + 13 lines. Part of a letter
or report.
[83-1-18, 136]
Portions, 3in. by 1in.; 19 + 4 + 17 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the land of
· ^s.4
3
,,, etc.
[83-1-18, 137]
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the lower portion. 2- 5in. by 1L2 in.; 5 + 2 + 10 + (left-hand
edge) 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king.
[83-1-18, 138]
Portions, 1 in. by 1 in.; 9 lines. Part of a letter to the king concerning
[83-1-18, 139]
an astronomical observation.
Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 11in.; 15 + 11 lines.
V .*
V
to the king from [y ~->] <t

Part of a letter

[83-1-18, 140]

Left-hand corner, 2¼in. by 21- in.; ..... + 15 lines; Babylonian. Part of
[83-1-18, 141]
a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Right half, lower portion, 2-- in. by 1T in.; 8 + 3 + 8 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 142]
letter to the king.
Left half, upper portion, 2k in. by 1 in.; 14 + 4 + 4 + (left-hand edge)
3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king (>-.4
[X1])
>] and of the
concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Y ~q
yIgin. by 1-in.; 2 + 8 +1

Right half, upper portion,
private contract.
Lower half, 1- in. by 1
>(>bil).

[83-1-18, 143]

>Y]).

land of Elam (G <><( [y

4 + 3 + 7 lines.

3-in.;

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 144]

Part of a list of liquids
[83-1-18, 145]

Right half, upper portion, 1l in. by 1 {in.; 13 + 12 + 3 lines. Part of a
letter to the king from YAE ->- <Y7 concerning religious subjects.
[83-1-18, 146]
'
--.
,-A
Mention is made of the city of >14 + 12 lines. Part of a
Left half, upper portion, 2 in. by l-in.;
letter to the king, probably concerning private affairs. [83-1-18, 147]
+ 11 lines. Part of a
Portion out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; ....
[83-1-18, 148]
letter to the king concerning religious subjects.
Right half, lower portion, 1 in. by I a in.; 8 + 1 + 11 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 149]
letter to the king concerning astrological subjects.
Upper half, 113- in. by 1l in.; 12 + 12 + 5 lines; Babylonian.
letter to the king (>-, Ah_-<) from Y>-Utz L_

Part of a

concerning

[83-1-18, 150]

public affairs.

Portion of the left half, 1 in. by 3 in.; 10 + 9 lines. Part of a letter to
[83-1-18, 151]
the king concerning astrological subjects.
Right half, 2 in. by I in.; 12 + 2 + 13 + 2 lines. Part of a letter to the
?] ;- Ace >-Y concernand [Y --+
yy
-WY :-T*
king from
[83-1-18, 152]
ing astrological subjects.
*

Partly effaced.

1867
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Right half, upper portion of reverse, 1- in. by 1 in.; ....
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.

+ 2 + 6 lines.
[83-1-18, 153]

Upper half, 11 in. by 1 -in.; 8 lines. Introduction of a letter to the king
from y > _y. y
and { y> >T
[83-1-18, 154]
Upper half, 1- in. by 18 in.; 7 + 6 lines. Part of a letter to the king from
v 4 - . Mention is made of the city of .
Y
<.
[83-1-18, 155]
Right half, upper portion of reverse, 2 1 in. by l1-Lin.; ....
.+ 6 lines.

Copy of a letter (cf. line 4:--->-Wy

-Y
-Yyy

kgY).

Line 6, which is

written in smaller characters than the other parts of the text, contains
part of a date:--i§
<y- MJ
.
[83-1-18, 156]
Upper half; 13 in. by 1 in.; 11 + ....

from y --

lines.

Part of a letter to the king
T.
[83-1-18, 157]

concerning the city of -yy ~-

Right half, lower portion, 11 in. by }3in.; 7 + 3 + 6 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter.to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is
made of the
y.
F
[83-1-18,
158]
Portion out of the middle, 13 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 6 lines. Part of a letter

to the king concerning the transport of corn, etc.
Lower half, l3in. by 1-in.; 3 + 1 + 6 lines.

[83-1-18, 159]

Part of a letter to the

king.

[83-1-18, 160]

Left half, upper portion, l in. by 1 Gin.; 6 + 1 lines.

Part of a

memorandum containing a list of objects, probably offerings. The
reverse appears to contain part of a date.
[83-1-18, 161]
Left half, upper portion, 1 in. by
Part of a letter to t he king (

3in.; 5 + 5 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
_,
^) from y
_,P1
y y4concerning

public affairs in the land of Elam (

<>
<k
(<y

4y).

Zeits., 1890, p. 108.

Cf. BEZOLD,

[83-1-18, 162]

Lower half, llin. by l-3 in.; 8 + 3 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines; at the

beginning of obverse, which is partially effaced, is visible the trace
of a seal-impression. Part of a private contract.
[83-1-18, 163]
Right half, lower portion, 1 in. by 1- in.; 7 + 1 + 10 lines. Part of a
letter to the king.
[83-1-18, 164]
Upper half, 'Iin. by tin.; 6 +..... lines. Introduction of a letter to
the king from y -+- >-S J ~.
[83-1-18, 165]
Lower half, l1in. bytin.; 11 + 7 lines; Babylonian.
(from the king ?) concerning certain sacrifices.
VOL. IV.

Part of a letter
[83-1-18, 166]
11 1

1868
Lower half,
king.
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1

5

in. by l1 i-in.; 5 + 1 + 6 lines.

Portion out of the middle,
letter to the king.

lIin.

by l3in.;
11
8

Part of a letter to the
[83-1-18, 167]
....

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 168]

Lower half, 2_- in. by 1-1 7in.; 11 + 3 + 10 lines. Part of a letter to the
king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Y ~-+- <(Iy <( -and y <f -_
, f =yy
and of the city of>>y <y
YTV.
[83-1-18, 169]
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 14 + 15 lines. Part of a letter
to the crown-prince (_I <<) concerning sacrifices, etc. Mention is made
of the city of >yy A]d >TVy.
[83-1-18, 170]
Complete, 2 in. by l-in.;
7 + l + 7 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report to the king from y .-+- <>("yy t;yy
concerning observations
of the moon and sun.
[83-1-18, 171]
Portions 21in. by l--iin.; 4 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astro>Em concerning observations
logical report from Y >+4- < ]-Yy
of the sun and certain stars.
[83-1-18, 172]
Nearly complete, 2 in. by 1 in.; 5 + 1 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report from Y ,-- <Ry ^Hy,y ~
concerning observations of the
moon.
[83-1-18, 173]
Complete, 1-in. by i5 in.; 7 + 2 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
-Y
TV
f- (<>-4) concerning observations of
report fiom Y VY
certain stars.
The reverse (lines Iff.) contains an astronomical
note:-nY Ad+ JAI >- r-j
TYyyyy
| <A
Y < 4[83-1-18, 174]
yTYS, MI.
Nearly complete, 2- in. by 1 in.; 7 + 1 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Astrological report to the king from Y¥ V -YY >-Y concerning observations
of the moon and sun; it partly relates to public affairs. [83-1-18, 175]
Complete, 2-b6in. by lin.; 7 + 7 +1 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report from YT
-YY,
T
- concerning storms (4-y <¢ >).
[83-1-18, 176]
Portions, 2 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological
-) concerning obserreport from T V -YyTX -tY (<b-dy V
[83-1-18, 177]
vations of the moon.
Complete, 11% in. by in.; 4 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Astrological report
(~y
,-) concerning
4) fiom yyyd >T
to the king (K-.
an observation of >._>-.
<.
[83-1-18, 178]

1869
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Portions, 2¼in. by 1lin.; 8 + 1 + 9 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
astrological report from ] ¢-<]
'
concerning
- observations of
the moon and sun and certain stars; it partly relates to public affairs.
[83-1-18, 179]
Complete, l1in. by
in.; 5 + 1 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report from y Ey<y ,
`YY concerning wind and rainfall.
[83-1-18, 180]
Complete, 2 in. by 1Iin.; 6 + 1 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report from Y
'y<y
>y concerning observations of certain stars; it
partly relates to public affairs.
[83-1-18, 181]
Nearly complete, 2 in. by , sin.; 5 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report from - Y"<
>y concerning observations of the moon; it
partly relates to public affairs.
[83-1-18, 182]
Nearly complete, 2 in. by 1- in.; 7 + 5 lines.
Astronomical and
astrological report to the king from y >- <ey vJ4
V Yy concerning
observations of the moon; it partly relates to public affairs. The
colophon contains a date :--,
> _ >>
<r Y V <_.
[83-1-18, 183]
Complete, 2-3 in. by 1 in.; 6 + (edge) 1 lines. Astrological report from
Y -E- <ye
(
<>Y concerning observations of the moon; it partly
relates to public affairs.
[83-1-18, 184]
Nearly complete, 2- 3-in. by 1-lin.; 5 lines. Astrological report from
concerning observations of the sun. [83-1-18, 185]
Y4-' <) V V <I
Nearly complete, 2in. by 1 in.; 7 + 1 + 7 lines; Babylonian.
Astro1
logical report, and letter, to the king from y -f:T
_
(F
t0
~~
~[~) concerniag observations of the moon and sun.
[83-1-18, 186]
Nearly complete, 2Y in. by 1¼in.; 6 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report from Y >-Ty
V (:
S * TS:*
Py) concerning
observations of the moon; it partly relates to public affairs.
[83-1-18, 187]
Nearly complete, 2 in. by 1 in.; 4lines; Babylonian. Astrological report
from Y -Yt:
J_
( YT X
; Y ) concerning an eclipse.
[83-1-18, 188]
Complete, 1 in. by 1 in.; 2 + 1 lines.

Ztk- Ys>->->->
>-'Y:

>-+

<<<

>

Astronomical report from y
V I4

4

YTY-1 -

>-+

Vts
[83-1-18, 189]

*

Partly effaced.
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Complete, 2 - in. by l--Iin.; 2 + 1 lines. Astronomical report from
_ similar to the preceding number. [83-1-18, 190]
:= ~-- Y
YV
Nearly complete, 2in. by 1 in.; 7 + 1 + 6+ 1 lines. Astrological
report from Y:- >- ~-y :_concerning observations of the moon and
sun.
[83-1-18, 191]
Complete, 1 in. by 1 in.; 4 + 1 + 3 lines. Astronomical report to the
king from ,4 to- <( I ('yy
{
-_Y yZY ~-Yy) concerning an observation
of the moon.
[83-1-18, 192]
Portions, 2-T%-in. by
Y ~-+

--

13

in.; 10 + 4 lines.

Part of a letter to the king from
[83-1-18, 193]

A-f m [4] concerning private affairs.

Complete, 2k in. by 1I in.; 6 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Astrological report
from Y>e <<< 4 concerning observations of the moon; it partly relates
to public affairs.
Lines 3ff. of obverse contain an astronomical
note:>+ M
Y Y
XT I>-4+
7(f
Y <nh 4
-A [<0
Ad
>| Mt
11<

3m I

Y>
T?

f

L.

[83-1-18, 194]

Nearly complete, 2-- in. by -in.; 4 + 2 + 5 lines; Babylonian, Astrological report, and letter, to the king from yT >-Yt
A. m concerning observations of the moon. In the appended letter the king is
asked to send a physician to y >4I >
Ty, a Babylonian priest
; > -- ), whoywas '" very ill." Cf. PINCHES, P.S.B.A.,
(y
~ i+;
Vol. VI, p. 65.
[83-1-18, 195]
Complete, 2 in. by k in.; 5 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Astrological report
from y I Ad concerning observations of the sun.
[83-1-18, 196]
Portions, 2¼ in. by 1 in.; 7 + 1 + 10 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part
of an astrological and astronomical report concerning observations
of certain stars; it partly relates to public affairs.
[83-1-18, 197]
Nearly complete, 2k in. by 1-7-in.; 12 + 3 + 5 lines. Astrological
report from y - Ej YJTy concerning observations of certain stars; it
partly relates to public affairs.
[83-1-18, 198]
Nearly complete, 2 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 7 lines.
a revolt against Assurbanipal (y >>
_

Report, or letter, concerning
yS).
[83-1-18, 199]

Complete, 21 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 1 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report from Y
~ t> concerning observations of the star

V4-

k--

p-TM
Y- ¥.
[83-1-18,
Nearly complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 2 in. by 1--3
6 + 2 + 6 + 1 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines. Private contract
cerning a loan of money, dated:--D,
_ [<- ] -,- *
y
i.e., May-June, B.c. 680.
[83-1-18,
* Partly effaced,

200]
in.;
con201]
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Right half, 11 in. by 13 in.; 12 + 11 lines; Babylonian.
logical report, and letter, to the king from [Y
the report partly relates to public affairs.

Part of an astroJ ,A
?] I;
[83-1-18, 202]

>w-:iT

Left half, 2- in. by 1 in.; 8 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report to the king concerning observations of the moon and
sun.
[83-1-18, 203]

Portions, 2¼in. by

n.; 7 + 1 +1

lines.

Part of an astrological

report from Y
-p-- v y>- P _Y] concerning observations of certain
stars. To lines 1-3 interlinear explanatory glosses are added by the
scribe; cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1890, p. 108. See also PINCHES-BROWN,

P.S.B.A., Vol. XV, p. 461 f.*
[83-1-18, 204]
Portions, 1 in. by 1I in.; 11 + 1 + 9 + 1 lines. Part of an astrological
report, and letter, to the king from YHyaft-y
a
1,
_ partly relating to
public affairs.
[83-1-18, 205]
Nearly complete, 21 in. by 1 in.; 7 lines. Memorandum concerning certain
lucky days.
[83-1-18, 206]
Right half, 1 5in. by lf--in.: 6 + 5 lines. Part of an astrological and
astronomical report from [y -- y,] ->>-y
y
concerning observations
of the moon.
[83-1-18, 207]
Portions, 2- in. by lf-in.; 4 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report from y >-+ <y-iY ~yy~
]
concerning observations of
certain stars.
[83-1-18, 208]
3
Complete, 2- in. by 1l-3in.; 7 + 3 lines. Astrological report, and
letter, to the king:-<f-_y By I
<H
a _,
|

YYYYI
liian itA

'

X+
Y 4T I y<
t

I T7
AA^Y

Vn
M

Y

I

-

+

ly Ad n 'A -+

Zeits. f. d. K. d. M., Vol. IV, p. 78, note 2.

4

y

-

Cy. BEZOLD, W.
[83-1-18, 209]

Left half, 2 in. by 1- in.; 9 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to the
king (by A G) from Y Y V [>Tip B:y]W([-Y Ad7_ -Z) concerning an
eclipse of the moon.
[83-1-18, 210]
Left half, upper portion, 21 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 4 + 2 lines. Part of a letter
to the king concerning Y -] + >-T
yyY YI,t etc.
[83-1-18, 211]
Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of
an astrological report concerning observations of the moon.
[83-1-18, 212]
*

For 33-1-8, 205 read there;-" 83-1-18, 204."

f Partly effaced.
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Portions, 3¼ in. by 1 in.; 7 + 16 + 1 + (left-hand edge) .2 lines. Part of
an omen-text concerning the directions in which a bird may flutter
[83-1-18, 213]
round a man, etc.
Left half, 1-in.
by 11in. ; 7 + 1 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
astrological report concerning observations of the moon.
[83-1-18, 214]
Right half, 21 in. by 1-5 in.; 15 + 14 lines. Part of a historical inscription
of an Assyrian king, probably Sargon II. Mention is made of the
>W
Y<Y q, AAA¥Y
YY
X < , -^
ETY and
countries of '
[83-1-18, 215]
"44
2
>>v >t >L, etc.

Portions, 1I-in. by 1 in.; 7 + 2 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
Y conastrological report, and letter, to the king from Y FY Y yY]*

[83-1-18, 216]
cerning observations of the moon.
Portions, 1 in. by in.; 4 + 1 + 6 lines. Part of a private contract.
[83-1-18, 217]
The date is mutilated.
Left half, 11 in. by 15 in.; 6 lines. Part of an astrological report con[83-1-18, 218]
cerning observations of certain stars.
Portions, 2in. by 11 in.; 6+ 7 lines; Babylonian.
report, and letter, to the king from [y] -y>;t
observations of the sun.

Part of an astrological
J-

- concerning
[83-1-18, 219]

Part of an
Left half, 1 in. by 1-l6 in.; 4 + 1 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
- >E_ ") concerning observations of the
astrological report ("
[83-1-18, 220]
moon (and sun).
Nearly complete, 2 in. by -l3in.; 4 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
relating to public affairs.
report from Y,-+ <(t]FY 4YW y
[83-1-18, 221]
Right half, 2- .in.
report from
certain stars.

8 + 1 + 6 lines. Part of an astrological
by 1in.;
Y ,NY YV, v concerning observations of the moon and
[83-1-18, 222]

Nearly complete, 21 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 9 lines. Astrological report, and
letter, to the king concerning observations of the moon and sun; the
report partly relates to public affairs. For the text and a transliteration of the reverse see BEZOLD, Zeits., 1890, pp. 108 ff.
[83-1-18, 223]
Right half, lower portion, 1 in. by I-'in.; 5 + (edge) 1 lines. Part of an
astrological and astronomical report from Y <yV
yY 4
<(<(.
[83-1-18, 224]
*

Partly effaced,
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Portions, 2-5 in. by 1in.; 5 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report, and letter, to the king (concerning observations of the
moon and sun).
[83-1-18, 225]
Right half, 2¼in. by 1l in.; 11 + 1 + 10 + 1 lines.
king concerning y -y "
yY iy, etc.
Y>Left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 5 + 1 + 3 lines.
astronomical report from j

-

Part of a letter to the.
[83-1-18, 226]

Part of an astrological and
y >-

RTY concerning observa-

tions of the moon. To lines 4 and 5 of obverse interlinear explanatory
glosses are added by the scribe.
[83-1-18, 227]
Portions, 2 11in. by 1 in.; 10 + 7 lines. Part of an astronomical and
astrological report from [y A-h >Ak?] ,--*
_ concerning observations of the moon and sun, etc.
[83-1-18, 228]
Left half, 2 in. by lin.; 7 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological
report to the king from j >-J;
:p A * [V] concerning observations of
the moon and sun; it partly relates to public affairs.
[83-1-18, 229]
Right half; 2¼in. by

-l 6-in.;

9 + 7 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an astro-

logical report, and letter, to the king from [y _]

<--* -+ (At V

Ah <(- <) concerning observations of certain stars.
Right half, 21 in. by 1- in.; 12 + 1 + 3 lines.

is made of Assurbanipal (y +-- A ITY.
1-O'Tyy) and
c

[83--1-18, 230]

Part of a report.

Mention

YJ), Sennacherib (y -+- << 4-

Y

[83-1-18, 231]

2

Portions, 21 in. by 1in.; 11 + 1 + 11 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines;
Babylonian. Part of an astrological report to the king from y >"-y
a,zV an
_
y Ad, concerning an eclipse of the moon, etc.
[83-1-18, 232]
Left half,
in. by 1 in.; 7 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report from y e V Y concerning observations of certain
stars; it partly relates to public affairs.
[83-1-18, 233]
Portions, 2

in. by 1 in.; 7 + 2 lines.

Part of an omen-text concerning

births, probably an extract from a tablet of the Series >-<

BEZOLD, Zeits., 1890, p. 108.
Portions, 3-1 in. by Iain.; 7 + 2 + 8 +1
king ?).

Y Vt-.

Cf.

[83-1-18, 234]
lines.

Part of a letter (to the
[83-1-18, 235]

Portions, 2 7 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 2 + 5 + 1 lines. Part of an astronomical
report concerning observations of certain stars.
[83-1-18, 236]
* Partly effaced.

1874

BABYLONIAN

AND ASSYRIAN

Portions, 2- in. by l-- in.; 6 lines.

ning:--4
-6 reads:- ->j

Part of an incantation-text, begin-

` YyTY
,Tf

z

X

Complete, 2-1 in, by 1 in.; 4 lines.
Y-T<<

<YT
_ I

ek
!,

-7

etc. Line
[83-1-18, 237]

YYYY[Y-TT?]

Portions, 2 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 1 + 6 lines.

o

TABLETS.

V

Part of a report.

[83-1-18, 238]

Memorandum:-yyY- <<< -Y y>>J

T- Y<<< I

WU>

-_!

-

R 4

JYy

I

4

[83-1-18, 239]
Portions, 2 in. by 1'in.; 6 + 7 lines. Part of an astrological report
concerning observations of the moon and sun; it partly relates to
public affairs.
[83-1-18, 240]
Complete, 2in. by 1 1 in.; 7 + 1 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
- T
=E*y T(_
tY*) concerning
report from y ~observations of certain stars.
[83-1-18, 241]
Complete, 2 in. by 1 - in. ; 7 + () lines; Babylonian.
Astrological
-+ (4P* V X_ <-- <) concerning obserreport from y J - <[83-1-18, 242]
vations of the moon.
Part of an astroPortions, 2-in. by l-7in.; 8 + 7 lines; Babylonian.
logical and astronomical report, and letter, to the king from Y J_
<q-~-q
(-. y<) concerning observations of the moon
[83-1-18, 243]
and certain stars.
Astrological
Complete, 21 in. by 1-T7in.; 7 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
concerning observations of
report from ] -Yg=~k ¢ - > _<W
[83-1-18, 244]
the moon and sun and certain stars.
Complete, 23in. by 1-5 in.; 8 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
j>
-T concerning observations of the moon and
report from T-:k
- Y ] V-; it partly relates to public affairs.
sun and the star -.
[83-1-18, 245]

Y

Left half, 2- 3 in. by 1I in.; 8 + 1 + 1 lines. Part of an astrological
report from Y z-> - J J; concerning observations of the moon and
sun and certain stars; it partly relates to public affairs. [83-1-18, 246]
Lower half, 1 in. by - -in.; 6 + 2 lines.
to the king.
Nearly complete, 2-A-in. by 1
logical report from ¥YJ
and sun.

1in.;

Part of an astronomical report
[83-1-18, 247]

6 + (edge) 1 lines; Babylonian. Astro4, concerning observations of the moon
[83-1-18, 248]

* Partly effaced.
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Complete, 27 in. by
subjects.

13

in.;

9 + 8 lines.

Report concerning religious
[83-1-18, 249]

Upper half, 2in. by 1 3in.;
10 + 11 lines. Part of a letter to the king
from Y <( Y
4-< concerning private affairs.
[83-1-18, 250]
Portions, 2in. by in.; 13 + 12 + 1lines; Babylonian.
concerning public affairs.
Lower half, 21 in. b13
b 1n

+ 2 + 12 lines.

Part of a letter
[83-1-18, 251]

Part of a letter.
[83-1-18, 252]

Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 1Y in.; 13 + 14 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter to the king.
[83-1-18, 253]
10
-in.+ 2 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
Lower half, 2 in. by 1
letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of -y
Y Gil hi

tr^

>

[83-1-18, 254]

*

Upper half, l- in. by 1-5 in.; 6 + ..... lines.
the king from y -_ -r->$* ~ Y * (?) [YJ ?].

Introduction of a letter to
[83-1-18, 255]

Portion out of the middle, 1-96 in. by 11 in.; .....
list of objects, probably offerings.

+ 8 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 256]

3in.
by -, in.; 10 + 8 lines.
Right half, lower portion, 1I6
Mention is made of the city of >-Y¥ O .

Part of a letter.
[83-1-18, 257 1

Portion of the left half, 1I in. by 1T in.; 11 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part
[83-1-18, 2581
of a letter to the king.
Left half, lower portion, 2-3 in. by 1kin.; 11 + ....
private contract.

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 259]

Right half, upper portion, 1-7 in. by 14 in.; 8 + 7 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king (
i
~ ~) from y
~Y-ypi
f - W.
concerning public affairs. Mention is made of y "-xy;k
[83-1-18, 260]
Right half, upper portion, 2 1 in. by 3 in.; 13 + 12 lines; Babylonian. Part
,XkA,)concerning public affairs. Mention
of a letter to the king (aT). [83-1-18, 261]
A <{(y 'Y
is made of the king of Elam (Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by 7in.; 8 + 9 + (left-hand edge) 2
lines. Part of a letter to the king concerning private affairs.
[83-1-18, 262]
*

VOL. IV.

Partly effaced.
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Upper half,

in. by

AND ASSYRIAN TABLETS.

in.; 7 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
4
A
A
FY {(
<

Part of a letter,
4
+
tY I TY

-YY* T -+

beginning :--

-4 r f>T ' ok,
¥Y <Y, Y_ y-

A(?) [X?] Vn
<< FEY Af ] no 4T
y Ty - Yy, etc. The colophon, which is written in
](

Assyrian characters, contains a date:--<(y- r
Upper half, 1l in. by 1 in.; 6 + ....
the king from y >+- +4- i-.g.
Right half, upper portion, 1 in. by
a letter to the king from Y -Portion of the left half, 18 in. by
report.

8

lines.

>

yy .
[83-1-18, 263]

Introduction of a letter to
[83-1-18, 264]

in.; 5 +.....
<{ y v v.

lines.

in.; 10 + 10 lines.

Introduction of
[83-1-18, 265]

Part of a letter or
[83-1-18, 266]

Right half, lower portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 1 + 9 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter.
[83-1-18, 267]
Portion of the left half, 1-3 in. by 11 in.; 8 + 8 lines.
the king concerning military affairs.

Part of a letter to
[83-1-18, 268]

Right half, lower portion, 1 in. by 1 3 in.; 8 + 7 lines.

decision.

Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([Y

Part of a legal

- 4A ?] 4- ~Y 4).
[83-1-18, 269]

Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by 1l3 in.; 15 +.....lines.
letter to the king from ¥YA-

Part of a

[r>- -_YyYY'?] concerning astrological

subjects.

[83-1-18, 270]

Upper half, laiin. by 1kin.; 7 + 7 + 1 lines. Part of a letter to the
king's mother (fy
a ) from ' <¢ >Y [4< < <?]. [83-1-18, 271]
Upper half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 5 lines. Part of a letter to the king.
Mention is made of the city of >>-T <¥= + AY.
[83-1-18, 272]
Left half, 1- in. by in.; 9 + 2 + 10 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part
of a letter to the king concerning private affairs. Mention is made of
the city of >->y >yy ~T<.

[83-1-18, 273]

Nearly complete, 1- 6 in. by in.; traces of 5 + 5 lines.
astrological report to the king.

Astronomical or
[83-1-18, 274]

Fragment of the left half, 18 in. by -1 in.; 10 + 8 lines; Babylonian.
of a letter concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Y -+

.

[L

Part

<Ott

[83-1-18, 275]

?].
* Partly effaced.
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Left half, lower portion, 1 in. by 1 -in.; 11 + 6 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king (,?
h
^)concerning public affairs.
Mention is made of y -- >> 4- .
[83-1-18, 276]
Left half, lower portion, 1- in. by 1 1- in.; 9 +.....
2 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king.
Lower half, 11in. by t in.; 6 + 1 lines.
concerning an astrological observation.

+ (left-hand edge)
[83-1-18, 277]

Part of a letter to the king
[83-1--18, 278]

Left half, lower portion, 1- in. by - in.; 8 + 1 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 2
lines. Part of a letter referring to certain omens derived from the
condition of a man's limbs.
[83-1-18, 279]
Portion out of the middle,
letter to the king.

-13 in.

by l-

in.; 6 + .....

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 280]

Upper portion of reverse, l1in. by lin.; traces of 1 + 2 + 7 lines. Part of
a letter to the king concerning the transport of horses.
[83-1-18, 281]
Portion of the right half, l-bin. by 1T--in.; 10 + 8 lines.
to the king concerning religious subjects.

Part of a letter
[83-1-18, 282]

Lower half, 1-3in. by 1 3in.; 8 + 1 + 4 lines. Part of a letter to the king
concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the
-Yi ;¥AYY I-YY
Id Id and the city of

>->

y-I

d:

[83-1-18, 283]

i g.1

CT

Lower half, in. by 3in.; 6 lines; Babylonian.
private affairs.

Part of a letter concerning
[83-1-18, 284]

Lower half, 2 16in. by lIin.; 7 + 1 + 17 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a
letter to the king, probably concerning public affairs.
[83-1-18, 285]
Portions, 2½in. by 1-^in.; 8 + 9 lines. Part of an astrological and
astronomical report concerning observations of the moon and sun;
it partly relates to public affairs.

The colophon contains a date:-'>--

<

'jV Al ad, i.e., Sept.-Oct., B.C. 655(?). Cf.
AV<V Yf<Ys
BEZOLD, W. Zeits. f. d. K. d. 1., Vol. IV, p. 75, note 1.
[83-1-18, 286]
Left half, 2¼in. by 1-bin.; 9 + 1 + 9 + 1 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
of an astrological

report to the king from

'v

<YY

4Y

Part
<<<,

beginning:iYn v

v

4-

4

+

W

<

S

-;etc.
m,
)-^yy mff i]
METY;]sAv
YT <]B
The left-hand edge contains a date:-<y- >V 7 Aid A -cY | a
A
H; >Ti, i.e., B.C. 655-654 (?). Cf. BEZOLD, I.c., p. 75, note 1.
[83-1-18, 287]
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Left half, 1 in. by 1-Tin.; 8 + 4 lines.

Part of a prayer to the goddess

star of Arbela, the ' queen of queens" (g

- y- Adi >Y

probably written for Assurbanipal.

-Y<),

[83-1-18, 288]

Right half, upper portion, 1min. by Lin.; 16 + 6 lines.
containing forecasts.

Part of a text
[83-1-18, 289]

7 +1 + 7 lines; Babylonian.
Portion out of the middle, 2 r1in. by 1-7-in.;
Part of an astrological report from Y ^
d
([>]
stars.
certain
and
moon
the
of
concerning observations
YW E>Y)
,~
[83-1-18, 290]
Left half, lower portion, 2in. by 1-3 in.; 6 + 3 + 7 lines.
decision.

Part of a legal
[83-1-18, 291]

Left half, 1 3in. by 1 3 in.; 6 lines. Part of an astrological report
[83-1-18, 292]
concerning observations of the moon and sun.
Left-hand corner, 2¼in. by in.; 3 + 3 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
[83-1-18, 293]
astrological (?) report from y V >T- [Ey].
Right half, 1 in. by

in.; 2 lines.

Part of a memorandum.
[83-1-18, 294]

Right half, lower portion, 1-in. by 1in.; 6 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Part
[83-1-18, 295]
of a religious text.
8 + 3 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astroLeft half, 1-in. by 1-in.;
logical report, and letter, to the king from Y "->~ ~_
4y < *
[83-1-18, 296]
concerning observations of the moon (and sun).
Right half, 2in. by 1-6in.; 8 - 1 + 8 lines. Part of an astrological
_'YY concerning observations of
* v yA-report from [I >-4-]
the moon and certain stars. To line 1 of obverse an interlinear
[83-1-18, 297]
explanatory gloss is added by the scribe.
+ 5 lines. Part
Left half, lower portion of reverse, 28 in. by 1 in.; ....
observations
]
[y
[
y;]
concerning
of an astrological report from ]Y
[83-1-18, 298]
of certain stars.
Left half, 1} in. by 1T in.; 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological
Ay V concerning an observation of the moon.
report from y >-y;E(
[83-1-18, 299]
It partly relates to public affairs.
Right half, 1-l in. by T1-7in.; 10 +1 + 7 lines.
- >-] -y a.
report from [y
* Partly effaced.

Part of an astrological
[83-1-18, 300]
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Fragment of the upper portion, 1l- 7 in. by 1 in.; 4 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
Part of an astrological report, and letter, to the king from

ET -+

<

taM > - .]-

[83-1-18, 301]

Right half, upper portion, 21 in. by 11 in.; 7 + 6 + .lines; Babylonian.
Part of an astrological report, and letter, to the king from
[83-1-18, 302]
.
[I] H-l <*-¥ . t ¥y
Left half, 2 in. by l- in.; 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological
report from Y->-=k
*,, relating to public affairs.
[83-1-18, 303]
Right half, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 14iin. by 15 in.; 7 + 3
+ 2 lines. Part of a private contract.
[83-1-18, 304]
Left half, 1iin. by 1in. ; 12 + 11 lines; Babylonian.

logical report, and letter, to the king from

Part of an astro-

Y >>-=- =

concerning observations of the moon.

[,

A

?]

[83-1-18, 305]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2in. by ,{ in.; 4 + 4 lines. Part of a
religious (?) text.
[83-1-18, 306]
Right half, 1- in. by

7 in.;

5 + 1 + 2 lines in cuneiform characters, which

seem to be identical with those of the Second Column of the trilingual
inscriptions of Darius and other Akhaemenian kings. Contents
unknown. Cf. supra, pp. 655, 1535, K. 4697, Sm. 2144, etc.
[83-1-18, 307]
Right-hand corner, 21 in. by
a letter to the king.

in.; 3-+ 1 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of
[83-1-18, 308]

Right half, lower portion, 14 in. by 116 in.;
+ 1 + 7 lines. Part of an
astrological report to the king concerning observations of the moon
and certain stars.
[83-1-18, 309]
Right half, 1 - in. by 1--in.; .....

+ 1 + 9 lines.

cal report from [y -4- H- ?] ~

t

Part of an astrologi-

>.IT; it partly relates to public

affairs.

[83-1-18, 310]

Left half, upper portion, 1¼ in. by

8

in.; 4 + 1 lines.

Part of an astrologi-

cal report concerning observations of certain stars.
Right half, 15-in. by 1 in.; 4 + 1 + 2 lines; Babylonian.

astrological report from [EY]

_¥*Y.-

* Partly effaced.

[83-1-18, 311]
Part of an

[83-1-18, 312]
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Left half, upper portion, 1 in. by | in.; 3 +,5 + 1 lines; Babylonian.

Part

of an astrological report, and letter, to the king from ¥YY V-~ k '
concerning observations of the sun and certain stars.
Right half, upper portion, lin. by -Ain.; 6 + 1 lines.

logical report from [y -4-

] Y--*>->

Lower half, 11 in. by 1 in.; 2 + 1 + 5 lines.

.

[83-1-18, 313]
Part of an astro-

[83-1-18, 314]

Part of a private contract.
[83-1-18, 315]

Part of an
by gin.; 6 + 6 + 1 lines; Babylonian.
Left half, lin.
astrological report concerning observations of the moon. It partly
[83-1-18, 316]
relates to public affairs.
7 + 5 + 1 lines. Part of an astrological
Left half, 1Tain. by lin.;
report to the king concerning observations of certain stars. To lines
5 of obverse and 2 of reverse interlinear explanatory glosses appear to
be added by the scribe. Cf. BEZOLD, W. Zeits. f. d. K. d. M., Vol. IV,
[83-1-18, 317]
p. 78, note 2.
+ +
Left half, 11 in. by 1in.; ....
report. It probably was dated.

lines.

Part of an astrologic al
[83-1-18, 318]

..... lines; Babylonian.
in.; 4
Left half, upper portion, l1-5in. by
observations of Venus
concerning
report
Part of an astrological
[83-1-18, 319]
A·-^).
(>>-+
Right half, 11 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 1 lines.

Part of an astrological report

= A- Ace- >t.
Right half, 1.in. by }15in.; 5 + 1 + 2 lines.
from [Y -- ]
from [y]

*
4>->-

A

[83-1-18, 320]
Part of a memorandum

4-, probably concerning Esarhaddon (cy.

obverse, line 1). Mention is made of the lands of [<^ A] < dand
[83-1-18, 321]
1n
< Add.
<
Ai
Left half, lower portion, 18 in. by W in.; 4 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Part of
an astrological report concerning observations of certain stars; it
[83-1-18, 322]
partly relates to public affairs.
Upper half, 2 in. by 18 in.; 6 + 9 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines; on the top
edge is a seal-impression. Part of a list of names of persons, probably
[83-1-18, 323]
connected with the census.
Lower half, 1I in. by 1 in.; 8 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of a list of
In
metals, their respective weight being expressed in " stones" (>).
324]
[83-1-18,
scribe.
the
by
line 3 of obverse a sum total is added
*

Partly effaced.
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Complete, 1 in. by 1 in.; 5 + 1
the preceding number.

5 + 1 lines.

List of metals, similar to
[83-1-18, 325]

Lower half, 1 'in. by 18 in.; 10 + 2 + 10 lines.
similar to the preceding number.

Part of a list of metals,
[83-1-18, 326]

Nearly complete, 2%9-in. by 1 in.;
11
+
animals, liquids, etc., probably offerings.
(of this tablet?),
-- * « 4-.

+ 11 lines. List of objects,
Mention is made of the owner
[83-1-18, 327]

Upper half, 1 in. by 1l in.; 6 + 6 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of obverse
are three seal-impressions. Part of a private contract concerning a

sale of slaves. It is dated:--> .

>-< <]-

Y7y
<A,

]_-Y

i.e., Dec.-Jan., B.C. 677-76.
[83-1-18, 328]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1-- in. by 1-5 in.; 1 + 6 + 1 lines in

Assyrian, and on the reverse bottom and the left-hand edges 2 lines in
Phoenician. Part of a private contract, dated:- ->T <Yi_ t <Y
Ax <T- > Y -- V _.
%, i.e., Sept.-Oct., B.C. 650 (?). For the
Phoenician text and a transliteration of it see DE VOGtE, Corpus inscrr.
Sem., Pars II, t. I (1889), p. 34 f.
[83-1-18, 329]
9
Complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 1 6 in. by t 5 in.;
6 + 1 + 3 lines. Private contract concerning a sale of sheep. It is
dated:--- ,
< _ <y F V
Y
<
y, i.e., Febr.-March,
B.C. 693.

[83-1-18, 330]

Upper half, l1in. by l in.; 7 + 10 + 1 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of
obverse are eleven nail-marks.* Part of a private contract, dated:1

->

>

<"T

T'I,`

V

"

i.e., May-June. B.C. 698.

[83-1-18, 331]
Portions, 21 in. by 1 in.; 8 lines. Part of a memorandum concerning
Assurbanipal (I >-~-'
_ iY).
[83-1-18, 332]
Portions, 1 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 1 lines. Part of a private contract concerning a loan of money. It is dated:-.,--_
4A
> <(>. >- Y ¥Y
'.' .
>-+
- -T ^
4 ¢, i.e., April-May, B.C. 673.

[83-1-18, 333]
Upper half, 31 in. by 25 in.; 11 + 17 + 2 lines in Assyrian and on the righthand edge 1 line in Phoenician; between lines 1 and 2 of obverse is
the impression of a seal-cylinder. Part of a private contract. The
date is mutilated.

For the Phoenician text see DE VOGUEi,

Corpus inscrr.

Sem., Pars. II, t. I (1889), p. 39, and for a transliteration of the text
of obverse cf. OPPERT, ibidem, p. 38.
[83-1-18, 3341
*

Cf. obverse, lines 1 and 2:-E %:

tYAT--Y-

Am B

A

. -. . . .-

+

1882

TABLETS.

AND ASSYRIAN

BABYLONIAN

Portions, 43 in. by 2¼ in.; 16 + 1 + 17 + (left-hand edge) 1* lines; between
lines 2 and 3 of obverse are three nail-marks. Part of a private
5_
H-_
<liW
contract concerning a sale of corn. It is dated:707.
B.C.
August-Sept.,
i.e.,
-7?],
t
[
-V
Tv
A_ <f[83-1-18, 335]
Lower half, 3j in. by 2-

Part of a legal decision.
[83-1-18, 336]

in.; 15 + 1 + 14 lines.

Portions, 3j in. by 1-1 in.; 14 + 4 + 18 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of
obverse are parts of the impression of a seal-cylinder. Part of a legal
decision.

T

-~-£_; :<

It is dated :

u >~T< ¥¥ < a

tY

<(

_
¥ ~
Y

4

-&<<

<p-'

' ¥

-- ,

i.e., March-April,

Y-

-y
-+

[83-1-18, 337]

B.C. 676.

Portions, 3- in. byl1 in.; 13 + 19 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines in Assyrian
Part of a
and on the bottom edge and reverse 3 lines in Phoenician.
Bdated:-is
It
slaves.
of
a
sale
concerning
contract
private

{
«'V

4+

Y P[Vfl, i.e., Febr.-March,
1 ~--<MiY{-i T`

B.C.

670.

[83-1-18, 338]

Lower half, 3 in. by 2-T1 in.; 13 + 18 lines; between lines 4 and 5 of obverse
Part of a private contract concerning a
are three seal-impressions.
[83-1-18, 339]
sale of slaves.
Upper half, 2jin. by 1 in.; 12 + 16 + 3 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of
obverse are two seal-impressions. Part of a private contract con^ <XvW4 <p.- >
cerning the sale of a slave. It is dated:-a-r -- y
tt, i.e., Oct.-Nov., B.C. 676.
~¥< s- ¥ ~
_YT
y <¥
[83-1-18, 340]

'-¥

Upper half, 3-L in. by 2 in.; 7 + 10 lines; between lines 4 and 5 of obverse
are two seal-impressions. Part of a private contract, dated:-, i.e., March-April,
-<II
l «<Ig;~"- 4A <'T- A' T(<T
g
[83-1-18, 341]

B.C. 670.

Part of a private contract con-

Portions, 2 in. by 12 in.; 16 + 16 lines.
cerning a sale of houses and fields;

y <{-«
<yB.C. 687-86.

'

T''

YI-

It

is dated:-'-_ ,,

u-t+

Lower half, 2 in. by 11 in.; 21 + 11 lines.
The date is mutilated.

t

W

V

V <',is,ti.e., Dec.-Jan.,
[83-1-18, 342]
Part of a private contract.
[83-1-18, 343]

* This line runs from the obverse top to the bottom edge.

t Partly effaced.

KOTJYUNJIK

1883

COLLECTION.

Upper half, 21 in. by 14 in.; 8 + 7 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of obverse
are two seal-impressions. Part of a private contract concerning the
<Yf >- y
X
<< W
sale of a female slave.- It is dated :- A
<<- ' 4v4>( O - < ^, i.e., Dec.-Jan., B.C. 682-81.
«4
[83-1-18, 344]
Upper half, 21 in. by 1- in.; 9 + 10 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of obverse
are two seal-impressions. Part of a private contract, dated:An

-v

<V

[<-]
Y A

T -+

<«
Aw AKX

*e

v

X

yYT^n-yy

[83-1-18, 345]

i.e., Oct.-Nov., B.C. 681.

b .i-,

Fragment of the upper portion, 2- in. by 2~ in.; 8 + ..... lines; at the
beginning of obverse are two seal-impressions. Part of a list of objects.
[83-1-18, 346]
.....
)+
.... .)
.... (
Portion of the left half, 32 in. by 1 6in.; 17 + .
+ 11 lines. Part of a list of names of officials and their titles.
.....
<
Am
4T
,
A sum total has been added by the scribe: -4
b,

.

E[83-1-18,
347]

-[--.-.-<

Portion of the lower half, 2- in. by 1 in.; 10 + 12 + (left-hand edge)
4 lines. Part of a private contract concerning a sale of slaves, etc.
[83-1-18, 348]
Right half, upper portion, 21 in. by 1- in.; 6 + 12 lines; between lines 2
and 3 of obverse is part of the impression of a seal-cylinder. Part of
[83-1-18, 349]
a private contract concerning a sale of slaves.
Right half, lower portion, 3} in. by 1i in.; 20 + 22 lines in Assyrian and on
the right-hand edge 2 lines in Phoenician. Part of a private contract
concerning a sale of fields, etc. For the Phoenician text see DE VOGE;,
Corpus inscrr. Se&m., Pars II, t. I (1889), p. 38, and for a transliteration
[83-1-18, 350]
of the Assyrian text cf. OPPERT, ibidem, p. 36 f.
Upper half, 2 1 in. by 1 in.; 8 + .....
sum total is added by the scribe.

lines.

Part of a list of liquids. A
[83-1-18, 351]

Right half, upper portion, 2j in. by 1- in.; 4 + 7 lines; between lines 3
Part of a
and 4 of obverse is the impression of a seal-cylinder.
private contract, dated:- [^]
«
[<Y+
&
[83-1-18, 352]
T , i.e., B.C. 669-68.
?t] X Yl

e V

Right half, lower portion, 2legal decision.
* Partly effaced.

VOL, IV.

in. by 1-in.;

10 + 3 + 9 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 353]

t Cf. supra, p. 92, K. 363.
11 H

1884

BABYLONIAN AND ASSYRIAN TABLETS.

Complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 2 in. by 1g in.; 8 + 1 +
9 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Private contract concerning a loan of
money. It is dated: -[-.
.-] ~^ t T [^
<?]

YY - 4-.

[83-1-18, 354]

Lower half, 1Iin. by 11I-in.; 9 + 10 lines.
concerning the sale of a field.

Part of a private contract
[83-1-18, 355]

Portions, 2 in. by l-5in.; 15 + 4 lines. Part of a private contract
concerning the sale of a slave. It is dated:---_
(< 4 -<
[83-1-18, 356]
T- -yy - [O ?], i.e., Febr.-March, B.C. 667.
Upper half, l in. by 1 in.; 13 + 2 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of obverse
space has been left for certain nail-marks.* Part ofa private contract
[83-1-18, 357]
concerning the sale of a slave.
Portion of the right half,

):

contract, dated:-

Jan., B.C. 668-67.

in.1 by 1 in.; 12 + 12 lines. Part of a private
t
<<Fvg 1
<- Y >T
t D, i.e., Dec.[83-1-18, 358]

Portion of the right half, 2 ¢5 in. by 1- in.; 12 + 11 lines. Part of a private
contract concerning a sale of slaves.
[83-1-18, 359]
Upper half, 2 in. by l iin.;
5 + 9 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 2t lines; between
lines 4 and 5 of obverse are three seal-impressions. Part of a private
contract concerning a sale of fields. It is dated:->--_ <Y( \ <(Y[83-1-18, 360]
, i.e., Sept.-Oct., B.C. 674.
FY 1 4
+
Y <<
Upper half, 25 in. by 1 in.; 13 + 8 lines. Part of a letter to Assurbaniipal
(Y >- I f). The address, instead of forming as usual the introduction, is put in the form of a colophon; cf. reverse, lines 5 ff.:--¥_,
3

-R prYT I n-Aeffl

A-+
< nY;

F y I(-V
>v

-, w;;s
>>

*t Ad ay
[83-1-18, 361]

~-.

Upper half, 2 in. by 17 in.; 1 + 4 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines; beneath line 1
of obverse is the impression of a seal-cylinder, on the left-hand edge is
another seal-impression, and on the right-hand edge is a nail-mark.
Part of a private contract.
[83-1-18, 362]
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 1- in.; 10 + 8 lines.
contract concerning the sale of a female slave.
Q yy

t <y-

T
Y

m-y

nv

%nD

-T

It is dated :-r-W,+- <<< %- y

i.e., Jan.-Febr., B.c. 666.
Cf. obverse, line 1:-E
t Partly effaced.

y'

Part of a private
t

Idn,

[83-1-18, 363]

f

V d>
t V

[ ;i-].

t These two lines run from the obverse top to the bottom edge.

1885

KOUYUNJIK COLLECTION.

Complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, l- in. by 1 in.;
7 + 1 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 1* lines. Private contract concerning
a loan of money. It is dated
,:---_.
<Yos t
<
-< <x
{<<<
[83-1-18, 364]
\<<
"g '-, i.e., Sept.-Oct., B.C. 687.
- AcYY
>

«

Complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, l1 - in. by 5in.;
4 + 2 + 4 lines. Private contract, dated:--Al <- y
V '- < -V
[83-1-18, 365]
Y<(<<, i.e., Sept.-Oct., B.C. 681.
-4v
Y'j 4:Complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 11 in. by 18 in.; 7 + 2 +

5 lines. Private contract, dated:---a_ a 4 < 4-< <y- - Y<£Y
[83-1-18, 366]
'--YW, i.e., Jan.-Febr., B.C. 675.
Portions, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 1Iin. by lih.; 10+ 2 + 10
+ (left-hand edge) 1 lines. Part of a private contract.
[83-1-18, 367]

Portions, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, lain. by lin.; 8 + 2 +
7 + 1 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part of a private contract concerning a loan of money.
[83-1-18, 368]
Complete, 11-in. by 13in.; 3 lines. Memorandum.

[83-1-18, 369]

Complete, lin. by lin.; 6 + 3 lines.

Private contract concerning a
y ~ <<Bi xy <'4- >V <(<
<MyE
t
-4-&T-'Y Y, ''- 'ty, i.e., March-April, B.C. 683.
[83-1-18, 370]
Complete, 1sin. by 1l 3in.; 7 + 6 lines. Private contract concerning
a loan of money. It is dated:-=-- <E
{ _
<
= 6
<Y- 'Y-Y
<t
loan of money.

4_

L-,

It is dated:--

[83-1-18, 371]

i.e., Sept.-Oct., B.C. 680.

Upper half; 2n. by 2in.
2in.; 5 + lines.
dated:-y
W- <

Part of a private contract,
<

NIV
[83-1-18, 372]

Nearly complete, 113;n. by 1in.; 6 + 1 + 5 lines.
l~m. by
n6 8.;

Private contract

>
concerning a loan of money. It is dated:-- >-- Yt ,Yg < e
[83-1-18, 373]
i April-May, B.C. 670.
Y, i.e.,
T <yT >v _-t -Y t
Complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 1lJ6in. by sin.; 5 + 2 +
5 + 1 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Private contract concerning a
loan of money. It is dated:--_ <YFt t
.
< > T
,
[83-1-18, 374]
,.-.
...

Fragment of the upper portion, 2iin. by l1in.; 3 + ..... lines.

a private contract.
* This line runs from the obverse top to the bottom edge.

Part of

[83-1-18, 375]
t Partly effaced.

11 H 2

1886

BABYLONIAN AND ASSYRIAN TABLETS.

Right half, lower portion, -16in. by 1 1in.; 9 + 2 + 9 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 376]
private contract concerning a sale of fields, etc.
Right half, upper portion, 2½in. by lin.; 2 + 9 + 1 lines; beneath line 2 of
obverse are traces of a seal-impression. Part of a private contract.
[83-1-18, 377]
Fragment of the lower half, 24in. by 1
legal decision.

rin.;

13 + 1 + 11 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 378]

Portion of the left half, l1in. by 1-3in.; 8 + 10 + 1 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 379]
private contract concerning a sale of land.
Fragment of the lower portion, 1lin. by in.; 4 + 3 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 380]
private contract concerning a loan of money.
Left half, lower portion, 3in. by 1- l in.; 4 + 11 lines.
contract.
'
Right half, 11in. by

in.; 11 + 11 + 2 lines.

Part of a private
[83-1-18, 381]

Part of a private contract.
[83-1-18, 382]

+ 7 lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by I -in.; .....
Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
[83-1-18, 383]

(.
+....2 +...
Portion of the left half, 21in. by 21 in.; 11 +
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal (7 > A-- ~_ ).
[83-1-18, 384]
.

. ; 8 + traces of 6 + (left-hand edge)
b in
Portion of the left half, 2n. by
1 lines in Assyrian and, also on the left-hand edge, 1 line in Phoenician.
[83-1-18, 385]
Part of a private contract.
Upper half, l1in. by 1 in.; 5 +.....

lines.

Part of a memorandum.
[83-1-18, 386]

Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by 18 in.; 8 + 11 lines; between lines 3
and 4 of obverse, on the top edge and on the right-hand edge are four
seal-impressions. Part of a private contract concerning a sale of
[83-1-18, 387]
land.
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 5 in.; 9 + 9 lines. Part of a text containing epigraphs (?), probably written for Assurbanipal.
[83-1-18, 388]

1887

KOUYUNJIK COLLECTION.

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 4 + 10 lines.

contract, dated:-. >--> AS f

[>

Part of a private

<-] > YV

i.e., March-April, B.C. 707.

d-V * [ Y t?],
[83-1-18, 389]

Left half, upper portion, 14 in. by. 1y' in.; 6 + 9 + 2 lines; beneath line 6
of obverse is a seal-impression. Part of a private contract. The
date is mutilated.
[83-1-18, 390]
Right half, lower portion, 11 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 9 lines.
contract.

Part of a private
[83-1-18, 391]

Portion of the right half, 1 in. by 1¼ in.; 9 + 7 lines.
contract.

Part of a private
[83-1-18, 392]

Portions, probably thennr part
ar of a case-tablet,
asal
inner
in. by I in.; 6 + 1 +
6 + 1 lines. Part of a private contract concerning a loan of money.
<<T
V 4-< Y -+ <<
Y-It is dated:--AzE 4 «^
<<Yet 4t
[83-1-18, 393]
V-VA<<« , i.e., August-Sept., B.C. 683.
Right half, upper portion, 1 in. by 1l in.; 6 + 6 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king from f >-·:k
.'
[83-1-18, 394]
Ieft-hand corner, 1-5in. by -5 in.; 5 + (

+......

+)

5 lines. Part of a list of the names of members of certain families,
and of their properties, etc., similar to that of K. 2017; see above,
p. 386 f.
[83-1-18, 395]
Lower half of obverse, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 1 in. by
1}
.in.;
7 + 1 +..
lines. Part of a private contract.
[83-1-18, 396]
Left half, upper portion of reverse,
of a private contract.
Right half, 1l
contract.

in. by

s in.;

in. by 1- in.; .

+ 9 lines. Part
[83-1-18, 397]

10 + 11 + 1 lines.

Part of a private
[83-1-18, 398]

Lower half, 11 in. by 1T in.; 5 + 5 lines.

Part of a list of officials.
[83-1-18, 399]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1 1--in. by in n.; 6 + 4 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts.
The sentences begin with
Y ({)O

Portions, 1

.
in. by 1-16 in.; 3 lines; Babylonian.

Portion of the left half,
objects.

15

in. by 1 in.;
* Partly effaced.

[83-1-18, 400]
Part of a memorandum.
[83-1-18, 401]

+ 10 lines.

Part of a list of
[83-1-18, 402]

1888

BABYLONIAN AND

ASSYRIAN TABLETS.

Left half, upper portion, 1 -in. by 1 in.; 6 + ...

beginning :-

-4Tr E T-

. ',''-;

lines.

-

Upper half, -l in. by lin.; 9 + 1 lines.
concerning a loan of money.

Part of a letter,

.

[83-1-18, 403]

Part of a private contract
[83-1-18, 404]

Upper portion, in the shape of a heart, 1 in. by 1 in.; 2 + 4 + (left-hand
edge) 2* lines; above line 1 of reverse are parts of the impression of a

seal-cylinder. Part of a private contract, dated :- >F- TL =
, i.e., May-June, B.C. 684.
f < `-ke Y~y J <y-q y _Ty

<<Y

[83-1-18, 405]

Complete, in the shape of a heart, 21 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 3 liies; between

lines 1 and 2 of reverse is the impression of a seal-cylinder. Private
contract, dated:-<<,> <YJ <,>- If 4
V-y

[83-1-18, 406]

-, i.e., August-Sept., B.C. 686.

Complete, in the shape of a heart, 2- in. by 1 in.; 6 + 3 lines; between
lines 3 and 4 of obverse is the impression of a seal-cylinder.

contract, dated:--_

J¥t

] <y yfAd -

-

> >'
[83-1-18, 407]

y - ~=yy, i.e., June-July, B.C. 693.

-yy >

Private

Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; ..... + 3 lines; beneath line 3 is
part of the impression of a seal-cylinder. Date of a private contract::
=.

YB

i-

<<YTH I [<Y] Y- y

4

e- AY>
_P

v

I

>_

[83-1-18, 408]

i.

Left half, lower portion, 2-1in. by lin.; 10 + 2 + 10 lines. Part of a
legal decision.

[83-1-18, 409]

Upper half, 61 in. by 3iin.; 36 + 38 lines; marginal number <. Part of a
text containing forecasts concerning = Fy, 'yz and 7y M, etc.,
[83-1-18, 410]
similar to those mentioned above, p. 595, K. 4106.
Lower half, 3- in. by 3 in.; 21 + 26 lines; marginal number <. Part of a
and YYCto, etc. From
text containing forecasts concerning A! dy~
line 6 of obverse it appears to be an extract from the 13th and follow[83-1-18, 411]
TYYY
~>f-Ying tablets of the Series .-< ,I
Left half, lower portion, 45 in. by 2- in.; 36 + 39 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of eclipses
of the sun, etc.

[83-1-18, 412]

Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 3in.; 12 + 15 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts. The sentences begin usually with x-< <f
f;
cf. Supra, pp. 776, 1792, K. 6283 and 81-2-4, 484.
*

These two lines run from the obverse top to the bottom edge.

[83-1-18, 413]

KOUYUNJIK

COLLECTION.

1889

Left half, lower portion, 3 in. by 25 in.; 9 + 10 lines. Part of a text
containing prayers to Samnas and Ranmadn, and directions for ceremonies and rites.
[83-1-18, 414]
Portion out of the middle, 31 in. by 21 in.; 14 + 13 lines.
containing forecasts concerning ~_y EJ and .tY, etc.

Part of a text
[83-1-18, 415]

Portion of the right half, 3in. by 2 in.; 16 + 10 lines.
containing forecasts concerning ,y
AY and -T., etc.

Part of a text
[83-1-18, 416]

Portion out of the middle of reverse, 3 in. by 3-in.; ..... + 19 lines.
Part of a text containing forecasts. The lines begin throughout with
-4
<4yy
T; cf. sura, p. 522, note t.
[83-1-18, 417]
Portion of the left half; 3 in. by 2 in.; 15 + 13 lines. Part of a
containing forecasts concerning e> E and :y CO, etc.
[83-1-18,
Fragment of the left half, 3 in. by 2 in.; 5 + 4 lines. Part of a
containing forecasts concerning the ,_Y, etc.; see above, p.
note t. The catch-line begins:->-< -yyt
< >y
<<<+
];
*,I
*

-.

text
418]
text
549,

[83-1-18, 419]

Portion out of the middle, 3¼in. by 1 in.; 18 + .....

lines.

Part of a

religious text including directions for ceremonies and rites.
[83-1-18, 420]
Right half, lower portion, 5 in. by 31 in.; 19 + 25 + 28 + 17 lines; marginal
note
and

v.
,E

Part of a text containing forecasts concerning >-bit, _~Y
'iyy, etc., and geometrical(?) figures, similar to those of

KK. 99, 2086, 4069, etc.; cf. supra, pp. 25, 403, 592.
[83-1-18, 421 + 83-1-18, 422]
Portion of the left half, 25 in. by 2 in.; 12 + 10 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning

it

zyd and

}A, etc.

[83-1-18, 423]

Left half, upper portion, 2½in. by 15 in.; 12 + 1 lines. Copy of a text
containing prayers to Samnas and Rammdn, and directions for ceremonies and rites.
[83-1-18, 424]
Portion of the right half, 23 in. by 2¼ in.; 11 + 2 lines. Part of an inscription of Sargon II.
The colophon contains a date:--a W
_
<(T
( .- V <!I i.e., B.C.
B, 713-12.
[83-1-18, 425]

«

Right half, lower portion, 3 in. by 2S 3in.;
16 + 16 lines. Part of a text
containing prayers to (Samas and) Rammad, and directions for
ceremonies and rites. Cf. infra, 83-1-18, 437.
[83-1-18, 426]
*

Partly effaced.

1890

BABYLONIAN

AND ASSYRIAN TABLETS.

Fragment of the left half, 23in. by 2in.; 13 + 13 lines. Part of a text
containing prayers to (Samas and) Eamm.dl, and directions for
ceremonies and rites.
[83-1-18, 427]
Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 28in. by 2in.; ....
4- 9 lines.
Copy of a text containing prayers to Samas and Rammdn, and
directions for ceremonies and rites.
[83-1-18, 428]
Left half, upper portion, 25in. by 2-in.; 12 + 11 lines. Copy of a text
containing forecasts, belonging, according to the colophon, to the
13th tablet of the Series (I g)
beginning with >-<
. Duplicate of K. 2678; see above, p. 465. Line 1 of obverse is identical
with the catch-line of Rm. 399; cf. supra, p. 1610.
[83-1-18, 429]
Fragment of the right half, 2in. by 1lin.; 12 + 9 lines. Part of a religious
text including directions for ceremonies and rites.
[83-1-18, 430]
Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 23in.; 19 + 8 + ..... + ....
lines,
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the =,_, etc.
[83-1-18, 431]
Portion of the right half, 21 in. by 2?3 in.;
.....(.....)
+ short ends
of 3 + 9 + 10 + 13 + 11 + short ends of 6 + (.....).....
lines.
Part of a memorandum concerning the respective numbers of horses
which arrived on certain days. Sums total are added by the scribe.
[83-1-18, 432]
Portion of the left half, 3§in. by 2½in.; 18 + .......
a text containing forecasts concerning the >-Vyb, etc.

.

lines. Part of
[83-1-18, 433]

Portion out of the middle, 2in. by 2in. ; 11 + 11 lines. Part of a text
¥Y]
and tY A, etc.
containing forecasts concerning it
[83-1-18, 434]
Fragment of the left half, 2¼in. by 2in.; 11 + 8 lines.

Part of a prayer.
[83-1-18, 435]

17 +..........)
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 13in.;
Part of a religious text. Cf. infra, p. 1892, 83-1-18, 452.
[83-1-18, 436]
Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 1iin.; 9 + 5 lines.
containing (prayers to Samas and Ramman, and)
ceremonies and rites. This fragment may belong to
as 83-1-18, 426, q.v.

Part of a tex
directions for
the same tablet
[83-1-18, 437]
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Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2¼in. by 2n.;
.....
10 lines.
End of a text containing forecasts, belonging, according to the
colophon, to the 2nd tablet of a Series.
[83-1-18, 438]
Fragment out of the middle, 23in. by 213-in.; 13 + 8 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning the Fy 'y¥, etc.
[83-1-18, 439]
Fragment of the right half, 2 3 in. by in.; (.....
) 7 + 12 (+.....)
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts similar to those of K. 3951
(see above, p. 579), etc.
[83-1-18, 440]
Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 2in.; 9 + (
.......
+) 11 lines.
Part of a text containing epigraphs concerning the campaigns of
Assurbanipal in Elam (^ <M ¢y <_J *) and Van (X
( 4: [
*).
Mention is made of Y ty uty <«.
[83-1-18, 442]
Fragment of the right half, 2-in.
text containing forecasts.

by 2in.; 13 + .....

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 443]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-6-in. by 2in.; 10 + .
.....
. lines.
Part of a religious text including directions for ceremonies and
rites.
[83-1-18, 444]
Portion of the left half, 25in. by 2- 9 -in.; ..... + 13 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts. The lines begin throughout with >-< 'M¥ Id;
cf. supra, p. 522, note t.
[83-1-18, 445]
Fragment of the right half, 1-in. by
a text containing forecasts.

119in.;

traces of 10 + 9 lines. Part of
[83-1-18, 446]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2a in. by 1 7in.; 9 + (.....+.....+)
1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a religious text including directions for
ceremonies and rites.
[83-1-18, 447]
Fragment out of the middle, 21in. by 2in.; . ...
1+
0 +.....+
.....
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the ¢-Y, etc.
[83-1-18, 448]
.........
+
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2in. by 1-in.; .
12 + 10 lines; marginal number <. Part of a text containing astroogical forecasts for the various months, taken from observations of
the wind. They partly relate to public affairs.
[83-1-18, 449]
Left-hand corner, l1in. by 1-in.;
8 + ( ..... +
+) traces of 4 lines.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the j,
-Y¥,etc.
[83-1-18, 450]
* Partly effaced.
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) 12+ +.....
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; (...
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the
(+.....)
[83-1-18, 451]
, etc.

A4

)
.... (.....
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2 3 in. by 1 in.; .
-T
+ 16 lines. Part of a religious text. Mention is made of ">may
fragment
This
" [ LV- ," etc.
VY
;
m! 4-y+
belong to the same tablet as 83-1-18, 436; see above, p. 1890.
[83-1-18, 452]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
religious(?) text.

+ 11 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 453]

in.; .....

+ 11 +
Fragment of the upper portion, 2½in. by 1 .in.; ..........
list of
of
a
Part
lines.
+.......
+
16
2
of
traces
......
+
[83-1-18, 454]
officials. etc.
+) short ends of 20 +
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of
28 + 23 + 11 (+.....)
[83-1-18, 455]
objects.
names of wooden

Portion of the right half, 3}

3inl.

by 2 in.; (.....

Portion out of the middle, 2-in. by 27in.; ..... + 13 lines. Part of a
.=.
letter to the king. Mention is made of the city of -]y
[83-1-18, 456]
Left half, lower portion, 3"in. by 23in.; 23 + 20 lines. Part of a text
containing prayers and directions for ceremonies and rites.
[83-1-18, 457]
Portion of the right half, 41in. by 3in.; 7 + 21 + 16 + 16 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 458]
text containing forecasts concerning the .yy, etc.
Left half, lower portion, 35in. by 2-in.; 23 + 14 lines. Part of a list of
owners of estates (?) and " their people " (Jy .: tVy~ y>- i), similar to
[83-1-18, 459]
those of K. 6339, K. 8363, etc.; cf. supra, pp. 781, 920.
Private contract concerning

Complete, 33in. by 1-1 in.; 21 + 16 lines.

a
The colophon contains a date:---

a sale of land.

<T-

>2

Y-

Y

--

-

]-ye . X<vvy

t

ef
->V ,<- .e.,

April-May, B.C. 680, and, in addition to it, the remark:--" y

- Y
y--

."

[83-1-18, 460]

Upper half, 2½in. by l1in.; 15 + 9 lines.

Part of a private contract

]y <( Y- yA

Yd y

t

y t y -F

It is dated:-,-V

concerning the sale of a house.

y

U y
tn
ay
ag

^

YYY

$

¥ % <7y

B.c. 670.
[83-1-18, 461b]

[,
i.e., Jan.-Febr.,
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Left half, 2in. by lin.; 12 + 10 lines (in double-columns). Part of an
explanatory list, with glosses, similar to that of 82-3-23, 28; see
above, p. 1816.
[83-1-18, 462]
Left half, upper portion, 2
by 2in.; 14 +.
Tin.
+ (.....+.......+)
13 + 22 lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of wooden
objects. The catch-line reads:-

· v .4

E-E Iat

l.

>H-A

[83-1-18, 463 + 83-1-18, 523]
Fragment of the left half, 13 in. by l-3lin.; 13 + (.....+.....+)
14
lines. Part of a mythological or religious text.
[83-1-18, 464]
Left half, lower portion, 2 in. by 2 in.; 12 + (
+
+) 16 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations and directions
for ceremonies and rites.
[83-1-18, 465]
Fragment of the left half, 14in. by 1-7in.; 8 +.

....

lines.

Part

of a text containing forecasts concerning ~>yy and >yy, etc.

[83-1-18, 466]
Fragment of the left half, 23 in. by 14 in.; 8 + (
.........
+) 11 lines.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning -yM and
TYy,
etc.
[83-1-18, 467]
Left half, lower portion, 5in. by 3 in.; 28 + 15 lines. Copy of a text
containing incantations, some of which have an interlinear Assyrian
version, and prayers.
[83-1-18, 468]
Lower half, 3 in. by 3 a in.; 21 + 26 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
incantation-text.
[83-1-18, 469]
Portion of the lower half, 4{ in. by 4 in.; 14 + 9 + 17 + 20 lines. Part of
a religious text.
[83-1-18, 470]
Left half, upper portion, 2¼in. by 2 l in.; 10 + traces of 3 + (..........
+ ..........
+) ....
+ 7 + (edge) 1 lines. Part of a list of names
of persons, beginning:T,,

SY

YJ
A

ty , etc.

[83-1-18, 471]

The edge-line contains a date.

Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 2 in.; (.....+)
12 + 14 (+ ..... )
lines. Part of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.*
[83-1-18, 472]
* Cf. supra, p. 436, note

e.
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Right half, lower portion, 3- in. by 2in.; 19 + 20 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain
[83-1-18, 473]
stars.
Fragment of the left half, 18 in. by 1- in.; 9 + 12 lines. Part of a text
containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version, belonging
t- ,--Series. Duplicate of K. 136, etc.; see
to the 7th tablet of the
above, p. 35. Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1890, p. 108; and ZIMMERN, Beitr.
zur Kenntnis der Babyl. Religion, part I (Leipzig, 1896), p. 52.
[83-1-18, 474]
Left half, lower portion, 2 in. by 2 in.; 17 + 15 lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal concerning his war with Y y >Yip- yd.
[83-1-18, 475]
Left half, lower portion, 3in. by l1 in.; 21 + 16 lines. Part of a report,
- yP), concerning public
probably addressed to Assurbanipal (¥ :-- 4
affairs. Mention is made of [Y] -+- * C
y
4- and Y •Yyf <_
476
+ 83-1-18, 482]
[83-1-18,
;: y-.

«

Portion of the left half, 2- 7 - in. by 2 in.; 14 + ....
prayer written for Esarhaddon (-- Y 4e- .-).

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 477]

Portion of the right half, 2¼in. by 1A in.; traces of 3 + 13 lines. Part of
[83-1-18, 478]
private contract.
Left half, lower portion, 1 in. by 1l1 in.; 15 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations
[83-1-18, 479]
of certain stars.
Left half, lower portion, 2]3in. by 2 in.; 12 + 2 + 10 lines in cuneiform
characters, which seem to be identical with those of the Second Column
of the trilingual inscriptions of Darius and other Akhaemenian kings.
Contents unknown. Cf. supra, pp. 655, 1535, K. 4697, Sm. 2144, etc.
[83-1-18, 480 + 83-1-18, 821]
lines.
Fragment of the left half, 2- in. by 2 in.; 7 + ....
containing forecasts concerning ,_ and _¥ A_, etc.

Part of a text
[83-1-18, 481]

Right half, lower portion, 11 in. by lin.; 7 + 3 + 11 lines. Part of a
historical inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is made of
the country of '^
- 4 and of &A f <
fYy ageVI tat< 4 ^>;
[83-1-18, 483]
< . yc.
Portions, 2 in. by 1 in.; 0 + 16 lines. Part of a private contract con[83-1-18, 484]
cerning the sale of a house. The date is mutilated.
* Partly effaced.
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Portion of the right half, 1 in. by 1l7 in.; 9 + 8 lines.
contract.

Part of a private
[83-1-18, 485]

Right half, upper portion, l in. by 1 in.; 6 + 4 lines.
Akkadian religious text.

Part of a Sumero[83-1-18, 486]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2-'1 in. by 13 in.; 9 + 8 lines. Part of a
historical text.
[83-1-18, 487]
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 11 in.; 5 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version, belonging, according to
the colophon, to a tablet of the Series [
_ (?) - _ ~
] r;
*
[83-1-18, 488]
Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1890, p. 108.
U.
;W;;
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 11in.; 10 + .....
Part of a mythological legend.

(.....)lines.
[83-1-18, 489]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by 13 in.; (.....+)
10 + 8 (+..)
lines; Babylonian. Part of a religious text. Mention is made of
Assurbanipal (I -,. j' o-t t).
[83-1-18, 490]
Right half, lower portion, l-7 in. by lain.; 12 + 8 lines. Part of a
religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[83-1-18, 491]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; (.....
+) 6 + 12 (+.....
)
Part of a religious text with an interlinear
lines; Babylonian.
[83-1-18, 492]
Assyrian version.
Part of a
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 14 +.....lines.
[83-1-18, 493]
,ft.
letter. Mention is made offY V-~- ~lines. Part of a
Fragment of the right half, 14 in. by 1 in.; 9 + ....
[83-1-18, 494]
etc.
c,
text containing forecasts concerning the y
7 + 5 (+.....)
Fragment of the lower portion, l1y in. by 1 in.; (...+)
lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
[83-1-18, 495]
version.
+) 7 + 7 (+.....)
lines.
in.; ( .....
Right-hand corner, 1 in. by
Part of an incantation-text. One Section ends with ,:-¢
-' J-{~.
[83-1-18, 496]
+ 8 lines. Part
Right half, upper portion of reverse, 14 in. by 1 in.; .....
[83-1-18, 497]
of a report (?).
Fragment of the lower portion, 3 in. by 1 in.; 6 + traces of 2 + 3 + 3
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the ~y MA, etc.
[83-1-18, 498]
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion, 13 in. by 1 in.;
12 0 + 2 lines. Part of
a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.
[83-1-18, 499]
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by 1 in.; 12 +.....
lines. Part of a text containing prayers and incantations. Duplicate of K. 2808; see above,
p. 478. This fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as K.
12937; see p. 1276. Cf. KING, Bab. Magic and Soqrc., p. 114, and plate 64,
note.
[83-1-18, 500]
Fragment of the lower half, 2 in. by -l in.; 4 +....
private contract.

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 501]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1-T in.; 6 +..........)
lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.
[83-1-18, 502]
Fragment of the lower half of reverse, 1in. by 1 in.;.....
+ 7 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f.,
K. 1288.
[83-1-18, 503]
Fragment out of the middle, -1- in. by 1 in.; 7 + .
.....
lines.
Part of a religious text including directions for ceremonies and rites.
[83-1-18, 504]
lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 6 + ....
Part of a report (?).
[83-1-18, 505]

lin.; 14 +....
Fragment of the right half, 113 in. by 1Part of an incantation-text.

(.....

) lines.
[83-1-18, 506]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by -1-3in.;8 + ..
lines. Part of a
text containing forecasts concerning the r¥ HY¥,
etc. [83-1-18, 507]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 -in. by 1 in.; .....
letter to the king.

+ 8 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 508]

Left-hand corner, 1-9in. by 1 in.; 8 + ..... lines in cuneiform characters,
which seem to be identical with those of the Second Column of the
trilingual inscriptions of Darius and other Akhaemenian kings. Contents unknown. Cf. supa, pp. 655, 1535, K. 4697, Sm. 2144, etc.
[83-1-18, 509]
Portions, 2in. by 1½in.; 7
1 lines. Part of a report. The reverse
contains a date.
[83-1-18, 510]
Portion out of the middle of reverse, 1 in. by 1in.; .....

Part of a letter.

+ 11 lines.

[83-1-18. 511]

Fragment of the right half, 1- in. by 13 in.; 6 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[83-1-18, 512]
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Portion of the right half, 15in. by
(to the king).

in.; 10 + 10 innes.

1897
Part of a letter
[83-1-18, 513]

Portion of the upper half, l} in. by 1y3 in.; 12 + ..... lines. Part of a
letter to the king concerning the transport of horses. Mention is
made of Y -+ 4- Y -_<<<.
[83-1-18, 514]
Right-hand corner, -1-in. by 1 in.; (.....
lines. Part of a list of objects.

+) traces of 1 + 10 (+ ..... )
[83-1-18, 515]

Left-hand corner, 1-in. by 1 in.; 10 + ..... .lines.
Akkadian hymn to the god
.
Right half, 1

in. by 14 in.;

+1 +11

Part of a Sumero[83-1-18,
343t516]

Part of a report.
[83-1-18, 517]
Right-hand corner, 1 in. b
by 1 in.; 9 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
report, probably of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[83-1-18, 518]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
in.; 7 +.
.........
lines.
Part of a text containing forecasts.
[83-1-18, 519]
7

Fragment of the right half, 2~ in. by 1
Part of a text containing forecasts.

+ 2 lines.

in.; ..........

) + 12 lines.
[83-1-18, 520]

Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by 16 in.; 9 + ....
lines. Part of a
religious text including directions for ceremonies and rites.
[83-1-18, 521]
Fragment out of the middle, 1¼ in. by 1l in.; 9 +.....(....)
lines.
Part of a text containing forecasts. They partly relate to public
affairs.
[83-1-18, 522]
Fragment out of the middle, 2} in. by l-in.;
...
+ 11 + traces of
2 + ....
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear
Assyrian version.
[83-1-18, 524]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; (....
+) 6 + 9 (.....)
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken fiom
observations of the moon, etc.
[83-1-18, 525]
Right half, upper portion, 3¼in. by 2 in.; 9 + 8 lines. Part of a report,
concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
In the colophon mention is made of the city of ->y >-¥T CUS<.For the
text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an d. Sonnenyott, Vol. I, p. 38, No. 99,
and for a translation of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 209.
[83-1-18, 526]
Portions, 4 in. by 2| in.; 9 + 11 + 1 lines. Part of a similar report. For
the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 56, No. 152, and for a transliteration
of it cf. ibid., Vol. II, p. 272 f.
[83-1-18, 527]
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Right half, lower portion, 5] in. by 1- in.; 4 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part
[83-1-18, 528]
of a religious text.
Portion out of the middle, 4g in. by 1{ in.;
report (?).

5 + 9 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 529]

13 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
Left half, 4k in. by 2 in.; 12 + 3
Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
"-4p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([IY
an d.
Gebete
Assyr.
Add?^] AEd* -t).- For the text see KNUDTZON,
Sonnetngoti, Vol. I, p. 36, No. 97, and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem,
[83-1-18, 530]
Vol. II, p. 203 f.
Portion of the upper half, 5 in. by 3 in.; 12 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a similar report. Mention is made of Esarhaddon ( --- & Ae
The colophon contains a date. For the text see KNUDTZON,
<>W E-g).
I.c., Vol. I, p. 17, No. 46, and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem,
[83-1-18, 531 + 83-1-18, 568]
Vol. II, p. 145 f.
Part of a
Right half, 3- in. by 3 in.; 18 + traces of 1 + 3 + 2 lines.
similar report. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.c., Vol. I, p. 29, No. 69,
and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 177 f. [83-1-18, 532]
+ 12 lines. Part
Left half, upper portion of reverse, 3- in. by 2 in.; ....
of a similar report. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.c., Vol. I, p. 43,
No. 114, and for a transliteration and translation of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II,
[83-1-18, 533]
p. 235 f.
Fragment of the upper portion, 21 in. by 2l in.; 8 + 6 + traces of 1 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a similar report. Mention is made of the - <(
>. h [nT]. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.c., Vol. I, p. 15, No. 42, and
[83-1-18, 535]
for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 137 f.
Left half, 3 in. by 21 in.; 11 + 10 lines. Part of a similar report. Mention
AVv 4_). For the text see
dd
is made of Esarhaddon (y --- r-'KNUDTZON, I.c., Vol. I, p. 39, No. 101, and for a transliteration of it cf.
[83-1-18, 536]
ibidem, Vol. If, p. 211 f.
Portion of the upper half, 4a3 in. by 14 in.; 7 + 8 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a similar report. Mention is made of Esarhaddon (¥ * -4~ "V
For the text see KNUDTZON, I.c., Vol. I, p. 3, No. 5, and
_e* X A%> g).
[83-1-18, 538]
for a transliteration of it cf. ibider, Vol. II, p. 83.
* Partly effaced,
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Portion of the left half, 2-i in. by 2 in.; 10 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of the [,
?] V-YY
X EWIY
YP
[E TY]. For the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an d. Sonnengott,
Vol. I, p. 4, No. 10, and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II,
p. 92.
[83-1-18, 539]
Upper half, 6in. by 3 in.; 15 + traces of 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
similar report. Mention is made of Esarhaddon (I >-- 4 ;2 <A[ 4_)
and the ~ * {{ ;i d. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 16,
No. 43, and for a transliteration and translation of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II,
pp. 138 ff.
[83-1-18, 540]
Right half, 31 in. by 23 in.; 15 + 12 lines; Babylonian. Part of a similar
report. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 40, No. 104, and for
a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, pp. 214 ff.
[83-1-18, 541]
Right half, lower portion, 2- in. by 2g in.; 9 + 9 lines. Part of a similar
report. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 40, No. 105, and for
a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 217.
[83-1-18, 542]
Fragment of the upper portion, 21in. by 2'in.; 6 + 9 + 2 lines. Part of
a similar report. Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([ ->-?] -- *
Add~
Ad). For the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., p. 40, No. 106, and
for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 217 f.
[83-1-18, 543]

4;

Left half, lower portion, 2s in. by 2iin.; 9 + 10 + (left-hand edge) 4 lines.
Part of a similar report. Mention is made of Esarhaddon (y-~ E-f * [4-]), etc. The left-hand edge contains a date. For the
text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 46, No. 119, and for a transliteration
of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 243 f.
[83-1-18, 544]
Fragment of the upper portion, 3iin. by 1-in.; 7 + 4 + 3 lines. Part of
a similar report. Mention is made of Esarhaddon (¥ - >Ai
~_; 4_). For the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 48, No. 125, and
for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 233 f.
[83-1-18, 546]
Left half, lower portion, 3 in. by 2min.; 10 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a text containing forecasts concerning the ~Y£, etc. [83-1-18, 547]
Right half, lower portion, 2½in. by 2¼in.; 11 + 11 lines. Part of a report,
concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.

Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([y -q- >-7?] Ad
*
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the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an d. Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 32,
No. 78, and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 189.
[83-1-18, 548]
lines. Part of
Fragment of the upper portion, 2-1 3in. by 2 in.; 8 + .....
a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. For the text
see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 50, No. 133, and for a transliteration of it cf.
[83-1-18, 550]
ibidem, Vol. II, p. 254 f.
Fragment out of the middle, 25in. by -19in.;3 + ..... lines; Babylonian.
Part of a similar report. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.c., Vol. I,
[83-1-18, 552]
p. 30, No. 73; cf. also ibidem, Vol. II, p. 183.
Fragment of the lower portion, 3Tin. by }-in.; 4 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a similar report. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 20,
No. 53, and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 156 f.
[83-1-18, 553]
Left half, upper portion, 2|in. by lin.; 7 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a report, concerning public affairs, beginning:--* -yyyy* -T y* i
tE ^Y
>- 4
VgS; ?^-D,; Mention is made of
4
<O_,¥T

L+
,

and

-

[4T].

[83-1-18, 554]

Left half, 3 in. by 2in.; 13 + 3 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a report,
concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
Mention is made of y <>( AYt AiV [TY]. The edge-lines, which are
written in Assyrian characters, contain a date. For the text see
KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an d. Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 19, No. 51,
and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 154 f.
[83-1-18, 557 + 83-1-18, 563]
+ 8 lines; Babylonian.
Fragment of the right half, 2 lin. by 2in.; .....
Part of a similar report. Mention is made of the , 4 ^ yV 7YVYVY. For the text see KNUDTZON, I.e., Vol. I, p. 24, No. 61, and for a
transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 168.
[83-1-18, 558]
2in. by.
b
; ....
+ 6 lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, 22in.
similar report. Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([f >-4- -7 S]3
v x_4). For the text see KNUDTZON, I.c., Vol. I, p. 32, No. 83, and for
a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 192.
[83-1-18, 559]
Portions, 3-9in. by 21- in.;
16 + 18 lines. Part of a private contract
6
concerning the sale of a slave. The date is mutilated.
[83-1-18, 560]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; ....
+ 6 lines; Babylonian.
End of a text containing forecasts concerning the 1yy, etc. The
colophon contains a date.
[83-1-18, 561]
* Partly effaced.
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Portion of the left half, 2 in. by 1-in.; 10 + 12 + 6
..........
lines.
Part of a list of objects and of their owners. Sums total are added by
the scribe. Cf. infra, p. 1903, 83-1-18, 597.
[83-1-18, 562]
Right-hand corner, 2-Jlin. by 2in.; 8 + 5 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a
rep ort, concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f.,

K. 1288. Mention is made of jy t'
-B2ITY

Y i YT.

-d -yV and the

( "-T>V

-

For the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an d.

Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 9, No. 24, and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem,
Vol. II, p. 114.
[83-1-18, 564]
Fragment of the lower portion, 1s in. by l-7-in.; 4 + 8 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a similar report.

For the text see KNUDTZON, I.c., Vol. I, p. 35,

No. 96, and for a transliteration of it cf. ibidem, Vol. II, p. 201 f.
[83-1-18, 565]
3
Left half, upper portion, 2T in. by lr- in.; 11 + 5 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning the 4t, etc.
[83-1-18, 566]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2¼in. by
in.; 6 + .....
lines; at the
beginning of obverse is part of a seal-impression. Part of a private
contract.
[83-1-18, 567]
Portion out of the middle of reverse, 2 a in. by 21 in.;..... + 12 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class
described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of the 'v ~(
T-YY4 ~YY [ YYY ~], etc. For the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete
an d. Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 6, No. 15, and for a transliteration of it ef.
ibidem, Vol. II, p. 99.
[83-1-18, 570]
Fragment of the upper portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 8 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a similar report. Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([y -{+ 4
<I A_). The colophon contains a date. For the text see
e <?]
KNUDTZON, I.c., Vol. I, p. 16, No. 44, and for a transliteration of it cf.

ibidem, Vol. II, p. 143 f.

[83-1-18, 571]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by l- -in.; 8 + ..... lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing forecasts.
[83-1-18, 572]
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 13 in.; 7 + 4 lines. Part of a report,
concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[83-1-18, 573]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 1Iin.; 4 + 1 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a similar report.
[83-1-18, 574]
11 K 2
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Fragment of the upper portion, 2¼in. by 1 in.; 3 + 5 + 3 lines. Part of a
report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f.,
[83-1-18, 575]
K. 1288.
Fragment out of the middle, 1- Iin. by
Part of a similar report.

in.; 6 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
[83-1-18, 576]

Fragment of the upper portion, I[ in. by 11 in.; 5 + 2 + (edge) 4 lines.
Part of a similar report. Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([Y -4?]
[83-1-18, 577]
>>v s Hi; 4, ).
Left half, lower portion, 2k in. by 1l in.; 2 + 9 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines.
[83-1-18, 578]
Part of a similar report.
Right half, lower portion, 15 in. by 1 in.; 3 + 9 lines.
contract.

Part of a private
[83-1-18, 579]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 6 + ..... lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of Esarhaddon (V*
e*
*--

[<I

A.]).

[83-1-18, 580]

Left-hand corner, 1-1in. by 1lsin.; 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
[83-1-18, 581]
report.
l by -in.; 5 + 4 lines. Part of a report, concernLeft-hand corner, 2 in.
ing public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259f., K. 1288.
Mention is made of Esarhaddon (Y >*S [
4 f]).
[83-1-18, 582]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 1in. by 18 in.; 8 + .....
similar report.
Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by
report (?).

3

in.; 2 + 3 lines.

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 583]
Part of a similar
[83-1-18, 584]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1- in. by l-J in.; 2 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
[83-1-18, 585]
Part of a similar report.
Fragment of the lower portion, 13 in. by 5 in.; 6 + 5 lines; Babylonian.
P_~,
etc.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning o-k- and
[83-1-18, 586]
Fragment of the upper portion, 1- 9 in. by ,d in.; 1 + 4 + 2 lines. Part of
a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288 (?).
[83-1-18, 587]
* Partly effaced.
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Portion out of the middle, 21 in. by 2 in.; 5 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of the land of .
T_fy, of the
city of ENY j( >
and of the > T4
YI
y
Y YI YT
.[83-1-18, 589]
Rtight half, lower portion,
contract.

1

in. by

X in.;

10 + 9 lines.

Part of a private
[83-1-18, 590]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 4 + 7 + ..........
lines in
double-columns. Part of a list of names of various kinds of wood.
[83-1-18, 591]
Left half, lower portion, 1 7 in. by 1 in.; 10 + traces of 1 + (....+
....
+).....
+ 4 lines. Part of a list of objects. A sum total is
added by the scribe.
[83-1-18, 592]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 in. by l in.; 6 + 4 + .....
.... lines.
Part of a list of sums of money, probably items of
expenditure, etc.
[83-1-18, 593]
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 9 + .........
+ 3 +
. ...
lines. Part of a list of names of officials and their titles.
[83-1-18, 594]
Portion out of the middle, 2-ll in. by 18in.; 11 + ....
list of objects, probably offerings.

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 595]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 3 + (.....
.+.
..........
+) 5 + 9 lines. Part of a list of names of officials and
their titles.
[83-1-18, 596]
Fragment out of the middle, 1.4 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 11 + traces of 4 +.....
..... lines. Part of a list of objects and of their owners.
This
fragment appears to belong to the same tablet as 83-1-18, 562; see
above, p. 1901.
[83-1-18, 597]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 38 in. high, one side of the base
2in.; 5 + 22 + 22 + ..........
lines.
Part of an inscription of
Sennacherib. The text of Column b corresponds with that of Senn.
Pr., Column III, lines 10 ff.
[83-1-18, 598]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 2j in. high, one side of the base at
least 21 in.; 16 + 17 + ......
. lines. Part of an inscription of
Sennacherib. The text of Column a corresponds with that of Senn.
Pr., Column III, lines 28 iff
[83-1-18, 599]
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Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 31 in. high, one side of the base at
lines. Part of an inscription of
least 1in.; 13 + 14 +.
[83-1-18, 600]
an Assyrian king, probably Assurbanipal.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. by 1 in.; 7 + ....
lines. Part of an inscription of Esarhaddon, corresponding with
48-10-31, 2 (see above, p. 1689), Column III, lines 53 ff. [83-1-18, 601]
Fragment of the lower portion of a prismoid, 2k in. high, one side of the
+ 8 lines. Part of an inscrip11 + .......
base at least 1n.;
K. 2732; see above, p. 470.
of
tion of Assurbanipal. Duplicate
[83-1-18, 602]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2¼in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription
at least 1 in.; 8 + 11 +..........
of Assurbanipal. The text of Column b corresponds with that of
[83-1-18, 603]
Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column V, lines 132 ff.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1Tin. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription of
..........
at least 1in.; 6 + 8
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column
[83-1-18, 604]
III, lines 26 ff.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of an inscription
at least 1-in.; 9 + 9 +..........
Senn. Pr., Column III, lines 67 if.;
with
corresponding
of Sennacherib,
[83-1-18, 605]
Column IV, lines 69 ff.
Fragment of a vase of clay, 1 in. by lin.; on the outer surface 8 lines.
Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [83-1-18, 606]
Fragment of a vase of clay, 1 in. by 1 in.; on the outer surface 6 lines.
.[83-1-18, 607]
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king.
Portion of a sphere or astrolabe, 2jin. by l-5 in.; Ain. high. The flat
side appears to have been inscribed with the names and figures of
certain stars, of which 6 lines of writing and four figures are preserved.
[83-1-18, 608]
Cf. supra, pp. 1385, 1803, Sm. 162 and 81-7-27, 94.
Portion out of the middle, 2¼in. by 1 in. ; 14 + 16 lines.
contract concerning a sale of land.

Part of a private
[83-1-18, 688]

Right half, upper portion of obverse, 2- 5in. by 1 in.; 12 +.....lines.
Part of a private contract concerning a sale of slaves. [83-1-18, 689]
Right half, upper portion, 2 in. by 1in.; 7 + 10 +1 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 690]
.
..
private contract.
Righthalf, upper portion, 2kin. by 2inl.; 14 + ..... lines. Part of a hymn
[83-1-18, 691]
with an interlinear Assyrian version.
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Left half, upper portion, 2 in. by 2.in.; 20 +....
+ ..
........ +
14 + 8 lines in double-columns.
Part of a list of names of various
kinds of wood, insects, etc. Cf. supra, p. 1503, Sm. 1701.
[83-1-18, 692]
Lower half, 21in. by 2 7in.;
22 + 22 lines; Babylonian. Part of a hymn
with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 133 (see above,
p. 34 f.), obverse, lines 17 ff.
[83-1-18, 693]
Portions, 3 in. by 1 in.; 14 + 11 lines. Part of an astrological report
concerning eclipses, etc. It partly relates to public affairs.
[83-1-18, 694]
Lower half, 6¼in. by 5in.; 22 + 37 + 38 + 29 + ....
+ 21 + 24 + 33 lines.
Part of a list of proper names of persons. The names are compounded
with the names of the gods'
,>X --Y
->+,
4,
yy: , 3--4--y
<<<, etc., respectively, and are arranged in groups accordingly. Cf. supra,
p. 63, K. 241.
[83-1-18, 695]
Fragment of the left half, 21-in. by ~in.; 16 + 15 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter to the king.
[83-1-18, 696]
Portions, 7in. by 4in.; 14 + 12 lines; Babylonian. Part of a report,
concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
Mention is made of the city of -]A¥ A]d
t1 ~>y s
>4< and of
the
a> A
yt y.
For the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an d.
Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 30, No. 72, and for a transliteration and translation
of it cf. ibidim, Vol. II, pp. 181 ff.
[83-1-18, 697]
Upper half, 23in. by 2- 3 in.; 3 + 15 lines; between lines 2 and 3 of obverse
is the impression of a seal-cylinder. Part of a private contract,
dated:--:

h4* m

3

YY 4

<T-

[-I?],

V

[L

i.e., B.C. 673-2.

-+

4

*- [

?]

[83-1-18, 698]

Left-hand corner, 3 in. by l
6 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
6in.;
report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. [83-1-18, 699]
Fragment of the lower half, liln. by, Tin.; 6 + 3+ 6 lines in cuneiform
characters, which seem to be identical with those of the Second Column
of the trilingual inscriptions of Darius and other Akhaemenian kings.
Contents unknown. Cf. supra, pp. 655, 761, 1535, K. 4697, K. 6076
and Sm. 2144, etc.
[83-1-18, 706]
Left half, 2 in. by

6-in.;

15 + 14 lines.

Part of a letter to the king.
[83-1-18, 707]

* Partly effaced.
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Portion of the right half, 1-, in. by Win.; 10 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs in the land of Elam
[83-1-18, 708]
(& <><Y A iY).
Fragment of the upper portion,
Part of a letter.

1

in. by -' in.; 5 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
[83-1-18, 709]

Part of a letter.
[83-1-18, 711]
Left-hand corner. - hin.by in.; 6 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
[83-1-18, 712]
letter to the king concerning public affairs.
Fragment of the right half, 2-ljin. by sin.; 2 + 6 lines.

Portion of the upper half, 2 in. by ' 5in.; 12 + traces of 3 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 713]
letter to the king.
lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1¼ in. by 11 in.; 5 +..........
of a list of officers, etc., which may belong to a text containing
[83-1-18, 714]
epigraphs.
Portion of the right half, 1 in. by 1 in.; ..........
of a list of proper names of persons.
Left half, 1 in. by
the king).

in.; 10 + 8 lines; Babylonian.

+ 7 + 1 lines. Part
[83-1-18, 715]
Part of a letter (to
[83-1-18, 716]

Portion out of the middle, 1 -in. by -A in.; 10 + ..... lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter (to the king), probably concerning public affairs.
[83-1-18, 717]
9
6 lines; Babylonian.
Upper portion of reverse, 1 -in. by 1-in.;.....+
of the wind.
observations
concerning
Part of an astrological report
[83-1-18, 718]
Part of a
lines.
+
.....
12
in.;
11
by
2in.
middle,
the
of
Fragment out
719]
[83-1-18,
text containing forecasts.
Part of a memorandum.
[83-1-18, 721]
.... + 9 lines.
in.;
1
by
in.
1
reverse,
of
portion
Fragment of the lower
[83-1-18, 723]
End of a private contract. The date is mutilated.
Left half, l1in. by lkin.; 7 + 4 lines.

Fragment of the lower portion, 2k in. by 1 in.; traces of 13 + 9 lines. Part
[83-1-18, 724]
of a religious (?) text.
Fragment of the left half, 1} in. by i in.; 8 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
[83-1-18, 7261
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.
Fragment of the left half, lin.
report.

by 1 in.; 8 + 3 lines.

Part of a letter or
[83-1-18, 728]
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Fragment out of the middle, 2-3 in. by 1 fl in.; 5+
Part of an astrological (?) text.

..... (.....)
lines.
[83-1-18, 729]

Right half, upper portion, 21 in. by 31in.; 8 - 11 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing forecasts.
[83-1-18, 730]
Portion out of the middle, 1-}-1in. by 1 1 in.; .....
Part of a letter to the king.

+ 12 lines; Babylonian.
[83-1-18, 733]

Fragment of the left half, 1'in. by in.; 9 + short beginnings of 4 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.
[83-1-18, 735]
Portion of the left half, 1 in. by - in.; 14 +
lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter tothe king (
_-b5, A), probably concerning public
affairs.
[83-1-18, 736]
Portion of the left half, I.-% in. by 1l.in.; 8 + 7 lines.
contract.

Part of a private
[83-1-18, 737]

Left-hand corner, l- gin. by 1y in.; 7 + traces of 3 lines; partly vitrified.
Part of a private contract.
[83-1-18, 738]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 9 + .
.........
of a text containing astrological forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, 11- in. by 1 in.; 5
Part of a religious text.

.

) lines. Part
[83-1-18, 739]
.... ..... ) lines.
[83-1-18, 740]

Fragment of the lower portion, I in. by 1 in.; 1 + 5 lines. Fragment of
a letter to the king.
[83-1-18, 742]
Right-hand corner, 1

-5in.

by lin.; .....

+ 6 lines.

Part of a prayer.
[83-1-18, 743]

Left half, upper portion, 1 in. by k-in.; 6 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
letter to the king (?
AA .).
_
[83-1-18, 746]
Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by 1 in.; 5 +
Part of a text containing forecasts.

.

(.....)
lines.
[83-1-18, 747]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1] in.; 6 +.......
lines. Part
of a religious text including directions for ceremonies and rites.
[83-1-18, 748]
Fragment of the left half, 28 in. by
of a religious text.

in.; 13 + 17 lines; Babylonian. Part
[83-1-18, 749]

Right half, upper portion, 1- in. by - in.; 10 - 7 lines.
written for an Assyrian king.
VOL. IV.

Part of a prayer
[83-1-18, 750]
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Right half, lower portion, - in. by 5 in.; 7 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
[83-1-18, 753]
letter (to the king) concerning public affairs.
in. by

Fragment of the lower portion,
letter or report.

in.; 6 +. ....

Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by l- 1 in.; 7 +....
private contract concerning a sale of land.
Left-hand corner, 1-

in. by

+

in.; 6 + (.....

....

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 754]
lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 757]
+) 3 lines.

Part of

an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
[83-1-18, 758]
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by -l in.; 5 + .....
report.

lies.

Part of a letter or
[83-1-8, 759]

Fragment out of the middle, 19 in. by 3 in.; 6 + ..... lines. Part of an
incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [83-1-18, 760]
lines; Baby....
Fragment out of the middle, 5 in. by I in.; 5 +
lonian. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
[83-1-18, 761]
ceremonies.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1¼ in.; 5 + .
list of names of persons.

l..lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 763]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-1 in. by 1 in.; 7 + ..... lines; to the left of
the writing is part of a seal-impression. Part of a private contract (?).
[83-1-18, 764]
ines; Babylonian.
Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by 1 in.; 5 + .....
Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
*).
4 <>
:Q-Mention is made of Esarhaddon (I
[83-1-18, 765]

4-

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3 in. by ' in.; 4 + 5 +.....
..... lines. Fragment of a historical inscription of an Assyrian
[83-1-18, 766]
king.
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, I in. by
Part of a report.
Upper half, 2

in. by 2in.; 5 + 1 lines.

in.; 3 + 2 + 1 lines.
[83-1-18, 767]

Part of a private contract.
[83-1-18, 768]

lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1-3in. by 1 in.; 9 +..........
version.
Assyrian
interlinear
an
with
of an in c antation-text
[83-1-18, 769]
*

Partly effaced.
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by 18in.; 6 + .....
Fragment of the left half, l1 3in.
private contract concerning a sale of land.

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 770]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l1in. by 3 in.; 6 +.....
[83-1-18, 771]
(.....)
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts.
Left half, lower portion, 11 in. by 3 in.; short beginnings of 4 + 8 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs in
the land of Elam (\k <><(y Ey 4EY). Mention is made of y -4T-<
[83-1-18, 772]
4 C: ds.
^
Fragment out of the middle, 1 3in. by 1- in.; 7 + 5 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 773]
private contract.
+ 4 lines; Babylonian.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 13 in.; ....
Part of an astrological report concerning observations of the moon
[83-1-18, 774]
and sun; part of it appears to relate to public affairs.
Left half, upper portion,

1-l

in. by ; in.; 4 + 7 + 1 lines; Babylonian.

of an astrological report from Y

Part

"-TYAyS HP concerning
[83-1-18, 775]

observations of the moon.
Fragment out of the middle, 13in. by T5 in.; 8 +
Part of a text containing forecasts.

..

....
) lines.
[83-1-18, 776]

Fragment out of the middle, l16 in. by 1 in.; 8 + ..... lines. Part of a
letter, or report, concerning public affairs. Mention is made of
Assurbanipal (V -- 4 - YT) and the
YYA 'LYY Y- Y-.
[83-1-18, 777]
Fragment out of the middle,1 } in. by
of a letter.

9

in.; 6 +....

Left half, lower portion, 1 36 in. by 4- in.; 5 + 3 + 5 lines.
to the king concerning astrological subjects.
Left-hand corner, ~ in. by

iin.;

....

lines. Fragment
[83-1-18, 778]
Part of a letter
[83-1-18, 779]

+. 4 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an

[83-1-18, 780]

astrological report.
Fragment of the lower portion, 18 in. by
private contract.

T-

in.; 3 + .....

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 781]

Left half, upper portion, { in. by 13 in.; 5 + 5 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
public
concerning
:
Part of a letter to the king from YT Y' "!'"
[83-1-18, 782]
affairs.
Left-hand corner, 1 in. by --in.; 9 + 1 + 10 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain
[83-1-18, 783]
stars,
* Partly effaced.
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lines;
Fragment out of the middle, l in. by l--J in.; 9 +.........
Babylonian. Part of a religious text.
[83-1-18, 784]
Portion out of the middle, 11-in. by
letter concerning private affairs.
Right half, 18 in. by

5 in.; 7 + 1 lines.

Fragment out of the middle, '5 in. by
Fragment of a religious (?) text.

in.; 9 +.....

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 785]

Part of an astrological report.
[83-1-18, 786]
in.

4 + .....

lines; Babylonian.
[83-1-18, 787]

Fragment out of the middle, 13 in. by -7 in.; 7 + ....
of a letter.

.lines. Fragment
[83-1-18, 788]

Fragment out of the middle, 11 in. by -5 in.; ......
+ 7 +.
lines; Babylonian. Part of a religious or mythological text.
[83-1-18, 789]
Fragment of the lower portion, 1-76 in. by lin.; ..... + 2 + 5 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a report. It may belong to the class described
above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[83-1-18, 790]
Left half, 2--56 in. by

in.; 12 + 2 + 10 lines.

Part of a letter to the king.
[83-1-18, 793]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 1 in.; .....
+ 9 lines. Part of a
report, probably of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[83-1-18, 794]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2¼ in. by 1 in.; .....
+ 3 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a similar report.
[83-1-18, 795]
Fragment of the left half, 1Hin. by - 9 6 in.; 9 +.....
Part of a letter (to the king).

lines; Babylonian.
[83-1-18, 796]

Portion of the left half, 11in. by 11in.; 9 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a letter.
[83-1-18, 797]
Left-hand corner, 1l in. by 1-6 in.; 5 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f.,
K. 1288.
[83-1-18, 799]
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1-in. by 1-7T in.; 4 + .....

Babylonian.

Part of a similar report (?).

lines;

[83-1-18, 800]

Fragment of the lower portion; 1 in. by lin.; 3 + 3 + 6 lines in cuneiform
characters, which seem to be identical with those of the Second Column
of the trilingual inscriptions of Darius and other Akhaemenian kings.
Contents unknown. Cf. supra, pp. 655, 761, 1535, K. 4697, K. 6076
and Sm. 2144, etc.
[83-1-18, 801]
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Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 1in.; 3 + 114+ 3 lines in cuneiform
characters identical with those of the preceding number, q.v. Contents
unknown.
[83-1-18, 803]
Portion of the left half, 1lin. by "in.; 8 + .....
of a letter concerning public affairs.

lines; Babylonian. Part
[83-1-18, 804]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by |in.; 7 + 9 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the >-, etc.
[83-1-18, 805]
Portion of the right half, 1lin. by 1lin.; 7 + 7 lines.
contract.

Part of a private
[83-1-18, 806]

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 1l-6in.; 20 + ..... lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning ~'y A and ;: A, etc.
[83-1-8, 807]
Fragment of the lower half, 1 -in. by 1in. ; 6 + 7 lines.
to the king concerning the transport of horses.

Part of a letter
[83-1-18, 808]

Portion of the right half, lin. by in.; 6 + 6 lines in cuneiform characters
identical with those of 83-1-18, 801, q.v. Contents unknown.
[83-1-18, 809]
Right half, l1in. by lin.; 5
.....
+
+ traces of 1 lines; Babylonian. Part
of an astrological report (?).
[83-1-18, 810]
Left half, upper portion, 11 in. by - in. ; 4 + 4 + 1 + (left-hand edge)
1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter. Mention is made of V > -.
[83-1-18, 811]
Upper half, lnin. by 1-6-in. ; 4 + 4 lines.
Part of a memorandum
concerning a sum of money to be paid in the presence of y '-- I
[83-1-18, 812]
l
[-Sf].
Fragment out of the middle, liby b8in.
+ 7 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king, probably concerning public affairs.
[83-1-18, 814]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-1 in. by 11 -in.; ....

+. 6 lines. Part of a
religious text including directions for ceremonies and rites.
[83-1-18, 8]7]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1 in. by 5in.; 3 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report, probably of the class described above, p. 259 f.,
K. 1288.
[83-1-18, 819]
Portion of the left half, lin.
to the king.

by gin.; 12 + ,.

. lines.

Part of a letter
[83-1-18, 820]
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lines; Babylonian.
8 + .....
1 -in. by
linl.;
Fragment out of the middle,
Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
[83-1-18, 822]
p. 259 f., K. 1288.
Poltion of the right half, 2kin. by 1-96 in.; 15 + 9 lines.
to the king.

Part of a letter
[83-1-18, 823]

+ 10 lines; Babylonian.
Portion out of the middle, l-7-in. by lin.; ....
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is
[83-1-18, 824]
[I
- f( , ?].
4-]
and y
*t
made of j -y.
Portions, 2kin. by 1-16in.; 12 lines.

Part of a letter (to the king).
[83-1-18, 825]

Fragment out of the middle, 1- in. by I"in.; 7 + short beginnings of
[83-1-18, 826]
3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king.
Fragment out of the middle,
omen-text.

1- in.

by 1 in.; 6 + .....

lines. Part of an
[83-1-18, 827]

Portions, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 1- in. by in.; ends of
3 + 6 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines. Part of a private contract.
[83-1-18, 828]
Fragment of the right half, 18 in. by 1 in.; 5 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part
[83-1-18, 830]
of a text containing forecasts.
Portion out of the middle, 28 in. by 1 -in.; 7 + 4 lines.
logical report.
Right half, upper portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 12 + 11 lines.

Part of an astro[83-1-18, 831]
Part of a letter.
[83-1-18, 832]

lines; Babylonian.
Left half, upper portion, 1I in. by ' sin.; 6 + ....
Part of a memorandum concerning the transport of corn, etc.
[83-1-18, 833]
Left half, upper portion, lin. by T in.; 4 +....lines; Babylonian.
Part of an astrological report concerning observations of the planet
[83-1-18, 834]
-<).
Venus (-+ 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines;
Upper half, 1-1 in. by 1 I in.; 7 +.....
_
A,) from , >Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king (b
CLAY
:

^

.d

[83-1-18, 835]

Fragment out of the middle, 12 in. by 1l in.; 6 + ..... lines. Part of an
[83-1-18, 836]
- - -).
inscription of Esarhaddon ([y -+q?] -
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Portion of the left half, 1 in. by -in.; 9 + 7 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king.
[83-1-18, 837]
Portion of the right half, 13 in. by -in.; 11 + ends of 11 lines. Part of a
letter to the king.
[83-1-18, 838]
Fragment out of the middle, l1 in. by 1 in.; 10 + .....
report concerning public affairs.
Left half, lower portion, 1 in. byTin.;
report.
Portion of the right half, lin.
the king.

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 839]

6 + 6 lines.

Part of a letter or
[83-1-18, 840]

by - in.; 11 + 5 lines.

Part of a letter to
[83-1-18, 841]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 15 in. by I I in.; 3 + ....
lines.
Part of a memorandum.
[83-1-18, 842]
Right half, lower portion, 11 in. by
in.; short ends of 2 + 9 lines. Part
of a letter, or report, concerning private affairs.
[83-1-18, 843]
Fragment of the left half, 1½ in. by

l¢-in.; .....

+ 5 lines.

letter or report.

[83-1-18, 844]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 13 i.;
religious text.

4

Lower half of reverse, 14 in. by 1 in.;

+ 9 lines.

]y

....

The colophon contains a date :-d-d

or report.

,.

.....

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 845]
End of a letter
3

JfEm, i.e., March-April, B.c. 667.

Left-hand corner, t in. by

Part of a

in.; 4 + 4 lines.

<

Y

<

[83-1-18, 847]

Part of a private contract.
[83-1-18, 848]

Left half, lower portion, 1 in. by in.. 5 + 3 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 1
lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king concerning public
'(-<
Y¥ U .
[83-1-18, 849]
affairs. Mention is made of the
Right half, lower portion, 1- in. by
containing forecasts.

3 in.;

4 + I + 8 lines.

Part of a text
[83-1-18, 852]

Right-hand corner, 1 in. by 1 in.; (..
+) 4 + 7 (+ ..... ) lines. Part
of a list of names of officials, and their titles, similar to that of K. 1359;
see above, p. 274.
[83-1-18, 853]
lines;
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1 in. by 1l in.; 4 + ....
Babylonian. Part of a religious (?) text.
[83-1-18, 855]
*

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 13 in. by
a list of names of persons, etc.

8

in.; 5 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of
[83-1-18, 857]

Right half, lower portion, 1l in. by in.; 5 + 2 +....
letter, or report, concerning private affairs.

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 858]

. lines; BabyFragment of the lower portion, 15in. by -3 in.; 3 +.
lonian. Part of a report. It may belong to the class described above,
[83-1-18, 860]
p. 259 f., K. 1288.
+ 10 lines.
+
Right half, upper portion of reverse, 1 in. by 1 in.; ....
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. [831-118, 861]
5
in. by
Portion of the right half, 1 A
private contract.

Fragment of the left half, 18 in. by
letter or report.

13

in.; 9

-lx3in.;

....

lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 862]

6 + traces of 1 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 863]

Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by -5in.; 10 + short ends of 4 lines;
[83-1-18, 864]
Babylonian. Part of a letter (to the king).
Left half, lower portion, lin. by lin.; 7 + 2 + 5 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. [83-1-18, 866]
Left half, lower portion, 1 in. by 15 in.; 8 + 4 lines. Part of a text containing atrological forecasts taken from observations of certain
[83-1-18, 867]
stars.
Fragment out of the middle, 2-"1 in. by
lonian. Part of a letter or report.

6 in.; .....

Upper half, 1 in. by -3 in.; 4 + 4 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
->y.>
'- 5.)
" from y y VV-_y
to the king (

8 lines; Baby[83-1-18, 868]
Part of a letter
[83-1-18, 869]

Fragment of the lower portion, l-T7 iin. by 2 in.; 4 + 1 + 3 lines. Part of
an astrological report concerning observations of the moon and
[83-1-18, 870]
certain stars; it partly relates to public affairs.
Left-hand corner, l1in. by in.; 2 + 1 + 4 lines.

Part of a memorandum.
[83-1-18, 871]

. lines; Babylonian.
Right half, lower portion, J-5 in. by in.; 9 - ..
Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs in the land of

Elam (&, <>

Y Y) y).

[83-1-18, 872]

Fragment of the left half, in. by - in.; 3 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Frag[83-1-18, 874]
ment of a text containing foreca sts.
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Fragmentt out of the middle, 1l-in. by 1l in.; 8 + . .. . lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 876]
text containing forecasts concerning the - -J, etc.
Fragment- of the lower portion, 11 in. by - in.; -2 + 3- lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report, which may belong to the class described above,
[83-1-18, 879]
...
p. 259 f, K. 1288.
Fragment- of theleft-- half,- 1 in.by
private contract.

in.;

. . . + 6 lines. -Part of a
[83-1-18, 880]

Left-hand corner, -in. by inin-;-3 + 1 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
-astr-'ological report concerning observations of the moon.
[83-1-18, 881]
Fragment of the right half,
of a letter or report.

5 in.

by

6

in.; 6 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part
[83-1-18, 882]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 1- in. by
Babylonian. Part of an astrological report,

in.; ...

+ 5 lines;
[83-1-18, 883]

Left half, a3in. by 13in.; 5 + 1 + 1 lines. Part of an astrological
report concerning observations of the moon and certain stars.
[83-1-18, 884]
Left half, lin. by in.; 6 + 3 lines. Part of an astrological report
concerning observations of the moon; it partly relates to public affairs.
[83-1-18, 885]
Right-hand corner, ; 5 in. by 8 in.; 4 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
letter (to the king) concerning public affairs in the land of Elam
[83-1-18, 86]
<B>) '
-( b<yO^ST
Portion out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 7 lines.
. .
contract..
Fragment out of the middle, 11 in. by Win.; .....
letter concerning public affairs.

Part of a private
[83-1-18, 888]

+ 6 lines. Part of a
[83-1-18, 890]

lines;
Fragment of the upper portion of obverse, in. by in.; 3 +.....
Babylonian. Fragment of a report of the class described above,
[83-1-18, 891]
p. 259 f., K. 1288.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by ,3 in.; 6 + .....
Fragment of a list-of--names--of-officials,-et--

(

) lines.
[83-1-18, 896]

Portions, 31 in. by 3 in.; 15 + 14 + 2 lines. Part of a report, concerning
public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention
-$Hi ,'-) and of the land of
is made of Esarhaddon (y >,-V
[83-1-18, 897]
-,.
-t¥ sY.-Y
' >
VOL. IV.
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Portion out of the middle, 3- in. by 3 in.; 12 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
p. 259f., K. 1288. Mention is made of Esarhaddon ( t>-+ 4
<'I
etc.
[83)
[83-1-18,
898]

kA

Right half, upper portion, l- in. by 1 in.; (.....+)11 +
...
.....)
lines in double-columns; Babylonian. Part of an explanatory list.
[83-1-18, 899]
Left-hand corner, 18 in. by 1-1 in.; 4 + 6 lines. Part of a private contract.
The date is mutilated.
[83-1-18, 900]

Complete, 4] in. by 2- in.; 33 + 16 lines. Hemnerology for the various
months. According to the colophon it has been copied from an original
in Nippur ( -BY
<Jy ). The text is published by BEZOLD, Zeits., 1888,
pp. 245 ff.
[Bu. 88-5-12, 11]
Portion out of the middle of a cylinder, 2; in. long, segmental arc 2¼ in.,
chord 2 in.; 9 lines separated from each other by division-rules. Part
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
[Bu. 88-5-12, 120]

·
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Upper half, 2-

in. by 1jin; 10 + 3 lines.

Y; Iy
~ t=

from y-

Part of a letter to the king

Wy
- * concerning private affairs.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 1]

Lower half, 2 in. by l-6 in.; 11 + i1 lines; at the beginning of obverse are
visible parts of two seal-impressions.
Part of a private contract
concerning the sale of a slave.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 2]
Complete, 2¼in. by 1 in.; 7 + 4 lines. Astrological report concerning
observations of the moon and Jupiter. It partly relates to public
affairs :- Y
>-Y'
Ytyy <<<! Y YI|
>+

~ ><-yT.T-

4; <<< <k vr [ - 1>-4 I
1
^Y wY - ^ &n-

3-

YLEj

Yty
<<<

;

I i >- e

<<< .Ty
T|

^

rt r_ iYY=
I <M

I<S in: T

Nearly complete, 2§ in. by lin.;
concerning private affairs.

<<<
>-

1 v 1Y>-+

=IYY=
>T^ + >

t
>Yxt <P-.
3-a

- PT<

tyn

v

<Wm PYk <YTI W 0YT0

'

22 + 2 + 22 lines.

- v

y- v M
1-Y
[Bu. 89-4-26, 3]

Letter to the king
[Bu. 89-4-26, 4]

Nearly complete, 2-T in. by 1-l in.; 15 + 12 lines. Letter to the king's
mother from Y3-- (+ <((< -+ ~ concerning Y -4- -- -, etc.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 5]
Complete, 2- in. by lNin.; 8 + 5 lines. Report to the king concerning
religious ceremonies :--r.*
<Y-; -YY
.
>YY >Y kg I "MYvY
TtYY

Y- Vn
17tt-f<ia>·-+

<1

n4 1 w

->_Y7
<1

<k-A<Y
<M:2YTY;
-y
-y

:Y -'X =:y?

t>>ti

M
,.

iT

Bu 8-2pg6, 6]
D-> ( <mW-1
>4 T

^

-r

Y.--

^r t2n

[Bn, 89-4-26, 6]

Portions, 2¼in. by 1 in.; 10 + 2 + 9 lines. Part of a private contract
concerning a sale of slaves. It is dated in the eponymy of Y >-;5 .

Ty[n],

.

i.e., B.C. 671-70.
*

[Bu. 89-4-26, 7]

Partly effaced.

11 M 2
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Astrological
Complete, 2in. by 1 in.; 5 + 1 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
U concerning observations
report, and letter, to the king from Ty g<
[Bu. 89-4-26, 8]
of the moon and Scorpion.
Nearly complete, 2 in. by 1 in.; 11 + 1 + 9 lines. Letter to the king fiom
r- Y1
>)) of the city of . T < ,-( Y concerning
the astrologers (:%.
observations of the moon and sun.
[Bu. 89-42 9]
^Complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, -l in. by 1 in.; 9 + 2
lines. Private contract, dated:->--,-_--: (-:a-:;
i.--.,.
: April-May, B.c. 674.
, Bu. 89-4-26, 10]
.Complete, 1 in. by in.; 4 + 1 + 5 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Astrological
report, and letter, to the king
t-Y)
from:Y yY<- . :T
f(r
concerning observations of the:.moon. : The report relates to public
affairs.
.
.
"
":
,.4|'Bu,.-894-26, 11]
'.[Bn.

abylia.
Lower half, 1nin. j
I n. 9 + 2 + 8 lines
concernng publicf&airs.i ;. Menton i made. off -hland
d

t of a etter
:T

"Bu6. 12]
[13 :8-26,
, + 3 lin;e,
Part of an-:o men-text
Left half, lower portion, 2 in. by ;i;
concerning the actions of certain' birds. The sentences begin with

This'fmgnent
r;espectively.
:
-. :
'
.¥
9 and
' ..
appears to belong to the same tablet as 80-7-19., '161; 'see above,
1.74-- [Bu 89-4-26, 13]

" T.T

Complete-, probably "the .inner part of a. case-kablet,i 156 in. by 'in.;
5 + 1 + 6 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Private contract concerning
a sale of corn..
:
'
[[Bu. -89-"4-26;, 14]
Left half, l1in. by s in.; 5 + 3 +5 + 3 lines in cuneiform characters,
:which seem to be identical with those of the Second Column of the
trilingual inscriptions of Darius and other Akhaemenian kings. Contents unknown. Cf. supra, pp. 655, 1535, K. 4697, Sn. 2144, etc.
..... - ; -- ,
' [Bu. 89-4-26, 15]
Lower half, 1 in. by 1in.; 10 +3 + 12 lines. Part of a letter to the

king concerning a message (, >.
TT<'tP-¥-f)-from g
yf ¢Y
); the servant of f -- << ,_, an astrologer (%' +
B.
ti. 89.4-26. 16]
-4
:_.yT, son of Y i
Upper half, 1 in. by - in.; 9 + 9 +41+' (left-hand edge) 2 liness.' Part of
a letter to the king from Y
4-]
4-- *
concerning
rt d
astrological
subjects.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 17]
*

Partly effaced.

t Probably written over an erasure.
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Astrological
Nearly complete, 21 in. by lin., ^6 + 2::lines; Babylonian:
report from Y Vf
~- Y;kY '^ («~> ) concerning storms

( ' : <

,,[B .-89-4-26, 18]

)-

Part of an
. " [Bu.: 89-'!-26, 19]

--Right :half,- 1 in. by- l::in.; 5 + 1 + 4 lines; Babylonian.,
astrologicalireport from [¥ 2-4]

:

:

.

Lower half, l- in. by 1in.; 11 + 2 + 7 lines. Part of a letter to the
-:Y
'
king concerning private' affairs. 'Mention is made of :Y 4and
-4-iz;"4,
F
of
son
,
I
the
YIY
-; -; T >
+4:', Y. T
[Bu:. 89 -4.-2.6^i20]
'.'
:"
.-,tY, t.he son of T :'-"
:
-. . ::: of F-:
-

Friagment out of the middle ofa pris-moid,;'liih. by' liiin. 8+ . ........
i:?
ines. Part of-a'historical inisdcriptioif an A:syrin king
:i.
-[r[Bi.-:,..-..
*0;*~ -: .. .;
89-4-26, 21]
:-:Upper half, '2 in. by 1 in.; 13 +.. ..*i .:. lines. : Part of a ipriivate contraet
.::- a female slave.
.- ;::..
P:'i
.
:. ;
. .concerning thei sale:of
[Bu. 89-4-.26, 22]
::
-"::-:....- · ....."Right haf I.ower, portion of one side, 2kin. :by 1lin.; ; .,.
of an inscrtiption of an Assyrian king.

±9 lines. .- Part
[Bu. 89-4-26, 23]

Zi.

: '
:by
17rin.; on the
clay; 1 in.
j Fragment of the, lower portion .of a vase of
:outer surnface 5 lines in archaic characters.. Part. of an inscription
[Bu. 89-4-26, 24]
....
.: .of an Assyrian k.g'(?). ...... ....

7!

"
''-'''....

r

-.

:2 .. l ·

..

,; J'.-"

lines. Pait of a text
P'ortion -out:of the: middle; 2ism by: :l-in.,; 12 + .,± .
conhtainingl astrological forecasts.taken -fiom observatioi.s of the
moon.
..
-.
e
[Bu. 89-4-26, 25]
Fragment out-of the middle, lin b y -i i .1; .. : . ±: 7 lines; Baalonian.
e Part of a- repot,' probably of the class described above, p. 259f.,
.
K. 1288.:
K,
'
i "' i [Bu. 89-4-26, 26]
;

I

Fragment out of. the middle, lin. l by ^";in.;: 9 + 8; Jines. Part of a
historical inscription of an Assyrian king (Tilathpilese:
I.,e?).
[Bu'89-4-26, 28]
Fragment out of the middle of a p
d
. highthe
base
at least l1in.; 9 + ...
...... '+ short ends of 9 lines. Part of an
inscription of Esarhaddon, corresponding With 48-10-31, 2 (see
above, Ip. 1689), Column I, lines 49ff. It partly restores the text of
:
?r;. ..
, ,8,4 [Bu-. 89-4-26,:29]
; :i' -the end of-that (Column.: . ; 7
Part
. . . .) lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by l1in.; 12' +: ...
'r of a text coiitaining ian tatioin ahnd p:fayers .-. .;:. . .
T
,.,-:--:.f;
:'.:
.5.
.... '
*:
^:,
,-;:
-:,. . " r -.. f:'.?:,[Bu.
'
89&9-4-26, 30]
A-.:.-.

1 i· . ;

.ri.:

* Partlv effaced.

"

j

. .
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Lower half, 2in. by
the king.

1r-in.;

.lines.

11 + 2+....

Part of a letter to
[Bu. 89-4-26, 31]

Nearly complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 1 in. by l1 lin.;
5 + 2 + 5 + 1 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines. Private contract, dated:B.C. 680.
yf
ice.,, May-June,
£TM
<T OF *T
tf
;
[Bu. 89-4-26, 32]
of a private
Part
lines.
-Right halfi npper portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 8
[Bu. 89-4-26, 33]
contract. Fragment of the lid (?) of a vase of clay, 2 in. by in.; 1 line. Fragment
[Bu. 89-4-26, 34]
of an inscription of an Assyrian king (?).
Right half, lower portion, l1in. by l1in.; 4 + 1 + 5 lines. Part of a
[Bu. 89-4-26, 35]
report(?).
12 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 6 lines.
tFragment of the left half, lin. by -min.;
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various
[Bu. 89-4-26, 36]
months.
Portions, isin. by sin.; 5 lines.

?5Y [TM?]Y
Y''
half,
Fragment of the left
n

18in.

Part of an astrological 'report'from
[Bu. 89-4-26, 37]
) lines. Part
(
by " in.; 9 + ....
e

V

· ··· \ e

of a list of names of women.

··

[Bu. 89-4-26, 38]

Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, l1in. by 1jin.; 10 lines. Introduction to an inscription of Sennacherib. The text corresponds
[Bu. 89-4-26, 39]
with Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 1 if.
Fragment of the lower portion of one side, lin.
(.

...

) lines.

by 1in.; 7 +.....

Part of a religious or mythological text.

[Bu. 89-4-26, 40]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1lin. high, one side of the base
Part of a historical
..... lines.
at least kin.; 8 + 6....+
[Bu. 89-4-26, 41]
inscription of an Assyrian king.
Right half, npper pprtionl, 1in, by 1-in.; 10 + 8 + 3 lines. Part of a
[Bu. 89-4-26, 43]
letter to the king concerning private affairs.
Fragment of the right half, 1-in. by lin.; 11 + 8 lines. Part of a
[Bu. 89-4-26, 44]
religious or mythological text.
lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 12 +....
89-4-26, 45]
[Bu.
forecasts.
containing
text
Right-hand corner, 1-r in. by in.; 6 +.....lines; Babylonian. part of
a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
[Bu. 89-4-26, 46]
p. 259 f., K. 1288.
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Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1n in. high, one side of the base
at least 1 in. ; 6 +
.
lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column
IX, lines 99 f.
Bu. 89-4-26, 47]
Fragment out of the middle, l in. by 1 'in.; 14 + traces of 3 + .....
.....
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words
with similar meanings.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 48]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 in.; 13 + ....
text containing forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle, Ia in. by lain.; 8
columns. Part of a text containing forecasts.

lines. Part of a
[Bu. 89-4-26, 49]

..... lines in double[Bu. 89-4-26, 50]

Left half, upper portion of reverse, 1 T7 in. by in.; .....
+ 2 + 8 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.
Mention is made of the country of ~ ( H.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 52]
Right lalf, upper portion of reverse, 1l in. by llines. Part of a private contract.
Fragment of the left half, la in. by lLin.; .....
text containing forecasts concerning the ,

in.; short ends of 2 + 6
[Bu. 89-4-26, 53]
+ 10 lines.

',etc.

Part of a
[Bu. 89-4-26, 54]

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; .....
+ 4 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a report which may belong to the class described above, p. 259 f.,
K. 1288.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 55]
Fragment of the left half, 1-}1in.
by rn in.; 14 .....
lines; marginal
number <. Fragment of a text containing forecasts.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 56]
Portion of the right half, 1 in. by 1 in.; . .... + 11 lines. Part of a
letter to the king concerning public affairs.
Mention is made of
[Bu. 89-4-26, 57]
1
n
a
E_
VY
-Ebry
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by i in.; 4 + .....
a report (?).

lines. Fragment of
[Bu. 89-4-26, 58]

Fragment of the right half, a- in. by
in.; 3 + 5 lines; at the beginning
are
two
nail-marks.
Part
of a private contiact.
of obverse
[Bu. 89-4-26, 59]
lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 18 in.; 6 + .........
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to
be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 60]

1922:
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Fragment, of the upper portion, 14 in
in.- ; 4 lines. Part of an astro-:
: logical report concerning an observation of the moon.
. [Bu. 89-4-26, 61]
. ;. - ,
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
incantation-text.
.........

.

.

'

"

:

:.

."..~
'" :

.

..

..

.

in.; 16 + ....

.

..

.

.

. ...

lines. Part of an
[Bu. 89-4-26, 62]

'

'~,

-

.' ..:..')~
: . '' :'.

Upper half, -1 in. by l in.; 11 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
to the king (_
, ~ L' ) from ¥ -;F[*
'P'
- concerning
[Bu. 89-4-26, 63 + Bu. 89-4-26, 81]
_private affairs.
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1in.; 7 .
- 'i doible-columns. .Part of an expJanatory:
list.
'

.

-. .

..

.

.
lines in
[Bu.-89-4-26, 64J,:T

Fragment out of the middle, l-ein. by 1 in.; 5 +..........lines.
:Part of a historical inscriptio-n of an Assyrian king.
, ...-.
:.'.: ':.;
... '
[Bu. 89-4-26, 65]
Fragment of the- left half, l in.- by
.-Sumero-Akkadian religious text.

in.; 7 +.....
.. , .
.. .... .,

...
: .

::v:..

lines. Part of a
_[Bu. 89-4-26, '66].
."

Fragment of the right half, lin. by lin.; (.+...
-)..
14 (+ ..... )
.: .lines .(in -double-columns). .- Part of an exp.lanatory list. Mentioni
is made of a number .of expressions used.in:- the following foreign

<',

countries,:-=
and'
'-'

<fy,

]

T.

. ,, .

.^

^

'

^,<,. >
.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 67]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1 in. by 'in.; 5 +....
lines.
Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
- " :: -: -* -:-'
;
' [:Bu. 89-4-26, 68]
Fragment of the lower portion, 'lini. by 1 in.; 1 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a similar report.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 69]
lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middl.e, linm.l by lin.;.8.. ..
. religious text including directions for ceremonies and rites.
89-4-26, 70]
U.[Bu.
[ .
'.. _
;
,.

Left half, lower portion, l1in. by

r

in.; 10 + 10 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.

Part of a letter to the king. Mention is made of ¥ .y-__,
[Bu. 89-4-26, 71]
:and':
VW ,etc.
'4
" ..

«

Portions, 1in.

'-

.# . .

.,.

.

....

..

.

....

by Tin
. .; 2 lines.

.....

.

.

...

.

Fragment of the left half, 1iin,
by lii.; 12 +
of aist
of names of women.
.

of alist of names of women.
...

......

Part of a memorandum.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 72]
.
...

(...)
.. ..

lines. Part
[Bu. 89-4-26 73]

[Bul. 89-4-26, 73]
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Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, lin. long, segmental arc 1"in.,
chord 1{in.; 12 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 74]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 Iin.; 8 +......
.. lines. Part
of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 75]
Fragment of the lower portion, lin.
by l-in.; 7 + traces of 6 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a letter or report.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 76]
Fragment of the left half, 1-^in. by 1 in.; 9 +.
of a list of names of gods.

.........

) lines. Part
[Bu. 89-4-26, 77]

Fragment of the right half, 15in. by 11in.; ...
religious (?) text.

+ 9 lines. Part of a
[Bu. 89-4-26, 78]

Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by 1-,in.;.....
..... ) + 5 lines.
End of a text containing forecasts. Of the catch-line only the middle
part is visible :" -+ 4
Y
2
[Bu. 89-4-26, 80]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
in.; 10 +.
......
lines.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of >>4-P~- and other stars. They partly relate to public
affairs.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 82]
Fragment of the left half, 1 -in. by in.; 8 +.....
or report.

lines.

Fragment out of the middle, 1--lin. by 1-blin.; .....

a private contract.

Part of a letter
[Bu. 89-4-26, 83]

+ 6 lines.

Part of

[Bu. 89-4-26, 84]

Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by lin.; 6 +....
lines. Part of a
text containing forecasts concerning the ~E Tuy*, etc.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 85]
Fragment out of the middle, lin byin. in.; traces of 3 + 9 +.
....
lines. Part of an incantation-text.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 86]
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by gin.; ..... + ..... + traces of 1 +
8 lines. Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [Bu. 89-4-26, 87]
Fragment out of the middle of a vase of clay, 1in. by l in.; on the outer
surface 2 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king(?).
[Bu. 89-4-26, 88]
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by lin.; 9 .......
of a text containing astrological forecasts.
*

VOL. IV.

) lines. Part
[Bu. 89-4-26, 89]

Partly effaced.
11 N
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lines. Part of a text
[Bu. 89-4-26, 90]

in. by lin.; 7 + ....
Fragment out of the middle,
containing astrological forecasts.

lines.
(.....)
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by -in.; 8 + .....
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning
[Bu. 89-4-26, 91]
rainfall, etc.
) lines.
Fragment out of the middle, lin. by lin.; 7 + ..........
[Bu. 89-4-26, 93]
Fragment of a religious (?) text.
in.;....

Fragment out of the middle, -Fin. by
text containing forecasts.

+ 4 lines. Part of a
[Bu. 89-4-26, 94]

. lines. Part
..........
in. by in.; 5
Fragment out of the middle,
version.
Assyrian
interlinear
with
an
of an incantation-text
[Bu. 89-4-26, 95]
Fragment out of the middle,
of a religious text.

5

in. by

-6

lines. Part
[Bu. 89-4-26, 96]

in.; 5 +.....(....)

8
+
Fragment out of the middle, 1-T6in. by lin.; (.....+)....
lines. Part of a mythological legend. Duplicate of
(+.....)
[Bu. 89-4-26, 97]
K. 6235; see above, p. 772.
Fragment out of the middle, in. by
ment of a religious text.
in. by
taining forecasts.

Right-hand corner,

--

5 in.;

Part of a text con-

7 lines.
+..+

in.; .

lines. Frag[Bu. 89-4-26, 98]

5 + ..........

[Bu. 89-4-26, 99]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
letter or report.

8

in.; 9 + .....

lines. Part of a
[Bu. 89-4-26, 100]

lines. Part
Fragment out of the middle, I in. by in.; 5 +..........)
of a text containing regulations for making offerings.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 101]
in.; 4 +.......()

Fragment out of the middle, 5 in. by
Fragment of a religious(?) text.

+
+ 5 +..
[Bu. 89-4-26, 103]

Fragment out of the middle, l in. by 5 in.; .....
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts.
Fragment out of the middle,
private contract (?).

4

in. by

3

in.; .....

Fragment out of the middle, in. by -in.;
ment of a religious text.

lines.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 102]

Part of a
+ 5 lines.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 104]

6 +..........

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by - in.; 4 + .....
text containing forecasts.

lines. Frag[Bu. 89-4-26, 105]
lines. Part of a
[Bu. 89-4-26, 106]

1.925
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by - in.; 10 +..
lines in
double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 107 + Bu. 89-4-26, 108]
Fragment out of the middle,
in. by -- in.; 4 +.........
) lines.
Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from
observations of the moon.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 109]
Fragment of the right half, in. by in. (....
+) 3 +.....(
.... )
lines. Fragment of a religious text including directions for ceremonies
and rites.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 111]
Portion out of the middle, 269 in. by 1 in.; 15 + 11 +..........
lines
in double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 112]
Portion of the left half, 2 in. by l1 in.; 10 + 12 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning the ~~Yy, etc.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 113]
Left half, lower portion, 13 in. by 1 in.; 11 + 9 lines.
taining prayers and directions for ceremonies.

Part of a text con[Bu. 89-4-26, 114]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by 2 in.; .....
4 8 + 16 + .....
lines
in double-columns. Part of a list of names of gods and their titles.
Glosses are added by the scribe.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 115]
..
lines.
Portion out of the middle, 2| in. by 2in.; 14 + 11 + .
Part of a text containing epigraphs concerning the campaigns of
Assurbanipal ([f] -4- 4
H).
[Bu.
B: 89-4-26, 116]
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; ..... + ..
+ 17 + .....
lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning
fYE and
n
[Bu. 89-4-26, 117]
>-yyy, etc.
Left half, 2-in. by 1-bin.; 7 lines.
banipal ( -).

Part of an inscription of Assur__
[Bu. 89-4-26, 118]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 18 in.; 13 +.....

lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing forecasts concerning
Cf. supra, p. 549, note t.

Ly~ and y Ad, etc.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 119]

Upper half, 2- in. by 15in.; 12 + 9 lines. Part of a private contract,
dated:-- -> <y
y <YY z <y' C - ¥T-4.
.
>, i.e., Sept.-Oct.,
B.c. 694.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 120]
Lower half, 1 3in. by 1l;in.; 11 + 11 lines.

Part of a legal decision.

[Bu. 89-4-26, 122]
11 N 2
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Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 1-l in.; 12 + 2 + 11 lines. Part of a
[Bu. 89-4-26, 123]
private contract concerning a sale of slaves.
Lower half, 2yLin. by 1lin.; 15 + 3 lines.
sum total is added by the scribe.

Part of a list of officials. A
[Bu. 89-4-26, 124]

Fragment of the right half, 17 in. by 1 29 in.; 14 + 3 lines. Part of a text
[Bu. 89-4-26, 125]
containing forecasts.
(.....+
+.....+)
9 lines.
Left half, upper portion, 2 in. by 1 in.; 16
Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.
Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible:--\
IeY
-' '

89-4-26, 126]

½[Bu.
,

) lines. Part
.........
[Bu. 89-4-26, 127]

in.; 7 +.

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by
of a prayer.

in.; 10 + 13 lines.

Part of a private
[Bu. 89-4-26. 128]

in.; 10 + 5 lines.
Right half, lower portion, 18 in. by
probably written for an Assyrian king.

Part of a prayer,
[Bu. 89-4-26, 129]

Portion of the left half, 2- in. by
contract.

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 12 + 14 lines. Part of a text
containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain
stars.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 130]
Right half, lower portion, lin.
legal decision.

by 1lin.; 8 + 3 + 12 lines. Part of a
[Bu. 89-4-26, 131]

Portion of the right half; 2¼ in. by 1
of a text containing forecasts.

3

.(....)
lines. Part
[Bu. 89-4-26, 132]

in. 14 +

Left half, l 2 in. by 1- in.; 14 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 2* lines. Part of a
text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version,
[Bu. 89-4-26, 133]
and prayers. Cf. BEZOLD, Zeits., 1889, p. 432.
Portion out of the middle, 2

lines.

in. by 1

in.; .....

Part of an incantation-text.

Right-hand corner, 1 in. by 1 in.; ( ..
Part of a text containing forecasts.

..

+ 13
....
[Bu. 89-4-26, 134]

+.....

lines.
+) 10 + 7 (+.....)
[Bu. 89-4-26, 135]

Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 2- in. long, segmental arc 2 in.,
chord 1 in.; 4 lines separated from each other by division-rules. End
of an inscription of an Assyrian king. The colophon contains a
[Bu. 89-4-26, 136]
date.
* According to the indication of the scribe these two lines should be inserted between lines 2
and 3 of reverse.
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Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, lU in. long, segmental arc 2½in.,
chord 2}in.; 14 lines.
Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
The text corresponds with that of Senn. Pr., Column III, lines 1 ff.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 137]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 2-6-in. long, segmental arc 28 in.,
chord 2in.; 12 lines.
Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 138]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 1 in. long, segmental are 21 in.,
chord 2 in.; 15 lines. Part of an inscription of Senn acherib.
Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 139]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 13 in. long, segmental arc 1 in.;
chord 1 in.; 9 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 140]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 196 in. long, segmental ar 2 in.,
chord l in.; 13 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
The text corresponds with that of Senn. Pr., Column II, lines 52 ff.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 141]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2in. high, one side of the base
at least 1in.; 8 +..........
lines. Part of a historical inscription
of an Assyrian king,
[Bu. 89-4-26, 142]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 2in. long, segmental arc 2 in.,
chord l1in.; 8 lines. Introduction and end of an inscription of an
Assyrian king.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 143]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid,
l1in.
high, one side of the base
at least 1in.;
traces of 4 + 11+ .........
lines.
Part of an
inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with K. 2732 (see above,
p. 470), Column VI, lines 38 if.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 144]
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the
base at least 2in.; 8 + 7 + .........
lines. Part of an inscription
of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr., Column II, lines 28 ff.;
Column III, lines 1 ff.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 145]
Fragment out of the middle of reverse, 2-i9 in. by -1
5in.; .....
+ 7 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259f.,
K. 1288.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 148]
Fragment of the right half of a cylinder, 2¼in. long, segmental arc i in.,
chord l-'in.; 11 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 149]
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) lines. Part of a
Left-hand corner, 2-5sin. by 2¼in.; 8 ........
historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Sennacherib.
Hy
W * -, etc.
Mention is made of the country of A. AWy]
[Bu. 89-4-26, 150]
side of the base
one
high,
23in.
prismoid,
a
of
Fragment out of the middle
lines. Part of a historical inscription
8 + ........
atleast 1in.;
of an Assyrian king. Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([V] ->
[Bu. 89-4-26, 151]
4- A-).
Portion of the right half, 2-in. by 2¼in.; traces of 3 + 14 + 11 +..... lines
in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. It probably was
written for the purpose of interpreting a certain omen-text belonging
[Bu. 89-4-26, 152]
to the Series -< -.
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 23in. high, one side of the
lines.
base at least l1in.; 18 + short beginnings of 11 + ..........
1
Rm.
with
corresponding
Assurbanipal,
of
Part of an inscription
[Bu. 89-4-26, 153]
(see above, p. 1570), Column II, lines 115 ff.
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 2-in. long, segmental arc 25in.,
chord 2-in.; 8 lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian
[Bu. 89-4-26, 154]
king.
20 + 22 + 3 lines; Babylonian.
Right half, upper portion, 2-in. by 3}in.;
, etc., con4' > 4
Part of a letter to the king from y ~

cerning public affairs.
and y

¢TOYI

a-,

Mention is made of ¥ >Dty=

etc., and of YTS -Y-

Y-.

t-

4(

[Bu. 89-4-26, 156]

Left half, lower portion, 28in. by tin.; 18 + 13 lines. Part of a private
contract concerning a sale of land. The date is mutilated.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 157]
in.; 14 + 3 + 16 lines. Part of a
2in. by
,
Right half, lowerr portion,
letter, or report, concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the
.

4

Y>$
p4 Yh-y

Portions, 2-in. by

y

;

[Bu. 89-4-26, 158]

Av, etc.

a1-in.; 7 + 3 lines.

Part of an astrological report

concerning observations of the moon; it partly
from y A- A,-a >-V
[Bu. 89-4-26, 159]
relates to public affairs.
Complete, 2 in. by 1 5in. ; 20 + 2 + 11 lines. Letter to the king from
Y t~ b- concerning astrological subjects. CJf obverse, lines
y x-zT
A
y
v
4
J+
{E9
<
Y6
T
4I 1 >
T+
effaced.
I.Partly w-T
f4.- U <Y- I HYY T t^Y A-ly
^ -vY
t >^ TY A>+ HOY I V at
* Partly effaced,
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Y t IY

*F
I

r

<.
[Bu. 89-4--26, 160]

Complete, 27 in. by l1 7 in.; 20 + 14 lines. Letter to the king concerning
religious subjects. The text begins:4_ t yyy> y -44f-yy
<I

>y
-,-Yy y

>

V

>I tH) tYYFt
v-gYTY
>
ITyq= i EWY <]<
T1I, <I
XY UTP
Y->PP
<Y--PI 4^ YF- I -U fTV; _y

Ya Al-A
- Pt
-P
is made of the land of ~, >-

y * <Y*(-Z -jE :-YY

k

a-

>-1, etc. Mention

.

[Bu. 89-4-26, 161]

Nearly complete, 3& -in. by 1¢~ in.; 23 + I + 24 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
Letter to the king (
_-<(- ) from
a-aYY
y
-- '
4>¥
¥Y-

P i&_Y,I

, ¥ I

Y'

(

g::

¥

and

concerning public affairs. Mention is made of 'Y
teligion is madjeof. theountriest ofgias:--~~
^
^ «--tT
the city of
-YY
t
_
etc.

_d
~_,A

>'

-

; i

and
of of
and

[Bu.,A89-4-26, 162]

Complete, 3- in. by 1 in.; 20 + 2 + 19 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
L
oetter
to the king from
a l
-tr7
Athek concerning public affairs. Men-

[Bu. 89-4-26, 164]
Portion of the right half, 3in. by 2

11 (+ .

........

list of the class

in.; (...........

+) 14 + 20 + 22 +

) lines in three columns.

Part of an explanatory

Sb."

[Bu. 89-4-26, 165]

Left half, 3 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Pait of an astrological report to the kin
e g from
o-t
.
-+ concerning observations

of the moon and sun and certain stars.
Right half, lower portion, 2~-in. by 2 in.; (....

[Bu. 89-4-26, 166]
+) 15 + 16 (+....)

lines.
Part of an incantation-text with an
version.
*

Partly effaced.
Partly

interlinear Assyrian
[Bu. 89-4-26, 167]
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Left-hand corner, 25in. by 1 in.; 5 + 12 + 1 lines (in three columns).
Part of a text containing omens, etc., forming, according to the
colophon, the 1st tablet of the Series >-<
W >-k :
-T GdYEEi.
Duplicate of K. 2235; see above, p. 424. Cf. also p. 1115, K. 10805.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 168]
Fragment of the right half of a cylinder, 3 in. long, diameter 1- Gin.; 8
lines; Babylonian. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian, or
Babylonian, king.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 169]
Fragment of the upper portion of a prismoid, 33 in. high, one side of the
base at least 1Iin.; 13 + 13 +..........
lines.
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 170]
Portion of the left half, 3- in. by 1L in.; 20 + 7 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning
and ,/Y ai, etc. Cf. supra, p. 549,
note t.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 171]
IY-

Portion of the right half, 25in. by 2 in.; 13 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a text containing prayers and directions for ceremonies and
rites.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 173]
Fragment of the left half, 31 in. by 2 in.; 14 + ....
lines; Babylonian.
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of certain stars.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 174]
Portion out of the middle of a cylinder, 2}in. long, segmental arc 4in.,
chord 33in.; 20 lines. Part of an inscription of Sennacherib.
Duplicate of 80-7-19, 1; see above, p. 1728.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 175]
Left half, lower portion, 31in. by 2½in.; 20 + 10 lines; marginal number <.
Part of a text containing forecasts similar to those of Rm. 2, 109;
see above, p. 1646.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 176]
Portion of the lower half of a prismoid, 2~in. high, one side of the base
2min.; 17 + 10 + .........
+ 9 + 15 + 8 lines.
Part of an
inscription of Sennacherib, corresponding with Senn. Pr., Colunn 1,
lines 43 ff., etc. It is dated:->, Hi¥ <<V
Y -+

A-d i

f-~JA~

d--- V

A,

->>-YY

g -Y -

, i.e., March-April, B.C. 697.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 177]

Upper half, 41in. by 3
28
-in.;
+ 23 lines. Part of a prayer written for
Assurbanipal (Y -+ 4
I- YI). This tablet probably is the rough
draft for a text to be inscribed on a certain object; cf. the colophon:.-.+

<

<>>

--

P.^

-4v+
1>¢

[Bu. 89-4-26, 209]
*

Partly effaced.
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Portion of the left half, 2iin. by 25in.; 15 + 13 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning ! ~ and
_ >_Y, etc.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 299]
Lower half, 2-in. by 2 in.; 14 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
including a prayer for the welfare of the king.
[Bu. 89-4-26, 310]

Portions, 1"in. by tin.; 13- + 2 + 8 lines; Babylonian.
(from the king).

Part of a letter
[Bu. 91-5-9, 2]

Portions, l-in. by lin.; 12 + 12 + 2 lines. Part of a letter to the king
from y ~-- _
yid concerning certain sacrifices, etc.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 3]
Complete, 11 5 in. by 1Din.; 9 + 4 lines. Private contract concerning a
loan of money. It is dated:--Y k t <<YV
<y"T ' >· , VAc, i.e., Febr.-March, B.C. 687.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 4]

$

Upper half, 1sin. by
in.; 13 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
from the king to f eqZ, <<
- .ki: concerning public affairs.
Mention is made of ' >-Y. Lt.
The colophon, which is written
in Assyrian characters, contains a date:--MY f <<WV
-e <,t- >
91-5-9,
5]
[Bu.
-¥ bJ 4-iA.
Complete, l"in. by lin.; 5 + 2 lines. Astronomical report to the
king from YI, t6< yT (1Ty -- yY dyy
concerning an observation of the moon.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 6]

G-)

Portions, l1in. by 1-ibin.; 6 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological report from y -4 <-YY Ytty wy
concerning observations
of the moon.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 7]
Complete, 2in. by lin.; 5 + 3 lines. Astrological report from Ad*
.
observations
of
the
moon
and
sun;
it
partly
relates
V YT y; concerning
to public affairs.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 8]
Complete, 2-lin. by lin.; 4 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Astrological report,
and letter, to the king from y
Tu
JVy >- concerning observations
._
of the moon. The report partly relates to public affairs.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 9]
* Partly effaced.
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Nearly complete, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 1sin. by 14in.;
7 + 7 + 2 lines. Private contract concerning a sale of corn. It is
i
, i. e.,
<V- , <
Y
+
dated:_
[Bu. 91-5-9, 10]
Jan.-Febr., B.c. 678.
Portions, 2 in. by 1 1 in.; 15 + 4 + 8 lines.
A
>d \>
beginning :--y
H-:>XT I -dH | I'e
A, etc.

Part of a letter to the king,
* (?) 1
t+

[Bu. 91-5-9, 11]

Nearly complete, 2in. by l-- in.; 13 + 14 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines.
<< 4- t concerning religious subjects.
Letter to the king from y >and I >>_-. [Bu. 91-5-9, 12]
Y
A-->y
>>I
Mention is made of
Right-hand corner, 1 1in. by 1 in.; 7 + 7 lines. Part of a text containing
incantations and directions for ceremonies and rites.
[Bu.-91-5-9, 13]
7 + 1 + 5 lines. Astrological and astroComplete, 2 in. by lin.;
x concerning
<
nomical report, and letter, to the king from Y<yWi
observations of the moon, and three unsuccessful observations of
Mercury; cf. obverse, lines f f.:--4>-< ¥~
\
yyyrr IY I
[Bu. 91-5-9, 14]
Upper half, 1 in. by 1] in.; 11 + 10 lines. Part of a letter to the king
astrological subjects.
- concerning
c
from YT- 4 ~]- Y
[Bu. 91-5-9, 15]
Fragment of the left half, 1 1-in. by l-]in.; ..... + 7 lines. Part of a text
containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.
For the text see KING, Bab. Magic and Sorc., plate 58, and for a trans[Bu. 91-5-9, 16]
literation of it cf. ibidem, p. 104.
) lines.
+) 14 + 4 (+ ....
Right-hand corner, 2- in. by 1- in.; (....
Part of a text containing forecasts. [Bu. 91-5-9, 17 + Bu. 91-5-9, 37]
Upper half, 1½in. by 14 in.; 8 + 5 lines. Part of a letter to the king from
. [Bu. 91-5-9, 18]
!
X] and ( ,- A<t Y; t' ['-- >
T( + 15 lines; Babylonian.
in. by in.; .....
Fragment of the right half,
Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 19]
Portions, 1 - in. by t in.: 9 + 5 lines; Babylonian.
the king).
* This seems to be written over an erasure.

Part of a letter (from
[Bu. 91-5-9, 20]
t Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half; 1 in. by 1 in.; ..... (..)+
13 lines. Part
of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various months.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 21]
Portion of the left half, 1 in. by -in.; 12 + 6 lines. Part of a letter
concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the king of Assyria
91-5-9, 22]
4 [<- ?])[Bu.
(Right half; lower portion, 11 in. by ~ in.; 8 + 2 +12
Part of a letter to the king concerning Y "-~>Yl

lines; Babylonian.
j _ (<-, etc.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 23]
Right half, lower portion, 1~ in. by - 3 in.; 4 + 5 lines in cuneiform characters,
which seem to be identical with those of the Second Column of the
trilingual inscriptions of Darius and other Akhaemenian kings.
Contents unknown. Cf. supra, pp. 655, 761, 1535, K. 4697, K. 6076
[Bu. 91-5-9, 24]
: and Sm. 2144, etc.
Right half, lower portion, l1in. by 1-5 in.; 8 +.....lines; Babylonian.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 25]
Part of a list of names of persons, etc.
12 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part
Portion of the right half, 1-5 in. by -36in.;
of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 26]
Lower half, 1 3-in. by win.; 7 lines.

tt

>--

B.c. 672.

t:^

t

<Yr

1

T <YT-

Part of a private contract, dated:Y T-y -nTi^4, i.e., March-April,
[Bu. 91-5-9, 27]

Left half, lower portion, 1¼ in. by 5 in.; 4 + 2 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part
of an astrological report concerning observations of the moon and
sun.
°
[Bu. 91-5-9, 28]
Left half, -Lin.by lin.; 5 + 1 + 4 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of an
astrological report concerning observations of certain stars; it
partly relates to public affairs.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 29]
Fragment of the left half, 14 in. by 2 in.; 11 + short beginnings of 5 lines;
Babylonian. Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 30]
Portion of the right half, 1 in. by 1- -in.; 11 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a letter to the king.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 31]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 1-t in. by 1 in.; 8 lines. Part of
a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 32]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by
Part of a letter (to the king).

1l1

in.; 7 + .....

lines; Babylonian.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 33]
11 o 2
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Left half, lin.
by l1in.; 6 + 2 + 5 lines. Part of an astrological
report.
To line 4 of obverse, and line 1 of the edge, interlinear
explanatory glosses are added by the scribe.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 34]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by I-ll.;
....
(.....)
+ 6 + 2+
..........
lines. Part of a list of objects, etc.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 35]
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 in. by 1 in.; .
.........
)
+ 6 lines. Part of a religious text.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 36]
Right half, 1 in. by

i'

Part of an astrological report.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 38]

in.; 5 + 1 lines.

Right half, upper portion, 1-9- in. by 1L
of a letter to the king from y

in.; 13 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part
<X(- - - concerning public affairs.
G
[Bu. 91-5-9, 39]

Fragment of the left half, 1-3- in. by
private contract.
Left-hand corner,
contract.

in. by

in.; 9 + ....

in.; 7 + 1 + .....

Portions, 2-l in. by 1 in.; 4 +....

lines.

lines.

lines. Part of a
[Bu. 91-5-9, 40]
Part of a private
[Bu. 91-5-9, 41]

Omens concerning houses.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 42]

Lower half, 1 in. by ' in.; 9 + 1 + 11 + (left-hand edge) 2* lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 43]
Portion of the upper half, 2| in. by 1 in.; 5 + 2 lines in cuneiform
characters, which seem to be identical with those of the Second Column
of the trilingual inscriptions of Darius and other Akhaemenian kings.
Contents unknown.
Cf. supra, pp. 655, 761, 1535, K. 4697, K. 6076
and Sm. 2144, etc.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 44 + Bu. 91-5-9, 48]
Upperhalf, 1 in. by in.; 6 + . . .lines. Introduction of a letter to the
king from .Y-- dy -] ~y
and [y ·-{ ]
t
-4
y.

[Bu. 91-5-9, 45]
Portion of the right half, 1 in. by in.; 6 + 7 lines. Part of a letter to
the king. Mention is made of [y]
A.
VY4.t
[Bu. 91-5-9, 46]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 1 - in.; 7 + 7 + .........
lines
(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory text. [Bu. 91-5-9, 47]
Upper half, 1 in. by 1lin.; 9 + 1 lines.
y >- <y
SYY>A -Bu.

Part of a letter to the king from
[Bu91-5-9, 49]

* These two lines run from the obverse top to the bottom edge.

t -Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1TVlin. ' ; 13 + (...
.....
+)
9 lines; Babylonian. Part of a religious text including directions for
ceremonies and rites.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 50]
Fragment of the left half, 21 in. by 1 in.; 4 +( .... .. +
+ ) 11 lines.
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 52]
Portions, 4- in. by 23 in.; 25 + 27 + 2 lines. Part of a list of stones
supposed to possess magical properties. Sums total are added by the
scribe.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 53 + Bu. 91-5-9, 163 + Bu. 91-5-9, 212 + Bu. 91-5-9, 234]
Fragment of the right half, l
letter or report.

in. by 1 in.; 7 +....

lines. Part of a
[Bu. 91-5-9, 54]

Right half, lower portion, 14 in. by 5 in.; 3 + (edge) 3 + 2 lines. Part of a
private contract.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 55]
Fragment out of the middle, l in. by 1 in.; 10 + .....
lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. [Bu. 91-5-9, 56]
Fragment of the lower portion, 1a in. by - in.; 3 + 3 + 5 lines. Part of a
private contract.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 57]
Fragment of the lower portion, .in. by 4 in.; 2 + 1 + 7 lines. Part of an
astrological report concerning observations of certain stars.
.. .
[Bu. 91-5-9, 58]
.

Lower half, 1- in. by 1 in.; 6

+

6 lines.

..

Part of a private contract.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 59]

Left-hand corner, 14in. by 4in.; .....
+ 2 + 5 lines.
randum concerning various kinds of wood.
Portion of the left half, 14in. by " in.; 13 + 12 lines.
the king) concerning building-operations.

Part of a memo[Bu. 91-5-9, 60]
Part of a letter (to
[Bu. 91-5-9, 61]

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by l-r in.; ......
5 + (left-hand edge)
4 lines. Part of a private contract. The date is mutilated.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 62]
Upper half, 1 7iin. by 18 in.; 7 + 5 lines. Introduction and end of a letter
to the king from ¥ -'.'
,..
[Bu. 91-5-9, 63]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by l in.; 10
....
(.
) lines.
Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the :Y AJ, etc.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 64]
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by l1-rin.; 5 + .-...
list of horses and of the names of their owners.
Upper half, l- 6in. by 18 in.; 7 + 8 lines.
·--- *.
to the king from fY -

lines. Part of a
[Bu. 91-5-9, 65]

Introduction and end of a letter
[Bu. 91-5-9, 66]

+.+....
Fragment out of the middle, l1 in. by in.; 7 +.....
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for
ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [Bu. 91-5-9, 67]
+) traces
+ ..
Fragment of the left half, 1- in. by 1 in.; 8 + (.....
of 2 lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian
[Bu. 91-5-9, 68]
version.
+ 10
Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 1 in. by 1 Q6 in.; ..
[Bu. 91-5-9, 69]
lines. Part of a religious text.
Portion out of the middle, 1 in. by | in.; 6+ .. .
Part of a letter to the king.
1
11
in.; 11 + .
b
Upper half, 1i7 -in.
letter from the king to Y "

¥ :i

.-

=
:

lines; Babylonian.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 70]

Part of a
lines; Babylonian.
<-< ,_ and certain officials of
[Bu. 91-5-9, 71]

Upper half, 1-76 in. by 1 in.; 12 + 6 lines; Babylonian.
.4 _Y
^) from 'f -Ty
-i
to the king (
public affairs.

Part of a letter
- concerning
[Bu. 91-5-9, 72]

-l in. by 1 in.; 8 + short beginnings of 3 lines; Babylonian.
4
RY] -v
A i) from [y] -Part of a letter to the king (y
[Bu. 91-5-9, 73]
A.
= vt
concerning Y V -y, the son of' -

Upper half,

Left half, 1 in. by in.; 7 + 3 lines.
ing a loan of money.

Part of a private contract concern[Bu. 91-5-9, 74]

2 lines;
Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 1- Gin.; 5 +.....+
[Bu. 91-5-9, 75]
Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king.
Left-hand corner, 1- 3in. by 1 in.; 7 + 4 lines.
interlinear Assyrian version.

Part of a hymn with an
[Bu. 91-5-9, 76]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 in. high, one side of the base
lines. Part of a historical inat least in.; 5 + 11 +.........
scription of an Assyrian king concerning a war with the king of

Van.--(&X <:

[Bu. 91-5-9, 77]

[CyY])3, etc.
* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion, 1 in. by 1 in.; 6 + 6 + 4 lines. Part of a
[Bu. 91-5-9, 78]
letter to the king.
Portions, 1 in. by 1 in.; 8 +1 + 7 lines. Part of a private contract
[Bu. 91-5-9, 79]
concerning a sale of slaves. The date is mutilated.
+ 12 lines; Babylonian.
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by 15 in.; .....
[Bu. 91-5-9, 80]
Part of a letter or report.
Part of a letter to the king.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 81]
5 + 6 lines. Part of a
Fragment out of the middle, 15 in. by lin.;
91-5-9, 82]
private contract.

Upper half, 1- in. by 1- in.; 9 + 4 lines.

Lower half, 1- in. by 1-J in.; 5 + 1 + 9 lines. Part of a private contract.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 83]
lines. Part
Fragment of the lower portion, 1 in. by s in.; 6 + 1 +....
[Bu. 91-5-9, 84]
of a private contract.
Upper half, H-i.

by
in.

n ; 6+

-":- .....

beginning:-4>

·a,

.. ...-

ll t <^gn
Right half, upper portion, 1- in. by

Part of a letter,
i
<
><
[Bu. 91-5-9, 85]

lines; Babylonian.
2f
_.I.

etc.

4

in.; 18 + 13 lines.

Part of a letter to

<¢<. concerning religious subjects.

the king from Y <M >+,

[Bu. 91-5-9, 86]
Right half, upper portion, 1 in. by I in.; 13 + 12 + 2 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter to the king from Y"-t^: Ii.
,>Uyt
, the son of ¥ ~ , ¥.
is made of -

&Y < . Mention
[Bu. 91-5-9, 87]

Upper half, 1 in. by lin.; 111 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
4- concerning private affairs.
'_
from the king to y <Y 4
[Bu. 91-5-9, 88]
Fragment out of the middle, 1-- in. by 1 in.; 3 4 ..... lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 89]
Right half, upper portion, i in. by tin.; 10 + traces of 2 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter to the king ([h]
cerning public affairs.

i. &X6) from [f]

_* A-i con'-;4
[Bu. 91-5-9, 90]

Mention is made of Saosduchinos (>-

-YY4 ,A-).

Y

Fragment of the lower portion, lin. by in.; 6 + 2 + 2 lines in cuneiform
characters, which seem to be identical with those of the Second Column
of the trilingual inscriptions of Darius and other Akhaemenian kings.
Contents unknown. Cf. supra, pp. 655, 761, 1535, K. 4697, K. 6076
[Bu. 91-5-9, 91]
and Sm. 2144, etc.
*

Partly effaced.
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Upper half, lin.' by 1-Tin.; 11

letter to the

) from Y

king (_

cerning private affairs.
Upper half;, lin.

by 1 in.; 10 + 12 lines.

concerning the sale of a slave.

¥ "-+

h-:= d ¥,o

Part of a
cony
[Bu. 91-5-9, 931

11 + 2 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a private contract

It is dated:-- >

<,
<-¥>¥y. ¥Y_-

_

y

l

, <¥- >

i.e., Febr.-Mllarch, B.c. 674.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 94]

tin.
by l-in.; 9 + 4 lines. Part of a private contract
Upper half, l
concerning a sale of land. It is dated:;
f <;Y
[<T
;f >Vy, i.e., B.C. 686-5.
Y >-?] < '- -+ a -. [Bu. 91-5-9, 95]

R

Lower half, l in. by 1lin.; 17 + 2 + 16 lines. Part of a letter concerning
public affairs. Mention is made of the land of 5, ~>yTA! A, etc.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 96]
9 lines.
Fragment of the lower portion of reveise, 2in. by 1in.; .....
End of a text, containing astrological forecasts, belonging,
according to the colophon, to the 41st tablet of the great astrological

work
-i_ F

X-4y-O[ yy. The colophon contains a (double-) date:
< y> Y 4 Ty, i.e., B.c. 716-5.
y y
y 4yy
[Bu. 91-5-9, 97]

Portion of the right half, liin. by 1¼in.; 10 + 2 lines.
contract, dated:-[<>-?] >

-- 4-- Y

Part of a private

, i.e., B.C. 688-7.

[Bu. 91-5-9, 98]
Right-hand corner, 1 tin. by l9in. ( ....
Part of a text containing forecasts;
affairs.

lines.
they partly relate to public
[Bu. 91-5-9, 99]
) 9 + 6 (+.....)

Right half, upper portion, l}- in. by l1-in.; 15 + 5 lines. Copy of an
omen-text concerning events that may happen in a city, etc. Of line
'
t_
1 of obverse only the second half is visible :-,,~" :,
[Bu. 91-5-9, 100]
- ~yy
d
y.8 + 4 lines. Part of a mythoLeft half, upper portion, 1 in. by 1-1in.;
version, beginning:-< AAssyrian
interlinear
logical text, with an
Ya <
A
A comparison of the catch-line :-y.... Y -,~,-^,
E
>
2Y
g":?r(,, with K. 3318, obverse, line 1, makes it probable
- C
that on this tablet the text of Bu. 91-5-9, 101 is continued; cf. szpra,
[Bu. 91-5-9, 101]
p. 522, and Vol. II, p. xxiv.
* Partly effaced.
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Left half, 2in. by 11in.; 8 + 1 lines. Part of an astrological report
=
from y -~- T,- _ T Y concerning observations of certain stars.
To lines 7 and 8 interlinear explanatory glosses are added by the
scribe.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 102]
Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 14 +
.......
lines. Part of
a text containing regulations for making offerings.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 104]
Complete, 2 in. by

from y ,--

lz ~<j'
>

is made of Y
4,Z etc.

Part of a letter to the king

-L in.; 14 + 2 lines.

YW Y»

Y Al]a <Ad k,

concerning private affairs.

Mention

and of the city of -~Y

YY >T
'y

4

[Bu. 91-5-9, 105]

Left half, upper portion, 1 in. by 1¼
in.; 4 + 4 + 2 lines. Part of a report,
beginning:- + <:W
^ Y Y >-YYf
-'']"
' /"
[Bu. 91-5-9, 106]
left half, upper portion, 1- in. by 1 in.; 12 + 14 + 2 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter to the king (>-< r
oto)
from "(-yi
Ai
etc.
Ad, etc.
rf^ concerning public affairs in the country of
[Bu. 91-5-9, 107]
lines.
4 + 11 (+.....)
Right-hand corner, l-%9in. by l-x in.; (....+)
Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal.
Cf. Rm. 1 (see above,
[Bu. 91-5-9, 108]
p. 1570), Column V, lines 111 ff.
Left-hand corner, 1lin. by 1lin.; 6 + 6 lines.
king.
Upper half, 1 in. by
beginning:--

1l5

To tY; ty
Y4
etc.
c,

Part of a letter to the king,

in.; 10 + 5 lines.

._To_4x ,

Part of a letter to the
[Bu. 91-5-9, 109]

y ~V

-_

T

I rymy JE:r>

Fragment out of the middle,
letter to the king.

5

^^

in. by

in.; .....

'I

Y- +

< <Y*
[Bu. 91-5-9, 110]
= iI nm
E

+ 6 lines. Part of a
[Bu. 91-5-9, 111]

.........
)
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 21 in. by 1 in.; .
+ 14 lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions
for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 112]
Portions,

l3-in. by

-1in.;

13 + 14 + 3 lines; Babylonian.

letter to the king ([_-u]
concerning public affairs.
and of the city of + y -

A

A

,

;

·

Part of a

) from (

Mention is made of [f] -I>I-Y4* *
X
[Bu. 91-5-9, 113]

4Y, etc.

* Partly effaced.
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Lower half, probably the inner part of a case-tablet, 1-- in. by in.; 4 + 2
+ 5 + (right-hand edge) 2 lines. Part of a private contract.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 114]
Lower half, l1in. by 1 in.; 12 + 14 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
(to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is made of y Ace <<
YYa 'i

sY!
and of the city of 7

I--yy 4

y ,

etc.

[Bu. 91-5-9, 115]
lines. Part of a
Fragment of the left half, 1Tin. by 1 in.; 11 + .....
[Bu. 91-5-9, 116]
letter.
Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 8 + 3 lines. Part of a text concf. supra, pp. 579,
taining forecasts. The lines begin with >-< >X;
[Bu. 91-5-9, 117]
1654, K. 3949 and Rm. 2,175.
Lower half, 1 in. by 1 in.; 12 + 2 + 9 lines. Part of a letter concerning
[Bu. 91-5-9, 118]
religious subjects.
Right-hand corner, 23 in. by 1- 5in.; short ends of 9 + 1 lines. Fragment
[Bu. 91-5-9, 119]
of a religious (?) text.
Lower half, 21 in. by 1in.; 6 + 4 lines. Part of a memorandum,
''I < [YT], i.e., April-May,
<T- > T >TV
dated:--y- > -e
[Bu. 91-5-9, 120]
B.C. 648 (?).
1
by 1 in.; 3 + 6 lines. Part of a private contract,
Upper half, 1 ¼3in.
i.e., Sept.* ,,
[<T-?] > T <T
<:- T <Y Yt
dated
121]
91-5-9,
[Bu.
Oct., B.C. 698.
Right half, lower portion, 2¼ in. by 2 in.; 11 + 3 + 13 lines. Part of a
[Bu. 91-5-9, 122 + Bu. 91-5-9, 135]
legal decision.
Lower half, 13 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 8 lines.

Part of a legal decision.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 123]

3 in. ; 6 + 6 + (right-hand edge)
1
Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by
[Bu. 91-5-9, 124]
2 lines; Babylonian. Part of a report.
Right half, lower portion, 2 in. by 13 in.; 14 + 2 + 13 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 125]

118 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter
Portions, 2| in. by 1¼in.; 18
concerning public affairs in
,,',S.
from the king to Y>'-A X*A *
of y y SyA- A , etc.
made
is
Mention
Elam (' <><(y '( 4).
[Bu. 91-5-9, 126]
Right half, lower portion, 15 in. by l in.; 7 + 9 lines.
contract.
*

Partly effaced.

Part of a private
[Bu. 91-5-9, 127]

KOUYUNJIK
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COLLECTION.

*Fragmentout of the middle, 21-in. by lin.; 10 + 8 +.........
.lines
(in double-columns). Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms. The subject matter is of a religious character, similar to that
of K. 156, etc.; see above, p. 41.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 128]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 4-in. high, one side of the base
25in.; ..........
+ 6 + 21 + 13 lines. Part of an inscription of
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column
viii, lines 99 ff.; Column ix, lines 123 ff.; Column x, lines 98 ff.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 129 + Bu. 91-5-9, 175 + Bu. 91-5-9, 200]
Fragment of the left half, 1-1- in. by 1-1sin.: 9 + 7 + 3 lines. Part of a
letter to the king. Mention is made of Y A-- !-_4Vy.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 130]
Fragment out of the middle, Ilin. by 119in.; 10 + ..... lines. Part of
a letter, or report, concerning public affairs.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 131]
Left half, upper portion, 2in. by 1-in.;
12 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a hymn to the Sun-god. According to the colophon this text was
copied from an Assyrian original.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 132]
Left half, lower portion, 2} in. by gin.; 4 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a letter or report.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 133]
Fragment out of the middle of a cylinder, 21 in. long, segmental arc 2in.,
chord 1 in.; 10 lines separated from each other by division-rules. Part
of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is made
of the land of &
A E < Ayy.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 134]
Upper half, lin. by 1- in.; 10 + 5 lines. Part of a letter to the king
from Y
[ _ = z concerning the transport of horses. The colophon
contains a date.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 136]
Lower half, 2in. by 1 s-in.; 16 + 3 + 16 lines.
private affairs.
Upper half, 2kin. by 1lin.; 12 + 9 lines.
dated -[;

_

t

_<T-

k

Part of a letter concerning
[Bu. 91-5-9, 137]

Part of a private contract,
T

-

/, i.e., B.C. 677-6.

[Bu. 91-5-9, 138]
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. by 1--9in.; 8 +....
lines.' Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
.....
[Bu. 91-5-9, 139]
+ 16
15 lines. Part of a letter
Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by -1in.;
concerning public affairs in the land of Elam (AXk<tY iy * [<EJ]).
[B'l. 91-5-9, 140]
*

Partly effaced.
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Portions, 2 -in. by l15i in.; 12 + 1 + 4 lines. Part of a letter to the king
from Y - 4>YVY >
- concerning astrological subjects. Cf. obverse,

lines 6 ff':-

4-

-y

YYsTY>
1Yy y
I-

YT

y y T1
Y~ ~-Y
r ItY>¥Y
Y 'YY ~Y

t

-I

+ >

-, -Y
I AsYY >lY

~Y

I, etc.
L=Y

\u
I1YY
r_ -~

4YY

Bu. 91-5-9, 141]

Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 1 in.; 1 16 17 lines. Part of a letter,
or report, concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the city of
TYY
<

[Bu. 91-5-9, 14.2]

-qYk, etc.

Portions, 3 in. by 2k in.; 19 + 2 + 24 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
text containing regulations for making offerings, including the
recital of certain incantations.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 143 + Bu. 91-5-9, 176]
Lower half, 2-6-in. by 11in.; 15 + 1 + 13 lines. Part of a letter to the
king concerning religious ceremonies connected with the worship of the
0--).
[Bu. 91-5-9, 144]
goddess Istar of Arbela (~-Vy
Portions, 2- in. by 1 in. ; 14 + 15 +2 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines. Part
of a letter to the king from y r-.- * >Yy :* -- <T- concerning astro logical subjects.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 145]
Right half, upper portion, 15 in. by 13 in.; 2 + 9 + 2 lines; beneath line 2
of obverse is a seal-impression. Part of a private contract.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 146]
Fragment of the upper portion, 21 in. by " in.; 3 + 2 + 2 lines. Part of a
report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 147]
Complete, 2- in. by 1-5 in.; 15 + 3 + 14 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Letter
~.Ty g4_ concerning
) _>_from y
to the crown-prince (g
[Bu. 91-5-9, 148]
private affairs.

4

Fragment of the lower half, 1I in. by l in.; 2 + 7 lines.
(to the king).

Part of a letter
[Bu. 91-5-9, 149]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.; 9
of a religious text.

lines. Part
[Bu. 91-5-9, 150]

..........

Portion out of the middle, 21 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 7 lines.
contract concerning a sale of land.
* Partly'effaced.

Part of a private
[Bu. 91-5-9, 151]

KOUYUNJIK COLLECTION.

Fragment of the upper portion, 2- in. by 1 in.; .....
of 2 lines. Part of a text containing epigraphs.

1943
+ 10 + 13 + traces
[Bu. 91-5-9, 152]

Fragment out of the middle, 24 in. by 1in.; 9 +....
....
lines in
double-columns. Part of a list of names of gods and of their titles.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 153]
Portion of the right half, 21 in. by in.; 10 + 12 lines. Part of a letter
or report.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 154]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by 13 in.; (.....
+) 8 + 11 (+.....)
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for
ceremonies and rites.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 155]
Complete, 2 -7 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 6 lines.
-Ry 4X-, beginning:{ _a
<

ago ¢w
tyW

!-YI,

¢TOTTO
I f

<V

Astrological report from Y

<<

^Y
Ye

]

<b_
•

>-

< [

o<t17
4 <Y
I

a

[Bu. 91-5-9, 156]

etc.

Complete, 22 in. by 1 31 in.; 13 + 2 + 13 + 3 + (left-h and edge) 1 lines.
Letter to the king from Y _ >I y y, an ^
A
eTY, and >->T<Y>i-y m' 4
g 4< <<< an me Y~
concerning
public affairs.
Mention is made of the prefect (my -) -.
of the city of -¢y
T[<.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 157]
Lower half, 2 1 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 2 + 12 lines. Part of a list of objects,
probably offerings.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 158]
d

Portion of the right half, 21in. by 2 in.; 14 + 6 lines in double-columns.
Part of a list of names of gods and of their titles.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 159]
Portion of the right half, 2- in. by 2 in.; ..... ...
)
21 + 15 +
(.....)
..... lines. Part of an incantation-text with aninterlinear
Assyrian version.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 160]
Right half, 2 in. by 1l in.; 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological
report concerning observations of the (moon and) sun. It partly
relates to public affairs.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 161]
9
Left half, lower portion, 2- -in.
by lin.; 7 + 15 lines; above line 1 of
obverse are traces of what appears to be the impression of a sealcylinder. Part of a legal decision.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 162]

Portion of the left half, 21-5 in. by in.; 23 + 15 lines; Babylonian. Part
of an astrological text concerning certain stars.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 164]

1944
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Portion of the right half, 2I in. by 18 in.; 13 + 9 lines. Part of a letter
or report, concerning public affairs in the land of Elam (&,A<>i_ d <ED).
?]] <<< - -T
4ik [<ty<
It is dated:-[,>Go]
91-5-9, 165]
[Bu.
<'Ey,t i.e., April-May, or May-June, B.C. 687.
Left half, lower portion, 2¼in. by I in.; 12 + 6 lines.
contract concerning the sale of a slave.

Part of a private
[Bu. 91-5-9, 166]

lines; Babylonian.
Fragment out of the middle, 2¼in. by 1¼in.; 6 + ....
Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
?]
p. 259f., K. 1288. Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([I +--- A

<+ t

-

t).

[Bu. 91-5-9, 167]

Left half, lower portion, 2½in. by 2 in.; 8 + 1 + 9 + (left-hand edge)
[Bu. 91-5-9, 168]
2 lines; Babylonian. Part of a similar report.
lines. Part of a
Portion out of the middle. 2 iin. by 1lin.; 9 +.....
-4-?] -dMention is made of Esarhaddon ([I
similar report.

[Bu. 91-5-9, 169]

A2
) ^
E3~

5 + 5 + 3 + (left-hand edge)
b n. 1
Left half, upper portion, 21 i by
[Bu. 91-5-9, 170]
report.
similar
of
a
Part
1 lines; Babylonian.
Portion out of the middle of obverse, 3in. by 2in.; 16 + ..... + (left-hand
edge) 3 lines; between lines 5 and 6 of obverse are two seal-impressions.
Part of a private contract concerning the sale of a house, etc. It
4
Ad < t
Y if 7 AV
4 <¶ <Tis dated :->- ,
[Bu. 91-5-9, 171]
Lower half, 3in. by I1in.; 21 + 18 lines. Part of a letter to the king
concerning military affairs. Mention is made of Y A- 4A id
[Bu. 91-5-9, 172]
_), etc.
(var.:Portion of the left half, 21in. by tin.; 11 + 13 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines.
Part of a private contract concerning a sale of slaves. It is dated:L, i.e., B.C. 679-8.
< d >
]
j<T-.
<
, -,
[
[Bu. 91-5-9, 173]
Portion of the upper half of an amulet, 2-in. by 1lin.;

(top edge) 2 lines.
-4-V
god >+

.

17 + .'....

+

Part of a mythological legend concerning the

>¥.

Duplicate of Bu. 91-5-9, 186, q.v.

published by KING, Zeits., 1896, p. 58 f.
Rm. 2, 263.

The text is

Cf. also stupra, p. 1662,
[Bu, 91-5-9, 174]

Portion of the lower half, 2j in. by lini.; 16 + 18 lines. Part of a
[Bu. 91-5-9, 177]
religious or mythological text.
* I.e., either ~t

or ,V>.
4 Cf. sulpra, p. 102, K. 411.

t Partly effaced.
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Portion of the upper half, 3l in. by 2-L in.; 16 + 12 lines; between lines 2
and 3 of obverse is the impression of a seal-cylinder. Part of a report
concerning religious subjects. Mention is made of Y >-> >V>y_ Sta
4-+.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 178]
Upper half; 2 in. by 1 in.; 10 + 14 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part
of a private contract concerning the sale of a slave. It is dated:l- AB

"'

<T
<-

~

Y

-t

A-_, i.e., March-April, B.C. 667.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 179]

Portion of the upper half, 2- in. by 2t 5¥ in.; 14 +.....
lines. Part of a
prayer to the Sun-god with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate
of K. 256 (see above, p. 67), obverse, lines 1 if., which it partly restores.
Cf. supira, Volume II, p. xxiii.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 180]
Left half, upper portion, 2½ in. by 21 in.; 9 + 11 + 3 + (left-hand edge)
4* lines; Babylonian. Part of a report, concerning public affairs, of
the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of
Esarhaddon (
a
<- ,),
y <Tt ><
T- >)
and
Y >_ -_Fly
ag.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 181]
Lower half, 2 in. by 2, in.; 12 + 3 + 15 lines.
tract concerning the sale of two slaves.

Part of a private con[Bu. 91-5-9, 182]

Complete, 2' in. by 1-in.; 21 + 2 + 21 + 2 lines; in one instance two
words are separated by division-marks. Letter to the king from
>-<--Wr concerning private affairs. Mention is made of
Y-

: >-V,
¥d

.7

an

--.

A

-y

4, and of Y 4TY

, an

'k->T T

[Bu. 91-5-9, 183]

Left-hand corner, 21 in. by 2 in.; 9 + (.
+ .
+) 8 lines. Part of
an incantation with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of
Sm. 997 (see above, p. 1453), Column I, lines 1 ff.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 184]
Right half, lower portion, 2k in. by 1-7 in.; 11 +2 + 10 lines. Part of a
letter to Assurbanipal (y >-: f) concerning private affairs.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 185]
Upper half of an amulet, 35 in. by 3]in.; 18 + 8 lines. Part of a mythological legend concerning the god ->+
Y fY. The text is
published by KING, Zeits., 1896, pp. 54ff., and transliterated, with
restorations and variant readings from K. 1282 (see above, p. 257 f.) and
Bu. 91-5-9, 174 (q.v.), ibidem, p. 60f. Cf. also supra, p. 1662, Rm. 2,
263.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 186 + Bu. 91-5-9, 206]
* These four lines run from the obverse top to the bottom edge.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l in.; 3 + 10 lines. Part of a text
[Bu. 91-5-9, 187]
containing forecasts concerning the :y AJ, etc.
Portion of the lower half, 2- in. by 1- in.; 9 + 3 + 9 lines in cuneiform
characters, which seem to be identical with those of the Second Column
of the trilingual inscriptions of Darius and other Akhaemenian kings.
Cf. supra, pp. 655, 761, 1535, K. 4697, K. 6076
Contents unknown.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 188]
and Sm. 2144, etc.
Fragment out of the middle, 21 in. by 1 in.; 9 + 6 lines. Part of an
omen-text. The contents appear to be similar to those of K. 9262; see
[Bu. 91-5-9, 189]
above, p. 997.
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 2 in. high, one side of the base at
lines. Part of an inscription of
least 1jin.; 8 + 15 +..........
Assurbanipal, corresponding with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column
[Bu. 91-5-9, 190]
I, lines 124 ff.; Column II, lines 128 if.
22 + 14 + 2 lines. Part of a
n
Right half, upper portion, 6 in. b y 4in.;
report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f.,
K. 1288. Mention is made of the &A C ~-Vy ~_yy y yi, etc.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 191 + Bu. 91-5-9, 215 + Bu. 91-5-9, 222]
Portion of the left half, 25 in. by 1-9 in.; 18 + 18 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.
Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 192]
Left half, lower portion, 2s in. by 21 in.; 12 + 10 lines.
concerning the distribution of a certain estate, etc.

Part of a report
[Bu. 91-5-9, 193]

Right half, lower portion, 21 in. by 2 in.; 8 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a report, concerning public affairs, of the class described above,
D
p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([y] -- .
[Bu. 91-5-9, 194]
<~ ~[).B
Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 21 in. by 2- in.; 14 + ....
..... Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding
lines.
with Rm. 1 (see above, p. 1570), Column III, lines 54 ff.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 195]
Portion of the lower half, 2 in. by 2 in.; 12 + 12 lines. Part of an
inscription of Tiglathpileser I. Duplicate of K. 2804; see above
[Bu. 91-5-9, 196]
p. 477. Cf. also Vol. II, p. xxiv.
Lower half, 2- 5 in. by 24 in.; 7 + 4 + 12 lines; above line 1 of obverse is
part of the impression of a seal-cylinder. Part of a private contract.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 197]
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Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 1
Part of a letter (?).

in.;

....

+ 14 lines; Babylonian.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 198]

Portion of the lower half, 2} in. by 2j in.; 6 + 14 lines. Part of a report,
concerning public affairs, of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.
Mention is made of Esarhaddon (I -¢~
e x-)
[Bu. 91-5-9, 199]
Portion out of the middle, 22 in. by 1 in.; 7 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a similar report. Mention is made of y '
T - Y j [><?].
[Bu. 91-5-9, 201]
Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 2¼ in.; 12 +12 lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts concerning >_yy and dyyA,
etc.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 202]
Portion of the right half, 2 in. by 13in.; 23 4 .....
lines. Part of a text
containing forecasts.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 203]
Portion of the upper half, 2-in. by 2iin.; 24 + 4 lines.
inscription of an Assyrian king.

Part of a historical
[Bu. 91-5-9, 204]

Portion of the right half, 3in. by 2;in.; 13 + 19 lines; Babylonian. Part of
a text containing forecasts.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 205]
Right half, upper portion, 3-in. by 3k-in;. .... + 16 + 18 + ..... lines.
Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian
version.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 207]
Portions, 3in. by 2 in.; 17 i 12 lines. Part of a report including forecasts
concerning _ and -- yyy, etc. It probably is dated in the eponymy of
[f] -*a, i.e., B.C. 649-8 (?). Mention is made of Assurbanipal (y -· -, var. :-.:
_y) and Saosduchinos (yI -+< > .-Y A4).
<
[Bu. 91-5-9, 208]
Nearly complete, 3 in. by 1 in.; 13 + 4 + 18
1
1 lines; between lines 4 and
5 of obverse are two seal-impressions. Private contract concerning
the sale of a house and certain fields. It is dated :---g_4y >>y
.v[- ?], i.e., Dec.-Jan., B.C. 686-5.
>
1J0
AT" !y
=>
<YT- Y>X <Y[Bu. 91-5-9, 209]
Portions, 3-36in. by 1 7 in.; 21 + 18 lines. Part of a letter from the king,
beginning:-[y~] , A
jy *
<Y tTT\I
[Bu. 91-5-9, 210]
<YT [, etc.
yo
Left half, lower portion, 3min. by 23in.; 19 + 17 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of eclipses of
the sun, etc.; they partly relate to public affairs. This text probably
belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work ~
F-'
-~.
ytyy.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 211]
* Partly effaced.
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Omens derived from the
[Bu. 91-5-9, 213]

Complete, 3 1 in. by 2 in.; 14 + 1 + 3 lines.
actions of pigs.

Portion of the right half, 31 in. by 1 in.; 16 + .....

lines.

Part of a

[Bu. 91-5-9, 214]

religious text.

Fragment of the lower portion, 41 in. by 7 in.; 3 + 4 lines; Babylonian.
Part of a report, probably of the class described above, p. 259 f.,
[Bu. 91-5-9, 216]
K. 1288.
Portion out of the middle of a cylinder, 31 in. long, diameter 2k in.; 15 lines,
Part of a historical
separated from each other by division-rules.
inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Sennacherib; cf. line 7.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 217]
Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 3¼in. high, one side of the base at
least 2 in.; 17 + 22 + ..........
lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is made of y >-- > 4y >f'+Y< <
<V and of the 4
<, ' t
All, <Mf
<]YT >TV Y <Ad
[Bu. 91-5-9,
>-oyy y>--, etc.
Right half, upper portion, 3| in. by 2{ in.; 21 + 7 lines. Part of a
[Bu. 91-5-9,
containing forecasts.

Right half, upper portion, 3s in. by 3 in.; 17 + 21 + 20 + 5 lines.

V

218]
text
219]

Part of

a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 220]
Portion out of the middle, 4-in. by 4^in.; 18 + 15 + 18 + traces of 5 +
..... + traces of 6 + 24 + 16 lines. Part of a legend similar to those
mentioned above, pp. 880, 954, KK. 7861, 8708, etc. The colophon
begins:;:<*
*

4l~

:-y' Yl
. ,-yy

>-

[Bu. 91-5-9, 221]
lines.
Fragment out of the middle, 1-}-in. by 1 in.; 4+ 6 + ..........
[Bu. 91-5-9, 223]
Part of a list of objects.
Right half, lower portion, lAin. by 5 in.; 9 + 2 + 8 lines. Part of a letter
(to the king). Mention is made of f - ~
< T %yjj
¶ >>.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 224]
Fragment out of the middle, l1in. by |in.; 9 +....
of a religious (?) text.
*

Partly effaced.

(.

) lines. Part
[Bu. 91-5-9, 225]
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Fragment out of the middle, 1'in. by 3in.;
4 + .....
Fragment of a letter or report (?).
Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by 3jin.; 7 +.....
Part of a letter or report.
Fragment out of the middle, 1-win. by - in.; 6 + .....
Part of a letter or report.
Fragment out of the middle, l1 in. by in.; 4 ...
letter or report.
Fragment of the right half;
private contract.

in. by

in.; 5 +.....

Fragment of the upper half of reverse, 1 in. by
of a private contract.
Fragment out of the middle,
private contract.

in. by

3

Fragment out of the middle, 8 in. by
letter or report.
Fragment of the left half, 7-I in. by
or report (?).

Fragment out of the middle,
Part of a letter or report.

3

lines. Part of a
[Bu. 91-5-9, 232]

in.; 4 +....

lines. Part of a
[Bu. 91-5-9, 233]

lines.

in.; 5 + ...

7-in.;

Part of a letter
[Bu. 91-5-9, 235]

lines. Babylonian.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 236]

3 +.....

Fragment of the right half,sin. by8 in.; .....
Part of a letter.
Fragment out of the middle,-in.
letter or report (?).

of a
230]
Part
231]

in.; 4 +....

in. by - 7 in.; 2 + .....

Fragment out of the middle, -in. by
Part of a letter.

lines. Part
[Bu. 91-5-9,
3 lines.
[Bu. 91-5-9,

in.;.....

in.; 3 + .....

Fragment out of the middle, Ain. by
Part of a letter or report.

lines; Babylonian.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 226]
lines; Babylonian.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 227]
lines; Babylonian.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 228]
lines. Part of a
[Bu. 91-5-9, 229]

lines; Babylonian.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 237]
lines; Babylonian.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 238]

+ 6 lines; Babylonian.
[Bu. 91-5-9, 239]

by kin.; 3 +......lines.

Part of a
[Bu. 91-5-9, 240]

Left half, lower portion, 21in. by l-bin.; 15 + 14 lines. Omens concerning fields and incidents that may happen to men, similar to those
Cf. KING, Zeits.,
of KK. 3900, 9284, etc.; see above, pp. 575, 1000.
[95-4-6, 1]
1895, p. 98.
+
Portion of the left half, 3- in. by lin.; 18
text. Cf. KING, I.c., p. 98.

16 lines.

Part of an omen[95-4-6, 3]

Portion of the lower half, 11$in. by 1-17in.; 7 + +7
traces of 1 lines;
beneath line 7 of reverse is a seal-impression. Part of a private con[95-4-6, 5]
tract. Cf. KING, .c., p. 98.
11 Q 2

1950

BABYLONIAN

AND ASSYRIAN TABLETS.

The following 397 numbers refer to fragments of tablets, the
inscriptions of which are too short for inclusion in the
Catalogue:
KK. 2382. 2517. 2707. 2721. 2827. 3036. 3039. 3061a. 3133. 3154.
3314. 3368. 3468. 3489. 4302. 4516. 5647. 5660. 5671. 5681. 5691. 5695.
5696. 5699.. 5705. 5715. 5733. 5755. 5774-6. 5782. 5783. 5788. 5795.
5810. 5811. 5813. 5818. 5819. 5825. 5828. 5830. 5832. 5835-7. 5840.
5844-6. 5850. 5854-6. 5927. 5931. 5934. 5978. 5979. 5995. 5996.
6009-11. 6017. 6039. 6041. 6042. 6044. 6126. 6127. 6145. 6175. 6183.
6186. 6369. 6373. 6374. 6376. 6379-81. 6543. 6571. 6573. 6574. 6590.
6591. 6596. 6613. 6615. 6620. 6638. 6640. 6874. 6885. 6929. 7295.
7296. 7347. 7362. 7406. 7423. 7432. 7442. 7447. 7448. 7452. 7457.
7463. 7464. 7486. 7495. 7497. 7501. 7523. 7529. 7533. 7536. 7554.
7565. 7567. 7569. 7571. 7573. 7575-9. 7617. 7618. 7667. 7675. 7700.
7709. 7710. 7714. 7720. 7724. 7739. 7758. 7773. 7789. 7807. 8052.
8115. 8309. 8313. 8322. 8419. 8649. 9075. 9146. 9344. 9370. 9388.
9433. 9531. 9558. 9564. 9609. 9621. 9693. 9792. 9829. 9981. 9990.
10022. 10214. 10237. 10253. 10257. 10258. 10286. 10304. 10312. 10316.
10479. 10544. 10574. 10686. 10897, 10955. 10965. 10973. 10975. 10984.
11023. 11143. 11265. 11363. 11917. 12000e. 120()0f. SSm. 113. 140.
165. 183. 288. 349. 411. 426. 429. 448. 470. 476. 515. 573. 576. 577.
580. 595. 599. 645. 651. 687. 689. 692. 722. 834. 837. 842. 848. 858.
870. 879. 880. 890. 942. 963. 965. 1007. 1058. 1065. 1084. 1094. 1096.
1105. 1168. 1177. 1181. 1192. 1217. 1218. 1236. 1237. 1242. 1246.
1255. 1285. 1292. 1307. 1367. 1380. 1410. 1411. 1422. 1431. 1439.
1450. 1454. 1472. 1484. 1496. 1526. 1530. 1548. 1557. 1571. 1573.
1576. 1582. 1584. 1585. 1593. 1602. 1607. 1608. 1622. 1629. 1635.
1639. 1649. 1682. 1689. 1690. 1698. 1699. 1726. 1734. 1737. 1739.
1748. 1758. 1760. 1769. 1770. 1774. 1791. 1798. 1799. 1812. 1815.
1820. 1822. 1824. 1825. 1830. 1841. 1847-9. 1852. 1860. 1863-5. 1870.
1908. 1926. 1928. 1959. 1964. 1967. 1972. 1992. 2000. 2001. 2043.
2081. 2129. 2165. 2167. 2168. 2174. 2175. 2183.-DDT. 176. 286.
306.-RRm. 377. 386. 426. 434.-79-7-8, 130.-80-7-19, 340.81-7-27, Nos. 218. 220. 223. 245, 248. 269. 270. 271. 274. 277.82-3-23, Nos. 95. 124. 132. 213.-82-5-22, 148.-83-1-18, Nos. 588.
710. 720. 731. 732. 734. 741. 745. 755. 756. 762. 792. 798. 802. 813.
815. 816. 818. 846. 850. 851. 854. 856. 859. 873. 875. 877. 878. 887.
889. 892-5.

KOUYUNJIK COLLECTION.

1951

The following 277 numbers refer to fragments of tablets, the
inscriptions of which only contain colophons:
KK. 3075. 3088. 3141. 3513. 3606. 5667. 5698. 5922. 6203. 6218.
6240. 6;249. 6293. 6345. 6346. 6348-53. 6355. 6391. 6416. 6491. 6518.
6533. 6566. 6621. 6625. 6630. 6797. 6822. 6830. 7091. 7092. 7095. 7100.
7112. 7123. 7137. 7142. 7146. 7165. 7190. 7203. 7239. 7244. 7246.
7261. 7262. 7266. 7267. 7285. 7288. 7289. 7746. 7784. 7812. 7821.
7822. 7825. 7833. 7835. 7836. 7839-42. 7847. 7850-52. 7857. 7868.
7870. 7872-5. 7877. 7879. 7883. 7884. 7886-8. 7892. 7896. 7899-7901.
7903. 7904. 7907. 7908. 7910-13. 7917. 7919-22. 7983. 8919. 8969.
8973, 9073. 9419. 9506. 9538. 9539. 9556. 9566. 9603. 9626-30. 9690.
9725. 9732. 9753. 9754. 9785. 9786. 9795. 9796. 9798. 9799. 9801.
9853. 10210. 10218. 10222. 10252. 10256. 10265. 10266. 10269. 10287.
10290. 10293. 10305. 10307. 10313. 10513. 10515. 10531. 10572.
10584. 10627. 10757. 10762. 10776. 10841. 10851. 10853. 11056.
11288. 11318. 11327. 11355. 11574. 11587. 11607. 11623. 11698.
11765. 11771. 11818. 11825. 11838. 11968.-SSm. 82. 93. 137. 213.
224. 235. 242. 280. 441. 495. 536. 588. 652. 709. 800. 806. 819. 878.
969. 1003. 1016. 1055. 1112. 1124. 1137. 1141. 1169. 1196. 1233.
1251. 1264. 1299. 1314. 1334. 1362. 1374. 1427. 1429. 1433. 1471.
1494. 1500. 1508. 1610. 1645. 1775. 1786. 1788. 1819. 1840. 1858.
1859. 1985.-DDT. 116. 139. 206. 212. 226. 265.-RRm. 435. 437-45.
447. 448. 588. 958. 985.-Rm. 2, Nos. 198. 257. 266. 334. 335. 371. 473.
498. 513. 522. 523. 594.-80-7-19, 271.-81-2-4, Nos. 308. 310.
435.-81-7-27, Nos. 211. 243.-82-5-22, Nos. 511. 525.-83-1-18
751.-Bu. 89-4-26, Nos. 79. 110. 121.-Bu. 91-5-9, Nos. 51. 92.

1952

The

BABYLONIAN AND ASSYRIAN TABLETS.

following numbers refer to uninscribed fragments of
tablets from Kouyunjik; to inscribed fragments and tablets
which were not found at Kouyunjik; and to miscellaneous
objects found at Kouyunjik and at other sites in Mesopotamia:K. 8551.-SSm. 1591. 2197-223. 2225-32. 2234-75. 2277-484.DDT. 322-54. 356. 357. 359-62. 364-70. 372-82.-RRm. 449. 622-40.
642-853. 856-901. 914. 915. 917. 918. 927. 929. 938. 942. 946. 956.
966. 967. 969. 972. 974. 975. 979. 983. 984. 986-8. 990. 991. 997.
1000. 1006-9. 1011. 1014. 1020. 1021. 1023-7.-Rm. 2, Nos. 431-53.48-7-20, Nos. 1-114. 120.-48-10-31, 1.-48-11-4, Nos. 1-279.
284-314.-56-9-3, Nos. 1-1135.-56-9-9, Nos. 1-127.-79-7-8, Nos.
161. 169. 198. 281-3. 298. 299. 304. 306.-80-7-19, Nos. 199-212.
214-61. 263-9. 309. 318. 320-29.-81-2--4, Nos. 1-41. 351. 353-71.81-7-27, Nos. 153-76. 178-98. 222. 256.-82-3-23, Nos. 154-212.
214-4412. 4414-5214.-82-5-22, Nos. 62. 180-96. 197-315. 318-479.
577b-985. 987-95. 997-1010. 1012-1396. 1398-1762.--83-1-18, Nos.
609-87. 700-705. 722. 725. 727. 744. 752. 791. 829. 865.-Bu. 88-5-12,
Nos. 1-10. 12-119.--Bu. 89-4-26, Nos. 27. 42. 51. 92. 146. 147. 172.
178-208. 210-298. 300-309.-95-4-6, 2.
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